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Foreword
The Sixth International Conference on Internet and Web Applications and Services (ICIW 2011) held on
March 20-25, 2011 in St. Maarten, The Netherlands Antilles, continued a series of co-located events that
covered the complementary aspects related to designing and deploying of applications based on
IP&Web techniques and mechanisms.
Internet and Web-based technologies led to new frameworks, languages, mechanisms and protocols for
Web applications design and development. Interaction between web-based applications and classical
applications requires special interfaces and exposes various performance parameters.
Web Services and applications are supported by a myriad of platforms, technologies, and mechanisms
for syntax (mostly XML-based) and semantics (Ontology, Semantic Web). Special Web Services based
applications such as e-Commerce, e-Business, P2P, multimedia, and GRID enterprise-related, allow
design flexibility and easy to develop new services. The challenges consist of service discovery,
announcing, monitoring and management; on the other hand, trust, security, performance and
scalability are desirable metrics under exploration when designing such applications.
ICIW 2011 comprised five complementary tracks. They focused on Web technologies, design and
development of Web-based applications, and interactions of these applications with other types of
systems. Management aspects related to these applications and challenges on specialized domains were
aided at too. Evaluation techniques and standard position on different aspects were part of the
expected agenda.
ICIW 2011 also included:


ECCSS 2011, The First International Workshop on Enterprise Cloud Computing - Strategies and
Solutions

We take this opportunity to thank all the members of the ICIW 2011 Technical Program Committee as
well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad and high-quality conference program
would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors who
dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to the ICIW 2011. We truly believe that, thanks to
all these efforts, the final conference program consists of top quality contributions.
This event could also not have been a reality without the support of many individuals, organizations, and
sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the ICIW 2011 organizing committee for their help in
handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a success.
We hope that ICIW 2011 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and results
between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in Web Services.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very open. The
beautiful places of St. Maarten surely provided a pleasant environment during the conference and we
hope you had a chance to visit the surroundings.
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Abstract—Today, there is an increasing abundance of
information and services available to mobile users. Many
ubiquitous services retrieval architectures are based on
keyword or interface matching which does not provide very
accurate match results. More recently, semantic languages
have been used to improve accuracy. However, this often
requires the use of reasoning software which is very resource
intensive. Therefore, in this paper we propose a semantic
approach to service retrieval in ubiquitous computing
environments, which improves accuracy over keyword /
interface matching approaches but avoids the use of a semantic
reasoned in order to provide improved efficiency over
inference based proposals. In addition, our proposal
incorporates a user profile to limit the search space and takes
account of the capabilities of the requesting mobile device. Our
approach also transforms BPEL service descriptions into a
graph to perform atomic-level graph matching. Thus, we
calculate semantic similarity between two graph nodes to
provide a service ranking, so that it is possible obtain an
approximate match if there is no service that exactly matches
the user requirements. We have implemented our approach
and provide a performance evaluation on a mobile device
which clearly demonstrates that our approach is more efficient
than reasoning and produces accurate match results.
Keywords-matching; context-aware discovery; ubiquitous
environments; personalization

I.

INTRODUCTION

The number of mobile subscribers is reaching the 3
billion mark, worldwide [1]. The vision of ubiquitous
computing is the amicable integration of small devices,
computing and communication capabilities with humans [2]
to assist them in performing their tasks, anytime and
anywhere. The goal is for this integration to be as seamless
as possible, ideally unconscious to the human user. Service
oriented architectures [3], are useful to support transparent
integration of software applications in ubiquitous
environments [4]. Service discovery is used to match the
requirements of a mobile user with the capabilities of
existing services available. Since ubiquitous mobile
environments are extremely dynamic, this matching process
must be both accurate / relevant [5] and fast /efficient [6].
Service discovery in ubiquitous environments presents
both new opportunities and new challenges [7, 8]. On one
hand there is an abundance of contextual information about
the mobile which can enrich the service discovery process.
On the other hand mobile devices used in ubiquitous
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environments are typically resource constrained and cannot
interact with all services.
In this paper we propose a service discovery architecture
for ubiquitous environments which considers the preferences
of mobile users, the resource specifications of the user’s
device and the delivery context to provide the flexibility to
reconfigure services according to environmental changes.
Typically the Business Process Execution Language
(BPEL) [9] is used as an orchestration language for services.
It is used to form executable business processes which
involve message exchange. The number of business
processes described using BPEL on the web and at an
enterprise level is increasing. Additionally, BPEL is useful
for forming a composition of multiple services to meet the
user’s requirements when a single service alone cannot
perform the required task [10]. Therefore, in our approach
we propose an algorithm which matches services based on
BPEL descriptions.
It is well known that semantic matching is more accurate
than earlier approaches such as keyword / interface based
matching [11, 12]. Therefore, in order to meet the need for
accuracy, our matching algorithm evaluates semantic
distance between existing services. Many semantic matching
approaches utilize reasoners, however, the use of reasoners
has been shown to be extremely resource intensive [3, 1315]. Therefore, in order to support efficiency we avoid the
use of reasoners. Rather, we reduce the matching process to a
problem of graph matching by adapting existing algorithms
[16, 17]. As such our matching algorithm translates BPEL
processes into graph representations then matches these
graphs using semantic distance calculations [17].
We have implemented our proposed approach and
provide an evaluation on a resource constrained device
which shows that our approach supports both efficient
matching on a resource constrained device and effectively
provides accurate results.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: A
discussion of the current research in the field is given in
Section II. We present the high-level description of our
architecture and matching process in Section III. Then in
Section IV we discuss our approach to transform BPEL into
graphs. The overall ranking process is discussed in Section
V, followed by details about how two graph nodes are
compared in Section VI. In Section VII we discuss the way
in which our architecture filters services based on whether
they are capable of running on the user’s device. We provide
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details about our implementation and evaluation in Section
VIII. Finally in Section IX we conclude the paper.
II.

RELATED WORK

Service discovery is defined as the ability to find and use
a service based on a published description of its functionality
and operational parameters[18]. Service discovery can be
addressed under two main approaches: syntactic and
semantic discovery.
Syntactic discovery is based on interface matching
techniques (e.g., UDDI, ebXML, WSDL, IDL, RMI
interfaces, etc.) or keywords to search for services, requiring
exact matches at the syntactic level between service
descriptions and parameters employees [7, 19, 20], which
can result in that equivalent services at the logical level to be
discarded (e.g., two services described as printer and
printing may be differ syntactically but logically they are
equivalent).
Thus, while the syntax is focused on defining the services
from the input and output messages, types and parts of the
message, semantics aims to provide information about the
service functionality[19, 21].Thus, semantics improves
matching accuracy. The semantic representation of service
descriptions content enable machines to understand and
process their content, supporting the discovery and service
dynamic integration[7]. However, semantic descriptions
require reasoning applications which are resource intensive
applications which will significantly increase processing
time[22].
Therefore, we propose a service discovery approach for
ubiquitous environments based on semantic matching
without a reasoner. Our approach provides a ranked list of
services which completely or partially match a user request.
In addition, service retrieval process considers the
preferences of mobile users, the resource specifications of
the user’s device and the delivery context to provide the
flexibility to reconfigure services according to environmental
changes.
III.

ARCHITECTURE AND MATCHING PROCESS

In this section we describe our proposed architecture to
perform semantic service discovery in ubiquitous
environments by considering the user request, user profile
and device context. In our approach, which is named UServiceMatch, services and user requests are described
using BPEL. Figure 1 depicts our architecture which is
composed of the following modules:
 Advertiser: Service providers advertise their services as
BPEL documents, to the Advertiser Module, which
stores this service description into the Service
Repository.
 Requester: A service requesters is a mobile user which
submits a BPEL request for a service.
 BPEL Parser: This module transforms a BPEL service
description or user request into a graph, and vice versa.
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Device Repository: This repository stores the resource
capabilities of the requesting user’s device, including
processing power, screen size, input interface, etc.
User Repository: This module stores details related to
the mobile user / requester including personal
information about the user and previously requested /
invoked services.
Service Discovery: This module performs the matching
of a user request to service descriptions. It contains
several sub-modules including the Service Matcher
which performs the graph matching, the Context
Matcher which determines whether services can be
displayed on the user’s device and User Matcher which
matches user profiles.

Figure 1. Architecture U-ServiceMatch

The overall module interaction is presented as an activity
diagram in Figure 2. This can be described as follows.
A user submits a BPEL service description which is
transformed into a graph by the BPEL Parser. The Service
Discovery module then manages the matching process as
follows. The user request graph is first matched (by the
Service Matcher) with services that have been consumed in
the past by the current user or other users with a similar user
profile as the current user. Similar users are found by the
User Matcher module. This step is designed to limit the
search space. If a sufficiently matching service was not
found, then the user request is matched by the Service
Matcher against all other services in the Service Repository.
Each service in the ranked list of services is checked to
ensure it can be invoked / consumed by the requesting device
by the Context Matcher. A final ranked service list is
provided to the requester.
In the remainder of this paper we will discuss the
following. In Section IV we will discuss the BPEL to graph
transformation which is handled by the BPEL Parser
module. In Section V we will present the overall ranking
process and user profile matching handled by the Service
Discovery module which will interact with the User Matcher
sub-module, and the User and Device Repositories. In
Section VI we will discuss how two graph nodes are
compared by the Service Matcher module. In Section VII we
will talk over the way in which our Context Matcher filters
services based on whether they are capable of running on the
user’s device.
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Figure 2. Matching of BPEL Basic Activities

IV.

BPEL TO GRAPH TRANSFORMATION

In this work the available services in the ubiquitous
network are represented by basic activities contained in a
business process, denoted by BPEL. Thus, in this section,
we will discuss how BPEL processes are transformed to
graphs. Similarly, the nodes of the transformed graph
represent the activities of the BPEL process.
Transforming BPEL to Graph:Graphs are a general and
powerful data structure for representing objects and
concepts. Thus, in this section will present the equivalence
between a BPEL description and a formal representation of
Graphs.
A graph G, in its basic form, is a pair G = (N, E) where
N is a non-empty finite set of elements called nodes (also
called vertices or points) such that N = {n1,…, nm}.E is a
multi-set of pairs (ni, nk) is not ordered distinct elements of
N called edges, such that and E  N × N. N and E are
distinct, such that N ∩ E =  . When all the edges have
directions, and therefore (ni, nk) and (nk, ni) can be
distinguished, the graph is directed. Thus, a directed
graph or digraphG = (N, E) consists of a set N of nodes
and a set E of edges, which are ordered pairs of elements of
N.
The BPEL Parsermodule transforms a BPEL behavior
model into a process graph. A process graphhas at least one
start node and can have multiple end nodes.The graph can
have two kindof nodes:(1) regular nodes representing BPEL
activities; and (2) BPEL connectors representing splitand
join rules of type XOR or AND. Nodes are connected via
edges which may have anoptional guard. Guards are
conditions that can evaluate to true or false.
We used the ﬂettening strategy presented in [23] to
transform a BPEL document to a process graph. The general
idea is to map structured activities to respective process
graph fragments, Figure 3. The algorithm traverses the
nested structure of BPEL control ﬂow in a top-down manner
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and recursively applies a transformation procedure to each
type of structured activity.
A BPEL basic activity is transformed into a graph node
n. The BPEL sequence is transformed by connecting all
nested activities with graph edges; each sub-activity is then
transformed recursively. For the BPEL while activity, a loop
is created between an XOR join and a BPELXOR split, the
condition is added to the edge. The graph representation of
BPEL switch consists of a block of alternative branches
between a BPELXOR split and a BPELXOR join. The
branching conditions are each associated with an edge. The
BPEL ﬂow is transformed to a block of parallel branches
starting with a BPEL AND split and synchronized with a
BPEL AND join.

Figure 3.Correspondence between BPEL elements and Graph elements

The graph nodes n that represent BPEL activities have
attributes which reflect the respective activity. These are
defined as ActivityType AT(n), Operation Op(n), PortType
PT(n) and PartnerLink PL(n). AT(n) may contain one of the
following values Invokesyn, Invokeasyn, Receive or Reply. The
graph nodes n that represent BPEL connectors have two
attributes defined as: ConnectorType(n) and ActivityType(n).
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ConnectorType(n) may contain one of the following
values: AND-split, AND-join, XOR-split or XOR-join.
ActivityType(n) is the BPEL structured activity from which
the node was derived during transformation. Figure 3 shows
the correspondence between BPEL constructs and graph
elements.
V.

USER PROFILE MATCHING AND SERVICE RANKING

To produce a ranked set of services the mobile user’s
service request node ni must be matched against each service
node nj contained within a set S of potential services. There
may be many potential services in the Service Repository.
Therefore, we first check if any user has performed the same
request previously, and if so obtain a ranked service list from
the cache. If the request is not in the cache, the matching
algorithm matches the user request against those services
which have been invoked previously by the same user or a
different user which has a similar user profile as the current
user. If a valid service has still not been found, then the
remaining services in the Service Repository are compared
against the request.
This process is the focus of this section. First we will
describe the structure of our user profiles then secondly we
will describe the matching algorithm which provides a
ranked list of services.
A. User Profile Structure
The structure of our user profiles is based on [24]. These
profiles comprise domain of interest and personal data as
shown in Figure 4. In this paper, we present a proof of
concept which takes a few of these characteristics into
consideration. In future work, we will expand the contextual
attributes which are taken into consideration to provide a
broader matching of user profile similarity.
User Profile
0..*

0..*

Domain of Interest

Demographics Data

Age

Civil Status
+Id
+Value
+Metric

Gender
+Id
+Value
+Metric

+Id
+Value
+Metric
0..1

1..*

Identification Data

Address

0..1

+Id
0..1 +Value
+Metric

Name
+Id
0..1 +Value
+Metric

Email
0..1 +Id

0..1

+Value
+Metric

Figure 4. Meta-Model of User Profile

Several studies use different methods for collecting and
handling domain of interest information, depending on the
application: Web mining [25], clustering [26],
Application logs [27], etc. Each of these mechanisms
generates a set of parameters and their possible values for a
given domain of interest. The definition of these parameters
and values are not established in this work, due to the high
level of analysis and decoupling to a specific field.
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B. Rank Services
Algorithm 1 defines the algorithm for obtaining a ranked
set of services which match the user request. This algorithm
makes use of two functions. Let the function
GetRankedServicesFromCache(n) provide a ranked list of
services from the cache for any user request n(if one exists).
If the current or another user has not submitted the request n
previously, then the algorithm retrieves a list of services
which the current user, or other users with a similar user
profile, has invoked in the past. Let ConsumedServices(pi)
denote a function which returns these services, where pi is
the user profile for the current user / requester.
Algorithm 1.RankServices
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Personal Data
1..*

Personal data falls into two categories: data
identification and demographics. The user profile metamodel, is stored in the User Repository. In our system, we
compare a user profile with other profiles in order to
establish a set of similar user profiles. We assume that users
with similar profiles will request similar services [28]. Thus,
we suggest services to a user if these have been requested or
consumed by a similar user in order to reduce the search
space for potential services to compare against the user
request. To realize this goal, we will propose the matching
process in the next subsection.
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19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

INPUTS: Node nq, UserProfile p
OUTPUT: RankedList RS
/* ranked list of service nodes */
BEGIN
Let RS← GetRankedServicesFromCache(nq)
if RS != null then
return RS
else
Let S←ConsumedServices(p) /* where S is a set of nodes nk, such
that S = {n1, …, np} */
for each nkin Sdo
Let dist←CheckMatch(nk, nq) /*see Alg. 3, Sec. VI*/
ifdist< 1 then
RS← RS  (dist, nk) /* add nk to set RS, ordered by
dist*/
end if
end for
end if
if BadSuggest(RS) then
RS←null
LetS = LookupServiceRepository(non-operational information)/*
where S is a set of nodes nk, such that S = {n1, …, np} */
for each nkin Sdo
Let dist ←CheckMatch(nk, nq) /*see Alg. 3 Sec. VI */
if dist< 1 then
RS← RS  (dist, nk) /* add nk to set RS, ordered by dist
end if
end for
end if
return RS
END

The algorithm will obtain a match result by comparing
the user request node ni against each of these previously
invoked services and add these to a ranked list. The
CheckMatch(ni, np) is a function which returns a double
indicating the semantic similarity / distance between the
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request node ni and a service node np, which will be defined
in Algorithm 3, Section VI.
Assume ConsumedServices passes each (pi, pj) pair to
CheckProfileMatch which is defined in Algorithm 2, where
pi is the user request and pj is all user profiles in the User
Repository module. Algorithm 2 compares the age, marital
status, gender and all interest domain attributes, associated
with the two user profiles, using the algorithm LS, which will
defined in Algorithm 4 in Section VI.
Let BadSuggest(RS) denote a function which returns true
if a given ranked list of services RS, does not contain enough
services which meet a semantic similarity threshold against
the user request. This condition is set by the requesting user.
In the case that a service which satisfactorily matches the
user request was not found (i.e. BadSuggest returns true),
then all other services in the Service Repository will be
compared with the service request to produce a ranked
service list. Let LookupServiceRepository denote a function
which returns the services from the Service Repository.

belong to the same activity type in GQ and GT, respectively,
are compared.
The organized nodes are then compared for matching
(this is completed by the Similarity Analyzer module shown
in Figure 2). A pair of nodes (ni, nj) are compared by
considering their semantic distance which is outlined in
Algorithm 3. This algorithm also makes use of Algorithm 4
which determines the linguistic similarity between two
nodes and returns a value between 1 and 0, where 1 denotes
a complete match.
Algorithm 3 starts by giving priority to comparison of
the operation attribute. If the two operation attributes are
similar it continuing with the calculation of the similarity of
other parameters (i.e. port type and partner link) to estimate
the semantic distance between the two activities. In the
algorithm, let w(Op(ni)), or w(PT(ni)), w(PL(ni)), denote
user specified weights of importance associated with Op(ni),
PT(ni), PL(ni) in the user request, respectively.

Algorithm 2.CheckProfileMatch

Algorithm 3.CheckMatch

1.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

INPUTSUserProfile pi, UserProfile pj /* where a pk has attributes:
Set InterestDomains(pk), int Age(pk), String Marital(pk), String
Gender(pk) */
OUTPUT: double
BEGIN
Let m ← 0, g ← 0, maxI← 0
Let a = 1-{[|Age(pi) – Age(pj)|/[(Age(pi)+Age(pj))/2]}
if Marital(pi) = Marital(pj)then, m ← 1
if Gender(pi) = Gender(pj)then, g ← 1
for each value vain InterestDomains(pi) do
for each value vb in InterestDomains(pj) do
if LS(va,vb) >maxI /* calculate similarity of pi and pj*/ then
maxI= LS(va,vb)
end if
end for
end for
*/Let w(y) be a user assigned weight of importance where y is an
attribute, Age(pi), Marital(pi), Gender(pi) or InterestDomains(Pi), such
that 0 ≤ w(y)≤1*/

w  Age  pi   * a  w  Marital  pi   * m 

return1 

w  Gender  pi   * g  w  IntegerDomains  pi   *maxI
w  Age  pi    w  Marital  pi    w  Gender  pi   
w  InterestDomains  pi  

16. END

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

INPUTS: Node ni, Node nj:/* where ni is a request node and nj is a
service node and a node np has attributes such that Op(np), PT(np),
PL(np), AT(np) as defined in Section IV */
OUTPUT: double
BEGIN
OPS←LS(Op(ni), Op(nj))/* Operation Similarity (see Alg. 4)*/
if OPS = 0 (different Operations) then
return 1
else
Let PTS←LS(PT(ni), PT(nj))/*PortType Similarity (see Alg. 4)*/
Let PLS← LS(PL(ni), PL(nj))/* PartnerLink Similarity (see Alg. 4)*/
*/w(z) is a weight of importance associated with an attribute z in the
user request, such that z = Op(ni), or z=PT(ni), or z=PL(ni), where 0≤
w(z)≤ 1*/
w  Op  ni    OPS  w  PT  ni   * PTS  w  PL  ni   * PLS
Let dist ←
1
w  Op  ni    w  PT  ni    w  PL  ni  
Return dist
end if
END

The LS function is defined in Algorithm 4 and is used to
calculate the linguistic similarity of the values associated
with the same attribute of two separate graph nodes ni and nj
(e.g., the value of Op(ni) compared to the value of Op(nj)).
Algorithm 4.LS

In the next section we will define the CheckMatch
function which calculates the semantic similarity between
two graph nodes.
VI.

ATOMIC-LEVEL GRAPH MATCHING

Matching the user request to a potential service involves
the matching of two BPEL activities (as was shown in
Figure 2). Let the request / query graph be denoted as GQ
and a service / target graph as GT. Before running the
matching algorithm for the nodes (ni, nj) where ni GQ and
nj GT, we organize / filter nodes (ni, nj) according to their
BPEL activity type (this is completed by the Activities
Classifier action in Figure 2). Therefore, only the nodes that
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1.
2.
3.

/* LinguisticSimilarity */

INPUTS: String vi, String vj
OUTPUT: double
BEGIN

(

(
4.

5.
6.

(

)
)
)

( ))
(
{
where m1 ← NGram(vi, vj),m2 = CheckSynonym(vi, vj),
m3 = CheckAbbreviation(vi, vj) /* see [29] */
return LS
END

In this algorithm, let NGram, CheckAbbreviation and
CheckSynonym denote measures which are defined in [29].
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NGram algorithm estimates the similarity according to a
common number of q-grams (a q-gram in this context refers
to a sequence of letters, q letters long, from a given word)
between the tags. CheckSynonym algorithm use WordNet
[30] linguistic dictionary to identify synonyms, It groups
English words into sets of synonyms called synsets. Synsets
are interlinked by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical
relations. The CheckAbbreviation algorithm uses a dictionary
of abbreviations appropriate to the application domain. If all
algorithms give a value of 1, then there is an exact match
between the tags. If all give a value of 0, then there is no
similarity between words. If the values produced by
CheckAbbreviation and Ngram are equal to 0 and
CheckSynonym value is between 0 and 1, the total value of
the similarity is equal to CheckSynonym. Finally, if all three
algorithms yield a value between 0 and 1, the linguistic
similarity is the average of the three.
VII. CONTEXT MANAGEMENT
Since mobile users carry their device with them
throughout their daily travels, there is an abundance of
contextual data available which can be fed into the service
matching process to provide more accurate search results
[22, 31]. Our architecture captures the resource capabilities
of the requesting user’s device and the resource requirements
for each service. The user’s device capabilities are stored in
our Device Repository and the service requirements of each
service are stored in the Service Repository. After the
matching process defined in the previous sections of this
paper, each service in the ranked list are checked to ensure
they will function on the user’s device. In the remainder of
this section we will describe the structure of user context
followed by the use of this information in the service ranking
process.
A. User Context Structure
We capture user context characteristics such as
processing power, modes of presentation, input interfaces,
connectivity, etc. According to [24] context constraints, are
defined as any information that could be used to characterize
an entity, where an entity can be a person or object that is
considered relevant to the interaction between user and an
application. We propose three dimensions for defining a
meta-model of user’s context:
a) Spatial Dimension: contains all the parameters that
are associated with geographical and spatial information of
the user;
b) Temporal Dimension: contains the date and time of
when a service is invoked;
c) Device DataDimension: contains information
related to the user’s mobile device such as installed
software, operating system, processing power, available
memory, etc. We capture this content using a CC/PP profile
[32].
These dimensions are illustrated in Figure 5.
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User Context

1

1

Spatial

longitude
+Id
+Value
+Metric

Software

Date

0..*
0..*

1

Equipment Data

0..*

Latitude
+Id
+Value
+Metric

Temporal

+Id
+Value
+Metric

+Id
+Value
+Metric

Hardware
+Id
+Value
+Metric

0..*

0..*

Operating System
+Id
+Value
+Metric

Figure 5. Meta-Model of User´s Context

The Service Repository, supported by the work
presented in [33], stores BPEL documents and other XML
files which capture the business process of services with
context features. We define an XML meta-data, a model
based on EMF (Eclipse Modeling Framework) for
describing the restrictions specified by service providers or
service developers.
The CheckDeliveryContext function, defined in
Algorithm 5, obtains user’s context and the requirements of
a particular service.
Algorithm 5.CheckDeliveryContext
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

INPUTS: listRankedServices
OUTPUT: Set rankedFilteredServices
BEGIN
DeviceProfile deviceProfile←LookupDeviceProfile()
for eachnjin listRankedServices do
EmfContext serviceContext←LookupFeatures.Context(nj)
for each ck in serviceContext do
if ck  deviceProfile/* requirement supported */then
rankedFilteredServices← rankedFilteredServices  nj
break for
end if
end for
end for
return rankedFilteredServices
END

Algorithm 5 takes set of ranked services obtained during
the matching phase, and checks each service to see whether
it meets the requirements of the service context retrieved
from the Service Repository. Let LookupDeviceProfile be a
function which returns the device profile for the current
device (i.e., from the Device Repository). Let
LookupFeatures.Context(nj) return the context requirements
for a service nj (i.e., from the Service Repository). In the case
that the current user’s device can support the current service
it’s added to the set which is returned, otherwise, it is
discarded.
VIII. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTATION
This section presents the implementation and
experimental study of our proposed service matching
scheme for ubiquitous computing environments. Our
prototype was implemented in Java. Our experiments were
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TABLE I.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION OF DEVICES USED IN EACH TEST.

Device

Processor

RAM

ROM

Screen Size

Operating
Systems

Pocket PC
DELL
AXIM
x51v

Intel
PXA270,
520 MHz

64M
B

256M
B

480 X 640
Pixels.

Microsoft
Windows
Mobile 5.0

Nokia N93

Dual ARM
11 332
MHz

64M
B

50
MB

128 X 160
Pixels.

Symbian 9.1

Nokia 6212 NFC
Nokia 6260

Series 40 5th Edition emulator SDK
Series 40 6th Edition emulator SDK

A. Evaluation Methodology
We evaluated our architecture to ensure that it is both
efficient and accurate. We categorized response time
efficiency as follows. Let r denote response time in seconds.
Let response time be classified as: Optimal where r ≤
0.1,Good where 0.1 ≤ r≤ 1; Acceptable where 1 ≤ r≤ 10; and
Deficient where r≥ 10 [34]. Accuracy was measured by
comparing a set of expected values against the results
obtained from our architecture, using the calculations of
Precision, Recall and Overall [11, 35]. Precision p is a
measure of whether the list of matching services returned by
our approach contains any services which were not expected
to match, such that p = x/N, where x denotes number of
services which were both expected and proven to match and
N denotes the number of services found to match. Recall r is
a measure of whether all of the services which were
expected to match are contained in list of matching services
returned by our architecture, such that r = x/n, where n
denotes the number of services which were expected to
match. The overall o match result takes account of both
precision and recall such that, by o = r * (2 – 1 / p).
In our evaluation we created and compared 30 BPEL
basic activities against 144 activities stored in the Service
Repository, resulting in 1106 pairs to evaluate. The
evaluations were done by 5 experts in service discovery,
resulting in 5530 comparisons. These comparisons evaluate
the attribute similarity between two BPEL basic activities.
The human evaluator first made a comparison between the
activities, and assigned an expected score to each activity
according to their similarity to each user request, using our
benchmarking tool [36]. Let s denote this score, such that 0
≤ s ≤ 5 where 0 implies no similarity / match and 5 implies
complete similarity / match. The expert evaluator also sets
the weights w(z) for each compared attribute z to determine
these expected results, which are also associated with the
user requests being compared against the services in the
actual system (see Algorithm 3, Section VI). The values
obtained during our results were calculated using the microaveraging technique [35].
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B. Results
In this section we present the results from our tests.
1) Performance Evaluation (efficiency)
Figure 6 presents the execution times of our architecture
for each of the different mobile client devices.
In each test, there were 17 BPEL files published in the
Service Repository containing144 target nodes or basic
target activities. In addition, 5 BPEL files were used to
represent 5 separate user request queries, which were each
compared with the 144 target nodes.
All tests completed on the mobile devices produced
results in less than 1 second for up to 144 nodes, meaning
the behavior was good. These tests also show that our
approach is substantially more efficient than using semantic
reasoners which are resource intensive. For instance, in
other research we used ontologies BPMO (Business Process
Modeling Ontology), eTOM (enhanced Telecom Operations
Map) and SID (Shared Information/Data)[37] described in
WSML (Web Service Modeling Language) [38]and
performed an inference / matching task on the
WSML2Reasoner reasoner[39]and found that a reasoning
task required approximately 170ms for just one task [13].
Our approach performed 8 comparisons in this time on the
real devices (which includes network latency) and over 32
comparisons using the emulator.
900

Series 40 5th Edition SDK Nokia 6267

800

Series 40 Nokia 6212 NFC SDK

700

Nokia N93

600
Time (ms)

completed on the following machines / devices. The server
application was running on a Pentium 4, 2.30GHz
processor, 1,028 MB of RAM under the OS Linux Ubuntu.
We performed tests using two real client devices / phones
and two emulators. The specifications for each are provided
in Table I.

Pocket PC DELL AXIM x51v

500
400
300
200
100
0
8

24

32

61
Nodes

98

135

144

Figure 6. Recovery process performance of services on different mobile
terminals.

Additionally, research shows that evaluating the control
flow of BPEL documents can be exponential [17]. Our
evaluation shows that our approach overcomes this problem,
providing more linear results. If we extrapolate the average
response time for the two real devices (i.e. Nokia and
Pocket PC) presented in Figure 6 linearly[34], we can say
that our architecture will have the following behavior:
Good: when the number of graph node comparisons are less
than 374.3. Acceptable: when the number of graph node
comparisons are greater than 374.3 and less than 4145.8.
Deficient: when the number of graph node comparisons
completed are greater than 4145.8.
2) Quality Test Results (efficacy): in the following we
present a simulation of the service matching process on a
Nokia 6260 Emulator.
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Figure 7. Effectiveness Test Emulator Nokia 6260: (a) service request, (b)
retrievedservice (c) service selection.

In Figure 7(a) we provide an option to select one of the 5
user request queries to compare against the available
services. As shown in Figure 7(b) the user receives a listing
of services which are semantically similar to the user request
which was selected. In Figure 8(c) the user selects the most
appropriate service from the ranked list of semantically
similar services.
In Figure 8, we present the precision, recall and overall
match results for our tests. A precision, recall or overall
match results of 1 means that the results obtained from our
architecture were equivalent to the expected results. A result
of 0 means that none of the expected results were obtained.
1
0,9
0,8

compared to produce a ranked list of services. We also limit
the search space of potential services by initially matching
of the user’s request with those services which have been
invoked previously by the current or other user with similar
interests. Additionally, our approach filters the services
which cannot be consumed on the user’s device by
comparing the user’s device capabilities with the
requirements of the service.
We have implemented our system as a prototype and
presented an evaluation which assesses both the efficiency
and accuracy of our approach. The evaluation shows that
our approach is more efficient that using semantic reasoners
providing good efficiency, performing 144 comparisons in
under 1 second. We hypothesize that our approach provides
acceptable efficiency for up to 4145.8 node comparisons,
where acceptable implies a result was obtained within 10
seconds. U-ServiceMatch also provided extremely accurate
results in terms of precision, achieving a result of 0.78-1. In
terms of recall, a result of 0.7 or above was achieved with a
semantic similarity threshold of 4 or above.
The next step of this work is to study and define new
features that extend the user description in a ubiquitous
environment. Additionally, we wish to implement a system
of service registry, to reduce the search space where the
Service Repository of considerable size in order to further
improves efficiency.
REFERENCES
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Figure 8.Quality of results produced by the U-ServciceMatch Platform

The x-axis on the graph indicates the expected similarity
value s defined earlier in this section. Each bar shows an
average of the precision/recall/overall results returned by UServiceMatch for all services with the same expected result
s. We observe that services which had an expected match
result of s=4.4 had the best precision, recall and overall
match results (i.e., at least0.9 for each). We observed that
while precision was high in all tests, a recall level above 0.7
was only achieved when the threshold value was s=4 or
above. The results also show that our approach effectively
supports approximate matching of a service description with
a request, when an exact match does not exist.
IX.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we propose, develop and implement a
service discovery architecture for ubiquitous computing
environments. Our approach transforms BPEL user request
and service descriptions into graphs which are semantically
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Abstract—As low coupling, high cohesion is a service-oriented
design and development principle that should be kept in mind
during all stages. High cohesion increases the clarity and ease
of comprehension of the design that simplifies maintenance
and achieves service granularity at a fairly reasonable level.
However, unlike coupling that only measures the degree of
structural and behavioral dependency to the other services,
cohesion metrics need to evaluate the degree of semantic
relationships between operations within a service in order to
measure functional relatedness. Latent semantic indexing
(LSI) is one of the techniques in the field of information
retrieval which is widely used to measure the degree of
semantic relatedness between a document and a given query
and also used to measure the cohesion of a text. In this paper,
we propose an approach to automatically measure the strength
of conceptual cohesion of a service based on LSI technique.
Finally, it has been evaluated theoretically based on a set of
cohesion principles.
Keywords-Servivce cohesion; Latent semantic indexing;
Software metric.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is a promising
solution to build enterprise application programs which
supports processes and functions as a set of well-defined
services [1], [2]. Simply, a service is defined as a set of
related operations. Thus, it is a logic encapsulated by
individuals which supposed to be reusable [3]. Considering
design standards, which causes services to be potentially
reusable, the chance of a service to be able to accommodate
future requirements with the least development effort
increases [4]. Therefore, reusability is an important quality
attribute which must be measured to satisfy an important
need in SOA, the need for independent services to deliver a
reusable functionality [3], [4]. One of the design attributes
which has a great impact on reusability of a particular
service, is cohesion, so that higher cohesion significantly
increases service reusability [5], [6]. Also in [7], there is an
elaborate discussion about the impact of cohesion on
maintainability. The higher the cohesion of a service, the
easier the test and analysis and higher cohesion will improve
system stability and changeability [8] and, consequently
maintainability of a system will be improved.
Because of inherently conceptual nature, cohesion is one
of the most complicated and difficult structural attribute of a
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class, component, or a service from quantifying point of
view [8].This quality attribute can be measured based on
conceptual relatedness degree of operations which are
exposed in service interface. According to a cohesion
category proposed in [6], [7], conceptual cohesion is
considered as the strongest type of cohesion. However, this
type of service cohesion cannot be easily measured using the
previous traditional metrics due to additional level of
abstraction and highlighted characteristics of service
interfaces in comparison with procedural and object-oriented
paradigms [6].
Using the concept of latent semantic indexing (LSI), we
will evaluate the conceptual relatedness degree of operations
existing in a service. For the first time, LSI was used in
information retrieval techniques [9], [10]. One of the
applications of this method is measuring cohesion of a text
[11]. LSI provides completely automatic approach that
compares information units in order to measure conceptual
relatedness. Measuring conceptual relatedness degree of
units relies on a powerful mathematical method called
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [10], [11]. Therefore,
the objective of this research work is to propose a LSI-based
approach for measuring the degree of conceptual cohesion in
a service.
In order to adopt the LSI technique to measure service
cohesion, we get the required information of interactions
between business processes and business entities that are
mostly used during service identification [6]. The SVD
method is applied on a well-defined structure comprising this
information. The output of this algorithm is used to
quantitatively measure conceptual cohesion degree of the
identified services. Utilization of semantics existing in
enterprise processes is completely proportional to this
inherently conceptual nature, and therefore we will have a
more precise measurement of conceptual cohesion of
services.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the most related works. In Section III, basic
concepts of the utilized terminologies are defined. The LSI
concepts and the way of adopting them are introduced in
Section IV. The proposed metric and complementary
example and issues are discussed in Sections V, VI and VII,
respectively. The theoretical principles of the metric are
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evaluated in Section VIII. Finally, the conclusion, which
leads to further research, is explained in Section IX.
II.

RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly present some of the previous
works on measuring cohesion in service-oriented, objectoriented and procedural paradigms. The concept of cohesion
in OO and procedural paradigms has been widely discussed
and examined. For example, in [12], six semantic categories
of procedural cohesion namely Coincidental, Logical,
Temporal, Communicational, Sequential, and Functional
have been proposed. The concept of cohesion later was
extended by Eder et al. [13] to cover conceptual and
technical features introduced in OO paradigm. Eder et al.
[13] proposed five cohesion categories (from the weakest to
strongest): Separable, Multifaced, Non-delegated, Concealed
and Model. Moreover, in [6], eight semantic categories of
service-oriented cohesion are proposed. These categories are:
Coincidental, Logical, Temporal, Communicational,
External, Implementation, Sequential, and Conceptual. In
[6], four categories namely Communicational, External,
Implementation, and Sequential are represented as
quantifiable cohesion categories. On the other hand, four
categories namely Coincidental, Logical, Temporal, and
Conceptual are identified in this paper as purely semantic
cohesion categories. They believe that second four categories
are semantic based whereas first ones are measurable
without considering semantic issues. The proposed
quantifiable cohesion categories have indirect impact on
conceptual cohesion. A brief representation of the cohesion
metrics has been shown in Table I.
TABLE I. SUMMARY OF COHESION METRICS IN THE LITERATURE
Name

Definition

LCOM [14] Non-similar method pairs are counted in a class of pairs.
LCOM3 The number of connected components in Graph is counted:
[15]
Nodes are methods and edges are connections between

similar methods.
RLCOM Number of non-similar method pairs, to The total number of
[16]
method pairs ration in the class.
TCC [17] Ratio of number of similar method pairs to total number of
WTCoh
[18]
SIDC [7]
DM IAUM
[19]
SIDC [6]

SIUC [6]

SIIC [6]

TICS[6]

method pairs in the class.
Number of used shared data entities by methods and also
taking the transitive cohesion into account.
Number of shared parameters of the service operations
divided by the total number of parameters
Number of system services divided by the total number of
used messages
This metric is introduced to measure communication
cohesion and it considers parameters and common return
types.
This metric describes that a service is externally cohesion
when all of its operation are invoked by all clients of this
service.
This metric describes that a service has implementation
cohesion when its all operations are implemented by the
same implementation.
A service is deemed to be Sequentially cohesive when all of
its service operations have sequential dependencies, where a
post condition/output of a given operation satisfies a
precondition/input of the next operation.
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It is worth to mention that in [20] and in [8], in addition
to the number of shared parameters, other shared attributes
such as number of service consumers, operations sequence
and some more shared attributes are considered. To the best
of our knowledge, there is no metric which measures the
degree of relationship between operations of a service from
conceptual point of view. Most proposed cohesion metrics in
previous studies expect the services to have common inputs
and outputs and does not consider the inter-relation of their
parameters. To measure the conceptual cohesion, we require
additional semantics. Therefore, we should look for methods
that can measure the strength of conceptual relationship
between two operations of a service by means of assets
which are available in design level (processes from which
services are identified) and then propose a metric for
measuring conceptual cohesion of a service.
III.

BASIC CONCEPTS

In this section, we present definitions of several key
notions that will be utilized in this paper.
Definition 1 (Business Entity): A business entity (BE) is
a dominant information entity with an associated data model
and an associated behavior model in the context of a process
scope [23].
Definition 2 (Elementary Business Process): An
elementary business process (EBP) can be defined as EBP =
{n, (BEj, sr)}, where n is the name of elementary business
process, BEj is the jth business entity which semantically
relate to corresponding EBP. sr={"C", "R", "U", "D"} is the
type of semantic relationship between EBP and BEj[22].
Definition 3 (CRUD matrix): A CRUD matrix can be
defined as M= {(EBPi, BEj) i=1...#row, j=1...#column},
where EBPi is the ith EBP and BEj is the jth BE. #row is the
number of EBP and #column is the number of BE in the
model [22].
Definition 4 (Conceptual Cohesion) : There is a
meaningful semantic relationship between all operations of a
service in terms of some identifiable domain-level concept.
[6].
IV.

APPLICABILITY OF LSI IN COHESION
MEASUREMENT

LSI is a vector model-based technique which is applied
in many information retrieval applications. In the vector
model, each document is simply represented by a
term-document matrix, where n is the number of terms and
m is the number of documents in the collection. Each
cell, , is the frequency of term ti in the document dj. LSI
technique includes the following main steps:
1. A matrix is formed; each row of this matrix is
corresponded to a term which occurs in the document.
Each element (m,n) in the matrix is corresponded to
number of times that term m occurs in document.
2. Local and global weighting of terms is applied to
each element of the term-document.
3. SVD is used by LSI and decomposes the matrix into
three other matrices: T, a term in the dimension; S, a
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diagonal matrix of singular values, and D a document
matrix in the dimension. The number of dimensions is
considered as t= min (m,n) where m and n are the
number of the terms and the number of documents in
the main term-document matrix respectively. The
matrix can be provided by
where
is
transposed of matrix D.
4. In the LSI system, the T, S and D matrices are
truncated to k dimensions. Dimensional reduction
reduces “noise” in the term–term matrix resulting in a
richer term relationship structure that reveals latent
semantics and is a crucial step in this research work.
Now we explain each one of the above steps in more
details.
In the first step, the term-document matrix A is formed.
In the second step, a weight is assigned to each term in
the document. There are different weighting models which
are explained in [20][9]. The simplest weighting model can
be obtained simply by counting number of frequency of a
term in the document. In order to put the weights in the
interval [0,1], the weight of each term is divided in document
by tfmax, where tfmax is the maximum of term in the
document.
In the third step, term-document matrix, A is taken and
then is decomposed into three matrices T, S, and D using
SVD. Matrices T, S and D keep the information related to
terms, singular values and documents respectively.
In the fourth step, T, S, and D matrices are decreased to
K domains. After dimensional reduction, the term-term
matrix can be approximated using the formula:
.
In this work, we suppose that the value which exists in
location (i,j) of TTS matrix show the similarity between
terms i and j in the collection. The value of K is optional, in
this paper according to [20], K=2. Our main goal in this
paper is to present cohesion metric which is able to measure
the strength of conceptual similarity between operations of a
service. In the following lines we explain the way of
mapping above concepts to the ones which exist in SOA.
Similar to LSI, we define the BE-EBP matrix
of
enterprise processes and business entities. Each (i,j) element
in the matrix A shows the weight of ith business entity in the
jth business process which is defined as the number of times
that jth business process accesses the ith business entity.
Each process is considered as a document. For example, the
claim business process in [23] is able to access three business
entities Loss Event, Claim, and Payment. The related row to
this process in matrix is shown in Table II.
TABLE II. THE ASSOCIATED BE-EBP MATRIX
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As shown in Table II, process P1 have accessed the
Claim, Loss Event , and Payment business entities 10 ,3,
and 5 times respectively. The above matrix is completed for
all enterprise business processes in a way that the number of
its columns is equal to enterprise business processes and the
number of its rows is equal to enterprise business entities.
Then, three matrices are obtained using SVD. Considering
K=2, the reduced matrix
is formed.
TTS matrix shows the relationship between business
entities. The values of the elements in TTS matrix are not
normalized, and they can even be negative. Since negative
values have no meaning, we substitute it by zero which
means no degree of cohesion between service operations.
Also to normalize values, we multiply matrix by ⁄
.
Where max is the greatest value in the TTS matrix.
Therefore, using the LSI concepts, we could show the
existing semantic in business process in the form of TTS
matrix. Finally, we use this matrix to obtain the relationship
between operations of a service.
V.

THE PROPOSED METRIC

The metric will be introduced in this section can be used
for measuring the cohesion of a service in design time, based
on the exposed operations in its interface. Note that the
proposed metric is defined on an absolute scale, where a
value is assigned to it in a range between 0 to1. Value 1
shows the strongest cohesion and 0 shows lack of cohesion.
Values between 0 and 1 are considered as different degrees
of cohesion.
As we mentioned in Section IV, to measure a service
cohesion using the proposed metric, first the BE-EBP matrix
should be formed. This matrix can be formed based on those
enterprise processes which services are intended to be
obtained from their decomposition as defined in definition 3.
The measuring procedure has the following form. Firstly
a matrix
is formed where m is the number of enterprise
business entities and n is the number of enterprise processes.
Then the number of times that each business entity i accessed
by business process j, is considered as element (i,j) of matrix
A. In order to obtain conceptual relatedness between
business entities, we apply SVD on matrix A. Its outputs are
three matrices which are shown as
As we discussed earlier,
matrix
shows the conceptual relatedness between business entities
which are used to obtain the strength of service cohesion. For
this purpose, we use a graph based approach.
Suppose that service S has a set of operations
{
}. Each operation
of the service S accesses
a set of business entities which is shown as
{
}. For each pair of operations and
in the service S we form a complete graph G=(V,E) so
that
.
Now, in set E, we assign a value for each edge that
represents the degree of relationship between business
entities, which is considered as nodes in graph G. The degree
of relationship between two business entities can be
measured from TTS matrix. The degree of conceptual
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relatedness between two operations i and j is calculated
through formula:
∑

{

TABLE IV. THE BE-EBP MATRIX

∑
| |

BEs, therefore there are just two ones in Add Customer
column.

| |

| |

⁄

| |
where:
 p and q are two business entities in V.

is the degree of relationship between two
business entities, BEp and BEq.
 |V| is the cardinality of set V.
 The denominator is the number of edges in the
complete graph G.
The strength of cohesion is defined as the degree of
relationship between service's operations.
∑

∑

{

⁄

| |

| |
where:
 m is the number of operations in service S.
VI.

EXAMPLE

In this section, we show how the proposed metric works
using an example. To do that, we must have the enterprise
processes and services which are identified using those
processes. Using a real-world business process the
effectiveness of the proposed metric is studied and evaluated.
The sales department is studied in this scenario [22].
Using CRUD matrix is one of the ways to identify a
service [22]. Table III illustrates the CRUD matrix
associated to our scenario. Identified services are shown in
the form of clusters with different colors (Table III).

After the matrix of BE-EBP is obtained, we apply SVD
algorithm on it. To do that, MATLAB version 7.6.0.324 has
been used. To obtain business process entity matrix we use
this equation:
(3)

The resulted matrix has been shown in Table V. Also this
matrix has been normalized and its negative values have
been substitute with 0s.
TABLE V. THE BE-BE MATRIX AFTER DECOMPOSITION AND
NORMALIZATION

TABLE III. THE CRUD MATRIX FOR SALES DEPARTMENT SCENARIO

The BE-EBP matrix is shown in Table IV. Since EBPs
existing in the CRUD matrix access each business entities
just 0 or 1 time, elements of this matrix are just 0 and 1. For
example, Add Customer accesses only customer and credit
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Next we show how to calculate the cohesion of a service
using the proposed metric. Table III show a CRUD matrix
with four identified services. First we show how to calculate
the metrics for the first service which is shown by blue color.
The service has three operations which are specified by
following names: Add Customer, Add an Account receivable
note, Check Credit.
We have:
{
}
{
}
{
}
{
}
In order to obtain conceptual relatedness between
operations of a service we use a graph. For operations O1 and
O2, graph G= (V,E) has the form of Figure1. In this graph the
set V has the following form.
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TABLE VIII. COHESION VALUES OBTAINED BY MENTIONED METRICS

{

}

Cluster Group
Blue
B1
Red
R3

Figure 1. Business Entities Graph for Service 1

The results of the alternatives for the specified service S1
is shown in Table VI.
TABLE VI. OCV VALUE FOR SERVICE 1
Oi,Oj

Metric

OCV

O1,O2

O1,O3

O2,O3

0.4877

0.9967

0.4877

Finally, the strength of conceptual cohesion of service is
obtained.

Table VII shows the conceptual cohesion of four
identified services on CRUD matrix of Table III.
TABLE VII. SCV VALUES FOR IDENTIFIED SERVICES
Service
S1
S2
S3
S4

The value of cohesion (SCV)
0.6573
0.6256
0.2658
0.0524

VII.

DISCUSSION

The results clearly demonstrate that our proposed metric
for cohesion appropriately measure conceptual cohesion of a
service. Now, we analyze the values which provided by the
proposed metric and the previous metrics such as SIDC [6]
and TCC [17] and CCM [22]. As explained earlier, the
operations of a service must be related in terms of some
domain-level concepts. In other words, they must be focused
on single business functionality. The analysis shows that
semantics in business process are utilized properly in the
proposed metric, so it evaluates service cohesion completely
in conceptual point of view.
We consider two identified services in CRUD matrix
(Table III), highlighted with red and blue colors, as the
material for analysis. Each of these services has three
operations; their operations and the resulted cohesion value,
obtained by three mentioned metrics have been shown in
Table VIII. Values shown in Table VIII state the relationship
between two operations of each service. Consider group B1
of the first service and group R3 of the second service. For
B1 and R3 groups, the SIDC and TCC give the same result
value whereas these groups have different cohesion in
conceptual point of view.
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EBP Index
1,2
10,11

Proposed Metric
0.48
0.21

SIDC
0.66
0.66

TCC
0.66
0.66

In B1, Credit and Customer BEs have been accessed
together four times (by 1, 2, 3, 9 EBPs of CRUD matrix),
these two entities are very related conceptually, because
according to [22] two BEs are related if there is at least one
shared activity in their behavioral model. In behavioral
model of Credit and Customer, there are four shared
activities that are processed simultaneously. Therefore, any
action on one of them requires an action on the other. In
other words, in this organization, whenever an operation
performed on Customer, we can expect that an operation
must be done on Credit entity. Thus generally, we can
associate performing an action on one of them with
performing an action on the other as an atomic activity
(Create, Update, Read and Deletion of Credit entity and vice
versa). On the other hand, existing high cohesion between
service operations can be considered as a reusability
predictor. This capability is provided by the proposed metric
clearly. It is obvious that whenever an operation on a BE is
performed with another operation on another BE frequently
in enterprise processes, means that performing these two
operations together has higher potential reusability.
Consequently, it is better to place these two operations,
which are considered as an atomic activity, in the same
service. Existing of Account Receivable Note in this service
(Blue Cluster) results in corruption of this service. Because
this BE shares one activity in its behavioral model with
behavioral model of other two entities (second EBP of
CRUD matrix). Therefore, the cohesion value of 0.48 has
been obtained for group B1. In R3 group, two BEs, Issue and
Shipping, have been accessed together just two times (by
10,11 EBPs of CRUD matrix), so we can say that these
entities are less related in conceptual point of view in
comparison with Credit and Customer entities. Moreover,
Draft has just one shared activity with two other entities in
its behavioral model (EBP11 of CRUD matrix). By
conducting similar analysis, there is a lower cohesion
between existing operations in R3 in comparison with B2
which our metric shows this point by obtaining cohesion
value of 0.21.
VIII.

EVALUATION OF THE METRIC

The proposed cohesion metric is analytically evaluated
by using property-based software engineering measurement
framework [24]. The metric satisfies all of the cohesion
properties and therefore it can be a valid measure of cohesion
from the measurement theory point of view.
Property 1: Non-negativity and Normalization are
satisfied because SCV metric never becomes negative under
any conditions, and its value will be in [0,1]. Normalization
always let the direct and meaningful comparison between
strength of services' cohesion.
Property 2: Null Value is satisfied because SCV metric
gets the value if mutual relationship between all of business
entities which are used by operations of a service is 0.
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Property 3: Monotonicity is satisfied because by adding
a related business entity to a pair EBP its overall cohesion is
not decreased. In the other words, whenever we add a related
business entity to a set of BEs which are accessed by a pair
service operations, the cohesion between those two
operations will not be decreased.
Property 4: Cohesive Modules is satisfied because by
joining two unrelated service interface, the resulted cohesion
will not be greater than the cohesion of original interfaces. In
the other words, the strength of cohesion between operations
of two unrelated services will not be greater than the strength
of each service, because they access unrelated BEs.
IX.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, using LSI technique, the strength of
conceptual cohesion of a service was measured. In this
technique, the business entity-business process matrix is
formed using existing semantics in business processes and
then by applying SVD algorithm on this matrix, the business
entity-business entity matrix was resulted so that this matrix
represented conceptual relationship between business
entities. By adopting business entity-business entity matrix,
we can measure the strength of conceptual cohesion of
candidate services in the service identification phase. This
quality attribute has a great impact on service reusability and
maintainability but inherently conceptual nature caused it to
be very difficult from quantifying point of view. Therefore
measuring this important quality attribute from the
conceptually point of view is very valuable. Writers' lack of
access to all enterprise processes caused that the
effectiveness of the cohesion measuring approach to be
shown using a CRUD matrix. Although the obtained results
approves the effectiveness of proposed metric well, but
having all processes of a real enterprise and then using this
metric in the service identification phase completely
approves usefulness of this metric. Therefore, using more
case studies can be considered as future work of this paper.
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Abstract—The dynamism and scale of the infrastructure of
the Internet of Services bring new needs to build autonomous
services. These services have to be able to self-adapt to the
variation of the environment. Moreover, these adaptations may
span across multiple services and thus have to be coordinated,
without breaking their autonomy. To this end we describe
in this paper the approach we have chosen for SAFDIS, a
framework to make coordinated adaptations of services. In this
presentation, a particular emphasis is made on the distribution
of the framework and how it helps to coordinate distributed
adaptation. Benefits from the self-adaptation of the framework
itself are also presented.
Keywords-Dynamic Adaptation; Distributed Services; Distributed Adaptation; Self-Adaptation of Adaptation Framework.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The underlying computing infrastructure for the Internet
of Services is characterized by its very large scale, heterogeneity and dynamic nature. The system scale is to be
measured in terms of number of users, services, computers
and geographical wingspan. The heterogeneity comes from
its spreading on multiple sites in multiple administrative
domains providing very different computers, devices and
network connections. Its dynamic nature results from a
number of factors such as Internet node volatility (due to
computer or network failures, voluntarily connections and
disconnections), services evolution (services appearing, disappearing, being modified) and varying demands depending
on human being activities.
In a world of services in which more and more personal,
business, scientific and industrial activities rely on them, it is
essential to guarantee the high availability of services despite
failures or changes in the underlying continuously evolving
execution environment. Moreover, providing quality of service (QoS) is important considering the number of services
related to legal and commercial aspects.
To take into account this dynamism our objective is to
design and implement systems that are context aware and
able to adapt applications and services at run-time.
The task of making software adaptable is very cumbersome and encompasses different levels:
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At user or business level, processes may need to be
reorganized when some services cannot meet their
Service Level Agreement (SLA).
• At service composition level, applications may have
to change dynamically their configuration in order to
take into account new needs from the business level or
new constraints from the services and the infrastructure level. At this level, most of the applications are
distributed and there is a strong need for coordinated
adaptation.
• At infrastructure level, state of resources (networks,
processors, memory, etc.) have to be taken into account
by service execution engines in order to make a clever
use of these resources, such as taking into account
available resources and energy consumption. At this
level there is a strong requirement for cooperation with
the underlying operating system.
Moreover, the adaptations at these different levels need to
be coordinated.
So, our main challenge is to build a generic framework for
self-adaptation of services and service based applications.
The basic steps of an adaptation framework are Monitoring,
Analysis, Planning and Execution, following the MAPE
model proposed in [1]. We intend to improve this basic
framework by refining each step of the MAPE model, in
particular by providing elements that cope with the distribution of the application and the underlying infrastructure. The
adaptation system can itself be distributed for the purpose
of scalability or to better match the heterogeneity of the
environment. Moreover, it can be adaptable, allowing to take
into account unforeseen situations.
Our system called SAFDIS for Self-Adaptation For DIstributed Services fully exploits the advantages of the framework concept [2]. It gives a frame, paradigms and rules
to develop and implement adaptation mechanisms, as well
as the liberty and the flexibility for the developer to specialize its system according to its specific needs. Using
this framework, the task of developing concrete adaptation
systems for some applications, services or infrastructures
will be facilitated as many of the different elements that
may be composed in adaptation systems are exposed, their
•
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interfaces clearly defined, the relationships between them
coherently specified. Our SAFDIS framework is build as
a set of services, providing functionalities useful to build
an adaptation system. Not all functionalities are necessarily
needed for each instantiation of an adaptation system. For
instance we provide a negotiator service to negotiate the
adaptation decisions when SAFDIS is distributed on several
nodes; this service is not useful when SAFDIS is build as a
unique centralized adaptation system.
The following sections present the advantages resulting
from the design of our framework. The next section gives
an overview of the SAFDIS framework. Section III presents
how the distribution is handled in our framework and its
advantages. Then, Section IV presents some advantages of
having an adaptation framework that is self-adaptable. Finally, Section V presents some related-works and Section VI
concludes this paper.

Monitoring

Analysis

Planning

Execution

Service-Based Application
Service-Oriented Platform
Infrastructure (OS & Hardware)

Figure 1.

Multi-level Adaptation

In the following subsections, we present each phase of
the MAPE model and some of their characteristics in the
context of our framework and our current implementation.
A. Monitoring

II. SAFDIS: S ELF -A DAPTATION F OR DI STRIBUTED
S ERVICES
Our framework for self-adaptation of distributed services
SAFDIS [3] is divided into the four main phases of the
MAPE model. Monitoring is the observation function to
detect changes that imply adaptation. When a change is detected, the monitoring phase triggers the analysis to analyze
it and find an adaptation strategy if it is required. Then this
strategy is given to the planning phase to compute a schedule
of actions that will implement the strategy. The last step
is the execution of the schedule to reconfigure the system
(application, services and the environment).
Our framework is able to work at different levels ranging
from a single service, a composition of services for one
application, to several applications. Each application can be
executed on a set of heterogeneous platforms themselves on
a distributed and heterogeneous infrastructure (OS and hardware). Therefore in order to adapt a set of applications, it
may be necessary to interact with these platforms and some
specific (maybe all) execution nodes which represent only
a part of the infrastructure. With SAFDIS, it is possible to
monitor the different levels according to the implementation
of the available probes and adapt them depending on the
adaptation actions (Figure 1).
To cope with the distributed environment, our framework
can itself be distributed using multiple autonomous and
cooperating instances. An instance has to be deployed on
each of the service oriented platforms hosting a least an
adaptive service using SAFDIS. Our framework is also
fully decentralized, meaning that there are no instances with
privileges or special purposes. This design avoids single
points of failure and makes the framework scalable.
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The monitoring phase is used to provide an informative
and dynamic view of the adaptive entity and its environment
to the other phases of SAFDIS. Thus, it is the starting
point of every adaptation undertaken. It builds one local
view per instance of SAFDIS picking relevant information
from the service-oriented platform, the adaptive services,
the operating system and the hardware. SAFDIS can probe
both passively or actively the system to generate events and
update the view. The pieces of information that have to be
gathered are specified by the other phases of the framework.
B. Analysis
The analysis phase of a MAPE adaptation system has
two goals. The first goal is to identify situations needing
an adaptation. It listens to updates of the view of the system
pictured by the Monitoring phase. Then it analyzes the
changes in the system and decides if an adaptation is needed
consecutively to this change. The second goal of the analysis
phase is to build an adaptation strategy when a need arises.
A strategy defines which elements (parameters, functions. . . )
need to be adapted and how.
Within our SAFDIS implementation, the analysis phase
takes decisions with multiple temporal scopes. This gives the
ability to either react fast or to take proactive decisions for
the long term. This implies the ability to analyze the context
with a variable depth of reasoning. Our implementation of
the SAFDIS analysis phase also distributes and decentralizes
its analysis process to spread the computational load and
make the analysis process scalable.
C. Planning
The planning phase seeks the set of actions (the plan)
needed to adapt the system according to the strategy chosen
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by the analysis phase. It also schedules the selected actions
to ensure a coherent and efficient execution of the adaptation.
Until now the planning phase has received little attention
in the context of adaptation and in many cases the planning
algorithms used produce simple total orderings of actions. In
these cases, the result is not very efficient since the execution
may take more time than necessary as the actions are
sequentially executed. Moreover in distributed environments,
where actions can be asynchronous, some synchronization
actions explicitly have to be added to ensure the predefined
sequential order.
The planning topic is a well known subject in AI research
works and many algorithms already exist in that field to
produce efficient schedules. With our SAFDIS framework,
the planning phase is able to reuse these algorithms. The
resulting plan of actions can have actions that can be
executed in parallel.
D. Execution
Once the planning phase has computed the action plan
corresponding to the strategy, the execution phase is called to
perform the adaptation actions on the service, the application
or the environment. These actions are application, platform,
OS or hardware specific. That’s why, with SAFDIS, we
have introduced two kind of actions. The first kind called
concrete actions corresponds to the action implementations
which are specific to the adapted element. The second
kind called abstract actions constitutes an abstraction of
the concrete actions. This allows the planning phase to
work with abstract actions without taking into account their
specific implementations and doing so to build generic action
plans.
III. D ISTRIBUTION
The SAFDIS framework is meant to be distributed in the
same way the applications it adapts are distributed. When
deployed, it is composed of multiple autonomous instances,
each one in charge of the adaptation of the services deployed on its platform. However, these autonomous instances
cooperate in order to coordinate the adaptations involving
distributed elements.
Moreover it is also fully decentralized: there are no
instances with privileges or special purposes, therefore there
is no single point of failure. When an instance fails, for
example from a hardware failure or power issue, the other
instances can continue to operate normally, even though the
adaptations related to the failed instance will fail.
The absence of an instance with a central role avoids the
bottleneck problems that could arise from this role. Also,
there is no need for a server dedicated to the management
of the adaptation of the services.
For example, let’s consider the adaptive services Sa ,
Sb and Sc respectively executed in the service-oriented
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platforms Pa , Pb and Pc on the execution nodes Na , Nb and
Nc . The service Sa uses the services of Sb and Sc . The three
services are using SAFDIS in order to be adaptive, thus there
is an instance of SAFDIS on each service-oriented platform:
Ia , Ib and Ic . If Ia and Ib are involved in an adaptation
on Sa and Sb whereas at the same time the node Nc sees
its CPU and memory load decrease, Ic can without having
to ask the other SAFDIS instances make the adaptation
decision consisting in allocating more memory to Sc thus
improving the quality of this service. Both adaptations, the
one concerning Sa and Sb and the one concerning Sc , can
be executed in parallel.
When deployed, SAFDIS is a set of distributed instances.
Each instance is a set of services which fulfill the four main
functions of SAFDIS: monitoring, analysis, planning and
execution. The cooperation between the instances is done
at the level of the services. For example, analysis services
cooperate among themselves but none of them interact with
the monitoring and planning services that are outside of
its SAFDIS instance. This respects the separation of the
adaptation process into four phases.
As there is one instance of SAFDIS on each service
oriented platform, each monitoring service is in charge
of monitoring its execution node, the platform itself, the
services deployed on its platform and the SAFDIS instance
it is part of. The other services of SAFDIS always send
their requests of information to the local monitoring service.
This monitoring service then retrieves the information from
another monitoring service if it doesn’t have it. The connection between the various monitoring services are made on
demand, using a service registry.
Instead of trying to picture a global view of every elements contributing to the application, which would consume
communication resources and not be scalable, SAFDIS
pictures multiple local views. This allows to spread the
computation load of the analysis on the execution nodes
related to the adaptations. But this means that the instances
of the analysis component have to take decisions based on
partial knowledge of the system. This knowledge alone is
not always enough to decide of adaptation strategies. Thus,
the analysis instances use negotiation mechanisms in order
for them to cooperate in the decision process.
The analysis services cooperate by negotiating strategies.
A strategy is initiated by an analysis instance and then
negotiated with the other analysis instances that are (or
may be) impacted in the adaptation. Those instances can
enhance the proposed strategy. They may in turn involve
other analysis instances into the negotiation process.
In the previous example involving three adaptive services
and SAFDIS instances, if Ia chooses a strategy and negotiates it with Ib and Ic , the last two instances analyze in parallel the portion of the strategy requiring their involvement.
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Ia takes the final decision to apply the negotiated strategy
or to abandon it.
Each analysis service uses three sub-services: a decision
maker service in charge of the reasoning and decision
making process and a pair of services to handle the negotiation: the negotiation manager and the negotiator services.
Each negotiator handles one to one negotiations while the
negotiation manager divides the negotiations involving more
than two peers into multiple negotiations involving two peers
and coordinates them. This design was chosen to enforce
a separation of concerns and to ease potential upgrades
when SAFDIS is deployed. In our implementation of the
framework, the negotiation protocol used by the negotiation
manager and negotiator services is the Iterated Contract Net
Protocol [4]. However, this is transparent for the decision
maker service, so other negotiation protocols could be used.
Once a strategy is negotiated, it is sent to the planning
service that is in charge to make a plan of actions to
implement it. As said in II, due to the planning algorithms
used in SAFDIS, some actions can be scheduled to be
executed parallel.
So, in the last phase of the adaptation process which is the
effective execution of the adaptation, the distributed aspect
of the adaptation process is again emphasized as the actions
that can be executed in parallel are executed in parallel,
which in a distributed context improves the execution time
of the adaptation.
Overall, the distribution of the analysis process and the
distribution and the parallelism of the execution phase allows our framework to spread the computation load of the
adaptation process and to gain time in this process.
IV. S ELF -A DAPTATION OF THE ADAPTATION SYSTEM
As our SAFDIS framework is developed as a serviceoriented application it can itself be adapted as any other
application, using its own mechanisms. In this section we
present this self-adaptation property and detail its use for
the planning phase.
The current implementation of each MAPE phase of
SAFDIS can be dynamically replaced by a new implementation. At deployment a first implementation for each phase
is chosen by the expert. If the expert think that there is
no chance that the context will necessitate his choice to
be called into question, SAFDIS will remain the same a
long time. But the expert can predict that his initial choice
may not be the best one in every circumstances or if some
changes appear in the future. In that case he can add policies
to the SAFDIS framework he initially used to adapt the
application, in order to adapt the framework itself.
Thanks to the use of a service based adaptation framework
design, the need to stop the application and its execution environment when changing the adaptation system is avoided.
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The adaptation system itself needs not to be completely
stopped as a phase may be changed without affecting the
others. The expert only has to have foreseen other implementations for the phase subject to potential changes
and the policies to decide the change. Of course the new
implementation should respect the services specifications,
especially be conform with the interfaces defined in our
framework to ensure the communication between the MAPE
phases. At run-time, the new implementation will be looked
for in the services repository, started and then the previous
one will be stopped. Interconnections between phases are
automatically done through the interfaces, without the help
of the expert.
Portions of a phase are also self-adaptable without having
to replace the complete phase. This is the case for instance
of the negotiation part of the analysis phase.
To illustrate this self-adaptation property, we detail below
the way it has been conceived and developed in our current
prototype for the Planning phase.
As adaptation is performed at run-time, the time needed
to actually perform the adaptation have to be minimized.
Therefore, planning is an important phase of the MAPE
model. It chooses the actions necessary to properly apply
the adaptation strategy, and schedules the actions to ensure
the consistency of the adaptation execution.
A simple planning algorithm as used by most adaptation
systems uses a static total ordering between all possible
actions and leads to a sequential schedule.
For example, if we consider the three possible actions stop
service, update service and start service and an order that
imposes that whatever the number of services to change all
the stops must be done before the updates and all updates
before the starts, this adaptation method will maximize the
time during which all the services are unavailable, and also
consume more time than needed in case some actions may
have been processed in parallel.
Moreover, if the adaptation takes place on a distributed
and asynchronous environment, explicit synchronization operations should be added to enforce the respect of the
schedule between the different parts of the actions that have
to be executed on different platforms.
Research works on planning methods such as Artificial
Intelligence planning, Motion planning or Control theory,
have produced algorithms [5], [6] that overcome these limitations, but without applying them in the context of dynamic
adaptation. In SAFDIS, we propose an architecture for the
planning phase (called F4Plan for "Framework For Planning
adaptation" [7]) that offers the possibility to use, according to the needs, one of these algorithms. Moreover this
architecture includes a set of language translators that allow
to translate the possible output languages from the analyze
phase (languages used to describe the current configuration
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of the application and the target configuration) into the
different input languages used by the planning algorithms.
The self adaptation of the planning phase consists in
choosing the most suitable planning algorithm according to
policies defined by the expert of adaptation. These policies
are based on some non-functional constraints defined by the
system such as the system overload or the duration which
may be acceptable in order to apply the strategy but they
also take into account the strategies sent by the analysis
phase. For example, if the strategy comes from a reasoning
engine that is used to do local adaptations to solve local
problems, such as the one we use to make reactive decisions
based on event-conditions-actions rules, it is not necessary
to use a planning algorithm that searches for a parallel
schedule. Indeed, there will probably be relatively few
actions to schedule and all of them should be executed on
the local node. In that case the simplest planning algorithm
is convenient, being able to plan the strategy as quickly as
possible, thus minimizing the time spent in the planning
phase.
At the opposite, if the strategy comes from a reasoning
engine based on utility functions such as the we use to
make proactive decisions to do wide adaptations impacting
the distributed system, it is interesting to use a planning
algorithm able to plan a strategy as efficiently as possible.
This planning algorithm should take into account several
constraints for example the potential asynchronism between
actions and the amount of resources that will be used during
the execution phase.
So, the modularity and the service based design of our
SAFDIS framework allows a great flexibility in the conception of an adaptive system. We do not neglect of course
the task of the adaptation expert who has to conceive the
adaptation policies.
V. R ELATED W ORKS
Today research works on autonomic computing aim
mainly to build autonomic components but very few works
consider building autonomic services or autonomic servicebased applications. Among these works most of them as [8],
[9] integrate the adaptation process into the components or
services. Each element constitutes an autonomous element
of the system and it doesn’t interact with other elements
to coordinate more complex adaptations. So, these solutions
are not appropriate to manage wider adaptation spanning
over multiple services constituting one or more applications.
Meanwhile in [8], the authors add some predefined highlevel adaptation components to be able to adapt a set of
elements constituting an application. But this possibility is
restricted to some specific cases for example to resource
management or application deployment.
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Other works as in [10], [11] separate the behavior of
the components or services from the adaptation process.
In [10] the generic framework called Dynaco needs to be
specialized and is specific for each application, so several
instances of the Dynaco framework are needed to adapt
multiple applications.
Among these solutions, very few manage distributed
systems and are themselves distributed. Based on Dynaco,
[12] proposes some coordination patterns to cope with the
distribution and decentralization of the adaptation system.
However, to our knowledge these solutions are not able to
manage heterogeneous applications.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Nowadays, software developments should consider the
issue of their adaptation when confronted with the dynamism
of execution environments. However current solutions for
adaptation are most often ad hoc and in consequence are
not satisfying as long term solutions.
With our framework, which targets service-based applications, we propose to externalize the adaptation process into
a distinct and distributed application. This new application
is able to interact with various heterogeneous applications,
services and execution platforms to adapt them. Moreover, as
a distinct application it is able to adapt itself. In this paper,
we have described some characteristics and advantages of
our SAFDIS framework to ease the design of adaptation
systems for service-based distributed applications. Some relevant parts of our implementation have also been presented.
Our framework provides a set of interfaces useful to build
an adaptation system including some optional functionalities, such as a negotiator service which is used to negotiate
the adaptation decisions when SAFDIS is distributed on
several nodes. It is the role of an expert designer who knows
his application and the execution environment to specialize
our framework and to choose whether to use those optional
functionalities. Moreover, our implementation is built as a
Service-Based Application in order to take advantage of
the service-oriented approach. For example, the dynamic
binding between services eases the replacement of services
when updating some part of the adaptation system. We also
integrate some self-adaptation capabilities in our adaptation
system and use them to select the planning algorithm.
The SAFDIS framework has been experimented to adapt
test applications such as video streaming and multi-support
video conferences applications. The planning phase has been
used for the adaptation of an home-automation application [7], showing significant improvement compared to the
initial version of the adaptation system. We are currently
working on the design of the adaptation system for a large
and very dynamic firemen assistance application.
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In order to improve our implementation, we plan to study
the use of already defined planning algorithms which are
able to distribute the planning process ([13], [14], [15]) and
to integrate them. This will help distribute the computation
load in the same way it helps the analysis process. We also
plan to work on conflicts that may appear in simultaneous
adaptation processes. This kind of conflicts may appear
because since a distributed and decentralized adaptation
system is used, many adaptation processes may be launched
and these processes may have to adapt the same element.
In that case one of those adaptations may fail or may be
inefficient. A third point we plan to study is the use of a
knowledge base to share data between adaptation phases and
to build a history about the system. This history may be used
to improve the quality of the analysis phase by providing
feedback on previous adaptations and to ease the resolution
of conflicts by providing some information about the state
of the running adaptations.
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Abstract—Many business scenarios require humans to interact
with workflows. To support humans as unobtrusively as possible
in the execution of their activities, it is important to keep the
interaction time experienced by humans as low as possible.
The time required for such interactions is influenced by two
factors: First, by the runtime of the services that are used by a
workflow during an interaction. Second, by the time required to
transfer data between workflow servers and services that may
be distributed in a global network. We propose an algorithm
that computes a suitable distribution of a workflow in such a
network. The goal of our algorithm is to minimize the time
required for interactions between a human and a workflow.
Current approaches in the domain of workflow optimization pay
little attention towards optimizing a workflow to increase the
usability for humans. We show the feasibility of our approach
by comparing our algorithm with two non-distributed approaches
and a distributed approach which is based on a greedy algorithm
and show that our algorithm outperforms these approaches.
Index Terms—Workflow distribution, human interaction, pervasive workflows.

I. I NTRODUCTION
By using workflows, organizations are able to automate
and optimize their business processes [1]. In many business
scenarios, activities have to be executed by humans. Therefore,
it is important to integrate humans into workflows.
Such integration can adhere to different patterns. In the
simplest of cases, a human is notified by the workflow system
about currently available activities and provides some sort
of feedback when he has completed them. However, more
complex interaction patterns may require a human to query
the workflow system for information throughout the execution
of the activities. The time needed to provide the desired
information is experienced by the human as waiting time.
An important design principle from the area of Pervasive
Computing is to support humans as unobtrusively as possible
[2], [3]. Therefore, applying workflows in this area requires
that such waiting times are minimized.
The time is dependent on two factors: First, on the runtime
of services that need to be executed in order to provide a human with the desired information. Second, on the time required
to transfer data between workflow servers and service hosts
participating in the execution of a workflow. New technologies
like Cloud Computing support organizations in focusing on
their core business [4] and lead to the necessity of using remote
This research has been supported by FP7 EU-FET project ALLOW (contract number 213339).
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service providers within workflows. However, communicating
data to remote networks may create extensive waiting times
due to limited bandwidth and significant propagation delay.
In this paper, we propose an algorithm for distributing
a workflow over a set of workflow servers such that the
interaction time experienced by humans is minimized. Existing approaches for workflow optimization do not take this
factor into account [5], [6], [7]. Our algorithm is based on
a two-phase list-scheduling approach. In phase 1, an initial
distribution is computed that is based on estimated values
for activity execution and data transfer times. In phase 2, the
initial solution is refined based on a hill-climbing algorithm.
We show that our algorithm improves the interaction time
between humans and workflows by up to 80% compared to an
approach in which the complete workflow is run on a single
machine. Furthermore, we report an improvement of up to
10% compared to an existing greedy approach. We also show
that our algorithm scales better with an increasing number of
tasks compared to this approach.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we introduce our system model and define the
problem of workflow placement in a formal way. Thereafter,
in Section III, we discuss related work in the area of workflow
placement. In Section IV, we describe our placement algorithm
that we evaluate in Section V. Finally, we conclude the paper
and give some outlook on future work in Section VI.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION
In this section, we describe our system model in a formal
way. Our goal is to distribute a workflow among local networks
(domains) administered by various service providers which
are connected to each other via a global network. We split
our system model into a network model and a workflow
model. Thereafter, we formalize our goal of minimizing the
time to execute so called human interaction patterns as an
optimization problem.
A. Network Model
We assume a set of domains D, each representing a local
network consisting of a set of hosts. A domain d ∈ D
provides a set of service types Sd . Services of the same
type may
S be available (replicated) in different domains and
S =
∀d∈D Sd . Note that we model the functionality a
human h provides as a special service sh ∈ S. We assume a
workflow server and a domain controller in each domain. The
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domain controller serves as an information service. It provides
the link properties of all relevant communication links and a
service discovery mechanism. This can be achieved by means
of an overlay network between all domain controllers in the
network. Services, workflow server and domain controller may
be replicated inside a domain to allow for provisioning of
quality of service guarantees, but for simplicity we treat each
of them as being unique within the respective domain.
We assume that each domain is able to communicate to any
other domain via the Internet. We denote the bandwidth and
propagation delay between two arbitrary domains d1 , d2 ∈ D
as β(d1 , d2 ) and δ(d1 , d2 ), respectively. The bandwidth and
propagation-delay between two hosts in the same domain is
assumed to be constant and denoted as β(d, d) and δ(d, d),
respectively. We assume that ∀d ∈ D, ∀di , dj ∈ D, di 6= dj :
β(d, d)  β(di , dj ) ∧ δ(d, d)  δ(di , dj ), i.e. inter-domain
delay dominates intra-domain-delay which reflects typical
communication properties found in interconnected LANs.

Fig. 1.

Human Interaction Pattern

expects input data from a human and ends with a single exit
activity which generates output data for the same human. This
is a natural assumption as we focus on interaction patterns that
resemble queries. An example for a HIP is given in Figure 1.
Arrows show control flow links while circles and rectangles
represent activities and services, respectively. The single entry
activity is a1 (a conditional split). The single exit activity is
a4 . Note that there may be several HIPs in a single workflow.
C. Problem description

B. Workflow model
A workflow is a directed acyclic graph W
=
(A, s, C, ρ, θA , θD ). A denotes the set of activities in the
workflow. The functionality of an activity is defined by means
of the function s : A → S which maps an activity a ∈ A to a
required service type s ∈ S.
The control flow is specified by means of the set C ⊂
A × A and defines the logical order of activities. We refer
to activities that model conditional or parallel behaviour as
structural activities. A conditional and parallel split is modeled
as an activity with more than one outgoing control flow link.
The set of outgoing control flow links of an activity a ∈ A
is denoted as Ca . For a given control flow link c = (ai , aj ),
ρc is the probability that aj will be executed if ai has been
executed. This value can be derived from execution traces of
the workflow. For a conditional split, the workflow is executed
following
P only a single alternative, i.e. the conditions |Ca | > 1
and c∈Ca ρ(c) = 1.0 hold. For a parallel split, all outgoing
branches are executed in parallel, i.e. the conditions |Ca | > 1
and ∀c ∈ Ca : ρc = 1 hold. The latter also holds for all other
links originating from a non-structural activity.
The average amount of data that needs to be transferred
from a workflow server executing an activity a ∈ A to a
service required by a is denoted as θS (a). We assume that the
values of θS (a) cover the amount of data required for the input
parameters as well as for the result of the respective service
call. Similarly, θA (a1 , a2 ) specifies the average amount of data
that has to be exchanged between two activities a1 , a2 ∈ A.
We assume that the functions θA and θS are defined either by
means of estimations by a workflow designer or by learning
them from past executions of the workflow. In the following,
we refer to communication relationships between activities as
well as between an activity and a service as data links and
subsume them in the sets LAA ⊂ A × A and LAS ⊂ A × S,
respectively.
A Human Interaction Pattern (HIP) is a connected subgraph
of a workflow. It starts with a single entry activity which
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Our goal is to find a mapping function µ : A → D
of activities to domains that minimizes the average required
communication time for all HIPs in a workflow. We focus only
on activities that are part of a HIP. All other activities may be
distributed according to other optimization goals (e.g. network
load). Each execution of the workflow takes only a single route
through the workflow. A route is a connected subgraph of a
workflow that contains all activities visited in one execution.
For example, a1 , a2 , a4 as well as a1 , a3 , a4 are both valid
routes in the HIP shown in Figure 1.
Because we do not know this route in advance, we cannot
optimize our mappings for it. Therefore, we solve the most
general case and aim for minimizing the expected execution
time of a HIP. Let R be the set of all routes of a HIP. The
probability
for the execution of r ∈ R can be calculated as
Q
%r = ∀c∈r ρc . Furthermore, let ϕµr be a function that defines
the execution time for r under the mapping µ. Then, our goal is
to find a mapping µ such that the following sum is minimized:
X
%r · ϕµr
(1)
∀r∈R

In the following, we describe how ϕµr is calculated. In a
parallel split, only the branch which results in the largest
execution time is relevant for the overall execution time of
the flow. We refer to the subgraph of r that contains only this
longest branch for every parallel split as the critical path of a
route. The time to execute a route of a HIP is influenced by
three factors: The time κA required to transfer data between
the activities, the time κS required to transfer data between
activities and their mapped services, and by the time κX
required to execute the corresponding services. Thus, we have
ϕµr = κA + κS + κX .
For the computation of κA , we have to distinguish two
cases. First, two activities that exchange data may be mapped
to the same domain and, thus, to the same workflow server
according to our system model. In this case, κA is negligible
because no data has to be sent over the network. Second, two
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activities may be mapped to different domains. In this case,
the time required equals the sum of the propagation delay of
the communication link between the respective domains and
the time required for transmitting the data on the respective
data flow link. Let Lcrit ⊆ LAA ∪ LAS be the set of data links
on the critical path of a route r, then
X
θA (ai , aj )
δ(µ(ai ), µ(aj )) +
. (2)
κA =
β(µ(ai ), µ(aj ))
∀(ai ,aj )∈Lcrit

For the computation of κS , we proceed analogously. Given
an activity a placed in domain d, let ξ(a) be a function
that returns the domain, among all domains that provide an
instance of service type s(a), which can be accessed with
lowest interaction time (ideally, µ(a) = ξ(a)). Then,
κS =

X

δ(µ(a), ξ(a)) +

∀(a,s)∈Lcrit

θS (a)
.
β(µ(a), ξ(a))

(3)

We assume that service providers guarantee a certain execution
time as part of a SLA. For the computation of κX , we
accumulate the expected runtime required for the services
mapped to the activities on the critical path.
Our problem is a generalization of the problem of task allocation in heterogeneous distributed systems (TAHDS) which
is known to be NP-hard [8].1 Therefore, we propose to use a
heuristic algorithm to solve the problem because an exhaustive
search of an optimal placement for example by means of
backtracking is not feasible.
III. R ELATED W ORK
Bauer and Dadam [6] propose an algorithm for assigning
workflow activities to servers in order to reduce network load.
They introduce a cost model based on estimated execution data
and employ a greedy algorithm. First, each activity is greedily
placed on a workflow server that minimizes the cost for its
execution. Then, a hill-climbing algorithm is used to eliminate
data transfers between neighbouring activities which have been
placed on different servers. In this approach activities are
initially placed without taking their data links into account.
Thus, it is unlikely that suitable sets of service providers are
found in our scenario. We will show that our heuristic performs
better than a version of this algorithm adapted to our problem.
We refer to this adapted version as Greedy approach.
Son et al. [5] propose an algorithm for minimizing communication cost based on multi-level graph partitioning. A
workflow is divided into several fragments. However, their
solution assumes homogeneous communication links which
is not valid in the Internet.
In parallel computing, tasks have to be assigned to CPUs
in order to optimize their execution. Many solutions assume
that activities are not depending on each other, which leads to
a Bin-Packing problem. Obviously, this assumption does not
hold for our problem. More sophisticated approaches apply
list scheduling algorithms [8], [9]. We adopted the basic idea
1 see

Appendix for proof of problem complexity
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of these algorithms while dropping their basic assumption of
homogeneous communication links.
In the area of grid computing, list scheduling algorithms
are employed under the assumption of heterogeneous network
links among loosely coupled computing systems [7], [10].
However, these algorithms assume variable task execution
times to have a major influence on the overall execution of
the task graph. In our scenario, we assume that tasks are
services and that quality of service guarantees specify the time
required for their execution. Hence, in our case the overall
execution time mainly depends on the communication links
between workflow servers, rendering respective algorithms like
e.g. HEFT inappropriate.
IV. H EURISTIC P LACEMENT A LGORITHM
We propose a 2-phase algorithm based on a list-scheduling
approach in order to find a mapping µ that minimizes the
runtime of HIPs. Since HIPs are independent of each other,
we map each HIP separately.
As soon as activity a is mapped to domain d, activities with
a communication dependency to a have to communicate with
d. Thus, they should not be assigned to the best domains in
a greedy fashion. Instead, we have to take this dependency
into account and map each activity depending on its influence
on the runtime of a HIP: The more influence it has on the
runtime, the earlier it is mapped.
According to our system model, the bandwidth and propagation delay between domains vary and the time required
for communication depends on the network link used. Additionally, there may be services which are available in many
domains while other services are only available in few domains. Therefore, it is not known which data link is the most
expensive (in terms of communication time) until all activities
have been mapped. Therefore, we use a heuristic to estimate
the cost of each data link before the actual mapping. Since
HIPs are independent of each other, we run the algorithm for
each HIP in a workflow as soon as it is known from which
domain the human accesses the workflow.
In a first phase, we assign weights to the data links to
reflect their estimated costs. Then, we sort the links in descending order of their weights to ensure expensive activities
are mapped to domains first. To derive an initial mapping, we
iterate over the sorted list and map the activities to domains
such that their execution time is minimized. The final mapping
is created by optimizing the initial mapping through hillclimbing. The overall algorithm (called Link Weight Activity
Assignment (LWAA)) is depicted in Listing 1.
A. Weighting and Ordering
The weight of a data link l for the initial mapping is
calculated by virtually placing l on each of the possible
network links between any pair of domains and by calculating
the average time consumed over all these virtual mappings.
Let lAA = (ai , aj ) be a data link between two activities
and let lAS = (a, s(a)) be a data link between an activity and
its required service. We distinguish between the average time
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Listing 1 LWAA Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

Listing 3 Handle activity to activity data link

// Let µ̂ be the associative array that represents µ
// At the beginning ∀a : µ̂(a) =⊥ holds
LDF = weightDataLinks(LAA ∪ LAS )
/* Initial mapping */
while LDF 6= {} do
l = Link with highest weight in LDF
if l ∈ LAA then
handleActivityT oActivityDataLink(l, LDF , µ̂)
else if l ∈ LAS then
handleActivityT oServiceDataLink(l, LDF , µ̂)
end if
LDF = LDF \ {l}
end while
/* Optimize mapping */
hillClimbing()

weightW (lAA ) required to communicate between workflow
servers and the average time weightS (lAS ) required to access
a service from a workflow server that controls the corresponding activity. To compute weightW (lAA ), we consider every
possible mapping of two activities ai and aj :
θA (ai , aj )
+ δ(dk , dl )
β(dk , dl )
∀dk ,dl ∈D:k6=l
(4)
Note that if both activities are mapped to the same domain,
no data needs to be transferred.
Similarly, we compute an estimate of the delay created
by service data links. In this case, we consider all possible
mappings and calculate the average transmission time:
1 X
θS (a)
weightS (lAS ) =
+ δ(d, ξ(a))
(5)
|D|
β(d, ξ(a))
weightW (lAA ) =

1
|D|2

The resulting list of data links is sorted in descending order.
B. Initial mapping
For the initial mapping of each activity to a domain, the
algorithm proceeds through the list of data links, in descending
order of their weights and maps each activity that has not
already been processed. Links connecting two activities (LAA )
and links connecting an activity to a service (LAS ) are handled
differently (cf. Listing 1 lines 8 and 10).
Listing 2 shows the handler procedure for links (a, s) ∈
LAS . This handler finds the domain d that exhibits the least
cost for calling service s residing in d when placing activity a
in d. Listing 3 shows how to handle a data link (a, a) ∈ LAA .
We aim at placing both activities in the same domain such
that no data has to be transferred over the network. However,
we also do not want to reduce the degree of freedom for the
placement more than required. We have to distinguish three
Listing 2 Handle activity to service data link
procedure

handleActivityT oServiceDataLink(l, LDF , µ̂)

1: (a, s) := l //get corresponding service and activity
θS (a)
2: µ̂(a) := M inArgd∈D:s∈Sd δ(d, d) + β(d,d))
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3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
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(ai , aj ) := l //get activities the data link connects
if (µ̂(ai ) =⊥) ∧ (µ̂(aj ) =⊥) // Both activities unmapped then
if ∃d ∈ D : s(ai ) ∈ Sd ∧ s(aj ) ∈ Sd then
a0 := M erge(ai , aj )
// Sorted insert of new service data link
LDF := LDF ∪ {(a0 , s(a0 ))}
// remove service links of ai and aj
LDF := LDF \ {(ai , s(ai )), (aj , s(aj ))}
end if
else if (µ̂(ai ) 6=⊥) ∧ (µ̂(aj ) =⊥) //First activity mapped then
if s(aj ) ∈ Sµ̂(ai ) then
µ̂(aj ) := µ̂(ai )
end if
else if µ̂(ai ) =⊥) ∧ (µ̂(aj ) 6=⊥) //Second act. mapped then
if s(ai ) ∈ Sµ̂(aj ) then
µ̂(ai ) := µ̂(aj )
end if
end if
// If both activities are mapped nothing has to be done.
θA

X

∀d∈D

handleActivityT oActivityDataLink(l, LDF , µ̂)

procedure

a1

3

a2

1
s1

5

θA

4
s2

4

a3

3
s3

3
s4

3

a1

a4

a‘‘ = {a
{ 2 , a3}

s‘ = {s2 , s3}

θS

Fig. 2.

a4

4+3=7

1
s1

4

3
s4

θS

Merging of unassigned activities

different cases: 1) None of the activities is mapped 2) Only
one of the activities is mapped 3) Both activities are mapped.
The first case is handled in lines 2−9 of Listing 3: we check
if there exists a domain hosting both service types required by
the activities. If such a domain exists, we merge both activities.
The procedure of merging is depicted in Figure 2. The result
of merging two activities ai , aj ∈ A is a new activity a0 with
a corresponding data link to a virtual service s(a0 ) = s0 which
serves as a container for both s(ai ) and s(aj ). Each operation
performed on s0 has to be performed for all services in s0 .
This is illustrated in Figure 2. a2 and a3 are merged into a
new activity a0 with a data link to service type s0 = {s2 , s3 }.
The weight of the newly created data link is the sum of the
weights of the original links. All other links remain unchanged.
Note, that we do not map the merged activities to a domain
right away as it may be merged with further activities.
We only merge if there exists a domain hosting the services
required by both activities because the service access of a2
and a3 needs to be restricted to their own domain in order
to save communication time. Using the workflow in Figure 2
(left), we explain the rationale behind this idea. Assume that
D = {d1 , d2 } with Sd1 = {s1 , s2 } and Sd2 = {s3 , s4 } and
none of the activities is currently assigned to any domain. According to the ranking of data links, the link between (a2 , a3 )
has to be processed first. If created a merger a0 = {a2 , a3 },
we would have to map a0 either to d1 or d2 . Thus, either
(a2 , s2 ) or (a3 , s3 ) would be mapped to an inter-domain link
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Hill-climbing

because there exists no domain hosting s2 and s3 . The data
transferred via the link (a2 , a3 ) is either the output data of
s2 or the input data for s3 . Consequently, we would omit
the time required to transfer the data between both activities.
However, we would have to transmit the same amount of
data via a communication link in the global network which
would require the same amount of time that has been saved.
Furthermore, through merging in this case we would limit the
degree of freedom as, afterwards, we could not map a2 and
a3 separately.
It may happen that only one of both activities is already
mapped to a domain. This is covered in lines 10 to 18 of
Listing 3. Analogously to the previous case, we map the
unmapped activity to the domain of the already mapped
activity only if this domain hosts the required service. Finally,
it is also possible that both activities are already mapped to a
domain. In this case, we do nothing since the currently handled
data link must have a lower priority than the data links that
led to a mapping of the respective activities to domains.
C. Optimized mapping
After the initial mapping is completed, we adjust it to the
actual bandwidth/propagation delay in the network using a
hill climbing algorithm in oder to further reduce the time
consumed by transferring data via the global network. The
principle of the algorithm is depicted in Figure 3.
First, we extract the clusters of the initial mapping. A cluster
AF ⊂ A is the largest set of activities that form a connected
graph with ∀ai , aj ∈ AF : µ(ai ) = µ(aj ). In Figure 3,
there exist three clusters in the initial mapping, namely f1 ,
f2 and f3 . We calculate the time required for the HIP if all
activities of a cluster are mapped first to the domain of its
preceding and then to the domain of its succeeding cluster. The
possible alternatives and the time required for each alternative
are depicted in rows 2 to 4 of Figure 3. The best alternative
is selected as new preliminary mapping. This procedure is
repeated until no mapping which requires less time can be
found.
We only remap complete clusters because it is unlikely that
remapping single activities results in a performance gain. If
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Comparison with other placement approaches

this would be the case the initial mapping would have come
to a different conclusion.
V. E VALUATION
In this section, we describe our evaluation setup and results.
We generate networks as well as workflows according to our
models discussed in Section II. As the algorithm is executed
for each HIP separately, we restrict the generation process to a
workflow consisting of a single HIP. The number of activities
between the human activities varies between 0 and 60.
We simulate 50 different domains. The bandwidth for communication within each domain is set to 1 GBit/s assuming a
Gigabit Ethernet. For the communication between humans and
workflow servers, we assume a 54 MBit/s WLAN connection.
The bandwidth of communication links between domains is
set to be between 2 MBit/s (E1) and 34 MBit/s (E3) to reflect
the SLAs between service providers.
We assumed a uniform delay to simplify our simulation.
Since the delay between domains is only influencing the
ordering of the weighted data links, this does not change the
qualitative results.
We have 200 service replicas drawn from 20 services
according to a Zipf distribution. The services are randomly
assigned to the 50 domains. We use a Zipf distribution because
there may be few very popular services available in many
domains, while there are many more specialized services
which are only provided in a few domains.
For the generation of workflows we use a grammar that is
able to generate sequences, conditional and parallel structures.
The rules of the grammar are chosen randomly until the
desired number of activities is reached. The values for ΘS are
generated randomly according to a uniform distribution with
a maximum of 100 MByte to allow for a wide variety of data
flow links. The values for ΘA are implicitly defined by ΘS to
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guarantee a consistent data flow meaning that all data received
by an activity is sent via its outgoing data flow links to other
activities. The assignment of activities to (human) services is
also chosen uniform randomly.
We compare our algorithm with four other approaches:
• Static maps all all activities of a HIP to a random domain.
• Simple maps all activities of a HIP to the human’s current
domain.
• Greedy proceeds through all activities, searches for the
domain reachable with the highest bandwidth hosting the
next required service and maps the activity to this domain.
• Greedy w/ HC enhance Greedy with a subsequent hillclimbing (cf. Figure 3). This is an adapted version of the
algorithm proposed by Bauer et al. [6].
In Figure 4(a), comparison of our distribution algorithm
(LWAA) with the non-partitioned approaches (Static and Simple) is shown. We compared the relative gain of using our
algorithm. The reference (at 1.0) is the Static. Figure 4(a)
shows that, for an increasing number of activities per HIP,
our algorithm quickly converges to around 20% of the time
required for Static. This is because in the non-partitioned
approaches a lot of expensive service calls have to use low
quality network links. Thus, they consume a lot of time for
communication as only the services that are located in the
same domain can be accessed in a performant way.
Figure 4(b) depicts the effectiveness of our algorithm
compared to the greedy approaches. The initial placement
computed by our algorithm is between 12% and 16% better
than the placement computed by the Greedy approach. This is
due to the fact that our algorithm takes the data flow between
activities into account and, thus, computes suitable clusters
which is not done in the Greedy approach. The Greedy w/ HC
approach performs better than the LWAA algorithm without
subsequent hill-climbing. This is due to the fact that clusters
are assigned to domains without taking the communication
links of the individual domain into account. The results show
that our algorithm is better compared to the Greedy w/ HC
approach by 8% to 10% due to the better initial placement.
We compare our algorithm to the greedy approach in
terms of the required computation time in Figure 5(a). Both
algorithms show very similar execution times at first, until the
effort for the subsequent hill-climbing starts to dominate at
around 35 activities. This is because of the fact that LWAA w/
HC builds activity clusters, reducing the number of clusters
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left for the hill-climbing compared to Greedy w/ HC.
If the source activity of a data link is mapped to another
domain than its target activity, data has to be transferred
between workflow servers during the execution of a workflow.
This process is called migration. The amount of data that
has to be transferred in a migration may differ, for example,
depending on whether the workflow management system has
to transfer additional logging data for compensations. This
is not accounted for in our simulation and would impact
the performance of our algorithm negatively. Therefore, we
measured the amount of data that can be sent additionally
for each migration before the Static or Simple approach
outperform our distribution approach. Figure 5(b) shows that
this amount can be about three times the maximum amount of
data that occurs in the data flow, indicating that considerable
migration overhead can be tolerated by our algorithm.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We proposed an algorithm that minimizes human interaction
time in workflow systems based on a list-scheduling approach
for mapping activities to network domains. We compared
our algorithm LWAA w/ HC to non-partitioned and greedy
approaches and showed that it improves interaction time by
up to 80%. Hence, LWAA w/ HC reduces the interaction time
of humans with workflows significantly and, thus, increases
the processing throughput considerably. This can result in
competitive advantages in a business environment. Additionally, it helps opening areas like pervasive computing for
workflow technologies since it renders workflow technology
less obtrusive.
In our future work, we will investigate how workflow
distribution can help minimizing the energy consumption of
mobile devices used for interacting with the workflow. In this
case, executing a partial workflow on such a device avoids the
energy-intensive transfer of data to the infrastructure.
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A PPENDIX
P ROBLEM COMPLEXITY
Our problem is a generalization of the problem of task allocation in heterogeneous distributed systems (TAHDS) which
is known to be NP-hard [8]. In TAHDS, we have a set
of processors P and a set of tasks T . Two arbitrary tasks
i, j ∈ T have communication costs cij , and eip represents the
cost of executing task i on processor p. The problem is to
find a mapping of tasks to processors such that the sum of
communication and execution costs is minimized. Note that
communication costs between two tasks only occur if they are
placed on different processors.
In the following, we reduce TAHDS to our problem in order
to show that our problem is NP-hard as well. We map T
to A and P to D, i.e. each task corresponds to an activity
and each processor to a domain. We define a unique service
for each activity and replicate it on every domain. We set
the propagation delay between and within domains to zero.
Furthermore, we set the bandwidth within each domain to ∞,
i.e. hosts within a domain can communicate instantly. The
bandwidth between domains is set to a constant βconst . The
time to execute service replica s = s(a) running on domain
d is set to eip where a is the activity corresponding to task
i and d the domain corresponding to processor p. ΘA is
chosen such that ΘA (ai , aj )/βconst = cij where tasks i and
j correspond to activities ai and aj , respectively. Obviously,
an algorithm that is capable to solve our problem is also
able to solve TAHDS and hence, our problem is NP-hard.
Therefore, we propose to use a heuristic algorithm to solve the
problem because an extensive search of an optimal placement
for example by means of backtracking is not feasible.
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Abstract—In the Internet of Services many companies work
together in interorganizational business processes. To enable
ad-hoc business interaction it is necessary to align business
processes of the business partners, especially in communication
processes. These business processes can be partly standardized,
but need to be slightly adapted for several similar use cases by
the involved companies. This fosters adaptability and reuse for
the business partners. We present an approach for adaptive
business process modeling in the Internet of Services (ABIS),
which allows creation of adaptable process templates. These
templates are then used to create variants of processes allowing
companies to work together in an interorganizational setting.
Keywords-business process management, adaptive business
processes, internet of services, process modeling.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The main idea of the Internet of Services (IoS) is to
use the Internet as a medium for offering and selling
services [1]. An infrastructure is needed to bring together
service consumers and providers to trade services and enable
the new business models, where organizations work together
to deliver a service to consumers in a previously unknown
manner [1] [2]. Business processes, which have been defined
and owned by one company in the past, are now used to
support a cross-company process flow [2]. In our work with
insurance companies we experienced a need for standardized
business processes, especially considering interorganizational
communication processes, which provide a service, for
example a repair service, for insurance customers. Although
most companies wish for standardized reference processes
to become available, there still persists a need for individualization. Additionally, the requirement to improve products,
processes, and customer satisfaction, as well as changing
market conditions, regulations, and laws cause a rising need
for adaptation of business processes [3]. As in some business
processes various partners are included [4], changes to the
process affect the interorganizational communication directly.
Companies are challenged to comply with different processes
to communicate with their respective partners. Thus a need
arises for multiple companies to adapt processes together,
resulting in sound process models.
The main contribution of this paper is the introduction of
concepts, which allow the creation of adaptable interorga-
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nizational business processes based on a real use case and
real business requirements. The goal is to enable business
users with knowledge in process design to create process
variants through direct interaction with the process model.
In our approach called Adaptive Business process modeling
in the Internet of Services (ABIS) we define new modeling
elements to allow the creation of process templates in which
process fragments may be inserted to create process variants.
Process templates allow to model standardized and adaptive
parts of a process including cross-company dependencies.
Process fragments can be modeled independently by different
participating companies. We call the process of creating
a variant from such a template and fragments a binding.
In contrast to the definition of the process templates and
process fragments, binding the process template involves
all participating parties. We chose BPMN 2.0 as notation
because of its various abstraction levels and its increasing
business support [4].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
In Section II, we analyze related work dealing with the
adaptation of business processes and show the shortcomings
we address in this paper. Section III describes a motivational
example, which made apparent the need for adaptive business
processes within this context. We use this as a continuous
example throughout the paper. Section IV gives a detailed
description of the introduced diagrams and modeling elements
and shows how they can be applied to the use case. The
future work is described in Section V before a conclusion is
given in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section we present related work with the focus on
variable business processes. We compare selected approaches
in a table according to different criteria before we introduce
the variability model we use in our approach.
Previous work has been done on variability in software,
for example in [5]. Recently, these concepts have been
extended to provide variability in service-oriented systems [6],
which combine services in order to provide higher level
functionality (see also [7]). To compose services into a
service chain, executable process models can be used [2].
Variability in process models can be added at design time
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Table I
C OMPARISON OF VARIABILITY MODELING APPROACHES
Criterion

Provop

PESOA

ProCon

MultPers

Integrated variability
visualization

-

X

-

-

Responsibility
modeling

-

-

(X)

X

Dependency modeling

X

X

X

X

Integrated dependency
visualization

-

X

-

-

WYSIWYG variant
creation

(X)

(X)

-

-

and at runtime. We do not consider runtime variability as
for example described in [8] or [9]. In our use case and
project experience it is important to define a process model
in advance as a guideline for business partners to be followed
during the automatic or manual execution of the process.
However, the runtime aspect of adapting business processes
should not be disregarded in future work.
In the field of event-driven process chains (EPCs) much
work has already been done towards configuration and
adaptation [10] [11]. However, due to the complexity of
the underlying approaches, and the missing direct interaction
of the user with the process model, these approaches do not
address the goals of ABIS.
We consider four most relevant concepts related to ABIS.
The (1) Provop approach allows modeling of variability
using so-called options on a basic process model, which
alter the model by deletion, insertion, or modification operations [12] and has been extended with concepts to guarantee
soundness [13]. (2) PESOA uses UML-like constructs for
modeling process families [14]. A different approach called
(3) process configurator (ProCon) allows explicit modeling
of logic in a tree-based approach enhancing a process with
variability [15]. A recent effort called (4) Multi-Perspectives
Variants (MultPers) defines a data structure to describe a
family of process variants [16].
We compare the four approaches using the five criteria in
Table I. As we plan to provide a multi-user approach, the
modeling of responsibilities is needed. Next, dependencies
between decisions are to be modeled and visualized within the
process models for reasons of usability. Finally, we consider
it important to provide a What You See Is What You Get
(WYSIWYG) approach for the creation of variants, as in our
experience many business users are already aware of process
models [4]. However, a high usability is very important for
business process management tools in general [4].
Different ways for modeling variable process models
do not refer to one configurable process model, but the
specification of single process fragments, which then can be
glued together in order to reuse concepts and create different
process models [17] and [18]. Although we will use concepts
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of separate process building blocks, the need of the business
users is a standardized process template to start with.
In our ABIS method we use the approach of Mietzner et al.
in [19] and [7] for generic variability modeling in XML files.
Here, the variability is added to XML files without altering
the original file. This enables a separation of the process
model (BPMN 2.0 XML file) from the variability (XML
file) for storage and interchange of process models without
extension of the BPMN 2.0 metamodel. The approach allows
the definition of variability points and alternatives [19]. The
alternatives can be explicitly defined, specified by the user, or
be left empty. Dependencies allow to enforce a binding order
of variability points, whereas enabling conditions can limit
the choices for alternatives for variability points depending
on previous choices. Based on this approach we can enable
a multi-user derivation process for ABIS in future work,
separate the variability from the process model, allow the
modeling of complex dependencies, and provide tool support
for the creation of variants supporting the user with automatic
choices if only one alternative is left.
III. R EAL W ORLD U SE C ASE
In this section we present a simplified real world use
case we came across on our work in the openXchange
project (www.openxchange-project.de), dealing with creating
a service network of small and medium sized enterprises to
handle property damage claims. In active claims management,
insurance companies often involve external partners for
various tasks like creating a survey report or removing the
damage. In the course of process standardization we came
across individualization needs, as the companies want to:
• Work together with partners through IT-supported processes
• Use standardized predefined processes supporting their
business needs
• Have individualization options for certain aspects of the
business process
• Have a sound process model to communicate with their
partners
We modeled a part of the active claims management
process in Figure 1, where one simplified interorganizational
business process is presented. The lanes in the process model
were omitted to save space. At the top you see the customer’s
process, which in our example is an insurance company in
need of a building repair service. Below it you can see
the external partner or contractor. We reduced the detailed
commissioning process to the following tasks: preparing,
sending, and receiving requests and confirmations, and the
handling of reports.
The adaptable parts for creating other process variants
are highlighted in grey color and described using the text
annotations (1), (2), and (3):
• At (1) it shall be possible to choose if intermediate
reports are used. If they are used, the process looks like
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Figure 1.

Real world use case: Active claims management

in Figure 1. Otherwise, the highlighted parts at (1) are
omitted.
• At (2) it also shall be possible to configure the usage of
intermediate reports. As it does not make sense to create
reports which are not sent, (2) is considered dependant
on the choice made at (1).
• At (3) the attribute timeout shall be configurable with
the values ’1 day’ or ’2 days’.
We will later show how these requirements are handled.
Other possible use cases include the configuration of a
B2B-online shop, the communication processes in case
management (healthcare), or the configuration of air line
catering processes.
IV. M ODELING VARIABILITY IN B USINESS P ROCESSES
WITH ABIS
In this section we show the scope of our variability
modeling as a basis for the introduction of the ABIS concepts,
which we then apply to the use case introduced above.
A. Variability scope
The list of BPMN 2.0 elements considered as variable so
far is based on the BPMN 2.0 specification [20].
Event - There are multiple event types (error, escalation,
etc.) defined in BPMN 2.0. They differ in the time dimension (interrupting vs. non-interrupting) as well as the flow
dimension (starting a process, intermediate, ending a process).
Changing these semantics via variability is error-prone from
the business process designer view, as each of these events has
to be used in a specific context. The resulting dependencies
would add enormous complexity to a process model. We
therefore do not consider the event types, time dimensions,
and flow dimensions as variable to an event.
Activity - An activity can be a task or a sub-process
(reusable and non-reusable). The choice of activities and subprocesses is one important element of variability in BPMN
process models and is enabled by ABIS. Variability of activity
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type will not be permitted explicitly, but may be modeled
by offering a choice between different activities.
Gateway - Gateways allow steering the process flow.
Therefore, the condition-expression of the gateway and the
options are important places to add variability. Variability
of the semantics of the gateway itself (exclusive, parallel,
etc.) is difficult to understand for human process designers.
The reason is that especially business users without technical knowledge find it hard to model detailed execution
semantics [21], which are implied by several BPMN artifacts.
Therefore, gateway types are not variable in ABIS.
Sequence and Message Flow - Variable sequence and
message flow is a requirement for variable activities. If an
activity is added to the process, the message flow will have
to be adapted to connect the activity to the process correctly.
Variable sequence and message flows are enabled by ABIS.
Pools and Lanes - The creation of variable pools and lanes
implies a fundamental change of the business goal. Hence,
it is not considered here.
Others - Other constructs are for example groups, text
annotations, etc. These will not be considered specifically in
this context but might be added in the future.
Attributes are considered separately. All mentioned elements have several attributes, for example name and
documentation. From the use case, typically three types of
attributes can be considered variable: gateway conditions,
thresholds on sequence flows, and implementation details.
As some attributes are defined for all elements, others only
for a subset, it is difficult to restrict the attributes which can
be considered variable. We generally consider all attributes
to be variable.
B. Variability modeling elements in ABIS
Considering the variability scope defined in the previous
subsection, the addition of variability can be done within the
constructs of the chosen modeling language or by extending
the modeling language with new constructs. Using extensions,
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the visibility of variability within the process is higher than
using native language elements. For tool support, it is also
easier to use explicit variability modeling than implicit
semantics. Because of these reasons, we introduce new
constructs with the following goals:
• Introduce as few and as simple constructs as possible
to ensure high usability and allow easy comprehension
• Provide an additive approach, as deletion is more
expensive from a user’s point of view [22]
• Give a graphical notation which is not easily confusable
with existing notations (considering BPMN 2.0)
• Enable the scope, as described in the previous section
To reach these goals, the following two diagram types are
introduced:
Process template Within the process template, all BPMN
elements are allowed. Additionally, elements for modeling
variability are defined: variable region, variable link and
variable attribute, which are then bound, resulting in a valid
BPMN process variant.
Process fragments A process fragment in ABIS is a
construct similar to a subprocess, which can be inserted
into a process template at variable regions during binding.
Process fragments in ABIS differ from subprocesses in two
aspects. For one thing, they can define additional sequence
and message flows to other elements of the process template.
For another thing, they are inserted in the same scope as the
variable region they replace. Process fragments may contain
variable regions themselves. A process fragment is modeled
with specialized start and end events called fragment start
and end links. We do not allow deletion of process elements.
Process fragments could be either modeled within a
process template or separately. We choose to model them
separately, in order to fulfill the requirements of a distributed
environment considering fragment repositories as has been
researched in [17] and [18].
Additionally to these two diagram types, the following
new modeling elements are introduced:
Variable region - A variable region is a new element for
modeling similar to an activity. A variable region differs from
an activity as follows: it has exactly one incoming and one
outgoing sequence flow. A variable region is a placeholder
for process fragments, which are inserted at this position in
the current process template or process fragment.
Variable link - A variable link is a new element similar to
the BPMN 2.0 throwing link event. In contrast to the throwing
link event, a variable link is used to model the target of a
message or sequence flow to show to which element this flow
will be directly connected, that means without an additional
catching link event. During the binding process, the incoming
sequence or message flow of the variable link is connected
to lead from its source to the specified target of the variable
link. The link itself is then discarded.
Fragment start and end link - Fragment start and end
links are used to denote where the incoming and outgoing
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Table II
S COPE - BPMN 2.0 E LEMENTS WITH VARIABILITY
BPMN Element

Can have
variable
attributes

Can be
used in
process
fragments

Event

X

X

Activity

X

X

Gateway

X

X

Sequence and
message flow

X

X

Pools and lanes

X

Others

X

Figure 2.

ABIS
variability
modeling
element

variable
link

X

BPMN elements introduced

message flow needs to be connected in the processes template.
Exactly one fragment start and end link have to be included
in each process fragment.
Variable attributes - As all attributes may be variable, a
separate description of the variability is needed.
Table II shows an overview of how variability is added
to the BPMN 2.0 elements considered in the scope. The
variability can be either added through variable attributes,
by usage of the element in process fragments (and variable
regions), or by using the explicit ABIS modeling elements.
We introduce a graphical notation for the new elements
in Figure 2. The cardinality restrictions are shown in UML
notation. The elements in the top row may be used as often
as needed in process templates and process fragments. The
elements in the bottom row are only allowed in process
fragments. The notation of the variable attribute of the gate
is an example, as all BPMN elements may have variable
attributes. The reason for using puzzle pieces and triangles
is that these shapes do not have semantics in BPMN.
The resulting BPMN model for process templates and
variable regions will be stored as plain BPMN 2.0 with
an additional XML file describing the variability points.
Therefore, we do not define a BPMN 2.0 extension.
In the following section we will use the new constructs to
show how the continuous example is adapted.
C. Application of ABIS to a real world use case
We have introduced an example for a commissioning
process between a customer (insurance company) and a
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Figure 6.
Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Process fragment C - option 1 for variable region 2

Process template for use case

Process fragment A - option 1 for variable region 1

contractor (company offering repair services in buildings) in
Section III in Figure 1. We take the following steps to model
the variability:
• Identify the variable elements in the use case (already
described in Section III)
• Create the process template for the use case (next step)
• Define the process fragments for the use case (see
Figures 4 to 6)
• Model the structure of the use case (see Figure 7)
We will elaborate on a detailed methodology in future work.
Using the modeling elements and diagram types introduced
before, we can replace (1) and (2) in Figure 1 by variable
regions, as shown in Figure 3. Notice that the variable regions
are marked with a puzzle piece. The variable timeout attribute
has been placed in variable region 1. The variable regions
have exactly one incoming and outgoing sequence flow.
The process fragment A in Figure 4 contains the first option
for variable region 1. Here, the handling of the intermediate
reports is modeled. Additionally, the timeout is variable and
can be set to the different values a or b (’1 day’ or ’2
days’). Notice that all process fragments have exactly one
fragment start and end link. Alternatively no intermediate
reports are expected. Therefore, process fragment B - an
empty fragment - is used (see Figure 5).
For the second variable region the first alternative is shown
in Figure 6. It contains the preparation and the sending of
intermediate reports. Notice the variable message flow to
Receive Report. If no intermediate reports are requested, the
empty fragment (see Figure 5) must also be used for variable
region 2.
In order to bind the process template, the process fragments
are inserted into the process template replacing the variable

Figure 7.

Structure of use case example

regions, resulting - when no variable elements are left - in a
process variant. The sequence flows connecting to a variable
region are connected to the respective start and end links.
When the fragment has been inserted, all variable parts of
the process fragment have to be bound. An example for
this is the timer variable. The timeout value must be chosen
after the insertion of process fragment A. For the example
above, choosing process fragments A and C and setting the
timeout to ’1 day’ would result in the initial process model
(Figure 1).
In Figure 7 the structure of the example use case is shown.
The two variable regions are marked in dark grey. The process
fragments A, B, and C are the options for the variable regions
as described above. Hereby, A and B can be bound to variable
region 1, and B and C can be bound to variable region 2.
Finally, the process fragment A also contains a variable
attribute (the timeout), with the options a and b.
As variable region 2 is directly dependant on variable
region 1, only one choice has to be made for variable region 1,
which then directly affects variable region 2. The dependency
between the variable regions 1 and 2 is indicated by a dotted
line, showing that variable region 1 needs to be bound before
variable region 2, as the variable link to Receive Report
in variable region 2 (see Figure 6) would have no target
otherwise. Additionally we use enabling conditions to limit
the choices for variable region 2 according to the choice
made in variable region 1. For formal definitions of the
applied variability model see [7]. We will describe a detailed
concept of how to apply the variability model to our modeling
approach ABIS in future work.
V. F UTURE W ORK

Figure 5.

Process fragment B - option 2 for variable regions 1 and 2
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In future work we will develop a prototype which supports
the creation of process templates, process fragments, and
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binding alternatives to create a process variant. Additionally
we will describe the architecture of the resulting solution, the
process of filling in the variability points, as well as introduce
an algorithm for handling of dependencies and automatic
choice of alternatives based on previous decisions. We will
validate our approach using a set of real world process
models. In the course of this work we might consider defining
additional variable BPMN 2.0 elements if needed. Further
on we will work on a methodology with corresponding role
models to support the application of our concept. We will
consider combining the adaptable business processes with
concepts of modifying runtime business processes like for
example in [23]. However, these efforts strongly depend on
the future development of BPMN 2.0 runtime engines. Finally
we will analyze the possibility to enhance our approach with
compliance-specific features in order to support design of
compliant business processes as for example in [24].
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced a method for adaptive business
process modeling in the Internet of Services called ABIS. The
goal of our approach is to enable business users to create their
own process variants in an interorganizational setting based
on standardized variable process models. To accomplish
this, we introduce two new diagram types with additional
modeling elements in BPMN 2.0. The business users may
separately model parts of the process using process fragments,
the first new diagram type. The second diagram type is the
process template. Process fragments are inserted into process
templates in order to create an interorganizational process
variant. While fragments may be modeled independently,
creating the process variant involves all participating parties.
The presented concept was applied to a real world use case.
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Abstract—Service identification is one of the earliest and very
crucial activities in a service engineering lifecycle and requires
adequate methodological support in order to be successful.
Although there are numerous service identification methods to
be found in the literature, most of them take a one-size-fits-all
approach that fails to acknowledge the broad variety of
concrete circumstances that can form the organizational
context in which these methods need to be applied. In this
paper, we argue that there is a need for configurable service
identification methods that can be tailored to their particular
application contexts using situational method engineering. As a
first step towards this goal, we analyze two explorative case
studies and related literature to derive a basic set of relevant
context factors that can influence and determine the final
configuration of situational service identification methods from
available method fragments. Adapting service identification
methods to concrete project situations will improve their
applicability and lead to a better service design.
Keywords - Service-oriented architectures; service
identification; service analysis and design; situational method
engineering; context factors

I.

INTRODUCTION

Service orientation is a highly recognized paradigm in
enterprise architecture. There are a number of expected
benefits related to service-oriented architectures (SOA) in a
technical and in a business-oriented sense. Although the
business-oriented benefits, like flexibility, reusability and
standardization, are of high importance [1], up to now,
development of SOAs is mainly technically driven so that
most approaches consider technical aspects in the first place
[2].
The Organization for the Advancement of Structured
Information Standards (OASIS) defines service-oriented
architecture as a “paradigm for organizing and utilizing
distributed capabilities that may be under the control of
different ownership domains” [3]. Since the generic term
“capabilities” can refer to both business functions and
application functionalities, this definition supports a holistic
SOA view that accommodates for two specific types of
services: The term business service describes an
autonomous, transformational capability that is offered to
and consumed by external or internal customers for their
benefit [4]. These services can have different levels of
granularity ranging from comprehensive offerings (e.g.,
purchasing services) to fine-granular services (e.g., address
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verifications) [5]. While flexibility and reusability usually
increase when services become smaller, performance tends
to deteriorate [6]. The second type, software services,
enables a close business and IT alignment in order to support
business services and thus the agility of organizations [7].
Software services expose application functionalities that can
be re-used and composed based on business needs. In order
to implement SOAs successfully, an adequate identification
of these services is essential.
For the last couple of years many authors have been
looking at the identification of services. A distinctive feature
of identification approaches is the direction of the analysis.
Some authors start from a Business Process Management
perspective and follow a so-called top-down approach [8, 9].
Business processes are identified and subsequently broken
down to activities. Finally, IT services are designed to
support business functionality. In contrast, [10] start from a
technical point of view and identify services bottom-up.
Based on an asset analysis, e.g., the invocation frequency of
certain applications can be analyzed to identify potential
services. Usually, neither bottom-up nor top-down
approaches are used in their pure form. Thus, many authors
advocate hybrid service identification approaches that utilize
techniques covering the analysis of both business processes
and existing IT infrastructure [11, 12]. A comparison of
further approaches can be found in [13].
Interestingly, most existing methods to identify services
are based on a “one-size-fits-all” approach (for an overview
see [14, 15]), i.e., they do not consider a configuration of
methods depending on different circumstances such as the
goals or various context factors of an SOA implementation.
Even if context factors are considered, the scope of possible
configurations is usually very limited [16]. Situational
method engineering (SME) offers an opportunity to engineer
service identification methods depending on situationspecific context factors of the project at hand. For this
purpose, so-called method fragments are configured to
methods that are adaptable to different situations.
The objective of this paper is to explore, which context
factors affect the selection of method fragments for service
identification and how they influence the development of
situational methods. A qualitative analysis approach was
chosen to analyze data from two case studies inspired by the
constant comparative analysis method of grounded theory
[17] in order to identify relevant context factors for service
identification methods.
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In
Section 2, scope and methodology of this paper are
discussed. Section 3 describes the conducted case studies.
The fourth Section will identify relevant context factors and
their influence on fragment selection. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper with a summary, current limitations and
an outlook for further research.
II.

Research program: Development of a meta method for the configuration
of situational methods for service identification
Scope of this paper

Case study
research project

Situations determined
by context factors

Method fragments

SITUATIONAL METHOD ENGINEERING IN SERVICE
IDENTIFICATION

This paper can be seen as part of a broader research
program. The latter results in a comprehensive meta method
to configure situational methods for service identification
including the description of possible situations and available
fragments. Following [18], we assume that “a richer
understanding of a research topic will be gained by
combining several methods together in a single piece of
research or research program” (p. 241). Thus, in our research
process, we combine the two research methods case study
research and design science research. Within this context,
the identification of context factors through case studies and
the construction of a method supported by principles from
SME can each be seen as separate research projects. Jointly,
they are part of the research program, i.e., the development
of a meta method for the configuration of situational
methods for service identification (Fig. 1).
Despite the popularity of SOA, there is only little
understanding of how to convey all advantages frequently
mentioned in related literature. Moreover, little is known
about how context factors impact service identification
approaches in SOA. This corresponds to a low uptake of
empirical research in systems and software development in
general [19].
Against this background, we believe that qualitative case
study research can make a useful contribution. Case studies
are particularly relevant for research in its “early, formative
stages” [20, 21] which applies to the field of SOA (see also
[22] and [23]). As case studies can be descriptive and
explorative in nature, they are supposed to give insights into
how context factors influence service identification.
Service identification is one of the earliest activities in a
service engineering process, which covers the whole
lifecycle of a service. It is of particular importance, as any
errors made during this activity can flow through to and
build up in the design and implementation phases, which
results in increased cost due to necessary rework [24]. A
review of service analysis methods in general and service
identification in particular by [14] reveals that none of the
recently published methods is comprehensive and integrated
enough to cover both SOA concepts (business and software
services) to an adequate extent. However, as pointed out by
the authors, different methods can complement each other
and may have specific characteristics that make them more
suitable in certain contexts.
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Design science
research project

Situational method for service identification

Figure 1. Research projects and research methods

For several years there have been efforts to guide the
development of such methods in order to guarantee a high
level of quality. To give this guidance is the task of method
engineering (ME). ME is a discipline in information systems
research meant to “design, construct and adapt methods (…)
for systems development” [25]. The most popular
approaches to ME [26-29] all identify activities, roles, results
and techniques as important elements of methods [30].
Based on the fact that a given method m constructed at
the time t1 cannot fit all conceivable conditions and
circumstances when it is used at a future time t2, the concept
of situational method engineering emerged. The
configuration of methods in SME is based on situations, i.e.
once a situation is identified, a suitable method is configured.
Reference [31] discusses how situations can be described
satisfactorily. It concludes that context factors of concrete
service identification projects are important for identifying
situations in order to configure situational methods.
To provide for the configurability of a method, so-called
fragments are constructed and afterwards configured
depending on the situation [32, 33]. Reference [34] defines
method fragments as “standard building blocks based on a
coherent part of a method. A situational method can be
constructed by combining a number of method fragments”
(p.360). For the purpose of this paper, the notion of method
fragment will be defined as any reasonable combination of
method elements, i.e., activities, roles, results and
techniques. The development of method fragments
particularly for the purpose of service identification is part of
our research program but out of the scope of this paper (Fig.
1). However, Table 1 will give indications on how the
selection of appropriate method fragments is influenced by
the context factors identified in Section 4.
Based on two case studies, this paper elaborates on
relevant context factors for service identification projects and
their influence on the configuration of situational methods.
Identifying situations through context factors is thus on
important pillar of a meta method that supports the design of
methods for service identification.
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III.

CASE STUDY DESCRIPTIONS

The following case studies describe two SOA
implementation projects conducted in Australian companies,
namely Suncorp and the Securities Industry Research Centre
of Asia-Pacific (SIRCA). The explorative nature of the case
studies was meant to discover relevant context factors for the
identification of services. At the same time, the significantly
diverse settings of both cases opened up a continuum of
instantiations for these context factors [35]. At Suncorp,
researchers from the Queensland University of Technology
(QUT) conducted an action research study. They actively
participated in the project and helped test and apply a service
analysis and design methodology developed by the
researchers. In the second case study, several research
methodologies were used. One of the most important sources
of evidence have been interviews with SIRCA’s employees
and researchers from the University of New South Wales
(UNSW), which were conducted shortly after the project had
been completed. The interviews have been transcribed and
analyzed afterwards.
A. Suncorp
In the context of an Australian ARC Linkage project
titled “Service Ecosystems Management for Collaborative
Process Improvement” (ARC Linkage Grant: LP0669244),
some of the authors have developed a comprehensive service
analysis and design (SAD) methodology for both business
and software services. Thus, the SAD methodology used in
this case study follows a hybrid approach to service
identification. The first part covers the identification and
analysis of business services by detailing, adapting, and
consolidating existing service analysis approaches that focus
on the business domain of an organization. This part is
structured into four distinct phases, each comprising a
specific set of activities that may use the outputs of previous
phases as inputs. Subsequently, the second part of their
approach describes how software services can be identified
and analyzed that support business services in order to
achieve close business and IT alignment. Similar to the first
part of the consolidated approach, this part is structured into
distinct phases, each comprising specific activities. A
detailed description of the methodology is provided in [36].
The experiences gained through this exercise will build the
foundation for the following discussion.
Suncorp is a diversified company in the financial services
sector. As one of Australia’s leaders in banking, insurance,
investment and superannuation focusing on retail customers
and small to medium businesses, the Suncorp Group is
Australia’s sixth largest bank and third largest insurer. The
Suncorp case study can be subdivided into three phases as
the organization went through different change programs
related to their take on service orientation.
The first phase (1) focuses on service identification for
integrating different systems. Suncorp had started a Claims
Business Model Program some time ago with the intent to
identify process improvements that would result in reduced
leakage, reduced payments of ineligible claims, and lower
handling costs. Suncorp’s current systems were not flexible
enough to support the required changes [37]. It was then
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decided that the new claims process should be implemented
in a new insurance claims management system from
Guidewire Software, the ClaimCenter application [38].
While the initial implementation was in support of personal
home claims, implementation projects for claims in worker's
compensation, personal motor, commercial property and
others followed. In the ClaimCenter project, integration with
a large number of external systems was required and thirteen
development teams (including the external vendor and an
offshore team) using different development methods had to
be coordinated. The project team decided to use an SOA
approach to integrate diverse systems such as policy,
payments, receipting and claims. A standardization of
interfaces was ought to improve reusability [37].
Against this background, the QUT project team came in
and presented the consolidated SAD methodology to a
solution architecture team from Suncorp’s Business
Technology group, which started the second phase (2).
Suncorp had found that their approach to SOA and service
analysis and design was rather ad-hoc and very much driven
by bottom-up integration requirements of their pilot projects,
potentially lacking strong alignment of the service designs
with the business processes:
“The current process that we follow tends to be driven by
the functional requirements and data requirements of the
consumer. This results in a very entity-driven service in
which the consumer of the service needs to understand a lot
more about the state and context of the call that they are
making.” (Suncorp Solution Architect)
A study protocol specified the objectives and the scope of
the collaboration as well as the timeframe and the planned
deliverables. In a first step, the AR study primarily focused
on the identification of software services. The “motor
claims” business process was chosen as input for the
software service preparation and identification steps of the
SAD methodology developed by QUT. To keep the scope
manageable, two sub-processes, namely “claims intake” and
“assessment” were selected. The researchers were provided
with Suncorp’s “motor claims” process models on different
levels of hierarchy and additional business artifacts including
the SOA Roadmap, the Insurance Domain Model and the
ClaimCenter Hub System Architecture Specification. Based
on this input, the researchers used the service preparation and
identification steps prescribed by the SAD methodology for
the two sub-processes and produced two reports that
included the resulting service designs.
The third phase (3) with Suncorp extended the work that
has been done previously, by applying the complete SAD
methodology [36]. In particular, as part of a collaboration
project between industry and university, three industry
students applied the SAD methodology to derive business
and software services starting from Suncorp’s business
strategy and capabilities. The project was driven by the
desire to identify software services that not only support
processes but also represent constituent elements of business
services, which in turn needed to be identified first.
Consulting QUT researchers along the project, the three
students were able to apply the prescribed methodology and
present their results to the business and IT audiences within
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Suncorp who largely benefited from the lessons learned of
this exercise. A detailed report was provided at the end of the
project.
B. SIRCA
In the context of the project “Ad-hoc DAta Grids
Environments” (ADAGE), researchers at the UNSW
implemented a service-oriented architecture for SIRCA. The
project aimed at providing researchers an easier retrieval and
analysis of heterogeneous data from different sources (grid
environment) spontaneously in an unforeseeable fashion (adhoc). Neither business processes nor SOA were the core
focus of the project. The former were hardly considered at all
whereas the latter was chosen as the preferred architectural
paradigm of this project. However, services (and their
identification) were used as a means to meet SIRCA’s
requirements rather than being the subject of analysis
themselves.
In ADAGE, services were created based on the available
data. This implied a technical understanding of services,
which is also reflected by the synonymous use of the terms
“service” and “web service” by project team members.
Hence, the scope of service identification in this project was
limited to software services.
SIRCA provides a huge data repository containing
historical financial market data such as news and trading
data. Their aim is to supply this data to researchers especially
at Australian and New Zealand universities. Thus, their
business model is fairly simple and is covered by one
business process only.
“Our processes are fairly (…) atomistic. In that way, we
are very simple outfit, we are a data repository, we collect
lots of data, we do fairly substandard processing to it to
normalize it and make it easily accessible. And then people
access the data with some fairly straight-forward enterprise
in that regard.” (Representative of SIRCA)
SIRCA employees were not thinking in terms of business
processes, so that no model was delivered that could have
been analyzed in the course of service identification.
SIRCA’s management however had some requirements in
mind that should be fulfilled by services. Unfortunately,
these were not documented, which makes traceability
difficult. Requirements were communicated to the project
team in scheduled weekly meetings and workshops. Service
candidates were identified on the basis of these meetings and
prototyped. In an iterative and incremental approach the
functionality of these candidates was adjusted to finally meet
SIRCA’s requirements. In some cases, services were
completely dismissed and new ones had to be created. A
close collaboration between SIRCA’s research and
development department and UNSW’s project team was a
key to ensure the successful identification of services.
SIRCA’s management did not aim at the implementation
of an SOA in particular. The idea of services was basically
advocated by UNSW’s project team. Thus, there was no
know-how on SIRCA’s side as far as SOAs are concerned.
On the outset of the project, a funding for three years was
provided. At the end of the project in December 2009, funds
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for further six months were provided to implement the
prototype and make it accessible to SIRCA’s customers.
First and foremost, the search for services was driven by
the idea to retrieve and integrate data from different sources.
In a second step, project members came up with ideas, which
services could support researchers in analyzing data. This
included, for example, building time series of financial data,
merge data from different sources and visualize events. Only
after that the identified and implemented services should be
offered to third parties to support their business processes.
Clearly, this was a requirements-driven bottom-up approach.
Goals included the provision of a graphical user interface
(GUI) to customers enabling them to directly invoke services
in an ad-hoc fashion to analyze financial market data. This
implies a distinct degree of customer interaction which
influences the identification of services significantly.
Certainly, SIRCA’s case is not a typical example of service
identification projects. Because of its rather extreme
character it helps to identify possible instances of context
factors that usually cannot be found in typical cases.
IV.

CONTEXT FACTORS IN SERVICE IDENTIFICATION

In order to engineer situational methods, relevant context
factors that determine different categories of situations have
to be identified. Hence, in this section we build on the case
studies described previously to identify these context factors.
The presentation of each context factor is structured as
follows. Firstly, observations from the case studies are the
basis for identifying context factors. Secondly, findings in
related literature are briefly discussed where applicable to
support the relevance of the encountered factors. Thirdly, an
analysis of how these context factors influence the selection
of fragments is conducted. Table 1 summarizes the results.
In SIRCA’s case, all services were clearly meant to be
exposed to researchers from associated universities, i.e. to
external service consumers. A graphical user interface
(GUI) provides the opportunity for users to combine these
services. Thus, users can choose themselves which services
they need to use in order to analyze their data. In Suncorp’s
first phase services were identified to integrate system
functionalities. Hence, service consumers were purely
internal. Functionalities that had to be accessed by using
different applications were wrapped and can now be invoked
as services. Conversely, the second and third phase aimed at
both internal and external service consumers as certain
services were intended to be used by end-consumers, internal
systems and/or entities such as departments within Suncorp.
As shown in the case studies, services can be provided
for different service consumers, e.g. other divisions
(internally), third parties (externally) or both. Services can be
used to integrate heterogeneous enterprise applications [9,
39] and simplify the access to certain functionalities for staff,
i.e. for internal customers only. If this is known a priori, a
number of activities and results such as the creation of an
inter-organizational service map are not applicable in this
situation. Moreover, there might be legal constraints that
only apply if services are offered to third parties. Passing on
customer data for instance must be permitted by the
customer in some countries.
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TABLE I.
Context Factor
Service consumer

Budget

Parameter Value
- internal
- external
- both
- restrictive budget
- generous funding

SOA concepts

- business services
- software services
- hierarchy of services

SOA maturity level

-

Compliance

CONTEXT FACTORS AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON FRAGMENT SELECTION

SIMM level 1-3
SIMM level 4-7
general laws
industry-specific
regulations
- internal policies

IT department

- existent
- not existent

Interaction

- customer interaction
- employee interaction

Influence on Fragment Selection
- inter-organizational service maps are not applicable for purely internal services
- “line of visibility” particularly important for external consumers
- data flow analysis combined with legal check for externally provided services
- fragments supporting strategic aspects might not be used due to a restrictive budget
- a generous funding enables comprehensive use of fragments
- restrictive budgets often result in the selection of IT-oriented fragments that demand less
resources
- BPM techniques and respective fragments are essential for a business service-oriented
identification
- technical fragments such as asset analysis might be sufficient for the identification of software
services
- a comprehensive, hybrid approach using fragments with both top down and bottom up
techniques is necessary for a hierarchy of services
- fragments focused on SOA governance have only little meaning for maturity levels 1-3
- for SIMM levels 4-7 e.g. inter-organizational service maps can be important
- all organizations have to ensure compliance with general laws such as consumer data privacy
and must use respective fragments when service consumers are outside the company
- a fragment that analyzes the necessity of industry-specific approaches should always be used
- depending on the industry, additional fragments are needed
- if there are internal policies, fragments that e.g. ensure consistent naming of services have to
be applied
- inputs like architectural concepts are only available from IT departments and restrict the use of
method fragments
- in the absence of an IT department, fragments are not applicable if they demand roles such as
IT administrator
- for the interaction with employees, roles prescribed by fragments have to be available
- fragments delivering swim lane diagrams and analyzing the “line of visibility” are particularly
useful if customer interaction is pivotal

Thus, fragments that demand an analysis of respective
laws and regulations are only necessary where such data is
passed on to third parties. An analysis of consumer
interaction can be important for internal and external service
provision. A fragment analyzing the “line of visibility” is
much more important if services are exposed to external
customers [11] and would add lots of value in cases like
SIRCA’s. However, they are less relevant in a context as
given in Suncorp’s first phase.
In both projects the budget seemed to play an important
role and we perceived that budgeting has a significant impact
when it comes to choosing necessary fragments of a method
for service identification. Generally, a setting as encountered
in SIRCA’s case with a budget that allows for an extensive
time frame of three years provides the opportunity for a
thorough and systematic application of identification
methods. You would expect the utilization of many
techniques in order to ensure a high quality of implemented
services. A detailed analysis of all available strategic and
technical documents would be typical in such circumstances.
However, in SIRCA’s case the absence of such documents
naturally dominated the generous time scope and made the
application of many techniques impossible. Again, the head
of research and development certainly devoted enough
resources in SIRCA’s case but still failed this broad analysis.
The following citation is an excerpt of an interview
conducted for the analysis of the ADAGE project.
“We didn’t do the asset identification, because we didn’t
have anyone who knew about that, but if we had then, we
would have done it. So you are constrained by the cost it
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takes to develop, but also you were constrained by people’s
skills.” (Researcher at the UNSW)
While the first project was funded internally, the second
and third phases at Suncorp were basically developed in a
collaborative environment between Suncorp and QUT based
on mutual in-kind contributions. As such, the phases could
be treated as pilots and were not associated with any costs
other than research and development project budget for
Suncorp. Budget information about the first phase is
confidential and cannot be reported here. However, due to
the partly academic character of these projects, funding
restrictions were not a problem. At Suncorp, this availability
of resources was used to apply QUT’s identification method
diligently.
Literature broadly confirms that the budget has
implications on the number of available staff, the time
pressure and the possibility to incorporate external help from
consultants [40].The higher the project sponsor’s position in
the company’s hierarchy, the more likely is a generous
funding. This allows for a proper analysis especially of
strategic aspects and the inclusion of business processes and
a comprehensive use of fragments. An initiation of a service
identification project by the middle management (which is
commonly accompanied by smaller budgets) often results in
more pragmatic or technically-driven SOA implementations.
Fragments dealing with Business Process Management as
well as business process driven approaches (top down) are
likely to be omitted in such cases. Instead, technicallyoriented fragments analyzing applications and IT
functionalities (bottom up) are used since they often promise
quicker results. To make up for limited employee skills, a
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larger budget is necessary because the company has to rely
on external support. If funding is limited, certain fragments
cannot be used due to this lack of skills.
Indeed, it is worth discussing if the budget is a factor as
such and can be put on the same level as the other factors. In
some cases, services might be identified without considering
the budget available for their implementation. Only after the
service identification process, a prioritization (depending on
budget restrictions) is conducted [41]. However, we argue
that fragments dealing, e.g., with value analyses are parts of
the service identification method. These fragments are more
likely to be selected if budget restrictions are tough which
qualifies the budget as context factor.
The case studies showed clearly that different
understandings of services based on different SOA concepts
influence the proceeding of service identification
significantly. In Suncorp’s first phase aiming at the
integration of different systems, the underlying technical
SOA understanding implied a focus that lay purely on
developing reusable software services. As part of the second
phase – with a Business Process Management perspective in
mind – software services that support business processes or
at least sub-processes were the goal of the analysis. The third
phase at Suncorp focused on identifying software services
that support business services. Rarely, the focus on software
services is as clear as in SIRCA’s case.
A system integration approach like in Suncorp’s first
phase concentrated on software services, so that method
fragments reflecting a more business-related SOA
understanding and targeting the identification of business
services were not considered. In the second phase, service
identification had to include activities related to the analysis
of process models and involved such fragments with not only
IT-related, but also business-related staff roles. In Suncorp’s
third project both SOA concepts have been addressed. If the
service identification is limited to a rather technical point of
view like in SIRCA’s case, the set of method fragments to be
considered will be limited. Frequently, a hierarchy of
services is the outcome of an identification process [42].
Higher-level services that support business processes
compose finer-grained software services that adhere to the
technical preconditions of underlying systems and data. In
order to achieve this more complex type of an SOA, a
broader range of method fragments has to be used
complementarily. This is reflected in many hybrid (or “meetin-the-middle”) approaches that can be found in related
literature [13, 15].
We observed different degrees of previous experience in
the examined cases as far as SOA and service orientation is
concerned. Based on this observation, we concluded that the
SOA maturity level a company has achieved plays a role in
the configuration of methods for service identification.
SIRCA did not have any services at all when the project was
initiated. At Suncorp, SOA maturity can be considered as
relatively low. First projects had been conducted in the area
of implementing software services. However, these projects
did not aim at understanding business requirements and their
impact on service-orientation but rather understanding the
integration requirements of existing applications. It can be
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conjectured that the maturity related to the adoption of
service-oriented concepts will increase over time, which will
change the scope of the SOA understanding and
consequently the way service identification has to be
conducted, as can be seen in the two latter Suncorp phases.
The SOA maturity level can be distinguished following
the Service Integration Maturity Model (SIMM) by [43].
Levels 1-3 describe a rather low service orientation whereas
companies with a SIMM level of 4-7 are more advanced in
the field of SOA. If the latter is the case, an analysis of
service maps among different divisions of a company can be
essential to build an enterprise-wide SOA [44]. A fragment
providing such an analysis cannot be sensibly used if there is
no service orientation and subsequently (almost) no services.
The same is true for all fragments dealing with SOA
governance and inter-organizational aspects of SOA. If the
SIMM level is low, fragments that deliver, e.g., interorganizational service maps cannot reasonably be applied.
Thus, the selection of appropriate fragments is influenced by
the SIMM level of a company.
Compliance issues can arise from both legal obligations
and regulatory restrictions as well as from internal policies
and may require corresponding service identification method
fragments that address these issues. In SIRCA’s case no
particular regulatory or legal requirements had to be
considered. However, the Reuters market data provided by
SIRCA must not be used by everyone. It might only be used
for academic purposes. The academic institution has to pay a
subscription fee to SIRCA to give their employees access to
the data. Hence, restricted access to data and the intended use
of services must be considered when services are identified.
As far as Suncorp is concerned, for example the general
insurance reform act and related laws and regulations issued
by the Treasury Department of the Australian Government
are industry-specific requirements. Since implemented
services in Suncorp’s case are exposed to customers,
confidential treatment of sensitive customer data had to be
guaranteed by a proper service design. Furthermore, as
already indicated, Suncorp generally follows an agile
approach to developing services. Thus, methods related to
the identification, design and implementation of services
have to comply with the agile paradigm.
In case services are provided to third parties, a fragment
that guarantees customer data privacy and security has to be
applied. Therefore, interactions with and data flows towards
all service consumers have to be analyzed. Certain industries
such as banking, insurance or pharmaceuticals have to
adhere to additional, stricter regulations and should use
respective fragments. Internal policies – such as restrictions
on software development methods – can make some
fragments inapplicable. Other fragments may be necessary to
fulfil for instance internal naming conventions.
In a small company that lacks an IT department (like
SIRCA), methods have to be adapted to accommodate for
this circumstance. Responsibility for IT is commonly
distributed all over the company and departments tend to
implement isolated IT solutions or so-called silos. Larger
organizations like Suncorp are usually structured along the
lines of business but have an IT division that takes care of a
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company-wide IT architecture and infrastructure. Hence, the
existence of a designated IT department and thus the degree
of centralization of the IT infrastructure is an important
context variable.
On the one hand, a high degree of centralization or the
existence of a central division supervising and governing IT
implementation throughout a company usually leads to more
transparency. Frequently, at least some information on
applications and data is readily available. This can be used as
input for service identification method fragments. On the
other hand, some fragments demand certain roles such IT
administrators or newly designed units consisting of business
and IT employees (see also [45]). In a small company that
lacks an IT department, these method fragments are often not
applicable. The company size (frequently considered to have
an important influence on SOA implementations [46]) and
the geographic scope of operations are thus closely linked to
the existence of a central IT department and subsequently not
considered as context factors themselves.
Due to the fact that in all cases participation, exchange
and contribution of service consumers differed notably, we
hypothesized that varying degrees and forms of interaction
with both customers and employees necessitate the use of
different method fragments. In SIRCA’s case, for instance,
employees are not directly involved in service delivery
because the services are very fine-grained and fully
automated. The coarser-grained services are, the greater is
the possibility that they are only semi-automated or manual
and subsequently interact with employees. Customer
interaction is of high importance in SIRCA’s case because
the ad-hoc composition of services is a primary goal.
However, due to their fine-grained nature, services
themselves are executed independently from users, i.e., no
customer interferes directly in a service. At Suncorp,
employees were only involved to showcase the developed
methodology and gain information about current practices at
Suncorp. As part of the third project, different employees at
Suncorp were involved to identify business services.
Getting access to and involvement of business roles was
difficult in Suncorp’s case but required by the used method
fragments. Where this is impossible, a different method
configuration is necessary. In general, a customer interaction
can be obligatory in some places or can happen “on demand”
if required by the service or desired by the customer [47]. In
automated services possible customer interaction has to be
foreseen and planned for. If customer interaction is a major
issue for the identification of services in a situation at hand,
related method fragments are crucial for a successful
implementation. One example are swim lane diagrams that
show interfaces to customers.
All context factors described above were found in the
two case studies. Their effect on the selection of method
fragments for service identification is summarized in Table
1. Particularly the case study at SIRCA revealed some more
potential context factors. Since their relevance could not be
observed in the phases at Suncorp, these factors were omitted
from the discussion in this paper. Probably, there are
interdependencies and relationships between the identified
context factors. Analyzing these relationships and identifying
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relevant combinations that determine the situational
configuration of methods is out of the scope of this paper and
will be the focus of future work.
V.

CONCLUSION

Not only literature but also experience shows that
methods in information systems research should be
configurable depending on the situation at hand, i.e., in a
situation-specific way. This is also true for service
identification methods in service-oriented architectures. In
order to support a situation-specific configuration of such
methods, situations have to be defined by context factors.
The latter determine which method fragments should be used
in the course of an identification process. Based on
qualitative research using grounded theory, the data of two
case studies was analyzed in this paper to identify seven
context factors, compare them with existing literature and
describe how actual instances of these factors can influence
the selection of method fragments. Due to the explorative
nature of the two case studies, there is no guarantee that the
derived list of factors is comprehensive. Further case studies
might reveal other relevant factors. Moreover, the relevance
of the identified factors cannot be proven by our case studies.
Only the application of a complete situational method to a
service identification project could attest their relevance.
As a prerequisite for situational methods, method
fragments that can be combined have to be created. Thus,
either parts of existing methods have to be identified as
feasible method fragments or new fragments have to be
created [48]. Designing these fragments to meet the
requirements of situation-specific service identification is left
to future research. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate
which activities, techniques, roles, results and sequences can
be combined reasonably. The so designed method fragments
have to be configured to suit concrete situations that can be
characterized by the context factors identified in this paper.
Hereby, interdependencies and influences among context
factors have to be analyzed. As mentioned previously, a
concrete instantiation of one context factor can dominate
other factors in the selection of one fragment over another.
When exactly this is the case or how to weigh situational
factors to come to a best possible selection of fragments must
be elaborated in more detail.
Finally, a comprehensive situational method for service
identification needs to be developed. It should define how to
configure existing method fragments depending on the
situation at hand. The herein identified context factors are
critical to identify these situations. In order to evaluate the
quality of so configured methods, more case studies should
be carried out. In contrast to the two explorative case studies
used to derive situational factors, further case studies should
apply a newly created situational method to prove its
applicability and evaluate its concept.
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Abstract—Service cooperation-based Virtual Organizations
(VOs) have become the mainstream approach for developing
application software systems in Internet computing
environments. However, the large-scale deployment of VOs
encounters serious difficulty due to the non-autonomy for their
organization and maintenance. This paper focuses on VO selfmaintenance and proposes the framework for achieving the
contract-performing circumstance-driven self-adaptation and
self-evolution of service cooperation, in order to maintain
effectively the capability for a VO to achieve its objectives in
two stages: self-adaptation and self-evolution.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Constructing Virtual Organizations (VOs) by creating
service cooperation (i.e., service-oriented cooperation) has
become the mainstream approach for reforming the
development of application software systems in Internet
computing environments due to the development of ServiceOriented Computing (SOC) [1] and Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA) [2]. However, the current techniques for
service cooperation are confronted with severe limitation:
service cooperation is non-autonomic, making it unable to
agilely adapt to the dynamically changing and unpredictable
Internet cooperation environments. The leading cause is the
inherent non-controllability of business services across
different management domains (i.e., the consumer of a
service can’t control the process of the service provision). It
is the non-controllability that brings on the so-called “trust”
crisis that the success and benefit of cooperation cannot be
ensured, and therefore makes service cooperation have to
depend on a great deal of manual intervention.
Evidently, without the self-organization and selfmaintenance of service cooperation, it is difficult to realize
the large-scale deployment of VOs. Therefore, we have
developed a series of research work for overcoming “trust”
crisis and achieving autonomic service cooperation in the
support of the National Science Foundation and the National
High-Technology research and Development Program (863)
of China. We have established a model oriented to
multiagent systems, called IGTASC (Institution-Governed
Trusted and Autonomic Service Cooperation) [3], to
overcome “trust” crisis first. Then, based on IGTASC, we
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have developed two frameworks to support the selforganization of VOs [4] and the self-maintenance of VOs
respectively.
This paper focuses on the framework for achieving the
self-maintenance of service cooperation, called CCAE
(Contract-performing Circumstance-driven self-Adaptation
and self-Evolution for service cooperation). The next
section introduces the relative work and our countermeasure,
including the foundation created by IGTASC. Then, Section
Ⅲ specifies the proposed framework CCAE in general.
Section Ⅳ, Ⅴ, and Ⅵ describe main constituents of CCAE:
contract-performing circumstance model, Joint ContractConforming Mechanism, and VO Self-Adaptation and SelfEvolution Mechanism respectively. After the implementation and application analysis in Section Ⅶ, the conclusions
and future work (in Section Ⅷ) are provided.
II.

RELATED WORK AND OUR COUNTERMEASURE

How to achieve the self-adaptation and self-evolution in
abnormal situations is a difficult problem, worrying MAS
(Multi-Agent System) researches for a long time [5][6].
2.1 Related Work
The current research for this problem is focused on the
large-scale MASes composed of simple homogeneous
agents, such as computing intelligence (evolution
computing [7], artificial immunity systems [8], adaptive
learning [9], etc.) and swarm intelligence [10]. However, the
same research for small-scale MASes dynamically
composed of self-interested, often much more complicated,
heterogeneous agents (denoted by d-si-h-MASes hereafter)
is much less and no systematic research results with
practical value have been reported though such MASes are
much more valuable and have the potential for large-scale
deployment (see Section 2.2).
The main cause is that the methodologies of statistics,
randomization, and optimization suiting computing
intelligence and collective intelligence cannot be used in dsi-h-MASes, and again, there is no enough motivation and
requirement for driving the researches adapting to d-si-hMASes due to two hindrances. One is the inherent noncontrollability mentioned above while the other is that the
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MAS technology itself is disjoined with real-life application
software systems [5]. Although there have been some selfhealing research work (which belongs to self-evolution
research category) for statically deployed small-scale
MASes [11][12], the research results cannot adapt to open
and dynamically configured d-si-h-MASes.
2.2 Our Countermeasure
The model of IGTASC mentioned above and its
infrastructure can be used to conquer the two hindrances,
and thereby create a substantial basis for researching the
self-organization, self-adaptation, and self-evolution of
service cooperation.
IGTASC proposes a three-level Virtual Society as the
environment where VOs live and work (Figure 1): Agent
Community, TAVOs (Trusted and Autonomic VOs), and
Rational Agents, and depends on three technologies to make
service cooperation both trusted and autonomic: InstitutionGoverned cooperation, Policy-Driven self-management, and
Cooperation Facilitation management [3]. Also, reforming
MAS technology by adopting the “service-oriented” concept
removes the “disjoined” hindrance.
Agent Community
Domain
E-Institutions

Service Contract
Templates

Contract-Ensured
Self-Organization

InstitutionGoverned
Cooperation

Cooperation Facilitation E-Institution

Contract-Performing
Circumstance-driven

Cooperation Facilitation-Orieted Agents

Complying with

Self-Evolution

Cooperation

VOs
VO2

VO1

…

VOm

Facilitation
Management

Policy-driven
Self-Management
Rational Agents
Ag1

Ag1

…

Agn

Figure 1 Three closely coupled mechanisms constituting IGTASC

IGTASC restricts the organizational form of a VO to the
most familiar and widely-used cooperation form in human
society: an alliance based on service providing-requiring
relations, which is sponsored and created by some physical
organization to satisfy a business requirement dynamically
occurring (such as making new products, solving complex
problems, searching for knowledge, purchasing merchandise,
etc.). Such an alliance often concerns multiple binary
collaborations which are managed by the sponsor centrally,
but there are no interactions between other members (these
interactions can be removed by partitioning business
activities reasonably and arranging the appropriate messages
sent by the alliance manager). Of course, every member of a
VO should set up an agent as its broker for providing
business services, and this makes the VO a typical d-si-hMAS.
Because VOs are organized dynamically on user
requirements (i.e., the newest objectives and tasks), and
such VOs are of short life: the life-period of a VO ends once
relevant user requirements are satisfied, this paper does not
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consider the change of user requirements in a life-period,
and only focuses on responding the abnormal change of
cooperation circumstances.
The sponsor (and manager) of a VO should create and
sign a providing-requiring contract with the provider of each
outer service. Since these contracts specify, by contractperforming norms, the detail of bi-cooperation activities, the
run of the VO becomes the interaction process for its
members to complete cooperation according to contracts.
The social facilitation e-institution for cooperation
facilitation management formulates not only the cooperation
facilitation-oriented services, but also macro-level
cooperation behavior norms, such as the obligations for
service providing and requiring parties to comply with
micro-level contract-performing norms and report the poststates for executing those norms. It is the execution of those
macro-level norms that supports the in-time creation of
contract-performing circumstances, which constitutes the
foundation for achieving VO self-adaptation and selfevolution.
Based on IGTASC and the above countermeasure, we
have proposed the framework of CCAE. By developing
technologies of contract-performing circumstance model,
joint
contract-conforming
mechanism,
abnormal
circumstance-driven VO maintenance, and 3-phase control
cycle for transacting abnormal circumstances, CCAE can
maintain the capability for a VO to achieve its established
objectives effectively.
III. SELF-ADAPTATION AND SELFEVOLUTION FRAMEWORK CCAE
CCAE supports the maintenance of run-time VOs (which
are in d-si-h-MAS form) in two stages: self-adaptation and
self-evolution. The former does not change the constituents
of a VO, including its members and business process, while
the latter requires replacing some members or even the
business process. However, both stages depend on the
mechanism of joint contract conformity driven by contractperforming circumstances.
The work model of CCAE is illustrated in Figure 2. It
consists of joint contract-conforming mechanism, VO selfadaptation and self-evolution mechanism, contractperforming circumstance model, contract-performing
circumstances, and service contract set. The joint contractconforming mechanism manages contract-performing
processes and monitors contract-performing circumstances.
The management function enables the provider and
consumer of a business service to execute in turn protocol
entries in a service contract (say sc1), and creates in time,
according to contract-performing circumstance model, the
contract-performing circumstance (say CPCsc1) to make
both parties in service cooperation have a whole view of
cooperation states. It is the whole view that drives the
alternate and compact execution of contract entries and lets
the monitoring function discovery in time the occurrence of
contract violation events.
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Once receiving a contract violation event, the VO selfadaptation and self-evolution mechanism activates the
model ACVOM (Abnormal Circumstance-driven VO selfMaintenance), which drives a 3-phase control cycle to
transact the abnormal circumstance indicated by the event.
The VO self-Maintenance tries the self-adaptation first, and,
if it fails, then tries the self-evolution.
VO Self-Adaptation and
Self-Evolution Mechanism
contract
violation
events

ACVOM model

Contract-Performing Circumstance Model
provides
representation mode

Contract-Performing Circumstances (CPC)

VO self-adaptation
CPCsc1, CPCsc2, …, CPCscn

activate
VO self-evolution

creates circumstances
contract conforming
Service Contract Set

Joint Contract-Conforming Mechanism

Figure 2 The work model of CCAE

IV.

CONTRACT-PERFORMING CIRCUMSTANCE MODEL

This representation model describes the performing
circumstances of service contracts. A typical Service
Contract for business service bs, denoted by SCbs, can be
defined as a 3-tuple:
SCbs = (BI, QoSG, CPP)
• BI: the Basic Information of service cooperation, which
is used to specify the identity of both parties, the business
transaction roles enacted by both parties, period of validity
for this contract, service content (e.g., the operations or
product items, price, number, deadline), payment mode, etc.
• QoSG: the QoS (Quality of Service) Guarantee, which
defines quality parameters and metrics, and stipulates
service level objectives (SLOs) based on those definition.
• CPP: the Contract Performing Protocol, which is
designed as a partial-order set composed of protocol entries
represented as contract-performing norms and uses BI and
QoSG as the content referenced when executing those
norms.
Definition 1 (contract-performing norm, cpn): define,
with extended Deontic Logic [13], cpn = OBasc (ρ ≤ δ | σ) |
FBasc (ρ ≤ δ | σ) | PBasc (ρ ≤ δ | σ), indicating respectively
that, when σ holds true, party a (the agent signing SCbs) is
obligated to, forbidden to, or authorized to make ρ true
before deadline δ (here ρ, δ, and σ are all the propositions
describing contract-performing circumstances). Note, σ and
ρ is often as the pre-condition and post-condition for
executing cpn respectively.
Definition 2 (post-state of an executed cpn, ps): define ps
= (cpn-number, status-type, status-description), where cpnnumber indicates the serial number of cpn in CPP of SCbs,
status-type indicates the type of ps (success, fail, or
exception), and status-description gives the description of ps.
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Next, an example of cpn is given, which comes from a
supposed application of data mining.
(eio:Norm
//A simplified norm for ensuring operator quality
NormNo: 21;
//Norm 21 in contract performing protocol
Performer:“RespondingRole” ; //The norm should be executed by provider
Trigger: (@eio:OperationCall Operator:“Mining” CallTime:?x);
//Triggered by an operator invacation event “(@eio:OperationCall
Operator:“Mining ” CallTime <...>)”
Deadline: (@eio:dateTimePeriod BeginTime:?x Period:?nego_03);
//The deadline completing the norm execution is ?nego_03 which begins
//from ?x. Herer, the value of ?x come from unification examination
//when this norm is triggered , and the value of ?nego_03 depends on the
//nigotiation between providing and requring parties.
Postcondition:(@eio:SLOSatisfactionStatus SLOName:“SLOOfMining”
Operator:“Mining” Status:“True”); )

This cpn specifies: when the operator “Mining” provided
by business service “DataMining” is invoked, an event
indicating the invocation should occur and activate the cpn;
and, as the post-condition (i.e., cpn.ρ), the service level
objective (SLO), named as “SLOOfMining”, should be
satisfied (i.e., the SLOSatisfactionStatus is “True”) after cpn
is executed. Thus, if this cpn is executed successfully,
cpn.ps.status-description (the status-description in ps of the
cpn) must be of the same pattern as cpn.ρ in order to match
with cpn.ρ. That is, the status-description should be:
(@eio:SLOSatisfactionStatus
SLOName:“SLOOfMining”
Operator:“Mining” Status:“True”).

Based on the two definitions above, the ContractPerforming Circumstance for SCbs, denoted by CPCsc, is
described with the sequence of pses:
CPCsc = {ps1, ps2, …, psm}, psi = post-state (Æcpnj),
cpnj (∈CPP of SCbs),
where the relevant cpns are executed on the order specified
by CPP of SCbs, ith post-state is denoted by psi, and Æcpnj
indicates jth norm in CPP is executed.
CPP divides cpns into two types: backbone and
compensation. While backbone cpns indicate the main
activities that must be executed for achieving the objective
stipulated when the VO is sponsored, compensation cpns
are only used to recover the normal execution of contracts
from abnormal pses of executed cpns.
Definition 3 (abnormal ps of a executed cpn, aps): a ps is
the aps iff cpn.ps.status-description does not match with
cpn.ρ.
Definition 4 (activation event for a cpn, ae): define ae as
the part of ps of a executed cpn: ae = (cpn-number, statustype) | status-description, where status-type = ‘success’ |
‘fail’ | ‘exception’ and status-description = ‘(@<prefix>:
<concept-name> {<parameter-value>}*)’. (Note, @
indicates the instance of a concept defined in the domain
ontology denoted by <prefix>.)
It is aes that drive the ordered execution of service
contracts (i.e., cpns included in them). While an ae coming
from the ps of a successfully executed cpn activates the
backbone cpn executed next, an ae coming from the aps
activates one or more compensation cpns. Also, the
abnormal change of contract-performing circumstances
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indicated by apses drives the self-adaptation and selfevolution of a VO.
V.

JOINT CONTRACT-CONFORMING MECHANISM

This mechanism is driven by contract-performing
circumstances. The two macro-level cooperation behavior
norms of obligation formulated in the social facilitation einstitution become the basis for implementing this
mechanism: both service providing and requiring parties
must comply with cpns and report pses of executed cpns to
each other. Also, the cooperation-facilitating service
“ContractExecutionReport” for performing “reporting”
obligation should be defined in this e-institution and
configured to both parties.
The Joint Contract-Conforming Mechanism (JCCM) is
represented as a multi-tuple:
JCCM = {vm-set, contract-set, cpn-set, self-executing,
self-examining, inter-reporting, inter-examining}, where
• vm-set: the set of members in a VO;
• contract-set: the set of service contracts in the VO;
• cpn-set: the union of cpn sets; cpn-set = cpnsetsc1∪cpn-setsc2, …, ∪cpn-setscn, where cpn-setsci indicates
the set of cpns formulated in CPP of contract sci
(∈contract-set);
• self-executing: vm-set × contract-set ↛ ℙcpn-set; here,
every vm (∈vm-set), according to the service contract sc
(∈ contract-set) signed by it, executes the cpns relevant to
its obligations and rights; (hereafter, ℙ denotes power set
and ↛denotes partial function.)
• self-examining: vm-set × contract-set ↛ ℙcpn-set, here,
every vm (∈vm-set), according to the sc, examines the pses
of cpns executed by itself, and self-examining (vm, sc) =
self-executing (vm, sc);
• inter-reporting: vm-set × contract-set ↛ ℙcpn-set, here,
every vm (∈vm-set), according to the sc, reports the pses of
cpns executed by itself to the opposing party of cooperation,
and inter-reporting (vm, sc) = self-executing (vm, sc);
• inter-examining: vm-set × contract-set ↛ ℙcpn-set, here,
every vm (∈vm-set), according to the sc, examines the pses
of cpns executed by the opposing party of cooperation, and
inter-examining (vm, sc) ∪ self-examining (vm, sc) = cpnsetsc, inter-examining (vm, sc) ∩ self-examining (vm, sc) = ∅.
JCCM is installed into every business operation-oriented
agent to implement two main functions: managing contractperforming processes and monitoring contract-performing
circumstances. CPP of each contract sc (∈ contract-set)
becomes the basis for agent to manage the execution of sc.
The contract-performing circumstance for sc changes
continually along with the execution of cpns (⊂cpn-setsc). If
cpni (∈cpn-setsc) needs to be executed by the agent itself,
this agent should invoke the local operator relevant to cpni
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before deadline δ, create ps according to the operation result,
and report ps to the opposing party of cooperation.
Monitoring contract-performing circumstances includes
the self-examining and inter-examining for pses of executed
cpns. The examinations are focused on whether or not a ps
can be generated before the deadline and satisfy cpn.ρ.
It is the mutual reporting of pses that enables both parties
of each contract sc (∈ contract-set) to observe and examine
the whole contract-performing circumstance in time and
thus to drive the alternate and compact execution of cpns.
Reporting actively apses (abnormal pses) occurring in
one's own side can facilitate the discovery and transaction of
abnormity. Because the compensation cpns can be executed
as soon as possible, this enhances the reliability and
robustness of service cooperation.
VI. VO SELF-ADAPTATION AND
SELF-EVOLUTION MECHANISM
This mechanism uses the model of ACVOM (Abnormal
Circumstance-driven VO self-Maintenance) as the basis for
implementing VO self-maintenance, and adopts a 3-phase
control cycle as the framework.
6.1 Model ACVOM
ACVOM enables the VO sponsor, depending on its
management policies, to centrally manage and control
abnormal circumstance-driven VO maintenance. The
maintenance activities are flexible and scalable: from the
small ones such as modifying a service contract to the large
such as replacing a service provider or even a business
process.
The model of ACVOM is defined as a multi-tuple:
ACVOM = (CPC, CMP, cv-events, cm-principles, cmplans, cm-actions, analysing, planning, executing), where
• CPC: the set of service Contract-Performing
Circumstances; here, CPC = {CPCsc1, CPCsc2, …, CPCscn},
and CPCsci indicates the circumstance of sci (ith service
contract);
• CMP: the set of management Policies which the VO
manager (sponsor) possesses for supporting Cooperation
Maintenance; here, CMP = an-policies∪pl-policies∪expolicies, where an-policies, pl-policies, and ex-policies
indicate the subset of analysis, planning, and execution
policies respectively;
• cv-events: the set of contract violation events (aes from
apses) reflecting CPC abnormity;
• cm-principles: the set of cooperation modification
principles which are the result of contract violation analysis;
• cm-plans: the set of cooperation modification plans
which are the planning result;
• cm-actions: the set of cooperation modification actions
specified by cooperation modification plans;
• analysing: an-policies × cv-events × CPC ↛ cmprinciples; here, the analysis activities denoted by this
function adopt a domain-specific circumstance abnormity
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analysis policy anp (∈an-policies), activated by cve (∈cvevents), to analyse CPCsc (∈CPC) creating cve and propose
an analysis result (a cooperation modification principle)
cmpr (∈cm-principles);
• planning: pl-policies × cm-principles ↛ cm-plans; here,
the planning activities denoted by this function adopt a
domain-specific cooperation modification planning policy
plp (∈pl-policies), activated by cmpr, to drive planning and
generate a cooperation modification plan cmpl (∈cm-plans);
• executing: ex-policies × cm-plans ↛ ℙcm-actions; here,
execution activities denoted by this function adopt a
domain-specific plan execution policy exp (∈ex-policies),
activated by cmpl, to start cooperation modification actions
(specified by cmpl) cmas (⊂cm-actions).
The above mapping functions of analysing, planning, and
executing constitute jointly the 3-phase control cycle for
transacting abnormal circumstances, and the activities in
those phases are driven by CMP (Figure 3). Next, we only
explain the transaction made by the VO sponsor. In fact, the
transaction made by other VO members is similar and
simpler.
cv-events

Planning
Policies

Circumstance
Abnormity Analysis

cm-principles

Execution
Policies

Drive
Cooperation
Modification Planning

Drive

Analyzing
Policies
cm-actions

Drive
cm-plans

Modification
Plan Execution

Figure 3 The policy-driven 3-phase control cycle for
abnormal circumstance-driven VO maintenance

1) Circumstance abnormity analysis
The analysis work is driven by analysis policies. Once a
cve ( ∈ cv-events) occurs, the relevant analysis policy is
triggered, which is used to analyse the cause, property, and
effect of cve and select one from multiple activated
compensation cpns. It is the multiple compensation cpns
that enable the benefit-losing party to have multiple choices
for maintaining contract execution. The selection depends
on the integrated analysis of multiple factors, such as the
respective results expected when executing these cpns, the
work situation of current service contract-performing
protocol, the whole execution situation of service
cooperation in the VO, the business objectives of the VO
sponsor, application domain knowledge, etc.
2) Cooperation modification planning
This phase aims at using planning policies to generate
relevant cooperation modification plans in order to eliminate
the minus affect of abnormity or to decrease the affect to the
least degree. The extent of cooperation modification
depends on the effect of execution of compensation cpns,
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whether there are spare service providers or not, the
structure of current business process, etc. and therefore can
be partitioned into the next types (from the small to the
large):
• replace the provider of a service (because the contract
for this service is violated);
• defer in turn the time for providing following services in
the current business process;
• replace the current business process with new one,
including to cancel the contracts for all services not
occurring in the new and to create the contracts for new
services occurring in the new one;
• dismiss the VO and cancel the contracts for all services
in the current business process.
Based on planning policies, extent-different modification
plans can be created, and hence make the adaptation and
evolution of cooperation display the better flexibility and
scalability.
3) Modification plan execution
This phase aims at applying execution policies to detail
modification plans and execute modification actions. For
example, a modification plan only indicates to replace the
provider of a service while the activities for determining the
new provider of this service, making negotiation, signing
the contract with this new provider, etc. should be driven by
execution policies.
Evidently, it is the proper transaction of abnormal
circumstances that supports the self-adaptation and selfevolution effectively.
6.2 VO self-adaptation and self-evolution
We view both self-adaptation and self-evolution of a VO
as the means to maintain the capability for the VO to
achieve its own objectives (Figure 4). The main difference
is the extent of VO change: the former does not change VO
constituents while the latter requires replacing some VO
members or even the business process. In fact, the former
can be viewed as the first stage for responding abnormality,
and only when it does not bear fruit, the VO maintenance
enters into the second stage: self-evolution.
Analysis

Planning

Not change VO constituents
VO
Self-Adaptation

Execution

Planning

Execution

Fail

VO
Self-Evolution
Replacing some VO members
or even the current lbp

Multiple Compensation cpns

Flexible Scheduling

Multiple provider for a service

Contract Templates

Multiple lbps

Figure 4 VO self-adaptation and self-evolution

1) VO self-adaptation
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This stage depends on two key technologies: the flexible
scheduling of the local business processes (denoted by lbps
hereafter) and the configuration of compensation cpns in
CPP (contract-performing protocol) of SCbs. Here, lbps are
formulated as the activity-scheduling plans for an agent to
achieve local business objectives.

Although there are a variety of domain-specific abnormal
circumstances, the mode for transacting them is the same:
create a requirement for selecting suitable one from the
compensation cpns and use the requirement as an event to
activate the policy starting a 3-phase control cycle.
Next, we explain, by the supposed application of data
mining, the policy-driven self-adaptation based on a flexible
scheduling method. Figure 5 illustrates two lbps for achieving
a data mining task. Each lbp displays only the activities,
indicated by circles, performed by invoking the outer business
services. Suppose the execution of activity 2 (in lbp 1 of

Figure 5) generates an abnormal circumstance because the
outer service bs for performing this activity is unavailable
before the deadline. In order to transact the violation, two
compensation cpns have been configured in CPP of SCbs:
number 01 and 02, which can be activated at the same time.
The former informs bs provider to make bs available before
a later deadline while the latter cancels the contract for bs.

Figure 5 The lbps for a data-mining task

The policy for selecting from the two cpns is formulated
as following:
Policy
//The policy for selecting from cpn 01 and 02
Name: “CircumstanceAbnormityAnalysisForServiceAvailability”;
PolicyType:“Obligation”;
Processing: (ruleGroup ATFSA); //The processing work after this
//policy are activated: make a choice by executing rulegroup ATFSA
Target: (@Service “Monitoring” “GS”);
Trigger: (@ContractNormConflictOccur ActivatedNormNo1:?x
ActivatedNormNo2:?y) ($= ?x 01) ($= ?y 02);
//The
//trigger condition: cpn 01 and 02 are activated at the same time
End Policy
ruleGroup ATFSA
mode:
p;
// Denotes the production reasoning
select：
first; //Execute the first activated rule
ruleList：
( ($ServiceAvailablePeriodAnalysis)
($BBStore ($CreateConceptInstance “SelectedNorm” 01)));
(

($ExtendedAvailablePeriodAnalysis)
($BBStore ($CreateConceptInstance “SelectedNorm”
($SendMessage “Monitor” ($CreateConceptInstance
“PlanningDeferringOfFollowingServices” 01 02));
End ATFSA

01)));

This policy is activated by the cpn selection requirement,
and then it starts, by executing rule-group ATFSA, the
analysis phase of a 3-phase control cycle to analyse the
availability of cpn 01. The analysis work includes:
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• Check whether a later deadline for bs can be assigned by
executing the Boolean function as the condition part of rule
1 “ServiceAvailablePeriodAnalysis”. If it can, the function
returns ‘true’, and further results in the execution of cpn 01.
• Or else, by executing the Boolean function as the
condition part of rule 2 “ExtendedAvailablePeriodAnalysis”,
calculate whether a extended later deadline for bs can be
assigned. If it can, the function returns ‘true’ and drives the
execution of cpn 01.
• Or else, send an internal message “(@PlanningDeferring
OfFollowingServices 01 02)” to the agent (VO manager)
itself by executing rule 3 (the unconditional rule).
This message activates the policy for driving the planning
of service deferring. Then this policy starts the planning
phase to determine which in the following services bses to
be deferred (e.g., bs for performing activity 3 in Figure 5)
and the deterred time for them. If the deferring plan is
generated, a policy for driving the execution of this plan is
activated to start the deferring negotiation with the providers
of bses (the details are omitted).
In summary, it is the agent management policies that
drive effectively the self-adaptation of service cooperation
and VOs. Especially, the flexible scheduling of lbps and the
configuration of compensation cpns not only enhance the
possibility for removing abnormal circumstances but also
facilitate the survival of current lbps in abnormal
circumstances. Therefore, this enables VOs to agilely
respond abnormity due to not changing VO members and
lbps..
2) VO self-evolution
If the contract for bs must be cancelled (by executing cpn
02), the effort for maintaining VO capability enters into the
second stage: self-evolution. Because the circumstance
abnormity analysis has already been done in self-adaptation
stage, only the latter two phases of a control cycle:
Cooperation modification planning and modification plan
execution, need to be performed.
The work for VO evolution planning is as following:
• Determine whether a new provider of bs can start bs in
the available or extended period of bs. If can, send an
internal
message
“(@ExecutingReplacementPlan
“ReplacingServiceProvider” <bs> <new provider>)” to the
agent (VO manager) itself in order to drive the replacement
of bs provider.
• Or else, evaluate a later deadline and drive the
replacement of bs provider.
• If the replacement fails, send an internal message
“(@Executing
ReplacementPlan
“RplacingBusiness
Process”)” to the agent itself in order to drive the
replacement of the current lbp with a new lbp.
• Or else (a new provider is found), send a message to
activate the policy for driving the planning of deferring
(similar to the planning phase of VO self-adaptation).
If a new provider is found and the deferring plan is
generated, the policy for plan execution phase is activated.
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The plan execution activities include to negotiate the service
provision with new provider and to negotiate the service
deferring with the providers of following services. Once all
of these negotiations are completed successfully, lbp 1 of
Figure 5 can be resumed.
When the above planning or plan execution fails,
replacing this lbp is necessary if there are spare lbps.
Therefore, the planning and execution work for replacing
the current lbp with a new lbp should be driven by relevant
policies, including: find an available lbp (e.g., lbp 2 in
Figure 5), cancel the contracts for bs relevant to activity 1,
negotiate, create and sign the contracts for business services
relevant to activity 4 and 5, and finally perform lbp 2.
If no new lbp is available, or, for any one from bses
relevant to activity 4 and 5, no applicable provider is found,
the VO must be disbanded, and all the contracts for other
bses in lbp 1 must also be cancelled. Of course some
compensation work must be done by executing
compensation cpns formulated in those contracts.
VII. IMPLEMENTATION AND APPLICATION ANALYSIS
We have already created the self-adaptation and selfevolution framework CCAE by intensifying the agent
platform included in the infrastructure for IGTASC.
First, a monitor module is nested into the platform to
perform CPP of SCbs depending on the contract-performing
circumstance model and joint contract-conforming
mechanism and to implement the activities for monitoring
abnormal circumstances and the ones in the 3-phase control
cycle. Because the platform has provided the policy engine,
it is easy to make the work of monitor module become
policy-driven as long as configuring a set of domainspecific policies and the operators and functions driven by
these policies.
Second, the policy-driven self-management enables
business operation-oriented agents to rationally conform to
macro-level cooperation behavior norms formulated in the
social facilitation e-institution, especially the obligations for
complying with micro-level cpns in service contracts and
reporting the post-states of executed cpns. Besides, the
uniform facilitation service “ContractExecutionReport”
configured to those agents creates the basis for
implementing the joint contract-conforming mechanism and
monitoring abnormal circumstances.
Third, formulating one or more service contract templates
for each business service simplifies the creation, negotiation,
and conformation of contracts. It is those templates that
enable application domains to formulate statically parameterized cpns, and thereby enable business operation-oriented
agents to possess, by statically configuring operators
specified by cpns and management policies, the capability
for executing cpns, achieve flexible scheduling of lbps, and
implement policy-driven self-adaptation and self-evolution.
We have established several experimental service
cooperation-based VOs, such as small meeting arrangement,
knowledge provision, data mining, multi-part device
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cooperation production, and multi-department crisis
cooperation transaction, and used those VOs to test and
validate the self-adaptation and self-evolution of service
cooperation and VOs. The experimental results indicate that
CCAE can support the run and maintenance of VOs
effectively in very different application domains.
Next, we adopt the supposed application of data mining
(see figure 5) to make an analysis. The current VO
dynamically created wants to complete a data-mining task
by invoking the three sequential business services provided
by different partners (see lbp 1 in Figure 5). Because the VO
sponsor and these partners all are the rational agents
supported by CCAE and registering in the agent community,
this VO can implement the joint contract conformation,
transact abnormity, and maintain VO capability effectively.
In order to validate the compact and fluent execution of
the data-mining task in normal circumstances, we let the
three services for performing the three activities in lbp 1 to
be assigned equal-length available periods first, and then
make those periods overlap with each other. The process for
executing this task indicates that the three services can be
provided one after another with no time interval between
them.
In another test, the service 1 for performing activity 1 is
not available before the deadline. This contract violation
event activates compensation cpns: 01 and 02, and further
activates policy “CircumstanceAbnormityAnalysisForService
Availability” (see Section 6.2). Because the provider can
make service 1 available in a later deadline (which does not
affect the provision of sequential services), this policy
drives the execution of cpn 01: specify the new deadline,
and inform the provider.
Again, if the provider can not make service 1 available in
the later deadline, the message “(@PlanningDeferringOfFollowingServices 01 02)” is sent to activate the policy for
driving the planning of service deferring. The produced
deferring plan indicates that the provision of service 1 and 2
should be deferred in order to enable service 1 to be
provided before the later deadline. And then the policy for
driving the execution of deferring plan is activated to drive
the deferring negotiation with the providers of service 1 and
2. Due to the success of negotiation, this policy drives the
execution of cpn 01 before the later deadline.
Evidently, It is the flexible scheduling of lbps and the
configuration of multiple compensation cpns that enable the
VO to achieve self-adaption without changing its
constituents.
We also validate the self-evolution of this VO by testing
two instances. One is the fail of deferring negotiation while
the other is the QoS violation in providing service 1. Both
instances bring on the cancel of the contract for service 1,
and thereby this drives the process for finding new provider
of service 1. We examine two situations: finding one or no
new provider. The former results in the update of single VO
member while the latter brings on the replacement of lbp 1
with lbp 2 (see Figure 5), and the bigger change of VO
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constituents: removing the provider of service 1 and
increasing the providers of service 4 and 5.
Here, the basis for implementing VO self-evolution is the
standards for business services and business operationoriented roles and the coupling cooperation behavior norms
formulated in e-institutions, and the formulation of multiple
compensation cpns while the policy-driven cooperation
management enables the general agent platform to be
specialized into adapting to application domain requirement
by configuring domain-specific policies and policy-driven
operations and functions.
In summary, the advantage of CCAE is induced as
follows:
1) Realizing the self-maintenance of VOs in d-si-h-MAS
form; this enables those VOs not only to be composed
dynamically and on requirement depending on the model
IGTASC and its infrastructure, but also to maintain their
capability for achieving objectives effectively, and thereby
creates the solid foundation for the large-scale deployment of
VOs
2) Since the cooperation between VO members focuses,
by using contracts as tie, the monitoring of cooperation
circumstance on the execution states of service contractperforming protocols, this makes the discovery of
cooperation exceptions and the self-maintenance for
eliminating exception impact have a reliable and accurate
basis.
3) Configuring to every business operation-oriented
agent the uniform facilitation service “ContractExecution
Report” and the obligation for reporting the post-states of
executed cpns enables both provider and consumer of a
service to acquire in time the whole service contractperforming circumstance, and accordingly facilitates the
compact execution of contract-performing protocols and the
discovery of contract violation exceptions.
4) The policy-driven self-adaptation and self-evolution
not only enables business operation-oriented agents to
rationally conform to macro-level cooperation behavior
norms formulated in the social facilitation e-institution, but
also makes, by formulating domain-specific policies, the
general model CCAE specialized easily into adapting to
different application domains.
5) Dividing the maintenance of run-time VOs into two
stages (self-adaptation and self-evolution) enables service
cooperation not only to gain compact and fluent execution by
self-adaptation (due to no change of the constituents of a
VO), but also to adapt to, by self-evolution, the complex
situation requiring replacing some members or even the
business process.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper focuses on the self-maintenance of VOs in dsi-h-MAS form, which are much more valuable and have
the potential for large-scale deployment, and has created the
framework CCAE to achieve the contract-performing
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circumstance-driven self-adaptation and self-evolution for
service cooperation. CCAE can maintain effectively the
capability for a VO to achieve its dynamically established
objectives in two stages: self-adaptation and self-evolution,
and thereby enhance the survival of VOs and current
business processes for scheduling service cooperation.
The future work will be the formalization of CCAE and
the development of real-life application systems based on
CCAE.
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Abstract—This paper describes a Self-adaptive Middleware for
Mobiquitous information system and its underlying model
based upon a multidimensional service representation and
management. The service dimensions refer to the “4W”:
1) Who?, i.e., user profile (implicit knowledge deduced from
user interaction history and explicit knowledge in form of
preferences); 2) Where and 3) When?, i.e., “external”
(physical) interaction context (location, time, device, etc.);
4) What?, i.e., “internal” interaction context (user ad-hoc task:
goal(s), expectations and optional requirements). An original
approach for dynamic adaptive service generation (on-the-fly
composition) based on collective service intelligence captured
in what (we call “collective services memory”) is proposed.
Currently a prototype of the middleware is being implemented
for touristic cultural paths in the city of Astrakhan (Russia).
Keywords - service computing; mobiquitous services;
middleware; adaptive services; service composition; service
mining; context-awareness; NFC standard.

I.

INTRODUCTION

We are now entering a new technological era where
physical spaces are becoming “smart” and objects – “tagged”
thus providing all kind of (mobiquitous) services for mobile
smart phone holders. Mobiquity is a recent word bearing the
strategic convergence of mobility (mobile phones becoming
smart) and ubiquity (of Internet becoming local, 2.0 and
broadband) [1].
The story of computer science can be seen as a story of
functional system/service layers being introduced to ease
either application development (successively operating
system, database server, application server, mobile server,
EDGE Server) or user-friendly convenience. Our proposal
consists in creating of a new functional layer on top of the
EDGE server that could increase interaction efficiency of
users in mobiquitous information systems by proposing them
complex services fitting their goals: the interaction system
realized in a middleware.
By services we understand web services and NFC (Near
Field Communication) mobile services. Services could be
different regarding:
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Standards: SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)
versus REST (Representational State Transfer)
standards for web services implementation;
 Interactions: web services with one simple
invocation method versus NFC services with its
touching paradigm and three operating modes of
NFC standard: reader/writer, peer-to-peer, and card
emulation mode).
SOAP and REST are two main approaches for building
web services. SOAP services are operation-oriented, and
RESTful services are resource-oriented. Semantic web
services, in addition to simple web services, provide
machine-readable semantic data. Existing semantic web
service ontologies, such as OWL-S and WSMO, commonly
consider only SOAP web services. However, there are
proposals for extending them in order to support RESTful
web services which are very widespread currently [2]. For
NFC services there is not common standard yet.
These heterogeneous services should be consolidated into
one integrated warehouse of complex mobiquitous services.
Adaptive information systems are becoming increasingly
important especially in the field of mobiquitous information
systems. In [3], Sousa et al. show that today users are
surrounded by technology that is heterogeneous (wide
variety of computing platforms, interfaces, networks and
services), pervasive (wireless and wired connectivity that
pervades most of our working and living environments) and
variable (users can move from resource-rich environments,
such as workstations, to resource-poor environments, such as
a PDA in a park). Mobiquitous systems should be able to
adapt to users mobility and system access ubiquity in order
to reduce users overhead; they should abstract users from
details of access to heterogeneous, pervasive and variable
services for maintaining high-level user activities. Users no
longer want to get pieces of data, information or knowledge,
but they want to get the complete services [4].
Today we can make objects smart by tagging them (QR
codes, NFC tags), but they still remain reactive only. A
mobiquitous system is not adaptive by default; it provides
the user with the first level of “intelligence” – the ability to
communicate with objects using a mobile phone at any time,
anywhere and on any device for obtaining different services.
A new functional layer is proposed in our research to make
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the mobiquitous system proactive, context (situation) aware,
and, thus, to provide users with the second level of
intelligence – the ability to obtain an appropriate customized
service, adapted to the current user situation in a transparent
manner.
This new functional layer is being implemented within a
middleware platform which will hide details of access to
heterogeneous, pervasive and variable services from users.
Since interaction context is very important in mobiquitous
systems, the key idea of this middleware is to manage
multiple context-aware strategies (services) for fitting the
same user goal, captured by the services usage analysis and
then, able to be applied in an appropriate situation. These
services can also be recombined in order to construct new
useful services with the possibility to evaluate their quality
and to infer their functional and nonfunctional
characteristics. Each situation of users interactions with the
mobiquitous system is unique; therefore, there should be a
specific service generated especially for this situation from
services fragments and knowledge about their usage stored
in the collective services memory.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we describe some related research directions; then
in Section III, we provide a motivating example of an
illustrative scenario. In Section IV, we examine the concept
of mobiquitous systems intelligence. In Section V, we
present the architecture of the self-adaptive service-oriented
middleware and the approach for dynamic service
composition. And, finally, in Section VI, we give some
research directions to enhance and validate our proposal.
II.

RELATED WORK

A. Service composition and service mining
A service is an autonomous IT-asset which can be reused
by an arbitrary number of consumers in contexts often
unknown at design time. As a matter of fact, services must
be designed to be as independent as possible from the
context in which they will be utilized [5].
Service composition is an aggregation of multiple
services into a single composite service providing more
sophisticated functionality and creating add-on values. A
user could be provided by a constructor for interactively
building his own composite service but a more interesting
problem is to automatically recognize user’s situation for
providing him an appropriate composite service.
In [6], Zheng defines two approaches for service
composition. It can be:
 top-down – composition of existing web services
driven by specific search criteria, or
 bottom-up – discovery of interesting and useful
compositions of existing web services with no such
criteria.
And the result of service composition can be:
 one-shot – it realizes a particular request of a
particular end-user, or
 reusable – it realizes a generic request of a typical
end-user.
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In the proposed middleware the bottom-up approach
consists in service mining correlated with services
dependencies mining, and the top-down approach consists in
analyzing goals conjunction, matching corresponding
services and their composition. Final services generated by
the middleware are always seen as one-shot, but the
composition history is saved for further producing a reusable
complex service from a set of correlated one-shot
compositions.
In [7], Sousa et al. present two approaches for services
discovery for composition, which can be:
 context-aware – given the context parameters, the
suitable services are selected from the service
repository, or
 goal-driven – the user makes a request and the
system tries to find the most suitable service, which
agrees with the request description.
The proposed middleware adopts both approaches: first,
the services are selected by their goals annotations, and then
the engine looks for the most suitable service composition
taking into account context parameters.
Our aim is to deal with composability of different kind of
heterogeneous
services
(mobile
NFC
services,
SOAP/RESTful web services, semantic web services, etc.)
through a middleware by integrating them at structural and
semantical levels and by mining collective service
intelligence.
B. Context-, situation- and task-awareness
Context awareness is referred to the capability of an
application or a system to be aware of its physical
environment and situation in order to be able to act and
answer in a proactive and intelligent way [8].
In the field of services, context was often seen only as
user location attached to popular location-based services. In
our proposal we consider a larger context concept which is
situation – combination of system-side, user-side and
environment-side parameters.
In [3], the concept of task-awareness is presented. It
means carrying out high-level users activities: planning a
trip, buying a car, etc. In today’s systems those activities and
goals are implicit. In task-aware systems, users specify their
tasks and goals, and it is the responsibility of the system to
automatically map them into the capabilities available in the
mobiquitous environment.
In our proposal the task corresponds, from one side, to a
combination of goals, and from another side, to a set of
service compositions. The system learns from usage how to
make a reasoning on combined goals and learns about the
strategies of fulfilling the goals, i.e., service scenarii.
C. Overview of existing approaches for intelligent service
composition and delivery
Let consider three main groups of approaches for
intelligent service composition and compare them with the
proposal.
The first group is represented by approaches for contextaware service composition [7][9].
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iCas [7] is a service-oriented architecture that uses an
open ontological context model (SeCoM) to provide personal
and contextual information and to support the composition of
context-aware services on the fly. A prototype of the iCas
platform is implemented. When starting services
composition, user can add and remove services interactively.
Possibilities for composition are returned to user based on
the current context and user policies. Services are described
using OWL-S.
MyCampus [9] is a semantic web environment aimed at
enhancing everyday campus life. Users acquire or subscribe
to a variety of task-specific agents that assist them in the
context of different tasks. MyCampus supports the dynamic
discovery and access of contextual information sources and
the automated generation of plans by task-specific agents
through the discovery of services that can be dynamically
composed to satisfy one or more user-goals.
There also exist some approaches that do not allow
service composition but they aim at delivering of contextaware services. For example, SOCAM [10] is a middleware
architecture that supports the building and rapid prototyping
of context-aware services. It uses the formal context model
based on OWL to represent, manipulate and access context
information.
Another group of approaches lie in the field of goaldriven service composition [11][12].
In [11], a goal-driven approach for service composition is
presented. The authors propose a task-oriented semantic
representation model of web services and based on this
model goal-driven service composition is performed
dynamically to achieve user’s goal. The relevant concrete
web services to complete the task are bound dynamically in
the runtime.
In [12], a goal-based approach for dynamic service
discovery and composition is described. The approach is
based on a behavior model represented by goal modeling.
Goals can be further decomposed into sub-goals, and tasks
fulfill (sub-)goals. This approach is founded in a welldefined set of domain and task ontologies.
The third part of approaches concerns pattern-driven
service composition. In [13], Tut et al. propose the use of
patterns combined with the domain knowledge for
facilitating the composition process of e-services. Patterns
represent a proven way of doing something, “a three-part
rule, which expresses a relation between a certain context, a
problem and a solution”. An example of instantiating of
generic patterns into specific ones is presented.
Approaches for context-aware and goal-driven
composition are often well separated, however there exist
some mixed approaches, for example [9]. The majority of
approaches for pattern-driven composition are not contextaware. Patterns represent result of an attempt to find contextfree service sequences.
Our proposal consider pattern as a service: it has the
same characteristics, it can be annotated by situation
elements, it can make part of service composition. Patterns
reveal relationships between services, and along with the
context (situation) dependences represent collective service
intelligence.
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To our knowledge, there are not mixed approaches in the
field of web services and interactive NFC services.
Mobiquitous services which are being considered in this
paper integrate smart objects with related web services and
are consumed in a high interactive manner. However there
are some research results in the field of context-aware NFC
applications [14].
III.

USE CASE SCENARIO

For better understanding of the remainder of this paper
we will provide a use case scenario.
Consider two mobiquitous services in the city of Nice, in
France (an NFC European city since May 2010). The first
one is a complex NFC mobile service offering a guided tour
on the “invisible historic cultural path” of Gogol, Russian
writer, in Nice consisting of all places where he lived in the
1840’s associated with his name and providing multimedia
information attached to tags (QR Code and NFC tags) with
the possibility to produce information on each point of the
path and interface with social networks [15]. The second one
is a web service of restaurant booking.
The complex goal of Ivan, a Russian tourist, is to make a
complete tour and to have lunch in a restaurant (probably by
making a break in his tour). His goal remains persistent
during an interaction session and corresponds to initial
interaction constraints; if Ivan would like to change his
goals, a new session will start.
For the given goal we should consider two elements of
the external environment: location and time. These are not
constant during the interaction, their values are generated in
real time.
Concerning the user himself, there are some extra
parameters which could influence the system behavior.
These are Ivan’s meal preferences. If Ivan did not provide
them to the system, the system itself can infer them based
upon analysis of Ivan’s interaction history. If there are no
enough data for such analysis, the system can rely on the
nationality of Ivan (if known) and use this information in
conjunction with learned dependencies between nationalities
and meal preferences. Let us consider that in this example
meal preferences of Ivan are not known but the system
knows that he is Russian and that most of Russian tourists
prefer Russian restaurants in Nice.
Now we will describe some possible options. For
example, one of the point of Gogol path concerns his
preferred restaurant of French cooking. And the system has
learned that whatever specific user preferences are, if the
user goal is to have a lunch within this guided tour, they
generally select the restaurant that Gogol preferred and not
the one related with their own preferences.
So, Ivan starts his tour “Gogol in Nice”; he loads the
special application or information on his mobile phone by
touching a given touristic NFC tagged poster. The system
proposes him to complete his goal with some specific goals,
one of them is having a lunch – and he selects it. In the
middle of his tour Ivan decides to have a lunch break. The
system then generates the list of recommended restaurants. If
the Gogol preferred restaurant is nearby to the Ivan’s
location, it will be the most recommended. If not – the
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system selection will be based upon Ivan’s meal preferences
primarily. If Ivan doesn’t make a break but he is already in
the Gogol preferred restaurant, the system provides him a
proposition without his explicit demand.
IV.

MOBIQUITOUS SYSTEMS INTELLIGENCE

In mobiquitous systems, there exists an augmented need
of tailored application delivery for reducing user overhead in
mobiquitous environment that implies the necessity of
discovering implicit collective intelligence of mobiquitous
services and providing multidimensional usage view.
A. Collective service intelligence
In [16], O’Reilly et al. present collective intelligence
concept evolution. They introduce the concept of Squared
Web which play an intermediate role between Web 2.0
(social) and Web 3.0 (semantic). Web 2.0 offers to users the
possibility to generate the content. The future Web 3.0 will
allow to machines the possibility to understand data but it
requires a lot of work for the current Web semantization.
Web 2.0 focuses on collective human intelligence, while
Squared Web focuses on collective intelligence of captors,
tags, etc.
In mobiquitous systems we can consider collective
intelligence of services. Services cannot be fully structured at
design-time because there are still many unknown
dependencies of users and usage contexts. The additional
functional layer we are proposing, should manage the
collective service intelligence and learn automatically about
services usage in particular situations for further better
interaction efficiency.
B. Multidimensional usage representation
Mobiquitous services usage can be represented in
multidimensional space. The two typical (minimum) usage
dimensions are user profile and location. Thus, users can be
provided with customized services taking into account these
parameters. But each service provider can make a reasoning
on it, in its own way.
The idea to tag real objects in space is not new. It has
been widely used in tracking objects in logistics, etc. Users
interacts with a mobiquitous system via tagged and locationbased objects; the system can give some recommendations to
users based upon where he is located (and propose him
restaurants, museums, shops, etc.). Here, we have two levels
of context: the first one corresponds to the information which
is directly obtained from sensors (spatial coordinates) and the
second one corresponds to the inferred information
(available services in users’ vicinity).
The relatively new idea is to tag real objects in time
scale. Saving and analyzing interaction tracks allow to get
information about when, how and by whom these objects
were used.
Rules applied for generating recommendations can be
static (anyone who touches an NFC poster at the bus stop
receives the same list of restaurants in the neighborhood), or
customizable (based upon explicit user meal preferences or
implicit preferences inferred by the system from the user
interaction history).
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In the area of mobiquitous systems we consider three
usage dimensions (dimensions of context in its global
meaning which we call situation):
 Interaction actor – user profile (explicit and implicit
knowledge), we will call it user dimension;
 “External” (physical) interaction context (location,
time, etc.), we will call it context dimension;
 “Internal” interaction context (user task: goal(s) and
constraints), we will call it task dimension.
Depending on the application area (m-tourism, mmarketing, etc.) the importance of different dimensions
varies, but there exists one common feature – mobiquitous
systems are task-driven. The user looks for a complex
service that fulfills his goal while hiding most part of
implementation details; he does not look for isolated data,
information, knowledge and services fragments. User tasks
and goals are hierarchical and multiple service scenarii for
achieving them are discovered at run-time. If there is none
on-the-shelf solution in the collective services memory, the
user goals are then decomposed in order to find matching
services for sub-goals. The remaining two situation
dimensions (user profile, physical environment) are used to
select the most appropriate scenario for a given situation.
Thus, mobiquitous systems intelligence is based upon
answering the following questions:
 When, where, how and by whom mobiquitous
services should be used? – Learning about usage
situations.
 How services can interact with one another? What
service compositions could be useful to users and
what is the typical situation profile for this? –
Performing service mining with corresponding
situation parameters mining impacts appropriate
services selection.
 How to evaluate situations equivalence in a flexible
manner depending upon application areas? –
Analyzing services used in these situations with some
common parameters.
V.

SELF-ADAPTIVE MIDDLEWARE FOR MOBIQUITOUS
SYSTEMS

A. Logical architecture
In Figure 1, the global centralized logical architecture of
the self-adaptive middleware for mobiquitous systems is
presented. Below we describe its major components.
1) Atomic services integration.
This layer enables integration of heterogeneous
mobiquitous back-end services (SOAP/RESTful web
services, semantic web services, NFC mobile services) by
providing a unique service metamodel. It is a service access
layer: only at this level details of heterogeneous services
invocations are known.
2) Collective services memory management.
This layer enables discovery of new services
compositions useful in particular situations, and enables
management of all services – atomic and composite.
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Figure 1. Logical architecture of self-adaptive middleware for mobiquitous systems

At this level the second layer of services metadata is
defined, it represents situation parameters (task, user,
context) learned from interaction history by applying data
mining techniques.
“Collective” means that all services are stored in the
memory along with explicit and imlicit relationships between
them. Explicit relationship between two services is their joint
use in a composite service. This use is conditional, related to
the appropriate usage situation. Implicite relationship
between two services consists in similarity of situations of
their appropriate usage. Both explicit and implicit
relationships between services are processed for preselecting services for final service generation.
Basic elements of collective memory are services (atomic
or composite) which represent usage fragments. These
fragments are used in the next layer for generating a unique
service corresponding to user’s situation.
All atomic services with their metadata generated at the
integration level are stored within the collective memory.
Then, it is enriched by compositions of existing services
obtained by service mining algorithms.
Special algorithms allow evaluation of the usefulness of
discovered service composition, i.e., the probability of its
reuse, it also allows predicting of functional and nonfunctional characteristics of composite services.
Special algorithms are also used to mine key situation
parameters which may influence the use of services together
in a scenario. These parameters represent preconditions taken
into account during adaptive end-user service generation.
Each of the three dimensions of usage situations (task,
user, context) correspond to an ontology constructed during
the system functioning for reflecting the set of situational
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parameters and their importance for a given application
domain.
Service itself is independent from usage situations, it has
a goal to achieve. Multidimensional service annotations
based on task, user, and context ontologies enable evaluation
of service relevance for the given situation.
Thus, collective services memory stores usage fragments
– atomic services and useful composite services both
annotated by ontologies corresponding to situation
dimensions. Atomic services at this layer are considered as
abstract elements described using a unique service
metamodel without any details of their invocation.
3) Situational service generation.
Taking into account the situation description and services
metadata stored in the collective memory, this layer
generates a unique service corresponding to the given
situation and representing a composition of services
fragments from collective memory.
Some details of our approach for situational service
generation are given in the next subsection.
4) Final services presentation
The purpose of this layer is to interact with atomic
services integration layer for invocation of composition
elements. This layer also provides the user with an
appropriate interface.
5) Interaction analysis
Usage history component allows saving system usage
logs and their preprocessing for further use of service mining
algorithms.
Situation reasoning component hides from all other
middleware components details of capturing 1st level
situation data, i.e., information which is directly obtained
from sensors. It constructs the 2nd level of situation
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representation, i.e., high-level information inferred from the
1st level situation data and related with task, user and context
service dimensions operated by the middleware. It is further
processed by the situational service generation engine.
B. Approach for situational service generation
Our approach for dynamic service generation is based
upon the use of ontologies (Figure 2).
First of all, there is a domain ontology for sharing
vocabulary between all middleware components. Then, there
are three ontologies corresponding to users, contexts, and
goals using the domain ontology. Goal ontology is totally
domain-specific; for user and context ontologies some
domain-independent elements can be defined.
Services in the collective memory are annotated by all
the three dimensions ontologies. The situation is composed
with task, user, and context descriptions. Task represents a
set of goals indicated by the user. All useful parameters of
user profile and physical context are preprocessed at the
interaction analysis layer thus constructing the 2nd level of
situation. User’s and context’s descriptions are based on the
corresponded ontologies.
Situational service generation engine receives situation
description and annotated services from collective memory.
Service discovery for composition is task-driven, it is
based on task goals matching. In case of no services
matched, task goals are decomposed for trying to find
services corresponding to sub-goals.
Candidates are tested for correspondence to the given
situation and for syntactic and semantic compatibility. The
final service is then composed of the most appropriate
services fragments.
Domain-specific area
Domain ontology

VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented the self-adaptive middleware
for mobiquitous systems which manages the intelligence of
mobiquitous information systems along with a description of
its major components. We also described our approach for
situational service generation, i.e., adaptive composition. The
basic rationale is that, in distributed heterogeneous systems,
it is necessary to collect knowledge about usage. This
knowledge should not be the simple facts, but it should
represent strategies of goals achivement in particular
situations. Users no longer want to get isolated information;
they look for complex services. Current systems are
becoming task-aware: their goal is to match high-level user
task in a transparent manner. Services could then be
recombined for producing new ones with the possibility to
evaluate the important characteristics of service composition,
its usefullness in particular situations.
One of current tasks consists in analysis of the
middleware architecture using available software
engineering methods such as ATAM (Architecture Tradeoff
Analysis Method).
The proposed approach is being implemented and
validated for touristic cultural paths in the City of Astrakhan
(Russia). Finally, our proposed architecture described here,
will be formally described in companion research papers.
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Abstract — Services play an important role in business
interactions among partnerships forming value-creating
service networks. A central problem in service network design
is to analyze participants’ behavior and optimize their value.
In this paper, we propose a simulation model to evaluate the
long-term impact of changes to resources and predict the
performance of service networks. Successful predictions of the
future behavior of service networks help analysts improve
service network’s functionality.
Keywords- service networks; value optimization; performance
analysis

I.

INTRODUCTION

The growth of service economies coupled with the
evolution of information technology have increased the
complexity of service companies in a world of interactions
and partnerships. We observe that large and vertically
integrated firms are replaced by value-creating service
networks. Service networks consist of interdependent
companies that use social and technical resources and
cooperate with each other to create value [1], [2], [3].
Fig. 1 depicts the anatomy of a car repair service network
comprised of five interrelated levels. In particular, the top
level defines end-to-end processes connecting service
provisions of several service providers (Original Equipment
Manufacturer (OEM), Car Dealers and Clients [4]). In this
way a service network can be partitioned into a set of
discrete business services that completely process service
client requests. Fig. 1, shows that an end-to-end process
such as car repair is subdivided into composite service
processes such as diagnosing the problem to be repaired,
ordering part replacements and perform the repair. The
order process shown in Fig. 1 is a composition of several
atomic services (see corresponding level) such as
investigating failure symptoms, identifying parts, ask advise
from technicians, and ordering the appropriate (possibly
upgraded) parts. Software and human services can be
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routinely mapped to atomic services, and can be selected,
customized and combined into aggregated service
applications. The software service may be deployed on a
software service infrastructure, which may for example be a
distributed cloud environment, providing the capabilities
required for enabling the development, delivery,
maintenance and provisioning of services as well as
capabilities that monitor, manage, and maintain QoS such as
security, performance, and availability.
Clearly, the trend will be to move to high-value service
networks where business process interactions give rise to
new service analytics models and techniques that will help
to pro-actively manage services and pinpoint areas for
improvement.
Various approaches have been proposed to measure the
performance of service networks [5], [6], [7]. Most of the
research has focused on describing models that represent
inter-organization exchanges. In [5], a quantifiable approach
of value calculation is proposed that connects value with
expected revenues. In contrast, Biem and Caswell [6]
describe building block elements of a value network model
and design a network-based strategy for a prescriptive
analysis of the value network. Allee [7] provides a
systematic way for approaching the dynamics of intangible
value realization, interconvertability, and creation. Biem and
Caswell [6] and Allee [7] use qualitative methods to
describe value in a service network in contrast to Caswell et
al. [5] that calculates that calculates value in a quantifiable
manner. The above approaches do not study strategic
behavior of network participants that would result in value
optimization.
In this paper, we study the impact of strategic changes on
the performance both at the level of the network as well as
its participants. In particular, we introduce an analytical
model and associated simulation tool to optimize value.
Comparing to previous work that has been done, we
improved the estimation techniques and we used a powerful
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simulation tool to perform our experiments and analyze
dynamic “what-if” questions such as: what is

Figure 1. The anatomy of service networks.

the impact of setting optimal – for one participant - prices
on the performance of the other participants as well as the
entire network? What is the impact on the performance if a
new participant suddenly enters the service network? Are
there any equilibrium strategies among the participants that
eliminate their conflicts of interests?
We extend the model presented in [5] and take into
consideration the expected costs to estimate the expected
value of the network and the various participants. We also
improve the methodology used in [5] to provide estimations
of revenues and satisfaction measures. Our main
contribution is the definition and solution of value
optimization problems with respect to service prices.
We observe that participants‟ value depends on their
expected profits. Expected profits express the additional
value that will be accrued by the relationship levels a
participant develops when it sells goods and services to
other participants or to the end customers. This value is
related to its intangible assets and on the degree of
satisfaction it obtains from its customers. There are many
approaches that have been proposed to measure customer
satisfaction. In this paper, we use the methodology proposed
by Fornell et al., known as American Customer Satisfaction
Index [8].
We use the System Dynamics approach [9], [10] to
analyze the behavior of a complex system (car repair service
network) over time. System dynamics tools allow modelers
to succinctly depict complex (service) networks, visualizing
processes as behavior-over-time graphs, stock/flow maps,
and causal loop diagrams. These models can be tested and
explored with computer simulation providing for example
better understanding of the impact of policy changes (e.g.,
through animation of (service) systems) and facilities for
sensitivity analysis. Examples of such tools include iThink
[10], Vensim [11] and PowerSim [12].
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In this paper, we have adopted the iThink tool to
investigate the fluctuation of value under different
circumstances. The results of these simulations provide
predictions about the future of the service network in order
to increase its adaptability to the changes of the environment
and enable network participants to determine the most
profitable co-operations and attract new ones. We show that
the interactions among the participants of a network force
them to reach equilibrium otherwise the network will
collapse.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II describes the car repair service system. Section III
presents the methodology proposed to estimate value in
service systems. In Section IV, we analyze the case study
and run experiments to measure its performance. The results
of the simulations are presented in Section V. Finally, in
Section VI, we provide some concluding remarks.
II.

MOTIVATING SCENARIO

The motivating scenario revolves around a service network
that links four types of participants: an Original Equipment
Manufacturer (e.g., Volvo), Car Dealers (with repair
facilities), Suppliers and Customers. In particular, the
scenario considers the end-to-end process “Order & Repair”
that was already briefly introduced in the introduction.
The scenario that we will use during the remainder of
this article is an extension to [5] and basically looks as
follows. OEM-franchised dealers may service and repair
cars for their clients. Both activities require a car parts
catalogue to ensure that repairs can be performed efficiently
either in the replacement of parts or repairing after
accidents. The part catalogue facilitates efficient
installation, operation and lifecycle maintenance of intricate
products describing detailed part information that can be
fully integrated with other service applications supporting
customer support processes, human resource management,
and other service provisions.
The quality of the OEM parts, catalogues, and OEM
support services influences how many OEM parts will be
ordered and used for a car repair and how many parts will
be used from Third Party Suppliers (TPS), and how many
customers will go to OEM dealers or to TPS dealers. OEM
obtains parts from certified supply-chain suppliers (SCS).
The technicians report the car service requirements that
may include replacing teardowns, warranty replacements and
collision repairs. On the basis of the car diagnosis, a cost
estimate will be computed and communicated to the client
for authorization. Once authorized the automotive technician
will scrutinize failure symptoms, detect faulty parts, order
parts and perform the repair. Ordering parts is a complex
process that involves asking advice from expert technicians
from the OEM, including acquiring information about parts
under warranty, and getting approval from the dealer‟s part
manager. The part manager then checks local inventory for
the required part, and if necessary checks the stock at the
OEM or supplier stocks, and eventually places an order. The
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part manager may either use third-party suppliers or
suppliers from certified supply-chain suppliers.
III.

THE MODEL

In this section, we introduce our service performance
analytics model in support of strategic analysis of service
network changes and improvements. Theorizing on service
networks, and particularly performance analysis, can be
addressed from multiple and often complementary
perspectives. In our work, we propose a methodology to
calculate value in service systems. We focus on the dynamic
environment in which service networks emerge, and
especially on connectivity and profitable cooperation that
play an important role in value creation. We use our model
to investigate network profitability and give answers to the
following:
 Determine the conditions under which it is
profitable for a firm to participate in the network
and identify the factors that influence its value.
 Identify key stone participants (participants that
create the most value for the network).
 Determine participants’ optimal strategic decisions
(cooperating with someone or not, joining the
network or not, etc.).
We consider the service network as a set
of
participants connected through transfer of offerings that
delivers value to them. All offerings are treated as services
that are composed by participants‟ interactions and cooperations to provide a final service to a set of end
customers. Let pij denote the price participant i charges
participant j for offering its services and rij denote the
service time of the interaction between participants i and j.
Price and time are the main parameters that affect customer
satisfaction which is in turn the corner-stone for calculating
value as we will see below.
A. Customer Satisfaction
Customer satisfaction measures the willingness of end
customers to buy the services offered by the network and
influences the increase or decrease of new entries. The
calculation of satisfaction SATij(TN) of participant j for
consuming services from participant i at the end of the time
interval [TN-1, TN] for our model is a variation of the
American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI) [9] and
basically described as follows. ACSI is operationalized
through three measures: q1 is an overall rating of satisfaction,
q2 is the degree to which performance falls short of or
exceeds expectations, and q3 is a rating of performance
relative to the customer‟s ideal good or service in the
category. Without loss of generality, we quantify the above
measures using the following formula:


qk = [(k/pij)0.6 + (k/rij)0.4], k=1,2,3,
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where [x] denotes the integer part of x and ks, ks are the
parameters that determine the effect of price pij and time tij
respectively on qk. In our analysis, we use the following
function (see [8] for further details) to calculate the
satisfaction:
 SATij(TN)=(w1q1+w2q2+w3q3-w1-w2-w3)/(9w1+9w2+9w3),
where wk are weights that indicate the importance of each
measure qk.
B. Participants’ Value
We consider that an economic entity within a service
network has value when it satisfies the entity‟s needs and its
acquisition has positive tradeoff between the benefits and the
sacrifices required. We emphasize on the gains or losses
captured by the relationships between participants in order to
compute value. Our focus is on the methodology in [5], but
with a different view of the utilization of relationships
between the participants. We define the expected profits
Epij(TN) of participant i due to its interaction with participant
j to be the expected value of participant i in the next time
interval [TN, TN+1] increased (or decreased) by the percentage
change of the expected satisfaction ESATij(TN) in the next
time interval and is given by:


Epij(TN)=(ESATij(TN)/ESATij(TN-1))(ERij(TN)-ECij(TN,

where ERij(TN) and ECij(TN) are the expected revenues and
costs respectively for the next time interval. Thus, the value
Vi(TN) of participant i at the end of time interval [TN-1,TN] is
the sum of its revenues and the expected profits minus the
costs that come from its relationships with all other
participants. The total value of the network is the sum of the
value of each participant.
C. The Mechansim for Value Calculation
In this subsection we present our value-based model that
provides a mechanism to calculate value divided in various
hierarchical levels. Fig. 2 (generated by iThink) shows the
upper level of the hierarchy and visualizes the basic elements
of our framework. We use the example of Section II to
simplify our description. Each node represents a module that
calculates the value of a participant. Arrows represent
dependencies between modules. Each module encloses a
sub-system that calculates the value of the module (second
hierarchical level). Complex variables inside the module are
presented as modules too. Fig. 3 shows the dealer‟s value
calculation process. The green arrows show the impact a
module has on another module (e.g., dealer‟s expected
profits increase as dealer‟s revenues increase). The module
dealer‟s cost in the third hierarchical level is depicted in Fig.
4.
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We perform simulation experiments to analyze our model
making use of 4 scenarios. First, we apply our approach to
the car repair service system (Section II) to examine the
network‟s evolution over time. We represent technicians,
the parts manager, and the help desk experts as economic
entities, each of which is offering its labor as a service to the
service system. We measure rates of offerings and payment
flows per month over a period of about 30 months. End
customer service requests denoted by s are strongly affected
by end customer satisfaction, since satisfied customers
attract new customers to enter the network. Without loss of
generality, we consider that the service requests are
produced by the Poisson distribution with mean es being the
output of the function:
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-
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Figure 3. Second hierarchical level – dealer‟s value.
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Figure 4. Third hierarchical level – dealer‟s cost.
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SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS TO THE CAR REPAIR
SERVICE SYSTEM

es = -a1SAT2 + a2SAT,



where a2>2a1>0 so that es is an increasing function of SAT
in the range [0,1]. (We have chosen (4) because the rate of
increase of es decreases with respect to SAT.) We also
consider that the number of technicians is a function of the
number of service requests; we take that the number of
technicians increases linearly with the number of service
requests. We calculate the value of each participant as a
function of price and time and determine its optimal level
with respect to price. The equations of revenues and costs for
the dealer, the OEM and the suppliers are taken from [5]. As
opposed to [5] that calculates value for a given mean repair
price and time, we optimize value with respect to mean
repair price and time.
Second, we use the transformation of the basic model, as
in [5], in order to cut costs and increase value. Concisely, a
solution provider achieves interoperability between
participants‟ information systems through application
software operated by the OEM. The application allows
everyone to have access to up-to-date information about
parts at any time, as soon as this information becomes
available to the data base of the application. The gain from
the new IT infrastructure is twofold: repair time is reduced
resulting in customer satisfaction increase and OEM‟s
mailing costs are eliminated. We apply our methodology to
the transformed network to show that the continuous
changes of the environment push the network to restructure
itself in order to remain competitive. We determine the time
interval in which we observe positive effects in profitability
in the transformed network compared to the initial one. We
also determine which of the participants benefit from the
transformation and which not.
Third, we consider a model in which the group of
dealers is replaced by a new one that offers more
complementarities to the end customers without increasing
the mean repair price. This action seems to be profitable due
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transformed network has much lower mailing and
labor costs.
 In both networks OEM‟s value at dealer‟s optimal
mean repair price (111 and 116 respectively) is very
low compared to OEM‟s value at his optimal mean
repair price. This means that OEM will never be
satisfied to offer its services at prices that reach
dealer‟s optimal level.
 Dealers‟ value at OEM‟s optimal mean repair price
is higher in the transformed network, since OEM‟s
optimal price is lower (218).
Furthermore, the simulation results show that, OEM‟s
value in the transformed network is not higher than that of
the basic network from the first month. It dominates after 10
p0 = ps + aps = (1+a)ps,
 12 months, when both networks offer their final services at
their optimal mean repair price (Fig. 5). When both networks

pd = p0 + bp0 = (1+b)p0.
 offer their services at common prices in the range of 80 to
350, the transformed network dominates the basic network at
We examine the existence of equilibrium strategies
month 8 to 17.
considering that the rest of the network participants (apart
Finally, the total value of the transformed network
from OEM and the dealer) do not affect their decisions. We
(32.190.040.300) is maximized at mean repair price 216 and
assume that OEM buys parts from certified suppliers at a
given price ps.
to the increase of the satisfaction of the end customers of the
service network. However new dealers have higher costs
that may affect service network‟s value. We examine the
value of these dealers and the value of the entire service
network provided that OEM chooses to cooperate with
them.
Fourth, we investigate Nash equilibrium strategies [13],
[14] between OEM and the dealer. We define as a strategy
for OEM and the dealers the mean profit rates a and b of
selling parts and repair services respectively. Let ps, p0, pd
be the mean prices set by the suppliers, OEM and dealers
respectively for offering their services. Then it holds that:

V.

RESULTS

In this section, we present the simulation results from our
analysis. First, we compare the basic model with the
transformed one.
A .Value Optimization in Basic and Transformed Network
We show the mean repair price p* that maximizes the
dealers‟ and OEM‟s value in Table I.
TABLE I.

Value

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE BASIC AND THE
TRANSFOMED NEWORK
Model
Basic Network

p*

111
(dealer)

Dealer

51.469.012

OEM

8500*10

225 (OEM)

6

34.700.000
26793*10

6

Transformed Network
116
218 (OEM)
(dealer)
46.874.332
9100*10

6

34.985.000
29990*106

We observe that:
 The dealers‟ optimal mean repair price in the basic
service network is lower than in the transformed
service network, since the mean repair time (that
affects value) decreases, so the dealer charges his
customers less. Consequently, the dealer is forced
to increase the mean repair price in order to increase
its revenues. Nevertheless, at the optimal mean
repair price, dealers‟ value is less in the transformed
network since the customer satisfaction has
decreased as well (higher charges).
 OEM‟s value is much higher in the transformed
network than in the basic one. This is explained by
the fact that the mean repair time decreases and the
customers are more satisfied (at OEM‟s optimal
mean repair price). In addition, OEM in the
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Figure 5. OEM‟s value in basic (1) and transformed (2) network at
common mean repair prices.

is higher than that of the basic network (28.593.400.000)
which is maximized at mean repair price 223. This is
explained due to the fact that end customers are more
satisfied and OEM (the keystone participant) has managed to
cut costs at a great extend in the transformed network.
Moreover, we see that the optimal mean repair price for both
service networks is very close to the optimal mean repair
price of OEM, since OEM contributes the largest part of the
total value of the network.
B. Sensitivity Analysis of the Mean Repair Price
In this section, we investigate the impact of mean repair
price changes to the dealers’ value. As the mean repair price
increases, the difference between the dealers’ value in the
basic network and that in the transformed network is
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smaller. This is justified by the fact that although the service
requests decrease the mean repair price increases resulting
in a decrease of the total value as shown in Fig. 6.

10% the optimal OEM‟s profit rate equals 21%. Conversely,
at OEM‟s profit rate of 21% the optimal dealer‟s profit rate
equals 10%.
VI.

Difference of value in two networks

14000000

13500000

13000000

12500000

12000000

11500000
111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a methodology that estimates
value in service systems. We applied this methodology to a
car repair service network. We run simulation experiments
to maximize the value of each participant and the total value
of the network. In addition, we defined suitable scenarios to
study the internal relationships that are developed inside the
service network. Finally, we examined the interactions
between the participants inside the service network in order
to determine their optimal choices.
Directions for future work include the study of
competitive service networks that form oligopolies in order
to increase value. Furthermore, additional work is needed on
the estimation of value of intangible assets such as
knowledge, sense of community, etc.

Price

Figure 6. Dealers‟ difference of value in basic and transformed networks.

C.The Impact of New Entries
We call the network with the new group of dealers as the
competitive network. We calculate values in the new
scenario at mean repair price 216 which is the optimal price
for the transformed network. We investigate the impact of
the change of dealers letting the price unchanged so that the
end customers are motivated to remain in the network. We
show that dealers‟ value (31.527.812) is lower in the
competitive network compared to the transformed one
(35.481.031), since the new dealers‟ cost is higher due to the
complementarities they offer. In addition, OEM‟s value
increases (from 29.793.000.000 to 31.713.504.020) due to
the increase of the service requests. The total value of the
network increases from 32.190.040.300 to 32.792.529.000.
From the above we observe that a change in the network
that improves its performance may affect positively some
participants and negatively others. Naturally, dissatisfied
participants abandon the network causing side effects to the
others.
D. Participants’ Equilibrium Strategies
We perform two experiments in order to investigate
strategic interactions and determine equilibrium strategies of
OEM and dealers. In the first experiment we calculate
OEM‟s optimal profit rate at a given profit rate for the
dealer. Simulations show that when the dealer increases its
profit rate (e.g., from 6% to 10%), OEM‟s optimal choice is
to decrease its optimal profit rate (from 24% to 21%).
Conversely, if OEM increases its profit rates (e.g., from 14%
to 21%), the dealer optimally decreases its profit rate (from
15% to 10%).
The second experiment calculates a set of equilibrium
strategies for OEM and the dealer: at dealer‟s profit rate of
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Abstract— The rapid evolution of the new generation networks
and services (NGN/NGS), particularly the converged
infrastructures, raises the challenge of ensuring not only the
Media Delivery but also the Service Delivery towards the user,
regardless of his terminal, his access network, his preferences and
his Quality of Service. The existing approaches for Media
Delivery enable the improvement of the network in order to
share and allocate the resources in the most optimal way. But the
mobility and the heterogeneity of the user's ambient environment
invoke more and more the complexity of the Service Delivery. In
this paper, we propose a Dynamic Service Delivery process over
Media Delivery in order to ensure the service continuity during
the mobility or during all the other changes in the user's ambient
environment. This Delivery process is driven by a model which
represents the real world and differentiates the Service Delivery
treated by the service platform from the Media Delivery treated
by the network. The advantage of the proposed model is that it
ensures the consistency within the deployment of user session and
takes into account the End to End Quality of Service in the
NGN/NGS context.
Keywords-NGN/NGS; Service
Dynamic Management; Mobility.

I.

Delivery;

Model

Driven;

INTRODUCTION

With the new generation network (NGN), the user is facing
a new environment composed by multiple access networks,
core networks, service platforms, access terminals and even
different operators. In such a varied environment, user hopes
to change the terminal everywhere while maintaining the
service continuity according to his preferences. A first
response to this increasingly complex environment was the
network convergence, which enables to provide the same
services to the user through different networks. This
convergence has thus allowed the passage from a vertical
architecture (where the access network, the core network and
the service platform are tightly coupled) to a horizontal
architecture [1] [2] [3] (where the network and the service
platform are on independent layers). If this architectural
transformation succeeds, the objective of the transorganization, the mobility and the personalization
requirements, is fulfilled. However, in this service separated
architecture, how to address the service management and keep
the consistence with the delivery of the network transport
service (media delivery)?
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Service Overlay Network (SON) allows the access to the same
types of services (Service Overlay) through different but
provisioned networks (Network Convergence). Unfortunately,
these architectures are still vertical from the point of view of
resources reservation when providing the solutions for the
improvement of the Media Delivery. Indeed, the
infrastructures remain specific to certain types of services. As
a result, there rests the passage from one type of service to
another (for example, from a Telco service to a Web service),
or the service composition will necessitate a change in the
whole transport infrastructure.
Additionally, in this type of architecture, the maintenance
of the service continuity during the mobility is only treated via
the network (Media Delivery). But the End to End (E2E)
Quality of Service (QoS) depends also on the QoS of Service
Layer to achieve the demanded Service Delivery; moreover,
the service layer can also provide complementary solutions.
Indeed, depending on the current ambient network in which
the user stays, we use an ubiquitous component of this area in
order to have another network path and thus to meet the E2E
QoS. Our main proposition called “Service Delivery” is based
on this observation and takes account of mobility.
From this point of view, we replace the Service Overlay
by a Service Network which enables service convergence and
global dynamicity in the network layer and in the service layer
as well. Architecturally, this service network is driven by a
model and the Service Delivery enables this service network
to facilely provide user personalized services. This service
network auto-manages itself independently of the transport
infrastructures, and changes dynamically due to the mobility
and the changes of environment in order to manage the real
time service continuity during the delivery of the service.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2, the related work shows the lacks of Media
Delivery for the E2E service. After we introduce the models
which are the base of our proposal (Section 3), we present in
Section 4 our proposition in details. In the first place, we
present as an example the Internet Protocol Television (IPTV)
architecture to show the importance of the service level
contribution. Afterwards, we present the important part of our
contribution which allows the dynamic management to treat
mobility. Then, in Section 5, we show how our proposal goes
from the theory to the practice by two parts: for the ModelDriven of our delivery process we present how to anticipate
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the degradations in order to maintain E2E QoS. On the other
hand, we show how our model can help in the standardization;
we propose the integration of our Service Delivery Process in
the Tele Management Business Framework Process. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section 6.
II.

RELATED WORK

To deliver the services to today's large numbers of mobile
users although a user's ambient environment, the management
of multiple composed services, the flexible provisioning of
resources, and the guarantees of QoS remain as challenges.
However, current solutions are not dynamic and are of the
type Overlay as the following in SON [4]. The Service
Overlay Network (SON) is proposed as an intermediate layer,
which enables the access to the same services by converging
the different networks. SON attempts to increase application
adaptation and service reliabilities. In this section we analyze
the existing optimization solution for SON in order to show
the lacks.
A. Topology Re-configuration Policies in SON
As the reconfigurability is one of the most appealing
features of SON, J. Fan et al. proposed optimal reconfiguration
policies for the topology design of SON in order to improve
the performance and to minimize the operation cost of
dynamic routing [5].
As the communication requirement changes, the topology
may need to be reconfigured with a lower-cost path.
Comparing with other work, it is considered in a general case
that the topology is not assumed as fully-meshed but as
degree-bounded: the number of the neighbors of a node is
limited. They analyzed and identified all types of cost during
the phase of reconfiguration, observed the optimal
reconfiguration of small systems, and then gave out the
reconfiguration policies for large systems where the
communication pattern is dynamic.
The policies are verified to have low cost when facing
changes of communication requirements. As the nodes in the
topology graph are assumed to be fixed and the numbers are
limited, it is difficult to discover other service nodes in an
unknown domain out of the existing SON.
The policies can resolve some mobility but in a limited
range. It is not a trans-organizational solution.
B.

An optimal routing based on service federation
M. Wang et al. proposed a distributed algorithm [6] of the
service flow graph based on the service federation in order to
optimize routing in SON. The service federation enables
independent services to perform the tasks in either a
sequential, parallel, or interleaved fashion by allowing parallel
paths for a complex service.
To connect the service requirement and the overlay graph,
they defined a service abstract graph, within which, a service
abstract node is populated with the instances of the
corresponding service. After applying the algorithm proposed
by Z. Wang et al. [7] in the overlay graph, a service abstract
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graph is constructed respecting to proposed strategies, and the
same algorithm is applied again in the abstract graph, so that
some links of the previous path maybe replaced by optimal
ones. This service federation algorithm is proved to be able to
construct service flow graphs with high-quality.
Although it can response dynamically in the service layer,
but the algorithm is not flexible enough facing the ambient
environment and service continuity during the process of the
dynamic routing.
C. QoS-Assured Service Composition
X. Gu et al. presented an infrastructure for the efficient
service composition, focusing on the assurance of QoS [8],
which is in favor of the reliability within a SON. They propose
a QoS-assured algorithm for the mapping from service
template, which is mapped from service requirement, to an
instantiated service path.
For the initiation of service composition, the basic
algorithm generates the weighted candidate graph instead of
searching the path in the first step, and then runs the Dijkstra
algorithm to find the shortest path considering various QoS
constraints. In order to consider each individual QoS
constraint, an enhanced algorithm is proposed in additional,
which can change dynamically the weight of different factors.
At last, the dynamic service composition algorithms are
proposed to deal with the recomposing of service path in a
complete way or in a partial way, in the run time when outage
or significant quality degradations occur.
The proposition is proved to be dynamic and to be able to
provide both QoS assurances and load balancing for composed
services in SON. As the algorithm considers the nodes and the
links in the whole overlay topology, we still need to improve
the flexibility and efficacy without increasing the complexity.
D. Auto-configuration in SON
R. Braynard et al. presents Opus, an overlay peer utility
service which can automatically configure server network
overlays by running instances of global resources and tracking
their status, in order to improve the performance via the
avoidance of unnecessary re-implementation [9].
A service overlay works as a “backbone”, through which Opus
can track and disseminate the information. For each individual
application, Opus creates an overlay, and dynamically adapts
the overlay topology according to the system load and network
conditions. Opus determines the allocation of resources for
competing applications, by maintaining a cellular structure,
within which, a cell can be an entire Opus presence or a
portion of it. To track the system characteristics, they applied
to a generic communication library within Opus, some
existing routing protocols which have the properties of
aggregation, hierarchy and approximation. At last, to ensure
reliability and availability, several approaches are pursued,
such as restricted flooding and construction of disjoint paths.
It is a good idea to appoint a special management unit to
implement the auto-configuration. However, it is too
centralized. Can the management mechanism to be more
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distributed which is self-manageable for each unit? And be
more independent as possible to the infrastructures?
In conclusion, the Overlay Network does not have enough
flexibility to meet the new NGN/NGS challenges.
III.

BACKGROUND

In this part, we present the models on which our
proposition is built and which gathers: the NLN (Node-LinkNetwork) meta-model [10] which represents all kind of
component (§A), the QoS model to manage the behavior of
the components (§B) and the Information Model which
represent our knowledge base (§C).
A. NLN Meta-Model
In the delivery process, we must ask ourselves: what do we
manage? Which type of resources do we want to provision? In
order to be as generic as possible and to take into account all
kinds of resources, we follow the NLN meta-model describing
three types of objects: the Node which represents the
component in each visibility level (Service, Network
or Equipment) and which is responsible for specific treatment;
the Link which represents the interaction between two Nodes,
according to the service logic and the Network which
represents all the Nodes and the Links offering a global
service to each visibility level. This model enables the
decomposition of the whole system in several abstractions’
levels according to the service provided by each component,
which allows a complete management of the system.
B. QoS model
In order to maintain the user Service Level Agreement
(SLA), we must have an E2E QoS control during all the
service provisioning and delivery processes. We propose a
QoS agent in every component and the behavior of each
component will be translated by QoS measurable parameters.
QoS can be categorized according to four criteria [11]:
Availability, Reliability, Delay, and Capacity.
These criteria are necessary and sufficient for self-control
(IN/OUT Contract) because they are able to cover Fault,
Configuration, Accounting, Performance, Security (FCAPS)
framework proposed by the Telecommunications Management
Network (TMN). Availability indicates the relation states for
the configuration; Reliability depends on Fault; Delay and
Capacity concern Performance and Accounting, and Security
is considered as a service where we apply the QoS agent. This
QoS model is instantiated on each visibility level and the
aggregation of these parameters on all of the visibility levels
ensures an E2E QoS. This QoS model allows managing the
resources in use and their possible degradations.
C. Informational Model (IM)
The IM we propose is generic and abstract to describe any
resource. This IM, as our knowledge base, is independent from
application. It is directly related to the events that occur in the
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real network. The inference rules (implications of each event)
have been defined in [12] [13].
In the next section, we present our proposal based on the
model which allows the same architecture for the Service
Delivery and Media Delivery.
IV.

PROPOSITION

Our proposal takes into account the usage in the
NGN/NGS context, essentially in a mobile and user-centric
oriented context. Indeed, between the user’s demanded service
and its dynamic utilization in this context, it is necessary not
only to provision the service at the moment of its activation,
but to re-provision continuously and dynamically according to
the user’s location and the terminal in use. In additional, the
service presented on a catalogue (for example, the Triple Play)
incites, in terms of resources, several service elements (Voice,
Data, TV), which need to be integrated in our dynamic
management (Provisioning, Re-provisioning and Assurance).
In this section, we firstly show the necessity of Service Delivery
complementary to Media Delivery, by presenting in the IPTV
architecture the application services and the network services,
then explain the importance of Service Delivery in the service
layer (§A). In (§B), we analyze the needs impacted by all types

of mobility (User, Terminal, Network and Service), and the
ambient networks offering ubiquitous services in order to meet
the NGN/NGS context. Then, in order to manage the
dynamicity during the usage of service (during the
movement), we propose to follow the traceability of the
dynamic session basing on the NLN model through the
different layers (Service, Network and Equipment) (§C). In
(§D), we present the process of E2E Service Delivery, which
takes charge in the usage and complements the Media
Delivery. At last, we detail the models (Virtual Service
Community and Ubiquitous Service Element) which manage
the mobility in the delivery process (§E).
A. What is the Service Delivery
In this section, we explain the Service Delivery and its
contribution relative to the Media Delivery.
During the phase of provisioning, we need two to provide a
service requested by a user. The first is the selection of the
requested service according to the user’s preferences, his
location and his terminal. The second is the selection of the
network that can satisfy the requested QoS. Within the
ambient context, the user moves while having the continuity of
service. Current Media Delivery solutions treat these
requirements by shifting the access point and the
corresponding supporting services in the network layer. The
QoS is obliged to be recalculated and sometimes the delivery
is interrupted, although we are now facing an ubiquitous
context, i.e. we are already able to predict towards which
pervasive service the user can be served while maintaining the
desired QoS. That’s why we believe that a higher level
concept of Service Delivery is needed to address the
dynamicity during service usage. We benefit from the
ubiquitous context in the level of the service platforms. The
service continuity can be obtained by dynamically managing
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the Service Delivery. During this dynamic management, we
can adapt to the change of the user’s location and to the QoS
degradation, and can always conform user’s preferences. Once
the Service Delivery is in place, the network layer follows the
solution and provisions the resources to provide QoS
continuity.
In the following, we present the IPTV architecture and show
the need of the Service Delivery, which complements the
Media Delivery.
The IPTV service [14] is becoming more and more popular
among telecommunications companies because it promises to
deliver TV programs at anytime and anywhere. Based on IP
protocol, IPTV features advantages like bandwidth efficiency
and ease of management.
We can identify three main parts of the overall architecture
(Figure 1):
Transport Functions: RACS, NASS and Transport
Processing.
IPTV service control and applications functions: Service
Selection Function (SSF), Service Delivery Function (SDF)
and Service Control Function (SCF).
Media Delivery, Distribution and Storage functions: Media
Delivery Function (MDF) and Media Control Function
(MCF). The MCF has three interfaces: one with application
service (SCF), one with network service (MDF) and another
with the User Equipment (UE) to control the remote.
In this architecture, there are application services (offered
by SSF, SDF, SCF or MCF) and network services (offered by
MCF or MDF). The application services identify the flowgenerator services which must be transmitted through the
network. Such services might change during the transmission.

Figure 1

Applicative Services and Network Services in the IPTV
Architecture

The MCF and MDF are concerned with the media
transport via all the network components with the help of
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NASS and RACS, which manage the Policy Enforcement
Point (PEP) as policy control to ensure the QoS.
These two types of services work in an independent way,
which separate the service from the network. However, the
actual solution for the terminal mobility is oriented to the
access network, i.e., the access part detects the new location
and the Media Delivery part will not rearrange another
delivery flow until the transport deviation is finished. As a
result, the user service is not continuous due to the non
seamless of the service handover. If we can realize the Service
Delivery which aims at delivering complexes services (as
IPTV) to today's large numbers of nomadic users through out a
user's ambient environment, we can thus achieve the service
continuity with the user desired QoS.
B. Requirements analysis of Service Delivery
In order to realize the Service Delivery concept, we need to
focus on the mobility management, the flexible provisioning
of resources and the guarantees of service continuity and
dynamic E2E QoS during the mobility.
First of all, the ambient environment is actually a very
heterogeneous environment due to different access
technologies, services and networks environments. The
competition and the cooperation of various market players are
facilitated by defining interfaces, which allow the instant
negotiation of agreements. This new environment enables
services to be pervasive, i.e. the same type of services from
different suppliers are all visible to a user.
As a result, this new context challenges us:
- To offer the ubiquitous services. This aims to provide the
same services in the user's ambient environment during the
movement.
- To take into account the user's preferences. This might
influences the choice of service, of operator, of access
network, of equipment or of price rate against another.
- To provide personalization by composing heterogeneous
services during a session. This requires horizontal
management to be independent to the different architectural
layers (Service, Network and Equipment).
Secondly, another major challenge rose is the mobility
management during the user mobile session. We summarize
four types of mobility that might occur during the session
facing the ambient environment.
The terminal mobility refers to a terminal which moves
through different access points while maintaining its
connectivity.
The network mobility concerns the movement of the
infrastructure of the transport support.
The service mobility refers to the ability of service to be
transferred from one machine to another so that the user can
use the service independently to the terminal or network in
use.
The user mobility concerns that the terminals are switched by
a user, which requires the adaptation of service on the new
terminal.
This mobile context imposes us:
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- To guarantee the continuity of service all through these types
of mobility. This results in the session mobility. The session
mobility concerns the dynamic management of the user
session due to its E2E uniqueness in the real time. In fact, each
type of mobility belongs to an architectural layer (Equipment,
Network or Service), and is not able to ensure the E2E QoS by
itself. It is the session management in the real time that
maintains this E2E QoS.
- To ensure the Re-Provisioning of resources during the
movements. The new usage induces the consideration of the
preferences and the mobility of the user.
Our goal is to meet these needs by proposing a process of E2E
Service Delivery driven by mentioned NLN and QoS models,
which we detail in the next section. The Service Delivery
takes in charge of the changes impacted by all types of
mobility on the service platform in the ambient environment.
C. Model-driven Service Delivery
Our model thus consists of several concepts to response
the requirements identified in §B:
- The service element (SE): we model it ubiquitous and
mutualisable. Its ubiquity answers especially to the ambient
environment. The service elements are equivalent in function
and in QoS and installed on the same platform or on different
platforms. The characteristic of mutualisation enables the
sharability between multiple users, which allows, as
consequence, different users’ preferences and a more dynamic
and efficient participation of the service composition.
- The model NLN presents in the background: it allows us to
model the heterogeneous real world via the nodes and the
links. The network of nodes and links of the same nature
constitutes a virtual network. Taking advantage of these
virtual networks, the required horizontal management obtains
its architectural base.
- The concept VPxN: allows the provisioning of resources in
each layer of visibility. We propose to model each
architectural layer by a Virtual Private x Network: VPxN
(x=Equipment, Network or Service), which auto-manages
itself dynamically during the movements. The VPxN allows
re-provisioning the resources to the user according to the
changes (mobility, preferences, degradation) for the purpose
of the E2E QoS continuity. Thanks to the VPxN, during the
mobility we can offer the user an ambient environment (all the
resources of equipments, networks and services which enable
the session continuity in the new location).
- The concept Virtual x Community (VxC): allows creating
communities of equivalent resources in function and in QoS at
each visibility layer. Thanks to VxC, during mobility we can
anticipate the degradations by replacing the degraded resource
by another equivalent one.

The VPCN, which consists of access and core networks. It
regroups all the ambient connectivity of the user: Wifi access,
BTS access, ADSL access, IMS core, etc.
The VPSN, which makes up a logic network of all the
accessible services to the user. These services are managed in
a horizontal way (independent from any particular network
infrastructure).
Each visibility layer (VPEN, VPCN, and VPSN) is dynamic
and self-manages in a horizontal way. Thus it is the session
management which takes into account the different layers of
visibility for the calculation of the E2E QoS. For example,
given the user's preference of terminal, it is decided which
ubiquitous service element to use, through which network, in
order to guarantee the QoS continuity. Finally, to meet the
needs of the dynamic management of the service elements
during the mobility, the VxC monitors the comportment of
each resource and proceeds to its replacement in each VPxN.
The replacement is effected following any types of changes in
order to maintain the continuity of the QoS.
Therefore, we have three layers of visibility in the global
architecture: equipment, network (access and core) and service
platform (Figure 2).
In the equipment layer, we have represented all the
equipments in the PAN of the user, the equipments of his
access network and of his core network, and the servers on
which all the service elements accessible to the user are
installed.
In the network layer we have represented the access
network and the core network chosen for his session.
In the service layer we have represented the logic network
(VPSN) of all the services to which the user has the right to
access.

As a result of the application of these models, we have our
global architecture as the following:
The VPEN, which regroups all the ambient equipments of
the user: terminals, networks equipment and servers.
Figure 2
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Service Delivery with QoS Continuity according to Mobility,
User’s preferences and Ambient Environment
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From the VPxNs, in a given location, we can thus give the
whole ambient environment of the user. For example, the user
in his first location has chosen his cell phone as terminal
during his session, he passes through the selected access
network and the core network (VPCN1), and he may use the
service elements (SE2.1, SE1.2 and SE6.2) during his session.
All the service elements are ubiquitous (of the same color in
the Figure 2) and distributed on two different platforms (SP1
and SP2).
During this session, user mobility occurs, i.e., he changes
the terminal from a cell phone to a computer, which will cause
a change in the access and core networks (VPCN2 in the
Figure 2). This may require a change of a service element to
adapted to the new terminal, or maintaining the same service
element on another platform while changing the network or
the terminal. In the example, an ubiquitous service (SE2.3) on
another platform (SP2) replaces SE2.1. This change may be
treated with during the transaction of the calculation of the
E2E QoS, which selects this ubiquitous component in order to
guarantee the demanded QoS. After the mobility, the user has
still two new elements (SE7.1 and SE5.5) adapted to his
terminal, which replace the previous element (SE1.2). The
VSC management takes in charge of the efficient replacement
of the service elements by anticipation.
We present the E2E Service Delivery Process in the
following part.
D. Service Delivery Process
When the user orders the services, the service provider
firstly provisions the resources to meet his demand. In our
proposed process, this step is the creation of a “Pre-VPSN”.
The Pre-VPSN will contain all the services subscribed by the
user. The service provider will add the necessary services for
this user. At the session initiation, following his service logic,
the user constitutes the services that might be used all through
the session which will be the “VPSN”. Each service element
in the VPSN belongs to a VSC which manages it dynamically
during the mobility. During usage, the service elements
requested will be reserved and constitute a Transaction
“Active VPSN”. We have illustrated the different steps (PreVPSN, VPSN and Transaction) in the Figure 3.

In the following, we detail the processes which manage
the different steps.

Figure 4

Service Delivery Process and his interaction with Fulfillment and
Assurance

For the Order phase, we have the Fulfillment process (Figure
4). We have two parts: Configuration and Resource.
• The Configuration part takes in charge of service
elements configuration and activation according to client
order (Service Configuration and Activation process).
This process communicates with the process (Service
Inventory Management) in order to have the available
services and their configurations. The Configuration part
sends a request to the Resource part (OSS) to provision
the demand.
• In the Resource part, we have the provisioning of three
visibility layers [15], thus the process (VPSN
Provisioning) provision the service resource. This process
sends a request to the process (VPCN Provisioning) in
order to reserve the network resources selected for the
required services. Then the request is sent to the process
(VPEN Provisioning) to reserve the user equipments,
network equipments and service equipments selected for
the demand. These three processes communicate with the
data base “Resource Inventory Management” to find the
available resources, their QoS, their addresses, and etc.
For the Usage phase, we have the Service Delivery process
(Figure 4). This process manages mobility and changes in the
user ambient environment. There are two parts in the process:
• In the Configuration part, we have “Service Composition
Management” which takes in charge of the management
of the services subscribed by the user. These services
represent a user's VPSN at his session initiation. The
VPSN contains all the service elements that the user has
chosen during his session. The information of these
elements is stored in the proposed data base: Service
Composition Inventory (Figure 5).

Figure 3

Pre-VPSN, VPSN and Transaction processes
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From the service element QoS table (TABLE I) on Server1,
Server2 and Server3, we have the QoS of SE1.2, SE1.3, SE6.5
and SE7.3.
TABLE I.

Figure 5

•

Pre-VPSN and VPSN example in Inventory

In the Resource part, we have the processes of Reprovisioning of VPSN, VPCN and VPEN. Each VPxN
auto-manages itself in a dynamic way and re-provisions
the resources during mobility, preference changes or
resource degradation. It is the session which deals with
the aggregation of the three layers in order to handle the
demanded service with QoS continuity. The “Session
Management” thus regroups the three layers of reprovisioning and community management which automanage themselves ensuring session and QoS continuity.

For the Assurance phase, we have the Assurance process
(Figure 4), where we have the management of VEC, VNC and
VSC. These components monitor the behavior of the resources
(the behavior results in QoS). Each resource announces its
conformity or its non conformity to the contract with the
members of its community. In the case of a non conformity
thus of a QoS degradation, the resource is replaced in each
VPSN, VPCN or VPEN associated by a resource functionally
and QoS equivalent of the appropriate community.
In the next section, we detail the mobility management
treated by VSC and ubiquitous service elements.
E. Taken into account mobility (VSC and Ubiquious SE)
The VSC we proposed are built at the deployment phase.
When a service is deployed in a location it will search the
ubiquitous service elements that are identical to him in terms
of QoS and functionality, to represent the service community.
This community aim to self-manage faults or QoS
degradation. The goal to have these communities is that, when
a service element is degraded and filled not its contract it will
find in its location the nearest and similar service element
which can replace it in the VPSN. Thus with this concept we
can anticipate degradations in order to allow service
continuity.
During mobility, let us suppose that we have degradation
in a service element (e.g., SE1.2); degradation is alerted by
SE1.2 community. This community will carry out the
replacement of this service element by another equivalent in
the VPSN and will thus allow service continuity. But before
replacing this element, we first calculate the QoS of the link
(transport layer) between this new service element to replace
(e.g. SE1.3) and the next and previous service element in the
VPSN (e.g. SE6.5 and SE7.3).
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QOS TABLE OF SERVICE LAYER: SERVER1, SERVER2 AND
SERVER3

From the Transport Layer QoS table (TABLE II), we have the
QoS of all the links (networks) possible between Server1 and
Server2, and between Server3 and Server2. Thus to replace
SE1.2 installed on Server1 by SE1.3 installed on Server2, we
have {QoSSE1.2, QoS (1-3)’’, QoS (1-3)’} and after replacement we
have {QoSSE1..3, QoS (2-3), QoS (2-3)’}, which allows maintaining
the E2E QoS during the current transaction.
TABLE II.

V.

QOS TABLE OF TRANSPORT LAYER: SERVER1 AND SERVER2

FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE

In this section, we show the feasibility of our proposal
through two parts: For the Model-Driven of our delivery
process we will present in (§A) the implementation of the
VSC by JXTA [16] which allows us to anticipate and deal
with the changes of user's ambient environment in order to
maintain E2E QoS. To verify the consequence of considering
the mobility during usage via the service management
processes, we show in (§B) how our model supports the
standards of Tele Management Forum.
A. VSC Implementation in JXTA
As we have explained, the VxC takes in charge of the
maintenance of the resources (Equipment Element, Network
Element, Service Element) in each layer, for example, a VSC
in the service layer contains all Service Elements equivalent
both in function and in QoS in the service network. In the first
place, each SE needs to publish its function and QoS values to
the others and receive the information from the others, so that
VSCs can be constructed. Secondly, a VSC should have the
ability to be aware of the change of its SE and to discover the
unknown SE which can be added into the current VSC.
In our feasibility, we use the JXTA platform, which
includes a set of open, generalized peer-to-peer (P2P)
protocols. With the JXTA technology, all the elements can be
regarded as peers, and can communicate and collaborate with
each other in a P2P manner by publishing an advertisement
with the form of language-neutral meta-data structures
represented as XML documents. Within a sub network, the
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peers can communicate directly with each other by Peer
Advertisement. In JXTA, a Rendezvous peer can maintain
global advertisement indexes of the peers that register to it in a
sub network, and exchange information with other
Rendezvous peers of the other sub networks. Therefore the
peers can get the information of the peers in another sub
network by communicating with its Rendezvous peer via Pipe
Advertisement.
In our case, each SE publishes an advertisement including
its characteristics, such as supported function, designed QoS,
current location and etc. At the same time, each SE listens the
advertisements from other peers in its neighborhood, and keep
in a local table those whose function is the same with itself,
basing on which a VSC is constructed.

Figure 6

Peer Advertisement published by a SE

In Figure 7, before the VSC is constructed, the two
elements with the same shape and the same color are two
elements of the function MCF with the same designed QoS.
They need to find each other and add each other to its own
VSC. Each publishes a peer advertisement within the sub
network shown in Figure 6, and a pipe advertisement (same
contents as in the peer advertisement) to its Rendezvous so
that the peers in another sub network can also receive its
information. When the convergence of this phase is finished,
the SE of IPTV MCF in platform 1 will know that in platform
2 there is another SE of MCF which has the same QoS, and
adds it to its table. Therefore, these two SEs make up a VSC of
MCF (Figure 7). After being successfully created, the VSC
will maintain its SEs by the current QoS values in the real time
in order to help VpxN to adapt to the mobility and the changes
of the user's ambient environment

B. Valorisation on Standards
In this section, we show how our model helps in the
standards. The Tele Management Forum (TMF), one of the
most general forums in the domain of telecommunication
management, has proposed a framework to define a complete
management environment. The TMF includes the Business
Process Framework (eTOM) [17] which can help service
providers to define and describe the business and functional
processes they use, to understand the links between these
processes, and to identify the working interfaces and external
entities, in order to structure the basic management Processes.
This management processes today are disjoined: the service
is first provisioned following the customer's order, then used
and assured, then billed [18]. However the NGS requires
interactions between service logic during the usage. This
interaction must be dynamic and takes into account the
NGN/NGS challenges (e.g., User preferences, mobility and
ubiquity). To meet these new paradigms we proposed to
incorporate a usage process (Service Delivery) in the eTOM
cartography. This process responds to NGN/NGS and interacts
dynamically with the eTOM operations processes. In order to
have coherence in this interaction we are based on an
abstraction model of the real world for these processes
(Fulfillment, Assurance, Billing and Delivery). In this model
we have models each resource visibility level as a virtual
private network (VPSN, VPCN and VPEN). We have also the
VxC model that monitors the behavior of each resource and
replace it by another ubiquitous resource in the VPxN in the
case of QoS degradation. This can have a generic reference
model for the NGN/NGS service management.
But before the operations processes, we have the Strategy,
Development and Deployment processes. In order to have
business continuity from strategy to operations, we have
proposed the same model that allows consistency between the
different processes. Thus these processes exchanges
information dynamically. In order to be trans-organizational
and to have the possibility to deploy services that are not
developed by the provider himself but bought from other
suppliers, we proposed a separation between the deployment
and the development processes in the eTOM cartography. We
also proposed new processes to take into account when
dealing with the NGN/NGS context. An example of these
processes is the “Community Creation” (see Figure 8,
Deployment Process) who creates and manages communities
in the different visibility level (VSC, VNC and VEC). These
communities are created at the Deployment phase and
managed in the operation phase. Thus, our model facilitates
the relationship between the SIP processes and Operation
processes.
VI.

Figure 7

Creation of VSC for MCF
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a dynamic Model-driven Service
Delivery in an NGN/NGS context with mobility and ambient
environment. The proposed Service Delivery focuses on the
service layer, where we use the solutions provided by the
network (Media Delivery) to guarantee the service continuity.
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Figure 8

‘Service Delivery’ process integrated in the eTOM cartography.

And also the solutions provided by the service platform
(ubiquity, mutuality, composition and independence of
services in the transport layer) to ensure QoS and service
continuity during the session. The proposed model (SE, NLN,
VPxN and VxC) enables the coherence among the different
layers. The VSC enables the anticipation of degradation in
order to ensure the QoS continuity. The implementation of
VSCs in JXTA, allows us to verify the feasibility of our QoS
Management by VSCs in P2P. The VSC and Ambient
Environment concept that we have defined to resolve
management problems allows taking account into the mobility
between different ambient areas. It allows us to make a
“Semantic Handover” on other triggers criteria that the QoS
management. Thus as a future work, we will finalize the
Semantic Handover automate according to different criteria.

[10]
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Abstract—The Web 2.0 is increasingly considered as a
phenomenon that affects the way people interact, search, post
and share information on the Internet. Namely it affects the
daily life of any Web user, expert or company that works
on the network daily. One of the dominant traits of Web
2.0 applications is the capability of co-opting end-users in
endeavors which traditionally have been considered as topdown activities and exploiting user-based networks. Through
Web 2.0 applications users add content and annotation in order
to describe and share pictures, videos, files, etc. Apart from
some of the most well known applications (e.g., Facebook,
Twitter, Flickr and the like), many Web 2.0 tools are not good
at attracting a critical mass of individuals. In fact, many studies
have shown that a common outcome for online communities is
an ’onion’ structure were only a few core individuals actively
participate discussing and contributing to the common content,
whereas others are considered as peripheral users who observe
the community and simply use the content. Participation and
willingness to contribute, thus, become two of the critical
issues that companies and software developers should take into
account when creating Web 2.0 applications. In other words,
we claim that understanding and analyzing appropriate sets of
incentives that might motivate users to contribute are critical
steps in the design of Web 2.0 applications. In this paper, we
describe how theories and techniques that are well known and
used by scientists in economics and management studies can be
used to develop incentive-compatible Web 2.0 tools. Specifically,
we will provide an example of an application of mechanism
design and applied experimental economics in the development
of an annotation tool.
Keywords-Incentives; Mechanism Design; Web 2.0; Content
Creation and Annotation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The collaborative, social way of generating, organizing,
and managing knowledge has been growingly considered as
a trigger of creativity and innovation in several applied fields.
This phenomenon has been heavily shaped by the advent of
social based technologies such as grid computing, peer to
peer file sharing, collaborative authorship of digital content,
social networks, and, more in general, Web 2.0 applications
[7], [18], [28].
In this scenario, the increasing popularity of Web 2.0
applications dramatically changes the way people interact,
have fun, communicate and consume. The common trait of
Web 2.0 applications is the empowerment of end-users by
co-opting individuals in endeavors which traditionally have
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been considered as top-down activities, and the exploitation
of user-based networks of relationships [20], [23]. A glaring
example of such a trend is the new emerging crowd-sourcing
phenomenon [12], [14], [17]. Nowadays there are many
Web 2.0 applications that can be considered as concrete
examples of the crowdsourcing phenomenon: SourceForge
(sourceforge.net), Wikipedia (en.wikipedia.org), Galaxyzoo
(www.galaxyzoo.org), Crowdflower (crowdflower.com), Innocentive (www2.innocentive.com). All these applications
take advantage of communities of experts and/or users who
proactively contribute to the creation of a common good.
In economics, a good or service is called a ’common
good’ [21] when it has contemporaneously the properties
of non-exclusivity, and non-rivalry. Non-exclusivity means
that it is impossible or costly to exclude any person from
the use of the public good. Non-rivalry means that each
person can consume simultaneously the public good, without
constraining the use for others. In all of the above-mentioned
examples, users act according to their own personal purposes
and, at the same time, provide information and knowledge
that others can share and, in turn, use.
Many studies on online communities and peer to peer
collaboration identified the motivations that drive people to
participate in a rather large set of heterogeneous and context
dependent elements [2], [13], [15], [25], [26], [27], [29]
(e.g., reputation, altruism, competition, self-esteem, money,
reciprocity, fun, etc.).
Despite these many motives to contribute and the popularity of many Web 2.0 applications, some studies observe
how a significant number of online communities and social
network applications fail because of under-contribution of
participants. For instance, an analysis of the P2P file sharing
site Gnutella show that in 2000, only 25% of users shared
98% of the content while 66% of users shared nothing [1].
More specifically, insights concentrating on the patterns
that characterize annotation efforts in Web 2.0 communities
found that annotations are characterized by power law distributions, both in the relationship between number of tags
and number of posts [5] and number of tags and number
of contributors [10], indicating that few people contribute
disproportionately more than others.
It follows that not all Web 2.0 tools - and specifically the
ones that take advantage of social networks - can become
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killer applications á la Facebook or Twitter. This is due
to the fact that users are not motivated enough to spend
time interacting and contributing to a common good. Thus,
motivating users to contribute to this kind of collective effort
is essential to reach critical mass and ensure a sustainable
growth for these crowdsoursing applications.
Since we consider the whole software development process very relevant, we claim that success of an online
community-based application requires a blend of welldesigned software (i.e., usability) and carefully crafted policies aimed at achieving participation. In this paper, we focus
our attention on the social aspects of software development
and deployment and we offer an example on how these
aspects can be incorporated into the development of annotation and semantic content creation tools. Specifically we
will adopt a set of methods and techniques, often referred
to as ’mechanism design’ in the field of economics, that can
be used to develop incentives which can be embedded into
online applications. This choice does not reflect a disregard
for the techinical aspects of software design, but is meant
to underline features of the process that are oftentimes
neglected within the community of developers.
We will focus on the so called sociability design and in
particular on the first two phases of the software development process. These are the analysis of the use scenario
prior to application design and the fine tuning process of
the incentive structure. These phases should be seen as a
continuous improvement process that enables designers to
adjust the software according to the social needs emerging
from the users’ experiences.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes
some basic notions of motivations and mechanism design,
Section 3 sketches out some techniques for analysis and
design of incentivized applications, Section 4 describes the
analysis of an annotation prototype, and finally Section 5
draws our conclusions.
II. BASIC

NOTIONS AND DEFINITIONS

Bouman et al. [4] argue that designers of social software
have to design software and carefully craft social policies
such as: enabling practice, mimicking reality, building identity and actualizing self. In order to effectively design social
software we focus our analysis on motivations in the context
of Web 2.0 and on tools that enable us to identify key
incentives that can be embedded in the software.
A. Motivations
Several studies on the motivation to participate in knowledge sharing indicate that people participate because they
want to be part of a ’community’, and engage in the
exchange of ideas and solutions [26]. Similarly, Forte
and Bruckman find that peer recognition plays a role
in Wikipedia which is similar to the dynamics shaping
up scientific collaboration [9]. Wang and Fesenmaier [24]
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demonstrate that efficacy is a major factor affecting members’ active contribution to online communities. The study
also indicates that the possibility of future reciprocation
(expectancy) is another major motivation driving an individual’s contribution. Beenen et al. show that challenging
goals are powerful motivators of online contributions [2],
while Wasko and Faraj found that people contribute when
they perceive that this enhances their professional reputation
[27]. Kuznetsov argues that the motivations of Wikipedians
to contribute are grounded in the values of reputation,
community, reciprocity, altruism and autonomy [15], [25].
Wiertz and de Ruiter found that a customer’s online interaction propensity, commitment to the community, and the
informational value s/he perceives in the community are the
strongest drivers of knowledge contribution [29]. Bock and
colleagues suggest the provision of appropriate feedback
to employees engaged in (or not engaged in) knowledge
sharing [3]. These actions follow from two considerations.
On the one hand, they leverage on the importance of
pressure exerted from a person’s reference group (e.g., peers,
supervisors, senior managers, etc.) to engage in knowledgesharing behavior; on the other, they underline the importance
of enhancing the individual’s sense of self-esteem.
Studies concentrating on the patterns that characterize
annotation efforts in Web 2.0 communities found an interesting correlation between a set of emerging social roles
and tagging behaviors. These behaviors seem to be spurred
by the attempt to create a community, the awareness of
one’s audience and a perceived need to communicate with
a small group [22]. Analogously, Chen and colleagues
found that social comparisons help explain the tendency to
contribute more (or less) in a social experiment involving the
MovieLens community [6]. Joinson identified these unique
uses and gratifications in the context of Facebook: social
connection, shared identities, content, social investigation,
social network surfing and status updating [13].
From these examples, we can clearly see that motivation
can be produced by heterogeneous motives, and might
derive from incentives that are assigned to the performer
or from an intrinsic desire. Motivation is intrinsic if the
performer enjoys the act of performing the task per se. In
all other cases, a set of extrinsic incentives can be provided
in order to make an individual/team perform. Incentives
are a set of instruments (e.g., money, reputation, rewards,
prices, credit points, medals) assigned by an external ’judge’
typically according to some sort of evaluation of the effort
exercised by the performer. In principle, these can be totally
uncorrelated to the nature of the task.
B. Mechanism design theory
Mechanism design is a field of game theory developed
in economics that studies the effective design of rules for
human behavior. If individuals follow these rules, they
will reach the outcome desired by the game designer. The
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underlying hypothesis is that individuals act according to
their own private interests and only a careful development of
appropriate incentives can enable the alignment of individual
and social interests.
To develop a set of incentives from the mechanism design
point of view, the first thing developers should do is to
understand the social environment (the context) and codify
its constraints from the point of view of game theory. In
these terms, the game is defined by the following features
[19]: the players, the rules, the outcomes and payoffs. In
the case of Web 2.0 applications the players are the users
(both contributors and readers of the content produced), the
rules refer to how the players interact among each other,
the outcomes are constituted by the public good produced
by means of the application, and finally the payoffs are the
values players attribute to the outcomes.
In the analysis of the context, the designer should focus on
the system of individual inner interests and the motivations
embedded in the structure they interact with (the tool for
instance). These interests are affected by various elements
which are:
• The goal: people interact to communicate and participate.
• The nature of good produced: a stylized description,
in game-theoretical terms, of the relationship between
what good is produced and who consumes it.
• The tasks: an ordered collection of tasks into which the
contributions can be broken down.
• The skills: competences and abilities required to carry
on the tasks.
• The social structure: a stylized and simplified set of
social relationships among the subjects participating in
the exercise.
After the analysis of the context it is necessary to define
the desirable outcome that the designers want to achieve.
Based on the given definition of players, desirable outcome,
and the context it is possible to define a set of rules and
payoffs that permit to achieve the desirable outcome.
Looking at Web 2.0 applications users spend time and
effort to produce - and at the same time to consume - a
public good. All individuals benefit from the outcomes that
others produce and the application provides. The possibility
to access the content without necessarily contributing to its
creation leads to the phenomenon of free riding: expecting that others will spend their time and effort to create
the content while dedicating own time to other rewarding
activities. Mechanism design tools allow us to analyze the
context corresponding to each Web 2.0 application and to
design some case-specific rules that lead to a reduction of
this kind of behavior within the desired context.
III. H OW TO

DESIGN AN INCENTIVIZED APPLICATION

Mechanism design enables to analyze the social structure
of the scenario prior to application design, to fine tune the
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Figure 1. The ideal process of design and development of an incentivized
application

incentive structure of an application, and to provide a set of
requirements for a first prototype of the incentivized tool.
The lab experiments, then, allow us to evaluate such a tool
and to fine tune the incentive structure that is embedded into
it.
Ideally the process of design and development of an
incentivized application (see Figure 1) should start from the
analysis of the concrete situation.
In the first phase, the field analysis is crucial to identify
the motivations of both individuals and the social groups
which they belong to. Direct observations, interviews and
questionnaires are very effective techniques that can be used
to unveil and better define the crucial elements described in
the previous section.
In the second phase, the raw knowledge is then analyzed
in terms of the above mentioned elements. Mechanism
design, as a set of techniques, allows the modeling of the
situation by using game theoretical predictions about the
behaviors of the actors described in the model. Given a set
of goals, this model enables the analysts to design a set of
incentive schemes that would spur users to behave in line
with the desired outcomes.
The third phase is the creation of the prototype which
should be the simplest possible solution that can effectively
support the users.
In the fourth phase, the resulting prototype is tested,
better if the test is conducted in a controlled environment,
such as a laboratory. The laboratory allows the experimenter
to test an hypothesis with artificially controlled conditions,
manipulating or eliminating extraneous factors. As soon as
the previous hypotheses are confirmed a sequence of experiments can be organized to fine tune the set of incentives
that are embedded in the tool. The design of each experiment
may depend on the results of previous ones.
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In the fifth phase, the field experiments, the tool is
tested in the field, mimicking the situation in the lab.
This fine tuning process should increase the complexity
of the trial since the experiment get closer to the reality.
For instance, add new realistic components such as real
actors (i.e., community members), tasks (a daily activity that
actors usually carry on), situations (the field and the social
structure which actors belong to). Since the control over
the ability to manipulate variables reduces, the experiments
gain awareness of interaction among variables. This might
continuously address new changes to the tool that finally is
introduced in the field.
This process is continuously repeated since the tool is
finalized, sixth phase.
IV. T HE

ANALYSIS OF AN ANNOTATION PROTOTYPE
DEVELOPED BY

T+ID

Founded in 1988, Telefónica Investigación y Desarollo
(TID) [16] is nowadays the largest private research and
development centre in Spain as regards activity and resources, and is the most active company in Europe in
terms of European research projects in the Information
and Communication Technology sector. TID is currently
developing a prototype for the annotation of the internal
portal of Telefónica. The tremendous amount of available
information hinders the access to the right pieces of information required by a person for a specific goal, affecting the
company workflows. This is why the company decided to
develop an annotation tool to the corporate portal. Adding a
layer of annotations, helps obtain many advantages, such
as more efficient resource retrieval and navigation, real
integration of heterogeneous sources of information (linked
data), personalization based on context and roles.
In the following section, we will go through the steps
we adopted to support the design of TID’s annotation tool.
It will serve as an illustration of the general process we
described in the previous section.
A. The first phase: the field analysis
We started our analysis collecting data on people’s motives and motivation drivers interviewing 11 employees of
TID representing the community at large (heads of division, senior project managers, project managers, developers,
computer engineers, and consultants). Each semi-structured
interview was conducted by two interviewers, took 60 to 90
minutes and was recorded on audio tape. These recordings
have been transcribed and analyzed descriptively according
to ex-post categories. Additionally, a focus group discussion
with 6 TID employees was conducted, focusing on usage
problems of the existing system and on innovative solutions
that might overcome these problems. Since the number of
interviewees was not very high, the TID interviews were
decisive to provide starting data for the desk analysis phase.
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More in depth requirements are identified in the following
phases.
B. The second phase: the desk analysis
We analyzed the interviews and classified TID portal’s
features according to the variables described above.
The goal of the annotation tool is to improve the search
and navigation experience in a corporate knowledge base.
TID providers of annotations might have two different
motivations to annotate. Users - by annotating resources can show their areas of competence and interest to the community. They improve navigation, searching and syndicating
capabilities of the enterprise portal by using annotations.
The nature of good produced by annotating is public. This
scenario is an almost straight out of the textbook case of
public good provision in which providers and consumers are
the same people. The part where things become problematic
is the problem shared by many knowledge management systems: there is a huge incentive to keep strategic knowledge
private so one can leverage on it when dealing/negotiating
with others.
The task is a typical annotation task. This means that it
is very repetitive and lacks a fun element.
The required skills of the agents to complete the annotation task are very basic.
Finally, the social structure is quite complex and various
dynamics coexist. Employees work in teams and communities of experts, but also work in the company with a
strong hierarchical structure. Visibility, reputation, career
development, and money are all part of the mix of motivations driving the behavior of employees. An important
issue to deal with is the large number of employees. As
underlined in many studies, group size plays an important
role in modifying behavior of individual contributors. If,
in principle, employees perceive that their contribution is
vital for the success of the group we could expect a higher
probability of contribution from each employee. In other
words, the reputation mechanism might be developed at
group or project level.
In this paper, we do not focus our analysis on the tool
development, therefore we do not discuss the third phase:
the prototype development process.
C. The fourth phase: the lab experiments
In the evaluation of the first prototype we run a laboratory
experiment with the goal of identifying the more appropriate
set of incentives to spur people to annotate resources.
The incentive structures we tested are focusing on two
different rewarding systems:
• pay per click models: each participant get a fixed
amount of money for each annotation provided (0,03
Euros per tag up to 3 Euro). For payment requirements
we had to round rewards in pay per tag treatment to
the highest 50 cents.
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winner takes all model: only the actor that provide the
higher number of tags and annotation wins 20 Euros.
Participants were 36 students with no experience in the annotation task nor in the tool that they tested.At the beginning
participants read a clear set of instructions and performed
a first training session in order to understand the rules of
the game and the basic features of the annotation tool. Each
individual has been assigned to one of two ’treatments’ of
images annotation: the first using the pay per click model
and the second using the winner takes all models. They
performed the task under time pressure (8 minutes for each
treatment) with the goal to produce the maximum amount
of tags in the allotted time on a random set of images.
We obtain the following results:
• The mean number of tags produced are: 47.42 with the
pay per tag model and 62.76 with the winner takes all
model. We can measure a 32% increase in the winner
takes all model.
• The average amount of money participants perceived
are: 6.66 Euros with the pay per tag model and 6.18
Euros with the winner takes all model.
• The average cost per tag is 0.1404 Euros with the pay
per tag model and 0.098407 Euros with the winner
takes all model.
• The budget has been 31.5 Euro for the pay per tag
model and 20 Euros for the winner takes all model.
In the experiment there are some biases. Students are
volunteers who are used to participate in experiments. Also,
students didn’t find any problem in the annotation task
because they are strong Web users and game players.
•

D. The fifth phase: the field experiments
Despite the biases that affect the experiment results, it
clearly emerged that the winner takes all model is dramatically more effective than the pay per click one, in this
context. These results constitute a baseline for the implementation of the tool within TID’s corporate environment.
The obvious next step is that of running a few other lab
experiments in order to move from simple tagging to more
complex tasks closely mirroring what happens in TID.
Since annotation is used to retrieve, organize and exchange information in the company portal, in the next
experiments annotations and the resulting tags obtained in
a first stage of the experiment will be used as an input to
retrieve information in the fifth phase: the field experiments.
In the TID, the prototype and the set of incentives will be
tested first with a small group of users in order to fine tune
the adequate set of requirements. Eventually, the finalized
version of the incentivized application will be applied to the
whole TID.
V. C ONCLUSION
As mentioned above, one of the dominant traits of the
Web 2.0 applications is the capability of co-opting end-users
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in creating new content and sharing it across their networks.
The tremendous growth of data, pictures, images, videos that
are shared and copied by individuals in the networks, render
the access to the right piece of information more difficult. As
a consequence many Web 2.0 applications, such as Facebook
and others, introduce annotation tools enabling users to add,
modify or remove information about a Web resource without
modifying the resource itself.
In this paper we demonstrate that, since the whole software development process is very relevant, the success of
social software tools requires carefully crafted social design
policies aimed at fostering participation and willingness to
contribute.
For this purpose, mechanism design and laboratory/field
experiments seem promising methods to enable designers to
analyze the motivations of users and embed this information
into their software.
These phases should be seen as a continuous improvement
process that enables designers to adjust the software according to the social needs emerging from the users’ experiences.
As we have just seen, we have proposed a methodology
that encompasses the ability to a) analyze any work environment of a social nature in which one aims to introduce
annotating tasks; b) conduct a design process for the tools
that serve as vehicle for the tasks themselves taking the
previous analysis of the social and technological context as
an input. This approach stresses a value-chain outlook on
the design process, clearly distinguishing problems regarding
motivation/participation in the design process strictu sensu,
on the one hand, and motivation/participation of users once
the tool is in place. The most glaring advantage of this
approach is the ability to consolidate theory, method and
applications in distinct units, avoiding redundancy.
Finally, since the methodology we propose seems promising and accepted by developers, the real benefits of the
incentivized application will be measured only when it will
be adopted by TID.
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Abstract—In this paper, we explore the performance potential of dynamic (runtime) web service selection within the
scope of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). The web service
selection is executed by a service orchestrator (request dispatcher) which is responsible to deliver composite web services
at desired quality levels for the orchestrator’s clients. We
investigate service response times for the case where SOA state–
of–the–art static web service composition is used and for the
case where dynamic web service selection is applied. Modelling
request scheduling at individual web services as Processor
Sharing queueing systems, simulation results are presented
for different runtime selection strategies in scenarios ranging
from the “ideal” situation (up–to–date state information, no
background traffic) to more realistic scenarios in which state
information is stale and/or background traffic is present. In
particular, we show the effectiveness of a selection strategy
based upon the “synthesis” of Join the Shortest Queue and
Round Robin strategies. For some specific scenarios we derive
and validate insightful approximate formulae for the resulting
response times. Our investigations quantify the performance
gains that can be achieved by dynamic service selection
compared to static (a–priori) service selection currently used.
Keywords-Service Oriented Architecture, Join the Shortest
Queue, Processor Sharing, Response Time, Background Traffic,
Stale Information.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The composition of web services within a SOA environment could be static or dynamic. With static composition
the concrete services are determined and integrated into the
specification at design time. With dynamic composition on
the other hand, at design–time there is only a specification
of the required abstract services given. The concrete services
are then integrated at runtime.
For both static and dynamic composition, the choice of
concrete services for a particular abstract service may be
based on non–functional parameters. Examples of such parameters are availability, throughput, response time, security
and cost. References [4], [21], [23] and [24] discuss the
problem of static QoS–aware service composition in detail.
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As an extension, [4] considers sub–optimal algorithms to
enable fast replacement of underperforming services.
Existing SOA–based solutions for web services do not
support dynamic web service selection ([12], [13]). Dynamic
selection provides flexibility and therefore has advantages
with respect to availability and reliability compared to a
static approach. Another possible advantage of dynamic
service selection is performance improvement, i.e., achieving
a decrease in the requests’ response times by exploiting
statistical variations in the loads at the various concrete
services. This paper aims at investigating the potential
performance gain of dynamic, runtime web service selection
for service composition within the scope of SOA, evaluating
different selection strategies.
As a starting point, we assume that a set of concrete
services is a-priori selected per abstract service, which is in
contrast with a-priori selecting a single concrete service per
abstract service in the case of static composition. Therefore,
the discovery mechanisms ([19]) and their performance are
outside the scope of this paper. As an example, in Figure 1,
the choice of a particular concrete service (from the set
of selected concrete services) is made by the dispatcher
at runtime on a per–client request basis for a composite
web service consisting of N services that are invoked
consecutively. In each consecutive step i, i = 1, 2, . . . , N ,
exactly 1 out of Ki concrete services is invoked by the
dispatcher, where Ki represents the number of choices in
step i. In this example, the total response time RTtotal is the
sum of the individual response times RTi . Within SOA the
dispatcher is part of the orchestrator, which typically runs
in the domain of the composite service provider.
The main research question addressed in this paper is
what is the performance potential of dynamic web service
selection versus static selection? As outlined above, dynamic
web service selection is made from Ki pre-selected concrete
services for each step i (note that this pre-selection is
beyond the scope of this paper). We focus on the achievable
performance gain of dynamic selection in case of a single
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abstract service (i.e., N = 1 in Figure 1). This analysis
will give us also an indication of the potential gain for a
composite service that consists of more abstract services
(N > 1). Besides, analysis for the case N = 1 is more
feasible than for the general case N > 1. Specific research
questions addressed in the paper are: what is the influence of
the number of pre-selected concrete services, which stateless
and statefull dispatching algorithms perform well, which
gains are achievable, and what is the impact of practical
conditions such as background traffic and delayed state
information on these gains?
Notice that existing dispatching strategies, e.g., RoundRobin (RR), Bernoulli, Join the Shorted Queue (JSQ), are
included in our analysis. In the literature, these dispatching
strategies are mostly investigated in the context of systems
with First Come First Served (FCFS) queues, but hardly for
systems with Processor Sharing (PS) queues, as considered
in this paper. Note that in the current context the PS
services model is more realistic than FCFS, see e.g., [10]. In
addition, we consider background traffic and delayed state
information.
We summarize the main contributions of this paper as
follows:
1) Quantification of the achievable gain versus the number K of pre-selected concrete services by a fair
comparison with respect to the base case of static web
service selection.
2) Quantification of the achievable gain in terms of response times when background traffic is present at the
pre-selected concrete services for different dispatching
strategies.
3) Quantification of the achievable gain in terms of
response times in case of delayed state information.
In order to investigate the above–mentioned potential performance gains several assumptions have been made, which
allow us to quantify the “ideal” system performance. In that
sense our analysis should be understood as a “baseline”
analysis. Besides, the assumptions are made with the goal to
represent our findings in an unequivocal way. Our analysis
makes a significant step towards analysis of models that
take into account more practical conditions regarding the
observed system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
First, in Section II, we describe the performance model and
explain the underlying assumptions that capture the essential
system characteristics needed for our study. Next, in Section
III, we discuss literature related to our work. In Section
IV, our simulation results and results obtained by analytical
modelling are presented, and we discuss and explain the
observations. Finally, in Section V, we draw conclusions
and give suggestions for further research.
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Figure 1. Illustration of dynamic SOA–based web service composition.
A request by the client is served by one of the K1 implementations of
abstract service AWS1 , then by one of the K2 implementations of abstract
service AWS2 , and so on, until client request is completed and response
is sent back. Note that every client request may be served by a different
chain of concrete web services (CWS).

II. M ODEL DESCRIPTION
We consider one abstract service with K concrete service
implementations as given in Figure 2. There are two classes
of incoming service requests:
•

•

Foreground service requests are received by the dispatcher, which decides at runtime to which of the K
service instances a particular request is assigned for
getting the required service. The foreground requests
arrive to the dispatcher according to a Poisson process
[15] with rate Λ and have exponentially distributed
service requirements with mean µ1 . The rate at which
foreground traffic requests are offered (by the dispatcher) to service i is denoted by λFTi , i = 1, 2, . . . , K.
Background service requests arrive at service instance
i according to a Poisson process with rate λi , i =
1, 2, . . . , K, respectively. The background service requests are exponentialy distributed with mean µ1i , i =
1, . . . , K. The background traffic arrival processes are
independent from each other and are also independent
from the foreground arrival process.

Request scheduling at each service instance is modelled by
a processor sharing infinite–capacity single server queue.
Served requests leave the system.
Obviously, the achievable performance gain of dynamic
service selection compared to a pure static approach depends
heavily on the nature of the workload fluctuations at the
different service instances. It is clear that in the case of
slowly and independently varying loads (e.g., due to fluctuations in the service demand over the day) high performance
gain can relatively easy be achieved. However, in such cases
the runtime character of dynamic service selection may be
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Figure 2. Performance model for the case of a single abstract service with
K different implementations (concrete services).

an “overkill” and the performance gain could largely also
be obtained by less flexible service selection approaches.
Therefore, the present paper focuses on exploiting workload
fluctuations at the services instances that occur at relatively
small time scales mainly caused by the random behaviour
of individuals in a large population of potential users. In
that perspective, and to keep the parameter space manageable, we will assume that the model is symmetric, i.e.,
λi = λBT , µi = µ, i = 1, 2, . . . , K. The utilization per
service i, i = 1, 2, . . . , K is then defined as ρtot = λµtot ,
where λtot is the rate of the aggregated (foreground and
background) traffic, i.e., λtot = λFTi + λi = λ + λBT .
The stability condition per service requires that the expected
number of requests per service remains finite, i.e., ρtot < 1.
Ignoring possible delays due to the queueing and processing at the dispatcher, as well as network delay, arriving
service requests are instantaneously forwarded to one of the
K service instances according to the dispatching strategy.
Various strategies can be used for selection of one of the
K service instances upon arrival of a new request. The
dispatching strategies could be roughly divided into two
categories, namely stateless and statefull. Decision making is
independent of the system state information for the stateless
strategies. Conversely, decision making takes into account
(stale) system state information for statefull strategies. The
delay in obtaining the information per service instance is
represented by parameter ∆i , i = 1, 2, . . . , K. In this paper
we have adopted the case when system state information
(queue length, response time, etc.) is collected periodically
with the same period ∆ > 0. This information gathering
may require sending separate requests (“probes”) by the
dispatcher to all of the K web services, and collecting
information in such a manner introduces an overhead to the
system, which influences system performance. This issue as
well as using other ways to collect system state information
are beyond the scope of this paper. The update period ∆
has been related to the intensity of the aggregated traffic as
1
. where D is integer. All dispatching decisions
∆ = D · λtot
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between time instances ti = i·∆ and ti+1 = (i+1)·∆, i =
0, 1, 2, . . . are made based on the system state information
obtained at ti . The dispatching strategies considered for
this paper are Bernoulli (BL), Round-Robin (RR), Join the
Shortest Queue (JSQ) and a combination of the latter two,
JSQ–RR. Bernoulli and RR are typical examples of stateless
strategies while JSQ and JSQ–RR are examples of statefull
dispatching strategies. In case of the Bernoulli strategy, the
requests are randomly distributed over the queues, i.e., a
newly arriving request is assigned to queue i, i = 1, . . . , K,
1
. This case is used as representation of
with probability K
the performance for the static SOA service selection. For
RR, the k–th request is assigned to queue (k mod K) + 1. In
JSQ, the request is assigned to the queue with the smallest
number of requests waiting to be served. Ties are resolved by
randomly assigning the request to one of the shortest queues.
In case when system state information delay is present in
the system, an additional statefull dispatching strategy could
be defined, namely JSQ–RR. For JSQ–RR, once the actual
system information is obtained, the queues are sorted in non–
descending order by the queue lengths. Any request coming
to the dispatcher between two state updates is then assigned
following the RR scheme, i.e., the first request is assigned
to the queue with smallest queue length, the second request
is assigned to the queue with smallest queue length from the
remaining queues, etc.
III. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we give a short overview of papers related
to different aspects (e.g., web service selection, composition,
performance) of the runtime web service selection in SOA.
However, each of these papers treats only a (different) subset
of issues relating to runtime web service selection. The
analysis of potential performance improvements of different
dispatching strategies, based on PS modelling of the request
scheduling at web service(s) within SOA, which includes
impact of stale system state information and/or background
traffic is, to our best knowledge, non–existent.
A. Web service selection and composition
In [13], an overview of common misconceptions about
SOA is given. Among others, the issue of dynamic selection of web services is identified, and it is indicated that
current SOA solutions lack advanced automatic discovery
and composition of web services at runtime.
A lot of attention within SOA community has been dedicated to static QoS–aware composition problem, see e.g.,
[4], [21], [23] and references therein. The problem of static
QoS–aware composition is known to be NP–hard, see [24],
where two service selection approaches for constructing
composite services have been proposed: local optimization
and global planning.
In paper [20], several architectures and their respective
models that assist in dynamic invocation of web services
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are discussed. These models allow the client to dynamically
select the current best web service, based on certain non–
functional criteria (availability, reliability, and estimated
response time). These clients gather runtime web service
information, evaluate the performance of the previously used
web services, and may share this information with other
clients. The selection decision is let to the clients, which
contain intelligent agents and therefore the complexity of
the clients increases. The inherent problem is that different
clients may decide to use the same web service, which would
eventually result in worsened performance e.g., due to the
overload of the targeted web service.
The framework proposed in [14] enables quality–driven
web service selection, based upon evaluation of the QoS
of a vast number of web services. The fair computation
and enforcing of QoS of web services takes place when
making the web service selection. In order to provide fair
computation the feedback from clients is gathered.
B. Performance of dispatching strategies
Performance of dispatching strategies in multi–server systems has been a topic that received a lot of attention within
the queueing theory research community. Specifically, a lot
of work has been done for systems with First Come First
Served (FCFS) scheduling at the queues, e.g., in [3] and [6].
In the most of the papers written for JSQ/FCFS, explicit
results for response times are given only for the case K = 2
servers, an exponential job size distribution and the mean
response time metric, [9]. The performance of the JSQ/FCFS
strategy for K > 2 servers has been analysed in [17]
where the approximation of the mean response time for K
homogeneous servers is given. In [18], an extension to this
approximation has been given, however, the approximation
is less accurate as the requests’ size variability increases.
Opposite to the JSQ/FCFS systems, JSQ/PS systems have
not received so much attention. The notable exceptions are
[2], and, more recently, [10] where approximate analysis
of JSQ in the PS server farm model for general job size
distributions is presented. The queue length of each queue
in the system is approximated by a one–dimensional Markov
chain, and based on this approximation the distribution
of the queue length at each queue is determined. In [1],
the authors investigate optimal dispatching strategies for a
multi–class multi–server PS systems with a Poisson input
stream, heterogeneous service rates, and a server-dependent
holding cost per unit time.
C. Performance of dispatching strategies with stale system
information or background traffic
In [16], the problem of dispatching with stale system
status information (server load) is analysed in case of FCFS.
Servers’ status information is periodically updated and three
strategies are compared: random selection, selection of the
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server with the least load (based on the stale system information), and random selection of a small subset of servers
and then selecting the least loaded of the chosen servers
(based on up-to-date information about their loads). It is
shown that the latter strategy mostly outperforms the other
ones, even for a small randomly chosen subset of e.g.,
two servers, while the overhead (due to processing and
information retrieval) remains limited. In [5], the authors
present a strategy that routes the jobs to the server with
expected shortest FCFS queue. The decisions are made
based on stale information and elapsed time since the last
state update. This strategy works well, but does not always
minimise the average response time.
In [11], a dispatching policy based on splitting foreground
traffic according to a predefined rule described by a certain
parameter vector is analysed while background traffic is
modelled as independent Poisson processes with different
rates. Due to the assumptions made each of the N servers in
isolation can be represented as a two–class M/G/1 PS queue.
The approximation of the response times is deduced for the
case of light foreground traffic and an optimal parameter
vector is found.
IV. P ERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we present and discuss simulation results
for the runtime service selection strategies described in
Section II in order to investigate their performance potential.
For some special scenarios we also present numerical results
obtained from analytical modelling.
The simulations were performed using the simulation tool
implemented in Java programming language, and using the
Java library for stochastic simulation (SSJ) [8]. In order to
make the simulations less sensitive to the startup transient,
the number of foreground traffic arrivals per simulation has
been set to at least 0.5 · 106 . Besides, in order to improve
the accuracy, we have trimmed simulation results for certain
number of foreground traffic arrivals at the end of the arrival
process.
We have considered four main categories of simulation
scenarios:
• Baseline scenarios – these simulations were performed
for the system without background traffic and with upto-date system state information. The simulation results
are given in subsection IV-A.
• Scenarios with stale system state information – these
simulations were performed for the system without
background traffic in which system state information
is only periodically updated i.e., the dispatching process does not (always) use up-to-date information. The
results are presented in subsection IV-B.
• Scenarios with background traffic – these simulations
were performed for the system with up-to-date system
state information and different intensities of background traffic. In addition to the simulations we derived
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an analytical approach to study the performance for
these scenarios. The results are presented in subsection
IV-C.
Scenarios with background traffic and stale system state
information. The simulation results are presented in
subsection IV-D.

A. Baseline scenarios
The goal of these simulation scenarios was to establish the
performance results in case when there is no background
traffic and system state information is up-to-date at the
dispatcher.
In Figure 3, we show mean response times for different
dispatching strategies (JSQ, RR, BL) as a function of the
number of concrete services, K and for different values
of utilization per service, ρtot . The utilization per service
is kept constant in order to have a fair assessment of the
impact of K; otherwise, an increase of K would simply be
interpreted as capacity add-on to the system. Since JSQ–RR
is identical to JSQ when up-to-date system state information
is available at the dispatcher, the results for JSQ–RR are
not shown. For ρtot = 0.8, the mean response time for
JSQ strategy with K = 4 services is around 66% of mean
response time for the same strategy when K = 2. Similarly,
in case of JSQ with K = 8 and K = 16 services, response
times are 49% and 40% of the response time for K = 2,
respectively. In case when one of the K services becomes
unavailable, the performance of the system (response time)
does not deteriorate dramatically, as long as the utilization
per queue remains (approximately) the same. The utilization
per queue can be kept the same when, e.g., K + 1 services
are pre–selected, of which given (fixed choice) K services
are used for dispatching. The remaining (K + 1th) service
is placed ”on hold” and when one of the chosen K services
becomes unavailable, it is immediately replaced.
Figure 4 shows relative comparisons between JSQ and BL
(with BL as the baseline) and JSQ and RR strategies (with
RR as the baseline), respectively. Statefull strategy (JSQ) is
superior to either of the stateless strategies (BL, RR), which
confirms that more (and accurate) state information made
available to the dispatcher leads to better decision making.
The potential performance improvements in the first case
range from 28% to 46% for K = 2, depending upon the
utilization per queue, ρtot and are in the range from 49% to
86% for K = 16. What is also of interest is when do the
gradient of the performance improvement is highest, taking
into account the increase of the number of services. From
Figure 4 we see that this is the case when the number
of services increases from 2 to 4. The gradient of the
gains is (significantly) smaller when the number of services
increases from 4 to 8 or 8 to 16, respectively. Based on these
simulation results, we can draw the following conclusions:
• Large performance improvements compared to the static service selection are possible with relatively small
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values of K.
The largest relative improvements of response time for
number of services, K > 1, are obtained when we
increase the number of services that are used from 2 to
4.

B. Scenarios with stale system state information
The goal of these simulations was to analyse the impact of
the stale system state information to the response time of the
system for different dispatching strategies. No background
traffic has been assumed. The simulations were performed
only for the statefull strategies, i.e., JSQ (see Figure 5) and
JSQ–RR, see Figure 6. The response times for stateless
strategies, RR and BL, are not affected by (stale) system
state information, and are shown for comparison as well.
From Figure 5 we see that, for relatively small values
of parameter D that determines the update interval, JSQ
still performs better than RR or BL dispatching strategy.
However, as expected, when parameter D increases performance of JSQ deteriorates e.g., for D = 20 response time
for JSQ is worse than either RR or BL for almost complete
range of parameter ρtot . In case when D → ∞, the system
state information is obtained just once, and then all arrivals
are “blindly” assigned to the queue which had the smallest
queue length when system state information was obtained.
In that case, the service composition in this case is static,
and the system model reduces to a M/M/1/PS queue with
arrival rate Λ and mean service time µ.
We have also investigated the behaviour of the JSQ–RR
strategy for systems with stale state information. Figure 6
shows that, as expected, JSQ–RR strategy is less sensitive
to stale information than “blind” JSQ strategy. For example,
when D = 10 and ρtot = 0.7, response times for Bernoulli,
RR, JSQ and JSQ–RR are 2250 ms, 1515 ms, 3200 ms
(!) and 1350 ms, respectively. For comparison, the response
time for JSQ without stale information and the same ρtot is
approximately 1020 ms.
Based on the simulations which results are presented at
Figure 5 and Figure 6 we can draw the following conclusions:
• When D → 0 JSQ–RR is identical to JSQ and when
D → ∞, JSQ–RR is identical to the common RR
strategy.
• With respect to the response time, the JSQ–RR strategy
is never worse than RR, regardless of the delay within
the system. This makes JSQ–RR appealing strategy for
systems with delay without background traffic.
C. Scenarios with background traffic
In the previous simulation scenarios we have assumed that
the concrete services were used by the foreground traffic
clients only. In what follows we look into the situation when
background traffic is present as well, and the dispatcher has
up-to-date system state information.
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Figure 3. Comparison of mean response times for JSQ, RR and BL strategies for different number of services K and different values of ρtot . There is
no system state information delay and only foreground traffic is present in the system.
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Our simulations and analysis are directed to answering
the question of the impact of the background traffic to
the response times. The simulations results are shown in
Figure 7 for K = 4 services and BL, RR, and JSQ
strategies. Since the system state information is assumed to
be instantaneously available, JSQ–RR is identical to JSQ,
and therefore not shown. We have recorded the response
times of the foreground requests only. For given utilization
per queue ρtot , and dispatching strategy, foreground traffic
percentage of ρtot has been varied from as little as 10%
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Figure 7. Response times for BL, RR and JSQ strategies for scenario with
background traffic and no information delay. Utilization per queue ρtot is
0.7 or 0.9, and number of services K = 4.

(i.e., 90% background traffic) to 99% (i.e., 1% background
traffic). Apart from the case of the Bernoulli dispatching
strategy when response times are constant, as expected, from
Figure 7 it follows:
• In case of the Round-Robin strategy response times decrease as the percentage of foreground traffic increases.
It seems that response times dependency from the given
percentage is linear.
• In case of the JSQ strategy response times show linear
non-increasing dependency from the given percentage
of foreground traffic. The decrease of the response
time is limited by 15% for the considered cases. It
seems that the JSQ strategy is not much sensitive to
the background traffic.
The intuitive explanation for the decreasing nature of
response times in case of RR and JSQ strategies may be
given as the following – the response time in the case of
these two strategies is biggest for the smallest percentage
of foreground traffic, due to the fact that only foreground
traffic is “intelligently” assigned to one of the queues.
Response time for JSQ with low foreground traffic load:
Let us now consider the situation where the foreground traffic constitutes only a small percentage of the total traffic. We
will analyse the mean response time of a tagged foreground
traffic arrival. According to the JSQ policy this arrival will
be dispatched to the queue (out of K queues) with the
smallest length. Since the foreground traffic is negligible
and the background traffic arrival processes are i.i.d., the
random processes representing the queue lengths are also
independent from each other and behave as the queue
length of an M/M/1 PS queueing model with load ρtot .
The queue length distribution for this model is geometric
with parameter ρtot , see [22]. Hence, the probability that
the queue selected for the tagged foreground job contains n
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(background) jobs is given by:
K n
Pr{n jobs in selected queue} = 1 − ρK
tot (ρtot ) .



Once the tagged arrival is placed to a particular queue, that
queue further behaves as an “ordinary” M/M/1 PS queue
with utilization ρtot = λBT
µ , as the foreground traffic is
negligibly small.
Now, let us denote by Xn (τ ) the random variable whose
distribution is that of the “delay” experienced by the tagged
arrival if it would have service requirement τ and arrives
when there are n background jobs in the queue. The total
time spent in the system for the tagged arrival (i.e., response
time) is then Xn (τ ) + τ .
From the detailed analysis of the M/M/1 PS queue in [7],
it follows that (cf. Eq. (33) in [7]):
E{Xn (τ )} =

1 − e−(1−ρtot )µτ
ρtot τ
+[n(1 − ρtot ) − ρtot ]·
.
1 − ρtot
µ(1 − ρtot )2

Since the r.v. Xn (τ ) is conditioned by n, the mean E{X(τ )}
is given by the following equation
E{X(τ )} =

∞
X

 K n
1 − ρK
tot (ρtot ) · E{Xn (τ )},

n=0

which leads to
E{X(τ )} =

ρtot τ
ρK − ρtot 1 − e−(1−ρtot )µτ
.
+ tot K ·
1 − ρtot
µ(1 − ρtot )2
1 − ρtot

The overall mean response time for the tagged arrival is
given by
Z ∞
1
E{X(τ )}d(1 − e−µτ ),
RT = +
µ
0
which finally gives
RT =

1
1
ρtot
ρK − ρtot
1
+
+ tot K ·
·
.
µ µ(1 − ρtot )
1 − ρtot µ(1 − ρtot ) 2 − ρtot

This equation gives a surprisingly simple relationship between the response time for the foreground traffic, the
number of services K, the utilization per queue ρtot and
the mean of the foreground job sizes µ1 .
These formulae have been deduced under the assumption
that foreground traffic intensity is negligible compared to
background traffic. Inspired by the numerical results in
Figure 7 we investigated whether this response time formula
could be used as an approximation for larger values of
the percentage of the foreground traffic. A first comparison
between our approximate formula and simulations, taking
the simulations as the baseline, is given in Table I. The
comparison indicates that:
• As expected, for a fixed number K of concrete services, the difference between our analytical results and
simulation increases when the percentage of foreground
traffic becomes larger. This is because our formula has
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been deduced under the assumption that there is only
one foreground traffic arrival.
Roughly speaking, the error of our approximate formula
increases as the number of services K increases (and
all other parameters remain the same).
The relative difference between our formula and simulation increases when ρtot increases and all other
parameters remain the same

TABLE I
R ELATIVE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE RESPONSE TIMES OBTAINED BY
SIMULATIONS AND RESPONSE TIMES CALCULATED USING THE
FORMULA .

FG traffic (%) →
ρtot = 0.5
ρtot = 0.7
ρtot = 0.9

K=2
5
10
0.1%
0.19%
1.1%
1.7%
1.7%
4.6%

K=4
5
10
0.5% 1.6%
1%
1.3%
5.2% 8.6%

K=8
5
10
1.8%
1.5%
2.4%
8.2%
5.0%
13.5%

D. Scenarios with background traffic and stale system state
information
For these scenarios we have conducted simulations in
order to investigate which factor has more impact to the
response time: delayed system state information or background traffic.
The simulation results presented in Figure 8 for the JSQ–
RR strategy, apply to the case when ρtot is fixed at 0.7
and the number of services K = 4. Results are shown
for four different values of the parameter D representing
the system state information delay: D ∈ {1, 2, 5, 10}.
As for the case with up-to-date system state information
(D = 0) considered in the previous subsection, we see
that the response time as function of the percentage of
foreground traffic has a decreasing trend. Obviously, when
background traffic diminishes, the response time approaches
the values obtained for the scenarios without background
traffic considered in subsection IV-B. However, all together,
it is hard to determine from this figure which of the two
factors has predominant influence on the response time.
In order to investigate whether delayed system state
information or intensity of the background traffic has more
impact to the system performance, we compare results from
Figure 8 (RTBG+∆ ) to results when only stale information
is present (RT∆ ). The comparison is presented at Figure 9
BG+∆
and represents the ratio r = RTRT
for different values
∆
of the system state information delay parameter D. The
ratio r is lower bounded by 1, and when r → 1 delay has
more influence on RTBG+∆ than background traffic. The
following conclusions can be made from Figure 9:
• The larger D, the more influence has the background
traffic on RTBG+∆ . Suppose that the percentage of the
foreground (background) traffic in the system is fixed.
As D increases, the interval when state information is
collected becomes larger. The larger the interval, the
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V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
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Figure 8. Response times for JSQ–RR strategy in case of the scenario with
background traffic and stale information, with parameter D ∈ {1, 2, 5, 10}.
Utilization per queue, ρtot is 0.7, the number of services is K = 4.
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Figure 9. Ratio of response times between the system with background
traffic and stale information and the system with stale information only.
The dispatching strategy is JSQ–RR. Utilization per queue is ρtot = 0.7
and the number of services is K = 4.

•

more background traffic arrivals to a queue between
two state information updates. The response time of the
tagged foreground arrival will therefore be influenced
by more background arrivals.
For smaller values of parameter D, the relative change
of ratio r is smaller. For example, when D = 1 the ratio
changes from 1.88 (30% foreground traffic) to 1.28
(90% foreground traffic), compared to change from
2.41 to 1.31 when D = 10, respectively. This means
that absolute influence of background traffic is smaller
for smaller values of D. The smaller the period of the
system state information update, less background traffic
arrivals are probable within one such period.
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In this paper, we have investigated the performance potential of dynamic, run-time web service selection within
SOA, under various assumptions regarding the available
system state information and/or presence of background
traffic. Using simulation and analytical modelling it has been
shown that, compared to static (a–priori) service selection,
considerable performance improvements are possible, even
when the state information is stale and/or background traffic
is present. These improvements result from exploiting workload fluctuations that occur at relatively small time scales
mainly caused by the random behaviour of potential clients.
The main results of the paper could be summarized as the
following:
1) Quantification of the achievable gain versus the number K of pre-selected concrete services by a fair
comparison with respect to the base case of static
web service selection. For relatively small numbers
of K, e.g., K = 4 or K = 8, significant response
time reductions are obtainable.
2) Quantification of the achievable gain in terms of
response times when background traffic is present at
the pre-selected concrete services for different dispatching strategies. We show that the response time
performance of JSQ is quite robust with respect to
the presence of background traffic. An insightful approximate formula for the response time under the
JSQ dispatching strategy is derived for cases where
the background traffic is dominant.
3) Quantification of the achievable gain in terms of
response times in case of delayed state information.
A stateless dispatching algorithm such as RR always
improves upon the base case. Statefull dispatching
algorithms such as JSQ should be carefully applied as
can potentially perform worse than the base case when
delay is present. However, a combination of RR and
JSQ, referred to as JSQ-RR, always improves on RR
and hence the base case, even if the delay of the system
status updates tends to infinity. In fact, the response
time performance of JSQ-RR is upper bounded by the
performance of RR, and lower bounded by JSQ.
Nevertheless, the promising results raise several research
questions still to be answered, e.g.:
• What is the performance under more general assumptions regarding the requests’ arrival processes and their
service requirements?
• What is, eventually, the impact of the resulting overhead
(due to making the required system state information
available) on the performance?
• What is the performance of alternative runtime dispatching strategies that don’t introduce additional overhead, e.g. dispatching strategies based on response
times from previously assigned jobs instead of explicit
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(“stale”) system information?
What is the performance of the observed dispatching
strategies when the service composition comprises multiple abstract services?
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Abstract — The business value of Internet and Web
applications for small- and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) is dependent upon how such applications “fit”
with the strategic orientation of these firms. Based on the
strategic alignment of information technology (IT), this
study uses a systemic approach to test the contribution of
three predictors of IT performance in an organization: the
strategic role of IT as well as the sophistication of the
management and the use of IT. A multivariate mediation
perspective is used to conceptualize alignment. The results
of an empirical investigation of 44 manufacturing SMEs
establish an important mediator effect of IT management
and IT usage sophistication between the strategic role of
IT and IT performance.
Keywords - IT sophistication; IT performance; SME;
strategic alignment; strategic role; e-business applications

I. INTRODUCTION
The current economic context is marked by a
considerable expansion of electronic markets. The need
for information technology (IT) comes with the ever
increasing demand for digital information. The impact
on business is tremendous, especially for small- and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) who need to invest in
systems with the ability to store, process, and generate
data stemming from its dealings with various business
partners. For many small companies, the need for IT is
necessary to ensure their survival and competitiveness
[25], and to enable their innovation capabilities [15].
While it is evident, IT systems have substantially
improved the manufacturing process and productivity,
they have also allowed for more organizational
flexibility by transforming workers time and space, and
reinventing the internal and external mode of business
organization [14].
With the pervasive arrival of IT and the opening of
the global marketplace, SMEs have been subject to
rapid change and extreme instability. The SME is
obliged to integrate IT to ensure its competitiveness and
survival. IT can play an important role in a company‘s
performance and its ability to respond effectively to the
changing needs of the market, therefore special
attention and research is needed [33].
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And given the inherent fragile nature of the SME, IT
plays an increasingly strategic role in creating new
challenges [11]. New online competitors easily enter
new or existing markets, customers are more informed
and more demanding because they can compare
features and prices of products through the Web; also,
the changing needs and wants of the market often
render recent IT investments obsolete [36]. As a result
of substantial investments by many SMEs into IT, it is
essential to foresee the threats and opportunities that are
inherent in the technology, to discover the mechanisms
that manage and drive these technologies, and to
analyze the impact in terms of cost-effectiveness and
profitability for these enterprises [22].
The increased strategic nature of the role of IT in the
organization may give rise to management problems
and IT use, not only at a technical level, but also at
strategic and organizational levels [5]. It is therefore
important for SMEs to better understand how their
investments in IT, coupled with an increased
understanding of their management practices and how
they use the technology, provides the most benefits
[16]. This research thus aims at better understanding the
impact of the strategic role of IT, IT management
sophistication, and IT usage sophistication upon IT
performance in manufacturing SMEs, by answering the
following research question: To what extent and in what
manner do the strategic role of IT, the sophistication of
IT management, and the sophistication of IT usage
contribute to the performance of IT in manufacturing
SMEs?
We first present the theoretical background of the
research, followed by the research model, and the
method by which 44 French manufacturing SMEs were
empirically studied in order to answer the research
question. Next, the results are presented and discussed.
We further identify the study‘s implications and
limitations, and conclude with future research.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The study‘s theoretical background is founded on the
concept of strategic alignment at the core of the
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strategic paradigm in information systems research. It
was first defined in terms of its impact on
organizational performance rather than on the
performance of IT. However, there is no doubt the
concept is still one of the most important fundamental
bases of our understanding of the strategic role of IT
and IT performance in organizations. According to
Henderson and Venkatraman [18], strategic alignment
is based on the assumption of a dynamic and coherent
IT (strategy and infrastructure), the company's business
strategy and process development, would have an
impact on performance and thus its competitiveness. An
enterprise should synchronize its business and its
technology sectors, as well as at the strategic and
operations levels. As presented in Fig. 1, Henderson
and Venkatraman‘s [18] model is based on a systemic
approach, emphasizing the importance of aligning
internal and external business activities in order to
improve organizational performance and predetermined
strategic objectives.
Business Strategy

IT Strategy

Technology
Scope

External

Business
Scope

Distinctive
Competencies

IT
Governance

Systemic
Competencies

Business
Governance

Strategic Fit

Administrative
Infrastructure

Internal

Architectures

Skills

Processes

Organizational Infrastructure and Processes

Business

Processes

Skills

IT Infrastructure and Processes

Information Technology

Figure 1. Adaptation of Henderson and Venkatraman‘s [18] IT
alignment framework

This model of IT strategic alignment has been tested
in various ways over the past two decades, often by
exploring in more detail some aspects of each
dimension described above. However, few studies have
taken into account other factors such as organizational
context (business strategy, organizational structure), the
environmental context (industry, firm size), and the
technological context (technology solutions, IT
management) [39]. It has been highlighted that a close
link between business strategy and IT strategy
contributes to both IT performance and organizational
performance [8, 12]. Despite previous empirical studies
that have allowed us to better understand the contexts in
which the alignment of IT contributes or not to
organizational performance, many aspects remain
unexplored, including alignment at the technological
level [2].
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This study proposes a research model for
ascertaining in what manner IT ―works‖ in SMEs,
specifically the strategic role of IT, and the
sophistication of IT management and IT usage. IT
performance is seen here as a result of direct or
"proximal" strategic alignment of IT [8], while
organizational performance would be considered rather
as an indirect consequence or "distal" of this alignment.
Returning to Fig. 1, the shaded sections of Henderson
and Venkatraman‘s [18] model are the basis of the
research model used for the current study.
A. Strategic Role of IT
According to Powell and Dent-Micallef [32], IT
human resources and the organizational structure of the
business must complement one other in a way that
creates intrinsic benefits that results in a significant and
distinctive performance compared to other sectors in
the company. Thus, more and more emphasis is needed
to optimize the use and management of IT based on the
internal characteristics of the company as well as its
strategic profile, size, in-house expertise, as well as its
managerial, technological, and functional capacity.
Certain researchers have explored the idea of the
evolution of IT usage, namely Ward, Taylor and Bond
[43] who observed that the strategic role of IT is
developed over three major periods in order to support
the business while throughout its growth: (1) The
period of developing data processing standards and
automating repetitive tasks, thereby improving
operational efficiency, (2) The period of managing
information systems, designed to improve management
efficiency by producing concrete information that will
be used to better manage and control the firm, (3) The
period of strategic information systems enabling the
company to better position itself in its market segment.
As per the model proposed by Philip and Booth [31],
each organization has its own expectations with regards
to IT that is dependent upon its skills and capabilities to
align the technology with its strategic objectives.
According to this model, information systems can play
five potential roles in the enterprise: (1) Survival is the
most important role played by IT in an organization.
The goal of IT is to achieve greater control over
management and can be used to understand day-to-day
administrative and production tasks in order to achieve
operational performance and cost reduction. (2)
Resources: this model compares the company to a
waterway, receiving a stream of resources such as
materials and services of other companies, and issuing
products and services that can be used by other third
parties. (3) Competitive advantage: IT moves from the
simple role as facilitator of obtaining resources to one
of fully exploiting potential of resources to gain a
competitive advantage. Creativity and innovation are
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essential ingredients to this approach. (4) Value
analysis service: rethinking business processes by
reengineering them to improve the company‘s
competitiveness and flexibility, taking into account the
rapid changes in the environment. (5) Cyberspace: It is
in cyberspace that virtual organizations build
relationships with suppliers, consumers, and other
organizations. This type of structure is very flexible,
innovative, and provides very personalized service.
B. IT Sophistication
The evolution of the strategic role of IT is closely
linked to IT sophistication because it reflects the way
IT is managed and used by the company. IT
sophistication is explained by the way IT falls into line
with the firm‘s strategic objectives [34]. The concept of
IT sophistication and its measurement were first
defined and validated by Raymond, Paré and Bergeron
[35], to be subsequently used by other researchers [10,
19, 29]. IT sophistication refers to the nature,
complexity, and interdependence of IT use and how it is
managed within the organization. IT sophistication
management includes managerial and functional
sophistication on the one hand, while the use of IT
sophistication includes informational and technological
sophistication on the other hand.
Managerial sophistication takes into account the
mechanisms used to plan, monitor, and assess current
and future applications. Within the context of the SME,
the sophistication of planning is demonstrated by the
degree of formalism of the company‘s processes and
the level of alignment with the organizational goals.
The availability of written documents, standards, and
measures for purposes of security and confidentiality
clearly reveal a managerial sophistication. This
dimension may also contain aspects related to the
accomplishment of business objectives relating to the
adoption of IT, the degree of formalization of the
adoption process as well as managerial involvement in
this process. Also related to managerial sophistication
are the presence of external consultants, the initial
investment, and the annual budget allocated to develop
and operate IT applications.
Functional sophistication refers to the location and
functional autonomy of IT within the organization. The
number of internal specialists within IT function is an
indicator insofar as it refers to the number and nature of
the tasks to be completed by the IT function or by the
amount of persons responsible for IT within the
organization. Based on the hierarchical level of the
organization (operational, administrative, strategic),
sophistication can be characterized by the proportion of
IT applications at each of these decision-making levels.
Informational sophistication refers to the nature,
both transactional and managerial, of the applications
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portfolio [4]. Another aspect of informational
sophistication is the degree in which applications are
integrated in the SME; this element can be
characterized by the presence of a central database
shared by the implantation of a LAN, by a fluid
circulation of information and sharing of resources, and
by the implementation of an integrated management
software package (ERP). The importance of the ERP
system at this level would allow businesses to share
information with its partners in real-time [7].
Technological sophistication reflects the number or
variety of IT used by the SME in several areas such as
CAD/CAM, internal networking, and external
networking [23]. In each of these areas, the number of
hardware and software integrated into the system is
counted based on the degree of complexity and type of
technology used by the organization. The technological
dimension considers the nature of the hardware and
development tools used by the SME. The number of
workstations is a first indicator of IT sophistication in
addition to decentralized hardware within the
organization. A second indicator is the diversity of
programming languages and development tools used.
The sophistication of the man-machine interface can
also be considered as a criterion. Finally, dominant
treatment modes as well as the types of operation
preferred by the SME are added to the mass of
indicators of technological sophistication. The adoption
of an ERP system can be considered as a perfect
example of technological sophistication within the
SME, who are attempting to prevent the consequences
of technological obsolescence by more sophisticated
integrated applications such as FMS [40].
C. IT Performance
Assessing the performance of the IT function in an
organization is not a simple task [26]. In a process
evaluation of IT costs, Keen [21] proposed taking into
account various elements such as the technical
obsolescence of software, the declining cost of work
units and operating software, development flows, and
operating costs. IT takes the form of other assets and is
also subject to devaluation or replacement. These items
could be used to quantitatively assess the standard IT
budget including machines, applications, and services.
However none of them consider organizational
transition costs related to learning, reticence, stress,
fault, change internal reporting, information loss, and
additional migration costs.
Benefits gained from IT remain very complex to
identify specifically in relation to profitability studies.
In addition, quantifying benefits from organizational
change, improved customer follow-up, or even an
improvement of internal and external communication,
are a challenge for a number of enterprises. In fact,
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there is the dilemma of quantifying qualitative and
intangible inputs with indicators for legacy assets.
Some companies choose to go beyond this notion of IT
profitability, by categorizing them as machinery and
equipment for production, such as furniture, office or as
general operating costs resulting in a shortsighted view
on IT investment. Others use indicators to measure
operational performance (quality indicators, satisfaction
surveys),
technical
(referencing,
application
availability, application evolution), or users (number of
users of a system, effective consultations frequency).
DeLone and McLean [13] developed a model that IT
success can be measured via six dimensions; quality of
the system, quality of the information, usage, user
satisfaction, individual impact, and organizational
impact. User satisfaction remains however one of the
most important measures of success and most
recognized in IT [37]. It has been demonstrated that the
quality of the system, the quality of the information and
the usefulness of applications point to, in large part, the
satisfaction of users.
III. RESEARCH MODEL
As presented in Fig. 2, the research model is based
upon a conceptualization of the strategic alignment of
IT proposed by Henderson and Venkatraman [18], more
specifically the alignment between the IT strategy and
the IT infrastructure and processes that is deemed to
have a positive impact upon the performance of IT in
manufacturing SMEs. The IT strategy is as the strategic
role attributed to IT by the SME‘s leader, whereas the
IT infrastructure and processes are as the firm‘s
sophistication in both managing and using IT. Testing
this model should help us answer the following research
question: To what extent and in what manner do the
strategic role of IT, the sophistication of IT
management, and the sophistication of IT usage
contribute to the performance of IT in manufacturing
SMEs?
As shown in the research model, the strategic role of
IT is an independent construct directly related to the
dependent construct, i.e. IT performance. The impact of
the strategic role of IT will also be felt by the
sophistication of IT management and IT usage. This
research model aims to explain IT performance in a
novel way by focusing on the strategic role of IT while
taking into account the sophistication level of IT
deployed in manufacturing SMEs. It is for this reason
that the IT sophistication concept [35] is mobilized
here, that is, IT management sophistication on one
hand, and IT usage sophistication on the other hand.
The first hypothesis is in line with the main proposition
found in previous conceptualizations of the strategic
alignment of IT on the basis of the evolution of
information technology‘s role in organizations [31, 42].
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Its distinction and contribution however lie in the
choice of IT performance (or organizational IS
effectiveness) rather than organizational performance as
the outcome of such alignment.

H2

IT Management
Sophistication
H5

Strategic Role
of IT

H1

IT Performance
H4
H6

H3

Figure 2.

IT Usage
Sophistication

Research model

It had been previously noted that the strategic role
played by IT in organizations could only be ascertained
if one took into account their IT management and usage
characteristics. Now the notion of IT sophistication
effectively reflects how IT are managed and used
within organizations [43]. Hence the second hypothesis
assumes the more strategic the role played by
information technology in the organization, the greater
the presence of its IT function. Following Henderson
and Venkatraman [18], it is presumed that in
manufacturing SMEs, the strategic importance of IT
will be reflected in the IT resources and capabilities
developed by the IT function. The third hypothesis
reflects the premise that users will be more satisfied
with the applications implemented and with the quality
of information output if the SME‘s leadership views IT
as a strategic necessity or as a source of competitive
advantage. Here, the notion of ―top-management
support‖ as a determinant of IS success would take on
added importance in small business [37].
The fourth hypothesis assumes a certain hierarchy in
the evolution of IT, as previously indicated, i.e. this
technology must be effectively managed and deployed
in the SME if it is to be appropriated and effectively
used by employees. This is basically in line with
DeLone and McLean‘s [13] updated IS success model
in which system usage and user satisfaction are
dependent upon the quality of the system, the
information output, and the service provided by the IT
function [30]. The fifth hypothesis proposes that the
performance of IT improves when the sophistication of
the management of IT increases [27]. As noted by
Philip and Booth [31], ―sustainable advantage depends
on the ability to manage the IS resources effectively on
an ongoing basis‖. The last hypothesis similarly
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proposes that IT performance improves with more
sophisticated usage of IT [35], this being in line again
with DeLone and Mclean‘s [13] IS success model.
In summary, the following hypotheses are tested:
H1: The more strategic the role played by IT, the higher
the performance of IT.
H2: The more strategic the role played by IT, the
greater the IT management sophistication.
H3: The more strategic the role played by IT, the
greater the IT usage sophistication.
H4: The greater the IT management sophistication, the
greater the IT usage sophistication.
H5: The greater the IT management sophistication, the
higher the performance of IT.
H6: The greater the IT usage sophistication, the higher
the performance of IT.
IV. METHOD
Secondary data was provided by a database created
by a university research center for benchmarking
purposes and containing information of 44 French
manufacturing SMEs. For the study‘s purpose, a SME
is defined as having between 10 and 299 employees, the
median size of the sampled firms being 38 employees.
The industrial sectors represented include metals
(27%), food and beverage (16%), wood (9%), plastics
(9%), textile (7%), minerals (5%), electronics (2%) and
others (25%).
A. Data Collection
This database was created in collaboration with
business owners that belong to chambers of commerce
in Midi-Pyrénées region, by asking the management
team and IT manager to answer a questionnaire on the
firm‘s strategic orientation, practices, and performance
with regard to information technology and e-business,
broken down by the main business functions of the
SME, namely operations and production, sales and
marketing, and accounting, finance and HRM. In
exchange for this information, the firm was provided
with an overall diagnostic of its situation relative to the
management and performance of its information
technology.
B. Measures
In view of Henderson and Venkatraman‘s [18]
framework on which this research is based, fit or
alignment between the strategic role of IT and the
sophistication of IT management and usage in the firm
is ascertained here from a ―fit as mediation‖ perspective
[41]. First, the extent to which IT plays a strategic role
in the SME was measured through a self-typing
approach based on Venkatraman‘s [42] and Philip and
Booth‘s [31] stage models, by asking the chief
executive to answer the following question (statements
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were coded from 1 to 4 in order of increasing strategic
importance):
Indicate among the following statements the one that
best defines your understanding of the strategic role
that is assigned to information technology-based
applications (ITApps) in your firm (choose one
statement)?
1. ITApps should allow us to improve our managerial
control and our production monitoring.
2. ITApps should insure greater operational flexibility
and better response to our customers‘ needs.
3. ITApps should facilitate and accelerate the
development of new products, and allow us to
increase our market share.
4. ITApps should allow us to integrate our business
and production processes, and to improve exchanges
with our business partners.






The measures of IT management sophistication, in
terms of managerial and functional sophistication, and
of IT usage sophistication, in terms of informational
and technological sophistication, emanate from
constructs developed, validated, and used in previous
research [29, 35]. IT performance is measured by the
level of attainment of the benefits associated with four
types of IT-based applications (accounting-financeHRM, logistics-production-distribution, marketingsales-customer service, e-business-Internet-Web), thus
following a process-based approach wherein the
respondents evaluate the ―business value‖ of IT for
their firm [38, 40]. A list of expected benefits specific
to each type of application (e.g. ―increase flexibility‖,
improve customer service‖, ―facilitate the recruitment
of personnel‖) is presented to the manager (CEO or
CFO, operations manager, sales and marketing
manager, and IT manager) who must indicate on a 5point scale the extent to which the applications
implemented contribute to the attainment of these
benefits.
V. RESULTS
Structural equation modeling was used to validate
the research model. To this effect, the PLS technique
was chosen for its robustness, more precisely its
capacity to handle small samples and formative
measurement models in comparison to covariance
structure analysis techniques such as Lisrel, EQS and
Amos [17].
A. Measurement Model
Given their composite and multidimensional nature,
the research constructs are modeled as being
―formative‖ rather than ―reflective‖ [9]. Such a
construct is composed of many indicators that each
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captures a different aspect; hence changes in these
indicators bring or ―cause‖ change in their underlying
construct [24]. IT management sophistication is thus
modeled as a second-order formative construct from
two sub-constructs, namely managerial sophistication
and functional sophistication. As presented in Table 1,
each of these sub-constructs is in turn composed of six
and two formative measures respectively, a functional
sophistication and managerial sophistication score
being obtained from the factor scores determined by a
principal components analysis. Given that this analysis
produced
two
components
for
managerial
sophistication, a single score was obtained by averaging
the two factor scores.
The reliability of a formative construct, as opposed
to a reflective one, is confirmed by the absence of
multicollinearity between its measures or indicators
[28]. Formative indicator validity is confirmed by a
weight that is significant and not less than 0.1 [20], as
confirmed in Fig. 3. Discriminant validity of a
formative construct is confirmed by it sharing less than
50% variance with any other construct, whereas
nomological validity is confirmed when the construct‘s
hypothesized links with other constructs are
significantly greater than zero and in the expected
direction [1].
TABLE 1.

PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS OF IT
MANAGEMENT SOPHISTICATION

factor
indicator
Functional Sophistication
designated manager for IT
org. level of the IT function
Managerial Sophistication
IT development
IT evaluation
user participation
external consultants
IT resources&competencies
IT support & appropriation

Funct.
Soph.

Man.
Soph.a

formative measures, the highest correlation among
them being equal to 0.19 (p > 0.1), with all four
regression weights being greater than 0.1 (Fig. 3), thus
showing adequate reliability and validity.
TABLE 2.

USAGE SOPHISTICATION

factor
indicator
Technological Sophistication
uses of IT
uses of e-bus/Internet/Web
quality of IT security
Informational Sophistication
accounting/fin./HRM apps
logistics/prod./distrib. apps
mark./sales/cust. serv. apps
ERP system modules
information output quality
user-system interaction qual.

-

-

-

.79
.68
.75
.58
-

.93
.95

Tech.
Soph.

Inf.
Soph.a

Inf.
Soph.b

.90
.81
.50

-

-

-

.78
.60
.74
.69
-

.93
.95

a

extensiveness of IT usage
quality of IT usage

b

B. Test of the Research Model
The research hypotheses were tested by evaluation
the direction, value, and level of significance of the
path coefficients estimated by PLS, as presented in Fig.
3.

Man.
Soph.b

.91
.91

PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS OF IT

managerial
sophistication

functional
sophistication

.86***

.52**

accounting/finance
and HRM application
benefits

IT Management
Sophistication
0.28*

.27*

(R2 = 0.07)

0.04

logistics/production
and distribution applic.
benefits

.19

Strategic Role
of IT

IT
Performance

0.32*

(R2 = 0.60)

.81***
marketing/sales and
customer service applic.
benefits

0,54***

-0.12

0.65**

IT Usage
Sophistication

.29a

(R2 = 0.27)
.83***

e-business, Internet
and Web application
benefits

.56**

informational
sophistication

technological
sophistication

a

IT management practices
IT management capabilities

Nota. Significance levels were obtained by bootstrapping.

ap

< 0.1

*: p < 0.05

**: p < 0.01

***: p < 0.001

b

Figure 3.

In similar fashion, IT usage sophistication is
modeled and measured from two sub-constructs,
namely informational sophistication and technological
sophistication. As presented in Table 2, each subconstruct is in turn composed of six and three indicators
respectively. The reliability and validity of the IT usage
sophistication construct was similarly confirmed. As to
the IT performance construct, it is composed of four
measures, that is, the average benefits obtained from
each type of IT-based application. One may note again
that there is no multicollinearity among these last
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Results of testing the research model

A positive and significant path coefficient (γ1 = 0.32;
p < 0.05) confirms the first research hypothesis, that is,
the more strategic the role played by IT in the
manufacturing SME, the greater its IT performance.
Moreover, if one removes the effect of IT management
and IT usage sophistication upon IT performance, the
strategic role of IT still explains 25% of the variance in
this same performance. The benefits obtained from
marketing, customer service, and e-business
applications thus flow directly from a vision of IT as a
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mean for the SME to develop its products and markets,
to integrate its production processes, and to improve
exchanges with its business partners.
A positive and significant path coefficient (γ2 = 0.28;
p < 0.05) confirms the second hypothesis, that is, the
more strategic the role played by IT, the greater the IT
management sophistication of the SME. When IT
constitutes a strategic necessity or a competitive
weapon, when IT is of critical importance for ―core‖
business processes of small manufacturers, these
organizations act in a coherent manner by adopting
managerial practices that allow them to better manage
the development and use of these technologies. These
are practices such as planning, designing and evaluating
IT-based applications, sustaining and favoring user
participation and user appropriation of IT, preserving
and developing IT resources and competencies, and
seeking outside consultants to overcome internal lacks
in this regard. These firms show similar coherence
when they place the IT function at a high hierarchical
level in the organization and render IT autonomous
(with a designated manager), that is, not subordinated to
the financial or accounting function as is still often the
case in small business.
Due to a negative and non significant path
coefficient (γ3 = -0.12), the third hypothesis could not be
confirmed. It stated that the more strategic the role
played by IT, the greater the IT usage sophistication of
the SME. Thus it seems that the strategic role of IT
would be only indirect here, that is, through its effect on
IT management sophistication. For instance, seeking
internal and external integration of business processes
through IT would lead the firm to better plan its use of
IT and to dispose of better IT resources and
competencies; only then could a more advanced
technological infrastructure and applications such as
ERP and e-business be implemented.
The fourth research hypothesis is confirmed by a
positive and significant path coefficient (γ4 = 0.54; p <
0.001), relating the firm‘s IT management
sophistication to its IT usage sophistication. This result
increases the relevance of a strategic perspective based
on IT resources and competencies, namely a resourcebased view [3] to explain the level of adoption and
assimilation of IT in manufacturing SMEs. Now, firms
that have sufficiently developed their IT function and
managerial competence and that have access to external
resources are those that have adopted and assimilated
the greatest number of advanced manufacturing
applications, and where system quality and security are
best.
Due to a non significant path coefficient (γ5 = 0.04),
the fifth hypothesis could not be confirmed. It stated
that the greater the IT management sophistication, the
greater the IT performance of the SME. In the absence
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of a direct effect, better management of IT has
nonetheless an indirect effect upon IT performance, that
is, through its positive effect on the use of TI (which in
turn has a direct effect on performance, as we shall see).
This last result is obtained with an estimation of this
indirect effect by the product of the two path
coefficients (γ4 * γ6 = 0.54 * 0.65 = 0.35; p < 0.05).
A strong path coefficient (γ6 = 0.65; p < 0.001)
confirms the sixth research hypothesis, that is, the
greater the small manufacturer‘s IT usage
sophistication, the greater the performance of its
information technology. Advanced applications such as
an ERP system, a transactional Web site,
videoconferencing, and mobile computing, to the extent
that they are effectively assimilated by SMEs, are those
that are the most strategic, that is, bring the greatest
―value‖ to these firms in the form of increased
competitiveness and competitive advantage. One may
recall moreover that this increased assimilation of IT is
the result of better management of these technologies.
In turn, this better management is the result of a more
strategic vision of the role played by IT in the
organization.
In total, these three factors combined explain 60%
of the variance in the performance of IT. One may note
here that the applications that are most affected in terms
of performance are the marketing and sales
applications, followed by the accounting, finance and
HRM applications, and the e-business, Internet and
Web applications. This last result tends to underline the
more operational rather than strategic nature of the
logistics, production, and distribution applications as
presently implemented in the sampled manufacturing
SMEs.
VI. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The results obtained from 44 SMEs show that IT
performance is influenced in two ways. First, IT
performance is directly affected by the strategic role of
IT. Second, IT performance is also influenced by the
indirect effect the strategic role of IT that passes first
through a greater IT management sophistication, which
in turn influences the IT usage sophistication, which
finally contributes to IT performance.
This dual contribution of the strategic role of IT on
IT performance suggests that the functional
sophistication of IT alone is not sufficient to increase IT
performance; it is also necessary that IT be well used by
the employees. Thus, to ensure that IT fully meets its
strategic role, it has to be well managed. Its
development and evaluation should take into account
the needs of users, involving them when conducting
process analysis to make the most effective use of
resources, all this being done within a structured IT
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function which reflects the reality of the organization
while using external resources when necessary.
The strategic role of IT has no direct influence on IT
usage sophistication, however it does via IT
management sophistication. It recalls that once IT is
deployed and well managed, it is possible for users to
enhance their strategic role. These results are in line
with Westerman‘s [44] work on the evolution of IT. It
recalls the importance of ensuring that IT should
adequately support business operations, making certain
that information systems work as and when they are
supposed to, that their access is secure, that information
is accurate, complete and correct, and that all this is
done in time and within budget. Then users are able to
learn and adopt the various functional applications
available within the company, and to assess the quality
of information they find and the links that they may
develop to make better decisions.
The descriptive results indicate that for all SMEs, the
benefits of IT mainly come from accounting / finance /
HRM, and logistics / production / distribution
applications. Then come benefits accruing from
marketing / sales/ customer service applications, and to
a lesser extent e-business, Internet and Web
applications. This descending order of the benefits of
application is consistent with the increasing complexity
of IT strategic role. All companies do not cover the use
of IT for electronic integration of internal and external
functions, which is the most strategic role. The IT
applications that are easiest to implement are often the
first established, and therefore are the first to generate
profits. In this study, where the benefits are cumulative
by type of applications used, companies that have
established several types of applications are the ones
showing the highest performance from their IT. They
are also those who have the most comprehensive
strategic role, the more complex and more demanding.
In the context of this study, firms that gain the most
benefits from their IT are those that devote the more
strategic role to these technologies, manage them in a
sophisticated way, and use them extensively and
intensively.
VII.
LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSION
As in any empirical research, this study has some
limitations that should be mentioned. Given the nature
of the sample, its representativeness in relation to all
SMEs limits the scope of the results. The sample firms
have indeed participated in a broad diagnostic
performance survey, which may reveal distinctions with
the general population in terms of IT [6]. The use of
perceptual measures for assessing the strategic role and
performance of IT may also have induced some
respondent cognitive biases, although earlier studies
have also resorted to such measures [38].
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Notwithstanding its limitations, this study revealed
that a strategic vision of the role of IT is critical to the
managerial and technological skills developed by the
SME and the organizational impacts of the exploitation
of these capabilities. Based on a strategic alignment
perspective, however, future studies could extend the
research model by examining whether the role assigned
to IT depends on its fit with the SME‘s business
strategy, structure, and environment. A formative
model for measuring a most complete performance of
IT such as that proposed by Gable, Sedera and Chan
[16] may also be used to include, in addition to the
organizational impact, individual impact, quality of ITbased systems, and quality of information produced by
these systems.
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Abstract— Service applications for micropayment technology
have become increasingly accepted among consumers. Current
research on micropayment primarily discusses issues from
markets’ and users’ perspectives, but rarely from the
standpoints of enterprises’. This study examines the joint
development of micropayment platforms (MPP) by various
enterprises, asking: (1) why organizations develop MPP mobile
service applications, (2) how they position the MPP’s role, and
(3) how they form project alliances. Analyzing an example of
MPP development at a private Taiwanese university, this
paper adopts Actor-Network Theory (ANT) concepts such as
“translation” to explain not only how the different interests of
stakeholders influence MPP development, but also how the
identification of MPP solutions reversely conditions the
selection of collaborators. Finally, this study provides practical
and theoretical implications for understanding the mutuallyshaping complexity and dynamics between multiple
organizations and technology solutions.
Keywords: Micropayment, mobile payment, Actor Network
Theory, Near Field Communication

I.

INTRODUCTION

Service applications for micropayment technology have
become increasingly accepted among consumers. In the US
annually, there are now more than four hundred billion
transactions under US five dollars, for a total as high as one
trillion US [1]. The economic effects of these micropayments
are impossible to ignore.
Micropayment platforms (MPP) are a standard interorganization information system, requiring the cooperation
of various enterprises for their development and
implementation. They are subject to the interests and
intentions of the partnering institutions, whose preferences
are also conditioned by the group-selected MPP
technological solution. As a result, the MPP development
process is both highly complex and dynamic.
Current research on MPP primarily emphasizes
technological development[2, 3], consumer equality[4], and
the connection schemes of various payment systems[5].
Research on MPP is diverse however, and other studies
examine the use of electronic purse systems in different
countries[6, 7], offer economic analysis of micropayment
systems[8, 9], evaluate transaction costs[10, 11], explain
why MPP succeeds and fails[12-14], and identify new
mobile payment applications [8, 16, 17].
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All of this research however, starts from the perspective
of markets and users, and thus neglects the standpoint of
enterprises. In response, this study discusses the mechanisms
through which stakeholder participants in this technology
form partnerships, how their respective interests interrelate,
and how these interests influence the infrastructure and
functions of MPP. These issues are examined through a
special case study involving a three-year inter-organization
MPP that employs Near Field Communication (NFC) to
develop mobile service applications for a private Taiwanese
university. Specifically, this study answers the following
questions: (1) why the enterprise developed MPP mobile
service applications, (2) how it positioned the MPP’s role,
and (3) how it formed alliances for the project; i.e., how it
recruited and negotiated with other organizations to jointly
develop MPP.
Adopting Actor-Network Theory (ANT), we analyze the
project formation and choices of NFC and MPP in order to
understand why this university developed MPP techniques
for integrated campus services.
II.

MICROPAYMENTS

A micropayment usually refers to a single transaction of
less than US five dollars [1]. The proportion of transaction
fees for micropayments is also much higher than other
payment channels like credit cards or checks. These
transaction costs are critical for the acceptance of
micropayments[10], although the following two features
transform micropayments into a real payment tool: (1) it
serves as a unit of accounting or a standard of value, (2) and
it can be used as an interchangeable medium or payment tool
to facilitate transactions and reduce redundant transaction
costs[15]. The current transaction fee for micropayment is
proportionally high, but the electronic payment system is
able to provide the advantages of lower transaction costs and
quicker transaction times. Micropayments would be more
likely to succeed through the linkage of electronic payment
system.
Current techniques for electronic payment processing can
be divided into three types:(1) credit-based solutions, (2)
account-based solutions, and (3) value-stored application[1].
These payment solutions comfortably fit into the
micropayment environment due to their cost, speed and
convenience. Micropayments are smoothly developed into
electronic payment systems through these three channels.
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In mobile commerce, micropayment is also an important
and interesting service for mobile financial applications. For
example, a payer can employ a mobile device through a local
wireless network to purchase desired goods or services.
Micropayments can also assist with telephone calls to
numbers where per-minute charges equal the cost of vending
items, or with pre-paid purchases from a service provider,
bank, or credit-card company[16]. Dahlberg et al. [17] note
that the majority of research on these applications for mobile
payment focuses on technological development and
consumer acceptance of technology; few consider the
perspective of payment service providers.
Within the current business environment, information
technology (IT) is a key tool for organizations to promote
their competitive advantages and differentiate themselves
from their competitors[18, 19]. The development of MPP
however, requires collaboration between various partners.
The intentions and interests of these involved organizations
increase the complexities of the MPP. Furthermore, the
social relationships of these organizations affect this
development process, as does the essential nature of MPP
technology. These factors prevent the evaluation of MPP
development by simply looking at the strategies and
intentions of the involved parties.
III. ACTOR-NETWORK THEORY
In IT research fields, Actor-Network Theory (ANT) is a
widely accepted approach for understanding the complex
social interaction of technological changes[20] and
explaining the socialized processes of technology
development and introduction in different contexts[21]. ANT
was developed within the field of sociology of science and
technology[22, 23]. ANT scholars thought that researchers
should observe the fusion and relationships among science,
technology, and society by tracing science in action, i.e.,
boundlessly following the actions of actors[22]. A key
feature of ANT is that actors can be both human and
nonhuman, e.g., technological artifacts[20].
The purpose of ANT is to examine, through the actors in
a network, the actions and motivations of actors and the
heterogeneous network that links relationships and aligns
interests. ANT can explain how actors (human and
technological) with different interests jointly create a
relatively stable arrangement of technology[23], so as to
express and understand the features and approaches of
information technology development. One notable example
of this approach is Michel Callon [23], who utilized the word
“translation” to refer to the creation of actor-networks. Here,
a focal actor is the key actor driving the process of recruiting
other actors into the actor-network, transferring its intention,
purpose, recognition and behavior to them so that they share
common behavior and viewpoints. In this way, an actornetwork is not just a simple combination of actors, but rather
the seed of a focal actor, who redefines and rearranges the
interests, roles, functions and positions of each partner into a
new actor-network. The process of translation consists of
four stages:
• Problematization: During the problem-formulating
stage, the focal actor defines the identification and
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interests of the other actors who share initial
common interests. By defining problems and
solutions, concerned actors can be confirmed and
their roles identified.
• Interessement: The focal actor convinces the other
actors that the interests defined by the focal actor are
actually in line with their own interests.
• Enrollment: The focal actor persuades the other
actors to accept a set of strategies and the definition
of their roles in the developing actor-network.
• Mobilization: The focal actor, by using a set of
methods, ensures that the actor-network operates
according to mutual agreement so the network
remains stable.
During the network building process, the focal actor
aligns the interests of all actors according to the network’s
interest and recruits recognized actors to establish the actornetwork. Accordingly, the focal actor transforms itself into
an obligatory passage point (OPP) for all network actors.
This process of translation is a suitable model for
understanding the interaction of multiple social groups in the
development of MPP.
IV. RESEARCH METHOD
This study employs the case study research method. Case
studies allow the researcher to investigate the
interrelationships and dynamics of research phenomena and
contexts under a natural setting[24]. MPP involves various
organizations whose actions and interests influence and are
influenced by MPP development. Thus, MPP development is
not strictly predetermined, but rather emerges from
continuous party alignments and negotiations.
Data were collected from March, 2006 to December,
2008 through participant observation, semi-structured
interviews, meeting minutes, and project files, as depicted in
Table I. These multiple sources helped ensure data
authenticity and validity.
TABLE I.

THE TYPES AND ILLUSTRATIONS OF EMPIRICAL DATA

Data type

Illustrations
Observation period: 2006.3-2008.12
One of the authors works at CU, he participated in digital
campus projects
Eight single person interviews. Each interview lasted 90
to 120 minutes. Some interviewees were interviewed
twice depending on the situation.
99 recorded minutes, including discussions on the
cooperation and negotiation of enterprises, technology,
managers’ meetings, and technology group meetings.
104 files , including project reports, proposals, technical
documents, memorandums, official documents,
presentations, and historical data.

Participant
observation
Semistructured
interviews
Meeting
minutes
Documents

V.

CASE DESCRIPTION

CU (anonymous) was the first university to issue student
ID smartcards (UPass) in Taiwan. CU invests significant
resources on IT and aims to develop its digital campus as an
important characteristic and competing advantage. In 1998,
CU launched the contact IC card as a student ID smartcard,
and gradually integrated various campus services. In 2005,
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CU converted UPass into a RFID (radio-frequency
identification) stored value card, and integrated twelve
campus services in three major fields: building access control,
campus administration services, and payment tools. UPass
campus services develop in three periods:
A. The period of digital campus presentation
In April, 2006, CU held a press conference to
demonstrate the further development of its digital campus
vision with a joint program between a transportation
company(EZCard), local bank(Bank C), carbonated
beverages vendor(Vendor C), international software
company(SWHouse-1), and a system installation hardware
company(HWHouse-1). More than 40 schools, several high
technology companies, and related government organizations
participated in the press conference mentioned above.
Afterwards, several schools showed their own interest in
such programs, and asked CU and Bank C to help promote
the MPP of integrated campus services for their own schools.
The development team of UPass thus began considering the
possibility of promotion.
B.

The period of MPP development
After the conference, CU discussed its goals for the next
stage of campus services and its new technology. The school
regarded MPP as the key development for future campus
services, and decided that future expansion of MPP was best
handled by other institutions such as EZCard rather than by
the university itself.
CU tried to convince Bank C to develop certain MPP (as
Solution-2) suitable for its campus. These efforts were
unsuccessful however, as the bank’s existing MPP features
(QPay, as Solution-3) were credit card based, which by law
face certain restrictions on school campuses. Bank C was
required to adjust its QPay mechanism and supply related
equipment to interested university campuses—measures the
Bank eventually abandoned despite university demand, due
to legal concerns regarding their credit card business.
Meanwhile, EZCard successfully issued student ID
smartcards for CU as part of value-stored application
(Solution-7) jointly supported by Bank C and three other
local banks. Here however, legal concerns still existed, as
transportation passes by law may not provide MPP functions.
Despite these setbacks, CU continued to seek new MPP
alternatives. It found that the technology scheme of online
MPP(as Solution-4) issued by local Bank S was quite similar
to current MPP (Solution-1). CU recruited Bank S as a
cooperating partner to help expand MPP. Coincidentally, at
the time a leading retail enterprise (Retail K) also intended to
seek the cooperation of a bank to promote its own MPP (as
Solution-5). As a result, Bank S ceased negotiations with CU
in order to actively focus on courting Retail K—a battle it
eventually lost to Bank C.
CU’s latest MPP partnering solution involved SmartPay,
an account-based system (Solution-8) promoted by a bank
association (Org-2). SmartPay serves as a account based
MPP system in collaboration with 22 banks. Its value can be
stored through ATM transfers, which is convenient for many
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campus applications. Currently however, Solution-8 is still
under incubation, and not yet officially released.
It should be noted that during its attempts to expand MPP
services, the university’s existing MPP system was still
operating smoothly without urgent need for replacement.
With the success of its press conference and subsequent
additional interactions with other enterprises and universities,
CU simply expected new possible projects to promote
campus services.
C.

The emergence of a NFC solution
Through SWHouse-1, CU discovered the installation of a
NFC campus application solution at a university (AU) in
Austria. The IT department dean of CU visited AU in 2007,
and CU determined that the techniques of NFC were
compatible with the existing campus system. Encouraged by
SWHouse-1, CU formed an NFC mobile network and found
a new banking partner, Bank U. After explaining its existing
campus services as well as the consumer finance
opportunities combined in NFC cellular phones, Bank U was
deeply motivated and willing to offer its cooperation.
With the MPP-NFC solution (Solution-9) as its target,
CU and Bank U applied for a government technology project
encouraging mobile payments as a financial innovation
(PMPTFI). Bank U also recruited a systems integration
company, SWHouse-2, to jointly develop NFC
micropayment and clearing mechanisms for CU’s campus.
Still in need of a telecommunications partner, CU
demonstrated its campus services to Taiwan’s leading
telecom firm, Mobile K, which was willing to participate in
the project. CU then invited a professor from AU as a
consultant, and the NFC mobile payment platform was
officially established.
Overall, the 2006 press conference of the CU student ID
smartcard acted as a catalyst, leading to the involvement and
competition of as many as six banks, four universities, and
nine possible MPP solutions. Four groups were formed
during the process until finally, the governmental technology
project PMPTFI was established. Figure 1 and Table II
display the thirty actors and nine MPP solutions involved
during this MPP development process.
TABLE II.

CU MPP SOLOUTIONS

MPP

Focal actor

Features

1

CU

2

CU

3
4
5
6

Bank C
Bank S
Retail K
Bank C

7

EZCard

8

Org-2
Bank U
Mobile K

Account-based, on-line and off-line dollars by CU
Account-based, on-line and off-line dollars by Bank
C
QPay, credit card based, off-line dollars
Ecoin, account-based, on-line dollars
ICash, value-stored application, off-line dollars
QPay II, top-up solution, off-line dollars
EazyCard, transportation ticket, value-stored
application, off-line dollars. Since April 2010, used
for payment at over 10,000 locations in Taiwan.
SmartPay, account-based, on-line dollars
Mobile NFC, value-stored application, on-line and
off-line dollars
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VI.

ANALYSIS

From the point when CU successfully demonstrated the
integration of campus services with student ID smartcards,
the process of seeking the next IT development solution can
be divided into three periods. Here, we demonstrate the
changes in relationships between CU and other actors
through the employment of ANT.
This study employs ANT as a theoretical lens, treating
the various MPP techniques as equal actors. Using ANT, we
can clearly understand the detailed process and dynamics of
the RFID solution to the NFC mobile payment project.
Adopting the analysis of the four elements of translation
proposed by Callon[23], we discuss the phenomena from the
following three aspects.
A.

Problematization
After the press conference, CU defined the problem as
“innovation diffusion” to attract the participation of other
actors. However, other actors did not proactively seek a
partnership. This forced CU to redefine the problem in order
to find other actors. The recruitment of Bank S is a typical
example. CU redefined the problem as “MPP development in
campus” as a way to encourage and engage banks. Thus,
before the network successfully formed, CU had to redefine
the problem repeatedly in order to acquire partners. Table III
presents the ways CU defined its problem at different periods.
TABLE III.

PROBLEMATIZATIONS FOR CU

Time period
Digital campus
presentation
MPP development
Emergence of NFC
solution

B.

Problematization
“Innovation diffusion” enables integration
between payment card and campus services
“MPP development in campus” implies the
increasing card volume for banks
Technology innovation of campus services
keeps CU leading IT in Taiwan

Interessement and Enrollment

Under different contexts, CU defined different questions
in order to attract different actors in various domains. Even
the actors within the original network, e.g. Bank C, still
sought other opportunities for linking other actors to form
new network relationships. Issuing student ID smartcards
enabled banks to increase their card volume, although it did
not convince them of further participation. CU did not have
alternative strategies to attract banks for developing MPP.
Furthermore, an interesting new target (the MPP of Retail K)
opened for banks in the MPP market. These consequences
led to multiple actors and an unstable network relationship in
the period of MPP development. This situation was not
resolved until CU discovered its NFC mobile solution and
recruited partners in Bank U and SWHouse-2.
C. Mobilization
Bank U was enrolled into the network owing to the
interests defined by CU. SWHouse-2 was recruited as well.
These recruited actors formed a network through
mobilization through the alignment of their interests.
Meanwhile, MPP solutions act as an equal actor to filter and
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determine the formation of the actor-network. For example,
Solution-9 led to the enrollment of telecommunication
enterprise Mobile K, whereas Solution-3 and Solution-7
were unable to form stable networks due to legal constraints.
However, actors may also betray their original network in
favor of the appeal of other networks, or simply cease to
invest resources into the original network. For example,
Bank C escaped from their original network through its
attraction to Solution-5 with Retail K. This eventually led to
CU’s association with Bank U, SWHouse-2, and Mobil K in
the application of their governmental project, i.e. PMPTFI,
which becomes the OPP in order to form a stable
relationship of network. This action may prevent the betrayal
of other actors, help negotiate a precise goal, gain economic
support, and direct all the interests of actors toward a
common goal. When more resources are invested, this will
facilitate the participation of other actors as needed.
In ANT, CU MPP development is also a process of
“translation”. The actor’s interests are firstly translated into
specific needs which will be further translated into the
system solution. The system solution will then be adopted by
actors, who translate it into the context of their specific work
practices. Thus, CU recruits different actors for each specific
technology solution. After CU recruits actors, i.e. Bank U,
SWHouse-2, and Mobile K, into the actor-network in the last
stage, the technology scheme has to be changed in order to
include their requests. The change of technology scheme
stimulates the generation of mobile NFC solution which
turns into the core of MPP application developments.
VII. DISCUSSION
This study analyzes the development process of the MPP
NFC solution, elaborating on the complex relationship
between multiple organizations and technology. The case
study above demonstrates how CU MPP development differs
from the conventional development of information systems.
The processes of MPP development are emergent and
unexpected, support Orlikowski’s [25] arguments, and are
gradually clarified through the contact of various actors.
Each actor pursues its own interest as well as takes into
account the common interest of other actors. Through
interactions among actors, the cooperative relationship for
inter-organization is formed. Even under this cooperation
however, actors still seek other opportunities for linking
other actors to form more beneficial cooperative partnerships.
CU must continuously recruit other organizations, revise its
interests and its micropayment solution, and prevent actor
betrayal. Therefore, the goal of technology development, the
scheme of the MPP system, and the collaborative groupings
are not pre-planned but rather emergent and unexpected.
Through this process, a leading organization may form an
inter-organization cooperation network.
From the ANT perspective, MMP technology will have
some effects on selection and formation network. Therefore,
these effects trigger interaction among network actors. The
selecton of network also limited technology choices. Base
on history of developing NFC platform and the role of
participants, that can be understand more clearly the nature
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of this case. This study realizes that CU continuously
repositioned the direction of MPP development over a
period of three years. The complexities and dynamics
presented in the case can be summarized as follows.
A. MPP development as a process of redefining roles and
interests
Requiring multiple partners in the development of MPP
usually detracts from the original cooperative theme on
account of opposing thoughts and interests. The CU MPP
position shifted from original innovation diffusion, to the
development of MPP, then to the NFC solution. This
demonstrates that problematization is not a one-time activity
but a continuous ongoing process [26]. We found that CU
not only continued discussing possible developments of
campus services and innovation of their MPP scheme, but
also sought the cooperation of other actors and redefined
their actor-network. Thus, the IT developmental processes of
CU campus services are a mixture of changes and
eliminations. This process is based on a multi-directional
model, rather than a linear model. Technology can have
more than one developmental result.
B. Each actor as a latent actor-network
CU actively pursued cooperative organizations to
develop its campus services, but the final MPP solution
network was promoted by outside actor SWHouse-1. It
forced CU to reposition the MPP, i.e. consumers’ services on
NFC cellular phones. Moreover, the request by several
universities to Bank C for MPP made Bank C reconsider the
Solution-2 proposed by CU. To adapt Solution-2, Bank C
had to upgrade QPay (Solution-3) to QPay II (Solution-6) for
campus needs.
Past studies of ANT discuss the development of
information systems focusing on the actor-network created
by focal actors [26, 27]. However, Monteiro[29] suggests
actors may be included into a new, more complete actornetwork. In other words, other actors in the network can also
play the role of focal actor. According to their own interests,
they will seek other outside opportunities or link other actors
to form a new actor-network. This latent actor-network
influences the interests and stability of the original network.
This implies that to understand the changing processes of
MPP development, researchers must not only observe the
network of CU recruitment, but also the networks of other
actors. We find that from a macro level (based on
micropayment markets), each actor can seek other resources
to form other latent actor-networks that may influence and
break the existing stable network relationship, and result in
changes to the MPP solutions.

temporary actors, though not being part actor of the final
network, did have critical influences and trigger further
actions by CU.
For example, when School-2 consults with CU about the
development of campus smartcards, it stimulates CU to
actively think how to diffuse its results to other campuses.
Furthermore, with the contact of the NFC forum, CU is
inspired to realize the NFC technique, and finally promote
the NFC solution of MPP. Retail K’s issuance of its ICash
card quickly disrupts the negotiation and cooperation
between CU and Bank S. ANT scholars should consider how
to account for these influential temporary actors.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This study applies the ANT perspective to the
development of an inter-organization system. We examine
the complex relationships between organizations and
technology under the research setting of the development of
MPP in CU. The characteristics of the technology solution
filter the choices of participant organizations when an
enterprise chooses that solution. Meanwhile, when recruiting
the participant organizations, the alignment of mutual
interests forces enterprises to continuously adapt the goals of
MPP and adjust the technology solution before the goal of
campus services can be set.
Current research on micropayment primarily discusses
issues from markets and user perspectives, but rarely from
the standpoints of enterprises. The main contributions of
this study are two fold. (1) In practice, the development of
an inter-organization information system, e.g. MPP, is
usually an emergent and unexpected process. The
organization must continuously redefine its own role and
technology scheme, and also align mutual actors’ interests
when searching for collaborative organizations. From an
ANT perspective, our study finds that problematization is
not a one-time activity but an on-going process. (2)
Theoretically, there are rare phenomena in previous ANT
literature. One is that each actor of a network represents
another latent actor-network, which affects and breaks
existing stable network relationships. The other is that
temporary actors do influence the focal actor to redefine the
problems and roles of other actors.
Our findings provide two main directions for future
research. Additional effort is needed to investigate the degree
of connectivity among various actor-networks. Furthermore,
given the results above, more information is needed on how
temporary actors influence changes in actor-networks.
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Abstract—Web prefetching is an effective technique to reduce
user-perceived latency. Most studies mainly focus on prediction
algorithm but they ignore selection strategy of training data which
is an important part of web prefetching. This paper presents a
decision method based on monitoring prediction precision. It
divides user access sequence into different data blocks and the
changing features of prediction precision among data blocks
indicate whether some training data is outdated. According to the
varying trend of prediction precision, some user access requests are
inserted into or deleted from training data. We use two real web
logs to examine this proposed method and the simulation shows
that our method can significantly improve prefetching performance.
Keywords-web prefetching; sliding window; training data

I.

INTRODUCTION

Web prefetching technique is one of the primary
solutions used to reduce user-perceived latency. The spatial
locality shown by user accesses makes it possible to predict
future accesses from the previous ones [1][2]. Web
prefetching system makes use of these predictions to
preprocess user requests before they are actually demanded.
Part of the network latency can be hidden if prefetching
system perfetchs those pages which are very likely to be
demanded in subsequent requests.
To predict the user’s next request, a number of
prediction approaches were presented, which had achieved
an acceptable performance [3]. In the web prefetching
technique, part of user access sequence is used as training
samples to construct prediction model before user requests
are predicted. By training with samples, prediction model
includes user access patterns and some important
information, which provides a foundation for predicting the
user’s next request page. Thus training data is very
important to correctly predict user requests. However, few
studies focus on decision method of training data. Many
researchers random select one part of user access sequence
as training samples and another part is used as test samples.
Nanopoulos et al. used 75 percent of a week Clarknet log
available from the site http://ita.ee.lbl.gov/html/traces.html
as training data and 25 percent as test data [4]. Sarukkai
presented that 40000 samples of the EPA-1995 server log
were used as training samples and the remaining as test
samples [5]. Shi and Gu used 80 percent of one month’s
NASA -1995 log to train prediction model and 20 percent
Supported by the program of higher-level talents of Inner
Mongolia University (Z20090137) and national innovation
experiment program for university student (101012623)
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as test data [6]. Only the papers slightly talked about
training data problem [7][8][9]. In order to verify clientbased web prefetching experiments, Lan and Ng [7]
obtained a proxy trace whose web pages were requested by
different users. Then, the log was partitioned into a number
of the single user’s access sequences. Finally, they
randomly selected continuous 14 days web accesses from
every user’s log to train prediction model and the fifteenth
day’s user requests were predicted according to the
constructed prediction model. During the experimental
period, they found that the web accesses of 14 days were
enough for describing user access patterns. So two-week log
was selected for every user as training samples. In order to
examine the web prefetching performance, Davison shown
the prediction model was not trained before predicting the
next user request [8]. He considered that this method was
better near to the real network environment. But the
prediction precision is very low if the prediction model is
seldom trained in the real prefetching system. In the low
precision’s condition, network resources such as network
bandwidth are wasted if predicted pages are prefetched.
Domènech and Sahuquillo studied how training data to
influence prefetching performance with two different
prediction models and 4 different logs [9]. They compared
prefetching performance using the old and current web log,
but they did not study how to decide training data.
This paper presents one decision approach of training
data based on our previous work [10]. It partitions the user
access sequence into different continous data blocks
according to the access time of every request. Based on the
changing trend of prediction precision among different data
blocks, our method decides whether web accesses are
deleted from or added into training data. As a result,
prediction model space is decreased and prefetching
performance is improved.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the related background. Section 3 describes the
decision strategy of training data and its algorithm. Section
4 gives the details of our experiments and testing results.
Section 5 is the summary and conclusions.
II.

RELATED WORK

There is an important set of research works concentrating
on prefetching techniques to reduce the user perceived
latency. Various prediction models have been proposed to
model and predict a user's browsing behavior on the web.
Markatos and Chronaki proposed a Top-10 approach which
combined the popular documents of the servers with client
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access characteristics [11]. Web servers regularly pushed
the most popular documents to web proxies, and then
proxies pushed those documents to the active clients. But
the approach only made use of page access frequency. In
order to solve the problem, the study in [12] presented a
prefetching algorithm based on prefetching in the context of
file systems [13]. The server built a dependency graph (DG)
where an arc from node A to B meant that B was likely to
be accessed within a short interval after an access to A.
Each arc was labeled the conditional probability. But the
DG model was not very accurate in predicting the user
browsing behavior because it only considered first-Order
dependency [4] and did not look far into the past to correctly
discriminate the different observed patterns. Thus, the
studies in [14][15] described the use of a kth-Order Markov
model for user request patterns. In a kth-Order Markov
model, each state represented the sequence of k previous
requests, and had conditional probabilities to each of the
next possible states. However, it is likely that there will be
instances in which the current context is not found in a kthOrder Markov model if the context is shorter than the order
of the model. Therefore, the PPM (Prediction by Partial
Matching) model [16][17][18] which originates in the data
compression community, overcomes the problem. It trained
varying order Markov models and used all of them during
the prediction phase. Fan et al. studied how user access
latency could be reduced for low-bandwidth users by using
compression and PPM prediction model between clients and
proxies [17]. Bouras et al. studied prefetching’s potential in
the Wide Area by employing two prediction models [19].
These PPM models do not implement the online update and
timely reflect the changing user request patterns. An online
PPM with dynamic updating is presented [20]. But most of
them arbitrarily take a part of web log as training set and
another part as prediction set. Only the studies in [7][8][9]
slightly mention the training data problem. Lan and Ng
proposed a client-based web prefetching management
system, which was based on the caching schema of
Netscape Navigator [7]. In the experiments, users submitted
their web access requests throw their own machines to the
proxy server, and their prefetching system obtained each log
file that contained the log of each individual user’s web
access requests within a 2-week consecutive time period. A
2-week time period was chosen because it was sufficient to
show the web access pattern of each individual user based
on their observations during the experimental period. Thus,
they randomly chosen a 2-week consecutive time period for
each user to represent the access history of the user as long
as the user accessed the web on the fifteenth day, the day
after the 2-week consecutive time period. But Domènech
and Sahuquillo considered that the length of training period
may impact on prefetching performance, either improving
or degrading it [9]. In addition, this length may involve a
high amount of information and therefore important
computer resources are consumed. Thus, they analyzed that
how the training affects the prediction performance using
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current and old web traces. Their experimental results
showed that while in old traces the training, in general,
improves performance, when using recent traces this
training may degrade performance because users’ access
pattern had changed. Davison evaluated prediction
algorithms without previous training [8]. This procedure
was argued to be more realistic than freezing the learning
after a training period [9]. But all of them do not study how
to dynamically determine training data according to
different user access behaviors.
III.

DECISION APPROACH

In this section, we specify concept definition, and give
decision strategy and decision algorithm.
A.

Concept definition
We firstly give some related concepts before decision
method is introduced.
Definition 1 User access sequence is an orderly
sequence composed of a series of two-tuples such as <T1,
I1>, <T2, I2>, <T3, I3>, ..., where Ti(i=1,2,3…) is the access
time, Ii denotes the entity, Tj is larger than Ti if j is larger
than i.
The time of two-tuples has strong restriction and denotes
the absolute time of user request. The entity of two-tuples
represents every request’s attributes. Suppose the entity I
includes k attributes {X0 ,X1, …, Xk-1}, where the value range
of the attribute Xi is d(Xi), the attribute space of the entity I
is {d(X0) ,d(X1),…,d( Xk-1)}. In the server’s log, every <T,I>
corresponds to one user request record, where T represents
the user absolute request time and I mainly includes IP
address, the request page’s URL and so on.
Definition 2 Sliding window is defined a user access
sequence including h user requests, where h is the number
of user requests in the sliding window.
Figure 1 gives a sliding window’s sketch map with h
user requests. In order to describe simple, the two-tuples of
user request sequence is denoted as aj, where j is the relative
access time. In the sliding window, ai is the eldest user
request, ai+h-1 is the newest one and ai+h is the user request
which will slide into the sliding window.

Figure 1. Sliding window with h user requests

Definition 3 Data block refers to one user request
sequence and all requests are ranked according to the access
time from the eldest one to the newest one. Partition of data
blocks may take time segment or request number as
dimension. We choose the former because there may exist a
large number of requests in a short time. When the emergent
event happens, data block using fixed request number as
dimension can not represent user access behaviors while
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data block with the time dimension better reflects user
access features.
Definition 4 Window includes one user access
sequence during a period of time and is partitioned into n
data blocks according to the same time dimension. The label
of data blocks in one window varies from 0 to n-1. Figure 2
depicts a window’s sketch map with n data blocks. In the
window, the data block labeled 0 is the eldest and one
labeled n-1 is the newest. The user request number of every
data block may be different while the time periods are the
same.

Figure 2. Window with n data blocks

B.

Decision strategy

The right training data is important for constructing
prediction model and predicting the user next request page.
If training data includes too little access requests, the
relevant user requests may be forgotten so that some
correctly access features may be deleted. If training data
includes excessive user accesses, the prediction model do
not also represent the browsing characteristics of current
users because it may include some outdated user access
patterns and browsing infromation.
We use one sliding window SW and two windows (WS
and WL) to dynamically adjust training data to reduce the
prediction model’s space and improve prefetching
performance. The sliding window SW includes the total
user access sequence in the prediction model. WS is called
the small window which includes some continuous data
blocks. WL is called the large window which includes WS
and other some continuous data blocks. WS is a part of the
large window. The sliding window SW includes WL and the
newest user access requests which can not compose one data
block. In order to decide training data, the large window
size is adjusted according to prediction precision’s changing
features among data blocks of the small window so that the
sizes of the sliding window and WS change.
Figure 3 gives the relation between the small window
and the large window. In Figure 3, the total user access
sequence is regarded as a series of user requests. It is
denoted a1, a2, a3, …, where ai stand for usr request and i is
the relative access time of the ith user request. The user
access sequence is partitioned into some data blocks
according to the same time, where DB0 is the eldest data
block and DBn is the newest one in the large window. The
large window WL includes n+1 continuous data blocks and
the small window WS includes m continuous data blocks,
where m is smaller than n, and the m data blocks are the
newest in the large window.
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Figure 3. Relation between small window and large window

In order to specify the relation between data blocks of
the large window and the user access sequence used to train
prediction model, Figure 4 gives the relations among the
large window, the small window and the sliding window.
By the time dimension, the total user access sequence is
partitioned into some continuous data blocks and some
subsequent user requests which can not form one data block.
The sliding window represents the total user access
sequence which is used to construct prediction model. The
large window includes all of data blocks labeled from 0 to n.
The small window is a part of the large window, whose
data blocks are labeled from n-m+1 to n.

Figure 4.

Relations among WL, WS and sliding window

For the sake of choosing training data, the total user
access requests with access log and current user requests are
regarded as one user access sequence which is partitioned
into data blocks. WL ,WS and sliding window are
respectively set the original value. The original prediction
model is constructed with the user access sequence in the
sliding window according to certain prediction algorithm.
Then the sizes of WL ,WS and sliding window are adjusted
based on prediction precision’s changing. The essence of
adjusting strategy contains three aspects. First, the sliding
window slides ahead and the new user requests are
continuous inserted into the sliding window. Second, the
prediction model is updated in order to capture the changing
user request patterns in time. Third, if the new user access
request can compose one new data block, the sizes of
WL ,WS increase one and these new user requests are
inserted into two windows. At the same time, some elder
data blocks may be deleted from prediction model according
to some rules and windows’ sizes will change. The concrete
adjusting rules are described as following.
1) If the small window’s precision is consistent decrease,
the sizes of WL and WS are shortened and some elder data
blocks are deleted from prediction model. The user access
requests in the deleted data blocks are obliterated from the
sliding window whose length is reduced accordingly.
Consistent decrease indicates that any difference between
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the prediction precision of the newest data block in the
small window and any other is negative. Consistent decrease
shows that the outdated access information reduces
prediction precision and the prediction model better
represents user access characteristics of the elder data
blocks which are not consistent with the new user browsing
behaviors. Thus the prediction precision of the newest data
block falls.
2) If the small window’s precision is consistent increase,
the width of WL and WS is widened. The large window and
small window includes the newest data block and their sizes
are increased. Consistent increase indicates that any
difference between the prediction precision of the newest
data block in the small window and any other is plus.
Consistent increase denotes the newest user requests
enhance prediction capability of the original prediction
model so that training data increases.
3) If the small window’s precision is stability, the sizes
of WL and WS are not changed. The precision stability is
defined that any difference is very smaller between the
prediction precision of the newest data block in the small
window and any other. It shows that the newest user
requests are consistent with the original model. Thus the
large window and the small window cover the newest data
block and the eldest data block are deleted from them. At
the same time, the corresponding browsing patterns are
deleted from the prediction model and the new user requests
are added.
4) The prediction model is in a conversion phase if any
instance above mentioned does not happen. In order to
avoid forgetting the elder training samples too earlier, the
wide of the large window is enlarged and the small
window’s one is kept.
C.

Decision algorithm

Suppose that the length of WL is n and the length of WS
is m, where n is greater than m . The large window’s data
blocks from the eldest to the newest are respectively labeled
from 0 to n-1. When a new user request appears, the sliding
window goes forward and the new user request is added into
it while the bottom of the sliding window does not change.
If the new user requests of the sliding window form one new
data block n, the changing features of the small window’s
prediction precision are calculated and the sizes of WL and
WS are changed according to adjusting rules. Then the
length of the sliding window changes and the prediction
model’s access patterns are updated. In the following
section, we specify concrete algorithm and make use of the
prediction model which is our previous work [19]. To make
this process clear, decision of training data is separated into
two steps. First step is the original values of WL, WS and the
sliding window are respectively set. At the same time, the
original prediction model PM is constructed with the user
access sequence in the sliding window. Second step is to
change training data by adjusting the lengths of different
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windows. The following algorithm DecisionMethod gives
the adjusting strategy.
Algorithm DecisionMethod(WL, WS, SW, PM, RS)
Input: WL is the large window ,WS is the small window, SW
is the sliding window, PM is prediction model and RS is the
new user request sequence.
Output: PM, WL, WS, SW
BEGIN
For (every request A of RS)
BEGIN
A is inserted into SW and PM
WHILE (one new data block appears)
BEGIN
n=n+1;
m=m+1;//The sizes of WL and WS increases one.
IF (prediction precision of WS is consistent decrease)
BEGIN
n=n-2;
//The eldest two data blocks are deleted from WL
m=n/2;// To change the size of WS
Every request in the deleted data blocks is deleted
from SW and PM.
END
ELSE
IF (prediction precision of WS is stable)
BEGIN
n=n-1; //The eldest data block is deleted from WL
m=m-1;//To keep the size of two windows
Every request in the deleted data blocks is deleted
from SW and PM.
END
ELSE
IF (prediction precision of WS is consistent increase)
m=n/2;
ELSE m=m-1; //To increase the large window’s size
END
END
When a new user request appears, we make use of the
algorithm in the [20] and its data structure to insert the
request into the prediction model so that the changing user
behavior patterns are updated in time. When the large
windows is shorten, some data blocks are deleted from it
and the corresponding user access information is forgotten
so that prediction model reduces the outdated browsing
patterns and saves space.
IV.

EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate our decision method called DM, we adopt
Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 to develop a series of
experiments. To compare our method with other, we
simulate other system without any training data selection
strategy called Non-Selection. DM and Non-Selection both
makes use of the prediction model in the [20] during
experiments. We compare our approach’s performance with
Non-Selection from the log day number of training data,
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small window's length is 3 because people regularly browse
web every week.

B. Evaluation parameters
We employ the following four metrics [4][21] in the
experiments.
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C. Decision of training data
In order to decide training data, we respectively choose a
part of CE and NLANR_NY to do a series of experiments.
Figure 5 depicts the changing process of training data,
where abscissa denotes the log’s day number and ordinate
is the log’s day number of training data. For example,
abscissa is 20, which denotes that 20 days’ log is provided
to train prediction model.
Training data days

A. Logs and parameters set
We do the trace-driven simulation using two real trace
files. One file is from Chinese certain medium-sized
education institution’s proxy server log, called CE log. This
trace file is collected by one proxy software from January 1,
2005 to January 26, 2005. Every record includes request
object’s access information such as IP ,URL and access time.
Another file is from American National Lab of Applied
Network Research (NLANR) which provides web access
logs continuous seven days in one ftp server. We download
one proxy server log by authorized username and password,
called NLANR_NY, which is composed of continuous user
accesses from June 3, 2007 to June 28, 2007.
We remove all dynamically generated files. These files
can be in types of “.asp”, “.php”, “.cgi” and so on. We also
filter out embedded image files such as “.gif” and “.jpg”
because we believe the image file is an embedded file in the
HTML file. Access request sequence of each log file is
partitioned into user sessions. One user session is one
orderly access sequence from the same user. If a user has
been idle for more than two hours, we assume that the next
request from the same user starts a new user session. We
recognize that the time interval of partitioning sessions may
introduce some inaccuracy in the simulator, but it will not
affect the evaluation of different models.
All of the models make the following configuration. A
global model is constructed for all users in each test. All
predictions are based on the model. Because of physical
systems limitation (e.g. network bandwidth), each model
predicts at most a request according to a user’s current
request every time. The prefetching cache size is formulated
in terms of number of web pages, rather than number of
bytes. The approach is more intuitive for interpretation of
the results, without altering their significance [16]. The
prefetching cache replacement algorithm is LRU. The size
of conditional probability threshold affects both hit rate and
the amount of traffic increment. A larger threshold allows
less data to be prefetched, which is beneficial to traffic, but
may decrease hit rate. We take into account a trade-off
probability threshold. Thus, conditional probability
threshold is set to 0.1.
For our decision method, user access sequence is
partitioned into data blocks. Each data block includes one
day’s user requests so that CE and NLANR_NY both
includes 26 data blocks. Each data block is partitioned into
some user sessions according to IP address and time
threshold. The large window includes 7 data blocks and the

Definition 5 Precision is the ratio of the number of
correct predictions to the number of total predictions. If
users in the subsequent requests access the predicted page
that is in the prefetching cache, the prediction is considered
to be correct, otherwise it is incorrect. The metric represents
the fraction of predicted pages that are actually used.
Definition 6 Hit rate refers to the percentage of user
access requests that are found in the prefetching cache.
Definition 7 space is the required memory allocation
measured by the number of nodes for building a prediction
model in the web server for prefetching.
Definition 8 Traffic incremental rate is the ratio of the
traffic from undesired pages to the traffic from the total user
requests. Some of the prefetched pages will not be actually
requested. Therefore, they increase the network traffic
overhead.
Web prefetching aims at maximizing the first three
metrics and minimizing the last one. It is obvious that these
metrics are conflicting. The more pages are prefetched, the
more probable it is for some of them to be accessed and the
hit rate increases. At the same time, precision decreases and
network traffic increment is high. Thus, it is a trade-off
among these objectives that the model should consider.
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(a) Training data versus accumulated log (CE)
Training log days

prediction model’s space, prediction precision, hit rate, and
traffic incremental rate.
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(b) Training data versus accumulated log (NLANR_NY)
Figure 5. Decision of training data
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As presented in Figure 5, DM respectively selects the
latest 15 days log and 12 days log to construct prediction
model for CE and NLANR_NY when the day number of
accumulated log is 22. We can conclude that the prediction
precision of the small window is consistent increase when
the day number of accumulated log varies from 14 to 22
from Figure 5(a) because training data is increasing. At the
same time, it also displays that training data decreases when
the changing trend of prediction precision is consistent
decrease that takes place between days 11 to 14 in Figure
5(a).

two figures, abscissa is the day number of accumulated log
and ordinate respectively represents precision, hit rate and
traffic incremental rate for (a), (b), (c) of every figure.

D. Comparision of two approaches’s training data
In the set of experiments, we display the simulation
results of training data comparison among two methods. In the
condition of the same day number of accumulated log, Figure 6
gives the log day number of training data with CE and
NLANR_NY.

(a) Precision comparison

(b)Hit rate comparison
(a) Comparison of training data days using CE log

(a) Comparison of training data days using NLANR_NY log
Figure 6. Training data days versus accumulated log days using two logs

As presented in Figure 6, the day number of training
data with DM is less than Non-Selection’s when the day
number of accumulated log varies from 20 to 25. Because
the training data in our method is chosen by the changing
trend of the small window’s precision during constructing
prediction and the outdated user requests are deleted from
model and the log day number of training data is reduced.
E. Prefetching performance test
We compare the prefetching performance of DM and
Non-Selection with two logs in the condition of the same day
number of accumulated log. Figure 7 and Figure 8
respectively show different parameter’s comparison of
prefetching performance using CE and NLANR_NY. In the
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(c) Comparison of traffic incremental rate
Figure 7. Prefetching performance comparison(CE Log)

In Figure 7, our method and Non-Selection respectively
adopt the corresponding result of training data which is
displayed in Figure 6 (a). According to the training data, one
prediction model is constructed and the succedent one day’s
user requests are predicted based on the model. For example,
DM and Non-Selection respectively use 14 days log and 20
days log to construct the prediction model when abscissa is
20. Then the 21th day’s requests are predicted. As presented
in Figure 7, the prefetching performance of DM exceeds
Non-Selection’s. The reason is the Non-Selection method
ignores the choosing problem of training data so that the
corresponding prediction model does not completely
represent the user browsing behaviors. At the same time,
DM adopts the technology of adjusting windows to change
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training data so that some outdated access requests are
deleted from the prediction model.

using CE and NLANR_NY, where abscissa represents the
day number of accumulated log and ordinate denotes the
space reduction rate. It is calculated using the following
formula.
space reduction rate =

Non − Selection ' s space − DM ' s space
Non − Selection ' s space

Space reduction rate(%)

CU

(a) Precision comparison

NLANR_NY
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Figure 9. Comparison of prediction model’s space using two logs

(b) Hit rate comparison

Figure 9 shows that prediction model’s space of DM is
always less than Non-Selection’s for different logs. The
space reduction rate is 25.97% for CE log and it is 41.96%
for NLANR_NY log when the day number of accumulated
log equals to 22. Figure 9 indicates that our method
effectively reduces the prediction model’s space.

Traffic incremental
rate(%)

V.

(c) Comparison of traffic incremental rate
Figure 8. Prefetching performance comparison(NLANR_NY Log)

In Figure 8, our method and Non-Selection respectively
adopt the corresponding result of training data which is
displayed in Figure 6(b). As presented from Figure 8(a) to
(c), precision of DM is average higher 0.77% than NonSelection’s and traffic incremental rate is average less
0.49% than Non-Selection’s. Although our approach does
not have better hit rate or in some cases even worse from the
experimental results, it is evident that DM prefetches more
web pages correctly than Non-Selection and this is achieved
with less cost in the network traffic that has less adverse
effect on other network applications. Thus, our algorithm
achieves the best performance.
F.

Model’s space test
We compare prediction model’s space of DM with NonSelection’s using two logs in the condition of the same day
number of accumulated log. Figure 9 gives the test results
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we consider the choosing problem of
training data and propose a decision method of training data,
which is developed according to monitor prediction
precision’s changing features. It is designed to partition user
access sequence into continuous data blocks and makes use
of one sliding window, a small window and a large window
to capture the precision’s characteristics among data blocks
so that training data is adjusted. We compare our method
with Non-Selection approach from model’s space and
prefetching performance using two real logs. The
experiments show that, for the different day number of
accumulated log, our method outperforms Non-Selection’s
and achieves higher prediction precision with quite low
traffic incremental rate and less model’s space.
The traces we use are from years ago and some users’
behaviors in web surfing could have changed. In the future,
we will try to obtain web data from different sources more
recent and test the performance of our algorithms.
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Abstract—Normalized Systems theory has recently been proposed to engineer evolvable information systems. This theory
includes also a potential of improvement in control software for
the automation of production systems. In production control
systems, the end user has always the right to have a copy of
the source code. However, it is seldom manageable to fluently
add changes to these systems, due to the same problems
as information systems: couplings, side-effects, combinatorial
effects, etc. Finding solutions for these problems include several
aspects. Some standards like ISA 88 suggest the use of building
blocks on macro level. The OPC UA standard enables these
building blocks to communicate and interoperate over the
borders of the hosting controllers via local networks or the
internet. Consequently, production data collection, manual
interfaces and recipe driven production control systems become
web service based. Finally the Normalized Systems’ theory
suggests how these building blocks should be coded on micro
level. This paper introduces a control module, based on a
design pattern for flexible manufacturing and the principles
of Normalized Systems for evolvable software.
Keywords-Normalized Systems, Automation control software,
PLC, ISA 88, IEC 61131-3, OPC UA.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Industrial communication has in the last 10 years become
a key point in modern industry. A continually growing number of manufacturing companies desire, even require, totally
integrated systems. This integration extends from electronic
automation field devices (PLC: Programmable Logical Controller, PAC: Programmable Automation Controller, DCS:
Distributed Control System) to Human Machine Interfaces
(HMI) culminating into supervision, trending, and alarm
software applications (SCADA: Supervisory Control And
Data Acquisition and MES: Manufacturing Execution System). Industrial communication is implemented from field
management via process management to Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) applications (business management).
Just like transaction support software and decision support
software systems, production automation systems have also
a tendency to evolve to integrated systems. Tracking and
tracing production data is not only improving the business, in
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some cases it is also required by law (e.g., sectors like food
and pharmacy). Because of the scope of totally integrated
systems (combination of information systems and production
systems) the amount of suitable single vendor systems is
low or even non-existing. Large vendor companies may
offer total integrated solutions, but mostly these solutions
are assembled with products with another history (merged
companies or SMEs - Small and Medium Enterprises bought by larger groups). For the engineer, this situation
is very similar to a multi-vendor environment.
Globalisation is bringing opportunities for companies who
are focussing their target market on small niches, which
make part of a totally integrated system. These products
can expand single-vendor systems, or can become part of a
multi-vendor system. Moreover, strictly single-vendor systems are rather rare in modern industry. Sometimes they are
built from scratch, but once improvements or expansions are
needed, products of multiple vendors might bring solutions.
Over time, single vendor systems often evolve to multi
vendor systems. Minor changes, often optimizations or improvements of the original concept, occur short after takingin-service. Major changes occur when new economical or
technological requirements are introduced over time. As
a consequence, software projects should not only satisfy
the current requirements, but should also support future
requirements [1].
The scope of changes in production control systems, or
the impact of changes to related modules in a multi-vendor
environment is typically smaller than in ERP systems and
large supply chain systems. However, there is a similarity of
the problem of evolvability [2]. Since the possibilities of industrial communication increases, we anticipate to encounter
similar problems like in business information systems. The
more the tendency of vertical integration (field devices up to
ERP systems) increases, the more the impact of changes on
production level can increase. Since OPC UA (interOperability Productivity and Collaboration - Unified Architecture)
enables web based communication between field controllers
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and all types of software platforms, over local networks
or the internet, the amount of combinatorial effects after a
change can rise significantly (change propagation). Based
on the systems theoretic concept of stability, a software
engineering theory is proposed to engineer evolvable information systems [1]. Although the theory was developed
towards business information systems, it has an abstract and
generic fundament. Consequently, it should be applicable for
production automation control systems too.
This paper introduces a proof of principle on how the
software of a production control module can be developed
following the principles of Normalized Systems. Some developers could recognize parts of this approach, because it
needs to be emphasized that each of the Normalized Systems
theorems is not completely new, and even relates to the
heuristic knowledge of developers. However, formulating
this knowledge as theorems that cause combinatorial effects,
supports systematic identification of these combinatorial effects so that systems can be built with minimal combinatorial
effects [1]. Normalized Systems allows the handling of a
business flow of entities like orders, parts or products. For
these process-oriented solutions 5 patterns for evolvable
software elements are defined [2]. In this paper however,
we focus on the control of a piece of physical equipment
in an automated production system. The code of an ISA 88
based control module is not process-oriented but equipmentoriented. The focus of this code is not about how a product
has to be made, but about how the equipment has to be
controlled. Consequently, we need another type of design
patterns. Moreover, we need another type of programming
languages because of the nature of industrial controllers. In
Section II, we will give an overview of industrial standards
on which industrial production control modules can be
based. These standards include software modelling and design patterns, communication capabilities, and programming
languages. In Section III, an evolvable control module is
introduced, including a discussion of change drivers. In
Section IV, some changes are implemented. We tested in
our lab industrial automation the robustness of the control
module against these changes. In Section V we evaluated
the proof of principle against the principles of Normalized
Systems. During this evaluation, the Design Theorems for
Software Stability [2] are used as criteria.
II. INDUSTRIAL STANDARDS
Manufacturing operations can be generally classified into
one of three different processes: discrete, continuous, and
batch. On October 23, 1995, the SP88 committee released
the ANSI/ISA-S88.01-1995 standard [3] to guideline the
design, control and operation of batch manufacturing plants.
The demand of the users for production systems with a
high flexibility and a high potential of making product
variants, became important. Process engineers focus on how
to handle the material flow to meet the specs of the end-
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product. Control system experts focus on how to control
equipment. To improve the cooperation of both groups, the
SP88 committee had isolated equipment from recipes. This
provides the possibility of process engineers to make process
changes directly, without the help of a control system expert
(reducing the setup-costs). This provides also the ability of
producing many product-variants with the same installation
(increasing the target market). Expensive equipment can be
shared by different production units (enough reducing the
production costs). This approach opened the way to what has
been called ”agile manufacturing”. The utilization of ISA 88
data models simplify the design process considerably [7].
Despite the useful ISA 88 terminology and models to
structure flexible manufacturing, different interpretations are
possible. The standard does not specify how the abstract
models should be applied in real applications. Implementers
sometimes develop recipes and procedures, which are far
more complex than necessary. Since 1995 there have been
many applications and a commonly accepted method for
implementing the standard has emerged. The S88 design
patterns [5] of Dennis Brandl (2007) address this. These
patterns might decrease the tension of implementers to make
their recipes and procedures more complex than necessary. Unfortunately the part, which describes the connection
between computer network systems and control network
systems, is limited.
This is where the OPC interfaces come into play. OPC
UA is considered one of the most promising incarnations of
WS technology for automation. From the very beginning,
OPC UA was intended as system interface, aggregating and
propagating data through different application domains. Its
design, thus, takes into account that the field of application
for industrial communication differs from regular IT communication: embedded automation devices such as PLCs,
PACs or DCSs provide another environment for web-based
communication than standard PCs.
The fundamental components of OPC UA are different
transport mechanisms and a unified data modelling [4]. The
transport mechanisms tackle platform independent communication with the possibility of optimization with regard
to the involved systems. While communication between
industrial controllers or embedded systems may require
high speed, business management applications may need
high data volumes and firewall friendly transport. As a
consequence, two data encoding schemes are defined, named
OPC UA Binary and OPC UA XML [9].
Data modelling defines the rules and base building blocks
necessary to expose an information model with OPC UA.
Rather than support data communication, it facilitates the
conversion of data to information. The OPC Foundation
avoids the introduction of unnecessary new formalisms.
Instead, definitions of complex data based on related industrial standards are encouraged. Examples are FDI (Field
Device Integration), EDDL (Electronic Device Description
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Language), IEC 61131-3 (PLC programming languages) and
ISA 88 (batch control). Basically, an OPC UA information
model has nodes and references between nodes. Nodes
can contain both online data (instances) and meta data
(classes). OPC UA clients can browse through the nodes of
an OPC UA server via the references, and gather semantic
information about the underlying industrial standards. For
clients, it is very powerful to program against these complex
data types, it brings a potential of code-reuse.
The lowest level of the ISA 88 control hierarchy is the
control module. Control modules perform two primary functions: they provide an interface with the physical devices,
and they contain basic control algorithms. Control modules
encapsulate basic control algorithms and the I/O interface
to the actual physical devices. The most common method
of programming control modules is any of the IEC 611313 programming languages [6]. This standard specifies the
syntax and semantics of a unified suite of programming
languages for programmable controllers. These consist of
two textual languages, IL (Instruction List, has some similarity with assembler) and ST (Structured Text, has some
similarity with C or pascal), and two graphical languages,
LD (Ladder Diagram, has some similarity with electrical
schemes) and FBD (Function Block Diagram, is based
on boolean algebra). Industrial programmable controllers
are based on divers, often dedicated, operating systems
and vendor-dependent programming environments. Besides,
earlier days every controller had its own programming
language. The release of IEC 61131-3 addresses the problem of too many different programming languages for
similar solutions with controllers of different brands. The
code of the proof of principle of this paper is written in
these languages. However, we emphasize that using the
IEC 61131-3 languages is not enough for a ’best practice’
implementation. One of the available modelling concepts
to analyse the problem and structuring the solution will
considerable improve an implementation [11].
III. EVOLVABLE CONTROL MODULES
An invalid function call because the function meanwhile
has an updated parameter set is an issue what happens in
PLC programming as well as in IT software. Other problems on evolving software occur as well. One of the most
annoying problems an automation service engineer confronts
is the fear to cause side-effects with an intervention. They
have often no clear view on how many places they have
to adapt code to be consistent with the consequences of
a change. Some development environments provide tools
like cross references to address this, but the behaviour of
a development environment is vendor-dependent, although
the languages are typically based on IEC 61131-3.
In this section we introduce a control module for a motor.
We aim to make this motor control software module as
generic as possible. In stead of introducing new formalisms,
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we based our proof of principle on existing standards. For
the modelling, we used concepts of ISA 88 (IEC 61512),
for interfacing, we used OPC UA (IEC 62541), and for
coding we used IEC 61131-3. More specific, we used the
S88 design patterns [5] (derived from ISA 88) because
these patterns can be used not only in batch control, but
also for discrete and continue manufacturing. None of these
standards contain suggestions on how the internal code of
a control module should be structured. We introduce a
granular structure following the theorems of Normalized
Systems. Since the process-oriented approach of evolvable
elements for business software [2] is not applicable in
our equipment-oriented controller code, we neglect these
patterns and use design patterns based on ISA 88 [5]. Every
task (action), which must be done by the control module, is
coded in a separated POU (Program Organization Unit, sort
of subroutine [6]).
In the most elementary form control modules are device drivers, but they provide extra functions like manual/automatic mode, interlocking (permissions), alarming,
simulation, etc. [8]. We used the design pattern of Figure
1. This state machine is very simple, when the control
systems powers on, the motor comes in the ’off’ state. It
can be started and stopped via the ’on’ and ’off’ commands.
Hardware failures can cause the motor to go to the ’failed’
state, from where a ’reset’ command is needed to return to
the ’off’ state. The concept of this ’failed’ state brings us a
very important benefit: process safety. Besides, it forms the
base for failure notification [10]. This functionality is implemented in a function block we called ’StateAction’. This
function block has only one parameter we called ’Device’.
The datatype of this parameter is called ’DeviceDataType’.
Only a part of this complex datatype is used in the function
block ’StateAction’. We called this part ’StateType’ (Figure
2). For every other action like controlling the hardware or
handling the modes (see further), we have a similar datatype.
All action related datatypes are merged into one overall
datatype. Exchange of data between the actions can be done
via this DeviceDataType (stamp coupling), however without
crossing the borders of the control module.
It is obvious that both commands (arrows) and states
of Figure 1 are represented as a boolean value in this
datatype. One parameter is passing all the necessary data for
performing one task: the state action of the control module.
The primary function of our control module is not fulfilled
yet: controlling the physical device, in our example the
motor, or more general the device hardware. Controlling
the hardware is another task in another function block.
This function block is receiving the same single parameter
’Device’, but it uses another part. The content of the code
and the datatype is again very limited (Figure 3). This is
one of the key-points of normalized systems: building the
application starting from very small modules, performing
only one task.
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Figure 1: Example of a motor state model [5]
Figure 2: Structure of the datatype ’StateType’
The complex datatype ’DeviceDataType’ encapsulates the
datatypes ’StateType’ and ’HardwareType’. The resulting
building block, the Control Module, is connected to only
one parameter: an instance of ’DeviceDataType’. This block
contains only one action: DeviceAction. This complex action
contains two actions: StateAction and HardwareAction, each
performing one task. But what is a task? We propose that
the definition of tasks can be derived from change drivers.
Every interface to our control module can cause or have
influence of a change. In our case the change drivers are
exposed in Figure 4.
The change driver ’physical equipment’ forms the base
for the task ’HardwareAction’. The state commands and
states forms the base for the task ’StateAction’. Figure 4
suggest another change driver. If we allow low level HMI,
the operator becomes the incarnation of a change driver.
This means that we add a state machine (ModeAction)
to deal with manual/automatic modes, and a subroutine
(CommandAction) to separate the commands of the operator
(manual commands) and the commands of a higher entity
in the automation control project (automatic commands).
Following ISA 88 this should be an Equipment Module.
Change drivers have influence on the data structure. To
add the functionality above, we need a part ’ModeType’ and
’CommandType’ in the complex datatype ’DeviceDataType’.
So we end up in a Control Module with 4 datatypes
(StateType, HardwareType, ModeType, CommandType) encapsulated by the datatype DeviceDataType (Figure 5).
These datatypes are passing all actions, but have all one
corresponding action: StateAction, HardwareAction, ModeAction and CommandAction.
IV. ADDING CHANGES
A way to test evolvability is just adding changes and
evaluating the impact of these changes. We have 3 actors
on our control module: the operator (manual mode), the
hardware and the equipment module (automatic mode).
Every actor can change his behaviour or can have new
expectations or can do new requests. Moreover, one should
be able to debug without causing side-effects on other or
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older features. In general, we start with a first version. Then
we maintain one or more running instances of the control
module with initial expected behaviour. Second, we consider
the addition of a change, and consequently a possible update
of the datatype, existing actions or introduction of a new
action. Finally, we make a new instance, check the new
functionality and the initial expected behaviour of the older
instances as well.
We considered the situation that manual operations could
harm automatic procedures. For instance, stopping our motor
manually could confuse an algorithm if it is happening
during a dosing action. To prevent this, we add the feature
manual lock. This means, we still support manual mode, but
we disable manual mode during the period a software entity
like an equipment module requires this.
Without removing the calls of instances, which dont need
this feature, we added a command ’ManLockcmd’ to the
datatype ’CommandType’. Consequently, this new command
becomes part of the overall ’DeviceDataType’, so it is
passing all actions, but only ModeAction is doing something
with this new command.
We considered the situation of a motor instance, which
must be able to run in two directions. Again, without
removing the calls of instances of single-direction motors,
we added a hardware tag ’reverse’ to the HardwareType and
the commands ’ManReverseCmd’ and ’AutoReverseCmd’ to
the CommandType. In the StateType the tags ’ReverseCmd’
and ’ReverseState’ were added. As expected, we had to
adapt some code in the function blocks ’HardwareAction’,
’CommandAction’ and ’StateAction’.
On a similar way, we performed other changes like
the use of another fieldbus, which required mappings to
new hardware addresses. We also introduced a new action
SimAction, made (for software testing purposes) to neglect
the Fault command (FaultCmd) if no hardware is connected.
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Figure 3: HardwareAction and HardwareType

V. EVALUATION ACCORDING TO THE
PRINCIPLES OF NORMALIZED SYSTEMS
Since it is not possible to anticipate on all changes, we
cannot test all future change cases. Besides, we are aware
that our proof of principle is performed on lab scale, and
other, real life situations can occur in a real industrial automation project. In our evaluation we made the assumption
that code, following the principles of normalized systems
will evolve better than systems, which are not respecting
these principles. As a consequence, we checked whether the
code is respecting these rules.
First, we consider the separation of concerns. An action
entity can only contain a single task. In contrast with
industrial usage, where a control module is often just one
POU, we made 4 (or more) separate function blocks who
are encapsulated by one overall module. For the definition
of a task, we based the primary actions on change drivers.
Later on, we added the simulation action, which was not
directly related to a change driver and thus could be added.
Second, we looked at data version transparency. Data
entities that are received as input or produced as output by
action entities, need to exhibit version transparency. Only
one complex parameter is passed to the control module.
Obviously deleting or changing the name of the parameter
would destroy existing running connections. Whether adding
a parameter would destroy a running instance is vendordependent. We stick to one parameter during all changes.
Four (later on five) structs are nested. All actions can see
the data passing, but every action just picks the data needed
for the specific task. We never changed tags, we only added
tags. Because of this, earlier instance calls were not affected
by data type conflicts.
Third, following the theorem of action version transparency: action entities that are called by other action entities, need to exhibit version transparency. When we changed
code, we always bewared for not harming the original functionality. For example, we never erased a state or transition in
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Figure 4: Change drivers of a control module [5]

a state machine, we only added new states and/or transitions.
More specific, besides the new functionality, we checked the
initial behaviour of existing instances as well.
Fourth, separation of states: the calling of an action entity
by another entity needs to exhibit state keeping. It is obvious
that the StateAction is managing his state, and keeping it
in the related StateType instance. The CommandAction is
resulting in a command for the StateAction. The HardwareAction is resulting in a command for the physical
hardware. Finally, similar with the StateAction it is obvious
that also the ModeAction is managing his state, and keeping
it in the related ModeType instance. Besides, the later
on added SimAction results in the tags ’SimOnState’ and
’SimOffState’.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Evolvability of software systems is important for IT
systems, but also a relevant quality value for industrial
automation systems. Function blocks of automation systems are programmed close to the processor capabilities.
For example, there is a similarity with the IEC 61131-3
language Instruction List (IL) and assembler. The key point
of Normalized Systems is a large granularity of software
modules, with a structure, which is strictly disciplined to
the related theorems. As a consequence, making a proof of
principle close to the processor is a very informative exercise
to concretize the principles of normalized systems. Besides,
this approach can be of great value for improving the quality
of industrial automation software projects.
It must be stated that implementing these concepts were
highly facilitated by the use of existing industrial standards.
They provide us methods to develop the macro-design of
software modules, while Normalized Systems provide us
guidelines for the micro-design of the actions and data structures encapsulated in these modules. Adding functionality
or even adding an action to a (macro) building block, in
our case the Control Module, can be done with a limited
impact (micro manageable) towards other (macro) entities
(bounded impact). To define the most basic actions (tasks)
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Figure 5: Structure DeviceDatatype

and data structures, the identification of the change drivers of
the concerned entity, in our case represented by the different
interfaces to external entities, is essential. This confirms the
first theorem for software stability, separation of concerns.
Our future work will be focused on other (macro) elements of ISA 88, which contain other types of control. A
Control Module contains mainly basic control, together with
a limited coordination control (the mode). We will study on
elements with more advanced coordination control code and
procedural control, again developed and tested following the
principles of Normalized Systems.
Moreover, future work will also be focused on interfaces.
Since OPC UA is very generic, we wonder if constraints
should be added to the standard to let data communication
be compliant to the second theorem of software stability,
data version transparency. We wonder whether both currently
existing OPC UA transport types, UA binary and UA XML,
can be done in a data transparent way.
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Abstract— Almost every software system must include a
security module to authenticate users and to authorize which
elements of the system can be accessed by each user. This
paper describes a reusable security software module that
follows the Role Based Access Control model (RBAC), but
implementing fine grained roles and grouping them into
“security profiles”. This leads to a great flexibility to configure
the security of an application by selecting the operations
allowed to each profile, and later, by registering the users in
one or several of these profiles. The security module has been
designed and developed to be the initial code baseline for the
development of any Use Cases oriented Java EE system,
offering from the beginning a flexible, extensible and
administrable access control to the elements of the application.
Keywords-Security; Access control; RBAC; Framework;
Java EE; Seam.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper summarizes the experience of the authors
designing and developing a reusable security module, called
CincoSecurity, that has been used for several years to control
access to the elements of web applications written in Java
Enterprise Edition (J2EE initially [8] and later Java EE 5
[9]). Currently, the module CincoSecurity is available [17]
under the GPL license, and is used by some software houses
in Colombia.
CincoSecurity implements a RBAC (Role-Based Access
Control) [6], providing high flexibility to control access to
the various elements of a Web application, such as the
invocation of an operation of a business component, the
access to a web page, and the access to elements within that
page. The innovation of CincoSecurity is the use of very fine
grained roles, each role having a single permission
associated with the invocation of an operation of a business
component. From these fine roles —which can be directly
controlled by the application server— CincoSecurity allows
to define “security profiles” as sets of fine grained roles. This
facility of security profiles gives a great flexibility for
configuring the security of an application by selecting the
operations allowed to each profile, and later, by registering
the users in one or several of these profiles.
Any Java EE web application that is to be constructed
with the Seam framework [11] gets the following benefits by
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integrating the CincoSecurity module: user authentication,
registration in the application server of the fine roles derived
from the security profiles the user belongs to, and dynamic
construction of a personalized menu containing only the
entries leading to the use cases allowed for the user.
Additionally, CincoSecurity contributes to the application
being constructed with use cases to administer the security
profiles, to manage user registration in these security profiles
and to administer passwords. Additionally, CincoSecurity
comes with use cases to register new modules, new use cases
and new services, as they become available during a
development project, for their security to be administrable.
In the following section, this paper presents the RBAC
security model on which the CincoSecurity module is based,
and more specifically, the RBAC model applied to the
context of Java Application Servers. Then, additional
concepts provided by the CincoSecurity module are
introduced, as well as its entities model. Later, there is a
description of the use cases coming with the CincoSecurity
module (e.g., create a new user, create/edit a security profile,
add/delete users from a security profile, etc.). At the end, the
paper provides a short summary and references to the
detailed guidelines [18] for integrating the CincoSecurity
module to a Java EE application built with the Seam
framework [11]. Finally, there is a comparison with other
works, followed by the conclusion and a short description of
our future work.
II.

EVOLUTION OF THE RBAC SECURITY MODEL

The RBAC model introduced the concept of “role” to
control the access to computing resources. The RBAC term
was first proposed by Ferraiolo and Kuhn [2], based on
previous works of Baldwin [1]. The initial proposal of this
model creates a role for each type of job within an
organization (cashier, customer service person, office
director, ...). Then, each role is assigned with the set of
access permissions that are required for this type of job.
Finally, each user is enrolled into one or more roles (rather
than to specific permissions). This model simplifies security
management because the roles (with their associated
permissions) tend to be stable, and users can be added or
retired easily from roles. The RBAC model allows
reinforcing the “least privilege” principle by giving each user
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the minimum set of permissions required to perform his
work, by enrolling him only in the appropriate roles [6].
From the initial RBAC model (called Core RBAC) the
work of Sandhu and colleagues [3] defined extended models,
such as the hierarchical RBAC (to include role hierarchy
with inheritance of permissions), and constrained RBAC (to
prevent, for example, to assign a user to 2 conflicting roles,
or to restrict the time slot in which a user can use the
permissions of one of its roles).
The main applications of the RBAC model have been in
Data Base management Systems, enterprise security
management systems, and Web applications that run on
application servers [5][6][7].
The wide spread of RBAC models, implemented in
numerous products from many providers, led to define an
ANSI standard [4] in 2004, aiming to standardize
terminology, promote its adoption and improve productivity.
However, the current RBAC ANSI standard (consisting of a
reference model and a functional specification) has some
limitations and gaps as indicated in the work of Bertino and
colleagues [7].
III.

THE RBAC MODEL APPLIED TO JAVA EE
APPLICATION SERVERS

Since the late 90's, the emergence of Application Servers
brought a new way to build web applications (both in the
enterprise Java platform and in Microsoft .NET), with
business components managed by containers that provides
added services for security, transaction management,
parallelism, pool of connections, logging, etc. [8]
Regarding security, Java EE Application Servers [9]
implement the Core RBAC model [6] to control the access to
resources based on the roles the user belongs to. In order to
take advantage of these security services (and not to write
code in the application to internally control access to
resources), it is necessary to specify the roles of the
application, the association of resources to roles, and the
association of users to roles.

author is Gavin King [11][13]. Seam allows to directly
expose and use in the Web layer the entities and business
components of the application. This simplifies enormously
the development by eliminating the intermediaries and
conversions between the layers of the application. Seam has
been widely accepted and has been incorporated in the recent
Java EE 6 standard, under the name of “Web Beans”.
To control access to resources in a Java EE application
that uses the Seam framework, the following strategies are
required [12]:
• An annotation is used to protect each method of the
session EJB3. This annotation indicates which roles
are authorized to invoke the method.
• The url of each JSF (JavaServer Faces) web page
can be protected in the navigation flow descriptor
(pages.xml) so that it can be accessed only by users
belonging to one of the specified roles.
• Each button or element of a JSF web page can be
protected so that it is rendered only to users
belonging to one of the specified roles.
C. User authentication
In a Java EE application that uses Seam, the
authentication service must be specified in the descriptor
components.xml. This service shall be a method of a class of
the application, and must implement a query in JPQL (Java
Persistence Query Language) [10] to verify the user's
password (alternatively this process can also be performed
with a LDAP server).
Additionally, the authentication service must also obtain
the roles of the authenticated user. With the Seam
component called “Identity” these roles can be added to the
session and informed to the application server.
D. Controlling access to a JSF page
The application server verifies if the user belongs to a
role allowed to access the requested JSF page, and if so, the
page is displayed. Similarly, inside the page only the
elements that the user is authorized to see are shown
(elements such as buttons and text boxes can specify with the
attribute “rendered” what roles can see them).

A. Enrolling users in roles
In a Java EE application that uses a database to store the
authentication and authorization information, the following
entities EJB3 (Enterprise Java Beans - version 3) are
required [10]:
• An entity “User” shall be implemented (with its
corresponding support table in the database), to store
users and passwords.
• Entities shall be implemented (with its support tables
in the database) to specify the association of each
user with one or more roles.
• A “User management” use case shall be
implemented to enroll a user in one or more roles.
These facilities are included in CincoSecurity. Similarly,
it is also possible to manage users, passwords and roles in a
LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) server.

In addition to the security concepts of Java EE
applications that use the Seam framework [11][12], the
CincoSecurity module implements additional concepts to
provide greater flexibility to define the permissions for user.

B. Controlling access to resources
Seam is a framework to develop Java EE applications,
that is being developed by JBoss since 2005, whose principal

A. Use case and services
Definition: A use case is a system’s capacity to deliver a
useful and indivisible result to the user.
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E. Authorizing an action from a JSF page
In a JSF page a button’s action is typically associated
with the invocation of a method of an session EJB3. The
server verifies that the user roles allow him to invoke the
associated method (assuming that the method is protected by
an annotation indicating the roles that can invoke it).
IV.

ADDITIONAL CONCEPTS IMPLEMENTED BY THE
CINCOSECURITY MODULE
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•

•
Figure 1: Elements of a Use Case implemented in Java EE with Seam

Definition in terms of its implementation in Java EE with
Seam (see Figure 1): a use case consists of one (or more)
business entities and a group of services (actions) that act
upon them. These actions are implemented as methods of a
session EJB3. One or more JSF pages display attributes of
the entities involved in the use case, and attributes of the
session EJB3 controlling it. In those JSF pages there are
actions that invoke the services of the session EJB3. These
EJB3 methods are programmed in terms of queries and
modifications to the persistent business entities. The
navigation flow descriptor contains rules to decide the next
page to display.
B. Module
Definition: A module is a set of related use cases. The
CincoSecurity module comes with the following use cases,
that will be explained below: security profiles management,
users management, change of password, basic security
reports, registration of menu entries, and registration of
modules, use cases and services.
C. Fine grained roles
The CincoSecurity module works with fine grained
security roles:
• A role for entering to each use case. The name
assigned to this role is the same name of the use case
(which is also the Seam name of the session EJB3
that supports the use case).
• A role to invoke each service within a use case (i.e.,
each of the methods of the session EJB3 that
supports the use case). The name assigned to this
role is “use case name”_”name of the method”.
D. Protection of resources
• Each session EJB3 that supports a use case is
protected with an annotation indicating the role for
entering to the use case. For example, the
profileGestion use case is supported by the session
EJB3 ProfileGestionAction.java (which implements
the interface ProfileGestion.java); this EJB3 has the
Seam name “profileGestion”. Consequently, the role
for entering to this use case is called
“profileGestion” and the EJB3 class will have the
following annotation:
@Restrict("#{s:hasRole('profileGestion')}")
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•

Each service (method) of the session EJB3 is
protected by an annotation indicating the role
associated with the service. The name of this role is
the concatenation of the use case name with the
name of the service (with “_” between). For
example, the update method of the session EJB3
that supports the use case profileGestion will have
the following annotation:
@Restrict("#{s:hasRole('profileGestion_update')}")
Access to each JSF page of a use case is protected in
the navigation flow descriptor by the role for
entering to the use case. For example, the page
profiles.xhtml of the use case profileGestion has a
navigation flow descriptor called profiles.page.xml
which contains the following restriction:
<restrict>#{s:hasRole('profileGestion')} </restrict>
Each button in a JSF page should be displayed only
to users with the role associated to invoke the action
of the button, which corresponds to an EJB3 service
(method). For example, the profiles.xhtml page of
profileGestion use case contains a button whose
associated action is to invoke the update method of
the session EJB3 that supports the use case.
Consequently the button tag indicates that only it is
showed to the role profileGestion_update:
<h:commandButton id="update"
value="Update" styleClass="button"
action="#{profileGestion.update}"
rendered="#{s:hasRole('profileGestion_update')}" />

E. Security profile
A security profile is a set of fine roles, each fine role
expressing the right to invoke a service belonging to a use
case. Unlike the role, the concept of security profile is not
supported directly by application servers and must be built
with additional entities.
The use cases of the CincoSecurity module allow the
association of users to roles via security profiles:
• A user can be enrolled in one or more security
profiles, so he/she will have the set of fine roles
allowed by the union of these profiles.
• There is a many-to-many relationship between users
and security profiles.
• There is a many-to-many relationship between
security profiles and roles.
F. Actions after a user authentication
After a user is authenticated, CincoSecurity calculates all
the fine grained roles from the security profiles the user
belongs to, and informs them to the application server (by
assigning these roles to a Seam component called
“Identity”). Additionally, the following actions are
performed by a EJB3 Login:
• The session timeout is set, according to the
parameters stored in the database.
• The user’s menu is built, containing only the entries
leading to use cases allowed to the user.
• The security information of the user is added to the
session context, should the application logic needs it.
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It is important to remark that the access to use cases not
authorized to a user by any profile is prevented in two ways.
From one side, not authorized use cases do not appear in the
user’s menu. From the other side –even if the user types in
the url of a not authorized use case– the application server
throws a security exception because the fine role for entering
to this use case was not included in the list of fine roles that
was informed to the application server.

Figure 4 also illustrates the relationship many-to-many
between Profile (security profile) and Service, as well as
between Profile and User (via the intermediate entity
Userprofile).Each menu entry may have submenus (only
terminal menu entries have an action for going to the entry
page of a use case).
The system parameters are arbitrary. They can be used,
for example, to record the session timeout, the path of the
directory to store reports, the address of printers, etc.
VI.

USE CASES OFFERED BY THE CINCOSECURITY
MODULE

The following are the use cases offered by the
CincoSecurity module:

Figure 2: User menu allowing access to all use cases of CincoSecurity

The screen snapshot of Figure 2 shows the menu of a
user that is enrolled in security profiles allowing access to all
the use cases of the CincoSecurity module.

A. CRUD Use cases
The CincoSecurity module offers:
• A use case to list/add/edit and remove parameters
of the application.
• A use case to list/add/edit and remove modules of
the application.
• A use case to list/add/edit and remove the use cases
of a module.
• A use case to list/add/edit and remove the services
of an application’s use case.
• A use case to list/add/edit and remove menu entries.

Figure 3: User menu allowing access to fewer use cases of CincoSecurity

The screen snapshot of Figure 3 shows the menu of
another user that is enrolled in security profiles allowing
access to just a few use cases of the CincoSecurity module.
V.

ENTITIES MODEL OF THE CINCOSECURITY MODULE

The entities model shown in Figure 4 illustrate the
relationship one-to-many from Module to Usecase, and from
Usecase to Service.

Figure 5: Use case to list/add/edit or remove menu entries.

It can be easily specified which menu entries have a
submenu, as well as the use case associated with a terminal
entry (see Figure 5).

Figure 4: Model of entities of the CincoSecurity module
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B. Management of security profiles
This use case allows to add/edit/remove security profiles.
Initially, the existing security profiles are listed. When a
security profile is selected, the modules, use cases and
allowed services are shown, so that the user can check or
uncheck services (see Figure 6 in the next page).
Similarly, the user can create a new security profile. In
this case, the system displays all modules, and within it, the
use cases and services, for the user to select those allowed by
the new profile.
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with these services can be included in the security profiles,
and the access to these use cases will appears in the menu of
authorized users.
VIII. COMPARISON WITH OTHER WORKS

Figure 6: Use case to manage security profiles

C. Management of users
This use case allows to add users of the application,
indicating its name, login and password. It also allows to
enroll the new user in one or more security profiles.
D. Password change
This use case allows a user to change his password.
Passwords are stored encrypted.
E. Report of security profiles vs users
This use case reports, for each security profile, which
users are enrolled.
F. Report of users vs security profiles
This use case reports, for each user, in which security
profiles is enrolled.
VII. HOW TO INTEGRATE THE CINCOSECURITY MODULE
TO A JAVA EE SEAM APPLICATION
The CincoSecurity module is open source with GPL
License [16]. It can be downloaded from SourceForge [17]
in the form of an Eclipse project [15]. It comes ready to be
deployed on the application server JBoss [14], but can be
installed in any other Java EE application server by
following the guidelines of the Seam manual [13].
The documentation accompanying the CincoSecurity
module explains in detail how to deploy and execute the
module, and how to integrate it with a Java EE application
built with Seam. In particular, detailed explanations are
included for registering application’s use cases and services
in the security module. An earlier publication about the
CincoSecurity module, oriented to programmers, focused on
these technical details [18].
It is important to emphasize that to incorporate and
manage the security of an application, the modules of the
application, the use cases contained in such modules, and the
services offered by these use cases must be registered into
the CincoSecurity module (by using CincoSecurity’s use
cases provided for this). This way, the fine roles associated
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There are other security modules proposed for the Java
EE technology. Currently, in the SourceForge portal there is
a dozen of software projects related with security for Java EE
5 [9] applications, but most of them are proposals without
implementation (i.e., they are in planning status). Two
relevant projects with implementation and good acceptance
from users are the following:
• JPA Security [19] is an Access Control Solution for
the Java Persistence API (JPA) [10] with support for
role-based access control, access control lists
(ACLs) and domain-driven access control.
Compared with CincoSecurity, this project does not
offer access control to web pages as CincoSecurity
does. JPA Security uses access rules in terms of
database operations, which provides a different type
of flexibility from CincoSecurity, where security
profiles are defined in terms of the services offered
by the use cases of the application.
• [fleXive] [20] is a Java EE 5 open-source framework
for the development of complex and evolving web
applications. It offers an administration module that
manages users and security. It implements an access
control list based approach, combined with roles.
Compared with CincoSecurity, this project uses 10
coarse roles with predefined permissions related to
the administration module, while CincoSecurity lets
to define any number of security profiles, each one
as a set of fine roles related to the services of the
application (not only to the security services). We
believe it is more intuitive to associate the users to
these security profiles and not to the [fleXive]
Access control lists (ACL), that define lists of
permissions attached to arbitrary objects. [fleXive]
does not offer access control to elements of web
pages, as CincoSecurity does.
With respect to recent proposals for extending the RBAC
model, some research works as [21][22] try to statically
validate the correctness of roles usage in an application, for
solving what they call the fragility of traditional dynamic
checks. CincoSecurity does not implement static checks, but
its strategy of fine grained roles enables to automate the
correct incorporation of security in a web application. In
effect, by following the names discipline explained in this
paper it is possible to automatically add annotations to each
method of the session EJB3 controlling a use case, in order
to permit its access only to users having the associated fine
role; it is also possible to automatically modify button tags of
JSF pages for rendering it only to users having the
corresponding fine role.
On the other hand, it is important to note that Seam offers
a complete security module [13], that is based on (coarse)
roles, permissions and rules, that achieves a very flexible
control of resources. The CincoSecurity module takes
advantage of the Seam security by using some of its facilities
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related with authentication, restriction annotations for roles,
and tags of JSF pages for rendering only for the appropriate
role. However, we believe that for an administrator it is more
difficult to write rules for granting fine permissions to roles
(as is done in the Seam module), than to configure security
profiles by checking the services of the application to be
granted (as is done in the CincoSecurity module). Also,
given that CincoSecurity does not use permissions nor rules
(only fine grained roles), the incorporation of security to a
web application can be automated, as it was explained
above; with the Seam module it seems more difficult to
automate the incorporation of security.
IX.
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Abstract— This paper points out that achievements in the field
of multimedia analysis and retrieval represent an important
opportunity for improvement of recommender system
mechanisms. Online shopping systems use various
recommender systems; however a study of different
approaches has shown that they do not exploit the potential of
information carried by multimedia product data for product
recommendations. We demonstrate how this can be
accomplished by a personalized recommender system model
that is based on analysis of colour features of product images.
We present an approach for extraction of colour-properties of
images in order to represent impressions related to the human
perception of images. Colour-properties are based on image
colour histograms, psychological properties of colours and a
learning mechanism. Based on the extracted colour-properties,
the method retrieves and ranks the images corresponding to
the desired impressions. The architectural framework of the
model is based on service-oriented architecture in order to
promote its flexibility and reuse, which is important when
applying the model to existing recommender system
environments. An experimental study was performed for
decorative photography domain.
Keywords- product recommendation; image retrieval; Ebusiness; service-oriented architecture.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Online shops provide different Web-based services for
customer-product matching and product data representation
in order to support customers at their decisions when buying
the products. Customer-product matching mechanisms differ
greatly based on the amount of effort the customer has to
invest in order to find the desired product. The most basic
approach that requires the most effort from the customer is
catalogue browsing. As customers are often unable to
evaluate all available alternatives in great depth, they tend to
use two-stage processes to reach their purchase decisions
using product catalogues: firstly they screen a large set of
available products and identify a subset of the most
promising alternatives; secondly they evaluate the latter in
more depth, perform relative comparisons across products on
important attributes, and make a purchase decision [1]. Other
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types of approaches are known as recommender systems.
Recommender systems help customers find the products they
would like to purchase by producing a list of recommended
products for each given customer [2]. Schafer et al. have
developed a taxonomy of e-commerce recommender systems
[3][4] based on two key dimensions: a) the degree of
automation, which depends on the effort the customer has to
invest in order to get the recommendation, and b) the degree
of persistence in recommendations, which depends on
whether the recommendations are based on data regarding
previous customer sessions with the system or not. One of
the most common partially automated recommender systems
are product search services where customers enter desired
product attributes (search query) and search results comprise
those products that correspond to the search query or are the
closest match for the search query. An example of a
completely automated recommender system is an implicit
customer-product matching system. They do not require
explicit customer actions, and autonomously recommend
selected products to individual customers, for example in the
side frame of the Web page.
There are many research contributions in the field of
recommendation techniques; examples are [2][5][6][7][8][9]
[10][11]. They range from very basic, such as presentation of
the most popular products, to more advanced, such as web
mining techniques [5], collaborative filtering [12], decision
tree induction [2], association rule mining [13], etc.
However, a study of different recommendation techniques
([2],[5-11],[14-21]) that existing recommender systems
techniques do not take into consideration information
contained in the multimedia product data. The multimedia
product data is used mainly to present the product to the
customer after the products to be presented have been
selected. We observe that there is an important potential to
improve the customer-product matching mechanisms using
not only text-based data about the products, but also product
multimedia data. In the recent years, advances in the field of
multimedia have provided several important results and the
potential is there to improve existing customer-product
matching mechanisms.
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In this paper we present an innovative model for
improvement of recommender systems, using product image
data. We have applied the colour-impression-based image
retrieval and ranking method [25] to the design of this model.
In [25], the colour-impression-based image retrieval method
and its system architecture have been proposed for realizing
image-colour processing dealing with emotion-aspects of
human senses to images. The purpose of our model is not to
replace the existing recommender system techniques, but to
enhance them by utilizing image based information about
products. The presented model uses a method for product
image analysis which can automatically determine colourproperties of product images. The extracted colour-properties
are used in order to improve the product search results and
product recommendations. Colour-properties are extracted
based on image colour histograms, psychological properties
of colours and a learning mechanism. The method that
implements this behaviour has been presented as the colourimpression-based image retrieval and ranking method in [24]
and [25]. As far as we know, there is no other product
recommendation system that exploits colour-impressions
contained within product images in order to improve
recommendation results. An important characteristic of this
approach is that colour-impressions based on image
perception are subjective and pertain to individual customers.
Therefore, one of the requirements of this approach is to take
into consideration different perceptions of different
individuals. The proposed model can be valuable for
different companies, especially for those where colour and
subjective properties of their products play an important role
in product selection for the customer, for example fashion
and art domains. We show an example implementation of the
model for decorative photography domain.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In
section two, we briefly review the colour-impression-based
image retrieval and ranking method [24] [25]. In section
three, we discuss the image-based recommender system
model and how the colour-impression-based image retrieval
and ranking method is applied to a recommender system. In
section four, we represent an experimental study from the
domain of decorative photography. In section five, we give
concluding remarks.
II.

COLOUR-IMPRESSION-BASED IMAGE RETRIEVAL AND
RANKING METHOD [24][25]

In this section, as an image retrieval method for realizing
our personalized recommender system model, we briefly
review the colour-impression-based image retrieval and
ranking method which has been proposed in [24][25]. In this
paper, we apply this method to the design of our
recommendation system model with product image data. The
main feature of the colour-impression-based image retrieval
and ranking method is how to deal with the colour features in
products. A knowledge base is used to compute the
relevance between a specific colour and a set of impression
concepts, such as “sharp” and “cool”, by using a dictionary
that defines abstract semantics of colours [24][25]. A colourimpression association knowledge base provides a matrix
(colour impression definition matrix; CID matrix) that
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defines colour features of colour schemas related to 130
colour variations (Figure 1). Each colour schema
corresponds to a specific impression in human’s perception
[26]. In [25], the colour-impression space has been created,
using 120 chromatic colours and 10 monochrome colours
defined in the “Colour Image Scale” [27], which is based on
the Munsell colour system [28], as shown in Figure 2. Figure
1 shows several examples of the colour-emotions defined in
“Colour Image Scale” [27]. The colour-emotions are
expressed in 120 chromatic colours and 10 monochrome
colours which are based on the Munsell colour system. Each
colour schema, which corresponds to a specific emotional
perception of humans, is described by using a combination
of several colours from the 130 basic colour set. Each
colour-emotion, such as vivid(cs2) and sweet(cs5), defines
colour features in 182 sets of colour schema related to 130
colour variations. Each colour schema corresponds to a
specific emotion in human’s perception.

…
Figure 1. Colour-impression association for defining colour features in
182 sets of colour schema related to 130 colour variations defined in
“Colour Image Scale” [27]. Each colour-impression definition, such as
“vigorous (cs1)” defines a set of weight for colours

Figure 2. 130 Munsell Basic Colour Variations defined in “Colour Image
Scale” [27].

The system converts RGB colour values to HSV colour
values per pixel of each image. HSV is a widely adopted
space in image and video retrieval because it describes
perceptual and scalable colour relationships. The system
clusters HSV pixels into the closest colour of the predefined
130 Munsell basic colours [1], and calculates the percentage
of each colour to all pixels of the image. And then the
system creates 130 HSV colour histogram. The image
metadata generation function fimage_metadata(D) is
defined as follows:

f image_ metadataD  I : i[0] ,, i[129] 

where D denotes an image data, and i[n] denotes a i-th colour
feature value. The method analyzes images to generate a
colour-impression based metadata vector. The method
extracts the colour-impression features of the image and
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inserts them into the metadata cache database. The system
analyzes the colour-impression features by performing the
following four steps as described in Figure 3:

(Step-1) The system decodes an input image file such
as JPEG and PNG.


(Step-2) The system converts RGB colour values to
HSV colour values per pixel of each image. HSV is a
widely adopted space in image and video retrieval
because it describes perceptual and scalable colour
relationships.



(Step-3) The system clusters HSV pixels into the
closest colour of the predefined 130 Munsell basic
colours[1], and calculates the percentage of each colour
to all pixels of the image. And then the system creates
130 HSV colour histogram.

Figure 4. Architectural framework overview

 (Step-4) The system extracts the colour-impression
for the image by correlation calculations between 182
colour schemas (182 impression word sets) and 130
basic HSV colours.
Figure 5. Online purchase process overview

Figure 3. The process of colour-impression based metadata extraction
[24][25].

III. ARCHITECTURAL
FRAMEWORK
OF
THE
PERSONALIZED RECOMMENDER SYSTEM MODEL USING
COLOUR-IMPRESSION-BASED
IMAGE
RETRIEVAL
AND
RANKING METHOD

Figure 4 illustrates the architectural framework overview
of our personalized recommender system model. It is based
on service-oriented architecture (SOA) due to several
important SOA characteristics, especially flexibility and
reuse. These allow for easier adaptations of the model to
different environments. To address the service orchestration
principles of SOA [34][35][36][37], the key business process
of the online shopping domain (i.e., the Online purchase
process), is implemented with the Web Service Business
Process Execution Language (BPEL) [38].
A high level overview of the process and its main
subprocesses is given in Figure 4 using the standard Business
Process Model and Notation 2.0 (BPMN) [39]. The
recommender model concerns its Product search and
selection subprocess, as shown in Figure 5. It is important to
note that the model is generic and that the proposed SOA
framework allows that BPEL processes are extended with
existing recommender system services. Figure 6
demonstrates the BPMN model of the Product search and
selection subprocess and how the architectural components
relate with the colour-impression-based image retrieval and
ranking method.
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Swimlanes are used to show which services are invoked
by the BPEL process for execution of the corresponding
process tasks and which tasks are performed by the user. For
clarity and understanding of our work, the process models do
not show details that are irrelevant for the research presented
in this paper. One can observe that the model is based on
interactivity with the user and that the presentation of the
products to the user is updated for every main user action
(interactivity loop). There are three main types of user
activities when searching for desired products:
 The customer may select impression words
appertaining to the desired products. In this case the
colour-impression-based image retrieval and ranking
function returns products that are the most relevant for
the given impression words based on the product
images. The presentation of the products for the
customer changes and shows the resulting products.
 The customer may select a product, for example to see
more details about it. In this case, the colourimpression-based image retrieval and ranking is
performed based on the images of the selected product.
Products with similar-impression images are returned
and are presented to the customer in the side frame.
 The model also allows for the standard product attribute
selection, such as type of the product, colour, size,
material etc. In case the customer changes the attributes
and if the customer has already chosen the impression
words, products are first filtered in order to retrieve the
products that correspond to the selected attributes. Then
the colour-impression-based image retrieval and
ranking function performs the search based on the
filtered product images. The presentation of the
products for the customer changes and the resulting
products are shown.
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Figure 6. Product search and selection process overview

The colour-impression-based image retrieval and ranking
function is integrated in all interactivity loops. However, the
process differs if the customer is logged or not. If the
customer is logged in, their personal CID matrix is used.
Otherwise, the common domain CID matrix is used as the
basis.
Colour-impression-based learning is performed every
time a user selects the product and every time the user
confirms a product for purchase. Based on the impression
words specified by the customer and the selected/confirmed
products, product image analysis is performed to obtain the
colour features of the images. The corresponding CID matrix
is adjusted in order to give a stronger association between the
impression words and selected product images. If the
customer is not logged in and the common domain CID
matrix is used, the adjustments are performed on a copy of
the common domain CID matrix. If the customer later logs
in, the adjustment is applied to the adjusted CID matrix.
Thus the CID matrix implements the personalization based
for specific customers. Otherwise, the matrix is used only
during the customer session.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

We have performed an experimental study of the model
for the decorative photography domain. The corresponding
online purchase business process was implemented based on
the architectural framework discussed in the previous
section. For the use cases examples presented in the
remainder of this section, the selected product attributes
were: category: scenery, landscapes, places; size: 4:3 and
16:9. 205 images corresponded to this attribute selection.
Table I demonstrates photograph images of three result sets
of the colour-impression-based image retrieval and ranking:
first for the impression word “earnest”, second for the word
“exact”, and third for the words “earnest, exact”. The
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impression word query “earnest, exact” returns those images
that are semantically the closest to both impression words.
Correlation values are given for the resulting product images.
TABLE I.
PRODUCT IMAGES PRESENTED TO THE CUSTOMER BASED
ON AN AJUSTED CID MATRIX AND THREE EXAMPLE IMPRESSION WORD
SETS

Table II demonstrates two image result sets for the
impression word “crystalline”. Table II (A) represents the
results based on the common domain CID matrix. Let us
consider the example where after the customer is presented
with the resulting 10 photographs. The customer then selects
the product with the last image in the result set (image with
the correlation 0,035 in Table II (A)). When the product is
selected, colour-impression-based learning is performed.
Besides the product details for this photograph, the customer
is presented the image result set of the Table II (B) without
the first photograph (as it is the same as the selected
photograph). One can easily notice the difference in the
results and the adaptation to the customer’s perceptions.
Furthermore, next time the customer performs the search for
the word “crystalline”, the resulting photographs would be
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refined and adjusted to the customer. For the same input set
of images the result would be as presented by Table II (B).
TABLE II.

EXAMPLE IMAGE RESULT SETS FOR THE IMPRESSION WORD
"CRYSTALLINE"

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]
(A) Before learning

[8]

[9]

(B) After learning

V.

[10]

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has presented a recommender system model
based on the colour-impression-based image retrieval and
ranking method in [24][25]. This paper has demonstrated
how the colour-impression-based image retrieval and
ranking method can be applied to recommender systems for
online shopping. The method is based on extraction of
colour-impression features from images based on images’
colour features. The presented model is very useful,
especially for domains where colour-based impressions play
an important role in customer decisions for product selection
and purchase, for example fashion and decoration domains.
It is based on service-oriented architecture for greater
flexibility and easier adaptation to different environments.
Other important multimedia and image analysis methods
exist that can be applied to recommender systems, such as
[40][41]. In our further work we shall extend the model with
some of these methods in order to improve the model and
extend the target domains by taking into consideration other
information carried by images, such as combination of
colour, shape and structure features, and other types of
multimedia, such as video and sound.
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Abstract—In this study, we present a generic model to
exchange emotional states information between heterogeneous
multi-modal applications. Our proposal is composed of three
distinct layers: the psychological layer, the formal computational layer and the language layer. The first layer represents
the psychological theory adopted in our approach, The second
layer is based on a formal multidimensional model. It matches
with the psychological approach of the previous layer. The
final layer uses XML to generate the final emotional data to
be transferred through the network. The remainder of this
article describes each layer of our model. The proposed model
enables the exchange of the emotional states regardless to the
modalities and sensors used in the detection step. Moreover our
model permits to model not only the basic emotions (e.g., anger,
sadness, fear) but also different types of complex emotions like
simulated and masked emotions.
Keywords-emotion, multimodality, three layers model,
Plutchik model, emotional exchanges, multidimensional spaces.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The use of emotion in computers is becoming an increasingly important field for human-computer interaction. Indeed, affective computing is becoming a focus in interactive
technological systems and more essential for communication, decision-making and behavior. There is a rising need
for emotional state recognition in several domains, such
as health monitoring, video games and human-computer
interaction. The emotional information exchange between
applications entails many problems such as application heterogeneity, complexity of emotional states, diversification
of capture tools and dependence between treatment and
physical sensors. The lack of a standard in human emotions
modeling hinders the sharing of affective information between applications. As part of the research project Emotica,
we define a generic model facilitating communication between heterogeneous multi-modal applications. Our proposal
is composed of three distinct layers: the psychological layer,
the formal computational layer and the language layer. This
generic model is designed to be usable in a wide range of use
cases, including modeling and representation of Emotional
States. In this paper, we explain the role of each layer of
our generic model. The remainder of this paper is organized
as follows. In Section 2, we present the problem statement.
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In Section 3, we describe the different parts of our model.
Finally, we conclude in Section 4.
II. P ROBLEM STATEMENT
Emotions are an important key component of human
social interaction. Today there is a need for computers to understand this component in order to facilitate communication
between users and to improves the credibility of interactions
human-computer. Sharing emotional states becomes more
and more important in human-machine interactive systems.
Nevertheless, it entails many problems due to complexity
of emotional states, diversification of capture tools and dependence between treatment and physical sensors. Emotion
is a complex concept. Indeed there is no agreed model
for the representation of emotional states. Many theories
focused only on basic emotions [1]. Another ones introduced
some complex emotions [2] but does not encompass all the
emotional states. Moreover, in a natural setting, emotions
can be manifested in many ways and, expressed and perceived through multiple modalities, such as facial expression
,gesture, speech, or physiological variation. Each modality
need a specific processing and use special techniques for
the recognition step. The difficulty of sharing emotional
information between many applications which use different
modalities coming from the dependance between treatment
and physical sensors and the lack of a standard human
emotions modeling.
Current works on modeling and annotation of emotional
states like Emotion Markup Language (EmotionML) [3] or
Emotion Annotation and Representation Language (EARL)
[4] aim to provide a standard for emotion exchange between
applications, but they use natural languages to define emotions. They use words instead of concepts. For example, in
EARL, joy would be represented by the following string
”<emotion category=”joy” />”, which is the English word
for the concept of joy and not the concept itself, which could
be expressed in all languages (e.g., joie, farah, gioia). In this
article, we propose a generic model, which can model any
kind of complex emotion, and permits the exchange of emotional states between heterogeneous applications regardless
to the modalities and sensors used in the detection step.
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The Three-layer model

III. T HE P ROPOSED M ODEL
Our approach is based on a hierarchical representation
model composed by three distinct layers which are interdependent to ensure a maintenance of coherence of the model.
Figure 1 shows a global schema of our proposed model. It
is composed of three distinct layers: the psychological layer,
the formal representation layer and the language layer.
A. The psychological layer
The psychological layer is the first layer of our model
and it represents the psychological model that we chosen to
represent the emotional state of users. Emotion is a complex concept. There is no consensus among psychological
and linguistic theories on emotions. According to research
in psychology, three major approaches to affect modeling can be distinguished [5]: dimensional, categorical, and
appraisal-based approach. The dimensional approach models emotional properties in terms of emotion dimensions.
It decomposes emotions over two orthogonal dimensions,
namely arousal (from calm to excitement) and valence (from
positive to negative) [6]. In the Appraisal theory, emotions
are obtained from the subjective evaluations (appraisals)
of events/stimulus that cause specific reactions in different
people. Finally, categorical approach focus on identifying a
small number of primary and distinct emotions. the number
of basic emotions varies from one theory to the next: for
instance, there are 6 basic emotions in the Fridja’s theory
[7], 9 in the Tomkins’s theory [8] and 10 in the Izard’s theory [9]. Plutchik proposed a three-dimensional circumplex
model (Figure 2) which describes the relationships between
emotions. His model is very intuitive and easy including the
idea that complex emotions are obtained by mixing primary
ones. We opted for his approach as the basis of our model
and will thus describe it in details.
1) Plutchik model: Robert Plutchik adopted a color
metaphor for the combination of basic emotions [10]. He
proposed a three-dimensional ”circumplex model” (Figure
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2), which describes the relationships between emotions. He
argued for eight primary emotion arranged as four pairs of
opposites: (Joy-Sadness, Fear-Anger, Surprise-Anticipation,
Disgust-Trust) [10]. The vertical dimension represents intensity or level of arousal, and the circle represents degrees
of similarity among the emotions. He suggested that nonbasic emotions are obtained through the addition of basic
emotions (color analogy, Plutchik, 1962) [11]. In his model,
for instance, Love = Joy + trust and Delight = Surprise +
Joy. Plutchik defined rules for building complex emotions
out of basic ones. In practice, combination of emotions
follows the method ”dyads and triads” [12]. He defined the
primary dyads emotions as the mixtures of two adjacent
basic emotions. Secondary dyad includes emotions that are
one step apart on the ”emotion wheel”, for instance Fear
+ Sadness = Despair. A tertiary emotion is generated from
a mix of emotions that are two steps apart on the wheel
(Surprise + Anger = Outrage).
In our work, we chose the Plutchik model to represent
the psychological layer because it verifies many important
conditions for the elaboration of our model and it explains
emotions in terms of formulas that can be universally applied
to all human beings [13]. First, the Plutchik model is based
on 8 basic emotions encompassing the common five basic
emotions. Then, it takes into account the intensity of emotion
i.e., the level of arousal or the feeling degree of each basic
emotion for example (terror, fear, apprehension). Finally,
the Plutchik model is intuitive, very rich and it is the
most complete model in literature because it permits to
model complex emotions by using basic ones. Indeed, as we
have seen, Plutchik defined the dyads and the triads which
are combinations of basic emotions describing complex
emotions which are regarded as emotions in usual life.
B. The formal computational layer
The formal computational layer is the second layer of
our model. It matches the psychological approach of the
first layer. It is the formal representation of Plutchik’s
model and it is based on an algebraic representation using
multidimensional vectors. In this layer, we represent every
emotion as a vector in a space of 8 dimensions where every
axis represents a basic emotion defined on the Plutchik
theory .
First, we define our Base by (B) = (joy, sadness, trust,
disgust, fear, anger, surprise, anticipation), which are the
basic emotions on the Plutchik theory. So every emotion (e)
can be expressed as a finite sum (called linear combination)
of the basic elements.
8
X
(e) =
hE, ui iui
(1)
i=1

Thus, (e) = α1 Joy + α2 sadness + α3 trust + .. +
α7 surprise + α8 anticipation
where αi are scalars and ui (i = 1..8) elements of the basis
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Figure 2.

Plutchiks three-dimensional circumplex model
Figure 3.

(B). Typically, the coordinates are represented as elements
of a column vector E


α1
 α2 



E=
 . 
 . 
α8 B
where αi ∈ [0, 1] represent the intensity of the respective
basic emotion. More the value of αi gets nearer to 1, more
the emotion is felt.
The proposed model takes into account the property of
the intensity of the emotion. Indeed, each emotion can
exist in varying degrees of intensity. The coefficients αi
determine the emotion intensity. According to the value of
the coefficients αi we can make the difference between
annoyance, anger and rage or pleasure, joy and ecstasy. So,
rage is the basic emotion anger with high intensity. The
multidimensional representation of the formal computational
layer provides the representation of an infinity of emotions
and provides also a powerful mathematical tools for the
analysis and the processing of these emotions. Indeed we
can apply the usual basic algebraic operations on vectors like
the addition, the scalar multiplication, the projection and the
distance in an Euclidean space. We are going to detail only
the addition, and the Euclidean distance. for more detail you
can see [14].
1) Vector addition: We have seen in the previous
paragraphs that the mixture of pairs of basic emotions
resulted of complex emotion. Joy and trust for example
produce the complex emotion ”love”. In this part we define
the combination between emotions as the sum of two
emotion vectors. This addition is defined as the maximum
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Combination and opposites on the Plutchik’s model

value of coefficients (term by term) [14]. Let E1u and
E2u be two emotional vectors expressed in the basis (B)
0
0
0
respectively by (λ1 , λ2 , .., λ8 ) and (λ1 , λ2 , .., λ8 ). The
addition of these two vectors is defined as:
0

E = E1u

M

0

E2u = max(λi , λi )f or0 ≤ i ≤ 8

(2)

In this sense, the vector representing the emotion love, which
is mixture of joy and trust, is defined as:
L




Elove = 




Elove = EJoy

α1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0









 L








B

Etrust

0
0
α3
0
0
0
0
0











 =






B

α1
0
α3
0
0
0
0
0









B

where α1 6= 0 et α3 6= 0
In the same way we can obtain the ”vector form” of the
other complex emotions states defined by Plutchik. These
emotions combinations are shown on Figure 3. Figure 4
shows an example of the using of the add operation on application of emotion detection. On this example the detection is
done using two modalities. Each modality gives an emotion
vector. The vector V1 is given by the facial modality and
the vector V2 is given by the physiological modality. The
final emotion vector Vf is given by the addition of this two
vectors using equation 2.
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interpretation of this vector.
C. The language layer
The third layer of our model is the language layer.
This layer provides encoding emotional information. We
propose to use the eXtensible Mark-Up Language (XML)
developed by the World Wide Web Consortium to annotate
and represent emotional states of users.
XML, is a method for describing and encoding data.
It is used for representation and transmission of data between application and organization. It is a text-based system
meaning that both humans and machines can understand
it directly, and is self-describing in so much as each data
element can be traced to a definition [15]. For example,
annotating a complex emotion detected using the voice
modality (microphone) give the following XML structure:
Figure 4.

Multi-modality emotion recognition system

2) Euclidean distance (2-norm distance):
v
u n
uX
d(E, Y ) = t (yi − xi )2

(3)

i=1




with E



x1
x2
.
.
xn













and Y 


B

y1
y2
.
.
yn








are two vectors.
B

The proposed model is a continuous model providing the
representation of infinity of emotions. Thus, to analyse a
given vector and determine the nearest emotion from the
known ones we need a tool to calculate the similitude
from the vector and the known emotions. For this, we
propose to use the Euclidean distance (2-norm distance)
defined by equation 3. First, we have to generate a data
base of emotions composed by the vectors of all emotions
proposed by Plutchik given by Figure 2 and Figure 3. So,
our emotion data base is composed by approximately 50
emotions and can be extended by others emotions. Then we
have to compute for a given vector V1 the Euclidean distance
between it and all the vectors of the data base. Finally we
keep the vector of the data base minimizing this distance.
This vector represents the nearest emotion of V1 and the
computed distance gives an idea of the precision of this
interpretation. For example, we can found that the nearest
emotion for the vector V1 is ”love” with a distance equals
to zeros. We can affirm without doubts that V1 represents
the emotion ”love”. More the distance from the nearest
vector is important, less the interpretation is accurate. So
the proposed method, using the Euclidean distance, permits
to analyse automatically a given vector and provides the best
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<emotion>
<modality set= ”basic-modality” >
<vector mode=”voice”>
<intensity axis=”joy”>0.8</intensity >
<intensity axis=”sadness”>0.0</intensity >
<intensity axis=”trust”>0.6</intensity >
<intensity axis=”disgust”>0.0</intensity >
<intensity axis=”fear”>0.0</intensity >
<intensity axis=”anger”>0.0</intensity >
<intensity axis=”surprise”>0.0</intensity >
<intensity axis=”anticipation”>0.0</intensity >
</vector>
</emotion>
The numeric values for the tag ”intensity ” indicate the
intensity of the respective basic emotion going on, on a scale
from 0 (emotion is not felt) to 1 (more the emotion is felt).
Using the computational layer we can conclude that the felt
emotion is a complex one because there is more than one
axis with a value different from zeros. Moreover, using our
algorithm based on the Euclidean distance, defined on the
formal computational layer, we can conclude that the felt
emotion is ”love”.
The next example was generated using two modalities:
the heart rate modality and the facial expression modality.
Each modality will give a vector with different coefficients.
<emotion>
<modality set= ”multi-modality” count=”2”>
<vector mode=”heart-rate”>
<intensity axis=”joy”>0.0</intensity >
<intensity axis=”sadness”>0.4</intensity >
<intensity axis=”trust”>0.0</intensity >
<intensity axis=”disgust”>0.0</intensity >
<intensity axis=”fear”>0.8</intensity >
<intensity axis=”anger”>0.2</intensity >
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Figure 5.

An example of sharing emotional states.

<intensity axis=”surprise”>0.0</intensity >
<intensity axis=”anticipation”>0.0</intensity >
</vector>
<vector mode=”face”>
<intensity axis=”joy”>0.0</intensity >
<intensity axis=”sadness”>0.7</intensity >
<intensity axis=”trust”>0.0</intensity >
<intensity axis=”disgust”>0.0</intensity >
<intensity axis=”fear”>0.1</intensity >
<intensity axis=”anger”>0.0</intensity >
<intensity axis=”surprise”>0.0</intensity >
<intensity axis=”anticipation”>0.0</intensity >
</vector>
</emotion>
In the last example, each modality gives a separate vector.
Using the vector addition of the computational layer, we
obtain the final vector describing the felt emotion






E=






0
0.7
0
0
0.8
0.2
0
0

We have presented a generic model allowing the communication between various multi-modal applications. Our
model is based on psychology research. It is composed
of three distinct layers which are interdependent to ensure
a maintenance of coherence of the model. The vectorial
representation of emotions on the middle layer of our model
allows powerful mathematical tools for the analysis and
the processing of these emotions like addition (Figure 4),
projection and decomposition [14]. This new model allows a
transparent transfer of emotional states information between
heterogeneous applications regardless to the modalities and
sensors used in the detection step and provides the representation of infinity of emotions. For the future work, we would
extend our model with adding another layer containing
information relative to the user such as personality traits,
social relations and emotional context.
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Abstract—Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems present an advantageous way to provide and share services [1]. Hence, P2P are
the major technology of access upon various resources on
Internet. Hence, P2P are the major technology of access upon
various resources on Internet. A particularly intriguing class
of distributed applications consists in Information Retrieval
(IR) systems. The issue of Peer-to-Peer Information Retrieval
(P2PIR) is being tackled by researchers attempting to provide
valuable insights and to propose solutions to use it successfully.
Nearly, all published studies have been evaluated by simulation
means, using well known document collections (usually acquired from TREC). This practice leads to two problems: First,
there is little justification in favor of the document distributions
used by relevant studies and second, since different studies use
different experimental testbeds, there is no common ground for
comparing the solutions proposed. In this paper, we propose,
CB a testbed for P2PIR based on P-Kmeans. CB, a clusterbased testbed, allows to distribute documents. This work marks
the start of an effort to provide more realistic evaluation
environments for P2PIR systems as well as to create a common
ground to compare the current and future architectures.
Keywords-Testbed; P2P systems; Information retrieval.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems present an advantageous way
to provide and share services [1]. Hence, P2P are the major
technology of access upon various resources on Internet.
Hence, P2P are the major technology of access upon various
resources on Internet. A particularly intriguing class of
distributed applications consists in Information Retrieval
(IR) systems. The issue of Peer-to-Peer Information Retrieval (P2PIR) is being tackled by researchers attempting
to provide valuable insights and to propose solutions to
use it successfully. Nearly, all published studies have been
evaluated by simulation means, using well known document
collections (usually acquired from TREC). On the IR side,
in a P2P network, the distribution of documents is, to
a significant scale, a result of the previous location and
retrieval. However, this also depends on the application
specification and/or on other non-functional requirements
that may be imposed (such as copyright considerations, etc.).
Defining and simulating user behaviour, especially in a very
large distributed system, is a complex and intimidating task.
The problem with such approaches is a twofold. Firstly,
there are cases where the documents distribution does not
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successfully reflect the application scenario and therefore
such evaluation results are hardly conclusive. Secondly, each
individual considers a different testbed for experimental
evaluation, the mutual comparison and the quantification of
performance improvements become an impossible task.
Organising documents according to their content, and
consequently, achieving more accurate and effective retrieval
is, arguably, one of the principal goals of IR research.
Document clustering has been a particularly active research field within the Information Retrieval (IR) community
[2][3][4][5]. The reason behind this, apart from a natural
human tendency [6], is that by clustering, documents relevant to the same topics tend to be grouped together (the
Cluster Hypothesis [2]). Addressing these issues, we propose
a testbed, suitable for the evaluation of P2PIR systems.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the
notion of testbed and Section 3 reviews related work about
testbed in P2P retrieval. In Section 4, we detail our proposal
and we are showing our first experimental results in Section
5. Section 6 concludes and gives some open issues.
II. N OTION
•

•

OF

T ESTBED

Centralized Information Retrieval Testbed:
Dekhtyar [7] defines IR testbed by the following formula:
Testbed = DataSet + Tasks + Answers + Evaluation
measure + Data Formats. Indeed, a testbed must provide the documents and the queries to be raised on
these documents. The answers to the queries are often
data provided by experts, together with the relevance
judgements. Evaluation measures are the tools which
the testbed uses in order to test the relevance of the
IR algorithms. Data Formats, relates to the existence
of testbed under various formats of possible data.
Distributed Information Retrieval Testbed:
In a distributed context, new information must be
defined; how to distribute the data on the various nodes
of a network and which replication law to apply? In
addition, we define the elements which a distributed
testbed must provide:
Distributed Testbed = documents collection+ queries
collection + documents and queries distribution method
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among peers + documents and queries replication
method among peers + evaluation metrics+ queries
responses.
Based on this notion of testbed, we propose in this paper,
a cluster-based testbed. Before presenting the main features
of our testbed, it is important to present a brief state of the
art of some existing testbeds in a centralized and distributed
context.
III. BACKGROUND

AND

R ELATED W ORK

A. Testbeds for centralized systems
For centralized Information Retrieval, there exist an important number of standard centralized benchmarks, such
as the yearly competitions conducted by the Text Retrieval
Conference, or TREC [8], DMOZ [9], etc.
TREC, co-sponsored by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and U.S. Department of
Defense, was started in 1992 as part of the TIPSTER
Text program [10]. Its purpose was to support research
within the information retrieval community by providing
the infrastructure necessary for large-scale evaluation of
text retrieval approach. In 2001 and 2002, the conference
organized evaluating campaigns segmentation, indexing and
searching content in the video [11]. For each version of
TREC, NIST provides a collection of test. However, TREC
is only available to registered participants of the conference.
Other benchmarks repeatedly deployed in the literature include the Initiative for the Evaluation of XML Retrieval,
or INEX [12], benchmark. The test collection consists of a
set of XML documents, topics and relevance assessments.
The topics and the relevance judgments are obtained through
a collaborative effort from the participants. On the on-line
topic submission, retrieval result submission, relevance judgment task, and evaluation metrics will be provided by INEX.
Relevance assessments will be provided by the participating
groups using INEXs on-line assessment system.
B. Testbeds for decentralized systems
In recent years, distributed information retrieval systems
based on Peer-to-Peer (P2P) architectures have been increasingly attracting attention [13][14][15][16][17][18][19].
These systems usually consider a collaboration of peers
where each peer stores a subset of the globally available
documents. Being influenced by information retrieval in
centralized systems, a substantial fraction of authors in
the field of distributed IR evaluate their approaches by
partitioning well known centralized IR testbed collections,
such as the one provided by TREC, into (overlapping or
disjoint) fragments. However, the assignment of documents
to peers is not standardized and is performed differently
by the authors, rendering the comparison of experimental
results a bothersome task. Also, built testbeds is a challenge
in distributed information retrieval systems and in particular
in P2PIR systems.
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IV. P-KM EANS :

A CLUSTER - BASED TESTBED FOR

P2PIR
In P2P network, each peer usually has a homogeneous
collection of documents representing the interests of its user.
Intuitively, clustering similar documents will help to discover
useful resources and prune the searching space. Therefore,
clustering similar documents will benefit information retrieval in P2P systems.
Clustering algorithms partition a set of objects, documents
in our case, into groups called clusters. The classical algorithm K-means was introduced and drawing by Hartigan
[20]. This algorithm is a classification tool that allows
reserve a set of data in k homogeneous classes; k is fixed
by the user. It affects each object, randomly, to a region
and we iterate as follows: the centers of the different groups
are recalculated and each object is assigned to a new group,
based on the nearest center. Convergence is reached when
the centers (also called (centroids)) are fixed [21].
But k-means also has drawbacks, among which we can
mention: the method does not scale to large data collections.
Indeed, most traditional methods of clustering are easily
affordable but can not be applied to large collections of
data. Their space complexity is often too great. It follows
that it is interesting to seek an algorithm that is based on KMeans to enjoy these benefits and that adapts to a large-scale
distributed environment. To obtain a semantics distribution
on different network nodes, we first apply the algorithm
K-Means on the document collection. We noticed that KMeans takes into account that small collections. Following
this finding, we used an empirical study to determine the
maximum number of documents processed by both KMeans. The results of this study is that this algorithm treats
up to 5000 objects (i.e., documents). For this, we thought
about implementing a clustering algorithm (Peers KMeans
or P-KMeans). The objective of this algorithm is to define
a method of distributing documents on peer and overcome
the main drawback of the algorithm K-Means. P-KMeans
algorithm takes as input a documents collection DF , the
number of peers in the network k, the number of documents
in DF and the number of documents processed at each
iteration. It will output the set of k-clusters P k .
The document distribution algorithm operates in three
stages:
•

Clustering of documents:
All documents in the DF collection is partitioned
according to the number of documents processed at
each iteration n. The pseudo-code for the partitioning
is given by Algorithm 2. The notations used are summarized in Table I. The partitioning algorithm takes a
documents collection (i.e., documentsDF ), the number of documents in DF and the number of documents
processed at each iteration as input. It produces the
subsets of documents (i.e., DocDef ). For any subset
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k
n
dfi
N
DF
Pk
DocDef
clusterF iles
centroidF iles
clusterCentroidsF iles

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

peers number in network.
♯documents processed at each iteration.
subset of documents.
♯documents in DF.
documents collection.
k-clusters.
set of all documents.
set of files containing documents clusters.
set of files containing centroids clusters.
set of files containing centroids clusters.

Algorithm 1: P-KM EANS
1

Table I
P-KMeans

ALGORITHM NOTATIONS .

2
3
4

•

•

dfi of DocDef , we apply adaptedKMeans algorithm
(line 8-9) that takes dfi and the number of k peers in
the network as input. It produces dfi documents groups
(i.e., clusterF iles) and these centroids groups (i.e.,
centroidFiles).
Clustering of centroids:
Centroids (i.e., centroidFiles) already generated previously, are grouped by K-Means algorithm (line 10) to
produce centroids cluster (clusterCentroidsFiles).
Mapping between document clustering and centroids
clustering:
This step is the intermediate step between the clustering
of documents and the clustering of centroids to obtain
the conclusion of clustering documents. The pseudocode for this step is given by algorithm 3. The notations
used are summarized in Table I. The mapping algorithm
takes as input all documents clusters (clusterF iles)
and all centroids clusters (centroidF iles), it produces
k-clusters set (i.e., Pk ).

5
6
7
8

9

10

11

12
13

Algorithm 2:
1

V. E XPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Environment
•

•

PeerSim simulator:
To evaluate the approach proposed in this paper, we
have chosen to use the PeerSim [22] simulator which is
an open source tool written in Java. It has the advantage
of being dedicated to the study of P2P systems. It has an
open and modular architecture allowing it to be adapted
to specific needs. More precisely we use an extension
of PeerSim developed by the RARE project [23]. This
extension can be seen as a PeerSim specialization for
information retrieval.
Source Data:
As a data set, we used ”BigDataSet”, produced under
the RARE project [23]. It was obtained from a statistical analysis on data collected from the Gnutella [24]
system and data TREC collection, which allows us to
perform simulations in real conditions. BigDataSet is
composed of a set of documents (25000), a queries set
(4999) , a set of peers (500) and a queries distribution
on peers. It provides XML files describing the system
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Algorithm: P-KM EANS (DF , k, N , n)
Input:
DF : documents collection.
k: peers number in network.
N : documents number in DF .
n: documents number at each iteration.
Output:
P k.
begin
DocDef ::= partitionDF(DF, N , n);
centroidF iles := {∅};
clusterF iles := {∅};
clusterCentroidsF iles := {∅};
foreach dfi ∈ DocDef do
clusterF iles := clusterF iles ∪
adaptedKMeans(dfi, k);
centroidF iles := centroidF iles ∪
adaptedKMeans(dfi, k);
clusterCentroidsF iles :=
KMeans(centroidF iles, k);
P k := mapping(clusterCentroidsF iles,
clusterF iles);
return (P k )
end

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

•

PARTITION DF

Algorithm: partitionDF(DF, N , n) Input:
DF : documents collection.
N : documents number in DF .
n: documents number traits at each iteration.
Output:
DocDef .
begin
DocDef := {∅};
for (i=0 ; i 6= N /(n − 1); i++) do
dfi := Partition(DF, n, i) ;
DocDef := DocDef ∪ dfi ;
return DocDef
end

nodes and the documents they possess, as well as
queries which will be launched on the network [25].
Routing Algorithms
Routing models used here, are Gnutella and LPS.
Gnutella is a system that used a simple constrained
flooding approach for search. A query was forwarded
to a fixed number of neighbors until its time-to-live
(TTL) in terms of forwarding steps was exhausted or a
loop was detected.
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Algorithm 3:
1

2
3
4

5
6

7

B. Testbeds for Evaluating

MAPPING

Algorithm: mapping(clusterCentroidsF iles,
clusterF iles)
Input:
clusterCentroidsF iles: set of files containing
centroids clusters.
clusterF iles: set of files containing documents
clusters.
Output:
DocDef .
begin
DocDef := {∅};
foreach (clusteri ⊂ clusterCentroidsF iles)
do
foreach (c ∈ clusteri ) do
Dc :=extractCentroidDocs(c,
clusterF iles);
c := Dc

We performed our evaluation using the testbeds proposed
in [28]. These testbeds are based on ”BigDataSet” collection,
produced under the RARE project [23], and are designed to
address a number of P2P IR applications through different
document distributions and concentrations of relevant documents. The individual testbeds used are the following:
• UBZR: This testbed is designed for the simulation of
systems where the documents are distributed uniformly
across the peer population.
• RBZR: In this testbed, documents assignment is done
in a completely random manner.
• SB: This testbed aims to reflect a P2PIR scenario.
Relevant documents are distributed among a small
number of peers. Each peer usually has a homogeneous
collection of documents representing the interests of its
user.
C. Experimental Results

9

•

•

return P k ;
end

LPS is an algorithm for routing queries based on
learning implicit behavior of users that is deducted from
queries history [26].
Evaluation Metrics
In an IR system, the system’s success or rejection
is based on how effectiveness is measured. Recall
(R), Precision (P ) and F-score (the harmonic mean
of precision and recall) measures have been widely
used as fundamental measures to test the effectiveness of IR systems [27]. Let RDR, the number of
relevant documents returned. Let RD, the number of
relevant documents. Let DR, the number of documents
returned. These measures are defined as follows:
RDR
R=
(1)
RD
RDR
P =
(2)
DR
P ∗R
F − score = 2 ∗
(3)
P +R
Initialize simulation parameters
The simulation, of both algorithms LPS and Gnutella,
is based on the parameters:
– TTL (Time To Live): Maximum depth of research,
initialized to 5.
– Pmax: Maximum number of peers which the query
should be propagated to.
– Overlay size: Number of peers in the network,
initialized to 500.
– Replication degree: We used the same Zipf replication degree that is 40.
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Our experiments aim to determine the impact of different
testbeds on routing algorithms performance. We compared
CB (based on P-Kmeans algorithm) testbed with UBZR,
RBZR and SB. Figures 1 and 3 show the results for Gnutella
algorithm when applying the different testbeds. Figure 2
and 4 shows the results for LPS algorithm under different
testbeds. Former tests presented here are, in our opinion,
very encouraging. By comparing our testbed with existing
ones, we evaluate that our testbed is competitive.
A search algorithm is substantially in influence by used
type of distribution. Indeed, a semantics data distribution,
such the case of CB, gives the best results compared to
other testbeds. Indeed, distribute data according to thematic,
such as CB testbed, sought may be beneficial both for
flooding routing algorithm (case of Gnutella) and a semantic
algorithm (case of LPS) and thus with recall and F-score.

Recall

8
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Figure 1. Relation between Recall and Nbr of peers according to different
evaluation testbeds for Gnutella
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VI. C ONCLUSION

AND FUTURE WORKS

The field of information retrieval is very experimental in
nature. We identify the need to create testbeds for information retrieval experimentation. We propose CB, a testbed for
P2PIR, based on clustering algorithm (P-Kmeans).
In our testbed, recall and F-score (harmonic mean) are
implemented as two instances of the evaluation element.
Finally, this work can be followed by the use of other collections (e.g, INEX, DMOZ, etc.) and development of more
realistic distribution methods, by building a real centralized
collection (documents, queries and relevance judgments)
from P2P network data.
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Abstract—The application of weblogs in educational environments is enjoying an increasingly good reputation. In this
paper, we describe our experiences with weblogs, supporting
the innovation seeking process ’design thinking’ that has
recently received attention in various fields of interest. In face
of this broad range of ’design thinking’ usage, it was surprising
to us, how little technology is employed in the corresponding
teamwork processes. In this paper, we therefore stress the
idea that weblogs may greatly support design thinking teams.
Firstly, by enabling and supporting the formation of team
communities across barriers of individual diversity, space and
time, and secondly by supporting the process of design thinking
itself.
Keywords-Web-based Collaboration; Management; Documentation; Performance; Design; Experimentation; Human Factors.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowaydays, no individual alone could ever know all
that there is to know [1]. To remain competitive in the
21st- century global economy, knowledge worker must be
increasingly specialized, and at the same time cooperate in
diverse setup teams.
Diversity has been credited with myriad positive outcomes
for team performance. Research, meanwhile has shown
that the performance advantages of diverse setup teamwork
are often found under very narrow conditions [2]. Both,
experimental and field researches show that teams often do
not reach their potential [3]. When groups collaborate there
may be a tendency to loaf, to prematurely evaluate group
products, or for some individuals to dominate the group
process or distract the group from its goals.
This creates a demand for sophisticated coordination
and management [4]. Techniques that assure efficient interaction, appropriate leadership, and motivating goals shall
help groups overcome some of the negative forces. Design
thinking offers such a broad set of techniques and opens up
a space where creative teamwork can lead to innovation.
In this paper, we stress the idea that weblogs as such a
technique among others may greatly support the innovative
process of Design Thinking. Firstly, by enabling the formation of teams and communities across barriers of individual
diversity, space and time, and secondly by supporting the
process of design thinking itself. This paper underpins this
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argumentation with the subsequent arrangement of sections:
The subsequent section introduces the general concept of
Design Thinking. Section three elaborates upon the question
to what extent modern information and communication
technology might enhance the process of Design Thinking.
In doing so it delves into the question to what extend
weblogs might be a general value-add in the teaching and
learning environment and particularly in the process of
Design Thinking. The following use case in section four is
about the implementation of a weblog in a highly dynamic
and innovative learning- and teaching- environment. It will
indicate that weblogs - if implemented correctly in a specific
context of application - can indeed greatly improve the
process of Design Thinking. We finally discuss terms of
success and give an outlook on further research questions.
II. W HAT IS D ESIGN T HINKING ?
Recently, the term ’design thinking’ has received attention
in various fields of interest. The concept has its roots in
research on how designers comprise wicked problems [5]
and develop novel and viable solutions. Originally investigated in domains like architecture and industrial design,
the initial research focuses on cognitive models supporting
the generation, condensation, and creative transformation of
design knowledge and concepts [6] [7] [8]. Building on
that, design thinking was further developed and translated
into metadisciplinary frameworks detached from designers’
professional domains and was applied to various disciplines
and fields of innovation. Design agencies such as IDEO
promote working methods labelled with this term and inspire
large scale companies like Procter & Gamble and SAP to
design thinking’ approaches to innovation [1]. As such,
it supports the useful exchange of knowledge which has
shown to be crucial for innovation processes. Nowadays, the
term has therefore expanded into academic curricula beyond
traditional design programs, as, for instance, at Rotman
School of Management (Toronto) in the context of MBA
education, and at the d.Schools in Stanford and Potsdam
which offer design thinking education specifically to nondesigners [9] [10]. Here, post-graduate students learn to
work across their highly specialized particular disciplines in
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diverse teams. This diversity includes cognitive, disciplinary
and social diversity. To enable the analysis and processing
of a wide scope of challenges and to deal with so-called
”wicked problems” [11], teams comprising members with
backgrounds in distinct disciplines are required. While the
team setup is interdisciplinary, the participants interact in an
open dialogue that transcends their respective disciplines,
accepting each perspective as of equal importance and
relating the different perspectives to each other. This necessitates exchange between domain languages and between
everyday practices of different fields. In order to facilitate
this approach, student teams are attended by teachers with
the competence of moderation, mediation, association and
transfer needed for this interdisciplinary mode of working
[12].
One of the rather well proven success metrics of design thinking projects is the alternating use of divergent
(where the questioner attempts to diverge from facts to
the possibilities that can be created from them - concept
domain) and convergent (where the questioner attempts to
converge on and reveal ”facts”- knowledge domain) thinking
which is actively promoted through frequent feedback and
testing. This change of thinking style results in a specific
creative process, open to iteration. Song et al. [13] show that
teams cycling between divergent and convergent patterns of
thinking and questioning perform better than teams that have
little variation over the design process. A frequent shift furthermore promotes the pooling of unshared information [14]
[15], another established indicator for successful teamwork,
which is the basis of what is often described by ‘creating
something larger than the sum of the individual input‘.
The optimal team setup for Design Thinking teamwork
projects is diverse: interdisciplinarity, mixed social backgrounds and cognitive diversity are some of the keywords
here. Design thinking allows these diverse setup teams to
develop a mutual understanding due to its strong emphasis
on team-based learning regarding both the problem and its
potential solutions.
Therefore, design thinking uses a broad variety of instruments. In addition to the predominant use of whiteboards,
post-its and simple pens, digital documentation and communication applications are employed as well. Most of the
time, a combination of analogue and digital instruments will
be reality.
III. S UPPORTING H IGH D IVERSITY T EAMWORK
Until this decade, the ability to use technology to enable networked innovation was very limited. The primary
technologies used to facilitate group innovation were paper
and, more recently, the whiteboard and dry erase marker.
Since then, a great deal has happened in the past decade that
is revolutionizing collaborative innovation. New communication and collaboration platforms, media, and tools now
allow many-to-many collaboration at a scale and cost that
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could never have been achieved in the past. The Internet, an
overnight success three decades in the making, along with
its younger cousin the Web, really does change everything.
For the first time, we now have tools that enable the
free exchange of information across many individuals with
remarkably low friction. Unfortunately, by seeking the rare
brilliance of a limited few instead of the statistically likely
success of the connected many, the ”lone genius” worldview
has limited our ability to make meaningful progress in
everything from technology, to organizations, to education,
and all the way to society [16]. We have done very little to
systematically develop technology to support the innovation
process. Overall, we are still in the ”horseless carriage” days
of living in a truly networked world. We can do better, but
how do we begin to engage this new way of being? We
believe a path to the future can be found by paying conscious
attention to evidence of what works in the world today, and
by asking: What are some of the enabling collaborative tools
available today? There are many web-enabled collaborative
tools that can be used for innovation seeking teamwork:
• Instant messaging: The ability to easily send short
messages back and forth to others who are present using
computers and mobile devices.
• Conference calling: Previously only available to corporate entities, now virtually anyone with a connected
computer can initiate and participate in a conference
call with others worldwide.
• Video conferencing: This is the addition of live video
to conference calls or one-to-one messaging.
• Shared whiteboards and documents: These allow people to interact in real time and share documents, photos,
drawings or presentations where anyone can edit or
annotate the shared media. It reinforces collaboration
and iteration.
• Virtual spaces: Web offerings to interact in real time
within a virtual three-dimensional world.
• Question and answer sites / Portals: Many websites
allow groups of people to easily share their knowledge
and create new value.
• Wikis and weblogs: Web tools that have become widely
available in recent years, making publishing quick and
easy. They encourage dialogue and sharing, via asynchronous posting of comments, documents, discussions,
and editing of shared media. Blog search engines, such
as Google Blog Search and Technorati, BlogPulse or
BlogIntelligence [17], allow people to easily search a
huge quantity of very dynamic information. By transcending time, space and language barriers, blogs thus
enable the exchange of knowledge across conventional
borders [18] [19] [20].
A. Weblogs in creative teaching and learning environment
The focus of this paper is on this last group of webenabled tools, since we believe that weblogs can spur the
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process of Design Thinking most [21]. Technically, weblogs are an easy-to-use, web-enabled Content Management
System (CMS), in which dated articles (”postings”) as
well as comments on these posts are displayed in reverse
chronological order. Stephen Downes for instance postulates
to define weblogs independently of their content: ”Blogging
is something defined by format and process, not by content”
[22]. Blogs are therefore a form of micropublishing that are
at first undefined regarding their field of application [23].
This undefined point of origin makes them so flexible for
numerous other potential purposes, beginning with personal
diaries, reaching over to knowledge- and activity management platforms, and finally to content-related and journalistic web offerings. Weblogs belong to the group of ”social
software”: simple, easy-to-use, and flexible applications that
not just enable, but also facilitate cooperative gathering of
content. The consent among all currently existing social
software tools next to weblogs, is that the surplus value
is generated out of collaborative (social) activity. Social
software therefore enables affiliation to (social) networks,
as well as structuring and channeling of attention towards a
certain field of interest [21].
Research on computer-based or electronic brainstorming
has found that electronic groups can perform about as well
as or better than nominal groups [24]. With the electronic
technology, group members can share ideas simultaneously,
be anonymous to other group members (low evaluation
apprehension), and be accountable for their individual performance on their station (low social loafing). On top of that,
insuring individual accountability can enhance performance
in groups [25]. Kayser [26] stresses the similar experimental
finding, that the use of a written or electronic exchange process is one important factor to enable groups to reach a high
level of creativity. This is due to the fact that team sessions
should be followed by individual idea-generation sessions to
fully tap the cognitive benefits of an exchange process. The
individual part structures the process to minimize production
blocking, evaluation apprehension and social loafing.
The application of weblogs in teaching or learning environments is as a consequence enjoying an increasingly
good reputation. Diverse authors attribute blogs the potential
to be a transformational and innovation-enhancing technology in this regard [23]. Summarizing the findings of their
qualitative study, Efimova and Fiedler [27], for instance,
pool the benefits of the technology through the following
characteristics:
•
•
•
•

The representation of multiple perspectives
Revelation of synergies of individual and collaborative
learning,
The acquisition of meta-learning-strategies as well as
The facilitation of access to experts.

It seems to be a competitive advantage when students
prepare, document and allocate their work, questions, sug-
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gestions or recommendations in form of postings in a
quick and easy to handle ready-made manner [21]. Highly
ranked institutions such as the Harvard Law School start
to strategically implement weblogs as digital portfolios for
their student- and teaching body [23].
The core of a blog is a so-called ,personal learning
space’ in which personal artifacts are largely shared with
a non-uniform group of audiences. The individual process
of students is hereby documented and can at all times be
reflected and reused by themselves and all other potential stakeholder. This space quickly becomes a complex
ePortfolio [28], defined as ”[...] a Web-based information
management system that uses electronic media and services
to enable learners to build and maintain a digital repository
of artifacts for demonstration of competence and reflection
on their learning” [29].
B. Weblogs – a Design Thinking supporting technology
The usage of a weblog as central and strategic point of
information and communication within a design thinking
process offers not only the integration of all information
collected via these tools, it supports furthermore an active division between collaborative and individual working phases.
This is crucial for a successful integration of as diverse
knowledge and ideas as possible. There is a misbelieve,
that teamwork means working in a group at all times of
a project. It has been proven to be wrong [30]. Instead, it is
crucial for the success of teamwork, to shift between face
to face group interaction and individual action. This allows
all team members to work at their speed and to put forward
their ideas without being interrupted or rated before an idea
is fully elaborated. It also helps the team to grow together
and to value each member as an individual, if they have the
chance to put forward their knowledge, ideas and remarks
in individual sessions.
This moment of true teambuilding is what most design
thinking methods are designed for: brainstorming, storytelling, user research, prototyping and many more are neither
new nor unique. Their power lies in the right combination
and application over a creative thinking process. All these
methods support the active solidarization of the individuals
into one team, following the similarity-attraction paradigm.
According to Mannix and Neale [31], the predictions of
this paradigm are straightforward: Similarity on attributes
such as attitudes, values and beliefs and behavior facilitate
interpersonal attraction and liking - basic needs for a trustand successful collaboration.
IV. U SE -C ASE D-S CHOOL B LOG
The following use case is about the implementation of
a weblog in a highly dynamic, modern and innovative
learning- and teaching- environment that focuses on the
innovational culture of ”Design Thinking”. It will indicate
that weblogs - if implemented correctly in a specific context
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of application - can indeed improve the traditional and
conservative way of education [21]. Our use case supports
Ojala’s reasoning that blogs give room to alternative views
and opinions and inaugurate a distinct culture of thinking
outside the mainstream [18].
A. Motivation and Background
The initial motivation to start the D-School-blog-project
was to support the so-called ”Innovation Lab”, set up by
the Hasso Plattner Design Institutes of Potsdam (Germany)
and Stanford (USA) at the world’s biggest IT fair CeBIT in
Hannover in 2009 [32].
On each of the seven fair days, the lab used a predefined
design thinking process, to develop original ideas for daily
challenges with the overall goal to ’humanize’ IT. CeBIT
visitors, as well as the American and German students and
professors from their respective locations in Stanford and
at the fairground were joining forces in big, creative and
interdisciplinary team in these 24-hour projects to develop
fresh ideas for user-friendly products and services. The
overall goal of the ,Innovation Lab’ was to turn CeBIT into
an opportunity for every fair visitor to experience innovation
first- hand and to show that innovation can be taught and
learned.
Communication of preliminary results within the distributed team was supported by the employment of free tools
and web services such as S KYPE, YOU T UBE, P ICASA W EB
G ALLERIES and more. Anyone with Internet access was able
to follow, comment and contribute to the progress of the
Innovation Lab through the ’D-School-Blog’.
B. Design, Structure and Content
For creative endeavours that require composition of novel
artifacts, enhanced interfaces shall facilitate the exploration
of alternatives, prevent unproductive choices, and enable
easy backtracking. Therefore the interface is of crucial importance. Another requirement is to find acceptance among
a very broad user range, as this is a crucial aspect of design
thinking teams. Wide spreads of technology and premature
knowledge and willingness to explore the digital space is
one of the difficulties one faces when building a weblog.
To facilitate the blog’s acceptance inside the DT community, its graphical presentation was realized along the
Corporate Design of the D-School in Potsdam. It displays
a sense of playfulness as well as an uncommon, creative
character that is well-known and closely associated with
Design Thinking. The starting page of the D- School-Blog
was therefore subdivided into five major areas:
Area ”A” is comparable to the typical header of any weblog, including search functionality, multi-language support,
information on why the blog was initiated and most notably
the blog’s navigational area that links to the following four
main categories:
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Figure 1. D-School Blog Starting Page - accessible via
https://d-school-blog.hpi-web.de/

•

•

•
•

The ,Design Thinking’ category includes all kinds of
posts that generally describe the innovational process
of Design Thinking and that cannot be included in the
following more specific categories.
”Events” comprise postings that link Design Thinking
with specific events like the above-mentioned innovation lab at the CeBIT, the presentation of the first
Design Thinking book and others.
”Classes” specifically focuses on the Design projects
undertaken in the Design School of the HPI in Potsdam.
The ”Research” category is exclusively reserved for all
work related to the bilateral Design Thinking Research
program of the HPI and the Stanford University.

Label ”B” in Figure 1 displays the featured articles in the
D-Blog. This plugin-enabled functionality adds a number of
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features to the standard blogging software of W ORDPRESS
that allow moderators to easily write and organize series
of posts and display that series dynamically in the blog.
This feature allows drawing extra attention towards a specific
event, project or topic regarding Design Thinking that is
being covered by multiple posts. In the case at hand, we
used this area within the blog to display the different Design
Challenges called out during our ”innovation Lab” at the
CeBIT in the most prominent way possible.
Any article posted in the D-blog finds its way into
the main content area labeled ”C”. Usually, the posts are
displayed in reverse chronological order, typical for weblogs.
The sidebar of the D-blog is presented in a weblog-common
way in the area labeled ”D”. Here, the blog visitors find important Design Thinking-related links, fields for registration
and log-on, as well as a mask displaying the latest comments
posted and the most popular posts written, as well as a list
of the featured articles as also displayed in area ”B”. Here,
you also find the list of tags assigned to the single posts, also
displayed in the ”tagcloud” at the bottom of the sidebar.
Area ”E” is the last major division of the blog’s starting
page. Since multimedia content is generated in masses
within the DT-process, a corresponding preview-gallery also
needed to be placed on the starting page. The archive with
”out-dated” posts finds its place at the very end of ”area”
E, only followed by copyright information and imprint.
Bross et al. [21] subdivide the D-School-Blog’s community into the following user groups:
• Scientific staff, students and alumni of the D-School in
Potsdam and in Stanford,
• the editorial staff of the D-blog that was also responsible for its technical realization,
• people that are interested in the Topic of Design Thinking and that are willing to contributing to the process by
writing their own articles or commenting on the content
of user-groups one till three.
The diverse background of those involved in this project
obliged the editorial staff to provide technical support to
parts of the community by giving continuous support of how
to use a medium such as weblogs.
C. Proof of concept
The success of the community blogging concept is indicated by the usage statistics of the D-School-Blog. The
initial pool of users consisted of students and alumni taking
part in the 24h challenge and of design thinking researchers
interested in participation at the CeBIT in 2009. A total
of 55 user accounts have been set up for the launch of
the blog, of which 39 have logged in within the first three
days. Nearly 2 years later, the blog matured from a singleevent documentation tool to a Design Thinking community
platform that is fully integrated into the curriculum of the
D-School in Potsdam. It is also prominently linked from
the D-School’s homepage (see [33]). 140 different authors
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are by now regularly publishing new posting on the weblog.
In total, the D-School-Blog so far welcomed in excess of
27.000 different users on its pages, who generated more
than 100.000 hits. We also believe that the D-SchoolBlog is increasingly attracting interest in and outside the
virtual borders of Germany. Indicators for this assumption
are close to 25.000 referrers regarding the d-school-blog
from external web pages, as well as the rising number of
more than 300 followers on the accompanying twitter feed
(twitter.com/dschool potsdam). More to the point, selected
projects of the D-School that have been documented in its
blog, such as BRING .BUDDY (see [34]), have made it into
a German newspaper with a wide circulation [35] and even
into a popular German television show [36].
D. Critical success factors
Blogs may support the team building process but meanwhile need to find acceptance among all stakeholder. This is
a tough task, due to the diverse setup that we have described
earlier on. None of the less, we believe that if the following
rules are abided, a blog should not be a source of friction.
The user should therefore be allowed
•
•
•

•

to take an holistic view of the source data or raw
material with which they work
to suspend judgment on any matter at any time and be
able to return to that suspended state easily
to be able to make unplanned deviations; return to old
ideas and goals, formulate, as well as solve, problems
and
to re-formulate the problem space as their understanding of the domain or state of the problem changes.

Despite of the numerous advantages weblogs might incorporate for an innovative environment such as the Idea
of Design Thinking, there is a downside in their application as well. Several experiments show, that acquiring
knowledge of others through social software (e.g. weblogs)
without personal interaction cannot fully replace the depth
of understanding of face-to-face interaction (e.g. through
non-verbal communication like mimic or gesture) [37]. We
therefore strongly support the combination of real ”physical”
networking and virtual networking in order to leverage social
software to the maximum.
Nardi et al. [38] state on this behalf that it is not what
you know - it is who you know in the modern world that
is most important in helping you getting a job or task done
satisfactorily.
In other words, social networking increases the resources
that can be leveraged through interpersonal relationships thus social capital [37] [39]. Scholars transcribe professional
networking with maintaining contacts, socializing, engaging
in professional activities such as attending conferences,
participating in community groups, and increasing visibility
to others [40]. It thus equally includes emailing, participating
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in social networks such as FACEBOOK and using weblogs
in the modern era of social media [29].
V. S UGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER R ESEARCH
Creativity is a socially defined activity. As such, measures
of a creativity support tool’s success are partially dependent
on how success is defined and evaluated within a specific
community of practice. Consequently, traditional measures
such as performance or efficiency, while still important, are
only one lens with which to view the value of a creativity
support tool. To gain a more holistic perspective of how
a tool influences the creative process, one may find it
necessary to define new ways of measuring the impact of a
creativity support tool on the problem solving process, where
these metrics are derived from practices deemed important
by the community under investigation. The following types
of research questions that should be asked in evaluation
studies of blogs supporting design thinking teams:
• Is this technique better than existing practice (Post-Its,
Whiteboard, etc.)?
• Does it expand its use to other contexts?
• Have you learned how to improve this tool based on
this evaluation?
• How does the tool/technique influence the creative
process?
• What facets of creativity are affected and to what
degree?
• How brittle is the tool/technique?
• How accepted is it by the users over the long term?
• Does it celebrate diversity?
• How does this method complement others in the family
of tools/techniques?
• What is the task-to-technology ”fit”?
VI. C ONCLUSION
On top of the general advantages that weblogs might
have in a teaching or learning environment (refer to section
3.1), we identified several characteristics that are specifically
useful when deployed in the context of Design Thinking.
One crucial success factor is their ability to actively promote
and support frequent feedback and testing of their rationale.
This allows users to fundamentally change their style of
thinking and make room for specific creative processes that
are open to iteration and central for the concept of Design
Thinking. Weblogs also have the ability to pool information
that was so far unshared - another established indicator for
successful teamwork, which is the basis of what is often
described by creating something larger than the sum of the
individual input. We also argued that weblogs support the
active solidarization of the individuals into one team, following the similarity-attraction paradigm. Next to the benefit
of understanding why and how blogs can support better
design thinking teamwork results, one may also retrieve extensive process and decision documentation of rather poorly
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investigated design thinking projects. Especially researchers
can profit from the possibilities for convenient retrieval of
stored expertise. Additionally, the information can support
and speed up coaching and learning - new students can in
fact build on the research and ideas of others. We thus argue
that weblogs - if implemented correctly in a specific context
of application - can indeed improve the innovative process
of Design Thinking greatly.
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Abstract— In this paper complex adaptive systems theory
(CAS) and social autopoiesis have been interpreted with the
aim to identify factors realising emergent properties in
organisations structured as social networks. Understanding the
complex dynamics of such communities requires a view of their
infrastructure as a network of interacting agents involving
both goals and constraints. We analyze the network structure,
showing that it defines a complex weighted network with
scaling laws at different levels. We also present a simple model
of network growth involving non-local rules.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Looking back there have been a few distinctive
technological innovations that have radically changed the
way society operates and is able to interact. Johannes
Gutenberg’s printing press is the earliest example. For the
first time knowledge could be shared to a wider population
and what this did was take away the control of knowledge
from the nobility and transfer it to the general population,
this was the first step towards the democracy of knowledge.
Radio and television and the Internet are more recent
examples but the most exciting step, social networking has
just arrived and will once again have a major impact on all
elements of society.
The Internet has been around for almost 20 years and has
made drastic changes in the way we run our lives and the
manner in which we conduct our business. The internet has
provided us with a platform to exchange information and
create knowledge in exponential quantities. We are however
only now beginning to truly collaborate globally in how we
exchange and create knowledge.
One place that we are beginning to see this kind of global
collaboration and knowledge creation is in social networks.
It took radio 28 years to reach a market audience 50 million,
13 years for TV, 4 years for the internet and only 2 years for
FaceBook.
More and more of our personal data are making it onto
the web every day. From applications as pedestrian as word
processing to social networking tools such as Loopt, which
allow one to share their GPS location with friends, the web is
supplanting the classic Personal Computing paradigm. The
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smart phone is accelerating this trend. Users expect to be
able to view data produced on the desktop while on the go.
Centralized application services have many positive
properties. They are easy to use. They make it easy to share.
It is fun and easy to discover new friends, to discover who
your friends have as friends or to reconnect with old friends.
Users do not need to worry about software upgrades as the
application provider automatically updates the software as
needed. Third party application developers have, through
independent development, made these platforms more useful
and fun than ever before.
All of this freedom does come at a cost however. The
risks created by centralized service providers is worthy of
concern, and one can consider that in less than five years a
network like Facebook is worth more as a direct mail
marketing service than it is as a social networking
application. Even worse seems to be the freedom in social
networks communication for businesses. With a digitally
connected social world in which the line between personal
and corporate lives is increasingly blurred, potential risks to
businesses also rise. It’s clear that businesses need a
proactive— and powerfully persuasive—communications
plan to educate their user community about social media
risks, personal and company impacts, and expected
behaviors.
On the other hand, despite the risks, many companies are
ill-prepared. To safeguard critical data, mitigate data leakage,
and control intellectual property, one must adopt a strategy
that leverages the experience and leadership of the business
and technology sides of the companies. As an alternate
solution, we propose to use in social network management a
distributed platform that retains the core functionalities of a
centralized service with the additional advantage of returning
ownership of the data to the user. The existence of a
distributed solution offers consumer choice and puts pressure
on centralized services to treat our data with the care and
discretion we desire.
II.

THE POLICIES AND PROCESSES FOR SUCCESSFUL
SOCIAL NETWORKS

As with any policy implementation, the first step
concerning social media is to form a business strategy that
includes a long-term adoption plan for policies, procedures,
and solutions.
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It is essential that the business classify data so that
employees understand precisely what is—and is not—
sensitive information. This process also should define who is
authorized to access and share corporate content, and it
should lay out procedures that delineate how employees may
use sensitive data. As part of data classification, the business
should also establish a data-retention policy for information
created on social media.
Policy also must clearly specify who is responsible for
particular types of communications; these operational roles
typically fall within the marketing and customer service
departments. The company also should establish
management oversight for social media—both a chief
strategist and a community manager, for instance.
When developing roles and policies, the business should
include a strategy for employee separation to maintain
ownership of intellectual property and social identities.
Establishing these policies is only the beginning,
however. The real work lies in behavioral changes of
employees. Businesses must educate employees on the need
to protect intellectual property and sensitive information, and
they should fully detail the consequences of noncompliance
for both the company and the individual.
Typically, technology incubated by Computer Science
professionals in universities and companies eventually make
its way to consumers. Distributed systems have not made
this leap. Consumers have the same need to share media with
friends over the Internet. We envision that personal servers
of tomorrow may become as prevalent as today’s personal
computers. Obviously we still have a long way to go before
today’s social applications. The key is to create open highlevel distributed programming interfaces and frameworks
that enable independent software vendors to create
distributed applications that run across these servers.
Privacy, the key factor in our new design, must make
possible a new class of viral applications and preserve and
even enhance the ability of advertisers to make a profit.
Without privacy, an entire class of financial and medical
applications will not be accepted. In fact, privacy is also
useful for applications involving interpersonal relationships,
a particularly viral category. While it is generally accepted
that the younger generation has less qualms over making
personal information public, few would be willing to make
public their negative feelings about other individuals.
Concluding that in turbulent business environments
organisations need to react quickly and creatively to make
the most of new opportunities and business models, in this
paper we consider as a possible solution to reach these new
imperatives which require organisations to become more
flexible to handle change, the model of complex selforganizing systems, where of key importance in responding
successfully to change is the concept of emergence.
Complexity science is a way of addressing and improving
such capabilities in organisations, as it is concerned with the
role of chance, emergence and contingency in the face of
frequent and continuous change [1].
In our work factors facilitating organisational emergence
have been identified by interpreting complex adaptive
systems (CAS) and social autopoiesis theories with the aim
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of identifying mechanisms or strategies that raise the
emergent properties of social business enterprises [2]. Social
autopoiesis was chosen as it focuses on social elements of
emergence, such as communication, collaboration, morale,
trust, etc., whereas CAS theory concentrates more on
adaptive mechanisms that make a CAS produce emergent
order, such as inter-relations, interconnectivity, edge of
chaos, feedback, etc. Based on this a framework has been
derived that summarises the so-called factors that facilitate
organisational emergence. The framework classifies factors
as tangible and intangible, and it differentiates between
dynamics, enabling infrastructure and controls, amongst
emergence factors. By enforcing factors facilitating
emergence and avoiding factors prohibiting emergence, it is
argued that organisational emergence will be leveraged
leaving space to project teams to innovate and continuously
evolve appropriate solutions in order to adapt to an everchanging business environment.
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SOCIAL NETWORKS AS
COMPLEX ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
Self-organization has been subject of discussions
concerning the question of the interrelationship between a
system and its environment in various disciplines, apart from
DAI (Distributed Artificial Intelligence). The different
theoretical approaches have in common that they call any
kind of system self-organizing if it is able to determine its
internal structure by itself as the environment changes. The
boundaries of a self-organizing system and its structure (i.e.
the relation between its elements) are not determined by
environmental factors. Rather, these systems generate,
change and adapt their internal organization within their own
logic in a dynamic process to cope with environmental
changes. As a result of more recent social theories, the notion
of self-organization has become a primitive in sociology
when it comes to describe social entities (groups, networks,
organizations). In particular in MAS (Multiagent Systems)
literature the concept of self-organising MASs has been
partially considered by researchers interested in designing
the best match among task, environment, structure and
performance. A prevalent opinion is that sociological theory
can help overcoming difficulties in modeling MAS. In this
spirit it is to mention a new sociological concept to the study
of self-organization in MAS, the habitus-field theory of
Pierre Bourdieu which describe organizations as selforganizing social entities (“autonomous fields”) [3].
Most of the work on complexity and the development of
complexity theories have been undertaken in the context of
the natural sciences and there has been relatively little work
on developing or applying such theories in the social
sciences. A thorough review of complexity and social
autopoiesis literatures is undertaken in this section, based on
the work of Alaa [4], with special focus on managementrelated contributions to extract mechanisms or groupings of
factors that are argued will facilitate emergence in social and
management contexts. The analysis resulted in a
classification into several groupings; dynamics (social
construction factors/intangible dynamics and adaptive
III.
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factors/tangible dynamics), enabling infrastructure (tangible
& intangible), and control factors (tangible & intangible).
Dynamics are factors that realise emergent properties, the
enabling infrastructure include elements that enable the
dynamics to become effective, whereas controlling factors
attempt to ensure balance of dynamics to prevent descent
into chaos.
A. Social Construction Factors/Intangible Dynamics
The social drivers and stimulators that have been
suggested as important in facilitating emergent social
behaviour are presented as follows:
• The development of autopoietic society requires
communication, meaning and consciousness that
form an essential driver of emergent behaviour.
• Facilitation of interaction in the development of
social organisations put co-operative interaction and
relationships at the centre of organisational
emergence, which can be achieved through
participation, collaboration and team working.
• Local interactions are responsible for new order
creation and emergence of global structures.
• The quality of interactions between human agents is
a function of the diversity, density, and intensity of
those relations. These may be formal or informal,
designed or un-designed, implicit or explicit
• Individual motives or intentions and individual
emotions and morale act as driving forces for social
autopoietic systems influenced by interests, social
context and forms of co-operation and collective
behaviour towards achieving a specific goal.
Thus, the important social construction factors are
communication, collaboration, interaction, trust and morale.
These appear to be the important elements of complex social
systems as they are responsible for social interactions and
stimulation of creative thinking that will lead to human
empowerment and leveraging self-organisation.
B. Adaptive Factors/Tangible Dynamics
The dynamic of an evolving social entity is determined
by inter-component relationships that outline its form and
internal arrangements. Adaptive factors are required to
improve the ability of the social system to re-arrange, reform its structure and quickly respond to change; they
include the following elements:
• In a social context each individual belongs to many
groups and different contexts and the contribution
depends partially on the other individuals within that
group and the way they interact.
•
• Propagation of influence through social system
depends on the degree of connectivity,
interdependence and strength of coupling.
• In human systems, connectivity between individuals
or groups is not a constant or uniform relationship,
but varies over time.
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•

Complexity thinking is about wholes and complex
inter-relationships.
• Difficulties created by the unpredictability of
complex human processes and interdependencies are
problematic, therefore short-term orientation and
simple solutions (simplicity) are likely to result in
better outcomes.
• Conditions for experimentation and exploration of
possibilities implies small-scale orientation in order
to quickly try out various options and get quick
feedback without requiring large scale resources and
time.
Thus, the adaptive factors reflect the degree of
interdependence, connectivity, structural coupling and quick
re-formation of internal arrangements. These elements help
facilitate fast response and quick, internal adaptation and reformation of system components.
C. Enabling Infrastructure
Aspects of an enabling infrastructure that facilitates
emergence in social contexts include:
• Hierarchy and structure are pre-conditions that
enable or inhibit the emergence of new behaviours
and working ways.
• Action of organisation members is shaped to a high
degree by the existence of specific organisational
form and structures.
• Conditions that facilitate the day-to-day management
of an organisation, for example management style,
are necessary for learning and emergence to occur.
• Analysis of the influence of external factors like
power, money and control regulations like contracts
and conventions act as constraints that limit social
dynamics in complex situations.
D. Control Factors
Complexity theory in social contexts is designed to
enable creativity, spontaneity and emergence but it also
requires some kind of moderating or control mechanisms,
which seeks to balance excessive change with stability,
possibilities with constraints, innovation with tradition, etc.
• Change and stability are balanced and the edge of
chaos is a critical point of the system, where a small
change can either push the system into chaotic
behaviour or tip the system back into a stable state.
• Edge of chaos is controlled by equilibrium models
which attempt to bound a system to ensure that the
system is always pushed back to stable conditions.
• The mechanisms by which complex systems
maintain control and achieve certain goals is by
feedback, learning and frequent small adjustments to
counteract any excessive tendencies to change.
• Continuous reflection, learning and circular causality
mutually reinforce social relationships and
interactions.
• Simple high-level rules are a way to achieve a
balance between dictation and freedom enabling
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team members to interact with each other guided by
these rules
Based on the above analysis we identify the first
grouping of factors facilitating emergence, i.e. dynamics that
include those factors that operationalise the emergent
behaviour. The factors of a complex social system are also
classified into intangibles and tangibles. Intangibles
represent the social factors that uniquely characterise social
human systems, as opposed to natural systems, whereas
tangibles represent the mechanistic/adaptive factors, those
elements responsible for the internal connectivity of system
components.
The second grouping is the enabling infrastructure that
enables or allows the social and adaptive elements to either
be effective or inhibited. This includes organisational
structure, hierarchies, management style, work culture,
leadership, etc. These elements can also be tangible, such as
structures, hierarchies and external factors or intangible, such
as culture, management style and leadership. The third
grouping is control, as in order to facilitate emergent
behaviour without complete chaos or anarchy, controls need
to be in place and maintained, but they need not to be too
restrictive. The different groups and elements of each
category are illustrated in Fig. 1 that collates the various
factors. It is argued that this forms a useful framework for
identifying and understanding factors that facilitate
organisational
emergence.

IV.

AN INFRASTRUCTURE MODEL FOR SOCIAL NETWORKS

Social network analysis represents agent relationships
with nodes and links. Every node i represents an actor i
within the network and links (i, j) denote social ties between
agents i and j. More representative models of social networks
decorate each link (i, j) with the strength of the social tie or
the amount of information flowing through it, hereafter
called link weight wi,j. The statistical analysis of link weights
wi,j between pairs of vertices in the social network indicates
an heterogeneous pattern of interactions, typically following
a power law: P(wi,j) ~ wi,j -λ. In addition, the heterogeneous
distribution of link weights might be related to the
hierarchical organization of the social network.
We have chosen as specific example for which it is
possible to reconstruct the social network, the social network
of open source software communities (OSS). This system
define a network of interacting agents with very similar
features in common, reflecting the presence of limitations in
the information shared by agents. It has been argued that
decentralization leads to a distinctive organization that solves
the communication bottleneck associated to large software
projects [5]. The amount of submitted e-mails from one
programmer to other members is a good indicator of his
social position in the software community. However, not
every e-mail message has the same influence in the process
of software development. In order to reduce the amount of
noise, here we will consider only e-mail traffic associated to
bug-fixes and bug reporting. The rest of e-mails are
discarded from any further consideration. From this subset of
e-mails we can reconstruct the social network of the software
community as shown in [6].
Nodes and links (i, j) of the OSS social network represent
members and e-mail communication from i to j, respectively.
At any time, a new software bug is discovered by the
member i who sends a notification e-mail. Then, other expert
members investigate the origin of the bug and eventually
reply with the solution. Typically, several messages are
required to solve the problem. Here, we define Ei,j (t)=1 if
developer i replies to developer j at time t, or Ei,j (t)=0
otherwise. We also define link weight wi,j as the amount of email traffic flowing from member i to member j,
T

wi , j = ∑ Di , j (t ) where T is the timespan of software
t =0

development.

Figure 1. Framework of Factors Facilitating Organisational Emergence
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Figure 2. Heterogeneous interaction in small software communities
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In fig.2 we put an emphasis in the link weight
distributions P(wi,j). Here P>(wi,j) is defined as the
probability of having a link with weight wi,j. In order to
reduce the noise in the statistical data, we make use of the
cumulative
distribution
P> ( wi , j ) , defined as

P> ( wi , j ) ≅

∞

∫ P(ω )dω

. For the standard case where a

wi , j

-λ

scaling behaviour P(wi,j) ~ wi,j
P> ( wi , j ) ~ wi,j-λ+1.

is observed, we have

There is a characteristic pattern of asymmetric
interaction, where a few strong units dominate the activity of
the whole OSS. Interestingly, the distribution of link weights
in large software communities also follows a power-law;
with an exponent consistent with the observed in the small
software communities. Most real networks typically contain
parts in which the nodes (units) are more highly connected to
each other than to the rest of the network. The sets of such
nodes are usually called clusters, communities, cohesive
groups, or modules having no widely accepted, unique
definition.
In general, each node i of a network can be characterised
by a membership number mi, which is the number of
communities the node belongs to. In turn, any two
communities α and β can share

sαov, β nodes, which we define

as the overlap size between these communities. Naturally,
the communities also constitute a network with the overlaps
being their links. The number of such links of community α
com
can be called as its community degree, d α . Finally, the
size of any community α can most naturally be defined as
the number of its nodes. To characterise the community
structure of a large network we introduce the distributions of
these four basic quantities. In particular, we will focus on
their cumulative distribution functions denoted by P(scom),
P(dcom), P(sov), and P(m), respectively.
The basic observation on which our community
definition relies is that a typical community consists of
several complete (fully connected) subgraphs that tend to
share many of their nodes. Thus, we define a community, or
more precisely, a k-clique-community as a union of all kcliques (complete subgraphs of size k) that can be reached
from each other through a series of adjacent k-cliques (where
adjacency means sharing k−1 nodes). This definition is
aimed at representing the fact that it is an essential feature of
a community that its members can be reached through well
connected subsets of nodes. There are other parts of the
whole network that are not reachable from a particular kclique, but they potentially contain further k-cliquecommunities. In turn, a single node can belong to several
communities. All these can be explored systematically and
can result in a large number of overlapping communities.
Notice that in most cases relaxing this definition (e.g., by
allowing incomplete k-cliques) is practically equivalent to
lowering the value of k. In the same time any k-clique
(complete subgraph of size k) can be reached only from the
k-cliques of the same community through a series of
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adjacent k-cliques (two k-cliques are adjacent if they share
k−1 nodes) [7].
The algorithm for numerical determination of the full set
of k-clique-communities is based on first locating all cliques
(maximal complete subgraphs) of the network and then
identifying the communities by carrying out a standard
component analysis of the clique-clique overlap matrix [8].
We use our method for binary networks (i.e., with undirected
and unweighted links). An arbitrary network can always be
transformed into a binary one by ignoring any directionality
in the links and keeping only those that are stronger than a
threshold weight w*. Changing the threshold is like changing
the resolution with which the community structure is
investigated: by increasing w* the communities start to
shrink and fall apart. A very similar effect can be observed
by changing the value of k as well: increasing k makes the
communities smaller and more disintegrated, but at the same
time, also more cohesive.
The extent to which different communities overlap is also
a relevant property of a network. Although the range of
overlap sizes is limited, the behaviour of the cumulative
overlap size distribution P(sov) is close to a power law for
each network, with a rather large exponent. This remark
leaded us to consider that the most suitable topology of a
social network is that of a scale free network [9].
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Figure 3. The network of the most influent 27 blogger profiles on Twitter

In order to establish whether sociak networks are indeed
scalefree, we determined the degree distribution P(k), which
is the probability of finding a node with a degree k in the
Romanian Blogosphere (the interconnected network of
romanian bloggers). The obtained distribution is indeed
scale-free and satisfies the power law with the exponential:
λ=2.65 which satisfies the condition to be between 2 and 3
for a scale-free topology. As expected, the most influent
persons in the Romanian Blogosphere will also have
accounts on a large social network as Twitter and will keep
their superiority there also. From the first 100 blogs, in July
2008, already 27 were also on Twitter. Figure 3 shows the
interconnection between these most influent blogger profiles
which are also interconnected on Twitter. The scale-free
topology following the preferential attachment law is easy to
observe.
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To determine the connectivity degree of such a network,
we have made simulations using Ns2 simulator [910] and the
Nam animation tool [11]. Fig.4 illustrates the topology of a
free scale network with 128 nodes that started from an initial
core of 4 nodes; in the connection of other nodes we have
applied the law of the preferential attachment. In fig. 5 is
represented the distribution of the connectivity degree from
the most connected node till the less connected one, for 4
scale free networks with nodes from 100 to 100000, the
similarity being evident.

Figure 4. A scale free network with 128 nodes having 5 hubs

dynamics like flexibility, short-term orientation, small scale
approaches, simplicity and rapidity will ensure fast response
and quick adaptation to the problem situation. However,
emergence cannot be fully realised without the necessary
enabling infrastructure that will allow the dynamics of
emergence to become effective, e.g. management style, work
culture, organisational structure etc. The elements or factors
in each category have been identified and related in a
framework, to help understand and analyse the phenomenon
of emergence in social organisations.
This framework can be seen as a significant improvement
on generic complexity principles suggested in literature, such
as diversity, large number of agents, interactions, edge of
chaos, etc. that refer to emergence characteristics but without
providing a clue on how to realise these concepts in action.
Especially, it is important to notice that the framework
represents a holistic approach where the various identified
factors are intertwined and some of them may produce
counteracting effect. Future research will focus on further
validation of the framework through other empirical
applications. Especially of interest is to test if the framework
does help better understand and manage the emergence
phenomenon and put forth intentionally factors that raise the
emergence of new work arrangements. Generality and
completeness of the framework are also important to test in
future work.
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Abstract— In the Service Web, a huge number of Web services
compete to offer similar functionalities from distributed
locations. Since no Web service is risk free, this paper aims to
mitigate the risk in service selection using “Follow the Leader”
principle as a new approach for risk-reducing strategy. First,
we define the user credibility model based on the “Follow the
Leader” principle in web-based social networks. Next we show
how to evaluate the Web service credibility based on its
trustworthiness and expertise. Finally, we present a dynamic
selection model to select the best service with the perceived
performance risk and customer risk-attitude considerations.
To demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the new
“Follow the Leader” driven approach to alleviate the risk in
service selection, we used a Social Network Analysis Studio
(SNAS) to verify the validity of the proposed model. The
empirical results incorporated in this paper, demonstrate that
our approach is a significantly innovative approach as riskreducing strategy in service selection.
Keywords - Web service selection, credibility assessment, risk,
web-based social networks, Follow the Leader.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the Service Web, Web services and Web-Based Social
Networks will emerge to create an environment where users
and applications can search and compose services in an
automatic and seamless manner. The Service Web is
expected to be a place where a huge number of Web
services will compete to offer a wide range of similar
functionalities. It is expected that Web services will fully
leverage the Semantic Web to outsource part of their
functionalities to other Web services [1]. In this case, some
services may not have interacted before, while others may
act maliciously to be selected. A key requirement is to
provide trust mechanisms for quality access and retrieval of
relevant Web services with perceived risk considerations.
In the Web service selection, reputation assessment
mechanisms are used to establish trust between Web
services. The notions of “trust” and “reputation” are both
used to evaluate an entity’s trustworthiness [2]. Recent
research [3] shows that a good Web service reputation
positively affects the consumer's trust and negatively affects
the consumer's perceived risk. For example, consumers are
hesitant to transact with a service provider who has a history
of failing to honor its obligations, whereas it is relatively
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less risky to transact with a vendor who has a history of
honoring its obligations.
Web service selection is a complex process where a
service that best satisfies user preferences is selected from a
set of candidate services based on user requirements [4] As
per the selection criteria, various non-functional properties
such as quality of service (QoS), can be used and expressed
as user preferences. QoS such as response time, throughput,
availability, reliability and privacy are difficult for the user
to determine and control. Users are usually not willing to
spend time describing their detailed preferences to the
system. They are even less inclined to assign weights to
them, especially if they do not have a clear understanding of
the effects and results of this input. Moreover, users may not
even be aware of their explicit preferences. Hence, riskaverse users who want to use Web services often seek help
from their friends, peers, experts and business partners who
may have relevant expertise or experiences.
In this paper, we propose a service selection approach
based on a credibility framework that models user and Web
service credibility with Web service perceived risk and user
risk attitude. Our work is the first that uses a formal “Follow
the Leader” model [5] based on web-based social networks
and service credibility to mitigate risk in service selection
using the most trustworthy and experienced users in the
social network.
In order to simplify the paper, we will refer to customers
/ users as human users, and a Web service as an atomic
service such as a home loan or a home insurance service.
The proposed approach can be used as a module of Web
services personalized recommender system where user
behavior can be captured from his/her interactions in WBSN.
II.

MOTIVATIONS AND CONTRIBUTATIONS

Decision making in risky complex situations has always
been a very difficult task. Traditional decision models for
Web service selection based on utility only are no longer
adequate; service selection is more complicated with
traditional approaches because the consumers may not even
know with whom they are interacting.
To illustrate the challenges involved in Web service
selection we provide the following example, which illustrates
the key difficulties and at the same time motivates our
approach.
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Motivating Example:
Bob just moved to the USA. By nature he is a risk-averse
person. He is seeking an insurance company to insure his
home. Bob lives in the same area as his friend Adam who
has already taken out home insurance. This is Bob’s first
house, and he does not want to spend too much time on
analyzing insurance features he would rather have the same
insurance as his friend Adam. What if Bob did not know
Adam? Can he get reasonable advice from somebody who
lives in his area? If not, then he would have to embark on
tedious and time consuming process of differentiating
between the vast number of home insurance services in
which all of them may match his request from a functionality
perspective, but vary in their non-functional properties.
Using trust in social networks provides a promising
approach to make recommendations to other users based on
trust propagation in finding a friend or a friend of a friend
with similar interests. However, even when the user relies
on a trustworthy friend there is still an amount of perceived
risk to be considered in adopting the Web service
recommended. The quality of the selected Web service can
be improved further by assessing its credibility by
incorporating its trustworthiness and expertise at the same
time. Our key contribution in this paper is threefold:
1. A user model with risk-attitude based on user credibility
that captures trust relationships between users.
2. A Web service credibility metrics that incorporate
trustworthiness, expertise and perceived risk.
3. A Web service selection approach based on the service
credibility and Follow the Leader to mitigate the
performance risk in service selection.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section III
presents a review of some related works. In Section IV we
propose a credibility based framework, next in Section V we
model perceived risk and risk attitude in Web service
selection, followed by simulations. Finally, we conclude by
summarizing our findings and future plans for further work.
III.

RELATED WORK

In the following section, we present the synergies which
are used in our framework.
A. Web-Based Social Networks and Trust
Web-based social networks (WBSNs) are online
communities “people, organizations or other social entities”
[6] connected by a set of social relationships, such as
friendship, co-working or information exchange in varied
contexts e.g., entertainment, religion, dating, or business.
Over the last few years, interest in social networking
websites such as MySpace, Twitter and Facebook have
increased considerably [7]. Hundreds of millions of people
are members of social networks online and many of those
networks contain trust data [8]. With access to this
information, trust has the potential to improve the way
recommendations are made and services are selected.
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In WBSNs, the trust inference mechanism is becoming a
critical issue when participants want to establish a new trust
relation or measure trust values between connected users
[9]. The idea is to search for trustworthy users by exploiting
trust propagation [10] over the trust network.
B. Trust and Risk in Service Selection
Trust and risk are two tools for making decisions in
uncertain environments [11]. In such environments, where
the service consumer often has insufficient information
about the service provider and the offered services, this
forces the consumer to accept the risk of prior performance
[12], i.e., to pay for services before receiving them, which
can leave her in a vulnerable position. Trust comes into play
as a solution for the specific problems of risk. Trust
becomes the crucial strategy for dealing with an uncertain
and uncontrollable future. So, trust is particularly relevant in
conditions of ignorance or uncertainty with respect to the
unknown actions of others.
There are only a few computational trust models that
explicitly take risk into account. Studies that combine risk
and trust include [13] and [11]. In PET, Liang and Shi [13]
their conclusion highlights that risk is important in
designing a personalized trust system.
Trust can be described as a positive state of mind caused
by the perception that the risk resulting from collaborating
with the trusted party is acceptable [14]. Trust systems
enable parties to determine the trustworthiness of
participating parties. Trust is relevant in situations where
one must enter into risks but has incomplete control over the
outcome, hence any act of trusting implies some bet and
some risk [15]. A recent study [3] concludes that as trust
increases, consumers are likely to perceive less risk than if
trust were absent; i.e., the consumer's trust negatively
affects the consumer's perceived risk of a Web service
transaction.
C. Follow the Leader
As pointed out by social psychology theory [9], the role
of a person in a specific domain has significant influences
on trust evaluation if the person recommends a person or an
object. Follow the leader in dynamic social networks [5], is
a formal probabilistic model of opinion formation with
dynamic confidence in agent-mediated social networks
where the profiling of agents as leaders or followers is
possible. An opinion leader is specified as a highly selfconfident agent with strong opinions. According to [5], in a
social network, a member is either a leader or a follower
who adopted another leader’s opinion to use a Web service.
Subsequently this member adopts whatever her best friend
adopted, otherwise the member has no active friends and
consequently it acts as an independent user.
Ramirez-Cano and Pitt [16], define the relationship
between two agents as a confidence function, such that: “an
agent (i) increases its confidence in another agent (j) based
on how well (j’s) opinion meets the criteria specified in i’s
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mind-set. A mind-set represents the set of beliefs, attitudes,
assumptions and tendencies that predetermine the way an
agent evaluates a received opinion”.
IV.

CREDIBILITY BASED FRAMEWORK

A. Web Based Social Network (WBSN) Interaction Model
In a WBSN, as shown in Fig. 1, let a set of users
interacting in a set of contexts or
   , … . , 
domains
   , … . ,  , such as categories in
EPINIONS.com. In each domain there is a set of Web
services (K), such that:    , … . ,  ,    .
Each user (u ∈ U) rates a set of Web services M denoted
by:    , … ,  … . ,  ,    , and ! " is
the rating value of user u for Web service Si. The rating
value can be any real number, but most often ratings are
integers, e.g., in the range [1, 5].
In a trust-aware system, there is also a trust network
amongst users. We define !#$ " to be the direct trust
between user u and user v, trust value is a real number in the
range [0, 1]: 0 means no trust and 1 mean full trust between
users.

we derived a formula to express user credibility in a WBSN.
This formula is expressed as:
Cr!'"  α ) Cr* + , β1 ) Cr!#/ " , γ ) Cr!#1 "

(1)

User credibility components consist of: (1) Cr* + refer to
user credibility expertise from user ratings component, (2)
Cr!#/ " refer to user credibility trustworthiness from direct
followers trust and (3) Cr!#1 " refer to user credibility
trustworthiness from indirect followers trust, where
α , β1 , γ  1, and α, β1, γ are system tuning parameters
representing the importance of each credibility component.
In our experiments, we use the values (5/9,3/9,1/9)
respectively.
Credibility of Web service is a crucial part in service
selection. In the following section we define Web service
credibility and show how to compute it in a dynamic
environment.

Figure 2. Web service Credibility Model

Figure 1. WBSN user interaction model

B. User Credibility Based Clustering - Follow the Leader
The “Follow the Leader” model [5], provides us with
insights to identify users based on their roles in the WBSN
i.e., either leaders or followers. Enriching the “Follow the
Leader” model with trust, gives us the potential to analyze
WBSN based on user’s credibility. Fig. 1 shows the basis of
our approach. User credibility measure reflects their
trustworthiness and expertise and provides us with the
means to identify users’ roles in a specific context. Some
users can be classified as leaders others can be classified as
followers according to their credibility level.
User credibility is a synonym of believability [17].
Credibility of an agent can be measured by its
trustworthiness, expertise, and dynamism [18]. The majority
of researchers identify two key components of credibility:
trustworthiness and expertise. In our previous work [19, 20]
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C. Web service Credibility Model
We define a credible Web service as a service that
performed consistently, accurately, and has proven to be
dependable over a period of time (t). Credibility of a Web
service Cr2 !3" as shown in Fig. 2 can be measured by its
trustworthiness Cr2 *# +, expertise Cr2 *4 + and dynamism
[18]; so we address these components as follows:
1) Web service credibility from Trustworthiness
Trustworthiness is the property of an entity of being
“able to be trusted”, while trusting is “to have belief or
confidence in the honesty, goodness, skill or safety of a
person, organization or thing” [21]. Trustworthiness of a
Web service is the property of being “worthy of confidence”
and therefore related to past consistent reputation in specific
context and time.
We define Web service trustworthiness Cr2 *# + as a
measure of its reputation and is regarded as a predictor of its
future behavior [1]. Reputation is what is generally said or
believed about a person's or thing's character or standing
[14]. It is a collective measure of the opinion of a
community of users (humans or agents) regarding their
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actual experience with the service [22]. It is computed as an
aggregation of users’ feedbacks and reflects the reliability
and trustworthiness of the service and its provider. Web
service reputation is impacted by the following factors [23]:
1. Customer feedback: represents the extent of customer
satisfaction from providers' performance based on the
interaction with the Web service, and the opinion of the
customer on the fulfillment of the service considering the
agreement [22] between the user and the service provider.
2. Credibility of a rater: indicates how credible the rater is
in providing feedback. Malik and Bouguettaya [24] define a
credible rater as one who has performed consistently,
accurately, and has proven to be useful (in terms of ratings
provided) over a period of time. Ratings from highly
credible raters weigh more than ratings from consumers
with low credibility’s.
3. Customer preference weight: each customer has a
specific preference weight for each QoS attribute j denoted
6
by 5 in the range [0,1]. Reputation of attribute j at time t
6
denoted by 47*38 +; is the weighted average of all
feedbacks from all customers N who rated attribute j. For
the (jth) attribute, reputation in time (t) can be defined as:
47*32 + 
6

C

C

C

∑G
BHI ;<</=>?@AB D) ?EB ) FB
C
C
JC )FK ) ?EK

(2)

where L44MNOP *3 + is received about attribute j from
6
the rater i in the range [0, 1] at time t, P is the rater i
credibility in the range [0, 1]. For the (jth) attribute:
6
6
Q 6 , 5R and PR represent number of customers who rated
attribute j, average of user preference weights and average
raters’ credibility respectively.
Web service Global Reputation is the aggregation of all
attributes’ reputation of the Web service, and defined as:
6

47*38 + 

C

C

∑Y
CHI V<WAX D)FK
C
∑Y
CHI FK

(3)

where n is the total number of Web service attributes and (t)
6
is the time stamp. 5R is the average of user preference
th
weights for the j attribute. We model Web service
credibility from Trustworthiness component Cr2 *# + as:
Cr2 *# + 

C

C

∑Y
CHI V<WAX D)FK
C

∑Y
CHI FK

(4)

2) Web service Credibility from Expertise component
Expertise, a key dimension of Web service credibility is
defined as the degree of a Web service competency to
provide accurate results as promised and exhibit high
activity [25]. The expertise dimension captures the
perceived interoperability and skills of the Web service.
QoS monitoring for Web services described in Zeng, Lei et
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al. [26] can be used as a reference model. We model Web
service credibility drawn from its expertise component as:
Cr2 *4 + 

Z\
[

Z[]^_

) 7`8

(5)

where (N2b ) refers to engagement frequency in a specific
period t, and defined as the number of times the Web
2
service was engaged in an execution process. (Ncde
" is the
maximum service frequency in that domain; considered as a
reference point. (7`8 ) is the performance of service [0, 1]; and
computed as the aggregation of all QoS performance.
Considering that a quality management system provides
temporal information about each attribute performance
6
!7` ", i.e., the extent of the service meet the SLA between
the user and the provider for that attribute; then we define
6
QoS attribute performance from one transaction 7` for the
th
(j ) attribute as follows:

7` 
6

6>m$nE8`nm
6WnEon$nm
!pqjrjs pttju't v"
 l`
`
i 1 jk lC{|}~XBz~|
C~~B}~|
|yz
– yz
|
g
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yz
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g
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f

 !6)

where (l`
, l`
" in the range [0, 1] and
refer to the advertised and perceived quality values
respectively. When the QoS attribute is maximized, means
the higher value over the promised (advertised) value is the
better, such as security. When the attribute is to be
minimized, means the lower value below the promised
(advertised) value is the better such as response time and
duration. For example, if the advertised response time which
needs to be minimized; is (0.8 ms) and the perceived
response time is (0.95 ms), then the performance of the
response time is (0.8125). While when the perceived
response time is (0.75 ms), then the performance of the
response time is (1).
Taking the average performance of each attribute from
its (N) previous performances as:
6>m$nE8`nm

7`,8

6>$



6WnEon$nm

C

∑
HI Wz
Z\
[

(7)

Then over-all performance of the service is the weighted
mean of all attributes, formally given by:
8
7`,8


C{}

∑Y
X,CHI Wz

C

)FK

C
∑Y
X,CHI FK

(8)

where (n) is number of QoS attributes, *5R + is the average
preference weight of all users for the jth attribute for all
services in that domain over time t.
6
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Using equations (7, 8) in equation (5) this yields expertise
credibility at any point of time as:
Cr2 *4 + 

Z\
[

Z[]^_

)

C{}

∑Y
X,CHI Wz

C

)FK

C
∑Y
X,CHI FK

(9)

3) Computing Web service Credibility
Web service credibility is computed by aggregating the
credibility components: trustworthiness component from
reputation and expertise credibility component; hence Web
service credibility at current time (t) is given by:
Cr2 !3"   ) Cr2 *# + , !1 w " ) Cr2 *4 +

(10)

where  in the range 0, 1, represents the importance of
each credibility component. For example; when (  0.5"
the system relies on trustworthiness less than expertise
credibility component.
4) Credibility Decay
In Web service selection; recent credibility components:
trustworthiness and expertise attract more importance than
old ones; considering the decay factor km !t" to control this
impact; credibility of service (s) can be defined as:
Cr!s" 

∑X
XHXI [ )| !8"
∑X
XHXI | !8"

(11)

where km !t"   !88" , and λ1 in the range [0, 1], (t2
– t1) is the time interval difference between the present time
and the time in which the credibility data were collected.
V.

PERCEIVED RISK AND RISK ATTITUDE IN WEB
SERVICE SELECTION

Since no Web service is risk free, there is always some
degree of risk or uncertainty associated with Web service
selection decisions. In the following section we explore the
perceived risk of Web service performance and show how
customers have varied risk attitudes towards handling the
perceived risk.
A. Perceived Performance Risk in Web service selection
During Web service selection consumers often act on
information that is incomplete and far from perfect [3]. As a
result, they are often faced with some degree of risk or
uncertainty in their selection decisions. Kim, Ferrin et al. [3]
formally define perceived risk as a consumer's belief about
the potential uncertain negative outcomes from the online
transaction. Featherman and Pavlou [27] view perceived
risk as “a combination of uncertainty plus seriousness of
outcome involved”. Perceived risk is commonly viewed as
uncertainty regarding possible negative consequences of
using a Web service.
In Web service selection, perceived risk has different
dimensions such as reliability, availability, response time,
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security and privacy; we refer to these dimensions as
performance risk. When the service provider does not
respect the SLA in any of advertised QoS attributes the Web
service performance suffers from such behavior; which in
turn increases the severity of the associated risk. For
example, when a consumer submits credit card information
through a transaction she can feel the threat of the
possibility of credit card fraud or even disclosure of
consumer information to non-authorized people when the
security or privacy performance is low or unknown.
In this paper, we follow [28] and define perceived
Performance Risk (PR) in [0,1] as: Consumer assessment of
potential performance problems, malfunctioning, transaction
processing errors, reliability and/or security problems, that
cause the Web service not perform as expected.
B. Risk Attitude and Perceived Risk
Risk attitude represents how willing the customer is to
take on the perceived risk which is largely dependent on the
character of an individual [21] and their position, e.g.,
financial position or their role such as followers or leaders.
Different factors affect risk attitude such as personality type,
gender, age, culture, etc. Furthermore, we believe that risk
attitude is context based; for example, a customer can use a
Web service without any monetary transaction or even a
cheap service with a high attitude to accept the risk, while
when using a monetary Web service with payment she
would usually have different trade-offs between utility and
perceived risk in making her decision.
Consumer risk attitude determines the courses of action
to be followed. Consumers who are cautious by nature may
avoid risky situations and fail to capture opportunities as a
consequence. Since all decisions have an element of
uncertainty about them, all decision-makers are risk takers
[29]. The degree to which decision-makers enjoy taking risk
depends upon individual attitudes.
The risk attitude of the customer plays a vital role in
selecting the most attractive choice. However, in Web
service selection users may have different risk attitudes; the
risk attitude (RA) of a customer is given by a real number in
[0, 1]. Customers with risk attitude 0 are the most riskaverse customers, while customers with risk attitude being 1
are the most risk-seeking customers.
C. Perceived Risk from Risk Attitude Perspective
Risk evaluation involves the consumer determining the
possibility of the failure of the interaction with the Web
service and the subsequent possible consequences for their
resources involved in the interaction. In general, it is
accepted that the higher the perceived risk the lower the
likelihood of the transaction. We believe that credibility,
perceived risk and expected utility of the Web service from
risk-averse customer perspective are related according to the
following the axioms:
1. When WS credibility goes to zero, perceived risk goes
to one consequently utility goes to zero.
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2. When WS credibility increases, perceived risk
decreases and consequently utility increases.
3. When WS credibility goes to one, perceived risk
approaches zero, consequently utility goes to the
maximum value depending on the customer risk
attitude [0, 1].
To model the relation between service credibility,
perceived risk and risk attitude, we propose the following
formula that satisfies the above axioms:

In summary, we believe that the perceived risk is a
reflection of user risk attitude i.e., how much risk is the
customer ready to take as shown in Fig. 3. For example, if
the credibility of the service = 0.7, then from a risk-averse
customer perspective with risk attitude = 0 the perceived
risk is 0.5, while from a risk-seeking customer perspective
with risk attitude = 1 the perceived risk is 0.03.

(12)

Customer self confidence assessment is the final
determinant in the selection decision process. We argue that
customer risk attitude enrich customer confidence-when
customer risk attitude increases then customer confidence
increases and when customer risk attitude decreases the
customer’s confidence decreases. The following scenarios
describe different customers’ behavior in service selection:
1. Risk-seekers customers (Leaders): select the service that
maximizes their utility based on Web service credibility
and accepting the perceived risk; they usually select the
service with the highest credibility score when the
perceived risk is within the customer risk attitude. Riskseeking customers may adopt new services that have
never been used before, or they can use a service that
they know the perceived risk is high because they have a
high risk attitude and choose to accept the perceived risk
in order to gain higher utility.
2. Risk-averse customers (Followers): benefit from their
social relations and their trust in others, they usually
prefer to use a service even if it is expensive it was used
by other friends with a proven successful performance.
Risk-averse customers usually like to avoid risky
situations; they prefer to mitigate the risk by following
other trustworthy advice from leaders or other friends
than acting themselves.
3. Risk-neutral customers make their decisions based on
their risk attitude and the perceived risk from a Web
services in hand. They make their decision either to
follow other friends to mitigate a high perceived risk or
acting as independents if they are confident that they can
accept the perceived risk from the transaction.

PR!"  e¡

where ¢ is customer risk attitude coefficient in the range
[1, 5] and given by ¢  4O , 1. For a risk-averse
customer with risk attitude RA = 0, ¢  1; while for a riskseeker with RA = 1, ¢  5.
In [30], Sitkin and Weingart (1995) argue that the higher
the perceived risk, the greater the perceived chance of
experiencing a loss, therefore, the lower the consumer’s
expected utility from the transaction. Thus we can model the
relation between perceived performance risks (PR) from a
Web service (S), and associated utility U(s) as:
PR!s" , U!"  1

(13)

VI.

SERVICE SELECTION WITH RISK ATTITUDE AND
PERCEIVED RISK

VII. SIMULATION AND EVALUATION

Figure 3. Perceived Risk variation with Different risk attitudes

Fig. 3 shows how the perceived risk (PR) related to the
credibility and varies with risk attitude (RA) for the
following cases: (1) RA = 1 for risk seeker, (2) RA= 0 for
risk-averse customer. From the above formula we conclude
that risk-seeker customers gain more utility than risk-averse
customers as shown in Fig. 3, consequently risk-averse
customers perceive more risk than risk-seeker customers.
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To demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of
“Follow the Leader” as a new approach to alleviate the risk
in service selection, first we developed a Social Network
Analysis Studio (SNAS) using NetLogo platform [31] that
analyze user and Web service behaviors in a social network
based on our simulation tool “4S: Service Selection
Simulation Studio” [32] inspired by Goldbaum (2008). User
interface is shown in Fig. 4. We use it to evaluate the
validity of our approach. In the following sections we
outline the testing environment and outcomes.
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A. Simulation Model
Our simulation model is composed of a fixed number of
atomic services (9) with the same functional properties and
varied in their QoS attributes. Each atomic service maintains
a list of QoS attributes and promised values, where QoS is
static during any simulation session. Web service credibility
is dynamic and computed after each round.

Figure 4. SNA Simulation Tool – User Interface

Each simulation session is composed of a fixed set of
rounds (25). Each round represents a time unit e.g., one day.
In each round a fixed number of customers (100) enter
his/her queries into the system. Each customer has a varied
list of preferences and corresponding values and weights.
Each customer has a random number of friends (1-6) with
corresponding trust values. By the end of each transaction,
the system implements credibility computation based on
service performance. Each service has an initial credibility
at the beginning of each session based on its capabilities.
Each simulation session starts by importing the services
and setting customers with their corresponding information.
In each round every customer passes its query to the system.
The system identifies leaders based on their credibility level
and expressive queries. If the customer qualifies as a leader,
then the system enables the leader selecting the best service
from available services based on the expected utility. If the
customer acts as a follower, then the system either: (1)
Selects the best friend with highest credibility from the
customer’s friends, i.e., the confidence in that friend is
higher than the confidence in herself, or (2) Allows the
customer to act as independent if the confidence in herself is
higher than any of her friends. By the end of each round,
each customer provides a feedback to the system about their
satisfaction from the service; this feedback is used to derive
service reputation which has impact on service credibility.
B. Simulation Results
To test the hypothesis that using the “Follow the Leader”
approach is an applicable approach to mitigate the perceived
risk in the service selection we perform the following
experiments:
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1. Impact of Trustworthiness and Expertise on WS
Credibility: in this experiment we show how Web
service credibility varies with Trustworthiness and
Expertise credibility components over time. Fig. 5 shows
how credibility components Trustworthiness CR(T) and
Expertise CR(E) vary with time, with importance weight
(β = 0.4) for CR(T) and (1 - β = 0.6) for CR(E) to give
CR(Global) for each round.

Figure 5. Impact of Trustworthiness and Expertise on WS Credibility
on WS (S04

Figure 6. Dynamism of utility and Perceived Risk for Different Risk
Attitudes RA = (1, 0)

2. Utility based Credibility vs. Perceived Risk for Different
Customers Risk Attitudes RA = (1, 0.5, 0); in this
experiment we show how different customers with
varied risk attitudes perceive the risk PR from 9
services. In Fig. 6, WS=1 shows the highest credibility
(0.73). From a risk-seeker perspective with RA = 1, the
perceived risk PR is the lowest (0.026) with the highest
utility (0.974); while from a risk-averse perspective with
RA = 0, the perceived risk PR is the highest (0.481) with
the lowest utility (0.519). This emphasizes the
relationship between utility and perceived risk as (U +
PR = 1), from any customer perspective (i.e., when the
utility increases the perceived risk decreases) and vice
versa.
3. Dynamism of Utility and Perceived Risk for Different
Risk Attitudes RA = (1,0); Fig. 6 shows how credibility
and corresponding utility of Web service varies with
time from a customer varied perspective (i.e., with risk
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attitude as risk-seeker RA=1 and risk averse customer
with risk attitude RA=0).
4. Malicious Web service behavior – (Facebook’ Privacy
Scenario): In this experiment we simulate malicious
service behavior after its approved credibility over a
specific period of time (first 11 rounds) then acts
maliciously by performing inadequately with one of its
QoS such as privacy issue [33] for Facebook users. Fig.
7 shows how the service behaves consistently in the first
11 rounds with the highest credibility overall other
services, but when one attribute of its QoS suffers, then
associated credibility suffers as well. By calculating the
impact of this change, we note that Round Credibility
(RND-CR) decreased from an average of (0.59) in the
first 11 rounds to an average of (0.35) in the rest of
simulation rounds, with overall loss in its credibility of
(39%). These figures reflect the sensitivity of the model
against malicious behavior of Web service.

C. Results Summary
We summarize our observations from the previous
experiments as follows:
1. In a Web based social network (WBSN), customer
credibility is the determinant of its behavior.
Credibility of a customer in a specific domain/context
is the predictor of her risk attitude. Usually customers
with high credibility act as leaders, while customers
with lowest credibility act as followers.
2. Web service credibility is the determinant of its
behavior; different services in a specific domain have
same functionalities and vary in their QoS attributes.
Each service has its unique credibility computed based
on trustworthiness and expertise. Trustworthiness
component is drawn from its reputation while its
expertise represents to what extent the service provides
promised QoS according to the SLA.
3. Proposed Web service credibility model shows its
sensitivity to Trustworthiness and expertise. Web
service Credibility drops significantly when one or
more of its QoS attributes behave maliciously.
4. Proposed Web service selection based on risk attitude
approach is an efficient approach to alleviate the risk
of Web service selection for customers with low risk
attitudes i.e., followers. This approach explores the
confidence relation between the follower and her
friends which is a function of customer credibility.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Figure 7. Malicious WS behavior: (Facebook’ Privacy Scenario)

Figure 8. Service Selection based on customer Risk attitude and Service
credibility –Follow the Leader Model

5. In Web service selection with risk considerations as
shown in Fig. 8, Leaders (Black and Red agents) make
their selection choice based on their risk attitude and
Web service utility. Since leaders risk attitudes are high,
they select the service with the highest credibility,
whereas for customers with low risk attitude they make
their decision based on the confidence that one of their
friends selected a high utility service to follow (Green
agent). If their confidence in themselves is higher than
any of their friends then they take the risk and act as
independent (Blue agents). Consequently they select
their best service based on service credibility.
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In this paper, we proposed a centralized credibility based
framework for users in WBSN and for Web services in a
specific domain which are similar in their functionality but
vary in their QoS. Credibility in both models is drawn from
trustworthiness and expertise components of users and Web
services. Users’ credibility is an indicator of their risk
attitude and self confidence; while service credibility is an
indicator of its consumption.
We showed how risk-averse customers make their
decisions in Web service selection and follow the best
trustworthy friend in their social network; in order to reduce
the perceived risk from the available choice based on
“Follow the Leader” approach.
We proved the feasibility of our proposed framework in
providing accurate Web service selection through
simulation. The results of the experiments included in this
paper show the applicability and scalability of the proposed
credibility assessment based on “Follow the Leader” Model
to mitigate the risk in service selection. We have shown how
different users with varied risk attitudes make their
decisions in the Web service selection process with the
perceived performance risk and utility considerations.
Although we handle the risk for followers with low risk
attitude in the service selection by following one of their
best friends who selected a service that increase the follower
utility, considering the confidence relation as the
determinant to which is the best friend to follow, notably the
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omission of social influences between WBSN members is a
limitation which will be explored in a future study.
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Abstract - In this paper, are presented some problems
and solutions concerning the implementation of
proposed algebraic method for XML data processing.
The proposed theoretical researches and practical
realizations lead to faster XML parsing process. Here is
suggested a different point of view about the creation of
advanced algebraic parser. This point of view is in tight
connection with some popular concepts of the functional
programming. Therefore, here proposed nontraditional
approach for fast XML navigation using
algebraic
tools contributes to advanced efforts in the making of
an easier user-friendly API for XML transformations.
This way, the programmer can avoid the difficulties
about the complicated language constructions of XSL,
XSLT and XPath languages. The choice of
programming language C# is a logical consequence,
which follows some previous experiments with other
high level programming languages. These activities
were carried out by the same authors. The discussed
specific search mechanism based on the use of algebraic
functions is theoretically and practically faster in
comparison with many other well-known XML parsers.
Finally, the conclusion is that in this area really exists a
possibility for creating new software tools, based on the
linear algebra theory, which can completely replace the
whole XML navigation and search techniques used for
the present by XSLT/XPath.
Keywords - hierarchical XML tree structure,
functional programming (FP), XML transformations of
semi-structured data, algebraic modeling of XML
structures, module-finite algebra, XPath scripting
language, XML parser.

I. INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of this paper is the research
about the possibilities for application of one
nontraditional approach for addressing the
components in XML tree. This approach is based on
the principles of the functional programming (FP).
According to the cited incontrovertible sources
[1][12], the functional programming is a specific
programming technique tightly connected with
function definitions. In practice, the difference
between a mathematical function and the notion of a
"function" used in imperative programming is that
imperative functions can have side effects, changing
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the value of already calculated computations. That’s
why, they lack referential transparency i.e., the same
language expression can result in different values at
different times [12] depending on the state of the
executing program. The formal description of BNF
(popular as Backus-Naur Form) template concerning
functional programming is: program::= set of
functions. Functional programming finds use in real
practice through several programming languages like
Mathematica (symbolic math), F# in Microsoft .NET
and XSLT (XML). Spreadsheets can also be
interpreted as FP languages. Actually, in the theory
are presented many different ways concerning
function description - tables, equations, definitions,
etc. In view of the fact that the paradigm FP is a
mathematical abstraction rather than a programming
language, we lay particular stress on types of
functions, which are widely used at present. Higherorder functions are functions that can either take
other functions as arguments or return them as
results. Higher-order functions are closely related to
first-class functions [2]. Higher-order functions and
first-class functions both allow functions as
arguments and results of other functions [8][9]. The
distinction between the two functions is subtle:
"higher-order" describes a mathematical concept of
functions that operate on other functions, while "firstclass" is a computer science term describing
programming language entities that have no
restriction on their use (thus first-class functions can
appear anywhere in the program, including as
arguments to other functions and as their return
values).
Actually, higher-order functions enable partial
application or currying, a technique, in which a
function is applied to its arguments one at a time,
with each application returning a new function that
accepts the next argument. In other words, functional
programming is a style of programming that
emphasizes the evaluation of expressions, rather than
execution of commands. The widespread use of XML
prompted the development of appropriate searching
and browsing methods for XML documents [4]. The
presented paper offers a particular point of view
focusing on the building of an algebraic formalism
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for navigation over XML hierarchy connected with
functional programming theory. With the use of
XML query languages, users of XML retrieval
systems are able to exploit the structural nature of the
data and restrict their search to specific structural
elements within an XML documents [3].
Definitely, most paradigms for defining a variety
of query languages are based on either way of the
two logics widely used in the context of trees – firstorder logic (FO), and monadic second-order logic
(MSO). MSO extends FO by the quantification and
navigation over the sets of nodes. In this paper, we
shall consider monadic second-order logic (MSO) as
first-order logic extended with “monadic secondorder variables” ranging over sets of XML elements.
In other words, the query languages for extraction of
data from XML documents (XSL, XSLT, etc.) are
grounded theoretically on MSO logic.
XPath
language is rather related to FO logic [5].
This article presents a nontraditional point of view
that connects the application of FP principles (as
illustration of the declarative style of programming)
with here proposed algebraic approach. The purpose
of this FP model representation is to make the
implementation of advanced linear algebra tools [9]
possible for XML data manipulations. In Section I
the main functionalities of FP and the basic goals of
this paper are shown. Section II describes the
conceptual model connected with the proposed
algebraic approach for faster search in XML
hierarchy. The exhibited in this section results follow
previous researches of the authors which have been
exposed in [2]. Here are discovered the internal links
between some theoretical formulae, which show the
possible substitution of complicated language
constructions (XPath, XSLT) with the discussed
above FP techniques. Section III presents some XML
parser architectures and program realizations along
with an algebraic search and hierarchy access.
Finally, in Section IV the general issues, conclusions,
the further researches and some open problems are
discussed.
II. ALGEBRAIC APPROACH FOR FASTER
SEARCH IN XML HIERARCHY
To avoid the bottleneck, that characterizes the
languages XSLT/XPath for XML transformations,
there is necessity to accelerate the parser process and
node access in common XML hierarchy. This section
is dedicated to some possibilities for faster search and
navigation over XML hierarchical trees by means of
linear algebra tools. The presented formulae can be
considered like functions, based on module-finite
algebra tools [10]. According to cited researches [8]
[9] and as result of proposed theoretical model [7], in
this paper is given the unique determination of the
r

physical address of the object Ok (object r from
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level k) in common hierarchical structure i.e., the
number

pkr by the following way:

k −1

pkr = ∑ α i + akI = α1 + α 2 + ... + α k −1 + akI
i =1

= α1.Φ(h1 ) +α1.Φ(h2 ) +... +α1.Φ(hk −1 ) + akI =
k −1

= α1.∑ Φ (hi ) + akI ,
i =1

where: -

(1)

Φ(h1 ) = c0 = 1 ;
Φ(h2 ) = c0 .c1 = c1 ;
Φ(h3 ) = c0 .c1.c2 = c1.c2 ; …. ;

Φ(hk ) = c0 .c1.c2 . ... .ck −1 = c1.c2 . ... .ck −1
are here defined transformed characteristic elements
from the tree;
- c0 , c1 , c2 . ... .ck −1 - the number of
children (subordinated elements) of any element from
level i to level i+1; ci ∈ ] ; ordinary c0 = 1 and
therefore:

akI ={...{(a1 −1).c1 + a2 −1)}.c2 +...+ (ak−1 −1)}ck−1 + ak −1
(2)
Here

akI

is the code value

ak

in the

hierarchical level k. The calculations in formula (2)
are based on the formal description of the sets of
code values of XML nodes components. According
to suggested formal algebraic description [2] each of
the objects in a real XML hierarchical data structure
can be accepted as an element of the corresponding
hierarchical structure [9]. For XML physical data
design, in this article is chosen one-dimensional
address array with codes of all XML database
elements from the type:
E ( i1 ÷ k1 , i2 ÷ k2 , ... , in ÷ kn ), which presents the
XML data structure in increasing consistency in the
order of the corresponding hierarchical levels. On
this base the address of element r from level q in
common hierarchy can be determinate by:
q −1

ADR ( r , q ) = ∑ Rm .Dm + r ,

(3)

m =1

where: Rm = ( km −1 − im −1 + 1).Rm −1 and

R1 = 1 .

In other hand:
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Dm = (km − im + 1) / ( k m −1 − im −1 + 1)
Here Dm is the number of the subordinate elements
of level m-1 to level m. This formula is valid for
cases of the “balanced” hierarchical structures,
when the number of the subordinate elements to
every element of each level to the next one is
constant. That’s why, in dependence of the concrete
user applications of database structures, the formula
(3) is a program, realized so that every element from
each hierarchical level has a different number of
subordinate elements compared to the next one. If
we denote with

a1m , a2m ,..., aαmm the code value of

the elements from level m in common hierarchy, then
the expression km − im is a dimension of level m in
hierarchy for each m = 1, 2,3 ... ,n. This algebraic
approach allows comparatively simple search of
XML hierarchical data by means of the following
types of functions – specification functions and
nesting functions. As it was shown in [9], the
specification functions comprise three basic
manipulations for data handling: specification
manipulation on only one level, structural
specification manipulation that returns all lower
levels and quantity specification level – returns all
possible levels in horizontal and vertical order. As
can be seen in these specification functions, the
existent relationships between the elements of the
different hierarchical levels are mainly from two
types: relations between elements within the structure
– inside-structure relations and relations between
elements of the different hierarchical structures –
inter-structure relations. Most of these relationships
are either from type “one-to-one” or from type “oneto-many”.
Let we consider two basic hierarchical structures
T and P in one XML document and corresponding
relations between elements of them.
Definition 2.1. The relations between elements
from the same hierarchical structure representing
relationships between them, as in the one hierarchy structure T (or in other hierarchy- structure P) we call
relations of strict order and strict inclusion [7][10].
More complicated are the relations from the type
“one-to-many” that present the relationships between
elements of some hierarchical levels in the Pstructure – for example the relations between
elements of every couple of levels K and L. For these
relations is defined the operation “projection” (pr)
for each element from K to L.
Definition 2.2. Each element ki ∈ K correlates

{}

with non-empty set of elements l j ∈ L , which we
call “intersection” by ki and will denote with
r

(k ,l ) .
i

j
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The intersections by
a set of such subjects

ki i.e., given element is

{l } ,
j

that

( k , l ) ∈ r,
i

j

where i=1, …,n ; j=1, …,m (n is a number of
elements of K, m is a number of elements of L and it
is not obligatory i ≠ j ). For example, when:
K= {k1 , k 2 , k3 , k 4 } , L= {l1 , l2 , l3 }

and

r {( k1 , l1 ), ( k1 , l3 ), ( k 2 , l1 ), ( k2 , l2 ),

( k3 , l2 ) , ( k3 , l3 ) , ( k4 , l4 )}
then r [ k1 ] = {l1 , l3 } ; r [ k2 ] = {l1 , l2 } ;
r [ k3 ] = {l2 , l3 } ;
r [ k4 ] = {l3 } ,

[ ]

moreover always exist at least one r ki ≠ ∅ ,

(
)
example, pr ( r ( k , _ ) ) = {l , l } ≠ ∅ … , etc.

because projection pr r ( ki , _ ) ≠ ∅ as, for
1

i

These intersections by

3

k1 ,..., kn ∈ K present the

specific peculiarities of relation r between elements
of levels K and L in hierarchical structure P.
Similarly, here can be described the relations
between other couple of hierarchical levels from this
type in any XML document.
III. HOW THE PROGRAM SYSTEM
(ALGEBRAIC PARSER) IS BUILT?
For the purposes of presented research is assumed
that the physical records in the XML hierarchical file
are with fixed length. On Fig. 3.1 is depicted the
functionality of proposed in this article XML parser.
Usually, XML documents are stored in physical
memory of computer by means of a variety of indexsequential methods. Each element from a given level in
the common hierarchy includes different number of
siblings and child elements. It means that any object

Onr is represented with the code value (integer) pnr ,
which is defined from the disposition of the element in
XML hierarchy. Here n is the number of hierarchical
level in common structure and r is the place number in
the fixed level from left to right. This algebraic
processor supports a code table with the names of
elements of current XML document and the
corresponding integers

pnr , which uniquely define the

place of the object (node)

Onr from level n in the real

hierarchical structure i.e., its address in the physical
XML database.
These algebraic presentations of the binary
relationships in hierarchical structures remove the
necessity from table’s work, relation schemes, etc. So
it operates only with rows of numbers, which leads to
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use of ordinary algebraic tools for data transformation
from XML structures to their presentation on physical
level.

3.3. describes in details classes, used in project
realization.

XML DOCUMENT
X M L I NPUT FI LE

UTF
DECODER

CHARACTER
VALIDATOR

ELEMENT
SC A N N E R

PARSI NG MECHANI SM

Algebraic
Processor

API
I MPLEMENTOR

SCHEMA
VALI DATOR

HI ERARCHI CAL
TREE STRUCTURE

PARSER MECHANI SM

READ
f unc t i on

SEARCH
f unc t i on

DELETE
f unc t i on

ADD
f unc t i on

Figure 3.1. Common scheme of functional XML parser

The file information after the parsing processing
is saved in the same way as it is kept in the XML
input hierarchy. Search function gives the oportunity
to the user for tag searching procedure. Final results
show the content of the corresponding tag and its
position in XML hierarchy. The algebraic approach
makes obvious the possibilities for reaching linear
time functions in XML tree hierarchy handling. The
user can insert an additional information in XML file
according to previously defined input format. Some
operations for common use could be done as follows:
r

- DELETE operation of element ak - in this case

akr =0 means removal of this element from the table
along with its descendants down in the hierarchy
until to the last level n.
- GET
operation uses the formula (1) for
immediate address search of an assigned in advance
element.
- INSERT operation puts in the table the name of
element and its coordinates; here is necessary to
increase the index of other elements on the right side
m +1

of the element, for example ak

, etc.

For more flexibility and best user convenience
there is foreseen the possibility that provides WEB
access to the parser. The presented diagram on Fig.
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TO
APPLICATION

Figure 3.2. XML Parser Architecture added to the algebraic
searching and hierarchical tree access

On Fig. 3.2 is defined a set of normative functions
for use with the proposed in this paper processor.
For the program realization of XML parser here
is used MS Visual Studio environment. Visual Studio
[11] is chosen for this purpose in view of the fact that
this programming package provides wide spectrum of
software tools, used to develop both console
applications and WEB applications (and services) as
well. Visual Studio supports different versions of
programming languages C/C++, VB.NET, C#,
XML/XSLT, HTML/XHTML, JavaScript and CSS.
Other popular languages can be easly supplemented
to this MS program environment after simple
instalation. The following elements of MS Visual
Studio are used in the building process of XML
parser:
- Code editor which facilitates text colors and
recognizes variables, functions, methods and other
components through its core module IntelliSense.
- Debugger module is implemented for tracing
programing code about errors detection and
correction in input file.
- Designer modules: Windows Forms Designer for
creating Windows Forms graphical interface and
Web designer/development for WEB sites
aplications.
The first practical realization of so proposed
algebraic parser uses programming tool Eclipse SDK
for Java [9]. This article is dedicated to the
acceleration process of this parsing mechanism using
language C#.
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Figure 3.3. Functional class diagram of the parser
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The results of both practical researches (JAVA and
C# realizations) demonstrate faster accomplishment
of discussed XML operations in comparison to some
traditional approaches, especially to these which are
based on the search in XML hierarchy
(XSLT/XPath).
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This article is an author’s attempt to create a
mechanism for accelerating XML document
processing, connected with the main principles of FP.
The presented XML parser is built and practically
works by using advanced algebraic formulae. The
authors reveal several basic algebraic operations,
which are included in proposed in this article parser
and make logical connections with some concepts of
the functional programming. On the basis of this
model, that presents the addresses of elements in
XML hierarchical document as integer values, is
possible to work with common algebraic mechanism.
This mechanism is used in modeling of relationships
between the different XML hierarchical components,
data operations and standard specification functions
[6]. It allows a possibility to work with ordinary
linear operators in harmony with FP theory instead of
the more difficult operations, which are specific for
the widely used models. The algebraic approach
points out some opportunities for search and
navigation in different WS*-specifications especially
as WSDL, BPEL, UDDI, etc. Here are suggested
algebraic mechanisms for advanced algebraic
processor creation (with all necessary programming
modules). This nontraditional (functional) approach
about the faster navigation with the presented
algebraic tools promotes to build new interface for
XML search techniques and transformations. The
implementation of so proposed method in the area of
SOA could accelerate the various types of XML
message-based communications concerned WSDL,
UDDI, BPEL, SOAP, etc. This algebraic mechanism
can be dynamically located, invoked and combined
with other navigation techniques. It gives users the
opportunity to process their data messages easier and
faster, that is of critical importance to make serviceoriented paradigm operational in the real practical
environment. Finally, the proposed approach is
different in comparison with many other well known
query and transformational languages in respect of
their definition, expressiveness and search
techniques. Several research questions remain as it is
mentioned below:
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- The results of this paper justify a natural fixed
point in the development of some future
possibilities for matrix presentation of the
relationships between the elements of the different
hierarchical levels in XML hierarchy ( inside
structure and inter-structure relations). Actually,
using matrices will be very convenient for conceptual
representation and programming realization of
hierarchical relationships between every two levels in
the whole data structure.
- The presented paper offers an algebraic point of
view for building of algebraic processor (with
appropriate software and programming techniques).
Therefore, this particular point of view about an
algebraic processor based on the tools of linear
algebra and motivated from FP theory, conducts to
software results, which eliminate the complicated
language constructions of XSL, XSLT and XPath.
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Abstract—Service aggregation has exhibited useful features for
efficient and reliable services, especially for the Internet. Recent
advances of service aggregation pose a new challenge to privacy
policy management due to the nature of policy aggregation and
policy inconsistency. Previous studies in privacy policies do not
capture privacy issues in service aggregation. In this paper, we
present a formal result to demonstrate privacy policy aggregation.
In particular, we show how to implement privacy policy aggregation
with Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P).

Keywords: Privacy Policy, Service Aggregation, P3P.
I. I NTRODUCTION
The advances of the Web technologies and service oriented
architecture enable much better services to Web users in terms
of the volume of services and the efficiency of services. It is
a trend to combine various services from different providers in
order to offer better and efficient services to customers. As an
emerging technology, Service Aggregation has been regarded
as a promising candidate for integrate services from multiple
service providers [1], [2], [3]. Its benefit originates from the
added value generated by the possible interactions and by the
large scale rather than by the capabilities of its individual service
provider separately. This technology has created tremendous
opportunities to businesses. On the other hand, it also raises new
security issues, as services are provided by service providers
from distributed network domains [4]. These issues have not
been addressed in the literature.
Privacy is always an important issue in web services [5], [3],
[6]. Many organizations now publish their privacy policies on
their online service web sites. In a single domain environment,
a well-defined privacy policy can be formally presented with
the well-known privacy policy languages such as P3P [7], [8]
and XACML [9]. However, the situation is entirely different,
while the service is provided through an aggregate server, where
multiple service providers behind the aggregate server normally
adopt different privacy policies and the aggregate service requires
an aggregate privacy policy. The major difficulty to policy aggregation is due to inconsistency and conflict of the corresponding
policies, where each server provides a part of the service. There
exist several other useful tools for privacy policy management,
such as APPEL [10], EPAL [11], [12], [13] and ASL [5]. These
tools provide formal approaches for describing privacy policies,
but they do not capture privacy policies in service aggregation.
There exist several privacy policy models for multiple privacy
policies in the literature. As one of the most notable works,
Backs et al. [11] proposed a formal model for composing
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enterprise privacy policies. The aim of the model is to provide
the compliance with different privacy policies when several parts
of an organization or different enterprises cooperate. This work is
based a superset of the syntax and semantics of IBM’s Enterprise
Privacy Authorization Language (EPAL). They provided an
elegant solution to handle conjunction and disjunction of privacy
policies, which are not well defined in EPAL. We notice that
this policy model does not accommodate our model where the
conflicts in privacy policy aggregation possess a more complex
nature, which cannot been captured with logical AND and OR
defined in their model.
Backes et al. [11] proposed a formal model for comparison
of enterprise privacy policies in P3P (E-P3P), based on EPAL.
Although well-established in the theory, the problem addressed
in their work is mainly about how to efficiently check whether
one policy refines another. This privacy policy model does not
capture all in privacy policy management, especially in conflict
resolution in service aggregation. With other novel functionalities, several other privacy policy comparison models were
introduced [14], [15], [5], [16], [17]. However, these methods
do not address the privacy management for service aggregation
either. In particular, they do not consider large privacy policy
sets from multiple parties.
In this paper, we formally define the privacy policy aggregation and provide an instantiation with P3P to demonstrate how to
implement aggregate privacy policies. In particular, we present
the definitions including privacy policy aggregation, privacy
policy aggregation with P3P, policy comparison for P3P, and
concrete P3P examples. We also provide a solution to privacy
policy conflict and constraint.
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows.
In section II, we present an overview of service aggregation and
provide a description about the service aggregation model we
consider. In Section III, we preset the syntax and semantics of
our privacy policy model. In Section IV, we provide the proposed
implement of our framework to P3P. In Section V, we conclude
this paper.
II. OVERVIEW OF S ERVICE AGGREGATION
Service aggregation is associated with methods and tools
that create composite services and their lifecycle management
including alignment of privacy policies, security, transaction
management, quality of service and other elements of service
provision. In the Internet, the service providers are geographically distributed. A service aggregator manages the services
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requested by a client. The aggregated service could be one or
multiple services in terms of the client’s requirement. A general
view of a service aggregation system is given in Figure 1.

Objects are data. Our model also includes Purpose, which is an
important element for privacy policies.
Definition 1: (Vocabulary) A vocabulary is a tuple V = (S, O,
OP, P) where S, O, OP, and P are elements called subject, object,
operation, and purpose.
To define the privacy policies, we require that all components
also get a subscript i and an authorization ruling A = {+, −, ∗},
where {+, −, ∗} denote “allow”, “do not allow”, and “do not
care” or from user perspective, “require privacy information”,
“do not require privacy information”, and “do not specify”.
Definition 2: (Ruleset) A ruleset for a vocabular V is a subset
of I × S × O × OP × P × A, where I denotes an index set.
An instance of a ruleset is denoted by a complete set rs =
(i, s, o, op, p, a) or a subset of (i, s, o, op, p, a).
Definition 3: (Privacy Policy) A privacy policy Pol is a triple
(V, R, A) of a vocabulary V, a ruleset R, and a related ruling
A.
We assume that the components of a privacy policy P ol are
always called as in Definition 3. For simplicity, we denote by
P ol = (r1 , r2 , · · · , rn ) a privacy policy that consists of a tuple
of n rules, where ri is an instance of (V, R, A).

Service	
  Provider	
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(PolA)	
  
Service	
  Provider	
  B	
  
(PolB)	
  
Client	
  

Aggregator	
  
(Pol)	
  

.	
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Service	
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  X	
  
(PolX)	
  

Figure 1. Selected services are aggregated by the Aggregator. Accordingly the
related privacy policies {Poli } are aggregated into Pol.

In general, the service aggregator is the only entity that is
visible to the client. To obtain a suitable service, a client needs
to register with the aggregator. For getting a service, a client only
needs to contact the aggregator, who in turn contacts the related
service providers located at the backends. The merit of such type
of services is that clients do not need to hunt required services,
while they only need to contact the aggregator; therefore, it
simplifies the process.
Because of the distributed nature, security and privacy are
important issues in service aggregation. Nowadays, Web services
are required to publish their privacy policies. In service aggregation, the final service might consist of multiple services whose
privacy policies are different. As depicted in Figure 1, only
privacy policy that is visible to the client is an aggregated privacy
policy from a multiple policies of involved service providers.
The aggregated policy must reflect all the policy rulesets from
the service providers. It is desirable that the aggregated policy
is dynamically formed, as it depends on the related services
selected by the service aggregator. To ensure efficiency and
accuracy in forming an aggregated policy, in this paper, we
develop a privacy aggregation framework along with associated
policy aggregate algorithms.

B. Semantics of Privacy Policy Aggregation
Definition 4: (Policy
Aggregation)
Let
P olk
=
(rk,1 , rk,2 , · · · , rk,nk ) for k = 1, 2, · · · , m be m privacy
policy sets, where rk,i denotes the corresponding rule. The
aggregate privacy policy is defined as
P ol(RI ) ←

m
M

P olk (rk,i )

(1)

k=1

where by P ol(r) we denote that rule r belongs to policy P ol, by
rk,i we denote a rule that is indexed by i and belongs to policy
k, by RI we denote the resulting rules and by ⊕ we denote a
generic aggregate operator representing Union, Intersect, Minus,
or Conflict, depending upon the properties of the policy rules.
‘←’ denotes an assignment, where the policies on the right are
aggregated to yield the policy on the left.
As an example of two policy sets, we have
P ol(R) ← P ol1 (a) ⊕ P ol2 (b)
where a, b are two rules and R is the aggregate rule set, which
could be a, b, (a, b), or an empty set. The “rule” is a generic
term that can be an element, a statement, or a constraint in P3P.
Definition 5: (related) Two rules a and b are said related (or
a ∼ b), if they are associated with the same privacy property. If
two rules are non-related (or a 6∼ b), then the aggregate rule is
an union of them; that is,

III. S YNTAX AND S EMANTICS
In this section, we formally define privacy policy aggregation,
with the consideration of the P3P instantiation. The objective of
this section is to provide the reader with clear definitions that
illustrate the P3P instantiations presented in the next section.
Those definitions are presented with a simple formal language
so that it can be easily understood by practitioners.

P ol(a, b) ← P ol1 (a) ⊕ P ol2 (b).
As an example, if both a and b are associated with gender, they
are regarded as “related” Otherwise, if a is about gender and b
is about driving license, then they are “non-related”.
Definition 6: (privacy-expose) A rule is said privacy-expose,
if the rule queries a piece of private information; otherwise, the
rule is non-privacy-expose. A privacy-expose rule overrides an
non-privacy-expose rule if they are in conflict and related.

A. Syntax of Privacy Policies
A privacy policy is a tuple of a vocabulary, a set of authorization rules, and a default ruling. The vocabulary defines subjects,
objects, operations, and purposes. Subjects are a set of users.
2
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For example, ai is a policy item requesting a piece of personal
information (privacy-expose) and bj does not require it. In the
view of the customer, he only cares about his privacy before he
commits to the aggregate service.
The rules in a privacy policy are subject to the following
operations. ‘=’ is an operator indicating that the left and the right
are equivalent. ‘>’ is an operator indicating the left overrides
the right. ‘<>’ is an operator indicating that the left is in
conflict with the right. They are captured by the following three
definitions.
Definition 7: (equivalent) If two policy rules a and b represent
the same privacy policy, then they are equivalent; that is a = b.
Definition 8: (overrides) If a policy rule a dominates another
rule b, a overrides b (or a > b).
It is dependent on the condition that a rule is allowed to override
the other. For example, a privacy-expose rule can override a nonprivacy-expose rule. To deal with the conflict of policies, we
introduce the conflict resolution definitions.
Definition 9: (in conflict) Given two rules a and b, if neither
rule overrides the other, then they are in conflict or a <> b.

3. Repeat the process till the all rules in the target policy sets
are checked.
The aggregation algorithm is referred to as Algorithm 1
described in Figure 2 in detail.
input n1 , n2
while i < n1 and j < n2 , do
input: P ol1 (ai ), P ol2 (bj )
if ai = bj then
return P ol(ai ) or P ol(bj );
end if
if ai 6∼ bj then
return P ol(ai , bj );
else
if ai <> bj then
return P ol();
else
if ai > bj then
return P ol(ai );
else
return P ol(bj );
end if
end if
end if
end

In the following, we demonstrate how to implement aggregation by using some typical examples.
Example 1. If ai ∈ P ol1 and bj ∈ P ol2 are not equivalent
(ai 6= bj ) and are unrelated (ai ∼
6 bj ), then we have

Figure 2.

P ol(ai , bj ) ← P ol1 (ai ) ⊕ P ol2 (bj ).

Algorithm 1: an algorithm of privacy policy aggregation.

IV. P3P P OLICY I MPLEMENTATION IN SA
A. P3P Deployment

In this instance, P ol ← P ol1 ∪ P ol2 . Here, we have omitted
other rules in the policy sets for simplicity.

Example 4. ai ∈ P ol1 and bj ∈ P ol2 , with ai ∼ bj . ai <> bj ,
if there is no any conflict resolution. We have

A common way to express privacy principles are privacy
policies expressed in formal implementable languages, such as
P3P (the Platform for Privacy Preferences) [18], XACML [19]
and some other languages. P3P is the most popular policy language since 2006, which is an industry-supported self-regulation
approach to privacy protection [20]. It is a W3C recommendation
as a protocol to communicate how a service intends to collect,
use, and share personal information about its visitors [21], [22].
The current development status of P3P is the Working Group
Note of the P3P 1.1 Specification, published in November 2006.
P3P is an industry standard for privacy protection, designed to
give users more control over their personal information when
visiting services. We choose P3P as an example for the privacy
policy implementation in SA.
A policy set P ol(a1 , · · · , an ) is represented by a P3P statement. A rule in a P3P policy set can be represented by an element
or a constraint in P3P. According to this definition, a P3P policy
may consist of several policy sets:

P ol() ← P ol1 (ai ) ⊕ P ol2 (bj ).

{P ol1 (a1 , · · · , an1 ), P ol2 (b1 , · · · , bn2 ), · · · ,

Example 2. If ai ∈ P ol1 and bj ∈ P ol2 are equivalent, then
ai = bj . We have
P ol(ai ) ← P ol1 (ai ) ⊕ P ol2 (bj )
or

P ol(bj ) ← P ol1 (ai ) ⊕ P ol2 (bj ).

In this instance, P ol ← P ol1 \ P ol2 or P ol ← P ol2 \ P ol1 ,
where “\” denotes “exclude”.
Example 3. If ai ∈ P ol1 is a privacy-expose rule and bj ∈ P ol2
is a non-privacy-expose rule, with ai ∼ bj , then ai > bj . We
have
P ol(ai ) ← P ol1 (ai ) ⊕ P ol2 (bj ).
In this instance, P ol ← P ol1 \ P ol2

In this instance, P ol ← P ol1 ∩ P ol2 .

P olm (x1 , · · · , xnm )}.

Definition 10: (Semantics of Policy Aggregation). Given privacy policy P olk , the evaluation result of P olk is defined by the
following algorithm:
1. Select as input two policy rules ai and bj from two policy
sets: P ol1 (a1 , · · · , an1 ) and P ol2 (b1 , · · · , bn2 ).
2. Compare the selected rules in terms of the definitions 5-9
and output the aggregate policy.

To clarify our definition, we consider the following example.
There are several elements in one statement, such as Purpose,
Retention, Recipient, Data and other options. For example, P oli
is a statement as below:
<STATEMENT>
<PURPOSE><current/><develop/></PURPOSE>

3
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Table I
T HE THIRD COLUMN LISTS THE P3P E LEMENTS OF <PURPOSE>, WHICH
CAN BE EITHER OPTIONAL OR NON - OPTIONAL WITH OPTIONAL VALUES
GIVEN IN THE FIRST COLUMN . A S AN EXAMPLE , < CONTACT /> IN THE

<RECIPIENT><ours/><delivery/></RECIPIENT>
<RETENTION><indefinitely/></RETENTION>
<DATA-GROUP>
<DATA ref="#thirdparty.name"/>
<DATA ref="#thirdparty.home-info"/>
<DATA ref="#thirdparty.business-info"/>
</DATA-GROUP>
</STATEMENT>

SECOND COLUMN IS USED TO COMPARE WITH THE ELEMENTS LISTED IN THE
THIRD COLUMN . A S A RESULT, THEY COULD BE EITHER RELATED OR
NON - RELATED , AS DEFINED IN S ECTION 2.

Optional
Value
(Ovalue):

The statement is referred to as a policy set:

0
1
2
3

P oli (PURPOSE,RECIPIENT,RETENTION,
DATA-GROUP).
Obviously, P oli does not reflect the entire policy, as there are
multiple layers in P3P. In the following section, we present a
solution by considering the entire P3P setting.

none
always
opt-in
opt-out

ES (ESL = 2)
<contact/>
<contact/>
<contact/>
<contact/>
<contact/>
<contact/>
<contact/>
<contact/>
<contact/>
<contact/>
<contact/>
<contact/>

ES (ESL = 2)
<current/>
<admin/>
<develop/>
<tailoring/>
<pseudo-analysis/>
<pseudo-decision/>
<individual-analysis/>
<individual-decision/>
<contact/>
<historical/>
<telemarketing/>
<other-purpose>

Related
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no

B. P3P Implementation
P ol1 (statement) says that the name, postal address, and
miscellaneous online data are used for completing the current data transaction. P3P policies collect personal information only for the current service. Considering the attributes of
the purpose opt-in and opt-out values, we can simplify them
as <contact required=opt-out/>. P ol1 (statement) also
uses users’ data history and offers personalized book recommendations by categories <preference/>.

To implement P3P policies, we classify a P3P statement into
levels in terms of depth.
Definition 11: (Element Set (ES)) An Element Set consists
of P3P elements, which can be normal elements and optional
elements. Optional elements have an optional value 0, 1, 2, or
3, which denote none, always (as default), opt-in, and opt-out,
respectively. These elements are arranged with levels (ESL): 0,
1, ..., n, in terms of depth, where 0 is the root and n is the last
ESL or leaves.
Taking the above P3P statement as an example, we have
•
•
•
•
•

ESL
ESL
ESL
ESL
ESL
ESL
ESL
ESL
ESL

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

P ol1 (statement) = P ol1 (purpose, recipient, retention, datagroup) represents the following P3P privacy policy.

0: <STATEMENT>.
1: <PURPOSE>.
2: <current/><develop/>.
1: <RECIPIENT>.
2: <ours/><delivery/>.
1: <RETENTION>.
2: <indefinitely/>.
1: <DATA-GROUP>.
2: <DATA ref="#thirdparty.name"/>,
<DATA ref="#thirdparty.home-info"/>,
<DATA ref="#thirdparty.business-info"/>.

<STATEMENT>
<PURPOSE>
<current/><admin/>
<contact required="opt-out">
</PURPOSE>
<RECIPIENT><ours/></RECIPIENT>
<RETENTION><stated-purpose/></RETENTION>
<DATA-GROUP>
<DATA ref="#user.name"/>
<DATA ref="#user.home-info.postal"/>
<DATA ref="#dynamic.miscdata">
<CATEGORIES><online/>
</CATEGORIES>
</DATA>
<DATA ref="#dynamic.miscdata">
<CATEGORIES><preference/>
</CATEGORIES>
</DATA>
</DATA-GROUP>
</STATEMENT>

In the last P3P example, the statement has a depth of 2.
The root level (ESL = 0) is <STATEMENT>. The first level
(ESL = 1) contains a set of default tags such as <PURPOSE>,
<RETENTION>, <DATA-GROUP>, etc. The second level (ESL
= 2) contains a number of elements depending on their parent.
As shown in Table I, <PURPOSE> includes a set of children,
which could be either optional or non-optional.
The aggregate Algorithm 2 along with Algorithm 3 and
Algorithm 4, as shown in Figure 3, can be utilized to achieve an
aggregate privacy policy. It illustrates how two sets of privacy
policies can be aggregated. The algorithm can be extended to
more policy sets, when the input is altered.

P ol2 (statement) = P ol2 (purpose, recipient, retention, datagroup), as given below, says that P ol2 (statement) requires to
use the miscellaneous purchase data to create personal recommendations, where the user name and miscellaneous purchase
data will be used for the current purchase transaction.

C. P3P Example

<STATEMENT>
<PURPOSE>
<current/><admin/>
<contact required ="opt-in"/ >
</PURPOSE>
<RECIPIENT><ours/></RECIPIENT>

To illustrate our privacy policy aggregation algorithms, we
provide a concrete P3P example. Assume that P ol1 (statement)
and P ol2 (statement) are privacy policies of two online bookshops, respectively.
4
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Algorithm 2: for P3P privacy policy aggregation.
Input P ol1 and P ol2 .
1. Start iteration.
2. Search a pair of matching statements of P ol1 and P ol2 . If a match is
found, set ESL = 0 and go to the next step; otherwise P ol ← P ol1 ∪P ol2
and exit.
3. Search elements of P ol1 and P ol2 with ESL = 1. If a match is found,
go to the next step, else P ol(ES1 ∪ ES2 ) ← P ol1 (ES1 ) ⊕ P ol2 (ES2 )
and go to step 2.
4. Search the elements of ESL = 2 under the current parent. If an element
is found, call Algorithm 4.
Go to step 2 until all elements are reached.
Algorithm 3: for optional elements.
Input a pair of optional elements (ai , bj ).
1. Retrive Ovalues of ai and bj .
2. Call Algorithm 1 with the Ovalues, ai and bj as input. (note: the overriding rule
is based on the Ovalues.
3. Return.
Algorithm 4: for recursive calls.
1. If they are not empty and have no child, get an element from P ol1 and an
element from P ol2 and call Algorithm 1.
2. If a pair of optional elements is encountered, call Algorithm 3. Loop over all
elements under the current parent tag and go to step 2.
3. If a child is found, go to step 1.
4. Return.
Figure 3.

P3P aggregation algorithms.

second element <RECIPIENT> at ESL = 1 is checked. for ESL
greater than 2, we invoke Algorithm 3 for recursive calls. This
will continue until the last element is reached. Consequently, we
obtain the aggregated privacy policy:

<RETENTION><indefinitely/></RETENTION>
<DATA-GROUP>
<DATA ref="#user.name"/>
<DATA ref="#dynamic.miscdata"
optional="yes">
<CATEGORIES><content/>
</CATEGORIES>
</DATA>
<DATA ref="#dynamic.miscdata"
optional="yes">
<CATEGORIES><purchase/>
</CATEGORIES>
</DATA>
</DATA-GROUP>
</STATEMENT>

P ol(statement) = P ol(purpose, recipient, retention, datagroup)
V. C ONCLUSION
We introduced a new notion of privacy policy aggregation for
P3P, which has not been previously explored. We presented a
framework for handling P3P privacy policies for service aggregation, which is seen as an emerging technology for providing
efficiency and quality of web services. We formally defined
the syntax and semantics of of our privacy policy aggregation
language and provided algorithms based on the formal definitions
of privacy policy aggregation. We presented an P3P example to
demonstrate how our scheme works. We found that our framework captures all necessary needs for privacy policy aggregation.

Following Algorithm 2, the <STATEMENT> is set as the root
or ESL = 0. The elements for ESL = 1 are found:
ES1 (ESL = 1) =
(purpose,recipient,retention,data-group).
ES2 (ESL = 1) =
(purpose,recipient,retention,data-group).

These elements are then reached one by one. As the first element
in <PURPOSE> for both statements, the children are checked and
matching elements are compared with Algorithm 1. As a result,
<current/>,<admin/> in both statements are equivalent
and therefore they stay. The third element <contact/> is
optional, hence Algorithm 3 is invoked to resolve it and the
output is <contact required ="opt-out"/> as Ovalue
for opt-out is 3, which is greater than the Ovalue of opt-in
(Ovalue = 2). After all children of <PURPOSE> are reached, the
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Abstract - The recent progress in Information and
Communication Technologies gave birth to advanced
applications in the field of instrumental e-learning. However,
most of these applications only propose a limited number of
lessons on predetermined pieces, according to the vision of a
single music expert. Thus, this article introduces a web
platform to create music lessons dynamically and
collaboratively, with the assistance of a semi-automatic score
annotation module: @-MUSE. To do so, we first describe a
new methodology to design such a platform: Sign
Management. Then, we detail its general architecture as an
Iterative Sign Base System based on a common practice in
music learning: score annotation. Lastly, we give various
algorithms to generate relevant annotations (explanations) on a
score, based on the analysis of musical patterns difficulty.
Keywords - e-learning; music; knowledge management; sign
management; multimedia; annotation; semantic web; ontology;
digital score;
piano; human-computer interaction; logic;
inference

I.

INTRODUCTION

Information and Communication Technology for Education
(ICTE) expanded rapidly these last years. Indeed more and
more teachers resort to platforms such as Moodle or
Blackboard to design their own online courses. While this
trend is being confirmed in academic subjects such as
mathematics and languages [7], it remains rare for knowhow transmission and sharing, for instance in the field of
music learning. Indeed, know-how transmission requires
heavy multimedia usage and interaction to show the “correct
gesture” and is thus complex to implement.
Some instrumental e-learning solutions exist in the form of
offline tools, such as instructional DVDs (see the technical
report of E-guitare [16]), or business software (Guitar Pro
[17], Garage Band [18]). Nevertheless, getting a feedback is
capital in know-how acquisition (is my gesture or fingering
correct ?). But few applications try to implement a learner to
teacher communication axis through video upload and
commentaries on the web (see the FIGS [19] glosses
system).
Still, the lessons provided by these platforms remain limited
to a fixed list of pieces. Although a student can suggest a
new title, the realization of a whole lesson on these
platforms requires heavy installations and treatments (multiangle video recording, 3D motion capture), as well as the
intervention of multiple actors other than the teacher
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himself. While these methods produce high quality teaching
material, the realization of a new course remains a complex
and expensive process. In parallel, several teachers, for
instance retired experts, wish to transmit their know-how in
a simple way, without any constraint on the recording
location and time and with minimal tool appropriation.
We thus introduce in this paper a complementary
framework to rapidly create dynamic music lessons on new
pieces with the assistance of a score annotation module.
This framework is implemented on a collaborative score
annotation platform for music learning called @-MUSE
(Annotation platform for MUSical Education). As described
in [11], an online annotation system is chosen because it
allows musicians to work with digital scores in a way
similar to traditional lessons, where scores are a support for
memory and information sharing. In addition, the digital
transposition of this common practice enables to enrich it
with multimedia incrustation, collaborative working and
mobility. As such, its aim is also to constitute a scalable
music playing knowledge base to collect and share tips and
performances on all possible artistic works referenced on
music data warehouse such as MusicBrainz.org [20], and
which can evolve according to the learners’ needs. This base
is called ISBS (Iterative Sign Base System).
In this paper, we first introduce the methodology and
principles of Sign Management that supports this platform.
Then, we describe the general architecture of @-MUSE,
based on Semantic Web concepts, in order to constitute a
musical sign base (ISBS). To assist users into feeding and
exploiting this base, we describe various methods to
generate relevant annotations (i.e., explanations) on a score.
Lastly, we conclude this work by detailing its principal
perspectives: an adapted tactile interface and some serious
gaming aspects.
II.

METHODOLOGY : SIGN MANAGEMENT

Sign Management deals with the management of knowhow rather than knowledge. It manages live knowledge, i.e.,
subjective objects found in interpretations of real subjects
on the scene (live performances) rather than objective
entities found in publications (bookish knowledge). A Sign
is a semiotic and dynamic object issued from a Subject and
composed of three parts, Data, Information and Knowledge.
All these subjective components communicate together to
build a chain of sign-ifications that we want to capture.
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Sign management is thus more central than Knowledge
management for our purpose in instrumental music learning.
Indeed, the musical signs to treat are made of emotional
content (performances), technical symbols (scores) and tacit
knowledge (rational and cultural know-how). Thus, a Sign
is the interpretation of an object by a subject at a given time
and place, composed of a form (Information), a content
(Data) and a sense (Knowledge). The sign management
process that we have created is made on a Creativity
Platform for delivering an instrumental e-learning service
[10][4][5]. It is founded on an imitation and explanation
process for understanding gestures that produce a right and
beautiful sound. The advantage for learners is that we are
able to decompose the teacher’s movement and understand
the instructions that are behind the process of playing a
piece of music. In fact, a lovely interpretation is made of a
lot of technical and motivated details that the learner has to
master, and the way we want to deliver this information is to
show examples from experts through multimedia
annotations indexed on the score. To do so, we introduce a
new platform to design dynamic music lessons through
multimedia annotations: @-MUSE.
III.

@-MUSE GLOBAL ARCHITECTURE

As the aim of @-MUSE is to enable dynamic teaching and
learning, it is capital that its architecture remains flexible.
The usage of Semantic Web tools is thus an appropriate lead
to allow the platform to benefit from a “networking effect”.
Indeed, a significant amount of scattered musical resources
already exist on the web and can be relevant in the context

of music lessons. These resources can be music metadata
(MusicBrainz.org), digital scores (images, PDFs,
MusicXML free or proprietary files available on Werner
Icking Archive [21]), multimedia documents (recordings of
video performances and lessons on YouTube [22] or eHow
[23]) or simple textual comments. They constitute the
different sign components listed in part II: data, information
and knowledge. As many of these resources benefit from a
Creative Commons License [24], they can be used in the
context of a music lesson, complementary to high quality
resources from a professional multimedia capture set [5].
Figure 1 exposes a comparison between traditional
instrumental e-learning applications architecture and @MUSE architecture. In the first case, lessons are defined in a
static way. Each lesson correspond to a musical piece, with
its associated resources : video, audio and image files
synchronized together to form the lesson. While this system
produces complete lessons, it cannot establish relations
between two distinct resources or pieces, which is an
essential point when learning music as a whole. In the
second case, @-MUSE dynamically creates lessons by
linking related resources and presenting them to the user in
an adapted interface [11]. If a resource is not available (for
instance, a logic representation of a score), the system still
works with a temporary replacement (for instance a simple
image representing the score) in the frame of a degraded
mode. It can then point to any user the need to provide such
resource to enable new functionalities on the platform. As
more links are created between resources, different
representations of the same piece can be proposed to learn

Figure 1. Architecture comparison between traditional instrumental e-learning application and @-MUSE
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how to play it. Some links such as a time synchronization
between two representations (i.e., a video performance and a
logical description of the score) can be realized by specific
independent modules (see Figure 1).
We have done previous work in [12] to propose an adapted
ontology to link musical resources in an educational context
using the Resource Description Framework (RDF [8]).
In the end, the association of these elements will allow the
creation of an Iterative Sign Base System in the same vein
as IKBS (Iterative Knowledge Base System [3]). The
difference here lies in the manipulation of semiotic objects
(signs), instead of conceptual ones (knowledge), as
described in part II. The following chapter explains how
new signs can be generated on this platform through semiautomatic score annotation, and thus participate in the
enrichment of the sign base (ISBS) by demanding minimal
efforts from the platform users.
IV.

INFERENCE ON DIGITAL SCORES

ISBS is a sign base model designed to collect musical signs
such as scores (model) and performances (cases), in order to
explain and compare them. To realize such analysis in a
semi-automatic way, we need to detect specific patterns
within a score. This detection could be made directly on
performances [14] but audio signal analysis algorithms are
difficult to implement in a web application and may be
unreliable in an educational context. That is why we rely on
XML representations of a score. MusicXML [1] is an XML
open source format to describe digital scores staff by staff,
measure by measure, and lastly note by note (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Score logical structure

In what follows, we review and propose different methods
to extract various playing information from a piece metadata
and structure.
We base these methods on how a pianist would address an
unknown piece. As detailed in the descriptive model
presented in [12], the musical work is first replaced in its
context (composer, period, form). Then, its difficulty is
evaluated, firstly globally, and then part by part, in order to
determine what type of work can be made on this piece and
where.
Thus, the first playing related information we display on a
new piece is an approximation of its difficulty. In TABLE 1,
we propose seven criteria affecting the level of a piece for
piano and detail how they can be estimated from a
MusicXML file. Globally, a piece difficulty depends on its
tempo, its fingering, its required hand displacements, as well
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as its harmonic, rhythmic and polyphonic specificities. Of
course, these various criteria affect each other in a complex
manner. For example, hand displacement is strongly
affected by fingering, as noted in TABLE 1.
Indeed, among these seven criteria, fingering plays an
important role. Several works present methods to
automatically deduce fingering on a given musical extract
for piano ([2][9][6]). Most of them are based on dynamic
programming. All possible fingers combinations are
generated and evaluated, thanks to cost functions. The latter
are determined by kinematic considerations. Some
functions, like in [6], even consider the player’s hand size to
adjust its results. Then, expensive (in term of effort)
combinations are suppressed until only one remains, which
will be displayed as the resulting fingering. While the result
often differs from a fingering determined by a human
professional, it remains largely playable and exploitable in
the frame of an educational usage. However, few algorithms
can process polyphonic extracts [6], and many other cases
are ignored (i.e., left hand, finger substitutions, black and
white keys alternation).
Even if more work is needed on this issue, the use of cost
functions remain relevant as it is close from the process
humans implicitly apply while working on a musical piece.
That is why we extend this idea and create complementary
criteria to design a piece difficulty analyzer for piano
learning. For each criterion described in TABLE 1, a score is
calculated in percentage. The piece difficulty rate is thus the
average rate of each criterion. Furthermore, some weighting
coefficients can be affected to each criterion to reflect the
particularities of the player. For instance, pianists who are
really at ease with polyrhythm would not consider it a
relevant factor, thus affecting it a 10% weight.
However, we insist that the resulting difficulty rate should
be interpreted with care and remains a simple
approximation. As stated in [15], a pleasant performance is
not a mere addition of criteria since it contains an important
subjective part. Moreover, for the time being, the algorithms
we propose remain bold and need some specific refinements
which will be the object of a next paper. Indeed, some cost
functions are applied measure by measure, while they
should be applied phrase by phrase to remain coherent with
the piece logic. Also, some of the parameters were
determined after the practices of a small group of advanced
pianists and need to be extended by working with a larger
sample of musicians, including other instruments.
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TABLE 1. PLAYING DIFFICULTY CRITERIA IN PIANO PRACTICE
Performance
difficulty
criterion
Playing speed

Musicological definitions

Cost function definition

Examples

Playing speed = tempo / (shortest P1: tempo = 120 
note value in the piece)
Shortest value = 
Unit: beats (time value)
P1 playing speed = 120*8/16 = 60
P2: tempo = 120 
Pulsation: reference value indicated
in the tempo :  = 1, = 2, = 4, =
Shortest value = 
Tempo: speed or pace of a musical
piece. May be indicated by a word
(ex: allegro) or by a value in BPM
(Beats Per Minute)

8,  = 16, etc.

MusicXML
implementation
<note><type>
elements
Tempo attribute in
<sound> element

P2 playing speed = 120*4/16 = 30
Conclusion: Some parts in P2 are played
faster than in P1. To be more accurate, it is
possible to multiply the result by the
proportion of notes of shortest value. Thus, if
P1 contains 40% , and P2 only 5%, then P1
is globally faster.

Fingering

Fingering: choice of finger and
hand position on various
instruments. Different notations
exist according to the instrument.
(Ex: in piano: 1 = thumb, 2 = index
finger, 3 = middle finger, etc.)

If m1, m2, ..., mn represent the
measures of a given piece P,
P=
Fingering_difficulty(P) = ∑
Fingering_cost(m1) = 10
(Fingering_cost(mi)>50)
See [2][6][9][13] for more detail. Fingering_cost(m2) = 0
Fingering_cost(m3) = 70

<measure> and
<note> elements

Fingering_difficulty(P) = 70
Hand
Displacement

Polyphony

Interval: pitch distance between
two notes, in semitones.
A hand displacement is considered
difficult when two successive notes
(or two chords) are spaced by at
least 7 semitones, played by close
fingers (on the same hand, distance
< 4 fingers) at a high tempo. The
displacement cost of an interval
increases with its gap length. It also
increases with polyphony.
Chord: aggregate of musical
pitches sounded simultaneously.

If d1, d2, ..., dn represent n
P=
intervals verifying the conditions
given in the previous description,
in a piece P
Displacement_difficulty(P) = ∑
Displacement_cost(di)

Combined <note>
elements where
<pitch> gap ≥ 7.
Associated
fingering file.

Displacement_difficulty(P) = 340

Proportion of chords and chords
sequences in the piece

<chord> element
P=
Chords_proportion(P) = 6/16 = 38%

Harmony

Irregular
Rhythm

Length

Tonality: system of music in which
specific hierarchical pitch
relationships are based on a key
"center", or tonic. Various
tonalities impose various sharps
and flats as a key signature. The
most basic ones (no alteration) are
A minor and C major.
Polyrhythm: simultaneous
sounding of two or more
independent rhythms. Example :
synchronizing a triplets over
duplets

Proportion of altered notes

The length of the piece in beats.
NB: the number of pages cannot
really reflect the length of a piece
because of page setting parameters

Number of measures * number of
beats per measure.
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<alter> and
<accidental>
elements
P=
Altered_notes_proportion(P) = 3/25 = 12%

Proportion of remarkable
polyrhythm patterns (Time
reference = pulsation)

<timemodification>
element
P=
Polyrhythm_proportion(P) = 4/4 = 100%
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P=
Length(P) = 3*3 = 9

<beats> element
of <time> element
and <measure>
elements
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This algorithm also serves as a base for the next chain of
information inference on the given piece. Indeed, it can be
applied to identify difficult parts within the piece. By
calculating the difficulty rate of each measure, we can
display the remarkable parts, which rate exceeds a given
threshold (determined by the player’s level). The cause of
its difficulty can then be deduced from the rates of each
criterion (Figure 3). The application can then annotate the
part accordingly, for instance by redirecting the learner to an
adapted exercise.

If long enough (and thus actually remarkable), each of these
patterns can be detected as a note sequence within a
MusicXML file. Then, corresponding exercises can be
pointed to guide the learner. These exercises can be directly
adapted from the considered pattern. For instance, in the
case of an arpeggio, the latter will be extended to the whole
keyboard and repeated part by part, by adding a new note
every ten repetition. This process can easily be computed as
suggested by Figure 4. Anytime, the annotation's owner and
teachers can modify it in order to improve the given
explanation with textual and video commentaries, symbols
and tags. Users can also invalidate the generated annotation
if considered as inappropriate. In this case, the motive for
the suppression should be specified. This data will be later
used to determine the reasoning error in order to improve
the next generated annotations. This process will be detailed
in an upcoming paper.
V.

Figure 3. Difficulty analysis and recommendations on a digital score

In parallel to difficult parts, other remarkable structures can
be identified within a piece. Indeed music learning relies a
lot on the repetition of specific short patterns, with slight
differences (for example the tone of a piece), which can be
reused in various context, especially within the same genre
(baroque, classical, jazz, etc). TABLE 2 gives some patterns
examples.
TABLE 2. MUSICAL PATTERNS EXAMPLES
Pattern
name
Scale

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we proposed a methodology (Sign
Management), a model (Iterative Sign Base System) and
some inference methods to build an instrumental e-learning
platform called @-MUSE. This platform allows teachers
and learners to create music lessons dynamically with the
assistance of a semi-automatic pieces annotator. These
lessons can evolve according to the users’ needs by
submitting contextual exercises to them, in the form of
multimedia annotations. These exercises are generated from
the original score based on the identification of remarkable
patterns and their playability. Users can then give their point
of view on the generated annotations but also add new ones,
thanks to a dedicated symbols library as well as a
multimedia capture module. The more knowledge is created
on the platform, the more detailed will be the lessons,
thanks to the emerging network effect resulting from the
semantic linking of the various resources.

Example

Different perspectives are also considered for this work,
including the addition of tactile functionalities, as well as
some serious gaming aspects. For instance, an interface
adapted to tablet PC would allow to use our platform
directly in front of the instrument, guaranteeing an
experience close to a traditional music lesson. The
collaborative aspects of such a platform also need to be
studied to approach music learning under an entertaining
angle, for instance by proposing specific group
performances (Global Sessions [25]) and game features.
Indeed, as implied by our platform's name, learning music
should first and foremost be a pleasure.

Arpeggio

Trill

Real
sequence
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Figure 4. Pseudocode algorithm generating progressive arpeggio exercises
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Abstract— This paper presents a user modeling and
personalisation framework for providing personalized services
to users through their mobile devices during large sports
events. The user model combines the knowledge of sports
events the user physically attends and the knowledge of the
user's interaction behavior when consuming multimedia
content from his mobile while away from the sporting event's
venue(s). The user model employs both explicit and implicit
modeling techniques which is able to learn and represent shifts
in the user's preferences. Ontologies are used to formalize the
user model and domain knowledge thereby disabling
ambiguities in preferences specification but introducing
reasoning capabilities.
Keywords- Ontology, user profile, sports, olympics

I.

INTRODUCTION

Distributed large sports events (DLSE) like the Summer
Olympics, Commonwealth Games, and Paralympics are
often characterized by several sport events of diverse
disciplines taking place at disparate venues and places and
spanning a number of days. This high activity environment is
becoming a melting pot for several dimensions of research
into personalization in order to enable spectators make better
use of the enormous amount of information that is often
generated in this sort of environment [7]. Mobile devices
lend themselves as a target platform for personalisation in
this environment due to their small form, light weight [3] and
sensors, e.g., GPS (Global Positioning System) modules
which can be queried to return a device’s position.
Current state of the art of personalisation systems in
DLSEs can be broadly classified into two categories based
on their target context of usage. While the first category
focuses on the spectator who physically attends the sports
events, the second category focuses on remote users who
receive the content over a network. On the former category,
the personalisation system delivers complementary
multimedia information services, e.g., replays, game
statistics etc. but these systems do not factor in other sports
events the user might be interested in and has accessed
through their devices. In the second category, emphasis is
laid on the user’s interaction with the networked (mobile)
device and viewing pattern in order to deliver a personalized
service but no consideration is given to what events the user
has physically attended in the past. In this paper, we present
a user modeling and personalisation framework that attempts
to unify both worlds as they combine the sports multimedia
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consumption habit of users on their mobile devices and
information on what sporting events they physically attend
during DLSEs inferred through the user’s location. This
combination is done in order to offer the user a more
accurate personalisation service within and without the
sports arena.
In order to investigate this, we propose an ontologybased location augmented user profiling scheme which
profiles users attending sports event by monitoring the
sporting events content they consume within and without the
events they attend. An ontology based approach is chosen
because it provides a richer representation scheme which is
more precise and less ambiguous than other conventional
schemes [6]. In addition, it provides an adequate foundation
for the representation of coarse user interests to fine-grained
preferences in a hierarchical way, and can be a key enabler to
deal with the subtleties of user preferences [4].
In the rest of this paper, a review of related work is
presented in Section II and it is followed by the architecture
proposed in Section III. The constituent ontologies of the
system and the applied proposed profile learning techniques
are specified in Section IV and V respectively and finally,
some future work is discussed.
II. RELATED WORK
There has been several research endeavors directed
towards enriching users’ interest, engagement, and
experience of DLSEs in different ways. In order to deliver
this experience, these systems need to maintain an internal
model of the user.
In [12], a personalized live sports event viewing system
for mobile devices is presented. The system uses an implicit
user model driven approach to enables the personalisation
system which adaptively predicts a user’s preferred events
during live sports shows. While this work demonstrates how
a personalisation system can use a user’s previous viewing
session to elicit the user’s preferences, it does not take the
user’s location (which can offer more insight into the user’s
preferences) into consideration. In addition, a simple XML
format is used to represent the user model. Hence not much
of reasoning can be done with such a model.
In [2], a place-shifted sports ‘snacking’ application is
presented. The system provides sports fans a medium to
catch-up with their favorite sports when they cannot view the
live event in person as it unfolds. Although this system does
not explicitly describe its user model, one can envisage that a
very simple user model is used to achieve this.
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In [1], a mobile based in-stadium information system is
presented. The system provides on-demand instant sports
replay and traditional media convergence functionality to
mobile devices by capturing and processing a television
signal. This system assumes a generic user model for all
users and does not support any out-of-stadium experience
Other DLSE personalization systems include [10], which
allows users to follow athletes of their choice by tracking
their preferred athlete’s location, speed and pulse. This idea
is pushed further by [5], where users can track their preferred
cyclists in a long distance cycling race and based on the
tracking information, they can decide where to position
themselves in order to get a good view of their preferred
athlete. Although these works use the concept of location, it
is used in improving the user’s interaction with the
associated sport and does not in any way aid the
personalisation system in gaining a better knowledge of the
user’s preferences.
The aforementioned works show the lack of a rich user
profiling scheme in the prevailing DLSE personalization
domain. In order to develop a functional user profiling
scheme, some requirements as outlined in [8] ought to be
considered. Some of these requirements include:
Semantic Reasoning – the user model and multimedia
artifacts (video, text, pictures, metadata etc) should be
semantically modeled based on ontologies in order to enable
semantic reasoning.
Dynamic User Profiling - human preferences generally
tend to be dynamic and transient. Most of this dynamic
behavior can be captured by continuously monitoring and
recording the user’s behavior for analysis. This record can be
collected in form of a history of multimedia artifacts
assessed or requested by the user as a function of the time
spent consuming it. In addition this work argues that a
location component ought to be added to this record.
III.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The aim of this proposed framework is to formally elicit
a location-augmented user model optimized for mobile
devices aimed at large spots events. The architectural
overview of the proposed framework as depicted in Figure 1
shows the main components of the system and their
respective data flow. As shown, the proposed system
architecture consists of a User Profile Management System,
a Personalised Event Listing Service (PELS), a Sport Events
Schedule Server and some domain ontologies. A brief
outline on these components is as follows:
The User Profiling system consists of the User Profile
Ontology, Profile Learning Module, the (Runtime) User
Profile, the Profile Store and the Profiling Proxy – which
runs on the personalized application installed on the user
terminal. These components work together to ensure that
both explicitly and implicitly collated information from the
user is used to identify and represent the user’s static and
transient interests or preferences. The PELS is responsible
for matching users with available live sport events as
described in the semantically annotated event schedule and it
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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed framework

outputs a ranked list of live events that matches the user
preferences as specified in the user’s profile. This is a ranked
list ordered by the degree of relevance it has to the user. The
associated domain Ontologies are integrated for knowledge
inference and vocabulary control. In line with this, users can
only express their preferences on concepts formalized in the
Summer Olympic Events (SEO) ontology and concepts from
this ontology are used in for annotating the schedule.
A. The Personalization Process
In a nutshell, the personalisation process as offered by the
PELS begins when the user logs-in into the system. A
successful log-in sub-process involves the transfer of a
profiling proxy from the user’s mobile device to the profiling
service. The profiling proxy at log-in encapsulates the user’s
unique identifier, current location, usage history (of the last
session) and location history etc. The proxy remotely and
temporarily stores the user’s usage information before it is
sent to the Profiling system – this is done periodically. The
information from the proxy is used to uniquely identify the
user and retrieve his full profile from the profile store. The
retrieved profile is then updated with the content of the
profiling proxy (depending on which of the information is
more current). The updated profile is then passed to the
PELS.
The PELS receives the user’s profile and reasons with it
along with a semantically annotated schedule of the live
sport events which includes the event venue for every given
event. The output of this reasoning process is a ranked list of
events that matches the user’s interests and relevant to the
user’s current location.
IV.

DOMAIN ONTOLOGIES

The domain ontologies specified in the proposed
framework are responsible for giving structure to the
knowledge represented in the framework. The ontologies
conceived as depicted in Figure 1 include the Summer
Olympic Events (SEO) ontology, the Location Information
Ontology and the User Profile Ontology. In developing these
ontologies, the Web Ontology Language (OWL) was used to
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formalize an ontology conceptualization and produce a
hierarchy of concepts. The concepts and relationships for the
Summer Olympics Events domain ontology in this
framework are specified based upon the structure of sports
information collated from the Olympics organization website
and the rules and regulation handbook for each respective
sports discipline – retrieved from the website of the
respective governing body for the given sport. While the
Location Information Ontology contains concepts and
relations that represent location information but only
focusing on those that can be used to connect the domain
knowledge (which include the sport events and their
respective venues) with user’s location(s) during the profile
learning and personalisation process. On the other hand, the
User Profile Ontology comprises concepts and relations that
represent a user, his preferences and past behaviors.
A.

The Summer Olympic Events (SOE) Ontology
The Summer Olympics Events Ontology represents the
conceptualization of the domain of Summer Olympics
Events. The aim of this ontology is to provide a vocabulary
and background knowledge for eliciting user preferences as
well as annotating the events schedule in order to streamline
the semantic matching and personalisation processes in the
PELS. Given that users are currently only allowed to specify
their preferences for sport events and venues, athletes and
sports officials are currently not included in the model.
The SOE Ontology is modeled to be consistent with the
sport events nomenclature and taxonomy used by the
International Olympics Committee (IOC) which has an
Olympic sport at the top of the taxonomy, then sports’
disciplines and the sports events in the bottom. According to
the IOC, a sport is a single or group of disciplines regulated
by an international federation (a governing body).
Taking the IOC’s model into consideration, the SEO
ontology was conceptualized to include all 26 Olympic
Sports, and their respective disciplines, and events in the
Summer Olympic Games. The sports are modeled as top
level concepts, while the disciplines as the subclasses (where
applicable) of these top level concepts while the events are
instances of the subclasses. In addition, each individual event
is qualified by a number of object properties such as
performedWith, performedIn in order to support a richer
inference and classification scheme by comparing the values
of the specified object properties.
B. Location Information Ontology ( LIO)
The Location Information (LIO) domain ontology
conceptualizes the notion of location in the proposed
framework. Location related information is necessary for
adding a location component to the semantically annotated
events schedule thereby signifying where the events are
taking place which translates into providing a means to
model location information for the events described in the
SEO domain ontology. Thereby, enabling the personalization
system to filter events according to a user’s current location.
Moreover, users can elicit their preferences through locations
(venue of sports events) explicitly – by users choosing which
sport event venues they will prefer to visit or receive live
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Figure 2. An abridged representation of the Location Information
Ontology (LIO).

information from or implicitly – by the system monitoring
which event venues the user actually attends and using the
information as a form of relevance feedback to augment the
user’s general preference model. Figure 2 shows an abridged
model of the LIO.
The Location concept is has the property hasAddress
which qualifies the address of the given location. The
locatedAt property reflects the location’s geo-coordinates (in
logtutude and latitude) while the hasAlias is used to hold the
location’s well-known name e.g., Aquatics Centre.
C. User Profile Ontology ( UPO)
In conceptualizing the User Profile Ontology (UPO), we
were inspired by a number of user models especially the
General User Model Ontology [11]. However, we have so
modeled it such that only concepts relevant to our domain of
discourse are retained. Our model logically contains both
static and dynamic representations of the User. The static
information are those that are less likely to change over time
and this is represented by the Person the user is. This submodel describes the user’s unique identifier and other
demographic information. The other components comprise
the dynamic entities whose instances are updated by the
system as the user interacts with it. These components
include the user’s locationHistory, usageHistory, and
Preferences.
Furthermore, as depicted in Figure 3 the proposed User
Profile Ontology is modeled to capture not only the sports
events selected by the user in previous instances, but also the
location where the user was. For instance, the user selecting
an Archery event while at the Aquatic Centre may signal the
user’s preference for swimming events over archery.

Figure 3 An abridged representation of the User Profile Ontology
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The Preference concept is used to specify the user’s sports
event and venue interests and disinterests respectively. These
interests are associated with a degreeOfInterest index which
is used in a preferences weighting scheme and reflects how
much the user prefers a given event over the others. This
weighing scheme allows the profiling system to dynamically
increase the weights associated with sports events the user
continually shows an interest in, while the index of those the
user shows disinterests in are gradually attenuated.
USER PROFILE LEARNING

V.

Since user’s preferences change over time [8], it is
imperative to for the system to learn the user's preferences by
monitoring the user’s behavior by analyzing the contents
they have viewed in the past as stored in the usageHistory
component of the profile and the sports venues they have
been to as stored in the locationHistory component of the
profile. One approach employed in ensuring that the user’s
profile stays relevant is by updating the degreeOfInterest
component for every preference concept in the user’s profile
by a time-based decay function based on the user’s behavior
(i.e., sports events venue attendance habit and mobile
application usage). The decay function is as follows:
(1)
variable stands for the current
The
degreeOfInterest component of the preference concept.
is the relevance feedback factor given through an analysis of
the content consumption and frequency of visits to a given
event venue; the relevance feedback value is taken to be a
Boolean value. The

expression reflects the

time spent at the given event venue or watching an event
content item on the mobile application and the duration of
the event or length of the content, operates as the
factor is used to cushion the
normalizing factor. The
personalized non-linear change of the concept’s weight
according to user locationHistory and usageHistory data. ‘x’
represents the number of consumed content. The more
content a user consumes, for example, the more slowly the
weights increase. The ∂ factor is a constant, which takes
different values in the two opposite scenarios of
consumed/non-consumed content. More precisely, in the
case of non-consumed content, the changing rate (i.e., the
decreasing rate) should be slower, since a non-consumed
content does not constitute an explicit indication for noninterest. On the contrary, in case of consumed content the
changing rate (i.e., the increasing rate) should be faster, since
a consumed content demonstrates a better indication for
interest.
VI.

FURTHER WORK

In moving this work forward, the profile learning
algorithm will be improved by integrating a weight
spreading algorithm which will update other semantically
related preference concepts’ weights when one of the
neighboring concepts in the user model is updated. In
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addition, an empirical evaluation of the framework will be
carried out using real users and the results will be compared
with that of convention DLSE personalization systems.
Furthermore, aspects of social and group modeling are areas
to be further investigated with respect to this work.
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Abstract — Design and management of authorization
services in service oriented architectures poses several
challenges. In this paper, we propose authorization
architecture for business process layer in service
oriented architecture. We describe the components and
functionalities of the architecture such as authorization
policy evaluators, certificate and credential authorities
and dynamic attribute services and discuss the security
management of these functions at specification time and
at run time. Then the paper describes authorization
evaluation algorithms and discusses the design choices
for evaluation models. Finally, the paper describes the
benefits of the proposed architecture, which has been
implemented.
Keywords- Authorization, Business Processes, Service Oriented
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Broadly speaking, the Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) comprises web services and business workflows built
using web services. These workflows are called business
processes [1]. Figure 1 shows the positioning of the
authorization service components within the various layers
of the SOA. Authorization services for the web services layer
have special design requirements because web services
present a complex layered system. For instance, a service
could be a front-end to an enterprise system where the
enterprise system accesses information stored in databases
and files. Web services may be used by enterprises to expose
the functionality of legacy applications to users in a
heterogeneous environment. Alternatively, new business
applications could be written to leverage benefits offered by
web services. This means that authorization architecture for
web services must support multiple models of access control.
This enables legacy applications to use the access control
models they have already been using as well as new web
services applications to use new models of access control.
Currently, there exist a range of authorization models for
stand-alone systems and traditional distributed systems.
There also exist a few authorization schemes that are
designed either for the web services layer [2,3] or the
business process layer [4, 5] of the SOA. There is no unified
model currently available that provides a comprehensive
authorization framework for both web services and business
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processes comprising the SOA. After carrying out a
thorough survey and analysis of the existing authorization
models built for stand-alone systems and traditional
distributed systems as well as for various layers of the SOA,
we have formulated the design requirements for
authorization services required for web service and business
process layers. These are described in Section II.
Business Process
Security Layer
Business Process
Layer
Web Services
Security Layer

Web Services
Technology

Confidentiality, Integrity
and Authentication
BPEL4WS

Authorization

Coordination

Confidentiality, Integrity
and Authentic
Web Services
Messaging Layer

Transaction

Authorization
SOAP

(require header extensions)

Web Services
WSDL
Description Layer (require schema extensions)
Web Services
Discovery Layer

UDDI

Fig. 1: Layers in the SOA
Taking into account these design principles, we have
proposed a unified authorization framework for the SOA.
The authorization framework comprises two separate
authorization architectures (indicated by the light-grey
coloured boxes in Figure 1 that extend the security layers of
web services and business processes. Extensions to the web
services description and messaging layers are also proposed
to support the unified authorization framework for the SOA
(indicated by the dark-grey coloured boxes in Figure 1). This
work builds on the work on the authorization architecture for
web services, referred to as the Web Services Authorization
Architecture (WSAA) [6]. In this paper, our focus is on the
business process layer authorization architecture, which is
referred to as the Business Process Authorization
Architecture (BPAA). The BPAA builds on top of the
WSAA and forms part of the overall authorization
framework for Service Oriented Architectures. BPAA is the
focus of this paper.
Authorization architecture for the business process layer
of the SOA must provide orchestration services to coordinate
the authorization decisions from individual partner’s
authorization policy evaluators. Each partner must be
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allowed to control its own authorization policies and also not
require disclosing them to the entire workflow or to the
workflow engine. Even in cases where the binding to actual
end-points of partner services happens dynamically at
runtime, the authorization architecture must be able to
orchestrate the partners’ authorization policy evaluators and
arrive at an authorization decision.
Policies

-Own AC Mechanism
-Policies Combined Here?

Client

Travel
Agent

Car
Rental

Airline

Hotel

Policies
AC Mechanism 2

Policies
AC Mechanism 1

Policies
AC Mechanism 3

Credit
Check

Insurance

Policies
AC Mechanism 4

Policies
AC Mechanism 5

Fig. 2: Travel Agent Service Example
Consider for instance the Travel Agent Service shown in
Figure 2, where each of the partner services may potentially
use their own access control (AC) mechanisms. The partner
airline (for example, United Airlines) may not wish to
disclose its policies to the travel agent. Similarly, other
partners also may not wish to disclose their policies to be
combined by the travel agent in order to authorize the client.
In the course of the workflow, the client needs to get
authorized seamlessly to partner services.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
consider the requirements for authorization framework for
Service Oriented Architectures. Section III describes the
proposed business process authorization architecture. Finally
Section IV concludes.
II.

AUTHORIZATION DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR SOA

In the next two sub-sections, we outline the principles
involved in the design of authorization framework for web
services and business processes layers of the SOA.
A. Authorization Principles for Web Services Layer
(i) Support for multiple access control models —
Authorization service must be able to support a range of
access control models. This is necessary because it is not
realistic to expect every web service-based application to use
the same access control model. In fact, where web services
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are used to expose the functionality of legacy enterprise
applications, it is likely that organizations will prefer to use
their currently existing access control models and
mechanisms that they have been using, before exposing the
legacy applications as web services. Therefore, authorization
architecture must be flexible enough to support multiple
access control models including the traditional Discretionary
Access Control (DAC), Mandatory Access Control (MAC),
Role Based Access Control (RBAC) and the
Capability/Certificate-based Access Control models [7, 8].
(ii) Authorization Policies — Languages have long been
recognized in computing as the ideal vehicles for dealing
with the expression and the structuring of complex and
dynamic relationships. Over the recent years, a languagebased approach to specifying access control policies has
(rightly) gained prominence; this is helpful for not only
supporting a range of access control policies but also in
separating the policy representation from policy
enforcement. Hence an important design principle is to
enable the support for a range of policy languages for
specifying authorization policies. The policy language(s)
used may support fine-grained and/or coarse grained
authorization policies depending on the organization’s
requirements.
(iii) Authorization Credentials -- It is necessary to define
what access-control related credentials are required and how
to collect them. Some access control mechanisms may pull
the credentials from the respective authorities and send them
to the responsible authorization components. For example, in
the semantic approach [9], the AC Proxy component collects
the relevant privilege (attribute) certificates (for the client)
from the PMI Client component which in turn requests the
appropriate PMI Node for the privilege certificates for the
client. Other access control mechanisms may expect the
client to collect the credentials from the respective
authorities and push them to the responsible authorization
components. For example, [2] proposes a model in which a
client itself collects the required authorization credentials
from the relevant authorities and sends the set of credentials
collected before invoking a web service. Hence, we
recommend an authorization architecture designed for web
services to be able to support both the push and pull models
of collecting credentials.
(iv) Decentralized and Distributed Architecture — Given
the distributed decentralized nature of the web, it is
reasonable to demand that an authorization architecture
designed for web services should embrace the same
decentralized nature. As an example, an organization may
typically have a hierarchical internal structure. The
decentralized approach allows us to specify authorization
policies for web services on an organizational unit level for
different components in the web service hierarchy. A
distributed architecture provides many advantages such as
fault tolerance and better scalability, and can outweighs its
disadvantages such as more complexity and communication
overhead.
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The WSAA architecture described in [6] has taken these
principles into account in its design and management.
B. Authorization Principles for Business Process Layer
(i) Decentralized Policy Administration — Each partner
involved in a business process workflow should be allowed
to control its set of authorization policies autonomously
whether the partners are from within one organization or
from multiple organizations. The authorization architecture
must not place a constraint on coordinating the policies
across different domains involved in the virtual enterprise [4]
formed by a business process workflow.
(ii) Dynamic Discovery of Business Process Partners’
Authorization Evaluation Components — Every web service
must let its potential clients be aware of the access control
mechanism it uses and where, if necessary, to get the
credentials from and where to send them for making the
authorization decision. This could be achieved in the form of
the assertions in the WS-AuthorizationPolicy (defined in
[6]), similar to the WS-SecurityPolicy specification)
statements. In the case of a dynamic business process, where
the binding to actual implementations of partner web
services is made at runtime using some pre-established
criteria, the authorization architecture must make the client
aware of each of the partners’ authorization mechanisms and
components involved. A coordination component may be
used to send such information to clients. When the flow
reaches a stage where some credentials are required by the
access control system of the partner involved, the
coordination component can make the client aware of what
authorization credentials to send to the partner’s component
for the authorization evaluation to be made.
(iii) Orchestration of Partners’ Authorization Evaluation
Components and Combination of Individual Decisions —
Authorization architecture must use some form of
coordination mechanism to orchestrate the partners’
authorization evaluation components and the client involved
in a workflow. In the case of dynamic1 business processes, a
coordinator, for instance, should maintain session state
information so that all or some partners know the
authorization given to a client. As in any complex
transactions handling mechanism, there must be a
mechanism in place to either commit or rollback an
authorization decision based on the authorization decisions
from partners’ policy evaluators. A business process may be
performed only when all the partners’ authorization
components involved give out a positive authorization.
Decision-combination algorithms such as those defined in
the RAD architecture [10] should be defined by the partner
controlling the workflow to combine and give out a final
authorization decision.
1

In a dynamic business process, only the partner interfaces are defined at
the design time, but not the actual bindings to real instances of partner
services.
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(iv) Non-disclosure of Policies — A partner or a set of
partners involved in a business process may not wish to
disclose their policies to the partner that is controlling the
business process. It is an important requirement that the
authorization architecture should not need all the partners to
disclose their policies to other partners involved in the
workflow. For example, if a Travel Agent Service (TAS)
creates a business process that binds and interacts with
United Airlines, Hertz car rental and Hilton Hotel at design
or runtime, the TAS should not require the different partners
involved to disclose their policies to manage the
authorization decisions involved. Large organizations would
want to set and enforce their policies themselves or by
outsourcing to a trusted partner (who runs their authorization
service). However, they would want to do business by
binding to portal travel agents using a secure SOA.
III.

BUSINESS PROCESS AUTHORIZATION ARCHITECTURE

Before we delve into the design of the architecture, we
clearly distinguish between static and dynamic business
processes. A static business process is a pre-composed
business process, where all the partner service interfaces and
their binding information are known at design time itself. A
dynamic business process is more complex, where only the
partner interfaces are defined at design time, but not the
actual bindings to real instances of partner services (web
services and/or business processes). The binding is made at
runtime to real instances of services by letting the client
interact with the business process. For instance, a travel
agent may statically bind at design time to always book (i)
flight tickets with United Airlines, (ii) cars with Hertz car
rental and (iii) hotel rooms at the Hilton. But in real-world
situations, customers want more flexibility; and therefore,
travel agents may opt to expose their services as dynamic
business processes, where the customer at runtime chooses
an appropriate partner service (such as airline, car rental
agency, or hotel) depending on their own requirements. We
make an important assumption in this paper. A dynamic
business process may not only invoke partner web services
but also partner services that are themselves business
processes.
A. BPAA Architecture Design
The proposed architecture is shown in Figure 3. The
BPAA comprises an administrative domain and a runtime
domain. We manage business processes in the administration
domain. Authorization related components such as
authorization policy evaluators, certificate and credential
authorities and dynamic attribute services can be managed in
the administration domain. Also security administrators can
assign a set of authorization policy evaluators to authorize
requests to business processes. We have a runtime domain
where the authorization related information such as what
credentials are required to invoke a particular business
process and how to collect those credentials is compiled and
stored. This makes the authorization process efficient. This
information is automatically compiled from time to time
when necessary by using the information from the
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administration domain and it can be readily used by
components in the runtime domain. A client makes use of a
registry server such as a UDDI directory to find business
process definitions (WS-BPEL statements).
Let us now consider the various system components
involved in the BPAA. The components Authorization
Policy Evaluators, Certificate and Credential Authorities,
Dynamic Attribute Services, and Authorization Decision
Composers are system objects in our architecture. The
Authorization Manager (AZM) for an organization is
responsible for managing these components. The
Authorization Administration API is used to manage these
components and the related data is stored in the
Authorization Administration Database (AAD).
The Certificate and Credential Authority (CCA) is
responsible for providing authentication certificates and/or
authorization credentials required to authenticate and/or
authorize a client. For example, a CCA may provide
authentication certificates such as X.509 or authorization
credentials such as a Role Membership Certificate (RMC) or
a Privilege Attribute Certificate (PAC). We define Certificate
and Credential Authority as a tuple, cca = [i, l, CR, pa,
ra(pa)], where i is a URN, l is a string over an alphabet *
representing a network location such as a URL, CR is the set
of authentication certificates and/or authorization credentials
cca provides, pa is an input parameter representing a subject,
ra uses pa and gives out an output (result) that is the set of
certificates/credentials for the subject.
The Dynamic Attribute Service (DAS) provides system
and/or network attributes such as bandwidth usage and time
of the day. A dynamic attribute may also express properties
of a subject that are not administered by security
administrators. For example, nurses may only access a
patient’s record if they are located within the hospital’s
boundary. A DAS may provide the nurse’s ‘location status’
attribute at the time of access control. Dynamic attributes’
values change more frequently than traditional static
authorization credentials (also called privilege attributes).
Unlike authorization credentials, dynamic attributes must be
obtained at the time an access decision is required and their
values may change within a session.
We define Dynamic Attribute Service as a tuple, das = [i,
l, AT, pd, rd(pd)], where i is a URN, l is a string over an
alphabet * representing a network location such as a URL,
AT is the set of attributes that das provides, pd is input
parameter(s) representing attribute(s) name(s), rd uses pd
and gives out an output (result) that is the value of the
attribute(s).
The Authorization Policy Evaluator (APE) is responsible
for making authorization decision on one or more abstract
system operations. An APE may use a type of access control
mechanism and an authorization policy language that may be
unique to it. However, we define a standard interface for the
set of input parameters an APE expects (such as subject
identification, object information and the authorization
credentials) and the output authorization result it provides.
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We define Authorization Policy Evaluator as a tuple, ape
= [i, l, pe, re(pe), OP, DAS, CCA], where i is a URN, l is a
string over an alphabet * representing a network location
such as a URL, pe is the set of input parameters such as
subject and object details, re is a function that uses pe and
gives out an output (result) of authorization decision. OP is
the set of abstract system operations for which ape is
responsible. The DAS is the set of dynamic attribute services
responsible for providing dynamic runtime attributes to the
ape. The ape uses these attributes to make authorization
decisions. The CCA is the set of certificate and credential
authorities that provide the credentials required by the ape.
The Authorization Decision Composer (ADC) combines
the authorization decisions from various authorization policy
evaluators involved by using an algorithm that resolves the
authorization decision conflicts and combines them into a
final decision. We define Authorization Decision Composer
as a tuple, adc = [i, l, a, pc, rc(pc)], where i is a URN, l is a
string over an alphabet * representing a network location
such as a URL, a is the name of a pre-defined algorithm adc
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uses to combine the decisions from the individual
authorization policy evaluators. The pc is an input parameter
representing the decisions from individual authorization
policy evaluators, rc uses pc and the authorization decision
composer algorithm a to combine the decisions and gives out
an output (result) that is the value of the final authorization
decision.
The runtime domain consists of the Client Proxy, the
Business Process Security Manager, the Authentication
Server, the Authorization Server, and the Authorization
Coordinator components.
The Client Proxy (CP) collects the required
authentication certificates and/or the authorization
credentials from the respective authorities on behalf of the
client before sending a request to a business process and
handles the session on behalf of the client with a Business
Process Security Manager.
The Business Process Security Manager (BPSM) is
responsible for both the authentication and the authorization
of the client to a business process. A client’s Client Proxy
sends the necessary authentication certificates and
authorization credentials to the BPSM. It is responsible for
managing all the interactions with a client’s Client Proxy.
The Authentication Server (ANS) receives the
authentication certificates from the BPSM and uses a
mechanism to authenticate the client. We treat the ANS as a
black box in our architecture as our focus in this paper is on
the authorization of the client. We included this component
in the business process security layer for completeness.
The Authorization Server (AZS) decouples the
authorization logic from the application logic. It is
responsible for locating the business process’ Authorization
Policy Evaluators, sending the credentials to them and
receiving the authorization decisions. Once all the decisions
come back, it uses the business process’ Authorization
Decision Composer to combine the authorization decisions.
If required, the AZS also collects the required authorization
credentials on behalf of clients from the respective
Certificate and Credential Authorities.
The Authorization Coordinator (ACO) is used to
coordinate the authorization between a client (by involving
the Client Proxy) and the dynamic business processes and
their partner services (web services and/or business
processes). It is composed of an Activation Service (AS) and
a Registration Service (RS) that expose standard interfaces to
the participants (Client Proxy and Business Process Security
Manager) in the authorization coordination protocol.
The Business Process Managers (BPMs) manage a set of
business processes for which they are responsible in an
organization. They use the Administration API shown in
Figure 3 to manage the business processes. The business
process definitions are stored in the Business Process
Administration Database (BPAD), see Figure 3.
We define a Business Process as a tuple, bp = [i, l, , WS,
BP, B, pa, MD, bpm, bpsm, aco], where i is a non-empty
string over an alphabet * representing a globally unique
identifier such as a URN, l is a string over an alphabet *
representing a network location such as a URL, is a finite
set of states representing the internal state of the business
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process at a given time, WS is the set of URNs of partner
web services or activities that comprise the business process,
BP is the set of URNs of partner business processes or
activities that comprise the business process, B is the
network protocol binding such as SOAP over HTTP for the
business process, pa represents the business process flow
algorithm represented in a WS-BPEL statement, MD is the
metadata providing additional description for bp, the bpm is
the identity (ID) of the Business Process Manager (BPM)
responsible for managing bp. The bpsm is the location of the
Business Process Security Manager component responsible
for the authentication and authorization of the clients to the
business process. The aco is the location of the Authorization
Coordinator responsible for coordinating the authorization of
a client to the bp’s partner services. The aco is defined only
for dynamic business processes and is null for static business
processes.
The , B, or the MD can be the empty set Ø. If B is an
empty set, Ø, then the business process defined is either an
abstract business process or a dynamic business process. An
abstract business process is not executable and only defines
the standard interfaces between a business process and its
partner services and the messages passed between them. If it
is a dynamic business process, the individual bindings to
partners are made at runtime using the client’s preferences. If
B is not an empty set at business process design time, then it
is a static (pre-composed) business process.
B. BPAA Authorization Policy Evaluation
The Business Process Managers (BPMs) are also
responsible for managing the authorization-related
information for the business processes for which they are
responsible. This information is stored in the Business
Process Authorization tuple, bpa = [i, bp, APEbp, adcbp],
where i is a URN, bp is the business process to which bpa is
defined. The APEbp is the URNs of the set of Authorization
Policy Evaluators responsible for authorizing the requests
from a client to the bp. The adcbp is the URN of an
Authorization Decision Composer. It is responsible to
combine at runtime, the authorization decisions given out by
the set of APEs in the APEbp.
At the time of evaluation in runtime domain, Credential
Manager (CRM) component in the BPAA is responsible for
compiling and storing the authorization information required
by the components. This runtime authorization information
is stored in the Authorization Runtime Database (ARD) (Fig.
3). The runtime authorization information consists of two
tuples namely, BusinessProcess-Credential-CCA tuple (PCC
tuple) and BusinessProcess-Attribute-DAS tuple (PATD
tuple).The CRM is invoked from time to time, when a
business process object is created or modified in the BPAD.
The BusinessProcess-Credential-CCA tuple is defined as
pcc = [i, bp, CR, cca, ape], where i is a URN, bp is the
URN of the business process, CR is the set of authorization
credentials to be obtained from the Certificate and Credential
Authority, cca to get authorized to invoke bp. The ape is the
URN of the Authorization Policy Evaluator that requires
these credentials. This means each bp can have one or more
of these (tuple) entries in the ARD.
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The BusinessProcess-Attribute-DAS tuple (PATD tuple)
is defined as patd = [i, bp, AT, das, ape], where i is a URN,
bp is the URN of the business process, AT is the set of
attributes to be obtained from a Dynamic Attribute Service,
das to make an authorization decision. The ape is the URN
of the Authorization Policy Evaluator that requires these
attributes. This means each bp can have one or more of these
(tuple) entries in the ARD.
C. BPAA Authorization Algorithms
The BPAA supports three authorization algorithms. The
first, the push-model algorithm, supports the authorizations
where a client’s Client Proxy (CP), using the information in
the BP-AuthorizationPolicy, collects and sends the required
credentials (from the CCAs) and attributes (from the DASs)
to a Business Process Security Manager (BPSM). The
second, the pull-model algorithm, supports the authorizations
where the Authorization Server (AZS) itself collects the
required credentials from the CCAs, and the APEs collect
the required attributes from the DASs. The AZS in this case
uses the runtime objects information from the Authorization
Runtime Database to be able to do so. The third, the
combination-model supports both the push and pull models
for collecting the required credentials and attributes. An
organization must deploy one of these algorithms depending
on the access control mechanisms used by the business
process.
When the combination-model algorithm is deployed by
an organization, the organization’s Authorization Manager
(AZM) may arbitrarily decide whether the credentials
required from a CCA and dynamic attributes required from a
DAS for each of the business process’ APEs are fetched by a
Client Proxy (push-model) or by the authorization
components themselves (pull-model). The AZM may decide
to give the entire responsibility of fetching the required
credentials and attributes to the client proxy or to
authorization components or share responsibility of fetching
credentials and attributes amongst the client proxy and the
authorization components. This information is reflected in a
business process’ BP-AuthorizationPolicy.
The BP-AuthorizationPolicy includes assertions that
specify what credentials (and from which CCA) and
attributes (and from which DAS) a client’s Client Proxy has
to collect before invoking a business process. These
assertions also include the credentials and attributes required
to invoke a static business process’ partner Web services as
well as its partner business processes. We extend the WSBPEL statement schema to include the BPAuthorizationPolicy. Note that the partner Web services and
business processes-related authorization information is not
included in the BP-AuthorizationPolicy of a dynamic
business process. Such information is only necessary for a
static business process. Finally, the authorization
coordination information is also included in the BPAuthorizationPolicy. This information is necessary only for
the dynamic business processes. We have designed and
implemented the authorization evaluation schemes for both
static and dynamic business processes in push, pull and
combined model scenarios. Due to lack of space in this
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paper, we refer the reader to [11] where they are described in
full.
D. Dynamic Business Process Authorization
We leverage the WS-Coordination framework [12] to
coordinate authorization of a client to a dynamic business
process and its partner services. When a client invokes a
dynamic business process, the Client Proxy component is
responsible for the activation of a new instance of an
Authorization Coordinator. It is aware that authorization
coordination is required to get the client authorized to a
dynamic
business
process,
because
the
BPAuthorizationPolicy has the information about the
authorization coordinator, the coordination protocol used and
its type (authorization coordination type), and finally its
location. The Business Process Security Manager is another
participant in the coordination protocol. During the course of
execution of a dynamic business process, if the WS-BPEL
Engine needs to invoke a partner service, it sends a message
about the same, to the business process’ BPSM. BPSM then
informs the Authorization Coordinator that a partner service
has been invoked and it needs authorization credentials from
the client (Client Proxy). The Authorization Coordinator also
informs the Client Proxy about the same. The Client Proxy
fetches the required credentials and gets back to the
Authorization Coordinator. The Authorization Coordinator
then sends a message with the received credentials to the
Business Process Security Manager. BPSM sends these
credentials to the BPEL Engine. The BPEL engine uses these
credentials and then continues execution of the partner
service.
The Client Proxy interacts with the BPSM sending and
receiving messages as normal, with the exception that it
embeds the authorization coordination context (which carries
the authorization information) in a SOAP header block in its
messages to provide authorization credentials for those
partner services (web services and/or business processes)
that are invoked. Also the Client Proxy itself registers as a
participant with the authorization coordinator. The BPSM
understands the protocol messages associated with our
authorization service. If it has not registered a participant
previously, it does so once it receives a SOAP message from
the Client Proxy containing an authorization context header
using the details provided in the context (via the WSCoordination registration service URI). This register
operation occurs every time that the BPSM receives a
particular context for the first time.
When the Client Proxy receives the final response from
the BPSM after the execution of the business process, it
sends a Completion Message to the Authorization
Coordinator. The Authorization Coordinator then sends the
Completion Message to the BPSM registered as a participant
to the Authorization Coordinator. Any subsequent calls by
the Client Proxy (on behalf of the client) to that business
process with the same context will result in the service being
unable to register a participant since the context details will
no longer resolve to a live coordinator with which to register
This is shown in Figure 4.
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processes, the information about the authorization credentials
required to invoke the partner services is exposed in WSBPEL using BP-AuthorizationPolicy at the design time
itself. In the case of dynamic business processes, dynamic
discovery and orchestration of business process’ partners’
authorization evaluation components are achieved. The
BPAA coordinates the authorization where binding to real
partner services happens at runtime depending on client
requirements. Furthermore, The BPAA does not require the
partner services to disclose their policies to the partner that is
controlling the business process. The authorization of the
client happens at the same place, where the partners
originally intended it to be. Hence organizations can now
leverage the services offered by the BPAA and do business
by binding to the portal agents even if they do not trust them
to perform client authorization. The Business Process
Security Manager can be placed in a firewall zone, which
enhances the security of business processes placed behind an
organization’s firewall. We have implemented the proposed
architecture and its components using the .NET middleware
platform and demonstrated its operation by developing a
healthcare application scenario over this architecture.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
In human communities, there is uncertainty about the behaviour of strangers. People avoid interacting with others who
they do not trust. Trust plays a significant role in facilitating
the interaction in such uncertain environments. A Trustor is the
subject that trusts a target trusted entity known as a Trustee.
We define trust as the willingness of the trustor to rely on a
trustee to do what is promised in a given context, irrespective
of the ability to monitor or control the trustee, even though
negative consequences may occur [1].
Building a distributed software system requires the interaction and use of resources from diverse organisations throughout the Web. In such diverse systems, different entities spread
around different domains and organizations, and pass the
boundary of a particular physical community, which may have
clear security and trust preferences. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is “an architectural style for building enterprise
solutions based on services” [2]. There are three roles in SOA
as shown in Figure 1 [3]: service provider, an organization
or platform that owns, implements, and controls access to
the services; service requestor, an application, services, or the
client who is looking for and invoking a service; and service
registry, a searchable directory where the description of the
services is published by the providers and searched by the
requestors.
There are many services with similar functionalities. The
non-functional properties of a service can be a differentiating
factor between the similar services and as a criteria for service
selection. Quality of Service (QoS) is the quality aspect of a
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Abstract—Trust is as significant a factor for successful online
interactions as it is in offline communities. Trust is an important
factor that is used as a criterion for service selection. There is a
need to know information about services and service providers
to establish trust and identify their trustworthiness. Most trust
studies focus on trust establishment for services without clearly
identifying trust information for services and service providers.
Services and service providers traverse many domains with
different properties and requirements. Identifying a unified
trust information (trust metrics) for such an open environment
is a challenge. This paper proposes a unified trust metrics
classification for services and service providers. The proposed
trust metrics can be extended and used in an open environment
or within specific domains to establish trust for services and
service providers.
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service [4], and is considered as a non-functional property of a
service. Trust has been used as a criteria for service selection
[5][6][7][8]. The trustworthiness of a service is considered
as a non-functional property of a service. Service requestor
(trustor) may select a service/provider (trustee) based on its
trustworthiness.
The trustworthiness of a service provider can enhance the
requestor’s trust in its services [9]. A requestor can select
a service from providers of the highest level of trust [10].
Considering trustworthiness of service providers supports trust
bootstrapping (rating new comers) the providers’ new services.
For example, if a provider is known to be a trustworthy,
requestors will trust the provider’s services and encourage to
select its new services. Therefore, it is important to establish
trust for service providers and select a service based on its
provider’s trustworthiness in addition to the service’s own
trustworthiness.
Trust is based on information [1], but it is difficult to
determine the information that should be used. In the offline
world, traditional forms of communication allow people to
assess a wider range of cues related to trustworthiness than is
currently possible through online communication. The Internet
gives little evidence about the solidity of the entity behind it.
The challenge is to find sufficient online substitutes for the
traditional cues to trust, which are obvious in the physical
world and identify new information elements, which are
appropriate for deriving measures of trust [11].
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Trust Metrics (TM) is a new term and is defined in this
paper as the information of an entity that is required and used
to evaluate the trustworthiness of the entity. An entity, in this
work, can be a service or service provider. TM is the first party
(i.e., a service or provider) information provided by a service
or service provider to evaluate its trustworthiness [1]. For
example, a service can present its reliability as a trust metric
for the requestors to trust the service based on the reliability
trust metric. To identify trust metrics, it is important to explore
what information is required to build trust for services and
service providers.
Information has many dimensions and each service/provider
sets its own information. In SOA, transaction may span a range
of domains and organization. Services and service providers
may traverse many domains with different properties and
requirements. For example, a requestor of a service has many
requirements and each seeks for different services’ properties.
Therefore, a domain may need to support a range of trust
metrics and this requires to identify a unified trust metrics for
such an open environment. Some studies try to overcome this
problem by defining a notion of community [12] or address
trust in specific domains [5][13][14]. This paper proposes a
unified trust metrics classification for services and service
providers that is suitable for SOA environment.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section II
presents related work. Trust metrics and trust principles is
presented in Section III. Section IV presents trust metrics
and QoS. The proposed trust metrics for services and service
providers is presented in Section V. Section VI concludes the
paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In the literature, there is no clear identification of trust
metrics for services. In addition, there is no defined trust
metrics for service providers.
A. Trust Services
Zhengping et al. [15] defined domain specific trust information that is limited. The work monitors the behaviour of
a trusted Web Service in case it has bugs during operation,
which will drop the trust degree of the Web Service. The
authors define properties to establish trust for services such
as functions and run time environment, and for recommender
who recommend a service such as popularity and authenticity
of the description. Different domain characteristics defined by
the system analyst. Kim and Doh [16] propose the selection of
the optimal path to compose a number of Web Services based
on QoS information and trust type (the computed trust level
based on aggregated ratings from the consumer of the services,
which indicate the estimation of the reliability of the service
provider). The authors assume that trust type is associated with
each service where the assignment of trust types performed by
the clients themselves or trust authority. Trust metrics are not
specified and trust is based on assumed trust type.
Maximilian and Singh [10] made a distinction between trust
and QoS and presented the selection of a Web Service based
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on non-functional attributes such as QoS and trust. Wang
and Vassileva [9] stated the importance to define information
needed for trust and reputation mechanism. They stated the
use of QoS to build trust where trust and reputation are built
for each quality property of a service and the overall trust and
reputation depend on the combination of trust and reputation
for each property.
Other researchers address trust as a QoS [5][6][8][17], build
trust based on a set of QoS [8][17][18][19], or build trust
based on a set of QoS related to specific system, application, or
domain [5][17][18][19]. Dragoni [5] mentioned that evaluation
of trust is a key QoS aspect of Web Service selection. The
author used security features of the service to establish trust
(satisfying the provider’s trust security requirements). YingFeng and Pei-Ji [6] specify trust or reputation as one of the
QoS of Web Service. Kalepu et al. [8] identified a new QoS
attribute, verity, as an important contributor to the quality
driven selection and composition of Web Services and to be a
measure of trustworthiness of a Web Service. Verity refers to
the degree of variance in the compliance levels of the services
and assesses the reputation of the provider based on local and
global rating. They identify verity for Web Services and verity
for Web Services providers. However, trust is not a QoS and
there is a clear distinction between the two terms.
In [18], reputation is modelled as a vector of QoS attributes
such as performance and reliability. Jin-dian et al. [19] establish trust based on whether it is secure enough to access
a service or how to choose a more reliable provider. They
measure the possibilities of providing cheating or malicious
behaviour and satisfaction values to measure how satisfied a
user feels about a given interaction (both are real numbers in
[0,1] and a high rate reflects a high interaction quality). The
trust evaluation can take many aspects (QoS requirements)
into account such as process time and access speed. Vu et
al. [17] rank services according to its prospective level of
satisfying user’s QoS requirements. However, building trust
should consider other properties beside QoS.
B. Trust Service Provider
In Web Services and SOA, the idea of trusting a service
based on its provider is neglected [9]. Trust in the Internet has
a clear distinction between the two and has identified quality
requirements for providers to assist their trustworthiness and
help users in their decision to use providers’ services [20][21].
Jin-Dian et al. [19] presented the idea of assigning trust
provider rate to its new Web Services. They mentioned that
assigning trust rate to the provider is an interesting research
problem. They stated that a registry that has past experiences
with the Web Service’s provider initializes the rate of the new
Web Service to be equal to its provider’s rate.
The work in [18] assesses the trustworthiness of a Web
Service provider by measuring its reputation based on the
rate given by the user. However, identifying trust information supports the trust bootstrapping process (i.e., rating new
services and service providers). Maximilien and Singh [10]
mentioned that if service provider is already determined to be
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trustworthy, then the selection of services will be based on
their provider’s rating. The authors stated that determining the
trust level to be assigned to providers is a nontrivial process.
However, identifying trust metrics helps to establish trust.
III. T RUST M ETRICS AND T RUST P RINCIPLES
In our previous work [1], we identified the trust principles.
This work follows the trust principles to identify TM. The TM
addresses the following trust principles :
• Trust and risk: Requestors have no control over services
that advertise only their interface. Less perception of control increases the risk. Under a risky exchange situation
it is important to include penalties, rewards, insurance,
and other risk remedies in case something goes wrong.
Risk remedies can be identified as a TM.
• Trust development phases: Trust goes through three development phases: trust building, stabilising trust, and
dissolution [21]. Most studies assume a system where
trust and reputations already exist (i.e., stabilising trust
phase). In trust building phase, it is important to initialize
a trust rate for a new service or a new service provider.
Identifying TM is important in the initialization process,
where the TM are rated and the overall trust for a service
and service provider can be the average of trust for each
TM.
• Trust relationship properties: Trust is usually specified in
terms of a relationship between a trustor and a trustee.
Trust relationship can be one-to-one between a requestor
and a service and one-to-many between a requestor and a
group of services (i.e., a provider who provides a group
of services). By identifying trust metrics the system can
support the context specific characteristic of trust (trust
a service to perform a specific action within a specific
context), where a requestor can select a service based on
a set of trust metrics.
• Trust is based on information. There is a need to know
information about the services and service providers to
establish trust.
• First party information: First parties (i.e., services/service
providers) should provide the information to develop
trust. For example, QoS properties and other information (e.g., delivery methods, insurance, privacy, security,
pricing, and availability) can be considered as important
information on which to build trust.
• The distinction between trust and QoS: Trust is not a
QoS aspect of a service or a service provider. There
is a clear distinction between the two terms’ definitions
as presented in the introduction. QoS properties can be
identified as TM to establish trust.
• Security and privacy: Security and privacy are important
factors to consider in the trust establishment process.
Security and privacy can be considered as important TM.
• Provider’s trustworthiness: Trust ratings of a service and
its provider are related and each one affects the other.
Therefore, it is important to identify providers’ trustworthiness and define TM for service providers.
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IV. T RUST M ETRICS AND Q O S
QoS can be identified as an important TM to establish trust.
This work defines QoS as TM. To identify TM for an open
system, it is important to generalize a list of TM applicable
for most services. As a part of generalization process, it is
required to generalize QoS for diverse services and service
providers. To define a unified TM classification, we need to
extract diverse QoS from the literature. Some QoS can be
measured and some are not. It is important to include and
quantify the non-measurable QoS to be used in trust rating
algorithm and calculation.
There are many research efforts to define and categorize QoS and how to express, quantify, and model
them [4][16][22][23]. In [4][8][9][22][24][25][26][27][28][29]
generic and business QoS requirements for services are presented. Lee and Shin [26] define a set of major Web Services’
QoS attributes. Menasce [28] presents the QoS issues in web
services. Yu et al. [23] present a list of QoS and how to
calculate each. They specify that security is not quantifiable
QoS but they present a formula to test the security of Web
Services based on the number of attacks detections. Rahman
and Meziane [27] present five essential QoS requirements
based on the most used QoS from the literature. These are:
readiness, transaction, reliability, speedy, and security.
O’Brien et al. [24] define other QoS requirements for
SOA such as: modifiability, testability, and usability. Ran
[22] identified other QoS, which are: supported standard,
stability/change cycle, and completeness. In addition, there are
a domain or application specific QoS. Hoyle [29] identifies
other quality characteristics for services such as courtesy,
comfort, competence, credibility, dependability, efficiency, effectiveness, flexibility, honesty, promptness, responsiveness.
Larson [30] identified serviceability and user satisfaction as
performance measurement of service delivery.
Moorsel [25] discusses quantitative metrics and a framework
for evaluating internet services. Three metrics are defined that
should be emerged to evaluate Business to Consumer (B2C),
Business to Business (B2B) and service provider systems. The
metrics are: QoS, Quality of Experience (QoE), and Quality
of Business (QoBiz). QoE and QoBiz are claimed to quantify
the user experience and business return, respectively.
Based on the aggregated QoS in the literature, we propose a
classification of QoS into objective QoS and subjective QoS,
as shown in Figure 2. Objective QoS are the QoS that can
be measured. Subjective QoS are the QoS that cannot be
measured. This classification helps to define and classify TM.
V. T RUST M ETRICS
In this work, TM overcome other trust information in the
literature to include information of diverse domains (government, online marketing, bank, etc), QoS, and different possible
services and service providers’ information and properties.
Some TM may not be applied to all services and it is possible
to add other TM. Figure 3 shows the proposed TM for services
and service providers which is classified into Services Trust
Metrics (STM) and service Providers Trust Metrics(PTM).
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Exception Handling

Modifiability

Interopability

Domain/application
specific QoS

Execution Time

Reliability

Timeliness

Scalability

Domain/application
specific QoS

Integrity

Other measurable
QoS

Fig. 2.

Other nonmeasurable QoS

A classification of QoS.

A. Trust Metrics for services (STM)
STM is classified into Objective STM (OSTM) and Subjective STM (SSTM) as follows:
1) Objective Services’ Trust Metrics (OSTM): OSTM are
the TM that can be measured. OSTM for services are their
objective QoS properties such as response time, latency, execution time, throughput, reliability, domain specific measurable
properties, and other services’ measurable properties. In the
following, a number of OSTM is presented:
• Execution Time OSTM, OST Me (s): Is the time taken by
a service to execute and process its sequence of activities.
• Latency OSTM, OST Ml (s): Is the delay time between
sending a request and receiving the response, i.e., the time
the message needs to reach its destination.
• Response Time OSTM, OST Mr (s): Is the time required
to process and complete a service request.
• Throughput OSTM, OST Mthp (s): Refers to the number
of requests a service can process per unit of time.
• Availability OSTM, OST MAv (s): Is the probability that
a service is up and accessible to use.
• Reliability OSTM, OST MR (s): Refers to the ability of
a service to perform its function correctly with either
‘no fail’ or ‘response failure to the user’. It is related
to OST MAv (s).
2) Subjective Services’ Trust Metrics (SSTM): SSTM are
the TM that are hard to measure directly. SSTM include
functional properties, subjective QoS properties, and other
properties of services such as remedies, payment satisfaction,
output/item satisfaction, delivery satisfaction, domain specific
non-measurable properties, and other non-measurable services
properties. The following presents some SSTM. Because
SSTM are not measurable TM, it is important to quantify them.
• Remedies SSTM, SST Mrem : Is the most important
metric that should be provided by a service provider for
each of its services. Services should provide remedies in
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case any thing goes wrong. Each service has different
remedies. For example, if the service is shipment service
and there was a delay in shipment, lower the shipment
price can be offered as a remedy. Another example is
that if a service provides a video and the video was slow
referred to the subscribed level of a customer, the service
should increase the bandwidth for that customer.
• Security SSTM, SST Msec : A requestor can trust a service or service provider based on security. Security is an
important factor to be considered in trust establishment.
• Privacy SSTM, SST Mprv : A requestor can trust a service or service provider based on privacy. Privacy is an
important factor to be considered in trust establishment.
• Payment Satisfaction SSTM, SST Mpym : Refers to the
degree of the user satisfaction on the offered service based
on the payment, if any. For example, do the service charge
the user the same or extra amount, do users pay extra
unexpected fees, etc.
• Output/Item satisfaction SSTM, SST Mout : Refers to the
degree of the user satisfaction on the offered service based
on the output/item provided. For example, do they get the
same output/item they ordered/expected, are they satisfied
with the output/item, the quality of the output/item they
received, etc.
• Delivery satisfaction SSTM, SST Mdelv : Refers to the
degree of the user satisfaction on the offered service
based on the delivery of the item. For example, do they
deliver the item on time, do they return the item in case
of dissatisfaction, etc.
3) Trust Metrics Collection for services: OSTM and SSTM
are rated for each service and can be stored in a registry to be
used for rating services and service providers. The following
is the collected STM in a matrix format. Each row represents
a service and each column represents one of the STM (m:s
and n:STM). ST M = OST M + SST M


ST M11 ST M12 . . . ST M1n
 ST M21 ST M22 . . . ST M2n 


STM = 

..
..
..
..


.
.
.
.
ST Mm1

ST Mm2

...

ST Mmn

Trustworthy services support remedies, security and privacy;
provide high throughput, fast response time, high availability
and reliability; provide lower execution, response and latency
times. In addition, trustworthy services get high rates for the
execution cost, output, payment, and delivery STM.
B. Trust Metrics for service Providers (PTM)
A good provider rate can enhance the requestor’s trust in the
provider and its services. If a requestor has an alternative to
choose between many services from different providers, he can
select a provider with a higher trust rate. Rating providers help
to encourage providers to behave well, increases the opportunities of the providers to be selected by consumers, encourage
competition between providers, influence the economic growth
of the providers positively, increase the usage of the Internet
technologies such as e-markets, and evolve commerce online.
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Trust Metrics: TM
STM: Service Trust
Metrics
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Fig. 3.

Competence PTM, P T Mcomp : Shows a provider’s ability
and capability to provide a service and perform the
function expected from it (i.e., compliance). Competence
is more relevant term for the environment related to
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Security

Privacy

Remedies

Other
applicable STM

Honest

Competence

Ability

Dependability

Benevolence

Predictability

Credibility

Other properties

Brand name

Web Site

Physical Location

Order Progress

Contact
Information

Other clues

Domain/application
specific PTM

Other PTM

Trust Metrics.

Trustworthiness of a service provider is based on the
trustworthiness of its services and the rates of its properties.
Service providers have many properties that can be considered as useful PTM to build trust. A trustworthy service
provider should behave upon its advertised properties and
its services advertised properties (i.e., STM). In addition to
providers’ properties, a provider can provide important clues
for requestors to assess its trustworthiness. In the following, a
number of important PTM are presented.
1) Providers’ services’ properties: A service provider trustworthiness is based on the trustworthiness of its services.
Therefore, STM are implicitly included as metrics to evaluate
providers. Any STM can explicitly be identified as PTM to
emphasize its importance and can be used as PTM such as
security PTM, P T Msec ; privacy PTM, P T Mprv ; remedies
PTM, P T Mrem ; and other applicable STM such as reliability,
integrity, robustness, accessibility, availability, timeliness, payment satisfaction, output/item satisfaction, delivery satisfaction, transaction ACID, supported standards, interoperability,
and stability.
2) Provider’s properties: Competence, honesty, ability,
benevolence, predictability, credibility, dependability, courtesy,
comfort, efficiency, effectiveness, flexibility, promptness, and
responsiveness are properties to be considered as PTM. These
properties can be evaluated by long term interactions with a
provider based on other TM. In the following, competence and
honest PTM will be presented.
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•

services and computing system [31].
Honest PTM, P T Mhons : The provider that continuously
shows its competence will be honest.

3) Important clues: Service providers can provide important clues to support their trustworthiness. The more clues
a provider provides, the more the provider can support its
trustworthiness, and the more is the opportunity for its services
to be selected by the requestors. Some clue information may
suit some requestors but not others especially if the requestor
is an application which dynamically bind to services. The following presents some important providers’ clue information,
as follows:
•

•

•

Brand name PTM, P T Mbrand : A service provider who
has a brand name, popular name that is established by
a long term interactions with consumers, may encourage
the requestors to use its services. A brand name can help
in the assessment of service providers’ trustworthiness,
and this will influence the economic growth of the service
providers positively. Trust-based systems can play an
important role on the establishment of brand names for
service providers. A service provider can provide a name
and the system can brand the name based on the level of
the trustworthiness of the service provider.
Web site PTM, P T Mwsite : A service provider who has a
web site may give an important clue for the requestor to
trust the provider and use their services. Web sites may
contain information that can assess the trustworthiness of
a service provider.
Contact information PTM, P T Minf : Contact information
such as telephone number and e-mail has a great impact
in the assessment of the trustworthiness of a service
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provider. Having contact information allow the requestors
to contact providers to, for example, resolve any issues.
• Retail location PTM, P T Mloc : Having physical location,
such as physical store, may increase a provider’s trustworthiness.
• Order progress PTM, P T Mord : While order progress is
more clear offline, it should be provided online, and this
may increase a provider’s trustworthiness.
4) Trust Metrics Collection for service Providers: The
evaluated PTM rates for each service provider are stored in
a registry to be used for rating purposes. The following is
the collected PTM in a matrix format. Each row represents a
service provider and each column represents one of the PTM
(m:provider and n:PTM).


P T M11 P T M12 . . . P T M1n
 P T M21 P T M22 . . . P T M2n 


PTM = 

..
..
..
..


.
.
.
.
P T Mm1

P T Mm2

...

P T Mmn

Trustworthy service providers support remedies, security,
and privacy and provide trustworthy services. In addition,
trustworthy service providers provide important clues to support its trustworthiness. By the time, a service provider will
become competence and then honest by acting as a trustworthy
provider.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents a unified trust metrics classification for
services and service providers. Trust metrics cover different information and properties of services and service providers. The
trust metrics are extendible and can support domain specific
properties. Trust metrics support the trust principles. Each trust
metric may require different techniques to gather and evaluate
its trust rates. As a next step, trust models to rate the trust
metrics, services, and service providers will be established.
In addition, there is a need to build a trust framework that
establish trust for services and service providers and supports
trust-based service selection in SOA.
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Abstract— This paper promotes an ontology-based multi agent
system (MAS) framework to facilitate Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
service selection with multiple service properties. P2P-based
service has emerged as an important new field in the
distributed computing arena. It focuses on intensive service
sharing, innovative applications and compositions, and, in
some cases, high performance orientation. However, one of the
remaining challenges for the P2P-based service composition
process is how to effectively discover and select the most
appropriate peers to execute the service applications when
considering multiple properties of the requested services. By
introducing an ontology, different ontology-based e-service
profiles can be proposed to facilitate handling multiple
properties and to enhance the service oriented process in order
to achieve the total or partial automation of service discovery,
selection and composition. In this paper, we present a
conceptual framework for peer selection with a preliminary
mathematical model and a selection process, so as to enhance
the P2P-based service coordination system and its components.
Keywords- semantic Web services; quality of service; WSMO;
peer-to-peer.

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the increasing popularity and growth of Web
services, many researchers have been interested in
developing effective e-service or e-business applications
based on various existing components for agent-based
systems [1]. In a multi agent system (MAS) composed of a
heterogeneous collection of agents with distinct knowledgebases and capabilities, coordination and cooperation
between agents facilitate the achievement of global goals
that cannot be otherwise achieved by a single agent working
in isolation [2]. The unique characteristics of a MAS have
rendered
most
standard
systems
development
methodologies inapplicable, leading to the development of
Agent Oriented Software Engineering methodologies [3],
[4].
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However, along with a soaring number of Web services
developed in agent-oriented decentralised environments, it
is essential to consider the quality of service (QoS) for
agents when running business processes. It is obvious that
the dynamics and heterogeneity of distributed services
become extremely important to both service requestors and
service providers. Nevertheless, most research works
presented so far are predominantly syntactic and have not
truly incorporated semantic ontology approaches for service
description and composition within a realistic business
context. The discovery and integration of a new service into
an existing infrastructure is yet to be fully automated and
currently requires significant human effort. As a result, it is
problematic that traditional methodologies cannot
effectively and autonomously conduct service discovery and
composition in a complex dynamic environment. Moreover,
the QoS specifications proposed in the literature (e.g., [5],
[6], [7]), are yet to agree on common defining concepts.
A set of non-functional properties in Web Service
Modelling Ontology (WSMO) [8] ideally can be used as a
discriminating factor to refine P2P-based Web services, so
as to provide a more reliable service selection in business
workflows. In this paper, we present a scalable WSMObased conceptual framework to describe QoS and other
features of Web services in a P2P-based environment. We
also sketch an automatic concomitant semantic Web
services selection process to automatically find appropriate
Web services that effectively fulfil the requestor’s
requirements. Hence, we design an approach to select the
most appropriate peers that will foster a better service
composition according to semantics of the user’s request.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
illustrates our P2P architecture approach. Section III presents
our QoS model and WSMO integration in our P2P
framework and sketches a practical solution for selecting
appropriate peers with multiple properties, specified by our
service quality conceptual model. Section IV is a discussion
of other related work, while Section V concludes the paper.
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II.

P2P MAS TO COMPOSE SEMANTIC WEB SERVICES

Generally, in a P2P MAS architecture dedicated to
sharing resources, the MAS acts as an interface to a set of
resources distributed across a network. Every user of a
resource has an agent acting on his/her behalf. This user
interface agent seeks the resource that its master user
requests. In addition, every resource, which a user of the
system would like to share in return, would have a resource
keeper agent that also belongs to the system and acts as a
gate keeper to this local repository of resources that it shares
with other peer user interface agents as they broadcast their
requests. In this architecture, all agents co-operate fulfilling
queries and having access to their repository of resources
whenever a query received can be assisted by their local
resources. Resources shared can be information (files of
data, music, etc.) as specified in systems similar to
Klampanos and Jose [9] and Mine et al. [10], or
alternatively, they can be services as specified in this paper
or in [11].
In our proposed P2P framework, the MAS consisting
of all cooperating user interface and resource keeper agents
respond to requests by a user (e.g., a service requester, a
software developer, a human web user) represented by an
interface agent in the P2P network that acts on their behalf.
In our description of the system here, our focus is not on the
agent oriented analysis of such a system, rather it is on the
role of a quality of service ontology and domain ontologies
in such a system to maintain the function of such a system.
Therefore for the sake of simplicity and without loss of
generality, we merge the roles of user interface and
resource keeper as well as the potential role of history
manager into one agent. This agent aims to fulfil the
request, e.g., locates services and responds to queries by
other similar agents. The collection of all these agents and
agents assisting them in their tasks form a P2P communitybased cooperative MAS. For composing services using their
semantics, a P2P MAS is shown in Figure 1. An agent (an
ellipse in Figure 1) representing a user (a hexagon in Figure
1) has access to a knowledge base containing
services/resources that the user is willing to share with other
users. Each service/file/resources (a cylinder in Figure 1) is
identified by a unique identifier within the P2P network
(e.g., Service identifier, HTML, pdf, music or video).
As agents automatically interact on behalf of users
seeking services to be composed, communities of interest
begin to emerge. These communities may overlap.
Providers and users of services may belong to more than
one community; for instance a service to ‘open an account’
may belong to the community of banking developers as well
as that for insurance developers. As more and more services
are composed, agents become more efficient and effective
by interacting with the agents in the communities most
likely to be able to provide them with service components.
The P2P system is responsible for locating sites where
candidate services are available, based on the previous
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requests made. The mediation between service requesters
and providers is always done by the system. When an agent
makes a service request, a candidate agent provider
responds either by providing details about services they can
supply, or by refusing the service. When all responses are
received, the requesting agent combines and refines the
results to compose a list of services that can be composed to
fulfill the request. The requester agent can then select
services it wants to compose and initiates the composition.

Local
repository

Public
service
repository

Agent

Service
composition
engine

Use
Agent communication channels
Enterprise service bus

Developer

Agent

Common
services
ontology
repository

Logs of
ontologyrelated events
in
development

Local
repository

The P2P Multi agent system is the collection of the
agent assistants and any supporting specialized agents.

Figure 1.

After a successful composition a requester’s
knowledge base is updated to now include the received and
the composed services. Similarly for all agents involved in
processing a service request, their knowledge base is also
updated with additional information reflecting the domain
and attributes of the requester agent. This information is
used in future service requests. That is, as agents interact
they develop awareness of the services possessed by their
peers and which peers may be interested in the services that
they themselves have. Each agent keeps a record of its
history of service sharing in order to evaluate the quality of
service (QoS) and to use this for future service requests. The
collection of this history is in essence a distributed QoS
ontology distributed across providers. The QoS ontology
will provide assessments of past queries and providers. It is
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used to produce short lists of candidate nodes for future
queries, by calculating the similarity between the current
query and a past query and its QoS. In a fully evolved P2P
system, agents may use this QoS knowledge about other
users’ interests to request/negotiate for information from
their peers when they do not know who has services of
interest. New providers are constantly added to the history,
expanding the user-agent’s contact circle.
The proposed strategy of service sharing is domain
independent and can be applied to any domain that can be
prescribed by an ontology. With appropriate measure of the
quality of services located by agents, the proposed P2P
service execution system subsequently allows dynamic
composition of Web services in a highly distributed and
heterogenous computing environment [11] that is adapted
from [12] to highlight how ontologies can be used by taking
advantage of semantically driven composition of services as
is often advocated, e.g., in [13]. We aim to have the system
provide, to both service requestors and service providers,
the Quality of Service (QoS) evaluation. The system will
identify the service providers’ capability and performance
so as to enhance the service composition for service clients
over the real distributed service network. Due to the
complexity of QoS metrics [1], [7], a well-defined QoS
service description does not actually exist. With a P2P
architecture, the QoS is gauged by a service client through
cooperative interactions with other peers that can potentially
provide the service. The scope of using ontology-based
profiles in this MAS development is possible since most of
the current work focuses on the definition of a QoS
ontology, vocabulary or measurements, and, to a lesser
extent, on a uniform evaluation of qualities. To provide a
concrete measure to assess candidate services located by
agents, we propose to exploit the Web Service Modelling
Ontology (WSMO) [8] as a complementary conceptual
framework to create the QoS ontology to describe various
perspectives on Web services, thus facilitating the
integration of the services. In Section III, we outline the
components of the evaluation function, which can be
enacted to a specified domain. Subsequently, we envisage
Problem Solving Methods [11] as units of analysis
corresponding to shared services that can be dynamically
selected by agent communication sessions at runtime to best
suit the service or the Quality of Service (QoS) required to
match the requested service level agreement (SLA). This
selection will be made using a Peer to Peer (P2P) searching
mechanism to locate appropriate services from other peer
agents. Cooperative communication between agents about
their existing services, their past service requests (and who
fulfilled them in the past) and their performance will enable
service requesters to locate the peer service provider with
the most suitable QoS.
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III.

PEER SELECTION WITH WSMO QOS CONCEPTUAL
MODEL

First, WSMO defines four high-level notions that relate
to semantic Web services, namely Ontologies, Goals,
Mediators and Web services. Ontologies: are viewed as
formal
and
explicit
specifications
of
shared
conceptualizations [8]. They define a common agreed-upon
terminology by providing concepts and relationships among
the set of concepts from a real world domain. Goals: are
depictions of the expectations a service requestor may have
when seeking for a service based on the following aspects:
functionality, approach and quality of service. Mediators:
coordinate the heterogeneity problem that occurs between
descriptions at different levels [14]: data level - different
terminologies, protocol level - different communication
behaviour between services, and process level - different
business processes. WSMO defines four types of mediators:
OO Mediators connect and mediate heterogeneous
ontologies, GG Mediators connect Goals, WG Mediators
link Web services to Goals, and WW Mediators connect
Web services resolving mismatches between them. Web
services: are descriptions of services that are requested by
service requestors, provided by service providers, and
agreed between service providers and requesters.
Non-functional properties are usually utilised to describe
non-functional aspects such as the creator and the creation
date, and to provide natural-language descriptions, etc. All
of the four WSMO elements have their own non-functional
properties. In this paper, however, our QoS extension is of
the same nature as the notion of non-functional properties in
“Web services”. In other words, we mainly introduce
descriptors of QoS, such as performance, availability,
spatial features of distributed services, etc. The incorporated
QoS properties could also be used in parallel with existing
non-functional attributes proposed by other WSMO
elements.
We develop the non-functional properties in WSMO in
order to support adaptive P2P-based service composition.
These properties are domain-independent and can be used
by agents assuming coordinator roles in our framework at
runtime (as described in Section II). In using these
properties, an emerging organisation of the peer/agent
selection process and distribution of tasks is enacted at runtime. The resultant decentralised architecture is coordinated
and self-managed effectively with services being allocated
to peer/agent hosts, who are able to communicate with each
other according to a real business process agreement or
standard workflow definitions. In the rest of this paper, we
present a more effective and qualitative representation to
enable peers to evaluate candidate composition (in Section
III.A) and select most appropriate peers (in Section III.B)
for a requested service in a P2P information system.
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A. A QoS Mode
The P2P-based service selection problem can be
generally formulated as the following: Consider P as a set of
composing agents, P = { p1 , p2 ,..., pN } , where each pi (i=1
to N) is an agent that gets involved in the composition of a
number of services from the set S covering M atomic
services, S = {s1 , s2 ,..., sM } . Each atomic service (sj) cannot
be allocated to multiple peers, so let xij = 1 if atomic service
(sj) is allocated to Peer (pi ) and xij = 0 otherwise, and a Peer
(pi ) can be allocated with a set of atomic services:

Api = {s1 , s2 ,..., smi }

.

Moreover,

let

Q pi , s j =
< RT , CT , AV , RB > denote the QoS features of Peer

(pi ) for atomic service (sj), and < RT , CT , AV , RB >
represent ResponseTime, ComputationCost, Availability
and Reliability. To optimally perform the service
composition, the basic objective is to find a set of
appropriate peers that makes response time and computation
cost as small as possible, while keeping the availability and
reliability as large as possible. Therefore, 4 sub-objectives
can be defined as min( ∑ RT), min( ∑ CT), max( ∏ AV) and
max(∏RB):
mi

O1

min( ∑ ∑ Q pi , s j ( RT )), sk ∈ Api (1)
pi ∈P k =
1

mi

O2

min( ∑ ∑ Q pi , s j (CT )), sk ∈ Api (2)

O3

max( ∏∏ Q pi , s j ( AV )), sk ∈ Api (3)

O4

max( ∏∏ Q pi , s j ( RB )), sk ∈ Api (4)

pi ∈P k =
1
mi

pi ∈P k =
1
mi

pi ∈P k =
1

However, in order to consider the four objectives as a
whole, it can be set as:

w ⋅ O + w4 ⋅ O4
F = max( 3 3
)
w1 ⋅ O1 + w2 ⋅ O2

(5)

where {w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 } denote the weights for the four
QoS properties: RT, CT, AV and RB. Subject to the
following

N

x
∑=

constraints:

ij

i =1

M

=
xij m=
i 1, 2,..., N ,
∑
i,
j =1

N

∑m
i =1

i

1,=
j 1, 2,..., M

,

= M these respectively

ensure there is no conflict between peers to conduct atomic
service allocation, and guarantee that the number of
allocated atomic services of a peer are valid.
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B. Selecting Peers with WSMO Enriched Non-functional
Properties
Based on [7], we define an extensible class QoSProperty
that aims to extend nonFunctionalProperties class in WSMO
for P2P-based service selection.
Class nonFunctionalProperties other existing
properties...
hasQoSProperty type QoSProperty
Class
QoSProperty
sub-Class
nonFunctionalProperties
hasPropertyName type string
hasPropertyValue type {int, float, long,
others}
hasPreferredValueType type {low, high}
hasWeight type float

Each QoS Property is generally described by
PropertyName and PropertyValue. For the purpose of QoSbased selection, two additional properties are defined:
hasPreferredValueType
and
hasWeight.
The
hasPreferredValueType property represents the desired
trend. For example, the lower the response time is, the better
QoS that could be achieved. The hasWeight is a value
denoting the weight of the property, especially when
synthetically measuring several different property metrics.
In this context we define the weight value within the range
[0, 1], while different end users may have different weight
values for their service requirements.
For instance, a peer’s “ResponseTime” can be described
in Web service profiles as following:
dc _"http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1#",
webService _http://example.org/ LoanApprove
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#title hasValue “Peer 1”
dc#description hasValue “ResponseTime for
LoanApprove process by peer 1
hasPropertyName
hasValue
_string
(“ResponseTime”)
hasPropertyValue hasValue _int (“500”)
hasPreferredValueType
hasValue
_string
(“low”)
hasWeight hasValue _float (“0.8”)
endNonFunctionalProperties

In order to evaluate different non-functional properties of
e-service peers, the important concepts in our modelling are:
PreferredValueType, Weight
and
Unified
Value.
PreferredValueType has two possible values, “low” and
“high”. We utilise them to identify two types non-functional
properties. For example, “ResponseTime” usually is
expected to be as short as possible when choosing an
appropriate peer, so the PreferredValueType of
“ResponseTime” is “low”. Likewise, “ComputationCost”
also usually relates to “low”, as no-one would prefer to
choose a
service
with an expensive computation.
However, “Reliability” and “Availability” often fit into the
“high” category, since their values are often expected to be
as high as possible. Accordingly, all peers’ various
properties can be categorised into the two types. With
regard to “Weight”, it indicates the importance and priority
of certain properties during the service composition, so that
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the weight value varies from service to service and from
property to property. Lastly, “Unified Value” gives each
peer’s overall quality measure, which can be used to assess
each peer’s capability to meet the requirements of a
requested service.
To enable the peers’ coordinating agent to intelligently
select peers and plan a whole composition process, we
sketch a selection process to assign the atomic services to
appropriate peers within the service composition (Figure 2)
that addresses the allocation method for multiple peer
profile specifications and takes into account the above
formulated objective.
Start

Initialise peers
and services

Select an atomic
candidate
service peers
and find all

propertiesng
Evaluate QoS
(
Properties

candidate peers

Assign the
atomic
service

N

If all atomic
services are
allocated
Y

End
Figure 2.

Allocating Atomic Services to Peers.
IV.

RELATED WORK AND DISCUSSION

In recent years, the Semantic Web has become a hot topic
and many researchers have turned their interests towards it.
Functionality and non-functional properties are two
essential aspects for semantic Web services. Functionality is
used to measure whether this Web service meets all the
functional requirements of an anticipated Web service, i.e.
Web services matchmaking; while non-functional properties
are qualified to evaluate the performance of the Web
service. This has been viewed as a sufficient means to
distinguish functionally similar Web services. In our
previous work [15], [16], we presented a first sketch of the
approach, although paying special attention to the extraction
of the ontological description of services and the design of
the selection process with OWL-S. The previous prototype
was limited to a single specification, while it only considers
“ResponseTime” as the selection criterion, which was not
sufficient for effective services composition. Instead, this
paper extends the description of non-functional properties
via model-driven WSMO specification, and also presents an
approach for the coordinator to automatically identify the
best peers through unifying qualities and properties. In the
rest of this section, we summarise and compare other
approaches in this area. They are aimed at the same goal of
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easing semantic Web services development for business
process management systems.
Recently, QoS-aware service selection and composition
have attracted considerable attention. Most related works
focus on the development of QoS ontology languages and
vocabularies, as well as the identification of various QoS
metrics and their measurements with respect to semantic eservices. In [17], the authors have provided a QoS ontology
as a complement for the DAML-S [18] ontology in order to
provide a better QoS metrics model. Lee et al. [19] and Ran
[6] emphasized a definition of QoS aspects and metrics, but
have not included the extensible aspects in QoS, such as
incorporating Geo features which we proposed in [15]. In
[6], all of the possible quality requirements were introduced
and divided into several categories, such as runtime-related,
transaction support related, configuration management and
cost related, and security-related QoS. Both of them present
their definitions and possible determinants. Unfortunately,
they are all too abstract to suit the implementation
requirement. So, they did not tend to present a practical
methodology for real service selection. In [5] and [7], the
authors focused on the creation of QoS ontology models,
which proposed QoS ontology frameworks aimed at
formally describing arbitrary QoS parameters. Additionally,
[20] and [21] attempted to conduct a proper evaluation
framework and proposed QoS-based service selection,
despite the authors failing to present a fair and effective
evaluation algorithm. Furthermore, [22] and [23] also
considered the evaluation of Quality of Service in the
context of an overlay network or P2P principles. Based on
[15], authors have evaluated our QoS solution, which was
based on ACO and the ontology-based solution proposed in
this paper. The evaluation results have been reported in [24].
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a P2P-based service
selection framework from the angle of an ontology-based
P2P MAS. We described the operation of the P2P MAS and
formulated the basic problem of service selection with
multiple properties, and augmented the WSMO description
by involving typical QoS perspectives. We have also
designed a practical approach to facilitate peer selection.Our
service peer selection model is expected to be enhanced in
the near future by focusing on concrete and detailed
geographic features for location-based services, and we will
improve our framework for P2P-based workflow under
more dynamic circumstances more effectively. Through this
effort, we will be extending more complicated and useful
specifications (e.g., representing realistic geographical
knowledge) as well as protocols to enhance the accessibility,
reliability and availability of e-services in decentralised
information systems.
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Abstract—Developing secure software is still a software
engineering challenge because of the complexity of software
security. Yet integrating security engineering and software
engineering is increasingly important, especially for serviceoriented applications, as they are exposed to new security
challenges due to their open nature. Current security
engineering approaches do not consider existing security
architectures, leading to redundant development of security
artifacts. Further, present security architecture approaches do
not provide relevant information to a security engineering
process. Using a service-oriented and security architecturecentric approach for security engineering supports the
development of secure service-oriented applications, as existing
security solutions can be reused. In this paper, a model for
service-oriented security architectures is presented, which
provides apt information to different consumers, such as
security engineering processes and business services, in the
form of views to assist the consumers security goals. The
architecture model is exemplified by specifying different views
of a web service-based security architecture.
Keywords-security architecture; security
service-orientation; web service, security services.

I.

engineering;

INTRODUCTION

Software engineering is focused on developing required
functionality [1], but with increasing software support for
business-critical processes, the importance of software
security grows, in order to prevent financial loss, damage of
reputation or data leakage [2]. Security engineering, i.e., the
engineering of software which functions correctly under
malicious attacks [1][3], requires the incorporation of
security into all development process phases [4]. Yet the
intrinsic specifics of security knowledge and the huge
amount of complex security standards prevent such
integration, leading to post-hoc consideration of security
measures [5][6].
Due to the increasing use of networked software services,
the focus of security engineering has shifted from software
security to application security, i.e., using security products
to secure already existing applications, components and
services [7]. The paradigm of service-oriented architectures
(SOA) established itself as the main architectural concept for
today’s enterprise information systems, as it allows
traditional software systems to be restructured as reusable
software services [8][9][10][11]. These software systems are
now exposed to a vast quantity of new threats and attacks
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they were not designed for and need to be protected by
external security services [7].
Traditional security engineering approaches focus on
eliciting and specifying security requirements and choosing
appropriate security measures in order to secure single
software systems. Current security engineering approaches
for secure SOA applications tend to duplicate these
procedures in order to provide security measures for single
services. They thereby ignore existing security infrastructures, in which enterprises have invested large sums of
money in to protect their existing software assets and which
should be reused and restructured to security services
according to the SOA paradigm. Additionally, existing
security infrastructures provide constraints for security
measures, which can be reused in a security engineering
approach. On the other hand side, approaches for structuring
the security infrastructure of an enterprise into a serviceoriented security architectures do not consider this
engineering view, instead they focus on the internal
architecture and provided services without taking security
requirements of service-oriented applications into account.
The contribution of this paper is the specification of a
service-oriented security architecture model incorporating
different interrelated views for security engineering, security
infrastructure integration and security services in order to
support the development and operation of secure serviceoriented applications. The security engineering view
provides development-time information artifacts, such as
predefined security policy models and architectural
constraints, as well as technology guidelines in order to
support the development of secure service-oriented
applications. The integration view specifies how existing
security components and applications are restructured as
security services. The service view specifies how application
services can delegate their security requirements to the
security services.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section
2, related approaches of security engineering and security
architecture are discussed. In Section 3, our service-oriented
security architecture model is presented and each view is
discussed. Section 4 contains the specification of a concrete
security architecture based on web service technology using
our abstract specification, which was developed for a
service-oriented navigation system. A conclusion and an
outlook on future research directions conclude the body of
this paper.
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II.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Security Engineering
Software security knowledge reaches from secure code to
enterprise wide security products such as firewalls. Each of
these areas includes specific terms, standards and
technologies that most developers are not familiar with. In
order to support the development of secure software, security
engineering intends to provide principles, methodologies,
and tools for designing, developing, operating, and
maintaining secure software systems [1].
Our research revealed only a few approaches for the
methodical development of secure software. In [12][13], a
general purpose security development process for traditional
software is described using security patterns [15][16]. In
[14], security problem frames, an adapted version of problem
frames [17], are used to specify security requirements and to
derive security components. Security engineering approaches
for the development of SOA applications can be found in
[18] and [6], which are motivated by the complexity of
current web service security standards. Reference [18] uses
patterns and model-driven software development techniques
to automatically generate security standards artifacts. In [6] a
process solely for the development of secure web servicebased systems is presented. All of the approaches tend to
generated new security measures and fail to map these to
existing security infrastructures and services, which is a
general requirement for SOA applications.
As the development of secure software needs to be
embedded into a development method for software
functionality, a larger amount of approaches focus on
particular phases of security engineering processes. Misuse
cases [19][20] and misuse activities [21][22] have been used
to describe hostile intentions, attacks, and unwanted behavior
in order to elicit security requirements. [23] uses extended
problem frames to provide a formal specification of security
requirements. Security patterns [15][16] are used to design
security measures using best practice solutions. Each of these
approaches supports a security engineering process, yet we
have found no work, which shows their combined usage. It
can also be argued, that these approaches are hard to adapt to
the development of secure SOA applications, as it differs
from the development of traditional software. Additionally,
using each of these approaches leads to an increased
complexity for developing secure measures, which matches
the main development of the applications functionality.
In order to simplify the specifics of security, an increased
interest in reusable security development artifacts can be
registered in literature, such as reusable misuse cases,
security requirements [24] and security patterns [15][16]. Yet
developers still need to be supported in choosing appropriate
items from a catalog of reusable security artifacts. A serviceoriented approach can be helpful by providing a common set
of reusable security artifacts to a development process,
which are based on the currently used security measures
implemented in a service-oriented security architecture,
containing all information of previously developed secure
SOA applications and services.
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B. Service-Oriented Security Architectures
As there are several approaches for security architectures,
we concentrated on the approaches for service-oriented
security architectures in our literature review. In [25] the
authors describe an event-driven reference architecture for
three types of security services namely authentication, access
control and identity management service, which
communicate through the dispatching of security events.
Similar service types are presented in [26], but the authors
distinguish a service interface layer, providing security
services to business-related services and layers of logical
components
implementing
the
security
service
functionalities. The logic components can be replaced by an
existing security product as the authors show in [27]. The
authors of [28] specify a technical security architecture for
securing message exchange in business.
As each of these approaches focuses on different security
measures, i.e., access control and message security, they
never provide a complete picture of a security architecture.
In neither of the approaches the application requirements,
which lead to the specific structure of the architecture, are
mentioned. As the services provided by a security
architecture are determined by applications’ security
requirements, the presented architectures exhibit only very
generic structures and need to be adapted to concrete security
requirements.
The service-oriented integration of security products [29]
is only directly considered in the approach of [26][27]. Their
service access points only provide security services to
service consumers, leaving the service implementation open.
Using the service interfaces and event-driven approach for
communication between the security services in [25] makes
an integration not feasible as the efficient internal communication paths of security products are interrupted.
According to the SOA paradigm, services should provide
their functionality through open and standardized interfaces
in order to be reusable by different service consumers. Most
of the aforementioned approaches rely on web service
technology and related standards for service interface
description. They thereby mix a technology-oriented view
with the abstract description of their reference architectures,
making it hard to adapt their approaches to other technology
platforms. They also do not provide specific guidelines or
conventions on how to apply the used standards, which
would support the usage of the complex and flexible web
service standards and related security standards.
Each approach has its advantages but neither alone
provides enough support for software developers to handle
software security complexity. So far, security engineering
processes neglect existing and implemented security
solutions, leading to the development of redundant security
measures. Security architectures do not provide their intrinsic
knowledge about implemented security solutions to security
engineering processes. By providing such knowledge,
software developers are supported in their task of choosing
and implementing appropriate security measures.
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Figure 1. Service-oriented security architecture view model

III.

SECURITY ARCHITECTURE VIEWS

In this section, a model for service-oriented security
architecture specifications is introduced, which is arranged in
views. Each view provides details about the security
architecture and is tailored for a specific purpose, as it
contains apt information for this purpose. We classify three
views i) a security engineering view, which provides security
information and supporting development artifacts for a
software engineering process, ii) a service view, containing
information about provided security functionality and usage
protocols using the service-oriented paradigm as well as iii)
an integration view, which specifies the details of integrating
existing security products.
A. Security Engineering View
From a security engineering view, a security architecture
provides relevant information to a service-oriented development process. The focus thereby lies upon service analysis
and discovery as well as service design. Implementation and
deployment phases become mostly obsolete, as existing and
operated services are used to provide required functionality.
Typically only specialized adapter components mapping
proprietary interfaces of existing applications to service
interfaces need to be developed [27]. In such cases,
guidelines can be issued on how security standards are to be
used to be compatible with the existing security architecture.
The goal of security analysis is to specify the security
requirements of an application. An existing security
architecture implements security requirements of previous
service-oriented applications. Therefore information about
previously identified threats, their corresponding attacks as
well as the associated security requirements, implemented to
mitigate or prevent the attacks, need to be documented and
cataloged. In doing so, developers are supported in analyzing
the security requirements of new applications. It would also
complement approaches for catalogs of reusable security
requirements including possible attacks and threats [24].
During a design phase, security requirements are mapped
to appropriate security design. By security design we mean
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static software structures such as security components and
services as well as their dynamic interactions, which are
added to the functional application design. A common
approach for describing security design is through the use of
security patterns, describing best practice solutions to
reoccurring security problems. A security architecture should
abstract from the implemented security measures, specify
them using security patterns and set them into relation to
previous security requirements, while keeping the
implementation hidden to security service consumers.
Instead of directly attaching a security pattern to the
application design, the patterns should be specified
separately as part of the security architecture. Semantic
annotations can be used to denote the location in the
application design, at which security measures are to be
adhered. This separates the security design from the
application design, according to the separation of concerns
paradigm. It also allows the security pattern specification to
develop independently from the application design and for
better reuse of the security design in different application
designs.
Security policies play an important part in a security
architecture, as they control the behavior of security
components and services [25] and are thus a prime candidate
for reuse. An example for security policies are access control
policies of which several variations models for specific
problems exists [30][31][32]. The security requirements of
an application determine the kind of security policies the
security architecture has to support. But reusing existing
policy models of a security architecture, aides developers by
providing a fixed and manageable set of policy models from
which an appropriate model can be chosen from.
A security architecture might need to support multiple
policy models, depending on different security requirements
of different applications. For example, some applications
might use a role-based access control policy [30], while
others require a more fine-grained access control policy
using attribute-based access control [32].
Predefined policies represent the standard security level
of an organization, e.g., an enterprise wide constraint on
integrity and confidentiality levels of message exchanged
between application services. Issuing such policies, relieves
developers from choosing an appropriate security policies
and makes sure new application comply with the standard
security level.
B. Security Service View
The security services view is concerned with the
provided security services of a security architecture. It acts as
a mediator between the abstract security engineering view
and the low lever integration view. The abstract security
patterns of the security engineering view are mapped to a
specific set of security standards and technologies.
While a security architecture aims to centralize most of
the security related functionality, there are security-oriented
components which are hard to separate from the functional
applications. A typical examples are policy enforcement
points (PEP), which realize the result of policy decision
points (PDP) at a resource [15]. The service view needs to
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specify how such integration of security-related components
and application-oriented services and components is
performed. This is usually done using specific interactions
protocols, which can be modeled using sequence diagrams of
the Unified Modeling Language (UML, [33]).
A service-oriented economy requires interoperability of
security services to exchange security information between
business partners [34][35]. The usage of XML-based
standards such as Security Assertion Markup Language
(SAML), eXtensible Access Control Markup Language
(XACML), WS-Security [36][37][38] is a good choice for
interoperability with external partner but might have a
negative effect on performance when used internally. The
security services view therefore needs to provide
specifications of the available security services, the use of
related standards as well as proprietary standards or
technologies both for internal use as well as for external use.
Additionally the specific use of open standards needs to be
documented, as they usually provide a large degree of
flexibility.
C. Security Integration View
Concerning the integration view, the restructuring of
existing proprietary security products to security services, by
centralizing security components of existing applications is
focused [26]. The other views build upon existing security
products, as only their functionality can be provided as
services and need to be abstracted from, in order to be used
by other views. Due to its technical nature, this view is
targeted at an organization’s security experts.
We have shown how existing security functionality is
integrated into a service-oriented security architecture by
implementing web service adapters for a proprietary security
product in [27]. Additionally we showed how standardized
security policies are mapped to proprietary security product
policies automatically. Due to place restrictions, we therefore
will not focus on this view and refer to our previous work.
IV.

A SERVICE-ORIENTED SECURITY ARCHITECTURE
BASED ON WEB SERVICES

Based on the service-oriented security architecture view
model, a concrete security architecture based on web service
technology is described in this section. Due to place
restrictions, we will concentrate on the access control
functionality as well as on the security engineering and the
service view, as we discussed the integration of security
products in previous work [27]. We assume an existing
security product, which provides access control evaluation
functionality and which as been adapted to web service
technology, if no such interface was provided by the security
product itself.
Note also that we do not intend to describe a complete
development
process
for
secure
service-oriented
applications. Instead, we are focusing on single development
artifacts that can be provided by examining and describing
the security architecture according to the different views as
described in the previous section.
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A. Security Engineering Artifacts for Access Control
The security engineering view remains independent from
concrete technologies and abstracts from the web service
implementation of the security architecture, similar to the
development process of the application services.
Service-oriented application development employs use
cases to describe application services and detail their
dynamics using process description languages such as the
Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN, [39]) [41].
The security architecture provides information about
previously analyzed attacks and threats as well as the
formulation of access control security requirements.
Currently, misuse cases [19][20] and misuse activities
[21][22] are used for this purpose, as they are regarded as
initial step in determining security requirements [40].
A misuse case “Unauthorized Access” describes the
intentions of an external attacker in accessing a resource,
e.g., a service, which he is not allowed to access. The misuse
case is stated more precisely through the definition of misuse
activities, interacting with the business process of the service
(Fig. 2(a)). The access control security requirement
associated with the “Unauthorized Access” misuse case is
expressed as an UML collaboration diagram (Fig. 2(b)) and
can be instantiated using service candidates, which specify
the parts of the process to be IT-supported.
The service candidates are the base for the development
of the service design, i.e., provided service interfaces
implemented by service components. Access control
measures for services are provided using an access control
service (ACS) and enforcement components, following the
policy enforcement point (PEP) and policy decision point
(PDP) pattern [15][16], to be reused in service design (Fig.
2(c)). The PEP’s task is to query the PDP for access control
decisions, which the latter calculates based on existing
access control policies, and enforce the decision.
The access control policies used by the security
architecture are based on the role-based access control
(RBAC) model defined in [30] due to previous requirements
(Fig. 2(d)). Developers are offered a common approach for
specifying access control policies as well as previously
defined roles and their associated entitlements, which can be
reused in the development of new applications.
B. Access Control Service Specification
Security standards related to web services technology are
used to describe the provided access control services.
Building upon the service interface specification for the ACS
provided in the security engineering view, following artifacts
are provided: a web service interface for the access control
service (WS-ACS) using the Web Service Description
Markup Language (WSDL, [42]), an access control policy
model using XACML [37] including policy specification
guidelines, a query and response protocol for access control
decisions using SAML [36].
As we have chosen to provide a RBAC model for SOA
applications, we are using the RBAC profile for XACML
[43] as the default specification for XACML access control
policies.
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Figure 1. Views on an access control web service specification

While XACML provides access control decision query
statements and response statements, it depends on supporting
standards to implement a protocol and transport mechanism
for them. For this purpose, SAML was chosen as a
complement standard [44]. The data flow model of XACML
is based on the PEP/PDP pattern discussed earlier. The PEP
is implemented using the Secure Service Agent (SSA)
pattern [45], which specifies a lightweight component for
enforcing access control decisions on web services. The
message interception is performed by the SSA by hooking
into a web service frameworks’ message processing queue.
The WS-ACS provides a WSDL interface containing a
operation “verifyAuthorization”, accepting an XACML
Authorization Decision Query (XADQ, [44]) message and
returns a SAML statement (XACML Authorization Decision
Statement, XADS, [44]) containing the result of the policy
evaluation (Fig. 2 (e)).
On service invocation interception, the SSA sends an
access control decision request to the WS-ACS using an
XADQ request. The request includes the subject, which
performs the access, the object, which is to be accessed as
well as other contextual information needed to perform
policy evaluation. On a positive outcome of the evaluation,
the SSA allows the initial service invocation, while on a
negative outcome the service access is prevented (Fig. 2 (f)).
V.

CASE STUDY: DEVELOPING A SECURE CAMPUS
NAVIGATION SYSTEM

We used our approach in the development of a secure
service-oriented geographical information application for
usage at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology.
A. Case Study Scenario Description
The goal of the application is to support university
students and lectures as well as employees and guests in
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quickly finding and navigating to certain places or people on
the campus. A basic functionality of the campus navigation
application is to allow users to search for events, persons,
rooms and buildings and to display them on a campus map as
well as offering a routing service to the destination location.
The services needed for the implementation of the
application are provided by different university organization
units and are combined in order to create the application.
Examples for provided services are a campus and building
map service provided by the facility management unit, a staff
information service provided by the human resources unit,
which provides information about university employees and
their corresponding location on the campus side, and event
management services provided by different organization
units, which provide information about upcoming events
such as lectures, practical courses, conferences, etc. on the
campus.
B. Approach to Specifying the Security Architecture
As the real-world scenario of the complete university
security infrastructure is to complex to be explained in this
paper, we will describe the development of the application
prototype using the example security architecture described
in the previous section. This conforms to the environment
used for development and testing the application. We will
also stick to the constraint of only discussing the access
control aspect of the application.
In order to apply our approach, we first specified a
security architecture for the application prototype by
choosing existing security products, implementing the core
security functionality. As a promising candidate for access
control and authentication functionality we chose the open
source “Identity Server” (IdS) product from WSO2 [REF], as
it provided support for most of the relevant web service
security standards.
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As no previous knowledge for the product was available,
the product’s documentation was used to provide an abstract
specification as required by our view model. The provided
functionality, architecture and services were abstracted by
matching architecture and security patterns already existent
in literature. This process was mostly performed manually
and often required deep product knowledge. In the realworld scenario the step was much easier to accomplish, as
the required knowledge for the used product was provided by
the security experts of the university.
As the IdS supported many security standards required
for access control for web services the relevant security
standards were used to describe the security service view.
Additionally, due to this, it was not necessary to explicitly
describe the security integration view.
We then proceeded to examine the existing literature for
already described misuse cases, security patterns, etc. to
specify the security engineering view of the architecture. We
used a variant of the description of authorization misuse
cases as provided by [19][20] as well as misuse activities for
unauthorized access described in [21][22] to better match
with the underlying IdS product. The IdS further implements
a variant of the PEP/PDP access control pattern, using a
central server as the PDP service component and an
authorization module as a PEP component, which is placed
in a service bus messaging and communication platform,
utilized by the different web services. The choice for rolebased access control was also determined by the security
product and resembles the actual policy model used in the
real-world scenario. The resulting description of the security
architecture resembles the specification given in section IV.
C. Approach to Secure Development
The development process for the service-oriented
application was mainly based on the method presented in [9],
but any other approach could have been used as well, as our
approach is process independent.
The development started with the requirements analysis
of the application by defining use cases representing business
services and stating their dependencies. As such a navigation
use case was defined, which was related to a map
representation, staff information and event management use
case. Additionally, the dynamic interactions of the use cases
where modeled using BPMN processes.
A security analysis using the previously defined
“Unauthorized Access” misuse case and activities (Fig. 2(a))
was performed, which resulted in the informal security
policy, that students and unauthorized guests should not be
able to search for the location of restricted rooms and areas
upon campus, such as the storage facility of chemical
substances of the chemistry faculty or the server rooms of the
computing centre. A security requirement concerning access
control for the search functionality was therefore specified.
The service design phase consisted of several service
candidate specifications, which resulted from the use case
and process descriptions. The service design was modeled
using SoaML [REF] and included a service interface
specification as well as a services architecture model,
representing the dependencies between services. As several
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services were already existent, their service interface
representations were included in the service design.
As the access control service was predefined by the
established security architecture, the access control
requirement for the services was modeled by semantically
annotating the services using an “authorization” marker tag.
This left the service model mostly unchanged, allowing it to
focus on its functional representation. The access control
policies were described based on the RBAC policy model
using a separately modeled UML class diagram. They were
also attached to the corresponding services using semantic
annotations
After the services were implemented using the provided
web service framework of WSO2, the IdS server was
configured with an XACML representation of the access
control policy. The authorization module in the service bus
was than able to determine the entitlements of user
requesting access to the services of the application.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a service-oriented security
architecture view model, each of which provides the architectures’ intrinsic security information for different purposes
by reusing and complementing existing approaches. Three
views were identified and described, a security engineering
view, providing apt development artifacts, a security service
view, describing provided security services, and a security
integration view, for the integration and centralization of an
organizations security infrastructure. We demonstrated our
approach by specifying a security architecture using views
and developing a secure service-oriented application using
the intrinsic knowledge available by the security architecture.
In the future, we will further research how secure
service-oriented applications can be developed using our
security architecture view model. So far, we have neglected
the issue of introducing new security measures into a
security architecture in a methodical way, which is a topic
we would like to research next. We also would like to
introduce model-driven development techniques into our
approach in order to automate the generation of security
artifacts, such as security policies.
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Abstract—This paper presents our architecture and overall
process for creating end-user service compositions using
smartspace appraoch. We have used OWL-S ontology
language to describe the service capabilities semantically.
We implemented the composition algorithm as the planning
strategy for automatic service composition. This composition
conforms to semantic graph-based techniques where atomic
services are composed iteratively based on OWL-S service
properties. We also presented a concrete example to show how
this algorithm automatically discovers and composes services
in a sequence that fulfills end-user’s requests.
Keywords-smartspace; ubiquitous computing; composition.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recent advances in information and communication technologies have made available a wide range of devices and
services to their users and hence making a device, service
and information rich environment for them. It helps simplifying and managing our complex lives, e.g., the ubiquitous
smartphone that manages our calender, contacts and task
list and helps us keep our lives organized, or the Personal
Video Recorder (PVR) whose time-shift functionality allows
us to watch TV programming when we want, not at the
time prescribed by the broadcaster. However each of these
devices is basically an island, with no proper connectivity
between the applications. In order to take full advantage,
devices need to interact with each other to perform different
tasks. The problem thus is the closed and proprietary device
architectures which have limitations in terms of scalability
and interoperability. By exposing the internal data and functionality of the devices and ensuring interoperability of data,
a whole new universe of applications will be possible. For
example, your smartphone could notice that your favorite
program will start in 5 minutes, based on your profile
information or a fan page on facebook and the TV guide
available on the broadcaster’s web page. Then, it could use
GPS to find that you are not at home, and deduces that it
needs to start the PVR at home. Another example could
be the composition of available services to form a complex
composite service which is not otherwise possible.
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To enable these kinds of cross-domain scenarios, there
are many technical and conceptual problems to be solved.
One way to address these issues is through the notion of a
smartspace. A Smartspace is an abstraction of space that
encapsulate both the information in a physical space as
well as access to this information allowing devices to join
and leave the space. In this way, smartspace becomes a
dynamic environment whose membership changes over time
when the set of entities interact with it to share information
between them. For example, communication between the
mobile phone and the PVR in the above scenario does not
happen point-to-point but happens through the smartspace
whose members are the mobile phone and the PVR. These
device functionalities are available to the other elements of
the members of the smartspace as services.
We have developed a prototype service composition architecture that supports service composition in smartspace
environment. The system is able to achieve the desired usertailored goals by composing the combination of available
services in the smartspace. As part of our solution, we
introduce a composition algorithm that find a set of candidate services which could be part of the composition. The
complete realization is obtained by grounding of the selected
services.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
describes the smart-m3 which is the underlying architecture
of our work. In Section III, we presented the application
development approach for smart-m3. This section also proposes our concept of service to the smart-m3 architecture
and provides an example to illustrate the idea. In Section
IV, we specify the service description language and the
service composition. We then present our proposed system
architecture of service composition in Section V. Section VI
illustrates the implementation details of the example scenario
of service composition using the language translation service. Section VII presents related research and we conclude
the paper and give directions for the future work in Section
VIII.
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Figure 1.

Smart-M3 Architecture

II. S MART-M3 ARCHITECTURE
The Smart-M3 architecture [9][2] provides a particular
implementation of smartspace where the central repository
of information is the Semantic Information Broker (SIB).
The smart-M3 space is composed of one or more SIBs where
information may be distributed over several SIBs for the later
case. The set of SIBs in a M3 space are completely routable
and the devices see the same information, hence it does not
matter to which particular SIB in a M3 space a device is
connected. The information is accessed and processed by
the entities called Knowledge Processors (KPs). KPs interact
with the M3 space by inserting, retrieving or querying
the information in any of the participating SIBs using
access methods defined by the Smart Space Access Protocol
(SSAP). Smart-M3 provides information level interoperability to the objects and devices in the physical space by
defining common information representation models such as
the Resource Description Framework (RDF). In this way, it
provides a device, vendor and domain independent solution
for interoperability. Since smart-M3 does not constrain to
a specific structure of information, it enables the use of
ontologies to express the information and relations in an
application. The ontology enables the KPs to access and
process the information related to their functionality from
the M3 space and hence it directs the KPs through the space.
Figure 1 shows the overall Smart-M3 architecture.
III. A PPLICATION DEVELOPMENT FOR SMART-M3
We chose the ontology-driven application development
approach for smart-M3 and developed tools [7] for mapping
of ontologies to Object Oriented Programming (OOP). Our
approach consists of two parts. The first part is the generator
that creates a static API from an OWL ontology. This
mapping is done according to a set of static mappings.
These mappings generate native Python classes, methods
and variable declarations which can then be used by the
KP developer to access the data in the SIB as structured
and specified in the OWL ontology. The second part is the
middleware layer which abstracts the communication with
the SIB. Its main functionality to the generated API is triple
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handling. This consists of inserting, removing and updating
triples and committing changes to the smartspace. It also
provides functionality for synchronous and asynchronous
querying. Our approach enables application developers to
use the generated API to develop new KPs and applications
without worrying about the SIB interface as the generated
API takes care of the connection to the SIB each time an
object is created.
In this application development approach, the concept of
application is not the traditional control-oriented application
running on a single device but the application is constructed
from a number of independently operated KPs which may
run on different devices and group together to be perceived
as a single application. For instance, chat, calendar synchronization and multiplayer games are examples of applications
using this approach where a set of KPs each handling a
single task run on multiple smart devices and coordinate and
interact with each other through the SIB to make a complete
application. This coordination between KPs are done in the
form of data exchange through the SIB where KPs subscribe
to or query for specific data to perform their specified task.
Application ontologies are used to describe data in the SIB
and directs the KPs to access and manipulate data related to
their functionality.
We have taken the following approach to define our
system.
The Knowledge processor (KP) is a single stateless software entity that reads or writes to the SIB either directly
or by subscription. Each KP performs one piece of functionality. The functionality can have different forms and
granularities. For example, we can identify device functionality which involves internal device resources such as a KP
performing an MPEG encoding function within a PVR to
convert analog signal to digital, or it can be a functionality
related to computing of user data such as a KP translating
a message from one language to another or a KP accessing
calendar data in your smartphone. The KPs are accessible
by other entities in the system only through the SIB.
The Application is the composition of behaviors of the
KPs. The application exhibits the total functionality that is
of interest to the user. We see applications as possible realworld scenarios that are activated by a particular set of KPs.
For example, the scenario of the PVR and the smart phone
described in the last section is an application ” Record if I
am not in home ” using our approach. This application is
built up by a number of KPs including a set of calendar KPs
running in the smartphone and a set of PVR KPs running
in the PVR to handle its tasks and functionality. The KPs
running in the smartphone includes, for instance, a KP for
reading calendar data, a KP for accessing profile information
to check for favorite program, a KP for accessing the TV
electronic program guide to check the schedule, and a KP for
GPS data to find out the current location. The KPs running
in the PVR includes, for instance, a KP to turn the PVR
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Figure 2.

Application Scenario

on or off, a PVR tuner KP that receives the signals, an
encoder KP that converts analog signal to digital, a KP
to record digital stream to the internal hard drive of the
PVR. These sets of KPs in the smartphone and the PVR
coordinate by exchanging information through the smartM3 space to enable this application. From the perspective
of an application programmer, the PVR and the smartphone
are two the entities in this application that need to be
deployed. From deployment point of view, the PVR and the
smartphone need to have the capability to tell the smartspace
what is available and achievable. In order to make this
declaration in a more common and well defined way, the
idea of service comes in.
We propose to introduce the notion of service in SmartM3 approach as a group of KPs that has a coherent set of
functionality. We see a service as an interface to functionality
that you can get through the smartspace. For example, the
PVR in our example provides recording functionality and
has a number of KPs each performing its specified function
to implement the overall concept of TV recording. We see
this as a PVR service which can be described by a service
description language, e.g., OWL-S [1] and then be published
in the smartspace to be available for the other KPs that are
working within the application. They can call this service
and add its functionality in the application without knowing
how it actually works. The PVR service can be seen as a
form of API where this API can have a number of other PVR
functions as well which are not used in our scenario, e.g.,
you can use the audio-out jacks on the PVR to send the audio
portion of programs and movies straight to the home stereo,
which may produce better sound quality than the television.
This functionality can be implemented by adding additional
KPs. The coordination of functionality between the coherent
set of KPs is done in the SIB. A single KP can always be
seen as a service. The services can be stateless or state-full
depending on their functionality. If a service is composed
of only one KP that handle one specific task then it will
be stateless. In our example application scenario, instead
of having individual KPs for handling calendar activities
in the application, a set of KPs dealing with calendar data
group together to be perceived as a calendar service. These
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calendar and PVR services are exploited by other KPs in
this application, e.g., the KP handling GPS data to check
whether it needs to activate the PVR to record a specific
TV program. In this way, each service can act as a service
provider, exposing its functionality to other KPs and services
via the smartspace, and can act as a service requester,
incorporating data and functionality from other services.
These services are internal to the application, but can be
reused by other applications after describing the properties
and capabilities of the services using well defined service
description languages.
TABLE I
C ONCEPTS
Knowledge processor
Stateless entity
Handles one task

Service

Application

Stateless /stateful
Composition of
KPs

Read/write to the
SIB

Described
by
description
languages
Can be discovered and reused

Stateless /stateful
Composition of
services and/or
KPs
Represents overall functionality

The SIB offers a persistent data storage back-end and is
thought of as a dump and plain database that just gives
access to the data. It does not provide any kind of services
where some control structure and computations are involved.
The coherent set of KPs provide the capabilities to enable
services to the SIB in addition to just ’finding’ the information. In this way, some computation and control structure
is added as the services which have well defined interface
and implemented by the set KPs using the object oriented
programming approach. By storing the service descriptions
in the SIB, it becomes possible to query the Smartspace for
its Services. These services can be later discovered, invoked
and reused by the other entities in the system. Hence we
believe that the notion of service in this context provides
advantages to the original smart-M3 approach.
IV. S ERVICE C OMPOSITION
The basic idea of composition is to use semantically
related services in the system in such a way that their
combination provides the desired goals which are not otherwise possible. For example, consider a scenario where
a number of language translation services are available in
a system each translating from one specific language to
another. If the system receives a translate service request
to a language that is not already available, it should be
able to find the services that can combine to fulfill the
request. This gives a broader view of service composition
that also includes service discovery. The process of service
composition is thus, to select a set of services which
can possibly fulfill the request (Service discovery process)
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and to compose these candidate services to form a single
service. All of these tasks are done with the help of service
specification languages that describe the services and enable
automated or assisted searching of services that participate
in the composition process. We propose to use OWL-S
language for this purpose. There are several reasons for
choosing OWL-S for service description. Firstly, OWL-S
enables declarative advertisement of service properties and
capabilities that can be used for automatic service discovery.
Secondly, as we are using OWL ontologies for the domain
concepts and application development for the Smart-M3,
OWL-S describes the services in terms of capabilities based
on OWL ontologies. Thirdly, OWL-S provides specification
of prerequisites of individual services and a language for
describing service compositions and data flow interactions.
OWL-S can be used to construct complex composite services
using OWL-S control constructs such as sequence, split,
split-join, if-then-else, iterate, choice and loops. Currently
we use only sequence construct in our application which
requires a list of components to be done in an order where
the output of the component A is compatible with the input
of component B and so on.
The OWL-S provides three levels for service description:
Service Profile, Process Model and Service Grounding. The
Service Profile provides a general description for advertising,
discovering and composition of the services. It includes
both functional properties of services, IOPE (inputs, outputs, preconditions and effects) and nonfunctional service
properties (name, text description, category and additional
service parameters). The Process Model gives information
about how a service performs its operation and describes
the steps that should be done for the execution of the
service. These steps include transformation of the set of
inputs into the set of outputs and state transitions from
one state to another when the service is carried out. The
Service Grounding gives details about how to access a
service using the specific message formats and platform
provided protocols, for example, the Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) and HTTP used in accessing web services
and the SSAP protocol in our case of the smartspace based
applications. As the Service Profile describes the functional
description that will be used in the service discovery and
composition, we will only focus on Service Profile in this
paper.
V. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
We have proposed a service composition framework for
the smart-M3 approach. The architecture of the framework
is presented in Figure 3. The goal is to enable both the
end-users and the application designers to use the system
for service discovery and composition in smart-M3 based
application development. The functionalities supported by
this framework are publishing the service descriptions in the
SIB, searching the services relevant to a query or application
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based on these descriptions, and composing the compatible
services to form a single service to fulfill a given request.
The framework consists of the following six layers.
1. User/Application Layer: The goal of this layer is to
handle interaction with the end-users. It consists of user
level application and the graphical user interface (GUI). The
system is expected to receive the request from the endusers in the form-based query mechanism. It can then be
converted to the OWL-S representation by the Interpretation
layer of the system. The end-user interacts with the system
using the application GUI that consists of a user query form.
The end-user submits its request by filling the query form
and specifies the desired goal in terms of its functional
parameters. These parameters would be in the form of inputs,
outputs, conditions and goals. This request enables the enduser to specify what he wants the service to do for him
while abstracting the implementation of the service. For
example, if a user wants to use the system for a language
translation service, he submits the request in terms of the
source language, the destination language, the goal and/or
some precondition by using the end-user query form. The
user will totally be unaware if the result of the request
comes from a single service or composition of two or several
services.
2. Interpretation layer: This layer is responsible for
mapping the end-user’s intent in some well defined notion,
the OWL-S service ontology in our case. After the enduser specifies the desired goal using the application GUI in
user/application layer, the user’s request is converted into
its equivalent form of the OWL-S service ontology by the
interpreter agent in this layer. In this way, the end-users do
not require to have extensive knowledge about the ontologies
as the system handles their requests in natural language. The
service descriptions in the request is then matched with the
available services in the system to find out if the request
can be fulfilled. This layer also contains a composition
KP which is responsible for making the compositions of
the available services if the request is not fulfilled by a
single service. This composition KP relies on the Service
Discovery component in the Semantic Service Layer. The
Service Discovery component selects a set of services from
the available services and passes this information to Service
Composition which generates the composition by specifying
the order in which each service is to execute to form a single
composite service to fulfill the request. As the system is
capable of interpreting OWL-S, the applications can also be
given as OWL-S.
3. Semantic Service layer: The semantic Service layer
handles the description, discovery and publishing of services. End-users can use the system to find out if it is
able to do a particular thing such as translating from one
language to another. There is another broader way in which
services are written in OWL-S and need to be interpreted and
executed by the system. For example, the PVR service and
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the calendar service are provided by their service providers
in OWL-S and the end-user application ’Record if I am
not in home’ interpret and execute these predefined OWL-S
services in the system. As described in Section 3, a coherent
set of KPs makes a service, e.g., the PVR service includes
several KPs each performing a single task. Moreover, each
KP handling a single task can also be seen as a service,
e.g., each KP translating from one language to another
is regarded as a separate service. In order to make these
services available to the other entities in the system and to
facilitate service composition, each of these services must
be described using OWL-S. The semantic service layer is
responsible for these service descriptions. After describing
each service, the services need to be published. The service
provider describes service functionality and other information which must be converted in OWL-S in order to store
and publish in the SIB. The Service Discovery is done after
services have been described and published and return a list
of services as a result to the composition KP.
4. KP Layer: The KP layer is the low level layer which
is responsible for bindings of the KPs. Each KP handles one
task or functionality and interact with the repository to read
and write required data. An end-user application contains
a series of actions that need to be performed to fulfill its
desired goal. These actions are actually implemented by the
KPs in the system.
5. Middleware Layer: The middleware layer contains
all the necessary components that are required to access the
devices and services in the smartspace. It includes DIEM
Mediator that provides a smartspace independent interface
for accessing certain functionality of the SIB. This interface
encapsulates the communication of KPs with the SIB and
provides modularization. It provides the functionality of
triple handling and synchronous and asynchronous querying.
The middleware layer may optionally include other 3rd party
middleware solutions such as UPnP middleware.
6. System Layer: The system layer consists of the SIB
which acts as a persistent data storage for the information in
the form of RDF triples. This layer also contains the operating system and other local device resources and provides
a native interface to the upper layers.
In this system we are proposing the OWL-S language as
a kind of interoperability format for KP-based smartspace
applications. The notion of service in this kind of applications gives a well defined interface which provides benefits
over traditional Smart-M3 application development approach
which is based on only KPs. These benefits include, for
instance, description, discovery and composition in a more
structured way.
By stroing the service descriptions in the SIB, it becomes
possible to query the smartspace for its services. From a
programming point of view, the notion of services is a
structuring mechanism that groups together several different
KPss to abstract individual calls from the API of a device
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Figure 3.

Structure of the System

that is present in the Smartspace. We make a dedicated space
in the SIB, that can be used for registering the services.
In this case the SIB will be the central part and all the
requests and responses of the services will go through the
SIB. For example, when a service requester submits a query
to the SIB, the SIB will interpret the query and determine
the match using the semantic description of services. After
selecting the matching service it will construct a query to the
service provider agent. The service provider agent interprets
this query from the SIB, performs the service execution and
generates a response to the SIB. The SIB interprets this
response, transforms it to the response understood by the
requester and sends it to the service requester.
VI. E XAMPLE S CENARIO : L ANGUAGE TRANSLATION
To illustrate the approach, we consider the following
service composition scenario where many KPs in the system
coordinate each other to fulfill the end-user’s request that
is not possible with a single KP. The scenario is the language translation function which translate from one source
language to the target language. Suppose we have many
KPs in the system where each is capable of translating
one particular language to another. We call each of the
translate functions as a Service. An end-user uses the system
and sends the query to translate a particular message in a
source language, for instance, Finnish to a target language,
for instance, Urdu. Since each KP has to perform its own
dedicated single task, there is no KP that directly satisfies
this request. In other words, there is no single service in
the system that can perform this task. In this case, the
system is able to find appropriate composition of different
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services to satisfy the user’s request. The system performs
this composition automatically hence the end-user does not
need to worry about invoking each individual service that
takes part in the composite service.

A. Composition Algorithm
We have implemented a composition algorithm for service
composition. The algorithm is implemented in python as we
have only a python version of the SIB interface available at
the time of writing this paper. The algorithm follows the
Breath First search pattern to find all the candidate services
that can be included in the composition. The Breath First
search gives better results as it moves horizontally across
each search path and finds the solution with the fewest
possible services and does not face looping problem. As
the SIB can read and write only RDF data, our algorithm
use the same format to interact with the SIB to insert
and query the RDF triples. The algorithm works in two
parts. In the first part, the services which can be included
in the composition are separated. In the second part, the
composition is constructed based on the selected services
using the approach that begins with inputs and preconditions
and works forward in the direction of outputs and effects.
This shows that each and every service should be described
semantically in terms of its inputs, outputs, preconditions
and possible effects in order to make this algorithm work.
Our algorithm always finds a composition solution if it is
available unless there are infinite services. If the composition
is not possible from the available services in the system,
it returns the message that the user’s request cannot be
fulfilled. The proposed algorithm can be evaluated based
on its completeness and optimality. The time and space
complexity depends on the particular service compositions.
As our focus in this project are the smart devices, we have
implemented the algorithm in a way that reduces the space
complexity by ceasing the algorithm at some depth to avoid
memory overflow. However, there will be compromises in
terms of completeness because the algorithm may not find
the solution within that search path.
When an end-user requests a specific service by making
a query, the algorithm starts with checking the inputs and
preconditions of the requested service and matching these
parameters with the available services. All the services
which have similar inputs and precondition parameters as
the requested service may be possible candidates for service
composition and are selected. The algorithm then works
by constructing a graph of the services in a forward chain
pattern by checking the outputs and effects of the previously
selected services. This process continues until it reaches to
the service having desired output. This service is placed at
the leaf node of the graph and the composition is returned
by traversing the graph.
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B. Example
We use the example of language translation to illustrate
the applicability of the proposed algorithm. We assume that
the system has a range of different services provided by
indiviasual KPs where each KP performs only one task.
An end-user wants to use the system to send the meeting
invitations to all members of the project in their mother
tounge. The original invitation is in the Finnish Language.
The user sends the request to the system by using some
GUI to translate the particular Finnish text into the desired
language, for example Urdu. Suppose that there are many
different KPs, each providing a translation service from
one particular language to another. The Service handler
takes this request and prepares the semantic description of
this request in terms of inputs, outputs, preconditions and
effects. In general, Inputs and Outputs are subclasses of
a general class Parameter in the OWL-S service ontology.
Every parameter has a type that can be specified using
a URI to uniquely identify it. The type can either be a
Class or a Datatype such as a number, a string etc. The
Preconditions and effects represent more specific functional
properties to easily discover the services. For example,
assume the service request is to translate from a source
language to a particular target language with the input and
the requested output of type string. There might be services
in the system that have the same input/output type but their
goals and preconditions are different, such as a dictionary
service which has precondition of the same input and output
language.
This information is derived from the service profiles of
each of the available services. The profile gives the details
about each service. The following OWL-S statements shows
the general profile of the language translation service.
<profile:Profile rdf:ID="Lang">
<profile:serviceName
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/...#string">
Lang Trans
</profile:serviceName>
<profile:hasPrecondition
rdf:resource="#Lang_precond"/>
<profile:hasInput>
<process:Input rdf:ID="message">
<process:parameterType rdf:datatype=
"http://www.w3.org/...#anyURI">
http://...#Message
</process:parameterType>
</process:Input>
</profile:hasInput>
....
</profile:Profile>

These parameters are then matched with the available
services in the system to find out if there is any single
service that matches all these parameters. If there is any,
a message is sent to its respective KP to execute the service
using the text as input and the results are returned to the enduser. If there is no such match found, then the composition
algorithm starts with finding all the services which has
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the same input, preconditions and effects as the requested
service i.e the services accepting Finnish language as input,
having different input and output languages as preconditions
and translation as the goal/effect. These services could be the
possible candidates for the composition and hence separated
by constructing a graph with each node representing a
service in the same horizontal level. Suppose that the system
finds the following services in this step.
S1: <Input:Fin><Output:Spa><Effect:translation>
S2: <Input:Fin><Output:Eng><Effect:translation>
S3: <Input:Fin><Output:Ger><Effect:translation>

The algorithm constructs the graph by placing ’Fin’ at
the root and Swe, Eng and Ger as its immediate children.
It then checks each immediate children by checking their
outputs and effects and putting each matching services under
their respective nodes. Suppose the following services are
retrieved in this step.
S4:
S5:
S6:
S7:
S8:
S9:

<Input:Spa><Output:Eng><Effect:translation>
<Input:Ger><Output:Dek><Effect:translation>
<Input:Eng><Output:Urd><Effect:translation>
<Input:Eng><Output:Fre><Effect:translation>
<Input:Eng><Output:Swe><Effect:translation>
<Input:Ger><Output:spa><Effect:translation>

The algorithm then checks if the composition is possible
from the selected services as the original requested output
(Output: Urd) is found in this step. It traverses the graph to
reach the root (Input: Fin) and finds the path. The resulting
composition S2->S6 is returned to the service handler. It
is important to note that based on the selected services,
there is another composition possible for the same request
<Input:Fin ><Output:Urd >which is S1->S4->S6. The
algorithm always returns the composition which involves
fewer services. If the service composition is not found in
this step, the algorithm continues working until it reaches the
desired output or there is no composition possible from the
available services. For the later case, the algorithm returns
a message of ’composition not possible’ to the service
handler. The algorithm can run indefinitely if there is very
large number of services and it does not find any suitable
composition to fulfill the request. This means that we need
to apply some end point to limit the number of times it
executes to reduce the memory and bandwidth requirements
of smart devices. Figure 4 represents the results of the
service composition using our algorithm.
The composite service produced by the composition of
atomic services can then be described semantically so that
it can be discovered or take part in other compositions
later. This way, we are able to provide services that are not
actually included in the system.
C. Service Grounding and Execution
After the service composition is created, the next step is to
execute these services in order to get the desired goals. The
service grounding prescribes the details of how to access
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Figure 4.

Composition results

the services in the composition such as message formats,
protocols and invocation methods etc. used to interact with
the composed services. It specifies a link between semantic
and non-semantic description elements of the services. The
grounding can include some or all of the following elements
Non-semantic elements:
ServiceName -> Name of the service
ServiceType -> Type of the service
KPInfo -> Information of KP providing service
Semantic elements:
ServiceInput -> Input of the service
ServiceOutput -> Output of the service
InputType -> Type of the Input parameter
OutputType -> Type of the output parameter
Preconditions -> Conditions met before execution
ServiceEffects -> goal of the service
MessageFormat -> Format acceptable by KPs
Protocols -> protocols to interact with the SIB
ServiceOntology -> specifies relations

As in our system implementation, every co-ordination
between the KPs goes through the SIB, the execution of
the services in the composition is done by invoking each
individual service and passing data between the services in
the order specified by the composition using the grounding
elements described above. This invocation is accomplished
by sending the messages to the service provider agents
in their acceptable formats. This approach can undergo
scalability problems in case of an excessive message and
data passing between a large number of services in the
composition such as in sensor applications.
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VII. R ELATED WORK
There are different approaches and architectures that address the issue of service composition. These approaches can
be classified using several service composition features such
as automatic composition [8], semi-automated composition
[10], end-user interaction [11] and service specification
lanaguage [6] etc. In [3], the authors give a comparison
of different service composition approaches. A middleware
solution for end-user application composition is provided
in [5]. Other approaches of flexible service composition
in mobile environments are described in [4][12]. While
existing research efforts deal with theses issues separately,
there has been very limited work in ubiquitous service
compositions in smart environment. In [13], the authors
proposed a system consisting of a middleware and user-level
tools that enable the end-users to combine, configure and
control the services using their smart home devices. Each
home device has interfaces and the end-user selects some
devices and the system generates a set of compositions of
selected devices in a way that these devices can collaborate
to generate applications by using the domain knowledge and
user inputs. This composition may result in an arrangement
that has no meanings. They have used the Depth First
Search (DFS) algorithm for generating the composition.
The drawback with this algorithm is that it does not know
which composition is better and which composition does
not make sense. In our approach, each service is described
semantically and this service description is stored in the
SIB. It gives the advantage of query and accessibility of
the services from the smartspace.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we expressed our ideas for providing services to the smart-m3 approach. These services are provided
by means of sets of Knowledge Processors. We presented
the system architecture and example services to illustrate our
approach. A service composition algorithm is also presented
with a concrete example. For future work, we are aiming to
implement an efficient algorithm for discovering the services
in the big search space of smart-m3. Furthermore, we need
to use the ontology hierarchy to restrict the set of services
considered for matching.
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Abstract—Throughout the history of computing, engineers
have used various formal methods to improve the quality of
software and hardware. The next natural step is trying to
exploit their advantages in the so-called new era of computing:
Cloud Computing. In this paper, we present a first approximation about how to simulate and check the behaviour of these
systems using timed automata through the model checking tool
UPPAAL. We use Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF)
as a standard intended to the modelling of distributed resources
using Web services, and we apply formal techniques to WSRF
specifications in order to analyse and verify these specifications.
Keywords-Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF);
model checking; timed automata.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The architecture that represents Web services has been
widely accepted as a means of structuring the interactions
between services in a distributed system. Nowadays, developers require more standardization to facilitate additional
interoperability between these services. In January of 2004,
several members of the organization Globus Alliance and
the multinational company IBM, with the help of experts
from companies such as HP, SAP, Akamai, etc., defined the
basic architecture and the initial specification documents of
a new standard for that purpose [6]. Web services Resource
Framework (WSRF) has been inspired by the work previously done by Global Grid Forum’s Open Grid Services
Infrastructure (OGSI) Working Group [12]. Although a Web
service definition does not consider the notion of state,
interfaces frequently provide the user with the ability to
access and manipulate states, i.e., data values that persist
across, and evolve as a result of Web service interactions.
However, the notion of stateful resources defined by the
Web service implementation is not explicit in the interface
definition. The messages that the services send and receive
imply (or encourage programmers to infer) the existence
of an associated stateful resource type. It is then desirable
to define Web service conventions to enable the discovery
of, introspection on, and interaction with stateful resources
in standard and interoperable ways [4]. These observations
motivated the WSRF approach to model Web services re-
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source states. A WS-Resource is defined as the composition
of a Web service and a stateful resource. WSRF allows WSResources to be declared, created, accessed, monitored for
change, and destroyed via conventional mechanisms. WSRF
consists of a set of five technical specifications that define the
normative description of the WS-Resource approach in terms
of specific message exchanges and related XML definitions.
In this paper, we propose the use of formal techniques
and, more specifically, timed automata as a way to analyse
and verify WSRF specifications. Thus, formal methods are
used to write specifications that show the behaviour of the
systems in a formal manner, and serve as the basis for system
analysis to search for inconsistencies or errors in an early
state of the development process, that is, before implementation. Furthermore, within formal methods environment,
we use model checking techniques. Model checking [3]
is an automatic technique for verifying finite-state reactive
systems. In this approach, the specifications are expressed
in a propositional temporal logic, and the reactive system
is modelled as a state-transition graph (automaton). An
efficient search procedure is used to determine automatically
if the specifications are satisfied by the automaton. Model
checking has a number of advantages over verification
techniques based on automated theorem proving. The most
important is that the procedure is highly automatic so it
makes the testing phase faster. Typically, the user provides a
high level representation of the model and the specification
to be checked. The model checker will either terminate
with the true answer, indicating that the model satisfies the
specification, or giving a counterexample that shows why
the formula is not satisfied.
As far as we know the literature in this field, no one has
modelled the communication model in WSRF. Nevertheless,
there are some works that use WSRF in a practical way.
In [10], the authors presented a meta-model of a medical
system for deriving clinical trial information management
systems for collaborative cancer research across multiple
institutions. With this meta-model, they extract the corresponding semantics in the Z formal specification language
and the WSRF implementation in the real environment CancerGrid. The main difference with our work is the different
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Figure 1.

Examples of UPPAAL timed automata.

formalism they use to capture the behaviour of the system
and no verification is done in this paper. Other related work
is [7] where Gudelj et al. suggest a similar problem to ours.
In this approach, they use a Petri net formalism to model
the actions to be performed by the actors in this scenario,
adding AI techniques (genetic algorithms) as another form
of modelling. Indeed, they only show the possible prototype, not making verification. We can mention other related
works: [11] and [8]. In [11], WSRF is used to solve the
integration problem of various heterogeneous systems in a
health information system grid model. In [8], the design and
implementation of a Grid-based architecture for scientific
workflow is presented. This architecture allows the dynamic
discovery of existing Web services in combination to ad-hoc
developed ones.

One of the main contributions of this paper is to define a
primer version of the necessary elements to model and check
Web services with stateful resources. The corresponding
translation into timed automata will then be defined. In some
previous works, such as [2] and [5], the verification of Web
services compositions by means of timed automata has been
considered, but without stateful resources. The other main
contribution is to develop a scheduling meta-model with one
part of the WSRF´s specifications (WS-Notification and WSResourceProperties) improving this work with a verification
phase, using the UPPAAL model checker.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
contains the needed background of our approach, that is, the
UPPAAL tool, and the WSRF specification. In Section III
we specify the elements we need to model and check Web
services with stateful resources, and the translation of these
elements into timed automata. A case study is included to
show how the approach works. Section IV shows how the
verification process is carried out over the case study. Finally,
Section V contains the conclusions and future work.
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II. BACKGROUND
A. UPPAAL
UPPAAL [9] is a tool box for modelling, simulation,
validation and verification of real-time systems, based
on constraint-solving and on-the-fly techniques, developed
jointly by the Uppsala University and the Aalborg University. It is appropriate for systems that can be modelled as a
collection of non-deterministic processes with finite control
structures and real-valued clocks, communicating through
channels and (or) shared variables. Thus, a UPPAAL system
consists of a set of concurrent processes, each of which being
modelled by a timed automaton. This automaton consists
of a set of nodes and a set of transitions. To define the
behaviour of the system it is possible to define “invariants”,
“guards” and “synchronizations” in the automata:
• The “synchronization” between processes is done
through “channels”. One of the processes, which is
called the initiator of the synchronization, will invoke
the channel with the symbol “!”, while the other process
will invoke the channel with the symbol “?”.
• A “guard” is a trigger condition of a transition. It
expresses a condition over clocks and integer variables,
which must be satisfied when the transition is taken.
• An “invariant” is a condition of progression associated
with a node. It indicates the time that the automaton
can remain in that node.
Figure 1 depicts some examples of timed automata representations in UPPAAL. On the left-hand side we can see
how the states (nodes) of the automata are represented and
the transitions between these states. On the centre we can see
how two automata representing two different Web services
(WS1 and WS2) can be synchronized by means of a channel.
Finally, on the right-hand side we can see how invariants,
guards and assignments are represented in the automata.
B. Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF)
WSRF [1] is a specification developed by OASIS (Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information
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•

•

Figure 2.

WSRF technical specification.

Standards) and some of the most pioneering computer
companies, whose purpose is to define a generic framework
for modelling Web services with stateful resources, as well
as the relationships between these services in a Grid/Cloud
environment. This approach consists of a set of specifications
that define a representation of WS-Resource in the terms
that specify the messages exchanged and the related XML
documents. These specifications allow the programmer to
declare and implement the association between a service
and one or more resources. It also includes mechanisms to
describe the means to check the status of a resource and
the service description, which together form the definition
of a WS-Resource. Furthermore, they define the necessary
steps to make the state of a Web service accessible through
its interface (described in WSDL) and related mechanisms
to addressing and grouping defined elements in the WSResource. WSRF is useful to declare, create, access, monitoring and destroying WS-Resources through conventional
mechanisms. These conventional mechanisms are described
as follows (Figure 2 summarizes some of them):
• WS-ResourceLifetime: The lifetime of a WS-Resource
is defined as the period between its instantiation and
destruction. The mission of this specification is to
standardize the process of destroying a resource and
identify mechanisms to monitor this lifetime, but this
specification does not define how to create the WSResource. It includes two ways to destroy a resource:
immediately through an explicit message or timed
destruction.
• WS-ResourceProperties: WSRF uses a precise specification to define the properties of the WS-Resources.
This definition will consist of the definition of the
interface in WSDL and an XML document (Resource
Properties Document) that specifies the properties of
the associated resource, for example, the disk size,
processor capacity, etc. If the user wants to access,
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modify or update this document it is necessary to use
a series of messages defined by the specification.
WS-ServiceGroup: This specification allows the creation of groups that share a common set of properties,
i.e., it is a mechanism for grouping together different
Web services with similar behaviour.
WS-Basefaults: The developer typically uses a Web
service interface defined by others, so a method to
standardize the format for reporting error messages
facilitates the work. This is the main goal of WSBaseFaults.
WS-Notification: This specification allows a NotificationProducer to send a notification message to a NotificationConsumer in two ways:
1) The NotificationProducer sends a notification
message to the NotificationConsumer without following any formalism.
2) The NotificationProducer uses a specific formalism to send notifications.
The option selected is sent by the subscriber in the
subscription message. Thus, the second option allows
the user to receive a wide range of notification messages, but the user can receive many topics in which
they are not interested because the information sent in
these messages is obtained from a topics tree stored in
the Web service.
WS-BrokeredNotification: A NotificationBroker is an
intermediary, who, among other things, allows interactions between one or more Publishers and one or more
NotificationConsumers. The mission of the Publisher is
to observe situations and create notification messages to
report these situations, while the broker is responsible
for forwarding these messages.
III. S ERVICE + R ESOURCE M ODELLING

In this section, we show the necessary elements to model
and check Web services with stateful resources and the corresponding translation into timed automata for verification.
Concerning the broker Web service, we need four channels to model the actions that this service can support:
Notification (to send notifications to the others services),
QueryChannel (to receive information), ResponseChannel
(to send information), PublishChannel (to publish the information about the topics) and, finally, SubscribeChannel
(to receive requests of subscription to one or more topics).
In addition, we have three variables: v that represents the
value of the data received or sent, op is the operation
to perform and id is the identifier of the variable. These
channels and variables have the same meaning in the Web
service automaton. Figure 3 depicts the automaton for broker
Web service.
Figure 4 depicts the automaton that models the Web service behaviour. The main difference between this automaton
and the previous one is the task assigned to the channels
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(receive or send data depending on the direction of the
communication).

Notification!

ResponseChannel!

V:=v
OP:=Query or Insert or Update
Id:=id

always chooses the truck with the smaller time window
to ensure the system correct behaviour. Once the truck has
finished its work, it must send a notification to the broker
(CraneFree). For simplicity, we will call Crane the cranes
control tower automaton and Truck the truck automaton.
Figures 5 and 6 depict the cranes control tower and truck
automata respectively.

ResponseChannel?

QueryChannel?

v:=V
Query or Insert or Update:=OP
id:=ID

V1:=InitialTime
V2:=TerminationTime
OP:=Query or Insert or Update
ID:=id

PublishChannel? || SubscribeChannel?
PublishChannel! || SubscribeChannel!

v:=V
Publish or Subscribe:=OP
id:=ID

Figure 3.

QueryChannel!
InitialTime:=V1
TerminationTime:=V2
op:=OP
id:=ID

Broker service automaton.

InitialTime:=V1
TerminationTime:V2
Publish or Subscribe:=OP
id:=ID

EmergencyChannel!
Emergency:=OP
id:=ID

Notification?

Figure 5.

Control tower automaton.

ResponseChannel?
V:=v
OP:=Query or Insert or Update
ID:=id
PublishChannel! || SubscribeChannel!
v:=V
Publish or Subscribe:=OP
id:=ID

Notification!
[op==Delete]

ResponseChannel!

QueryChannel!

EmergencyChannel?

v:=V
op:=OP
id:=ID

Emergency:=OP
id:=ID
QueryChannel?

V1:=InitialTime
V2:=TerminationTime
OP:=Query or Insert or Update
Id:=id

InitialTime:=V1
TerminationTime:=V2
Query or Insert or Update:=OP
id:=ID

Notification?

Figure 4.

Web service automaton.

A. Case Study: CONTAINER TERMINAL PLANNING
Our modelling problem is a resource allocation for a series
of particular tasks. In the case of WSRF, these tasks can
be Web services and the resources would be the associated
stateful resources. The description of the particular problem
is the following: Given a number of trucks (tasks) with
designated unloading window (in our case, the time between
the WS-Resource creation and its timed destruction), assign
the cranes (resources) to them, supposing that our system
controls each one of the cranes at the port. When the trucks
are near the port (10 Km.), they must report to the crane
control tower (the broker role in WSRF) that they want
to subscribe to the topic CraneFree so they can receive
a notification of when they can unload their load. The
broker assigns the cranes based on time windows, so it
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MigrationChannel?

PublishChannel? || SubscribeChannel?

InitialTime:=V1
TerminationTime:=V2
Migrate:=OP
id:=ID

InitialTime:=V1
TerminationTime:=V2
Publish or Subscribe:=OP
id:=ID

Figure 6.

Truck automaton.

Next, we start by explaining the operation of the system in
normal conditions and, after that, describing the exceptional
behaviour. When a truck approaches to the port, it uses the
SubscribeChannel to report its arrival time (InitialTime), its
completion time (TerminationTime) and its identifier (id).
The tower receives the information by its SubscribeChannel
(so, we use ?) and immediately activates the QueryChannel
to introduce this information in the database (op == Insert).
The crane control tower responds with the information sent
to it to find inconsistencies in the stored data. The trucks can
query (op == query) and update (op == update) this data at
any time by following the same steps.
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In the event of receiving an emergency message, the
system will insert the truck data at the top of the database
(first position to unload) . Then, it sends a notification to
the trucks which are approaching to the cranes for checking
whether it is possible or not to unload later.
If it is a migration from one crane to another, the control tower will receive requests through MigrationChannel,
proceeding as in the first case.
Finally, when a truck ends up its work, it notifies this situation to the tower by using PublishChannel and it proceeds
to remove its information of the database (op==delete). Next,
the control tower uses the channel Notification to give work
permission to another truck.

TRUCKS
truck1
truck2
truck3
truck4
truck5
truck6

M intearly
153
100
91
50
175
210

M axtearly
159
125
136
100
235
299

M intlate
160
126
137
101
236
300

M axtlate
559
347
512
250
350
600

Table I
T RUCKS ARRIVAL TIMETABLE .

IV. V ERIFICATION
In the previous section, we have shown the translation
between the communication model of the container terminal
in WSRF and the corresponding timed automata. However,
this work would be incomplete without a first approximation
of how to model the task scheduling (trucks) in the terminal.
In this section, we present a simple model that represents
the system in a general way and after that, we find very
important to provide some formulas to check the correctness
of the model. In this sense, as noted in the introduction,
we use the UPPAAL model checker to ensure deadlockfreeness and search for possible errors to improve our system
design. We model the internal behaviour of Web services,
i.e., the necessary actions performed by the actors in this
scenario to succeed in managing the scarce resources. Note
that the figures of this section show a simplified model
to ease understandability. The truck timed automaton has
been modified to take into account two possible situations:
OnTime or Delayed. Thus, if the unloading of goods is
within the time window, the truck is considered on time,
while on the other case, it is delayed. On the left-hand
side of Figure 7 we show the representation of the Crane
automaton. This timed automaton uses two channels: request
and notification. The first one is used to accept service
requests by trucks while the other channel is used to accept
the notifications when the trucks end up their work. On the
right-hand side, the Truck automaton is used to model the
different states of the truck.
The next example will help the reader clarify the meaning
of transitions and states. Assuming a certain time of arrival
ti , mintearly defining the early time in which the truck can
arrive to the port and maxtlate representing the latter time
in which the truck can leave the port, we need to define
two possible situations: OnTime or Delayed. The first one
is when the truck can arrive to the port between the interval
[mintearly , ti ] and the other one is when the truck arrives to
the port in [ti + 1, maxtlate ]. The meaning of the channels
is analogous to the Crane automaton. In Table I we show
the trucks arrival timetable to the port.
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Figure 7.

Crane-Truck automata.

To ensure the system correctness, we have formalized the
required queries to verify certain properties by using the
UPPAAL tool. The first property that we want to check is the
absence of deadlocks in the model (A[] not deadlock) and the
second is the existence of an execution trace that allows all
the truck automata to reach the state done, that is, all trucks
accomplish their work (E<> Truck1.Done and Truck2.Done
and Truck3.Done and Truck4.Done and Truck5.Done and
Truck6.Done). In Figure 8, the model checker obtains that
the second formula is satisfied, so we ask UPPAAL to show
us the trace that satisfies the formula, obtaining the trace
depicted in Figure 9. Due to space limit, we only show the
important part of this trace where we can see the necessary
order of notifications to avoid the deadlocks in our model.
Based on this we can ensure that the control tower needs
to serve the trucks in this sequence: truck4, truck3, truck2,
truck1, truck5 and truck6. Besides, the first formula is not
satisfied, so we can ensure that the model has deadlocks.
As we have found a design error in our model, we would
have to go back to the design phase, correct the problem
and repeat the process to check these properties again. The
solution of this error is very simple since we have not taken
into account the order of crane requests. The best way to
solve the problem is by adding an incoming buffer to store
the truck requests and sorting it according to the arrival time.
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V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORKS
Using formal methods is always beneficial to model, check
and verify computer systems endowing these systems with
mathematical rigour, minimum error rate and conformance
with the specification. Moreover, adding stateful resources to
Web services allows these services to store information that
can be used in the future. This paper is a first approximation
to the formal verification of WSRF specifications. Thus, we
have shown how formal techniques, and in this specific case,
timed automata, can be used to model and verify the use of
resources in a Web services system. As future work, we are
considering the possibility of implementing this model in
Globus toolkit 4 by adding directly the queue system needed
to ensure deadlock-freeness. Furthermore, we are working
on a translation of WSRF into timed automata and Petri
nets.
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Abstract - The paper introduces location-based authentication
techniques that are especially addressed to use in buildings and
the environment, which is not covered by GPS signal (Global
Position System). An active infrastructure is used as a source
of position information. Two techniques are proposed. The
first technique performs a remote user’s authentication where
the user’s terminal broadcasts identity message. The active
infrastructure evaluates user’s position and informs an
authenticator. The other proposed technique performs local
user’s authentication. The authentication process is launched
on the user’s terminal. The user’s terminal collects information
from its actual neighborhood and evaluates position
information.
Keywords
Location-based
authentication,
active
infrastructures, local authentication, remote authentication

I.

INTRODUCTION

The location-based authentication is a quite new direction
in the access management. The direction gains in importance
nowadays due to mobile devices coming to wireless network
environment. The advantages and a possible application
scenario is discussed in [1, 2].
The user’s position information is required for access
management systems more and more often. The user should
bring up information about his/her position with the other
credentials when he/she attempts to get access to protected
service or content. For example, the user’s right in the
private company network can be assigned depending on
his/her position. The access management system can make
decision about the result of user’s authentication or can
assign set of rights depending on the user’s position. The
access management system is generally called AAA system
(Authentication, Authorization and Accounting) regarding
the three main processes covered in [3]. The user’s position
information could be processed mainly in the authentication
and authorization. The authentication techniques that use
user’s position information are called location-based
authentication.
In this paper, we propose two techniques. The first of
them is remote authentication. The user accesses to remote
network resources in this case and sends his/her credentials
over the network. The authentication process proofs brought
up credentials on the remote machine (server).
On the other hand, the local authentication is launched on
the user’s terminal; the user brings up credentials locally.
This case is useful when the protected content or services are
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stored on user’s terminal. The other possible application
scenario can be found in authentication during logon to
laptop operating system.
We can divide location-based authentication techniques
depending on the source of position information into two
main groups. The position information can be sourced from
the user’s terminal (for example GPS enabled) in the first
group. The second group covers techniques where the user’s
position is evaluated by infrastructure (for example GSM
network).
We introduce authentication techniques in which the
position information is sourced from the infrastructure. The
first technique is a remote type and the second one is a local
type, as classification above refers.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The second
section describes technology infrastructure that is used in the
next two proposals. The third section introduces a new
propose of the location-based authentication that is based on
the active infrastructure and solves the remote authentication.
The fourth section deals with our second proposal of the
location-based authentication techniques. The second
proposal is designed especially for local authentication in the
user’s terminal.
II.

ACTIVE INFRASTRUCTURE

The active infrastructure (AI) is a technology background
that is used in the two authentication techniques that are
described in the next two sections. The key parts of AI are an
anchor point, a user’s tag and an authenticator. The anchor
point is located somewhere from where some of the users
want to be authenticated regarding to his/her position. We
assume that the position of anchor point is exactly known for
the authenticator. On the other hand, the user’s tag is
assigned to the particular user and it is hard related with
his/her identity. User’s tag can be a part of user’s terminal or
an autonomy pocket device. The position of user’s tag is
proclaimed in terms of proximity between the anchor point
and the user’s tag. When the user’s tag can communicate
with the anchor point it means that is nearby.
Figure 1 presents AI’s key parts. The anchor point is on
known position xAP, yAP, zAP. If the user’s tag is in
neighborhood it can communicate with anchor point and it
means that anchor point’s position is similar to the position
of user’s tag. The similarity between the positions is
dependent on the range of transceivers. When the user claims
that he/she is on position nearby the anchor point, the
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authenticator asks the anchor point if an appropriate user’s
tag is in the neighborhood. Here should be noted, that for
example IQRF [4], Bluetooth [5] or something similar can be
used as wireless technologies.

anchor point
proof

xAP,yAP,zAP

wireless link

authenticator
claim
unknown position

user’s tag

The second process is authentication that is initiated by
user’s requesting of the protected content. The whole process
is described below.
1. User’s request is redirected to AAA systems that
provide access management.
2. AAA system will request credentials from
user A.
3. User A will replay with his/her credentials.
4. Part of user’s credentials is claimed user’s position. The
AAA system will query if it is the user who is currently
authenticated in claimed position.
5. The AAA system receives answer from the database.
When the user is on correct position and his/her
position was proved, position condition has been
fulfilled.
6. AAA system will inform server with protected content
and user’s terminal when each of brought up credentials
are proved.
7. Access to protected content can be established after
authentication and authorization processes are done and
when they are correct.

Figure 1. Principle of an active infrastructure

The relationship between the anchor points and the
authenticator should be mutually trusted. We propose the use
of symmetrical cryptographic system AES (Advanced
Encryption System) that is described in [6]. The trusted
relationship between communicating parts has to be
established before the first use. An initial binding process
covers key generation and its exchange. This process has to
be granted by system administrator because it is crucial for
system security. The binding process between the anchor
point and the authenticator is described as follows.
1. First, a secured channel between both sides has to be
established. This is provided by the Diffie-Hellmann’s
principle[7].
2. The authenticator generates AES’s key that will be used
in the future whenever the authenticator will
communicate with this anchor point.
3. The generated key is sent through the secured channel
to the anchor point.
The above described AI can vary depending on
authentication technique in which it is used.
III.

controlled area
user’s tag
T

(A1)

anchor point 1
xAP,yAP,zAP

user A
user’s terminal

(A2)

(7b)
(1)

(8)

(4)
(3)

(7a)
(2)
protected content

AAA system
(5)

(6)

(A3)

REMOTE AUTHENTICATION

We introduce remote location-based authentication
technique with AI in this section.
A possible application scenario for remote locationbased authentication is in figure 2. In this scenario user’s
authentication is processed and evaluated dependent on
his/her position. The technique is provided by two
independent processes. The first one is user’s tag
localization; this process is described as follows.
The user’s tag is recognized by the anchor point as soon
as it is in anchor point’s range (A1). The anchor point
informs AAA system about this event (A2).The AAA system
creates a record in database (A3). Each record contains time,
user’s identification and anchor point’s identification.
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identified clients

Figure 2. The remote location-based authentication schematic

The remote authentication can be adopted especially to
protect sensitive information in private company network.
The user has to be in his/her office when he/she wants to
work with protected content. The position condition should
be periodically tested to prevent user’s moving out of
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controlled area (out of the office). When a user moves out of
controlled area, he/she lose access to protected content.
Therefore a time period of re-authentication should be
dependent on target application where is technique used.
IV.

LOCAL AUTHENTICATION

The location-based technique for local authentication is
described in this section. The technique is namely addressed
to enhance login process in laptop operating system.
The main difference in comparison to remote
authentication is the situation of the authenticator. The
authenticator is a part of the user’s terminal in this technique.
The authenticator has to store a table with anchor point’s
positions and their encryptions keys, as well as it is in the
remote authentication. Initial bonding between anchor points
has to be done before the first use, too. In this case the user’s
tag is a part of authenticator and it can be used by different
users. The authentication technique is described in Figure 3.
The whole process can be depicted as follows.
When the user tries to log on his/her terminal, the user’s
tag is activated and it surveys its neighborhood. All available
anchor points are captured. The user inputs the identification
and other credentials if required. In regard to user’s profile,
there are processed authentication and assigned right in the
authorization.
controlled area

authentication process runs on a remote machine as it is
frequent in the network environment.
The forth section introduced the other proposed
technique that is namely addressed to local authentication on
user’s terminal. In this case an authentication’s entity is part
of the user’s terminal.
The authentication techniques were theoretically
proposed till now. The future work will be focused on
implementation of the proposed techniques. The active
infrastructure test bed should be assembled at first.
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Abstract—Due to complexity of existing methodologies for
ontology development we propose facilitating ontology
development with continuous evaluation of steps in the process
of ontology development. The approach is called Rapid
Ontology Development (ROD) and is based on completeness
indicator that helps guiding developer by constant evaluation
of ontology and producing recommendations to progress to
next step and improve the quality of ontology. The
applicability of the approach is demonstrated on Financial
Instruments and Trading Strategies (FITS) ontology. The main
contribution of the paper is the suggested approach for rapid
development of ontologies which brings ontology modeling
closer to business users as it does not require from users to
know any formal syntax.
Keywords- Rapid ontology development, Business oriented
approach, Ontology evaluation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The simplicity of using approaches for ontology
construction and accompanying tool support is an important
issue which needs a lot of attention and further work. Current
approaches in ontology development are technically very
demanding and require long learning curve and are therefore
inappropriate for business users. In majority of existing
approaches an additional role of knowledge engineer is
required for mediation between actual knowledge that
business users possess and ontology engineers who encode
knowledge in one of selected formalisms. The use of
business rules management approach seems like an
appropriate way to simplification of development and use of
ontologies in business applications. Besides simplifying the
process of ontology creation we also have to focus on very
important aspect of ontology completeness. The problem of
error free ontologies has been discussed, e.g., in [15] and [7].
One of the goals of Rapid Ontology Development (ROD)
approach that authors propose is constant evaluation of
ontologies during the development process for major types
of errors. User can therefore, based on recommendations,
improve the ontology and eliminate the error. It is also a very
important aspect that before the usage the ontology itself is
error free. Thus we define ROD model that introduces detail
steps in ontology manipulation. The starting point was to
improve existing approaches in a way of simplifying the
process and give user tool support throughout the lifecycle
and not to conclude with developed ontology but enable the
use of ontology in various scenarios.
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The paper is structured as follows: after describing
related works in Section II, we continue with the description
of the Rapid Ontology Development model (Section 3). The
evaluation of the model is provided in Section IV. Finally, in
Section V, we give concluding remarks and ideas for future
work.
II.

RELATED WORKS

Ontology is a vocabulary that is used for describing and
presentation of a domain and also the meaning of that
vocabulary. The definition of ontology can be highlighted
from several aspects, e.g., from taxonomy ([3], [17], [22]) as
knowledge with minimal hierarchical structure, vocabulary
([1], [11]) with words and synonyms, topic maps ([6], [14])
with the support of traversing through large amount of data,
conceptual model ([10], [12]) that emphasizes more complex
knowledge and logic theory ([3], [23]) with very complex
and consistent knowledge.
Ontologies are used for various purposes ([2], [4], [5],
[9], [16]) such as natural language processing, knowledge
management, information extraction, intelligent search
engines, digital libraries, business process modeling, etc.
While the use of ontologies was primarily in the domain of
academia, situation now improves with the advent of several
methodologies for ontology manipulation. Existing
methodologies for ontology development in general try to
define the activities for ontology management, activities for
ontology development and support activities. More detailed
insight into wide spectrum of methodologies can be found,
e.g., in [3], [5], and [19], whilst here only the most
representative are depicted. CommonKADS [18] is focused
towards knowledge management in information systems
with analysis, design and implementation of knowledge.
Enterprise Ontology [21] is the groundwork for many other
approaches and is also used in several ontology editors.
METHONTOLOGY [8] enables the construction of
ontologies at the knowledge level and the approach is very
close to prototyping. Another approach is TOVE [20] where
authors suggest using questionnaires, which is useful where
domain experts have very little knowledge of knowledge
modeling. OTK Methodology [19] defines steps in ontology
development into detail and introduces two processes –
Knowledge Meta Process and Knowledge Process. UPON
[13] is based on Unified Software Development Process and
is supported by UML language. DILIGENT [5] is focused on
different approaches to distributed ontology development.
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In aforementioned methodologies there is a lack of Rapid
Application Development (RAD) approaches in ontology
development, the use of ontologies in business applications
and approaches analogous agile methodologies in software
engineering. There is also an evident lack of approaches that
do not require extensive technical knowledge of formal
languages and techniques for capturing knowledge from
domain experts. The majority of approaches require an
additional role of knowledge engineer that transfers the
knowledge into formal syntax within knowledge base.
This paper introduces a novel approach in ontology
modeling based on good practices and existing approaches
while trying to eliminate the need of knowing formal syntax
required for codifying the ontology and therefore bringing
ontology modeling closer to business users who are actual
knowledge holders. The following section will introduce the
process, required tasks and highlight the advantages of Rapid
Ontology Development (ROD) approach.

III.

RAPID ONTOLOGY DEVELOPMENT MODEL

A. ROD process
Ontology development following ROD approach is
through 3 stages pre-development, development and postdevelopment as depicted in Figure 1. Every stage delivers a
specific output with the common goal of creating functional
component based on ontology that can be used in several
systems and scenarios. In pre-development stage the output
is feasibility study that is used in subsequent stage
development to construct essential model definition. The
latter artifact represents the schema of problem domain that
has to be coupled with instances from the real world. This is
conducted in the last stage post-development which produces
functional component for usage in various systems.

Figure 1: Process of Rapid Ontology Development

The first stage called pre-development is concerned with
feasibility study (step 1) of problem domain. This step
includes assessing the scope of the project with clear
definition of boundaries. Next stage is development with the
main goal of producing essential model definition (step 2).
The development stage contains several steps: business
vocabulary acquisition (step 2.1), enumeration of concepts’
and properties’ examples (step 2.2), taxonomy identification
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(step 2.3), ad hoc binary relations identification (step 2.4),
describe concepts’ attributes and relations (step 2.5) and add
complex restriction and rules (step 2.6). Very important
aspect of this stage is constant evaluation of developed
ontology using ontology completeness assessment indicator
OC which is presented in Section 3.2. The last stage is postdevelopment where implementation model definition (step 3)
is constructed. The post-development stage contains 2 steps:
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vocabulary linking with data (step 3.1) and functional
component composition (step 3.2). The latter step is
furthermore decomposed into I/O definition (step 3.2.1),
concepts, relations, restrictions and rules selection (step
3.2.2) and target identification (step 3.2.3). From evaluation
point of view this stage is similar to development stage,
because is also constantly evaluated using ontology
completeness assessment indicator OC (see Section III.B).
B. Ontology Completness
To aid users and to simplify progressing through steps in
process of Rapid Ontology Development, ontology
completeness indicator is introduced. There are 2 main
purposes of OC indicator:
(1.) It can be used independently of ROD process (with
other ontology development methodologies or ad hoc).
Based on semantic review of ontology, enhancements for
ontology improvement are available to the user in a form of
multiple actions of improvement sorted by their impact.
Besides actions and their impacts, detail explanation of
action is also available.
(2.) As a helper tool and facilitator in progressing
through steps of ROD process. While the user is in a certain
step of the process, the OC measurement is adapted to that
step by redefinition of weights for calculation. When OC
measurement reaches a threshold (e.g., 80%) user can
progress to the following step. The adapted OC value for
every phase is calculated on-the-fly and whenever a
threshold value is crossed, a recommendation for progressing
to next step is generated. This way user is aided in

progressing through steps of ROD process from business
vocabulary acquisition to functional component composition.
In case that ontology already exists, with OC measure we
can place the completeness of ontology in ROD process and
start improving ontology in suggested phase of development.
Ontology completeness (OC) is defined as OC = f (C, P,
R, I)  [0,1], where C is set of concepts, P set of properties,
R set of rules and I set of instances. OC can further be
defined as OC = in wi’ leafConditioni where n is the
number of leaf conditions (see Figure 2) and leafCondition is
a leaf condition, where semantic check is executed. For
relative weights and leaf condition calculation the following
restrictions apply iwi’=1,  wi’ [0,1] and leafConditioni
 [0,1]. Relative weight wi’ denotes global importance of
leafConditioni and is dependent on all weights from leaf to
root concept.
The tree of conditions in OC calculation is depicted in
Figure 2 and contains semantic checks that are executed
against the ontology. The top level is divided into TBox,
RBox and ABox components. Subsequent levels are then
furthermore divided based on ontology error classification
[7]. Aforementioned sublevels are description, partition,
redundancy, consistency and anomaly. This proposed
structure can be easily adapted and altered for custom use.
Leafs in the tree of OC calculation conditions are
implemented as semantic checks while all preceding
elements are aggregation with appropriate weights as
depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Ontology completeness (OC) tree of conditions, semantic checks and corresponding weights

Certain phases put emphasis on selected components. In
initial stages user has to deal with description and structure
of concepts, while at the end of essential model definition
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restrictions and rules become more important. As postdevelopment and implementation model definition is
concerned users have to think about instances of schematic
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part of ontologies, therefore attention is shifted to ABox
component. There are two types of outputs from ontology
completeness (OC) calculation (see Figure 3): (1) OC price
and (2) Recommendations to improve OC price.
As depicted in Figure 3 OC price is presented as a value
expressed in percentage (e.g., 68%) and visualized as a
progress bar. Besides this basic view it turns out that radar
chart view of OC price is also very informative as it
highlights which areas need improvement. In radar chart
view top levels for visualization become description,
partition, redundancy, consistency and anomaly as they are
more suitable for business users than TBox, RBox and ABox
components. All the recommendations are listed in a table
view and sorted by their impact. When a recommendation is
selected the impact is also depicted in radar chart for better
understanding of how the change will affect ontology.

Figure 3: User interface and display of ontology completeness results and
improvement recommendations

IV.

EVALUATION

Rapid Ontology Development (ROD) process was
verified on a case study from financial domain. The
requirement was to develop an ontology that contains basic
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information about financial instruments, trading and custom
trading strategies using ROD. The solution enabled the user
to test multiple trading strategies on real trading data that
was available for selected stocks in pre-prepared CSV files
and Yahoo! Finance resource for real-time and historic data
was also available. The developed solution was exported as a
functional component (standalone J2SE application) with
input parameter of financial instrument symbol and as output
trading days that have either buy or sell signals and trade
reason. Business user defined the ontology containing
required knowledge about financial instruments and at least 3
trading strategies that can easily be combined and tested
individually or together. During the process of ontology
building user actions were continuously monitored. The
grain of collected data was one iteration step where ontology
completeness prices and number of ontology elements
(concepts, properties and axiom, including rules) were
recorded.
The ontology produced is depicted in Figure 4 and is
based on 2 simple facts about trading with financial
instruments: (1) financial instrument is traded at a stock
exchange market and (2) financial instrument is traded on a
trading day. Specialization of financial instrument was
introduced with Stock, ETF (Exchange Traded Fund) and
K.O. certificate. The same approach was used for
representing distinction between trading days with buy and
sell signals. All concepts were according to OC rules
described with formal properties and also natural language.
Trading strategy was implemented in separate ontology
that used dynamic import of aforementioned ontology. This
was utilized due to modular approach and the ability to
develop and use several strategies separately or combined.
Trading strategy mainly contains restrictions and rules, while
in more complex definition (Japanese candlestick strategy)
additional concepts were also introduced. During the
experiment 3 different trading strategies were defined:
simple trading strategy, simple moving average strategy and
Japanese candlestick strategy. Input trading data consisted of
quotes data from Apple Inc. (AAPL), Google Inc. (GOOG)
and UltraShort S&P500 ProShares (SDS) in a 1 month
period. Instances were imported at runtime from World Wide
Web (Yahoo! Finance) and File system text files (CSV).
The process of ontology creation and exporting it as
functional component is depicted in Figure 5. Chart
represents ontology completeness price and number of
ontology elements regarding to iterations in the process.
During the process of ontology construction based on ROD
approach the user was continuously supported by ontology
evaluation and recommendations for progressing to next
steps. When user entered a phase and started performing
tasks associated with the phase (detail description is given in
Section III.A), ontology completeness was evaluated as
depicted in Figure 1 and further presented in Section III.B.
While OC was less than 100% user followed instructions for
improving ontology as depicted in Figure 3. Results of OC
evaluation are available in a simple view, where basic
statistics about ontology is displayed (number of concepts,
properties, rules, individuals, etc.), progress bar depicting
completeness, and details about evaluation, improvement
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recommendations and history of changes. The core element
is progress bar that denotes how complete ontology is and is
accompanied with a percentage value. Following are
recommendation for ontology improvement and their gains
(e.g., remove circulatory errors (+10%), describe concepts in
natural language (+8%), connect concepts (¬+7%), etc.).

When improvement is selected (e.g., remove circulatory
errors) the details are displayed (gain, task and details). As
depicted in Figure 3 circulatory error can be eliminated with
removing the 2 way connection between concepts ‘Stock’
and ‘Financial instrument’ and by doing that gaining 10% in
ontology completeness.

Figure 4: Trading ontology example

Figure 5: Ontology completeness assessment and number of ontology elements through phases of ROD process

The improvement and planned actions are also clearly
graphically depicted on radar chart (see Figure 3). The
shaded area with strong border lines presents current
situation, while red dot shows TO-BE situation if we follow
selected improvement. When OC price crosses a threshold
value (in this experiment 80%, as depicted in Figure 5) a
recommendation to progress to a new phase is generated. We
can see from our example that for instance recommendation
to progress from phase 2.5 to phase 2.6 was generated in
20th iteration with OC value of 91,3%, while in 19th
iteration OC value was 76,5%. As Figure 5 depicts ontology
completeness price and number of ontology elements are
displayed. While progressing through steps and phases it’s
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seen that number of ontology elements constantly grows. On
the other hand OC price fluctuates – it’s increasing till we
reach the threshold to progress to next phase and decreases
when entering new phase. Based on recommendations from
the system, user improves the ontology and OC price
increases again.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

Available methodologies and approaches usually require
very knowledgeable users and developers, while authors
propose ROD approach that is more suitable for less
technically knowledgeable users. With ROD approach and
accompanying IntelliOnto tool business users get an
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instrument for ontology modeling that doesn’t require very
extensive knowledge of ontology languages but still follow
and utilize the possibilities of Semantic Web vision. It has
been demonstrated on a case study from financial trading
domain that a user can build Semantic Web application for
financial trading based on ontologies that consumes data
from various sources and enable interoperability. The
solution can easily be packed into a functional component
and used in various systems. By following ROD approach
for building Semantic Web applications against existing
approaches following advantages can be highlighted: (1) the
required technical knowledge for ontology modeling is
decreased, (2) the process of ontology modeling doesn’t end
with the last successful iteration, but continues with postdevelopment activities of using ontology as a functional
component in several scenarios and (3) continuous
evaluation of developing ontology and recommendations for
improvement.
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Abstract—This paper presents a common method and practice
in implementing a community cloud, where archives have to
support the services in multiple languages and cultures. It
demonstrates an internationalization process, the development
of software, the migration of archive data and the integration
of archive retrieval system. The paper shows how such archive
retrieval is carried out and how the system is implemented.
Although it does not claim to be the best or the only possible
solution, the method provides practical and useful tools for
establishing and managing digital archives that serve as a
community
cloud
where
it
essentially
requires
internationalization or globalization or localization. The main
achievement of the paper resides in the presentation of a
complete and useful method for archive retrieval in multiple
languages.
Keywords-community cloud; digital archive; globalizaton;
internationalization; information organization

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is considered as web-based processing,
whereby shared resources, software, and information are
provided to computers and other devices such as smart
phones on demand over the Internet [1]. A community cloud
may be established where several organizations have similar
requirements and seek to share infrastructure so as to realize
some of the benefits of cloud computing. Examples of
community cloud include Googles "Gov Cloud" [2]. It could
be interesting to consider that archive services are evolving
from their traditional form toward an emerging digital
domain as a community cloud. Literatures [3,4] reveal that a
phenomenal proliferation of digital data clearly underscores
the ease with which it is being produced and the capacity in
which it is to be accessed. While effective archiving and
retrieval the information still remain a work in progress, the
importance of and the challenge for accessing it in multiple
languages with multiple cultures are being recognized and
thus there have been a various efforts made to address the
needs in specific areas like education services, government
administration and enterprise management.
Archive services across difference communities and
cultures have evolved into a massive digital media and files
in various forms and different languages, yet the current data
retrieval practices, due to the limitation of software tools and
archive systems, still confine their purposes within specific
languages and culture orientations. Those practices in nature
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are normally carried out in the native or original forms of the
archived documents. For example, the archive system
deployed in the Shijiazhuang Tiedao University holds the
live data records, predominately in Chinese, of staff and
students for over 60 years span in hundreds and thousands of
individuals. However each year there have been an
increasing amount of service demands for retrieval,
translation and interpretation of those native documents into
various languages to suit for offshore business, overseas
collaborations and of course for those whose are to work and
study abroad. The workload in transforming those
documents into its specific needs and purposes poses a
phenomenal challenge both in time and accuracy [5]. This
paper reports an investigation into the method that retrieves,
translates and interprets the native documentation into
multiple languages and cultures to cater for different service
needs. The objective is to establish a useful practice that can
utilize various tools currently available to transform the
archives from their native form into different languages and
culture needs. It is expected that this practice will be an
essence for effective data translation, index and migration,
thereby providing technical solutions to the aforementioned
problems.
The text to follow gives a brief description of
internationalization in Section II. Section III presents the use
of methodology management in the system design and
Section IV details the functions of the system. Section V
provides the implementation of the system which is followed
by conclusions and future works included in Section VI.
II.

INTERNATIONALIZATION

Globalization, internationalization and localization are
terms referring to the process of developing software systems,
media products, documentation and other collateral material
for people who speak foreign languages or constitute a
specific cultural group with a large language community.
They are long words and people took the habit of writing
abbreviations instead. As a result, the three terms are
abbreviated as g11n, i18n, l10n, with the intervening number
referring to the number of letters between the first and last of
each word [6].
A. Terminology
By i18n, it refers to the process by which a program or a
set of programs turned into a package is made aware of and
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able to support multiple languages. This is a generalization
process, by which the programs are untied from calling only
English strings or other English specific habits, and
connected to generic ways of doing the same, instead.
Program developers may use various techniques to
internationalize their programs. Some of these have been
standardized. GNU Gettext offers one of these standards [7]
and this paper will be based on GNU Gettext.
By l10n, it means the operation by which, in a set of
programs already internationalized, a program is given all
needed information so that it can adapt itself to handle its
input and output in a fashion which is correct for some native
language and cultural habits. The formal description of
specific set of cultural habits for some country, together with
all associated translations targeted to the same native
language, is called the locale for this language or country.
Users achieve localization of programs by setting proper
values to special environment variables, prior to executing
those programs, identifying which locale should be used [7].
For globalization, or g11n, one could consider that it
stands for a much broader activities than for some specific
technology areas such as software design and system
development.
B. Development of i18n
Organizational bodies and commercial companies are
always looking for competitive strengths and improved
business practices. As Perrow [8] stated, in today's economy,
this translates to a demand for better software. The increased
TABLE I.
Problem Area
User interface
Software translation
Programming tool
Unicode support
Open source
Standard encoding
Internal tool
Administration interface
Product module or component
Product version
Customer feedback
Multilingual capability
Base code
Software engineering

III.

PROBLEM AREAS PERTAINING TO THE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS OF I18N

Description
Does i18n mean that software can be simply translated via externalising its user interface?
Can software translation in i18n process always use the best phrase in the target language?
Can programming tools that themselves have i18n always produce i18n code?
Is software that supports Unicode an i18n system or product by itself?
Does the use of open source in software product mean that i18n requirements are not applicable for the
product?
Is a standard encoding is automatically making a product having i18n?
Is it true that all company employees speak English so only English needs to be supported by internal tools?
Do administration interfaces need i18n?
Does every product, module or component need i18n?
Does it mean by adding i18n in the last release a job well done?
If something is wrong, will the customers’ feedback to the developers?
Can a software product that works in a foreign language be considered to have i18n?
Is i18n implemented after the base product is written by a separate group of engineers?
Is i18n only needed in the software development department?

METHODOLOGY MANAGEMENT

Methodology management, normally called design
methodology management (DMM), originated from
computer aided design frameworks that are software
environment that integrate design tools and programs
required for prototyping computer operating systems and
managing the data being generated [14]. To attain rapid
design processes of high level automation, frameworks have
to select and execute tools automatically for lower-level
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demand has to do with a growing recognition that,
throughout the new economy, software is the means for
conducting business, tapping new markets globally, and
connecting suppliers, manufacturers and end users in a
worldwide domain. While the Internet serves as a vital tool
for transaction and communication, the software systems
themselves - often on either end of an Internet connection –
do the heavy lifting and represent the greatest challenges and
opportunities for business growth.
An i18n process represents the way in developing such
modern software systems that enable organizations to exploit
strategically localized advantages and economies of scale to
leverage a competitive edge world-wide. The concept of i18n
describes the establishment of a network of cross-border
activities between and within companies in which any or all
of the organizations’ departments may be involved. The
main standard motives for i18n are seeking market, resource,
efficiency and strategic asset [9,10,11]. By any measure,
i18n is not a solved problem. Although i18n has become a
mainstream software development process, achieving it in
streamlined, flexible and standardized manner remains a
grand challenge [12]. This may be partially due to the
misinterpretation of certain problem areas of i18n [13]. Table
I lists the key problem areas and the related questions that
are extracted from the discussion, with each area being
represented by a question to highlight the fundamental
problems for the i18n practice.
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tasks to enable designers to concentrate on higher-level
decisions. The sequence of design tools is called
methodology and the functionality of selecting and executing
the tools is called methodology management. A software
environment, often part of a framework for selecting and
executing design methodology, is called methodology
management system [15].
As the design automation community begins to
understand the benefits of the technology, its expectations
grow: less error-prone design, rapid prototyping systems,
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new and customer-tailored product development, high
product quality and improved productivity. A good DMM
system can bring these benefits to different categories of
users such as product designers, tool developers, system
developers, chief designers and company managers [14].
DMM is relevant not only to electrical design, but also to
software design and other fields like mechanical design.
Nevertheless it has not yet become a subject of much
discussion in either research community [16] or i18n process.
This article introduces DMM into i18n practice to develop an
i18n framework and it does so for three purposes. The first
one is to demonstrate how an integrated and streamlined i18n
process can be carried out and thus to give an insight into the
i18n process from an implementation perspective and with
sufficient technical details. The second is to provide a
practical approach with useful techniques and tools for
packaging of software with complete i18n support. The last
one is to help in understanding the i18n process in relation to
the questions in Table I.
IV.

INTERNATIONALIZATION OF ARCHIVE RETRIEVEAL

Operations for i18n are often accomplished using
software tools, both interactive and automatic, and DMM
addresses the need to manage the manner in which these
tools are executed to achieve a desired function. According
to Fiduk et al [17], this paper adapts the definition of
following terms.
1) Execution environment: it is a computing environment
to manage the tools, tasks, flows, data and information
movement that are essential for an i18n process to be
accomplished.
2) Tool: this is a single executable program capable of
performing a specific function toward i18n.
3) Task: it is an abstraction of a function toward i18n, for
example, translation of an error message or version check of
a source code file.
4) Flow: it is the order in which tasks are executed. The
definition and manipulation of flows provide a mechanism to
describe a sequence of tools that make up a process or task
and tasks make up a methodology.
5) Process: this is a specific combination of tools and/or
other processes that performs a function toward i18n.
6) Tool invocation: This is the selection of a tool and the
use of it to perform what is needed to be done.
7) Operation: it is an atomic action within a process.
8) Methodology: this is a specified sequence of tasks.
A. The Framework
In general, DMM should have an execution environment
that is responsible for user interaction, launching tasks,
monitoring processes, automatically executing flows, and so
on. For this paper, the execution environment has following
specifications:
 It is operated under the common MS Windows XP
operating system.
 All tools and software are run as Win32 programs
(similar tools and software with different
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compilations should be used for other operating
systems).
 The i18n development language is C/C++ under
Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003.
 The i18n software to be developed is open source,
so are all internal tools for the i18n process.
 The execution environment is compliance to open
source community’s Native Language Support
Library and Tools, GNU Gettext Tools, Version
0.14.4 [7].
Based on the above specification, the execution
environment is set up and its flow graph is shown in Fig.1.
The graph formalism represents individual methodologies. It
is actually a bipartite cyclic directed graph that has two types
of nodes wherein all edges connect one type to the other and
there are no paths from a node back to itself. The two types
of nodes are task nodes and specification nodes. Each task
node is labelled with a task description. There are two types
of task nodes: terminal and non-terminal. A terminal task
node represents a run of an i18n tool or programme and is
called a tool invocation; it is drawn with single circle.
Software
specification
and system
requirements

i18n requirements

GNU gettext
library

Designing and
coding sources
(Programming
tools)

Compiling
and debugging
(Programming
tools)

Marked
software
source code
Executable
software and
documents

Software source
code and
documentation

Editing PO
mode source
code
(Programming
tools)

System locations
and data file
folders

Application
input

User
interaction

Installing
and executing
software
(Programming
tools)

Software
output

Figure 1. DMM information flow graph of the execution environment for
i18n of softwar.

The graph representation of the execution environment is
arranged in a top-down manner by applying transformations
to nodes that represent non-terminal tasks. Fig. 2 shows the
next level graph (or sub-graph) that describes a process
where the Marked software source code is inputted to the
Extracting translatable code task by which a portable object
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template (POT) file named as PACKAGE.pot is generated
through the xgettext tool. The Comparing and refreshing task
is to obtain updated Target language PO files. Note that a
target language PO file is a PO file that has the translation of
a target language for all original program strings (in file
PACKAGE.pot); it is generally named as LANG.po where
LANG will be replaced by an ISO639-1 language code [18]
when it must refer to the name a specific target language PO
file. For example, ru.po is the name of a Russian language
PO file.
Then the Comparing and refreshing task executes the
msgmerge tool to refresh an already existing Target
language PO file by comparing it with the up-to-date
PACKAGE.pot file. The Source code translating task is
similar to the Editing PO mode source code task in the flow
diagram shown in Fig. 1, but it is a task of translating the PO
files into the target language PO files using poEdit tool (see
more description about the poEdit tool below in Section C).
The Generating MO files task turns the target language PO
files into files of machine-oriented (MO) format.
Finally, the marked software sources code is compiled
and linked with the GNU Gettext libraries. This task is
automated with Perl [19] scripts managed by the Perl tools.
This will result in an executable software installed
somewhere that users will find it.
Marked software
source code

PO compendium
New PO
compendium
Target
language
PO files

Extracting
translatable
code (xgettext
tool involved)

Comparing
and refreshing
(msgmerge tool)

PACKAGE.pot

Run-time
linking
(Programming
tools)

Target language
PACKAGE.mo files

Software
output

Installing
target language
binary
(Perl scripts)

Source code
translating (PO
mode involving
poEdit tool)

New target
language
PO files

Generating
MO files
(msgfmt tool)

Target language
MO files

Figure 2. DMM information flow sub-graph of the execution environment
for i18n of software.

B. The Archive Retrieval Tools
The archive retrieval a tool is the building block of the
framework. With the tools, the framework must define how
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to use them and in what order to use them. The first refers to
task and the second to flow. The tools in each category are
described as follows.
 Programming Tools: These are found with Microsoft
Visual Studio .NET 2003, mainly the C/C++
compiler and linker. Programming tools includes
creating and compiling source code and debugging
and converting the source code into libraries,
components and executables.
 Internal Tools: These are mainly the GNU Gettext
utilities. Once the GNU Gettext is installed in the
execution environment, these tools are available for
the i18n framework to use. The i18n framework
reported in this paper only uses following internal
tools and invoke each tool with standard commands.
a) xgettext tool creates the PO template file
PACKAGE.pot.
b) msginit tool creates a new target language PO file
LANG.po from the PO template file
PACKAGE.pot.
c) msgmerge tool updates an existing target language
PO file LANG.po based on a newer version of
the PO template file PACKAGE.pot.
d) msgfmt tool generates binary MO files.
 Manipulation Tools: GNU Gettext also provides a
range of manipulation tools to manipulate PO files in
a way that is better performed automatically than by
hand. The i18n framework does not use these PO file
manipulation tools. Instead, it uses following two
open source tools: (1) poEdit is a cross platform
message catalogues editor which is software for
manipulation and translation of PO files. (2) SciTE is
a text editor that is specialized in source code
manipulation and it is used in the i18n framework
for text file editing and for manipulating source code
and Perl scripts. (3) Another set of tools used is from
Perl [19] which creates and runs Perl scripts to
automate the i18n tasks such as Generating MO files
and Installing target language binary.
C. Archive Translation and Interpretation
The definition and manipulation of tasks enable a
framework to carry out planning without users knowing the
details of operations and how they are implemented. Tasks
are performed by invoking specific processes. A task could
be, for example, encoding Unicode to transform character
sets for supporting multilingual languages. For the i18n
framework as illustrated in Fig.1 and Fig. 2, the tasks to be
performed are non-terminal and terminal. The non-terminal
tasks include:
1) Designing and coding sources is a combination of
tasks and processes for creating and programming source
code. Tools used in this task are programming tools.
2) Editing PO mode source code marks the source code
according to the GNU Gettext convention toward i18n.
3) Compiling and debugging is normally to generate the
source code into executable software and components which
do not necessarily have i18n.
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4) Installing and executing software is to arrange the
software, data files, linked libraries, the source files and
documentation in organized filing structures so that they can
be accessed by all i18n tools.
5) Extracting translatable code is to find translatable
code or strings from all source files and then to generate the
PO template file. This task mainly uses the xgettext tool.
6) Source code translating performs all translation of the
marked code and strings in the source code from the
common language (English) to the target languages. It is
carried out using poEdit tool.
7) Installing target language binary is automated with
Perl scripts. This task compiles each target language source
code and then links with a MO file into a linked library
(dynamic linked library) and installs the results in a specific
filing location.
The i18n framework has following three terminal tasks:
1) Comparing and refreshing uses the tool msgmerge to
update PO files whenever the source code is changed.
2) Generating MO files uses msgfmt tool to generate MO
files from target language PO files. This task can be
integrated with the Installing target language binary task
using Perl scripting to form an automated process.
3) Run-time linking is carried out during testing and
debugging phase of the final software. It will execute the
software by run-time linking the library generated by the
Installing target language binary task for a specific target
language. For CJK (Chinese, Japanese and Korean) and
other Unicode languages, appropriate font files must be
made available for this task to accomplish i18n (generating
font file is beyond scope of this paper).
D. The Retrieval Process
There are three general processes involved in the i18n
framework. The first one is for preparing source code; the
second is for translating the source code; the third is for runtime generating linked library. Each process is of course a
combination of tasks and sub-processes.
The first process includes creating and marking the
source code. This process is formed by the tasks in Fig. 1.
The second process involves in creating and updating the
template PO file and editing, updating and manipulating PO
files. The third process generates for each target language PO
file a target language MO file and then creates a run-time
link library for that target language. After the source code is
compiled into executable software, this run-time link library
enables the software with i18n. This process is the
combination of tasks Installing target language binary,
Generating MO files and Run-time linking as shown in Fig. 2.
V.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The framework shows how the complete i18n processes
could be carried out. It is certainly not the only possible
solution, but it provides a skeleton for real i18n packaging,
i.e. the key tasks that have to be accomplished.
A. System Requirements
The key requirement is a version of GNU Gettext Tools
(Version 0.14.4 for this paper) which is essential for i18n.
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All other internal tools (see the above Section IV) must be
installed as part of the execution environment. It must be
noted that Perl tools should be installed and program
compiler and linker tools should also be made accessible in
command line mode if Perl tools and Perl scripts are used to
automate some of the i18n tasks in the i18n framework.
B. Source Preparation
This is about programming or creation of software source
code. In this paper, it is C/C++ source. Bringing GNU
Gettext convention into software package is to identify in the
sources those strings which are meant to be translatable and
those which are untranslatable. Beside this, some simple and
standard changes are needed to initialize the GNU Gettext
library. Changes to the source code fall into three categories.
First, the programmer has to make the localization functions
known to all modules needing message translation. Second,
the programmer should properly trigger the operation of
GNU Gettext library when the program initializes, usually
from the main function. Last, the programmer should
identify and especially mark all translatable strings in the
source code [7].
As illustrated in Fig. 1, from the Designing and coding
sources task to the Marked software source code
specification, all work should be achieved by programming
tools. From this point, the source code is marked according
to the GNU Gettext programming convention and can be
either compiled into package without i18n or brought to the
next stage for translation toward i18n (see Fig. 2).
C. Generating PO template File
Once the source code has been modified and marked, the
Extracting translatable code task makes invocation of the
xgettext tool. This tool will find and extract all translatable
strings from the source code files and then create the PO
template file PACKAGE.pot. Below is a typical example of
the invocation of the xgettext tool:
xgettext -a --files-from=POTFILES.in -o PACKAGE.pot
where -a is an optional command to instruct the xgettext tool
to extract all marked strings from the source code files that
are listed in the input file POTFILES.in. The --filesfrom=POTFILES.in lets the xgettext tool to read the names
of the input source code files from the POTFILES.in file.
The -o optional command makes the xgettext tool to write
output to the file PACKAGE.pot.
D. Using PO Files
PO files store the translations; every target language
should have a single PO file. For instance, a Chinese
translation process will translate a PO file into a Chinese
(target language) PO file [18]. Normally, a translated PO file
contains previous translations provided by the translators.
The update of a PO file is done by the msgmerge tool.
Following is an example of the invocation of the msgmerge
tool to update the zh.po file:
msgmerge -u zh0.po PACKAGE.pot –output-file=zh.po
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[2]

where -u is to instruct the msgmerge tool to update the old
version of PO file, zh0.po, into a new version zh.po in
reference to the new version of file PACKAGE.pot.
E. Generating MO files
For each PO file (in corresponding to each language), the
i18n framework will generate one MO file via the msgfmt
tool. Below is an example that shows how the msgfmt tool is
invoked:
msgfmt -c zh.po --output-file=zh.mo
where -c instructs the msgfmt tool to perform a check on
language dependent format strings, contents of the source
file header entry and conflicts between domain directives and
the --output-file option. As the generated zh.mo file is a
binary file, it is ready for the programming tools (compiler
and linker) to use in generating a run-time link library such
as the dynamic link library zh.dll. It should be pointed out
that the i18n framework described above is only necessary
for software package maintainers or developers. End users
do not have to perform any of the tasks showed in Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2.
VI.

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
[9]

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

The i18n in an archive retrieval system does not mean
that information is simply translated via externalizing its user
interface. It is a process that demands for a collaborative
effort from managers, designers, programmers, translators
and it depends on users’ feedback for further development.
Every software, module or component needs i18n, but i18n
is not a simply a software translation. Translators may not be
able to choose the best phrase in the target language for any
text that may possibly be seen by an external user, that is,
error messages, help messages and the like. Archive
translation software should be concurrently carried out
within the whole software development cycle so that
translators are able to work within the context about the
software and the project. Software that supports Unicode is
not necessarily an i18n system or product. Unicode is a
coded character set. Only characters or parts of characters are
encoded, but there is no information about language, locale
and font. If a software product can support Unicode, it only
recognizes single characters. Unicode is for supporting
languages around the world, but it is not a panacea for i18n.
Further works are needed to (1) implement a language
code interpreter, (2) increate the vocabulary in the indexing
database and (3) test and validate the reliability of the system
tools.
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Abstract—This paper starts with an evaluation over the virtual
desktop cloud technology and its applications in business and
forecasts its development in the security and reliability of
information systems. It then proposes an architecture of
virtual desktop cloud based on the X86 platform. It finally
presents the implementation of the architecture and describes
how the architecture can significantly reduce the maintenance
costs and upgrading cycle of computing systems and facilities.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

With the development of computer technology and
Internet technology, cloud computing is emerging as a webbased process by which shared resources, software, and
information are provided to computers and other devices
such as smart phones on demand over the Internet [1]. As
terminal users increase rapidly in numbers, the demands for
both computing resources and shared information are
becoming diverse, which make the desktop management
extremely complicated and expensive in system installation
and maintenance [2].
Conventional IT systems are developed from a
centralization paradigm with distributed PCs for independent
users. Those systems have its advantages of customized
desktop environments, but are difficult to maintain and are
vulnerable to errors, risk and disasters. The desktop cloud
system described in this paper enhances the security of the
desktop environments. It adopts a centralized computation,
but relies on the architecture to realize mobile and remote
user applications, which represents so-call Private Cloud.
The architecture of this system is explained below.
The Teaching and Research Center within the School of
Information Science and Technology at the Shijiazhuang
Tiedao University has more than 12 computing laboratories,
with software and hardware being distributed in different
floors and buildings. This computing facility can
accommodate about 800 terminal users and is mainly
equipped for meeting the educational demands such as
postgraduate and undergraduate courses, tutorials and
projects. The facility is incorporated with various modern
computing technologies including .NET, Linux, JAVA,
Database, 2D/3D engineering, to name only a few. In the
early days, those computing laboratories relied merely on
system recovery cards, isolation units and recoverable
network devices to divide the computing resources
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(including software and hardware) into different sub-systems
and sections. Tailored for different teaching courses,
sectional systems had to be set and configured to meet the
specific requirements.
In such a scenario, it means that every computing
laboratory must install a number of different system
configurations for different demands, which had made the
overall facility complex and complicated, leading to a
significant of management and maintenance costs. At the
same time, due to the fast development of hardware and
software, the lifecycle of terminal PCs are becoming shorter
(upgraded and renewed for every 4 or 5 years), this has
added on a large annual cost over the maintenance of the
facility. On the contrary, as all other large organizations [2,
3 , 4], the budget for purchasing and maintaining computing
facilities including PCs at Shijiazhuang Tiedao University
has been tightly controlled and for some projects it has
reduced, which has inevitably created a dilemma between the
system upgrading and the management costs.
In the summer of 2010, the Institution started the project
called virtual desktop cloud to bring the state-of-the-art
technology and solutions to the aforementioned problems.
The project, via virtual servers, is to integrate a large
numbers of dedicated severs so that an optimize hardware
configuration can be established to reduce the computing
resources. Since the so-called Virtual Desktop Infrastructure
(VDI) has already been widely implemented on the campus,
computing resources previously in the user‟s desktops can be
integrated from the distributed PCs into the data center
through remote desktop protocol. The merits of such strategy
are (1) to extend the life of PCs, (2) to improve the customer
service quality and (3) to generate fast and repaid responses
to the customer‟s requests.
The implementation shows that the virtual desktop
technology has enabled PC customer‟s access their own
virtual desktop through any network port or equipment and
the computer lifecycle has been significantly extended.
Because all virtual desktops have been integrated in the data
center of cloud computing instead of being distributed over a
population of single PCs, very little resource is needed for
installing patch programs or security update in the individual
PCs. All previously existing system management and
maintenance tasks can be carried out in a cloud computing
architecture (within the data center), which provided a much
more flexibility and robust environment for students and
enabled them to access their own personal desktop anywhere
(and with much more mobility).
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With the aforementioned application example, this paper
presents a virtual desktop cloud and demonstrates its design
and implementation as a web-based process by which shared
resources, software, and information are provided to
computers and other user-centered devices, proposing an
architecture that is different from conventional IT
centralization infrastructure [5, 6, 7].
In the text to follow, Section II describes the proposed
system structure and Section III illustrates the work scheme
of the system and Section IV demonstrates the functionality
of the architecture. Section V provides a comparative study
to validate and justify the architecture against the IT
centralization paradigm. It also provides a brief description
of user experiences in terms of the design flexibility and
customization for different applications. Section VI shows
conclusion and future work.
II.

SYSTEM STRUCTURE

Virtual desktop cloud technology integrates
comprehensive virtualization technologies toward severs,
OS‟s, desktops, thin client, remote link protocol, and so on
[1]. Virtual desktop cloud solution differs from others in
that it can deliver personal desktops to customers by using
single mirrors. This solution simplifies desktop management
and improves the service quality, by which system
administrators are able to choose distributing systems more
flexibly. This enables the system to distribute desktops to
individual computing laboratories, remote libraries, staff
offices and student dormitories.

With the current installation and configuration of the
severs in the Teaching and Research Center in the School of
Information Science and Technology at the Shijiazhuang
Tiedao University, two virtual partitions are used where
desktop virtualization platforms and DVC [1, 2] (distant
visual cluster) software are involved. The first one has the
capacity of supporting 400 desktop platforms, which is built
through utilizing desktop virtualization platforms and
enterprise-level severs and disk arrays. The second one is a
distant visual cluster system built with high-performance
computers with distant visual cluster software, which is
mainly for graphical design and research projects on the
campus.
A. Architecture of VisualView Software
The desktop virtual platform has an architecture that
includes an end-to-end solution and can deliver desktop
applications in the form of managed services [1]. This
architecture is shown in Fig.1. The virtualization platform
provides a highly scalable, highly reliable and stable
platform for running virtual desktop applications, which has
the continuity of services and disaster recovery functions to
protect the user information and the desktop data [2]. The
platform provides a guarantee for desktop virtualization, and
is inexpensive and simple like traditional solutions. The
management center can completely control and check
clusters, host computers, virtual computers, memory,
network connections and other key factors within the virtual
basic architecture [3, 4].

CENTRALIZED VIRTUAL DESKTOP

CLONING LINKS

PLATFORM
Desktop
Delivery

4U

4U

4U

4U

4U

4U
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4U
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Management
View Manager
View Composer
ThinAPP
USER EXPERIENCE
Print
Multi-monitor Display
Multimedia
Redirect USB
PCoIP
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Figure 1. System Frame of Virtual Desktop Cloud.
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The virtual manager software can in theory manage
thousands of virtual desktops from a single memory image
for controllers, which simplifies desktop management,
allocation and deployment. At the same time, terminal users
can access virtual desktops safely and easily through the
Software-View Manager [4]. In an educational
establishment, students are able to establish rapidly a
desktop image shared with a single up-level image in virtual
disks through virtual composers. The virtual composer may
segment the user data and configuration for independent
management, so it will not affect the user data and
configuration whenever repairing and updating desktop
linked with up level images need to be carried out [5]. The
Virtual ThinApp simplifies the management and distribution
of applications, which can rapidly dispose the applications
to users and avoid any data transfer conflicts [2, 3, 4].
For software applications, the virtual manager is able to
manage as many virtual desktops from a single memory
image for controllers as they are needed. This arrangement
simplifies desktop management, allocation and deployment.
At the same time, terminal users can access virtual desktops
safely and easily through the Software-View Manager [4].
Students are able to establish rapidly a desktop image shared
with a single up-level image in virtual disks through virtual
composers. The virtual composer may segment the user data
and configuration for independent management, so it will

not influence the user data and configuration whenever
repairing and updating desktop linked with up level images
need to be carried out [5]. The Virtual ThinApp enhances
the functionality of management and simplifies the
distribution of applications. This architecture can therefore
rapidly dispose the applications to users and avoid any data
transfer conflicts.
B. Architecture of Distant Visual Cluster Systems
The distant visual cluster DVC [6] adopts a C/S
architecture including server-end and client-end. The serverend realizes OpenGL to accelerate the rendering cycles of
user applications and it compresses the rendering image for a
fast data transmission. For the client-end, it receives the
compressed images and extracts to display on the monitors.
The detailed architecture of DVC for these functions is
shown in Fig 2. The sever-end is connected with the clientend through specific protocols. Virtual displays are
virtualized by software in the server which directly sends 3D
graphic operation commands to the 3D acceleration graphic
card in the server-end. Test shows that this arrangement can
significantly improve the rendering efficiency via utilizing
accelerated rendering of 3D drivers. Events of mouse and
keyboard can be sent to the client-end through the protocols
in order to run applications in the server-end. These specific
processes are list below.

Virtual display
Uncompress
Local graphics

Process-A
Process-D
Process-B

compress

Process-F

Process-E

Local 3D
accelerate
render
4U

4U

4U

4U

4U

4U

4U

4U

4U

4U

4U

4U

Remote
display

Process-C
Compressed
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TCP/IP
Keyboard/mouse
events

Server
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Figure 2. Architecture of DVC sytem.
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1) Process-A: The local server-end utilizes the virtual
display and the process-F to realize the hardware and the 3D
accelerated rendering process in the server-end and it thus
forms a 2D rendering graph in virtual displays which is of
high-resolution and high-capacity [6].
2) Process-B: This is to compress the high-resolution and
high-capacity rendering graph to small-capacity graphs that
are suitable to transmit data in the network. It utilizes the
image compression technology with high compression ratio.
3) Process-C: This process transmits the compressed
graphs in the server-end to the distant client-end through
internet.
4) Process-D: This decompresses the graphs and the
graphs are received from the distant client-end.
5) Process-E: The rendering 2D graph and displaying in
client-end are processed in this phase.
6) Process-F: The virtual displays send the accelerated
rendering commands to the 3D accelerated hardware.
In the transmission between the sever-end and client-end,
the arrow represents the transmission process of the mouse
and keyboard events. From the above processes, it is shown
that the geometric model of the rendering section with huge
amount of calculation running on high speed graphic card
and the 2D graphic compressed data packed is extracted and
displayed on the monitor.
Data transmitted in the internet includes rendering graph
and mouse and keyboard event instead of 3D geometric
model data. This as a result substantially reduces the amount
of data transmitting in the networks and decreases the
dependence on networks, thus it improves the operations for
graphic applications. This is one of the obvious advantages
in employing DVC to realize distant 3D accelerated rending
for applications.
III.

DESCRIPTION OF SCHEME

A. Configuration of Virtual desktop Cloud Server
The configuration of the server used for virtual desktop
cloud is listed in Table I. The server is a standard 4U rack
which is an enterprise server whose main configuration can
be simply summarized as below.
TABLE I.
Processor
Memory
Hard disk
RAID card
NIC
HBA cark
power
fan
Management
software

CONFIGURATION LIST OF VIRTUAL DESKTOP CLOUD SERVER

Standard 4U rack enterprise server
Opteron 6134（2.3GHz，8 cores）*4
128GB ECC DDR3 1333 Registered memory；
supporting advanced management function
146GB, hot-swap 2.5 inch SAS *2
512MB SAS RAID card，with battery，supporting
RAID0/1/5/6/10/50/60
2 port gigabit-NIC with 5 gigabit network interface
single port 8Gb PCI-E optical fiber HBA card *2
1+1 redundancy hot-swap power module
Front 2+1 redundancy hot-swap fan
Integrated IPMI、iKVM、virtual media；distant
management software, condition monitoring software
for equipments; information management and distant
access software; backup and recovery software for sever
systems
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The processor is an Opteron 6134 with 8 cores; the
memory capacity is 128GB; the hard disk is 2 SAS hard
disks with 146GB capacity.
B. Memory Configuration for Virtual Desktop Cloud
The memory configuration for the virtual desktop cloud
has three parts which are as follows.
1) Requirements of memory capacity For the proposed
architecture, each user is allocated with a 20GB disk. This
capacity is determined for both systems described earlier. A
30GB disk capacity is used for data storage according to
literature [6]. In total it needs 20TB disk capacity for 400
users.
2) Configuration of memory capacity Using a fiber
channel storage array, a main cabinet and an extended
cabinet, the configuration and distribution are list below.
a) The 16 600GB/block disks provide a 8.4TB bare
space in which one block is used as a hot backup and the
other 15 bocks constitute the RAID5 module.
b) The 14 1TB/block SATA disks is able to provide
12TB bare disk space in which one block is used as a hot
backup and the others form the RAID5 module.
c) The system space is placed on the FC disks and the
data space is placed on the SATA disks.
3) Storage performance The fiber channel storage
array has 8Gbps channels and is constructed to provide a
transmission capacity of 20000 I/O per second which is to
meet the 400 I/O requirements designed for virtual desktop
applications.
C. Planning of Network
The communication networks among severs use an
independent 1000Mbps Ethernet, which is intended for the
data transmission between the virtual servers. The design
details of the network are listed in Table II.
TABLE II.
Equipment type

PLANNING OF NETWORK

Number

Detailed configuration

HPC platform
case

1

Independently supporting 5 nodes，
2 gigabit exchange module， 2
management modules equipped
with 2 2000W redundancy power
modules, supporting UPS modules,
memory modules and management
PC modules

Workstation
node

5

2*XeonE5620 /2*SAS2.5 inch
10K147G/ 24G/Nvidia Quatra
FX3800 professional graphic cards

PC module

1

160GB hard-disk，processor and
1G memory integrated system with
mouse, keyboard and monitor

DVC

1

Distant virtual workstation (cluster
system)

This part describes the communication networks between
the servers and the memories. The networks employ a two-
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link redundancy mechanism with two 8Gbps which are
capable of preventing all applications from sudden
shutdowns that may be caused by faulty devices or
communication units.
D. Configuration of Distant Visual Clusters
The distant visual cluster includes one high-performance
computer platform, five workstation nodes, one PC module,
one UPS module and the corresponding virtual workstation
cluster software.
Table Ш is the details for such a configuration. The
communication network between server and memory has
two sections, one has an 8Gbps FC and the other includes
two link redundancy mechanisms. The communication
network between server and server is a 1000Mbps Ethernet.
TABLE III.

CONFIGURATION OF DISTANT VIRTUAL CLUSTER

Type

Design

Communication network
between server and memory
Communication network
between server and server

IV.

A. 8Gbps FC
B. two link redundancy
mechanisms
1000Mbps Ethernet

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS

The system functions so far have fallen into two
categories in terms of its structure design. One is based on
the architecture and the other is on the cluster applications.
A. Architecture of Virtual Desktop
The virtual desktop employs an optimized cloud
computing platform which serves as its underlying
architecture. This platform provides efficient server virtual
functions. As a background support, it has following five
features.
1) Extensibility
Each management unit supports up to 1000 virtual
machines, which makes it suitable for a large deployment of
virtual desktops. By using vMotion [7], the system is made
more efficient and faster than conventional IT infrastructures
and the migration time can be shortened significantly.
Depending on service demands and the priority to compress
and add desktop applications, the server resource is able to
distribute in a dynamic module.
2) High performance
vSphere, equipped with high performance, is able to
provide a fast and stable platform for the virtual desktop
applications and to obtain an optimal status of the servers
and virtual machines by using the monitoring platform [7].
3) Optimum density
With the increasing density of virtual desktops, there are
16 to 20 virtual desktops per core, this can increase the
numbers of the supporting machines in each sever.
4) High-availability and business connectivity
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vSphere optimizes the workload of the desktops. The
performance improves because of the reduction of the
memory exchange.
5) Rapid disaster recovery
Both the data recovery technology and the vMotion [7]
technology are able to provide the safety of the virtual
desktop platforms.
The system administrators are able to use the virtual
desktops as a central controlling node. This node supports
terminal users for safe and flexible accesses to the virtual
desktops and is able to deliver the desktops in a style which
is called the managed security service model. The virtual
management software possesses an expansibility and
reliability and utilizes a management interface. This interface
is formed for the Web services to create and update the
desktop images, to manage the user data, to implement the
global strategy and to manage and monitor as many virtual
desktops as it is currently needed (about 1000)
simultaneously.
B. Distant Visual Cluster Software
The 2D or 3D software is needed for routine teaching and
research needs. Those software systems are used to meet
visual demands for processing the exchanged data. Base on a
number of tests and experimental tries, the solution of DVC
has solved the aforementioned problems. The configuration
of the system is described below.
1) Improving the security of data.
Distant users are able to access and operate the
corresponding applications; there is no other data to transmit
to the distant users except for the distant desktops which
ensures the safety of the user data.
2) Improving hardware utilization.
By using the DVC software, one workstation can support
a number of different users at the same time, thus improving
the rate of facility utilization.
3) Improving efficiency.
Through the DVC software, staff and students are able to
work anywhere and participate in a virtual environment that
is efficient and effective.
4) Reducing management cost.
With the DVC software, the hardware and software can
be integrated seamlessly, which effectively reduces the
management costs, improves the operational efficiency and
extends the life span of the systems that are involved.
V.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF SCHEME

The above design and implementation has been used in a
one year teaching and research environment as a testing
period and the user experience indicates that the virtual
desktop cloud solution is such an implementation that is able
to support in an enterprise level the distant dynamic access of
desktop systems and the unified managed technology of data
centers. In comparison to the tradition IT systems, it is a new
module that is based on servers and thin client modules so
that system administrators and users can take the advantages
of the two modules simultaneously.
The results show that all desktop virtual machines are
trusted and uniformly managed in the data center. The users
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can have the same user experience as but better results than
with the traditional IT systems via the thin client, the similar
equipment in LAN or distant access. Especially under the
virtual desktop cloud architecture, the openness and zerotouch of the cloud computing basic architecture can be
realized. In the transaction process of shift toward the cloud
computing from the traditional paradigm, robust data
protection and full utilization of resource can be achieved.
The vSphere can realize a free migration between the
servers and the virtual machines. This will help in realizing
an automatic detection of fault. It can also obtain the
distributed resource allocation to realize a balanced workload
among applications. The vMotion can help in achieving the
real-time migration between running servers, obtaining zeroshutdown characters, which is able to enhance the
availability of the servers and to increase data security.
It is also justified in the testing period that the virtual
desktop architecture provides a safe and reliable data storage
center, protecting the users from data loss, virus entry and
other online hazards. A convenient and fast „could server‟
can reduce the workload compared to the old daily
maintenance work. It is verified that the system
administrators are able to carry out easily the maintenance
work including maintaining hardware, installing and
updating software, preventing virus and network attacks.
Finally, users only need to type their address or login details
to access the system and carry out the work exactly the same
manner as on PCs. Cloud computing provides almost infinite
space for storing and managing the data and provides the
most so far capability for completing large applications.
However, as for information security, user experience,
existing bandwidth, product type choosing and allocation
respects, the virtual desktop planning still face many
technical and commercial challenges. For security and
privacy of personal data, identity authentication and data
backup should be enforced to ensure the high reliability and
availability of data in the implementation phase. Since
various mobile storage devices are being used today, printing
and transmission of streaming media data may restrict the
users to access the virtual desktops and their application data.
VI.

management of computing resources, idle computing units
and storage can be reduced substantially.
Future works are needed to (1) carry out further study
toward empirical validation of the system so that the
proposed architecture can be justified for its claimed
functions; (2) the development process needs to be further
validated and more user experiences need to be gathered to
examines the merits and failures of the design and
implementation, especially the design flexibility for new
required features and the customizing ability for different
applications.
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Abstract—Through the research and analysis on the contests of
the IT organization management mode, operation platform
and the trend of Network Contests (NC) development , the
paper explores the issue about Dragon-lab federal experiment
cloud and network contest environment construction,
furthermore, it proposes a comprehensive solution for network
contests layered management model based on the cloud
computing. The solution has the following novel features: (i) a
hierarchical level of contest management model based on cloud
computing resources; (ii) design for network framework based
on the Dragon-lab federal experimental cloud; (iii) service
operation mode in Dragon-lab experiment cloud; (iv)
scheduling strategy for the contest management platform. The
advantages of scheme lie in: (i) eliminating the limitations of
contestants, physical location, match point location and
hardware/software resource space in the maximum; (ii)
promoting the scheduling and sharing of device resource
among the different NC areas; (iii) reducing the NC cost and
improving the efficient utilization of the tournament game
equipment. Finally, the solution had been verified, in Dragonlab experiment cloud, by successfully hosting network skills
competition in four NC regional sites.
Keywords- cloud computing; dragon-lab federal; Network
Contest; experiment cloud; contest management model

I.

INTRODUCTION

The contest based on computer use and development
started from 1970. Since the Texas A&M university held the
first games, this new discovery and the way of developing
top students majoring in computer science, responded
positively by some U.S. and Canadian universities
immediately[1]. In 1977, the international collegiate
programming contest (ACM/ICPC) organized by ACM has
become a classic event-an annual session of multinational
international computer programs.
With the booming of Internet technology and rapid
development, contests about network equipment use skills
have appeared in recent ten years. Among those the most
famous are: ICTF UCSB Contest[2], Collegiate Cyber
Defense Competition[3], NTU Network Security
Competition[4], and China university NOC description
activity network security competition, network skills contest
sponsored by education ministry[5], etc. Competition
contents of Network Contests mainly focused on the design
and implementation of network security solution in LAN of
the enterprises, campus and government which emphasizes
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network attack and defense technology. The purpose of NC
is to test contestants’capabilities in understanding and
manipulating Internet infrastructure and business information
system security. This kind of competition demands large
amount of network equipment, meanwhile, the management
of the contest is a little complex.
The competition management of computer program
mostly use the following systems: Programming Contest
Control (PC2) and Mooshak system[6]. Both are based on
C/S structure of competition system which only support
single regional sites competition, while do not support
division online competitive[7][8]. This system cannot
directly support network tournament organization
management.
In recent years, with the increasing number of
participants in Network Contests, the competition modes are
also developing toward the trend of multi participant areas
and multi participant spots. Obviously, the existing local
contest organization management cannot meet the
requirement of the of network tournament’s development.
Therefore, how to eliminate the limitations of physical
location of the traditional tournament mode, how to take the
advantage of network environment in maximum in order to
satisfy the demands of the network contests which includes
depending largely on network equipment, large quantities,
variety types, complex requirements and high requirement of
hardware and software environment, becomes the major
problem of our study. In the process of research, we propose
the Dragon-lab federal experimental environment and
construct experimental cloud network to solve the problem
of effective use of network equipment; Using cloud
computing technology in order to develop contests
management system based on cloud service environment,
promoting the scheduling and sharing of device resource
among different NC areas, and verifying the effective of this
idea by holding a four areas of the joint tournament. The
value of this study lies in expanding the application field of
cloud computing.
The use of cloud computing in contests has not been
reported yet[9~13]. The construction of contests is
developing rapidly, therefore, the unity resource platform
and regulation rules will be benefit to network contests. For
some contest sponsors, the cost of building contests
computing center is too high which does not match with the
fast development of contests and diversification of services.
The cloud computing mode supply contests sponsor with
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appropriate schemes, using cloud computing can coordinate
the network infrastructure, network equipment and the tasks
of date center based on contests. This mode can effectively
reduce the cost and the work of maintain, upgrade and
update equipment can be done less.
Maximize the resources sharing. Using the stronger
management mechanism, automation deployment and high
level of virtuality function of cloud computing techniques, to
realize the maximization of network virtual environment
resource sharing and co-work.
II.

THE BASIS OF CLOUD COMPUTING

This section illustrates the key technologies currently
used in cloud computing which lay a foundation of contest
organization management based on cloud computing that
proposed in the next section.
A. The types of cloud computing service
The types of cloud computing service have three
mainstream types according to the types of classification
approach[10]: infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a
service (PaaS), software as a service (SaaS).
Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) is the basic facilitate.
Service providers offer servers, storage and other hardware,
so users’ application system and software can be managed by
the Service providers.
B. The application of cloud computing
Cloud computing, based on virtualization and web,
providing services such as basic architecture, platform, and
software, integrating the large-scale extensible computation,
storage, data, and application of distributed computing
resources to carry on the work together. As a brand new
Internet application mode, this paper mainly discusses the
following points.
(1) Virtualization technology
Virtualization technology provides an effective solution
to resource management in cloud computing. By sealing the
service in virtual machine and rejecting to each physical
server, virtualization technology can remap the virtual and
physical resource according to the change of loading, as a
result, the balance load of the whole system can be realized.
(2) Security technology
It includes the following six areas: (i) The security about
access control of cloud. (ii) Data security and privacy
protection. (iii) Audit Security. (iv) Storage security. (v)
Defense security. (vi) Safety laws and regulations.
(3) Storage technology
The data storage layer of cloud connects the different
types of storage devices to achieve the goal of unified
management of massive data and centralized management of
storage devices, status monitoring, and dynamic capacity
expansion. In essence, it is a service-oriented distributed
storage systems to meet the need of performance and storage
capacity requirements under the conditions of multi-user.
(4) Scheduling and allocating technology
The scheduling and allocating in cloud computing
supports three levels management: (i) It specifies how much
processing power per core in a host should be assigned for
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each virtual machine. (ii) The virtual machine allocates an
available amount of processing power to independent unit of
the task. (iii) It must decide to choose which data center for
the user and use the strategies of resources management and
model of cost about access in the data center for cloud
services.
III.

NETWORK CONTEST ORGANIZATIONAL MANAGEMENT
MODE

The whole contest is generally managed by three
institutions. Its management system adopts B/S structure,
and running on the Dragon-lab federal experiment cloud
network platform which based on CERNET, supporting fast,
efficient communication command and control, so it can
avoid congestion caused by all the participants access to a
site simultaneously.
The three levels of management institutions are:
organizing committee, executive committee and sub-regional
contests. (i) The organizing committee is responsible for
managing the affairs of information center about contest. (ii)
The executive committee is responsible for the management
of the business center in sub-regional contests. (iii) The subregional contest is only responsible for the competition in the
LAN and monitoring the competition, checking the
eligibility and marking the features for contestants online.
The number and the position of the centers for information
and business management can be dynamically arranged
based on the actual demand.
The service target of the contest management system are
contestants, judges in review committee, staff of the centers
for business in executive committee, staff of the centers for
information management in contest organizing committee
and visitors who have not registered. The jury, the
organizing committee and the executive committee are
related to the management of organizations, in the
management system for contest, they are called the judges,
staff of the centers for information management, staff of the
centers for business separately.
The management system of the network contest is
divided into two corresponding subsystems which are the
management systems of the business and information. The
management system of business manage sub-regional contest
and be responsible for competition device resource
scheduling and judging sub-regional contest. The
management system of information includes events
proposition and event information openness. By using the
strategy of cloud computing, the contest management
platform can resolve the problem of space limitation in the
contest user, location, hardware and software resources. The
model of hierarchical architecture about contest was shown
as Fig. 1.
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comprehensive designed network experiment become
possible.
Remote visualization experimental configuration.
Dragon-lab is a remote laboratory, which can customize the
lab environment remotely by using a dedicated client
program by means of visualization.
Programmable experiments. Dragon-lab presents an
innovative idea about programmable experiments. The
experimental repeatability is improved by translating the lab
environment definition into an executable test script.

Figure 1. Example of a model of hierarchical architecture about contes

IV.

CONTESTS MANAGEMENT BASED ON DRAGON-LAB
FEDERAL EXPERIMENT CLOUD

A. Contests management based on Dragon-lab federal
experiment cloud
Federal is a unique form of cooperation. It mainly
consists of two meanings: autonomy and cooperation.
Autonomy means that the resources of the federal are
invested, maintained and cooperated by members
autonomously and voluntarily. The federal of network
infrastructure is a loose coupling form, resources invested by
members may not be stable, but with a certain level, the
effects of random will gradually decrease, while the
advantage is obvious, that is, low operating costs and strong
sustainable development.
Dragon-lab[14] is the research platform of CNGICERNET2 which is a large-scale IPv6 Internet’s backbone
network belongs to China Education and Research Network.
It is the only large-scale next-generation Internet
technology cooperative research platform that based on
federal structure.
B. Key characteristics of Dragon-lab experimental cloud
network
The network is run in multi space-time environment.
Dragon-lab will integrate all kinds of network application
environments including the center of internet exchanges,
international backbone networks, national backbone network,
campus network, satellite, wireless, etc, which can record
and playback IPv4/IPv6 network flow at any time, and
import OSPF, ISIS and BGP routing information from
running network. Therefore, through Dragon-lab long time
and large space span, real network behavior research and
running can be carried out.
Unified and efficient management of network
equipment[15].By using Dragon-lab special configuration
system, it can manage the existing laboratory equipment
unified, and break the original laboratory situation of isolated
and inapplicable. By creating a unified experiment platform,
and making full use of the original equipment, the local
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C. Dragon-lab Network Contests management
Network contests management system, running in
Dragon-lab federation experiment network cloud platform,
contains three parts: the organizing committee contests
information center, executive committee business
management centers and area sites. Network infrastructure
which is used by contests also has three-layer in figure 2.
Cloud computing mainly supply the following services: (i)
infrastructure service, namely multi-area management which
is in charge of the executive committee, supply hardware
resource, distribute and adjust those network equipment
resource through virtualization technology. (ii) software
service, dynamically using resources such as software tool,
application system. (iii) data service , cloud computing data
supply data sharing, date storage and data recovery.
In the Fig. 2, Dragon-lab federal runs in the China
education online, and the core main node is in Beijing in
Tsinghua university. The nodes of the first level are
provincial node, which is the center of the contests
information, called CCI (including data center, contests
information management platform, the backbone network
equipment, etc.). Secondary nodes are division business
center (division data center), administrating the business of
the contests and the next level of resources, such as servers,
host, switches, routers, network security equipment, and the
equipment of agreements and flow analysis, equipped with
division competition business management platform. The
nodes of the third level are tournament competition points
which connected with many kinds of network equipment.
Through the above level nodes, scheduling, sharing
equipment resources can be realized.
Through login the spots management systems of the
business, the user can use the resources of each division
management center to take part in the contest. Area business
management center is responsible for the division review and
management. The contact between the contests spots and the
area management center are randomly composed and
expanding easily. Business management systems of the
contests spots which use cloud computing can improve the
expansibility, maintainability and resources utilization of the
system, etc.
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Figure 2. Dragon-lab federal experiment cloud Network infrastructure.

V.

SHARING CONTESTS RESOURCE IN ENVIRONMENT
CLOUD

The contests resource service running in cloud computing
complete are achieving through running in contests/areas
data center. This service divide into 5 classes: data discovery,
resource allocation, resource storage, resource scheduling
and monitoring.
A. network resource running Ways in Dragon-lab
experiment cloud
•Cloud computing service agents assign the competition
task which is submitted by area users to appropriate area data
center. Area data center agent will receive request of all
kinds of contests application examples, and then change
these requests into cloud task of contests data center,
schedule Dragon-lab experiment cloud software/hardware
infrastructure resource through virtual machine, complete
tasks of real time monitoring, scheduling and resource
allocation. The detail flow is shown in Fig. 3.
Users in area sites
Division Data Centers(DDC)
Competition application cases
(cloud tasks)

DDC
selection trategy

Tasks
selection trategy

Balance loading of dragon-lab experiment cloud network
infrastructure resource is completed through scheduling
strategy in Fig. 4. The scheduling strategy mainly includes
creating, using, destroying and so on.
New contests data center register service information into
cloud service agent. When cloud service agent receive
request of area user, it chooses appropriate area data center,
schedules and arrange cloud resource task based on user
service quality demand, and then take charge of real time
coordinate task between user and service.
The monitor center is located at the data center agent of
division, in each terminal of network shared device of the
division data center, there are configuration of monitor nodes.
The monitor nodes are responsible for monitoring the status
of computing power resources and usage of the network
device, the main information is the property of equipment
resources, IP address, the size and usage of CPU and
memory, etc real-time information; These information is
passed to the monitoring center. The monitoring agent uses
the polling monitor strategies, according to the information
of the terminal of the monitoring nodes, records the real-time
situation of each node periodically and dynamically. Each
division data center adopting disaster recovery technology,
achieves storage of the important data of network events.
Fulfill distribute computing resource on demand by
creating visual machine in the area of data center. Each
visual machine is correspond to the resource of network
device. Visual technology can make the visual machine
remap to physical resource according to the change of load,
through packaging services in the visual machine and
mapping to the specific network device. The software of
visual platform can cut proper size of visual computer pieces
(including the kind of device, the number of CPU, the
memory size .etc) according to the demand of the contest.
The task is running on the visual machine, and data center
assign visual resource. By creating, destroying and
transferring visual machine periodically, the load balance of
cloud network infrastructure resources of Dragon-lab
experiment can be reached.
division data center
Users list
in area sites

NC
tasks list

Virtual
Machines

Network
device list

User-1

T1

VM1

Host-1

User-2

T2

VM2

……

T3

VM3

Host-2

Virtual Machine
Software and hardware infrastructure
resources(Dragon-labExperimental
cloud network)

Resources
allocation trategy

Figure 3. Example of resources scheduling and management in Dragon-lab
Experimental cloud

VM3

User-n

Cloud
computin
g service
agent

Tn

VMn

Host-n

Monitor
center agent

Tasks
scheduling
agent

Resource
allocation
agent

division data center service agent
Figure 4. Example of Load balance in Dragon-lab resources
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B. The scheduling strategy of test management platform
The strategy execute by contest/area data center service
agent include: monitor strategy, resource distribution and
task schedule. It can cluster and divide resource according to
K-means algorithm. The resource in the data center can be
divided into several clusters according to Qos in order to find
the proper resource which matches the task quickly when
schedule and distribute resource to data center, by this way
fulfill the common Qos reputation of users, then complete
this task.
Work scheduling strategy and resource allocation
strategy use the way of first come first service, and join the
general expectation constraint of the user service quality QoS,
and budget limit and time limit, matching the service tasks of
the user and the resources of the virtual machine with
network equipment. The specific methods are: normalizing
the data of the tasks, making the normalized task data and
general expectation constraint data as equipment quality,
CPU, memory, bandwidth, expenses, at last calculating the
minimum distance of equipment resources according to the
Euclidean distance equation “(1)” namely the host resources
which is the most conformed to the user QoS general expect,
and then making the virtual machine resources of executing
the tasks and the network equipment resources matched. The
scheduling algorithm involves 5 aspects.
D ( x, y ) || x  y ||

n

 (x








i

 yi ) 2


The selection function of date center: sequence the
data registered in the cloud service agent by priority,
according to user's Qos demand.
Resource Clustering: cluster and device the source in
data center and sequence it by computing power
through K-means algorithm.
Function of task parameters and classification: set
general expectation vector of task QoS, and assign
parameters of classification when submit task by
user. Creating visual machine for task execution.
VM resources parameterized algorithm function:
calculating standardized resources parameters on
VM host.
Matching task with resources: In accordance with
the classification of task, the task of each category
correspond to the general expectations and
parameters of the resource vector is matching,
computing the Euclidean distance algorithm to
achieve the task with the host VM resource binding.
i 1

VI.

PROVING CASES

The second College Network Skill Contest for Hebei
Province in China was hold under Dragon-lab federal
experiment Cloud Network environment. Contest resources
were distributed in four colleges, which are Tsinghua
University in Beijing, Shijiazhuang Railway University in
Shijiazhuang, Hebei Polytechnic University in Tangshan,
and North China Institute of Aerospace in Langfang. Shared
network device resources compose of switches, routers and
servers supporting Ipv6,etc.Using cloud computing service
mechanisms for this network contest works, it was very
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effective to realize the share of the various types of network
experiment resource ,and it can also reduce concentrated
calls of network devices for contests, the players can join
contests nearby, which greatly reduced the cost of contests.
The typical applications in this case, which using test bed
for Next Generation Network--Dragon-lab federal
experiment platform, had proved a number of network
services for Ipv6.The content IPv6 address configuration and
planning of covers routers, switches and servers, such
as:(i)Router configuration: address translation between IPv4
and IPv6, configurations of static routers and OSPFv3 router
protocols, ISATAP tunnel configurations, etc. (ii)Switch
configuration: switches' IPv6 address configurations, divided
VLAN and no-state configuration for subnet getting IP
address. (iii)Parts of system application: configuring the
ISATAP tunnel on PCs; configuring IIS services on servers
which using IPv6 address of servers for access, etc.
VII. CONCLUSION
With the development of cloud computing technology, it
will expand a new development space for the contests field.
The management and information processing of the contests
will gradually migrate to the cloud, which will have a
significant and far-reaching impact on the areas of
competition. Contest participants can make better use of the
information resources and services with the cloud computing
services. Contest management agencies can manage the
contests resources, organize and operate the contest process
much better.
Cloud computing obtained four achievements in the
application of network contests:
A. Integrate the resource and improve the service
functions of the competition
Through the integration of contests resources, the
contests cannot be effected by the geographical location, data
processing ability of server etc. The construction of the
contests resources need to emphasize the introduction of new
technology and the construction of contests contents,
meanwhile, emphasize the utilization, retrieval and
sustainable development of resources, improving the service
consciousness of resource construction, satisfying the
effective sharing and utilization of information and resources.
Tournament organizers and contests spot who using clouds
large-scale server groups, have powerful computation ability
and high bandwidth, can rapidly respond to the request of
user.
B. Reducing the cost of hardware, providing economical
software service
Using cloud computing, most tasks of computing is
carried out by cloud end, the computer is just connected to
internet. By cloud computing, purchasing cost of hardware
and software will be reduced greatly. The demand of
terminal equipment is low by using cloud computing.
Therefore, cloud computing will be popular in contest field
for it can reduce purchasing and maintaining cost for the
contest host. Some commonly used software such as online
document editing tools, contest software tools can adopt
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cloud computing. If the contest areas connect to the service
of cloud computing, the cost of software construction and the
expense of maintain and update will be reduced. What the
users do is just open the explorer, use the cloud computing,
perform the contest management, contest staff management
and take part in the contest.
C. Building contest Platform of network competition ,
convenient for contest and study
With the gradual development and popularization of
Cloud Computing pattern, processing varieties of
information about competition will be gradually transplanted
to Cloud, which will take a positive influence on network
competition. Cloud Computing will have an active influence
on building environment of colonial competition and
individual autonomy learning and implementing change and
sharing information. Users can freely choose related methods,
among those the service, resource and platform are provided
by Cloud Computing, which provides network competitor
and learner abundant resource of network competition and a
favorable platform for competing and studying. That will
help to launch network competition.
D. Providing more secure and reliable data center to
avoid illegal attack and destruction
With the virus and hacker prevailing, the security and
reliability of data are becoming more and more important.
Cloud Computing service is severing for competition which
uses the most advanced data center in the world to store data.
There is a powerful technological management team
managing the committed data, which provides the
competition reliable and secure data storage center. There is
no need to worry about the data loss problem caused by
intrusion of virus and hacker and destruction of hardware by
using Cloud Computing platform.
In the Internet era, the virus and hackers are rampant,
data security and reliability is becoming more and more
important. Contests which use cloud computing service, can
store the data by the advanced data center in the world, have
the strong technical management team to manage the
submitted data, and provide reliable and safe data storage
centers for the tournament. By using the cloud computing
platforms, there is no need to worry about data loss problems
resulting from viruses and attacks of hackers and hardware
damage in the future contest areas
There are many issues that we have to explore because of
the opening of cloud computing, high efficiency of
equipment, extendibility, deployment flexibility of the
business and so on.
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Abstract— Cloud Computing is a generic term for anything
that involves delivering hosted services over the internet, based
on a pay-as-you-go approach. Cloud Computing offers
numerous benefits and, therefore, many large enterprises have
embraced the cloud technologies and infrastructures. Vendors
are also developing tools and applications to fulfill the demand
and tap into the growing market. Like any new technology and
paradigm, there are also numerous issues and concerns,
including security and availability of data. This paper explores
some of the security issues surrounding data location, mobility
and availability as well as issues relating to the security of data
at rest. The aim is to provide some useful background
information for enterprises preparing to take advantage of
Cloud Computing paradigm.
Keywords- cloud computing; enterprise computing; cloud
security; data privacy; data security

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud Computing is a generic term for anything that
involves delivering hosted services and computing resources
over the Internet. It is ‘a style of computing where
massively scalable IT-enabled capabilities are delivered as
services to external customers using Internet technologies’
[1]. According to NIST (National Institute of Standards and
Technology, US), it provides ‘a convenient, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of computing resources’ [2,
3]. Here, resources refer to computing applications, software
services, platforms and computing infrastructures. Forrester
[4] suggests that Cloud Computing refers to ‘a pool of
abstracted, highly scalable and managed infrastructure
capable of hosting end-customer applications and billed by
consumption’. It is the latest paradigm in distributed
computing that promises to revolutionize IT and business by
making computing available as a utility over the World
Wide Web.
General public have been using Cloud Computing in the
form of Internet services like Hotmail (since about 1996),
YouTube (since about 2005), Facebook (since about 2006)
and Gmail (since about 2007). Hotmail is probably the first
cloud computing application that allowed the general public
to keep their data in the form of text and files at the vendor’s
servers. Since then, many other services have emerged that
allow users to store information (such as text files,
photographs, video clips and music) and perform processing
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without paying any upfront fees. Some well known
examples include: Twitter, Myspace, Wikipedia and Google
docs. These are typically consumer oriented services,
different from enterprise-oriented tasks, but the underlying
principles are the same i.e. to provide the storage space and
processing capability. In the commercial arena,
Amazon.com was one of the first vendors to provide storage
space, computing resources and business functionality
following the cloud computing model. Salesforce.com,
founded in 1999, pioneered the concept of delivering
enterprise applications as services to enterprises. In 2002,
Amazon Web Services provided a suite of cloud-based
services and, later in 2006, it launched Elastic Compute
Cloud (EC2) that allowed companies and individuals to rent
computers on which to run their own enterprise
applications. The number of cloud services providers and
the applications, platforms and infrastructures are increasing
at such a rate that, in 2009, Gartner listed Cloud Computing
as number 1 in its top 10 strategic technology areas for 2010
[10, 11]. The reasons why more and more companies are
planning to take advantage of IT Cloud Computing
solutions include:
 reduced costs associated with delivering IT services
 reduced management responsibilities
 increased business efficiency and agility
 easy access to software and hardware resources
available elsewhere
 no long term contracts with vendors.
A report on Cloud Computing published in Jan 2010
[12] suggests that: 1) Enterprises are now moving beyond
experimentation; 2) they are beginning to develop and
deploy management software to deal with scaled Cloud
environments; and 3) they are beginning to develop
enterprise-level policies and standards for dealing with
Public and Hybrid Clouds.
In the rest of this paper, we first outline the benefits that
Cloud Computing offers and briefly discuss the deployment
approaches. Then, in Sections III and IV, we discuss, in
some detail, the inherent issues with respect to mobility and
security of data held on Clouds. The last section presents a
brief conclusion.
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II.

CLOUD COMPUTING

A. The Promise
Large vendors like IBM, Dell, Oracle and Sun have
started to take strong positions with respect to Cloud
Computing provision [5]. The essential features of this latest
paradigm include [2, 6]:
 On-demand services: to enable users to avail of
computing capabilities as and when required
 Resource pooling: to allow dynamically assigned
computing resources to serve multiple consumers
 Rapid elasticity: to allow services, resources and
infrastructures to be automatically provisioned
 Measured provision: to provide a metering capability
to determine the usage for pricing purposes
 Effective management: to provide and facilitate easy
monitoring, controlling and reporting.
Cloud Computing is an attractive paradigm that can be
massively scalable. It provides benefits of efficiency,
flexibility and high utilization that, in turn, can result in
reduced capital investment costs and lower operational
expenditure. The Cloud offerings from service providers
and vendors are continuing to mature and increase in
number. With this, the cost savings are becoming
particularly attractive. There is no doubt that Cloud
Computing is making supercomputing available to the
masses.
B. Deployment Approaches
Cloud Computing can be classified and deployed in a
number of ways e.g. as public, private or hybrid clouds.
Public Clouds are networks where services are provided
by third parties and hosted and managed by the service
providers. The Cloud providers take on the responsibilities
of installation, management, provisioning and maintenance.
Consumers are charged only for the resources they use
following a pay-as-you-go model.
Private Clouds are proprietary networks normally
residing within the enterprises for the exclusive use of the
organization or for a known group of consumers. In case of
Private Clouds, the enterprise is in charge of maintaining the
Cloud and also responsible for security and regulatory
compliance issues. The issues of data security are, therefore,
somewhat reduced.
Hybrid Clouds are a combination of Private and Public
Clouds. In this case, the management responsibilities are
often split between the enterprise and the Public Cloud
providers, which can often become an issue of concern. For
mission critical processes, this type of Cloud infrastructure
is much more effective because of enhanced control and
management by the enterprise itself.
The Cloud model consists of, typically, three
components which refer to three types of services: Software
Services, Platform Services and Infrastructure Services.
These services may be defined as follows:
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 Software as a Service (SaaS): referring to prebuilt
and vertically integrated applications available for
purchase or use by customers as services. Here,
customers are looking to ‘hire’ easy-to-consume
functionality.
 Platform as a Service (PaaS): referring to application
development toolkits and deployment tools (e.g.
application servers, portal servers and middleware)
which clients make use of to build and deploy their
own applications. Here, customers are looking to buy
time and cost savings in deploying applications.
 Infrastructure as a service (IaaS): referring to
hardware (e.g. servers, storage space, network
devices, etc) to enable Cloud Platforms and
Applications to operate. Here, customers are looking
to hire computing. Since, the infrastructure is offered
on pay-for-what-you-use basis, it is sometimes
referred to as utility computing.
C. Inherent Issues
Notwithstanding the benefits that Cloud Computing
offers, there are numerous issues and challenges for
organizations embracing this new paradigm. Zhen [8] lists a
number of major challenges with respect to the following: 1)
governance, management and updating of data; 2)
management of software services; 3) monitoring of products
and processes; 4) reliability and availability of systems and
infrastructure and 5) security of information and data. The
Expert Group Report [9] mentions a number of issues
including: 1) concerns over security with respect to valuable
knowledge, information and data placed on an external
service; 2) concerns over availability and business
continuity; and 3) concerns over data transmission across
anticipated broadband speeds. Other shortcomings, as
mentioned by various researchers, include: 1) no native
security attributes; 2) inadequate or no security provisioning
by providers; 3) lack of understanding of cloud legal issues;
and 4) the failure to recognize potential liability from either
legal issues or a lack of security. Issues with respect to
"control" are also real concerns. A closer examination
reveals that the major concerns may be broadly classified as
those relating to the following:
 Security, including reliability and availability
 Governance and Management.
In this paper, we discuss issues with respect to data
mobility, security and availability. Other issues are
discussed in a companion papers which is under preparation.
III.

DATA MOBILITY AND SECURITY

Cloud Computing provides services with respect to
enterprise applications (software components and systems),
computing
platforms
(development
tools)
and
infrastructures (hardware including servers). Befits are huge
but the inherent issues are also many. Some of the major
issues refer to the security of data. In this respect, there are
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many dimensions including: data security, data privacy, data
protection, data availability and data transmission. Forrester
[22] combines these into three groups: 1) Security and
Privacy; 2) Compliance; and 3) Legal and Contractual.
Some of these are now discussed in some detail.
A. Data Mobility
Cloud Computing offers a high degree of data mobility
in the sense that data stored on the Cloud may reside on a
location geographically a long way away from the
organization that owns the data. In a majority of cases, the
owners and the users know where the data resides; however,
this may not be true in all cases. Unless there is a
contractual agreement that data should stay in a particular
location or reside on a given known server, the Cloud
providers may decide to keep it moving from one location to
another. There are several reasons for this, including: 1)
reducing the cost of storing data; 2) efficiency of retrieval of
data; 3) easy availability of data; 4) efficient linking of
different data resident on different locations; and 5) resource
optimization. Security risks and issues are already big
concerns. When data mobility is at a high level then the
risks and issues increase many folds especially when data is
transferred to another country with different regulations.
High levels of data mobility also have negative implications
for data security and data protection as well as data
availability.
Many factors influence the choice of location for data
centres including the cost as the cost of running a centre is
high on the list of priorities [19]. The attraction of colocation and distribution of data is particularly justifiable
due to the bandwidth efficiencies that this could provide.
For instance Amazon’s CloudFront data centres are located
in the following cities: Ashburn Virginia, Dallas/Fort
Worth, Los Angeles, Miami, Newark New Jersey, Palo
Alto, California, Seattle, St. Louis, Amsterdam, Dublin,
Frankfurt, London, Hong Kong and Tokyo. This does not
necessarily mean that data stored on the Amazon Cloud may
be split across any number of these data centres.
Another influencing factor is the cost relating to high
capacity internet access.
B. Data Availability
Data availability is a major legitimate reason for the data
to be stored in multiple locations on the Cloud. This
answers a core business requirement: that of an
uninterruptible service and seamless provision. Furthermore,
data availability is such a crucial issue that it is common for
Cloud providers to credit customer accounts if the system
downtime duration drops below that specified in the SLA
(service level agreement). The related issue is that, often,
such measures are not specified in the SLAs.
The issue of data availability is exemplified by the
outages suffered by Google's Gmail service in February
2009 which resulted in embarrassing headlines for the
company [17]. In the subsequent service agreement for its
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Premier Apps range of products which also covers Gmail,
Subsequently, Google promised that customer data
availability will be at least 99.9% of the time in any
calendar month [18].
C. Cost Relating to Data Mobility
Another reason for data mobility is to reduce the cost of
running data centres (by reducing the electricity bills, for
example). In Public Clouds, data is often routed to other
locations at certain times of the day or year, or when there is
a huge climatic temperature fluctuation [20]. The main
factor in such considerations is the cost of provision.
Qureshi [21] has conducted research into the dynamic
routing of data based on the cost of electricity in various
regions. This research shows that it is possible to reduce
electricity costs by up to 40%. However, as electricity costs
rise, Cloud service providers may look for more effective
ways of reducing their overheads – at the same time,
hopefully, ensuring that there is no compromise on
performance and service availability. In this respect,
Qureshi's method [21] of dynamically routing data would
become an attractive solution. From the point of view of
data security and data availability, this would exacerbate the
security issues, which are already a major concern when
data is being moved between locations. As mentioned
before, data mobility or dynamic data routing is also
considered as a result of resource optimization. This, in turn,
also helps to reduce costs.
Enterprises consuming Cloud services may not be aware
of this, however, as they become more knowledgeable, they
may decide to request appropriate data relocation and, thus,
negotiate lower contract prices for such data services.
D. Data Location Assurance
Data mobility and location concerns, including those
relating to security, have been partially addressed by Cloud
providers, and two of the largest vendors in the field have
started offering solutions to customers. Amazon’s AWS
(Amazon Web Services) provides an option within its S3
(Simple Storage Service) package to allow customers to
specify the regions for the storage and location of their data.
It also provides assurance that data will not leave the
customer selected regions [23]. Although, the available
locations are currently restricted to just three regions: US
(Standard), EU (Ireland) and US-West (Northern
California), the company has plans to expand into the AsiaPacific region in 2010. Amazon is marketing this as a way
of improving performance and providing a better customercentric service.
In 2009, Microsoft announced that its Windows Azure
system would provide its users with the option to specify
where in the world they would wish their data to be stored.
As well as performance gains, Microsoft also stated legal and
regulatory reasons for this facility. This is an attractive
facility as different countries have different laws with respect
to data privacy and confidentiality and some clients may
wish to exploit such differences to their advantage, although
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there may be legal implications. However, as with AWS,
Microsoft has a very restricted choice of geographical
locations, currently only two: both within the US. Microsoft
has plans to expand this and is especially interested in sites
outside the US.
E. Cross Border Data Transition
Cross border data transition can lead to potential legal
risks due to different locations having varying policies,
regulations and legislation. This means that data protected
by legislation in one country may not have the same, or
even similar, protection in another country [24]. In an
example of this, that appears in Jaeger [19], it is noted that
the European Union and United States of America have
differing definitions of privacy as a result of disparate
privacy policies. Their Data Protection Laws are based on
the assumption that the location and responsibility of data is
known and understood. Cloud Computing however
challenges this presumption.
Presently, a vast majority of data centres are located in
the United States [25]. A consequence of this is that data
protection and privacy concerns are influenced by the USA
Patriot Act 2001, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act
(FISA amendments act of 2008), the Electronic
Communications Privacy Act (1986), the Privacy Act
(1974) and the Homeland Security Act (2002). Under the
ruling of these acts, the FBI and similar agencies have the
regulatory power to demand access to any data stored on
any computer within the USA, even if it is stored on behalf
of another jurisdiction [25].
F. Organisations’ Response
One of the key recommendations made by Gartner [26]
suggests that assurance should be given guaranteeing that
customer data will be stored and processed within a certain
jurisdiction and that the local laws within that jurisdiction
would apply. However, this may conflict with the concept of
data privacy particularly in countries such as the US. This
means that consumer data stored within the US may be
highly vulnerable to disclosure [24] which may pose a
potential business and/or economic risk.
World governments and organizations are developing
strategies to counter these concerns e.g. the Canadian
Government does not allow the use of hosting services that
are based in the US [25]. Similarly, SWIFT, an international
banking firm, are locating data centres in Switzerland where
the data protection regulations are based on EU laws
providing specific conditions for the transference of
personal data to third parties or abroad [27].
The UK Data Protection Act 1998 requires that personal
information is handled in a manner that ensures that key
principles and legal obligations are properly adhered to.
These principles also include the restriction on transferring
data to countries outside of the European Economic Area
(the EEA) unless there is a clear and adequate data protection
mechanism [28]. The act also makes it an obligation for
companies to clearly state where customers’ data is being
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held. However, this may be difficult when providers
themselves are unaware of the exact locations.
IV.

SECURING DATA AT REST

A valid question with respect to security of data on the
Cloud is: how to ensure security of data at rest. The obvious
answer suggests that data should be encrypted.
Unfortunately, this is not as simple as it appears. If the data
is being stored by an IaaS service (such as Amazon's Simple
Storage Service, also known as S3), that is not associated
with a specific application, then encryption is appropriate
and indeed possible and a valid solution. However, data on
the Cloud being processed by SaaS or PaaS applications
(such as Salesforce.com or Google Apps) is generally not
considered suitable for encryption. This is because
encryption prevents indexing or searching of data, which
has implications on availability and access of such data.
Finding an appropriate mechanism that is secure, and
allows both addition and multiplication, has proved elusive
and many respected cryptologists have suggested that it may
not even be possible. However, a number of techniques and
schemes have subsequently been put forward favoring the
full homomorphic encryption [29]. A fully homomorphic
cryptosystem is one where the performance of a
mathematical operation on ciphertext is found to have a
regular effect on the corresponding plaintext.
One such scheme, developed by Gentry [30], allows data
to be processed without being decrypted. This means that a
Cloud service provider can perform computations on
client’s data without exposing the original data. Gentry’s
proposal has caused great interest amongst cryptographers
who have been trying to develop a practical manifestation of
the concept of privacy homomorphism for over thirty years
[16].
Other research efforts are focusing on methods to limit
the amount of data that needs to be decrypted for processing
in the Cloud. An example is predicate encryption, a type of
asymmetric encryption where different individuals or
groups can selectively decrypt some of the encrypted data
instead of decrypting all of it [22]. Methodologies are being
developed.
V.

CONCLUSION

Cloud Computing is ‘essentially on-demand access to a
shared pool of computing resources’. It helps consumers to
reduce costs, reduce management responsibilities and
increase business agility. For this reason, it is becoming a
popular paradigm and increasingly more companies are
shifting toward IT Cloud Computing solutions. Advantages
are many but there are also challenges and inherent issues.
Generally, these relate to data governance, service
management, process monitoring, infrastructure reliability,
information security, data integrity and business continuity.
This paper focuses on the mobility and availability of data
held on the Cloud and discusses the security issues of such
data.
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In spite of the limitation and issues as discussed in the
previous sections, Cloud Computing is becoming an
attractive paradigm for large enterprises. In 2008, Forrester
[5] predicted that ‘cloud computing initiatives could affect
the enterprises within 2 to 3 years as it has the potential to
significantly change IT’. In 2009, Gartner listed Cloud
Computing as number 1 in its top 10 strategic technology
areas for 2010 [10, 11]. In another report, Gartner suggested
that ‘by 2012, 80% of Fortune companies will pay for some
cloud computing service and 30% of them will pay for
cloud computing infrastructure’ [4]. Enterprises are excited
about the opportunities that Cloud Computing presents and,
as the evidence suggests [4, 5, 10-12], Enterprise Cloud
Computing is firmly poised to be the next big thing for
businesses, large and small.

[13] Sharon Sasson, Seven Best Practices for Cloud Computing,
Enterprise Systems, August 2008, [Online] Available at:
http://esj.com/articles/2009/08/18/cloud-best-practices.aspx
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